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Preface

G LOBAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCE WAS tween debt stock and its components; the computa-
formerly published as World Debt Tables. tion of flows, aggregate net resource flows, and ag-
The new name reflects the report's ex- gregate net transfers; and the relation between net

panded scope and greater coverage of private fi- resource flows and the balance of payments. Exact
nancial flows. definitions of these and other terms used in Global

Global Development Finance consists of two Development Finance are found in the Sources and
volumes: Analysis and Summary Tables and Coun- Definitions section.
try Tables. Analysis anzd Summary Tables contains The economic aggregates presented in the ta-
analysis and commentary on recent developments bles are prepared for the convenience of users;
in international finance for developing countries, their inclusion is not an endorsement of their value
with particular focus on the global financial crisis. for economic analysis. Although debt indicators
Summary statistical tables are included for selected can give useful information about developments in
regional and analytical groups comprising 150 debt-servicing capacity, conclusions drawn from
countries. them will not be valid unless accompanied by care-

Country Tables contains statistical tables on ful economic evaluation. The macroeconomic in-
the external debt of the 137 countries that report formation provided is from standard sources, but
public and publicly guaranteed debt under the many of them are subject to considerable margins
Debtor Reporting System. Also included are tables of error, and the usual care must be taken in inter-
of selected debt and resource flow statistics for in- preting the indicators. This is particularly true for
dividual reporting countries, as well as summary the most recent year or two, when figures are pre-
tables for regional and income groups. liminary or subject to revision.

For the convenience of readers, charts on pages
xi to xiii summarize graphically the relation be-
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Overview: Building Coalitions
for Effective Development Finance

Policy highlights nalize the evolving lessons-and to give them legiti-
T HE STRING OF FINANCIAL CRISES IN DEVELOP- macy. Even then, these and other initiatives will re-

ing countries in the second half of the 1990s quire a period of strong commitment to produce
shook the confidence of many in global financial the desired results.
markets. At the same time, aid, on the decline In this context the report attempts to identify
through much of the decade, was increasingly crit- the conditions under which international financial
icized as ineffective. Together these experiences transfers support the development process. And it
called into question the long-held view that inter- considers what public policy-national and inter-
national resource transfers-both private and offi- national-can do to foster productive transfers.
cial-play a significant and positive role in eco- Among the key findings:
nomic development.

This report concludes that, to the contrary, in- * The cyclical slowdown of the global economy
ternational financial flows to developing countries that began toward the end of 2000 has been
are perhaps even more valuable than traditionally significant because U.S. equity markets, con-
thought-and that the prospects for using them sumer confidence, and short-term economic
effectively continue to improve. These flows work prospects have all dropped sharply and in tan-
to transfer resources across national borders, from dem. A rebound in the course of this year
rich countries to poor ones, and to create and real- seems possible due to the available policy in-
ize investment opportunities. But they can have an struments for stabilization.
even greater influence on development by stimulat- * After precipitous declines in 1998 and 1999,
ing improvements in developing countries' policies capital flows to developing countries grew
and institutions and keeping them sound. They can smartly in 2000, but their recovery has still
thus reinforce those countries' initiatives to step up lagged behind growth of output and trade
productivity and efficiency in the economy. since the late-1990s crises.

The report also highlights ongoing interna- * For all countries with strong investment cli-
tional initiatives to leverage the far-reaching poten- mates, private capital flows reinforce the pay-
tial of international financial flows. Among these offs to good policies and good institutions
initiatives are, at the global level, the reform of the through even faster growth. But the volatility
international financial architecture and, at the coun- of those flows needs to be managed through
try level, the World Bank's Comprehensive Devel- stronger domestic financial systems and, pos-
opment Framework, which emphasizes the critical sibly, larger foreign exchange reserves and
importance of a holistic approach to development. sources of contingent credit.
The success of both will depend on effective coordi- * Aid flows increased in 2000, and the pace of
nation among various parties, attention to diverse debt relief was stepped up-but it will take
local conditions, and a track record of strong and vigilance to sustain these gains. The increases
effective implementation. These, in turn, will re- in aid effectiveness in the 1990s support the
quire international and national coalitions to inter- case for greater aid to achieve the Interna-
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tional Development Goals set by the interna- tion of the global economy. The second is recent
tional community. technological change, which requires increasingly
International resource transfers provide about sophisticated investment environments for effi-
$5 billion a year to finance such international cient business operations. And the third is psycho-
public goods as health, a clean environment, logical factors. Some of the chapter's findings:
knowledge, and peace. To achieve the maxi-
mum dividends from these activities, the inter- * Although the rise in capital inflows to devel-
national financial institutions need to take a oping countries in the first half of the 1990s
flexible and pragmatic approach to coalition received most of the attention, capital out-
building. flows also increased. And at least a part of the

decade's increase in capital inflows may reflect
Challenges for developing countries during the transactions tied to capital outflows, perhaps
cyclical slowdown to avoid taxes. Those outflows also reflect
The cyclical slowdown of the global economy that greater economic integration with the rest of
began in the second half of 2000, brought on by the world
higher interest rates and oil prices, suddenly inten- * The worldwide boom in cross-border capital
sified toward the end of the year. Shifts in market flows has been directed to industrial econ-
sentiment have become more important in deter- omies, especially the United States, reflecting,
mining short-term output and trade trends. in part, optimism about technological trends.

Chapter I of this report argues that a recovery Developing-country shares in capital flows
in the course of this year from the current slow- have declined sharply since the crises. The
down is more likely than prolonged slow growth, greater concentration of capital in a few coun-
because economic cycles have become shorter and tries reemphasizes the importance of a hos-
because the scope for policy adjustments (fiscal pitable business climate in attracting and sus-
and monetary stimulus) is greater. However, the taining foreign direct investment (FDI) flows,
possibility of a continued feedback from financial which, although resilient during the crises, ap-
markets to the real economy may delay the recov- pear to have plateaued.
erv. The slowdown is expected to differ in mag- * Capital market flows were bolstered last year
nitude across developing countries, creating both by modest improvements in perceived credit-
risks and opportunities. A harder-than-expected worthiness. But a lack of liquidity and indi-
landing in the industrial world would have serious cations of investor nervousness suggest that
consequences in many developing countries but the memory of the crises remains. For coun-
could bring some partially offsetting benefits, such tries with marginal access but significant de-
as lower interest rates. Even in the more likely pendence on international capital markets, the
soft-landing scenario, some sectors and countries risk of being unable to roll over their borrow-
will be hit hard. ings could be significant. Despite the strong

rise in 2000, international capital flows are
Trends in private capital flows likely to account for smaller shares of develop-
As chapter 2 documents, resource transfers to de- ing countries' gross domestic product (GDP) in
veloping countries increased in 2000 but remain the next few years.
well below their 1997 levels, before the series of
crises. In 2000, private capital flows increased International capital flows and economic
smartly after the precipitous decline in 1998 and growth
1999, but the recovery of capital flows since the Private capital was implicated in the severe crises
crises has not caught up with postcrisis growth of of the late 1990s, and some have questioned its ef-
output and trade. This relative decline reflects some ficacy in stimulating long-term growth. Chapter 3
improvement in the "quality" of flows: volatile examines how private capital inflows are related
short-term debt flows have fallen sharply. to, and perhaps contribute to, domestic investment

Trends in capital flows to and from develop- and productivity, but also to volatility. The chapter
ing countries reflect three forces. The first is the concludes that private capital flows bear a signifi-
greater, although still imperfect, financial integra- cant relationship to long-term growth, although in

2
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general they tend to reinforce an existing positive countries improved, increasing their capacity to
growth dynamic generated by domestic efforts and absorb aid, and in part because countries with
initiatives. Among the chapter's findings: weak policies got less aid. But there exists signifi-

cant potential to reduce poverty by directing flows
* On average, private capital inflows raise do- from middle-income to low-income countries and

mestic investment almost one for one. But the by increasing flows to countries with good perfor-
effect is strongest for those countries least in- mance that thus far have received little or no in-
tegrated with international financial markets, crease in aid. More resources can also be effec-
where FDI augments domestic saving, identify- tively deployed for international public goods, as
ing and financing new investment opportuni- discussed in chapter 5.
ties. The association between greater foreign Recent moves toward donor specialization can
inflows and domestic investment is thus strong also make aid more effective. So can increasing
in Africa. For developing countries in general, the commitment to provide assistance through pre-
however, the relationship has declined since the dictable and medium-term budgetary support to
1980s, because growing financial integration each country's chosen development programs, based
means that countries' domestic investment de- on agreed-on policy frameworks and conditioned
cisions depend less on the availability of exter- on results. The shift to programmatic approaches re-
nal financing. flects the importance of country "ownership" of the

* The potential for productivity growth through policy agenda and the long-standing difficulties in
private capital flows has probably increased coordinating a host of separate projects, each with
because of the growing importance of knowl- different donor reporting requirements.
edge as a production input. But the benefits The Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
are available mainly to countries that have a Initiative, which embodies some leading-edge ap-
strong capacity to absorb these flows. proaches to aid effectiveness, marks an opportunity

* Capital inflows, through their volatility, can for a new start. The recent enhancements to the ini-
also impose significant costs. Although the tiative have quickened the pace and increased the
management of this volatility has improved, resources for debt relief, although the extent to
prudential safeguards (through greater liquid- which the initiative will increase total donor assis-
ity and measures to limit domestic financial tance is unclear. Since weak policies and institutions
instability) remain high on the policy agenda. are the key constraint on growth in most heavily in-

* There has been no environmental "race to the debted countries, the tie to policy reform is the key
bottom": FDI to developing countries is not at- factor for success. At the same time, greater access
tracted primarily by lower environmental stan- to industrial-country markets will help these coun-
dards. Countries experiencing rapid growth of tries integrate with global markets and grow.
FDI have also steadily improved their environ-
ments, because communities in those countries Financing international public goods
place a growing value on protecting their en- Chapter 5 attempts a first-ever comprehensive in-
vironment, and because foreign investors have ventory of the use of international resource trans-
reputations to maintain. fers to fund the creation of international public

goods in developing countries. It finds that, for
Making aid and debt relief more effective all developing countries worldwide, transfers of
The achievement of the International Develop- about $5 billion a year go to finance international
ment Goals will require a significant rise in aid public goods, and an additional $11 billion fi-
flows-and in their effective use. As chapter 4 re- nances the complementary domestic infrastructure
ports, aid flows did increase in 2000, and the pace that allows the absorption of these goods. These
of debt relief was stepped up, but continued com- resources mainly support activities in health, envi-
mitment is required to ensure that these increases ronmental protection, knowledge creation and dif-
are not temporary. fusion, and safeguarding peace. With active sup-

The effectiveness with which aid was allo- port from private charitable foundations, donors
cated across countries also increased in the 1990s. have been channeling more resources to interna-
This happened in part because policies in recipient tional public goods, even as aid budgets have de-
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clined. Some key global public goods, such as re- 2.2 percent in 2001. Industrial country growth
ducing global warming and maintaining financial should slow from 3.6 percent to 1.6 percent,
stability, require more than funding-they also and growth in the developing and transition
demand greater incentives for collective action. economies from 5.4 percent to 4.2 percent.
The returns from greater coordination can be ex- * The period of slower output growth is ex-
tremely high. pected to be relatively short-lived. Rapid re-

The effective provision of international public covery in high-tech sectors (currently hit hard
goods requires a three-pronged approach: by a downturn in the global semiconductor

cycle), lower interest rates, tax reduction, and
* Integrating global and country-based finance some softening in the oil price should under-
* Leveraging public resources with additional pin a rebound in industrial country growth to-

private money ward 3 percent over 2002-03. Developing
* Improving frameworks that enhance incen- and transition countries' output is anticipated

tives for responsible action. to rise toward 5 percent in these years, sup-
porting world GDP growth at rates around

The lessons of aid effectiveness also apply to inter- 3.3 percent. However, the risk of a sharper
national public goods: good-quality projects in and more prolonged slowdown has increased
which attention is paid to the details of implemen- over the last months.
tation are required as much as they are for country- * World trade growth is likely to be more than
based projects. halved from its record 13 percent advance in

International financial institutions seeking to 2000 to 5.5 percent in 2001, and to stabilize
support the provision of international public goods thereafter at still-robust rates of more than
will need to adapt to a world of many actors and 7 percent. Diminished demand will require the
decision points-sometimes convening the actors, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
and other times deferring to those with more ex- tries to reduce oil production in order to main-
pertise and legitimacy. In short, they need to take tain prices within their target range of $22 to
a pragmatic and flexible approach to coalition $28 per barrel. Oil prices are expected to aver-
building. age $25 per barrel in 2001, easing to $21 and

The overriding message of this report is that $20 per barrel in 2002-03 respectively. Recov-
the domestic environment of the recipient econ- ery in non-energy commodity prices will be
omy is the key to the effective absorption of inter- postponed until 2002, with prices falling by
national resource flows-whether official or pri- 0.3 percent in 2001 before advancing at a 5.5
vate. To paraphrase Albert Hirschman, resource percent annual rate during the years following.
transfers are "environment takers," not "environ-
ment shapers." And because many imperfections Trends in external finance
remain in how official and private flows move * External resources to developing countries in-
across borders, their quality can be enhanced by creased from around $246 billion in 1999 to
cooperative action and by coalitions that involve $299 billion in 2000.
various actors within countries and across national * Short-term external resources, which had
boundaries. The global community is now engaged reached a peak of $43.2 billion in 1996,
in exciting experiments to do precisely this. recorded net outflows in 1998 and 1999, and a

small net inflow of about $3.5 billion in 2000.
* Long-term inflows fell from their peak of

$342 billion in 1997 to $265 billion in 1999
Numerical highlights but rebounded to $296 billion in 2000.

* Developing countries' share in global private
The global economy flows fell from 14.4 percent in 1997 to 7.6 per-
* A sharp slowdown in economic activity, pri- cent in 2000; their share of FDI fell from 36.5

marily in the United States and East Asia, is an- percent to about 16 percent over that period.
ticipated to lower world GDP growth from its * Developing countries' aggregate current ac-
decade-high advance of 4 percent in 2000 to count was in a significant surplus of $60 bil-
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lion, and their international reserves increased $41.6 billion, although even after the rise, aid
by $53 billion. Hence much of the capital in- levels were lower than in the early 1990s.
flow is balanced by capital outflows or inade-
quately accounted for. International private capital and growth

* Just as in the last major episode of large inter-
Private finance national capital flows a century ago, capital

* FDI to developing countries declined modestly flows in recent decades have for the most part
(by 4 percent) for the first time in a decade, re- been reactive rather than proactive-in where
flecting a slowing of merger and acquisition ac- they go and the impact they have.
tivity and the completion of some large-scale * Bank lending and FDI are strongly related to
privatization projects. increases in domestic investment: a dollar of

* World FDI flows continued to grow rapidly such flows is associated with an increase in
and even accelerated somewhat in the second domestic investment of about a dollar.
half of the 1990s. Mergers and acquisitions * Cross-country growth regressions suggest that
grew particularly rapidly, reaching $720 billion private capital flows are associated with faster
in 1999. Industrial countries accounted for productivity growth: an increase in capital in-
much of this upsurge, with their share in world flows equal to 1 percent of GDP is associated
FDI flows rising from a low of 65 percent in with an increase of about 0.25 percent in GDP
1994 to an estimated 84 percent in 2000. growth. This influence may have become more

* Capital market flows to developing countries, pronounced over time. Case studies show that
after falling in 1998 and 1999, rose in 2000 the assimilation of productivity benefits re-
but remained at about three-fourths of their quires a strong investment climate.
1997 level. Developing countries' share of * The regressions also reveal a negative relation-
worldwide capital market flows has also fallen. ship between capital flow volatility and growth

* Flows to three middle-income countries rates-more volatility means slower growth.
(Brazil, China, and Turkey) increased by $43 * Despite the high visibility of recent crises, the
billion in 2000, or just $7 billion less than the volatility of capital flows does not appear
total rise in capital market flows to developing to have increased substantially for developing
countries as a group. The Republic of Korea countries as a group. Countries are also, in
and South Africa together received an addi- general, managing volatility better.
tional $11 billion. Capital market flows to the * Although exposing domestic financial markets
rest of the developing world fell by $4 billion. to foreign capital tends to increase instability

in the first year, in the medium term (starting

Official finance from about the third year) foreign inflows are
.Official development finance-concessional associated with greater stability, not less.

and nonconcessional-to developing coun- Larger international capital market flows are,
tries fell to $38.6 billion in 2000, from $45.3 on average, associated with greater develop-
billion in 1999. ment of the financial sector.

.Nonconcessional flows from official sources * There is no sign of a race to the bottom in
fell from their peak of $16.2 billion in 1998 to pollution levels in the urban centers of Brazil,
$5 billion in 1999 and were -$3.0 billion in China, and Mexico during the past two
2000 as new lending fell and some countries decades: particulate pollution is down in all
prepaid funds received to contain financial three countries, even though foreign invest-
crises. ment is up.

* Concessional official flows rose slightly, con-
tinuing the trend that started in 1998 after the Trends in official flows
sustained fall from 1992 to 1997. Concessional * Official development assistance, measured
aid flows-official development assistance, from the donor side (and including technical
consisting of grants and loans with a grant cooperation grants), rose 5 percent in 1999,
component of at least 25 percent-increased to to $56 billion.
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* This represents 0.24 percent of the combined terms. The eventual cost of the HIPC Initiative
gross national product of the principal in NPV terms is estimated at $28.6 billion.
donors: the 22 members of the Development * With debt relief, debt service due for the 22
Assistance Committee of the Organisation for countries that had reached decision points by
Economic Co-operation and Development. the end of December 2000 will decline to $2.1

* This increase continues the upward trend that billion a year (in current dollars) in 2000-05,
began in 1998, when aid flows rose $3.2 bil- or 25 percent less than the average in 1998-99.
lion, and suggests an end to the decline in aid Debt service as a share of fiscal revenue is pro-
from 1992 to 1997. jected to decline by about 10 percent in 2001-

* Japan registered the most significant increase 05 (by an average of 14 percentage points from
in aid among major donors, thanks to its spe- 1998). Debt service as a share of exports is ex-
cial assistance program for countries affected pected to decline over the same period, from
by the East Asian financial crisis. At $15.3 bil- about 17 percent to about 8 percent.
lion in 1999, Japanese aid was $4.6 billion
higher than in 1998. Financing international public goods

* The other major factor influencing the 1999 * About $5 billion in international resource
rise in aid flows, particularly those from the transfers (about 10 percent of official develop-
United States, was the international effort to ment assistance) is spent each year on the pro-
assist refugees from Kosovo. duction of international public goods.

* Among developing regions, East Asia and Pa- * This expenditure, referred to as core spending
cific, and Eastern Europe and Central Asia, on international public goods, is supplied by
saw a marked increase in aid in 1999-2000, private foundations ($1 billion), official trust
accounting for nearly 45 percent of total flows. funds ($2 billion), and official development as-

* But their larger shares meant smaller shares sistance ($2 billion), to provide different pub-
for Sub-Saharan Africa and, to a lesser extent, lic goods with varying reach.
South Asia. * In addition, an estimated $11 billion of offi-

* East Asia's increase was driven by the surge cial development finance is devoted each year
in aid from Japan. The main beneficiary was to complementary spending on international
Indonesia, where the net inflow of aid dou- public goods: country measures and infra-
bled between 1997 and 1998 and doubled structure for the effective absorption of these
again in 1999-2000, to an annual average of goods.
$1.9 billion. * Annual foundation spending for international

programs is now about $1 billion, having
The Heavily Indebted Poor Countries grown at roughly 8 percent a year in the 1990s.
Initiative * A decade ago, international grants of private
* In the three years from September 1996 to foundations, at about $400 million, were less

September 1999, seven countries were ap- than 1 percent of official development assis-
proved under the original HIPC Initiative: tance. Today they are about 2 percent of offi-
Bolivia, Burkina Faso, C6te d'Ivoire, Guyana, cial development assistance (which has been
Mali, Mozambique, and Uganda. From Sep- declining) and about 20 percent of resource
tember 1999, when the enhanced HIPC Ini- transfers for international public goods.
tiative was endorsed, to the end of 2000, debt * Official trust funds contribute about $2 bil-
relief was granted to 15 more countries: Be- lion a year to regional and global activities, or
nin, Cameroon, The Gambia, Guinea, Guinea- about 4 percent of official development assis-
Bissau, Honduras, Madagascar, Malawi, tance, up from modest amounts in the early
Nicaragua, Niger, Rwanda, Sao Tome and 1990s.
Principe, Senegal, Tanzania, and Zambia. * Official donors contribute to many trust funds

* By the end of 2000, total committed debt relief administered by various agencies. The World
stood at $20.3 billion in net present value Bank has the largest portfolio of these trust
(NPV) terms, and $33.6 billion in nominal funds, with $1.3 billion in cash contributions
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in 2000, about $700 million of which is tar- rose from about 7 percent of all official devel-
geted to regional and global programs. Other opment assistance in the 1970s to more than
international organizations manage another 15 percent in the late 1990s.
$200 million. An important resource and cat- * Core and complementary aid allocated to
alyst for funding directed to regional and health has grown the fastest, boosting overall
global programs is the World Bank's Develop- expenditure on international public goods.
ment Grant Facility, which mobilizes about * Nonconcessional lending from the multilat-
$1.1 billion a year for international public eral lending organizations has largely been
goods. An additional $900 million from multi- for complementary activities. At about $3 bil-
partner trust funds brings the total channeled lion a year in recent years, such financing con-
through official trust funds each year to about stitutes about 8 percent of lending by such
$2 billion. organizations.
A significant part of development assistance- * The official financial community has pledged
estimated at about $8 billion a year in the late more than $280 billion in rescue packages to
1990s, or about 15 percent of the total-is prevent financial distress in crisis countries,
channeled to complementary expenditure for thus contributing to the international public
international public goods. Such expenditure good of global financial stability.
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The Global Slowdown:
Prospects for Developing Countries

T71 HE CYCLICAL SLOWDOWN OF THE GLOBAL quick turnaround in the industrial world. This
economy that started in the second half of chapter elucidates further the naturc of the slow-
2000, brought on by rising interest rates down and the likely impact on developing coun-

and oil prices in preceding quarters, suddenly in- tries. The main conclusions are the following:
tensified toward the end of the year. Although an
earlier recovery remains likely, the probability of * Even a moderate global slowdown may create
a prolonged period of slow growth has increased serious challenges for some developing coun-
over recent months. Even in the most likely case of tries. Countries specializing in information
a soft landing, certain cyclically sensitive sectors and communications technology (ICT) prod-
and vulnerable countries will be hit hard. On the ucts-notably Malaysia and the Philippines,
other hand, a harder landing in the industrial and to a lesser extent the Republic of Korea,
world, painful to all in the short run, could bring Taiwan (China), and Thailand-have already
some partially offsetting positive developments, such experienced a sharp decline in their export
as lower interest rates. earnings, albeit from remarkably high levels.

The intensified deceleration was triggered by a * In a harsher environment, developing coun-
loss of confidence in equity markets and the ac- tries with severe domestic imbalances, glossed
companying swift loss of momentum in the U.S. over until now by an exceptionally favorable
economy. Data at the beginning of the fourth external environment, may face closer scrutiny
quarter of 2000 continued to strongly support from financial markets.
prospects for a soft landing, but financial market * The most recent financial crises, in Argentina
sentiment shifted abruptly in November. This was and Turkey, were by and large domestic in ori-
yet another example of the intensified interaction gin. In both cases, however, tensions culmi-
between financial markets and the short-run dy- nated when the external environment deterio-
namics of production and trade. The spillover rated. The forecast anticipates a severe output
from the United States was quick. East Asian contraction in Turkey this year and a signifi-
countries in particular were immediately hit by a cant rebound in 2002, driven by increased
sharp fall in U.S. imports of semiconductors and competitiveness and restored investor confi-
other high-technology products. dence, with new policies in place.

Moderate inflation, softening energy prices, * A harder landing in the United States would
and vastly improved fiscal balances in the United most likely coincide with declining interest
States and Europe provide policymakers latitude rates, a weakening of the dollar, and a reduc-
to deploy stabilization tools-notably a reduction tion of the U.S. current account deficit. Lower
in policy interest rates-to bring about an early interest rates would reduce developing coun-
recovery. In addition, new technologies have in- tries' debt service obligations. Depreciation
creased the growth rate of productivity and tended of the dollar would benefit countries with cur-
also to shorten economic cycles. These factors rencies pegged to the dollar, such as Argentina.
underpin this report's baseline forecast of a fairly It might also benefit non-oil commodity ex-
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porters, especially in Africa, by eventual firm- Table 1.1 summarizes the global outlook for
ing of commodity prices in dollar terms. the next three years and compares it with World

* Because developing countries' stock markets Bank forecasts made in the fall of 2000. The cur-
and "high-risk" bond markets are, at least in rent outlook is closer to the low-case scenario de-
certain periods, highly correlated with those of scribed in Global Economic Prospects 2001
the industrial countries, a deterioration in U.S. (World Bank 2001), which starts with a sharp
stock markets could temporarily trigger wvors- slowdown in the United States that then spills over
ening conditions in emerging markets, though to the rest of the world. Unlike in that low-case
the long-term impact-a reduction of the his- scenario, the new baseline continues to foresee a
torically high U.S. external imbalance-would relatively rapid stabilization in the course of this
tend to increase the availability of capital to year, as cuts in interest rates propagate through
these markets. the economy, and tax cuts, or the announcement

Table 1.1 Global conditions affecting growth in developing countries, and growth forecasts by
world region, 2000-03
(percentage change from previous vear except wherc stated ither'iase)

l-urtLlil ~ U:oi.D I,,. ,, Gi' F i .. ,,.1',, :11,11111., I.

t. 1a1 A l Il l1t l

Global conditions

Volutime of world rrade - !
Inflation (percenit per rear?l

(G- countries" I ' _ I I ,11 i -'

United Stares '4 ' - H , 4
Corininlodits prices'

Non-oil conmodities - L . -' . 4 . _I 4 4 - . -

Oil ic 2 -1J -1 ' -4 ial -I'4 -I'- ' -4

Price (dollars per barrel) 2 . 'I 9'' ;' ii I1 2', ,
G- SIl 4 -n - , I '4 - ' r

Initerest rates (percent per year)
6-month LIBOR` 4 - 4 4 - o _
6-month EURIBOR' 4 i 4 4 4 4i '' 4' 4

Growth in GDP
Wo,rld 4 'I 4 4 1 4

High-income cotintries ; I - . -

LJnittd States io I - ' -I
Japan I ,. 1 : 2 -i ! --

Euro Area : 4 . *' .4 : -
Non-OECED I I 4-'

Developing courtrics i4 4 4 ' 4 ' . 'I 4 4

East Asia and Pacific - . , .. . . . 4 ,- II

East Asia Crisis Fiveg - -. . ..
Furopc and Central Asia - 4 - 4 1 . 4 . .

Transition coiuntries i ' 4 1 ' .I 4

latin AiTcrica
a.nd the Carihbean 44 4 4 o 4 1 4 4 4

Middle East anid North At . ' . . - , I
South Asia i o .- -
Sub-Saharan Africa I - 4 ' . a J
All except tranisitioni coun' i * 4 I - I . ' , ' : :

AllexceptChinaand lndi 4 ' 4 44 44 4 44 4 _1

a. ( I ..- in consumer price index.
b. Canada, France, Germanv; Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the tUnited States; measured in local cLurrencv anid aggregated ulsing 1995

GDOP eights.
c. Change tin price measulred in nominal dollars.
d. MtanuIfactures Linit value index of exports from the G-5 iG-7 cxcept Canada and Italyv, expressed in dollars.
c. London initerhank offered rate for dollars.
f. Interbank offered rate for euros.
g. Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.
S,,urcc: WVorld Bank staff calculations anid World Bank, Global Econoinc Prospects 2001.
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thereof, have a positive impact on consumer senti- world trade, commodity markets, and interna-
ment and spending in the United States and Eu- tional financial markets. The next part of the
rope. However, with equity markets continuing to chapter focuses on the current account imbalances
slide through the early months of 2001, further that have become key risk factors in the global
movement to the low-case scenario, and hence a economic environment. It is argued that a reduc-
more prolonged period of subdued consumer and tion of these imbalances over the medium run is
producer sentiment, becomes increasingly likely. likely to take the form of a beneficial redirection

Global gross domestic product (GDP) is now of capital flows toward developing countries, but
expected to grow in 2001 by 2.2 percent, well that in the short run, periods of increased uncer-
below its estimated potential of 3.3 percent and a tainty and instability in international capital mar-
sharp drop from last year's 4 percent growth rate. kets remain a serious risk. A summary of the di-
The pace of industrial-country output growth falls verse consequences of the global outlook for the
by more than half, to 1.6 percent, from its robust different developing regions concludes the chapter.
gain of 3.6 percent during 2000. And aggregate
developing-country growth declines by 1.2 per-
centage points, to 4.2 percent for this year, al-
though this estimate obscures sharp differences in Industrial countries: sharp downturn
developments across regions. The forecast antici- with opportunities for a quick
pates volume of trade in a sharp decline, from a rebound
record 13 percent growth last year to 5.5 percent uring the last two months of 2000 a sudden
this year. Oil prices are expected to ease to $25 per lD worsening of sentiment in financial markets-
barrel in 2001 and further to $20 by 2003; at the to a large extent driven by a reassessment of prof-
same time non-energy prices are likely to firm but itability in the high-technology sectors-threatened
remain low by historical standards. to derail the U.S. economy from a path toward

The remainder of this chapter is organized as a softer landing. The change in sentiment was re-
follows. The discussion of the industrial countries flected in increased spreads on high-yield bonds in
elaborates on the possible reasons behind the sud- the United States and a reversal of the trend in the
den sharpening of the slowdown and the expected dollar-euro exchange rate (figure 1.1). Conditions
early recovery. This is followed by a discussion affecting growth in Japan also took a turn for the
of the consequences of the sharp downturn for worse, as Japanese exports fell from double-digit

Figure 1.1 Spreads on high-yield asset class and the dollar/euro rate in 2000
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Figure 1.2 GDP growth for major industrial countries
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Source: Datastream and World Bank prolections for 2001-0O.

gains at midyear to double-digit declines by the end likely to reach the trough in that period. A recov-
of 2000. The Euro Area, too, saw demand and out- erv in the course of the year seems possible given
put soften over the second half of 2000 but appeared the availability of policy instruments for stabiliza-
on course to continue growth at a moderate rate. tion. Similar profiles of near-term weakness and

Healthy fiscal positions in the United States and fairly rapid recovery by the end of 2001 or early
Europe, and low inflation throughout the industrial 2002 are also anticipated for the Euro Area, but
world, despite high oil prices, provide policymakers this is much less the case for Japan. Both the spe-
latitude to deploy stabilization tools-reducing pol- cific policy responses and the implications of devel-
icy interest rates, tax rates, or both-to counteract opments in the external environment will differ
the sudden deterioration. The U.S. Federal Reserve markedly across the world's industrial centers.
lowered the federal funds rate by 50 basis points In the Unzited States the slowdown in eco-
(half a percentage point) in a surprise move in early nomic activity intensified over the last months of
january 2001, and this was followed by a second re- 2000 as exports and investment decelerated and
duction of 50 basis points later in the month and a eventually dropped into negative territory. Con-
similar cut in March. The Fed's moves underscore sumer confidence fell abruptly in December and
the U.S. central bank's willingness to use the tools since then. Several factors contributed to the
available to it to forestall a sharper decline. Com- decline in confidence: earlier wealth effects from
bined with technological changes that tend to make rising stock prices were sapped by a continued
business cycles shorter and less pronounced, this decline in equity markets, higher oil prices eroded
creates an environment in which a hard landing can real earnings, and softening labor markets raised
still be avoided. uncertainty about job security (Figure 1.3a).

Growth in the industrial countries (defined Growth in manufacturing production fell from
here as the high-income members of the Organisa- 8.5 percent (seasonally adjusted at an annual rate)
tion for Economic Co-operation and Develop- in the spring to -2 percent by December, and
ment) is projected to fall from its robust 3.6 per- slipped further toward a 5 percent rate of decline in
cent pace in 2000 to 1.6 percent in 2001. This January. Outside the high-technology sector, indus-
represents a downward revision of 1.3 percentage trial output has registered a sharper decline of some
points from previous projections for 2001 (figure 9 percent (figure 1.3b).
1.2). GDP growth in the United States may turn Manufacturers' inventories built up as pro-
negative during the first quarter of 2001 but is duction outstripped demand. And new orders (es-
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Figure 1.3a NASDAQ market and Conierence Board consumer confidence indexes
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Figure 1.3b U.S. real retail sales and manufacturing output

Percent change, three-month/three-month, seasonally adjusted annual rate
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pecially for high-technology goods) declined weakening overseas demand is now reflected in

sharply over the last months of 2000, suggesting U.S. export performance: export volume growth
the potential for a further falloff in output as the dropped precipitously from an annual rate of more
need to work off excess inventories intensifies (fig- than 20 percent in October to a decline of 15 per-
ure 1.4).l Indeed, the business inventory-sales cent in January. Following an advance of 5 percent
ratio has risen from low levels in mid-2000 to in 2000, U.S. GDP growth is now anticipated to
breach the secular downtrend established over the register 1.2 percent in 2001, 2 percentage points
last 20 years (figure 1.5). below the projections published in Global Eco-

Signs of adjustment to this situation through nomic Prospects 2001 (World Bank 2001).
both the labor market (reduced working hours, Several factors are likely to abet the resumption
employment growth, and rising claims for unem- of growth to rates near 3.3 percent by 2002. Addi-
ployment insurance) and scalebacks of planned tional interest rate reductions are expected, favor-

capital spending are now apparent. Moreover, ably influencing durable goods purchases, housing,
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consumers' confidence. Finally, new technologies
Figure 1.4 New orders, shipments, and inventories in U.S. have not only increased productivity trends but also
manufacturing sector, January 1999 to December 2000 reduced the cyclical impacts of inventory dynamics

In billions of dollars, three-month moving average and reduced the volatility of the investment cvcle.2
390 - r 9 500 A fairly rapid conclusion to the inventory cycle,

New orders t against a background of stabilizing demand condi-
Shipments .< .° .r 490 tions, could add to GDP growth later in 2001.

N*/- _ The risks to the forecast are substantial, and

365 - / * | 480 arise mainly in the financial sphere. As revenues
have softened in both goods- and services-producing

470 industries, the increasing cost of capital-tied to
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Jan. April July Oct. Jan. April July Oct. Dec. placed a squeeze on profits. Commercial banks'
1999 1999 1999 1999 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 charge-off rates and rates of loan delinquencies have

Souirce: UIS. Department of Commerce through Datastream. risen to levels not seen since the early 1990s. A fur-
ther tightening of credit conditions, following a pos-
sible scenario in which international capital flows
reverse course quickly away from the United States,

and investment. Lower inflation, reflecting an antic- could further increase the number of defaults in the
ipated decline in oil prices, should raise consumers' high-yield sectors, which in recent years were the
real purchasing power. The potential for deprecia- main engines of growth. Under such circumstances
tion of the dollar against the euro-as European the downturn could be deeper and the recovery
growth comes to exceed that in the United States, would take longer.
and some funds are repatriated to EU financial mar- japanzese growth has reverted to an anemic
kets-should help boost the competitiveness of U.S. pace. The effects of the round of government stim-
exports while dampening import demand. On top ulus applied in fiscal 2000 have faded, private con-
of that, cuts in income taxes now under considera- sumption continues to stagnate or fall on the heels
tion may add to consumer demand, and effects of subdued household income and consumer con-
from the announcement of such cuts may boost fidence, and exports turned abruptly from double-

Figure 1.5 U.S. inventory/sales ratio
198 1-2000 quarterly actuals and trend
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau through Darastream.
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Figure 1.6 Japan: growth of selected GDP components 2000q1-2000q4

Percentage change, quarter/quarter seasonally adjusted annual rate
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Source: Japanese Economic Planning Agency, through Datastream.

digit growth in the first half of 2000 to a sharp de- as important risks to this view. Within the banking
cline by the end of the year. At the same time, system key weaknesses remain, and policymakers
however, private capital spending continues to have mobilized new efforts to shore up financial
grow. Revised third-quarter GDP figures revealed conditions. Not all of the banks' nonperforming
a drop in output of 2.4 percent in the period, which loans are fully recognized or provisioned. Capital
was followed by a 28 percent burst of private in- adequacy remains unclear, given the use of tax-
vestment during the fourth quarter, powering GDP deferred assets, the valuation of equity holdings at
to a 3.2 advance (figure 1.6). book rather than market value, and possibly inade-

Clearly, the overall pace of growth will hinge quate provisioning. Morcover, core profitabitity in
on export performance, as the key stimulus behind the banking sector remains weak because of the
the stronger tenor of private investment has been large scale of wholesale corporate lending at thin
buoyant foreign sales as well as demand by domes- margins, coupled with stagnant demand for credit.
tic industry for upgrading of its information tech- Activity in the European Union began a gradual
nology. Survey returns from sectors other than deceleration from the second quarter of 2000, driven
manufacturing and from small businesses remain by interest rate hikes and the adverse terms-of-trade
negative, reflecting the lack of momentum in the shock stemming from the combination of higher oil
domestic economy. With the recent decline in ex- prices and the weaker euro. Leading indicators and
ports, the near-term prospects for Japan have di- industrial production reflect the downshift in activity
minished, and expectations for 2001 have been (figure 1.7) and suggest that the slowdown will be
revised to 0.6 percent growth in GDP, from 2.1 steeper and more protracted than envisaged in
percent in earlier projections. Growth is likely to be Global Economic Prospects 2001 (World Bank 2001).
restrained near 2 percent annually over 2002-03. These considerations prompt a 0.7-percentage-point
Public works spending during fiscal 2001, other downward revision in the growth projection for
government incentives, and a residual of momen- 2001, to 2.5 percent. The Euro Area has been under-
tum in private investment should play a role in un- going a tightening of financial conditions, as Euro-
derpinning growth against severe erosion. pean Central Bank (ECB) policy rates have been

But an increasingly fragile banking system and raised by 2.25 percentage points since November
the potential for a steeper decline in exports stand 1999, principally to dampen inflationary pressures
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Figure 1.7 Euro Area GDP, industrial production, and leading indicator
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months back; data are monthly except for GDP figures, which are quarterly. R' = .78 for the period Mav 1992 to December 2000
between industrial production and leading indicator.
Souirce: Eurostat and OECD.

from the rise in oil prices. Risk perceptions among World trade growth expected to fall by
businesses have increased, in large part because of more than half from its 2000 record
the unwinding of the technology bubble, the un- rade tends to follow a more pronounced cycle
dershooting of the euro (to a low of $0.82 in late T of industrial production (figure 1.8). Even in
October), and reduced export orders. Against this the case of a soft landing in the industrial world,
background, domestic demand is likely to slow mod- Global Economic Prospects 2001 (World Bank
erately, while exports decline more rapidly during the 2001) expected a deceleration of world trade from
first part of 2001. Conditions in export-powerhouse the record 13 percent3 last year to 8 percent this
Germany, with large exposures to world markets, year. The sharpening of the global downturn has
have weakened considerably. brought the forecast of world trade growth in

Nonetheless, the fundamental conditions for 2001 down to 5.5 percent. The expected rebound
growth in Europe remain in place, and a firming of of the global economy in the course of late 2001 to
growth is expected during the second half of the 2002 could bring growth in world trade next year
year. Tax cuts introduced over 2000-01, mainly in back to just above 7 percent, close to the expected
France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands, on long-run growth rate of world trade during the
the order of 1 percent of Euro Area GDP, will help coming decade.
bolster disposable incomes and consumption. An Even the revised projections are high in histor-
easing of oil prices will also contribute to higher ical perspective. This reflects in part the increased
real incomes. Moreover, recent wage moderation, openness of most economies, especially developing
together with tax reduction, diminish the potential countries, after the impressive trade liberalization
for "second round" effects of the oil price hike, in of the 1990s. It also reflects the further global inte-
the form of inflationary wage bargains. This should gration of production processes, relevant especially
provide the ECB some leeway to reduce interest to the ICT sector, which has made increasing con-
rates during 2001. On balance, Euro Area GDP tributions to world trade growth (table 1.2).
growth is projected to revive to 3.1 percent in With the growing importance of the ICT sector
2002, then moderate to 2.9 percent by 2003. in economic performance and in international trade,
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Figure 1.8 World industrial production, import volumes, and GDP, 1996-2002

Percentage change year-on-year
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Souirce: Datastream and World Bank staff estimates.

the characteristics of the business cycle change. For market the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
example, in the semiconductor sector, recoveries Countries' (OPEC's) production cuts will likely com-
during the 1990s occurred within six to nine months pensate for the slowdown of demand. In other
(figure 1.9). commodity markets a possible weakening of the

The initial deceleration of world trade in the dollar may counteract some of the downward pres-
current cycle is similar to those observed after the sure on prices resulting from lower demand. The
first oil price shock in 1973 and the East Asian cri- minor adjustments in the price forecast imply that,
sis of 1997-98, and steeper than the downturns in as in Global Economic Prospects 2001 (World
the recessions of the early 1980s and early 1990s Bank 2001), the price divergence between oil and
(figure 1.10). However, the prospects for develop- other commodities is expected to reduce somewhat.
ing countries in the current slowdown appear bet- In 2000 the ratio of oil prices to an index of
ter than in most of the earlier ones for two reasons. non-oil commodity prices was at its highest since
First, the growth rate during the trough is expected
to be significantly higher than during most of the
earlier downturns. The sharp deceleration reflects Tbe12Cnrbto fITeprst oatnepartier dowturhe ecpi ally highlgro raef fc exports and export growth, selected countries and
in part the exceptionally high growth rate of regions, 1990-99
trade-relative to GDP-last year. Second, during (percent)

the current slowdown, import growth is expected

to be fairly well sustained among developing coun- c r.r,Il n 7hand;, r.,rzv .3I y.

tries, whereas in the 1998 slowdown the trough in Of ;. I. . t l w 's .- 'l.,s.".'

world trade growth was mainly due to the collapse E,r. .- 4

of trade in developing Asia (table 1.3). t .... l.1 le. -l .

J -, .;. l I4 l , I- -. . r

Divergence between oil and non-oil a. Ratio of the change in the value of ICT exports to the change in

prices to narrow the value of total merchandise exports.
b. Not meaningful: total European merchandise export growth in

orecasts for oil and non-oil commodity prices 1999 was negative, but ICT exports grew by 5.6 percent in value

F are, on balance, not affected dramatically by terms.C. Excludes China.
the sharper slowdown in world output. In the oil Source: COMTRADE and World Bank staff calculations.
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Figure 1.9 Comparison of semiconductor cycles
Three month/three month, seasonally adjusted annual rate
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Note: The four cycles are centered at 0, which is the first month of negative growth, and shows the cycle evolution 12 months
before and after.
Source: Semiconductor Industry Association through Datastream and World Bank staff estimates.

the early 1980s (figure 1.11). This placed a severe ports of coffee or cocoa: these commodities have
strain on the current account balances of countries seen price declines of nearly 50 percent in the past
dependent on non-oil commodity exports-many two years.4

of which are among the world's poorest. The situ- The divergence between oil and non-oil com-
ation was worst for countries that depend on ex- modity prices has begun to close as crude oil prices

have fallen since November (figure 1.12), and they
are expected to fall further. The recent weakness in

Figure 1.10 World trade growth during episodes of global al economic grth, e he United
slowdown (peak to peak) global economic growth, especially m the United

States and in East Asia has reduced the prospects for
Percentage points of volume growth

a recovery in non-oil commodity prices. Thus ex-
14 porters of these commodities may benefit from

12 lower oil import prices, but they are not expected to

10 - X ' .fv obtain significantly higher prices for their exports.
However, a potential weakening of the dollar could

8 / provide a relative boost to non-oil commodity prices

6 \ (box 1.1).
4 ._S\ ' / * ! OPEC has established a price band of $22 to

\ >> / / $28 a barrel for its crude oil and appears deter-
2 mined to adjust output to keep prices within these

0 - limits for the foreseeable future. The organization

-2 Peak years 1 2 3 4 5 Peak years raised production quotas four times last year to pull
-4 prices back into this range, but as the market began

tilting into surplus, it cut output bv 1.5 million bar-
First oil shock (a 973-76) rels a day in February 2001 and 1 million barrels a

Gulf Warand recession of early 1990s (1988-94) day as of April 1. Since stocks remain low, the orga-
-F- East Asia/Russia crisis (1997-2000) nization should be able to keep prices within its tar-

* 4.. Expected current slowdown (2000-03) gets this year, although a sharp slowdown in de-

N .. t: "Peak"cnnut,preious akyer of tad,gowthbfore nd folowingmand could require further reductions in supply. In
theperikd ofrsloosdoran. the absence of a severe economic slowdown, it is
Soozrce: W/orld Bank. likely that OPEC will have to raise production later

this year ahead of the peak winter demand season.
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Table 1.3 Contribution to world import growth by region, 1998-2003
(percent)

Country or region 199S 1099 22,11 'rrI rr ,

G-7 countries 4 0 4.2 5.i ,
North Americ:. 2.2 2.4 2.5 l 
Japan -14.4 t0.5 0 i , l I
G-4 Europe' 2.1 1.4 2.; I 4

Other industrial c .. ,,... 1.6 1.5 S lr 1

Asian newly indu -, h l -,, .. .,.,1 0 l3 1.2 ,.

Developing countr,. t0.0 1.2 4.5
EastAsia -1 1 .6 2.2 ' l l
Latin America 0.5 0 . . 0 i.9 ri 4
Central and E. *.; tr..r... 1.7. 0 l ; -I 4

CIS countries -14.4 -1; i l 2 I I. I
Other develop: iii -0 I 0 6 4 I I 4

World import grc ll. j2 i. 13 i- _

Note: Contributron is share of world trade times import growth.
a. France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom.
b. Hong Kong (China), Singapore, and Taiwan (China).
Source: World Bank staff estimates.

Oil prices are expected to average $25 a barrel
in 2001 and then fall to $20 a barrel by 2003, but Figure 1.11 Ratio of oil to non-oil
near-term prices are expected to remain relatively commodity prices
high and volatile. Rising non-OPEC supplies are ex- Index relative to period average

pected to exert downward pressure on prices in the 200
coming years. Meanwhile higher prices are leading
to large investments in exploration and develop- 150 A A
ment, and steady increases in supply are expected in | A / Z

a number of areas, including offshore West Africa 100
and the deepwater Gulf of Mexico. f-

The expected recovery in non-oil commodity ,J
prices did not occur in 2000. Instead the index fell o
1.2 percent from 1999 levels, largely because 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

slumping beverage prices (down 18 percent) offset Note: Period average = 100.

gains in some other commodities (table 1.4). The Source: World Bank.

sharp fall in cocoa and coffee prices in 2000 was
due to continued large production increases in the
face of weak demand growth. Coffee prices were
hurt by large exports from Vietnam, which has be- in 2000 after a 21 percent decline in 1999. With
come the second-largest exporter, after Brazil, while strong supplies and weakening demand, a substan-
cocoa exports from C6te d'Ivoire flooded the mar- tial price increase is not foreseen for any agricul-
ket. Efforts to curtail exports in both coffee and tural commodity. Metals and minerals prices rose
cocoa markets failed, and the current surplus is ex- 12.6 percent with the global economic recovery of
pected to keep prices depressed in 2000 and per- 2000 and production cuts by major producers. As a
haps 2001. result, inventories remained low, and prices are ex-

Overall, agricultural prices fell 5.4 percent in pected to rise somewhat further in 2001.
2000, as production and stocks remained higher On balance, developments over recent months
than expected. Although sugar and cotton prices re- have led to downward revisions in the forecast and
covered remarkably from severe losses in 1999, the a postponement of a generalized recovery in non-oil
price of vegetable oils fell an additional 8.5 percent primary commodity prices until 2002. Coffee and
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pected in 2(3(31 and 20(02. For oil-importin,g devck-

Figure 1.12 Oil and non-oil commodity indexes oping countrics this implies an improv ement in the
termis of trade this scar, hIt cofttc and cocoa c\

/nclex. January 1997= I100.. -
Index. January-1997- 100 porters are likelY to expcrience hxirther incomile
140 - ° losses and may reLluirc additionial finanicial support.

120 -
P Metals and minerals

100 , Capital flows to developing countries
¾ _ * on an upward trend

80 - (' c chical conditions in industrial couLitrics are

Agriculture C k.j likely to have a marked impact on capital
co- floss to emerging markcts (discussed more fully in

chapter 2). Latc last ocar the deterioration of senti-
40 - - I I ment in capita l markets increased Uncertainti aiid

Jan July Jan. July Jan. July Jan July Jan made investors more risk avcrsc. This substantialls
1997 1997 1998 1998 1999 1999 2000 2000 2001 liited the horrosing opportunities of developing

S;,mrcc: \Vur1d Bank. cotintries in the last two months of 200. Ihe cut
itn interest rates in january created a winidow of op-

portunity for hond issuers, hut Februarv sasv an
cocoa prices are expected to continue their decline other slosvdown in flows. The reductioni of (I.S. in
into 2001, offsetting expected large rises in grains terest rates again in Marchi and expected further
prices. The recovery in metals and minerals prices is cuts cotild provide a boost to flows. Improving cco
mostly over, given the overall weakening in svorld nomiiic fundamentals will be important to acihievinig
industrial production. wvith only modest gains ex- greater capital flosvs to dev eloping countries.

Box 1.1 Beniefits of a weaker dollar for nion-oil
commodity producers
A weakenn,_ . ithr d.lir .dAd kl esp,cr-d n' in- natural rubbier rnd 23 percenir ot %world rite exporT'.l When

A crease n 'ii. nI LI mm diI[ pr ic, trcl-ito e) t il prices. Brazil ldevalued its currenrc nimid-laotL-an ot 19,I9, the
The dollar sr'cnnnth ncud 1d1.1 in-r rh- \,iln tinaiinial cti price. ot tit mal;,r exiports tell ver the next ihree months:
and has remnerd %tt nr . It h' i l-en ell d,eunicurnied coltee H; Iil percent, sL lbean meal by 15 percent. and
that a strone J,li.r i^..s. ic. ra d A !tlh orak dollar com- tugar by2i6 percent. \\'hcn Maliiia de%alued is currenrc

modity pricr . I,. t. 'r ext\niple. 'tLdie-. H;. AdalIs I9N; lbeginning in Auguitr I1J9, rhe dollar price of Malav,I;ian
Radetzki 15-'i: .nd R'tikr ind \.aidlc -2.i Thii is con- satn w%ood tcll 45 percent ocer th- next seve-e mornth.

firmed by (1 lbi,rt li lij, Iattes i 199-i. and \ko-,rld Bank And wvhcn the Russian Federation, ihN world's largc4r ;lu-
staff estimatc, lI , no iI it. on aier.ge, a I per,ent ap- minumn exporter, dcvalued the ruble in mid- 19'S. the price
preciation c, rI- d. J11 ir iu 3-0rc3ired a.% ih a 0.i to- I tI per- cof alminum tell by ] 2 percenr over rhe next six months.
cent fall in t1, d. 11 r Pi Vc t, imnnimditic,. In contrast Eo non-oil conimodirin. oil markers are

After dLpeLi,..1[1n -u k.xchingL- riacs. price- tend to, be characterized mo,re by dollar price taigeting. Oil prices
relatively .ii'tin.r ni rm tiirieici;cs ,t rhe niitor cx\porters tend rheretore to he relatieli stable in dollars rerms after
and hence 1on -f iin dulljr tcrm;. \\eikrncs in odr. idunal exchange rite mnvements. Thr present ratio of oil to non-
commodity prices in dollar terrrmi t, ,IIllo. ing the .ksian ti- oLil cominiodin prices is the ;t idest since rhe early I 980s
nancial cris., n. a. Jt! ir-!k hilked It' dJprN.Litc,n .-It the cur- because oil prices lh,c increased shat-ply xs hule non-oil
rencies of mn-tvr Iiin. iditl exporters. For exmiple. the comniodity prices have continued to fall. For example.
devaluation . th: th-1lAi baht in 1.1 1I- Q a' followed b; compared with 1 d95, oil prices have inceased 64 peicent
a 22 percent In r. th dIllitr pr,icC iIt na[ural rubber and a3 and non-oil corm-nodit prices have declined 20 percent.
16 percent il! l n r.tI pr't' i. t ihe neSt three month'. Rough e'rimates show that dollar appreciation \av respon-
(Thailand a-i oi. hr 4il perccrnt ic rb %iorld's Ls\poris of sihle for about half of that decline.
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Table 1.4 Changes in oil and non-oil commodity prices, 1981-2002
(percent per year)

Commodi. .... I.,- I'ql-9( jQ9j-qm I.F4JL 20] '''' 2-_o_
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E { ,,.; -1.4 11~~~~II -'4.- -S 1 III.: E
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Petroleu:; -4 2 -c.2 -I11 4 - 'I

G-5MUI 3.1 0)8 -2. -. c.

Memo it
Average 1r 1 ...I.,,

(dolla' r r I I 24 1 1 .i I IN ' - I, _

Note: Data are annual average changes in World Bank commodity price indexes calculated from prices in nominal dollars.
a. Manufactures Unit Value index.
Souirce: World Bank staff calculations.

During 2000, gross capital market financing investment (FDI) to developing countries slowed
exhibited volatility in tandem with credit condi- somewhat in the year to $178 billion, from $185
tions in the United States, which were tight during billion in 1999, but was still high enough to bolster
April and May and then eased in June to September total net capital flows to an overall increase in 2000
before tightening again in November and Decem- (see chapter 2 and table 2.2 for further detail).
ber. The pattern of capital flows was similar: $6 bil- The outlook for capital flows to developing
lion to $7 billion monthly in April and May, and countries is for a moderate increase in 2001 fol-
$13 billion and $11 billion in November and De- lowed by a more rapid rise in 2002. Divergent de-
cember, but $19 billion to $24 billion monthly in velopments in different developing regions will
the remaining months. Despite this volatility, gross limit the rise in net capital flows during 2001.
flows from capital markets rose 28 percent for the Latin America is expected to benefit most from the
year as a whole, to about $237 billion (table 1.5). decline in global interest rates, stabilization in the
On a net basis, however (that is, taking into ac- U.S. current account deficit, and a continuation in
count principal repayments on outstanding debt), the reduction of emerging market spreads wit-
market flows were well below their levels before the nessed since mid-December. Gross flows to East
Asian crises, rising from a very small $35 billion in Asian economies, on the other hand, are likely to
1999 to $79 billion in 2000. Although capital mar- be limited, given their current account surpluses,
ket financing is on an upward trend, foreign direct high levels of reserves relative to short-term debt,

Table 1.5 Gross capital market flows to developing countries
(billions of dollars)

Ann,uJ lu Ihl 'j ii I...'rI 3"IL

T,*1 9ii-. 1 4it 1*w 2l.'Oj , , '",,' e Ir.*bcr N,nsI..L,r.tr( AItOI

Be ;d1 114 LI -- .4 41 4 4I1

Lo I;. 1 , I ILIS 44 125 11 4 1 - i _

Eq 22 9 2 1 3 H I 1ii ii

Thud ;I ioI! I*' '3I 1,, i 114 1I,
Tori ,,I 124 lil 3 ._

n.a. Not available.
Sozurce: Euromoney and World Bank staff estimates.
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and an expected increase in domestic credit. Al- domestic demand in the United States would have
though bond issues are expected to rise, FDI flows to fall more sharply than foreseen in the forecast.
may again decline marginally, reflecting the drop In East Asia investment rates are likely to re-
in commitments over the past few years and fewer cover, but to a level somewhat lower than before
large-scale privatization programs and mergers the crisis, as investors-abetted by new investment
and acquisitions. and disclosure regulations-become more selective

Capital flows are anticipated to recover in 2002 in their choice of projects. The rising investment
in tandem with the growth recovery in industrial rates should offset declining public sector deficits
countries-which will improve developing coun- and lead to a narrowing of the region's current ac-
tries' export performance, a key determinant of the count surpluses, which, however, are expected to
level of gross capital market financing-and a fur- remain through 2003. And the anticipated decline
ther reduction of emerging market spreads. The East in oil prices and modest recovery in non-oil com-
Asian economies are likely to gain the largest share modity prices could bring current account balances
of the expected increase in private capital market of both oil-exporting and oil-importing developing
flows as their current account surpluses are reduced countries back within sustainable limits.
further and improving global economic conditions The financial risks of a rapid unwinding of cur-
support a resumption of moderately fast growth. rent account imbalances are sizable. Adjustments
Highly indebted countries, particularly in Latin in financial markets are frequently abrupt and tend
America, may face more supply constraints during to overshoot (box 1.3). Abrupt reversals of capital
this period and see little increase in net flows. Com- flows may entail inefficient liquidations and unnec-
plementing the rise in capital market financing is a essary destruction of physical and social capital.
potential turnaround in FDI to more substantial One of the driving forces behind the U.S. produc-
increases, as economic conditions improve in devel- tivity surge was the ample availability of venture
oping countries. Overall, this trajectory for capital capital, attracted by large capital gains. Although
flows is consistent with a shift in developing coun- potential rates of return for individual high-tech-
tries' overall current account balance, from a sur- nology ventures have likely been overestimated, the
plus of $60 billion in 2000 to a modest deficit in social rate of return of these new initiatives has un-
2001, toward average deficits of near $60 billion in doubtedly been high. For Japan as well, a sudden
2002-03. increase in capital outflow or reduced liquidity in

the domestic economy could be especially harmful.
With banks still suffering from large amounts of
bad debt, a corresponding decline in stock values

Current accounts: opportunities could raise svstemic risks in the financial svstem to
and risks from an unwinding potentially critical levels.
of imbalances In developing countries, which notionally
Jn recent years, large current account imbalances would be at the receiving end of a redirection of
lhave been built up, particularly in the United capital, uncertain prospects could dampen the in-
States, but also among the East Asian economies flows. With the global economy-and therefore
and the oil exporters (box 1.2). These imbalances export opportunities-slowing and the recent fi-
are expected to unwind slowly over the next few nancial crises still fresh in memory, investors may
years, enabling some redirection of capital flows choose to park their resources in the safety of gov-
toward developing countries. However, an uncon- ernment bonds rather than take risks on investment
trolled reversal could increase investor nervousness opportunities in developing countries. Probably
and lead to a "flight to quality," temporarily re- such a flight to quality would only be temporary,
straining flows to emerging markets. but it would interrupt a smooth redeployment of

Deceleration of demand is likely to reverse the capital flows. In the short run, financial conditions
rapidly increasing external deficit in the United in developing countries could even worsen, reflect-
States and to bring the European balance into pos- ing an increase in perceived overall uncertainty.
itive territory again. However, to achieve substan- For oil and commodity exporters the risks are
rial reduction of the U.S. current account deficit, also considerable. Both groups may experience for
which is needed eventually to restore sustainability, some time the adverse-and persistent-conse-
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Box 1.2 Recent developments in curren-t accounts
1 [ I I,I c[i -L 'ul PI LI ; b iliIoIhi 3a' [IIIl'. ,1C Saving and Investment in the East Asia Five
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Box 1.2 (continied)
sal, which in turn financ,d in pa.rr tll .". in.. uinment Combined current account balances in Sub-Saharan
boom of the last few year,. Africa. 1990-2003

Commodity exporters' ci-' ra r t '.: i;, i p.1flar. %J.r.-..m Il N4r .

tire extrernelb volatile. 
The $10-per-barrel riseii ,,Ii priI> i', 2iii'.1LIJJ kd in tl- -I - 4

mated increase in oil ext-r rc..-ri, .11 ii 1 i hiill,ii il- -21., ----
pared with 1999. Thus th, ,*l. rld ,eIp tpreE hiite triE- 2-' -! C' -i - -2
nessed huge swings in thL 1l .LI ruin .- t.i n, oi er lilc er - -I 4
period 1998-2000, r oi.ii ti,n r-, ;i rerrir .t C(l1 1 r' -' -
Thisreflectsnotonlytht vtclh ni itcilit it ii1 priti.s hiut ;
also the fact that the reca , o ilidrlIiIs h1i3. i )- 1 Ct hen I I ra r
spent on increased import. 1 l. ci -.lixrerparr %.-t Chew, i.. . rid Lk i
shifts in oil exporters' curr.nr l. l int. i, I iiiLiel 1tcn in
the industrial countries, 111, LIulI h c'i h- i th. Ii tlics! ire prices IL.1qi l1ent cutuni1tit elMk mir rlile I .t three eJr tr t
low-income, commodity-p .. .nitlrlrL. . . t. mo .i percent itts Ci ' ( ID.' .iri. shicks o.t tC,5 nature

Commodity exportt r--i .ud n. r- -. j.,1irr rullec hhm c r. qLiired h uger ad lu.mnt the is rhL e . itritlir; ale
to severe price volatility and trhus., 0ii lrp iti's in in- i,irgel% urnibe E r,, iiince curreilt ac.iunr dJLtLitt ot 1nWh
come. Their current acco Lit> Cnii JIL 3' i,ttiftcr. r. smniith 1nLglltitL1u. F1h cIie rrasr b.-en hct]n oli .and fi ri-tuil c xpirtcri
consumption overtime, a Id r u -Ji n -ll -Ritiil ttit hui the nim a in ids in suuh->Sliarai \trit .ia.lTli-i nor--iil
same opportunities for sinri, I,|nim:. I cr. fin dv%, iiro- pit tu rs ni thc rgli r n tried to sin'ooth Li.3. ilLmptl ill ind pri
ing countries that import.i al Und e p.p ot tt in,i -hr LI.ron b rtiiniloilg Lkrrior.p r 3e tlt rclt .lcuiLLt tICii., Bit
ties, the increased oil bill r-,, 1-, .i-c*r 1hailnc' i. t[ th. the deteI imiat,in .t their ntiL t _a i%XtLmunt ha bLcun muchLI
same time, they face lox n im L- 'l | ) mini *dl't pricti ,nl ndi ;niil,r thin mnc ; i,tJii hl.ie exxpe,tcd gli'en the chiane in
have limited access to inLrr rni ti.ict ii tts l or thcirt ti inis ot ttdc 1111% ',LIgZtCLt tht iL01i C lltntrL 9 hiti
example, Zambia, whicli itpn ..n . *ppei aindl ,ibil ic p,.rndcd rti the hlnher r iii prric hi Ci olnprL 'IlIw LtporES
exports, has suffered a din.r, rt 1ti I In Itr ri n .idtIL liL t tI i sm iliic decee ind holidin- curlt nt .AcciLinnt dietilt% ti
of $1.2 billion as a result .it r,- trt ltir In - niniiidll.td .thin i range th hi C. hi,r.irilk ll, bLen ahi. nti tinirnc.

quences of the temporary imbalances, even after cial assistance mav prevent a severe and prolonged
balance is restored. Oil-importing developing coon- recession.
tries have increased their dcbts and debt service,
and their creditworthiness may have deteriorated,
making access to international capital niarkets mor-e
difficult. Oil exporters may have lost conilpetitive- Overview of developing regions
ness in non-oil goods as a result of real exchange Fi i5 a decade-Ihigh advance of 5.4 percent
rate appreciation. In a slowing world econom with durinlg 200(0, GCP growth in developing coon-
increased competition for market share, such a loss tries is expected to fall to 4.2 percent in 20071 (fig-
in competitiveness makes it harder to overcome the tire 1.13). Slower growth in xvorld demand and
expected decline in oil prices. trade wili affect most countries for the wvorse, al

Most of these risks are not easily prevented. though loxver inflation and interest rates amoog
Hoxvever, some policy priorities may help reduce the industrial countries will be a comnion favor-
the risks. Improvement of the investment climate able factor.i
in developing economies that stimulates FDI may The evolution of the global environment de-
facilitate a successful redirection of capital flows. scribcd earlier will have differing impacts O(n differ-
Countercyclical policies may mitigate contagion. ent developing economics. TFhc coutiiries hardest
Finally, for economies facing a temporary exclu- hiit swill be thlose with a strong export oricntation
sion from international capital markets as a result to the United States, in particular the substantial
of increased overall uncertainty, temporary finan- ntmber of East Asian economies specializing in
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Box 1.3 Overreactiolis and reassessmenits in
financial imiarkets
D espite e' ii. ' - ---I I_JI ItI -iFn 'Lir-tI LiraE. dI, P.LTIi- U.S. dollars pereuro. December 1999to December 2000

pants ir i1 1lIlt 1 m IKLr IN aird uniil ilit cnd 'A105 -- - …---------

2000 to mak, I --ILI1'ir n;dd l.L iI.[% II1to rh.I [,or,ar5,,s.

Suddenly; t ! i LI it''"i' il-, 1iiL lit % I>Itt iliii ot1-r- .id- 1 i- …_ _ -
justed downr lid. ii ILI Ili: L LI[' Ipprec.i.ncd I percenc -- --

against the d- II ir in I LL cnrlticr .trftr hi lng x'a.lic ned a I -
niost continu.. N Lt Ir[-[, idu'ri. iri, ec tigael. - :90- -- -

the same tim.., Li .. m ri i[i In III 1'¾ iii rkc.. Liirk titd as I ----

reflected in itl Lt iI .d I. pIL d. lilt
1 .I Id htI to I LIJitit, re-

sulting in a r il. i, *.-r._ rm o el iiinciti hb..iiJd. Til-
IDec Jar, Fec. Mai'h April WVt JUne JIt` AUg Sepa 0'n WIr Dirt

brought yielcd - ri t 1 L-k h.l d - I" n] *11 I1.1 i P. Ilt-. j 299200 200 200, KI 22000 2002Q 200 j atlu Ž0CC' NA'0 2000
to .5.1 percerr. trill 1i i Li)d I I ¾i LI'b-1r I'O [Del:cnilx-r I .

(European C ir.il I;ii -. Ii ii ''t, iiai n

Althougl, nt I i HI- itI I r I I pdrt II t rI tI IE' IIndJO:In
accumulated dLri.i rit I uEvi p.nt it ihk t,air. il tPe.Ir

insufficient t. - p1l wli r[li rrtiigrhthnin -it [ 1 L dJ.ll ir nor nttser the costs. Most niarkcr p3rticipints will then
through Novt CHK u ,nd tI' %Iltt-LLltent I apid rcL er%al. It ti- eLonini/e hby relniig on technical analvsis. This involves
nancial marLk-[h LrL LtItlv1i![, rd-ic hetlicr Ilgil%n, c'-n.crn'rli ul'ierving inomeMleits in marker prices imtorniarinn rhat is
the slowing ct ri,ii- l. bI n 1 .1 ldI lI c pre tlErtId the Ippreti3- public and almosr free I and extrapolating cerTain systern-
tion, making rl, -iI''LLi' dit I: .l.*i,n mIlrofi m'dcrare. mic renclencies as a %sav it) extract Information about what

New beb I- ii Il t III ilt l '[i I ii' r iii 'itt r xli, i.cr.. it other agenti-sw, ill do-a kind oi free ridc on otfhcrs sup-
see Shleifer 'liir il 1 t I. L in' iiir thi ofrtn- posLd fund[m.ntrl anaflysIs. This rspt- ot hehatrot can per-
observed helk I *I it. t. nt Ill II i.i kt,cr, iln %-hih. .ir .an p-u.it deviarions tr.,ni equilibrium becaunc, within a c;r-
extended per .I - r ,1 rI di- In 1ri , .h i ip' lt eIpect.c - r.iin range, no onc is doing fundaminnntal anals sL. and rhoise
tions "chase II...... -riid ,1. r. I. r..I tItIlltel-c t; ..uL.d- de'ing itchnnial anabl , ml-noc thc market. This wlIl con-
denly. The fi --r .,, I-iiiu3 m I' rt t'..II.> N ilt 4L4 [hr-ttrm g3ans rinue up o) rhe proint v.hbrc the disequilibrium is s,. aige
available dur i'.- HN l in;, Iubble F. n It J trenld ii tin- that the potetirlal gains trom arbirragec reemerge. making
sustainable it, ih. I. 1 rLinl. il in- -. ho ride th. tIide fundinmeirtal rnik-sis vorrhch bile aglin.
may generatc- Ind it th1 i.rlni rt kk p ali c-'hort -run Alt1rhtu1h such hehavior Is tlnderwridablrc from an
gains. These In. t - l , I .1'' I I I I I I I.p it I' ILi the I I I I I marker he re I m vestor's point ot %.ew,; the overreacrioiis and abrupt re-
the disequilibri, I I,Lx.inc I'' I rt ., ind trIc rrcrid re*re r.e a.se,srntnrs rthat iesuic may hale acslerse consequences In
The second PtI. d. ,I Rd il n D, (,r.mLVt I IL-h1 the real econc'mv. As the Asian risi; anid the dot-com booin
and Frankel 1i- i'l, I`-,LI,. 'in trliiitttIrns% and mtr.rmrn- and bust have sihovn. ov%eropitmI4u. invehrment behbaior
tion costs. WX- rIr 1 Ir ,'Lt 1ini1- I mi g.inc n I t equilihria. dl%en hs shbirt-tcrm kjinm may lead tro inefficient inuest-
fundamental I 1 f ,,t I I tLi1-i I I Ipp 'rTIuniri c i.. ni C menis. and rhe sharp reversak nmay ItJd tj inefficient
w orthwhile, I tI , Ir Thilt I 1:tIuL I I n t rhi r eb inbliLhi liqutidarions.

Seillei dLluCtOr alld orthr high-technology trade, dotimestic financial conditions in somc countrics

vxiich have reccritl exper-iericed a robust recoverv (such as Argentina and Brazil), but continued soft
from the late-1 990s crises . S]lggiSh coniditions in coiTiioditv prices affecting others adversely.
Japan are liklely to accenltuate the ovserall weakness The expectationi that growth in the Furo Area
of Asiani tradc. The MNlexical] outlook xsvill clearls will he sustained at higher rates than in North Amer-
be dominated hIv muchloIC e r demnand from its ica bodes better for developing regions more tightlv
partner-s in the North A\erican F-ree Trade Agree- aligined with that group of countries, Only a moder-

iictit NAFTA). BEut the prospccts for other Latin ate slowing of groxvth is anticipated in the countries
Amilerican ectLnoneiic arc intxed, with lowe-r inttrest of Ceiitral Europe seeking accessioni to the European
rates potenitiall> settling the stage for an easing of Union,8 and Suh-Saharan Africa as well as the
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Figure 1.13 Developing regions' real GDP growth, 2000-03
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Source: NWorld Batik staff estinmates.

Maghreb countries of North Africa should be able ward markets where competitiveness has been en-
to maintain growth momentum at a modest pace. hanced may serve to offset a more severe down-
Some commodity exporters may benefit from a turn in trade. In the recovery phase, GDP growth
weaker dollar, whereas oil prices are likely to be cen- in developing countries is anticipated to rise to-
tral to the outlook for the Russian Federation and ward 4.9 percent per vear in 2002-03.
the other hydrocarbon exporters of the Common-
wealth of Independent States (CIS), as well as for East Asia and Pacific
Africa and the Middle East. Here prospects appear The East Asian economies will experience much
favorable for continuation of fairly firm price levels slower growth in the first half of 2001, as external
through the near to the medium term, helping to conditions have deteriorated more rapidly than pre-
keep these economies out of a significant downturn. viously foreseen. Asia's reliance on high-technology-

Recovery for the developing countries should laden exports is being affected by a sharp decline in
find its roots in a fairly rapid stabilization and re- demand for high-technology goods, particularly in
vival in U.S. demand and a step-up in European the United States.9 In contrast with other develop-
growth. Renewal of growth in intraregional trade ing regions, however, the prospects for developing
in East Asia and in the Mercosur countries of East Asia in 2001 as a whole are still favorable,
South America, for example, should abet these with anticipated GDP growth of 5.5 percent, al-
developments. fn the interim, however, with favor- though this is down from the 7.5 percent outcome
able trends in international interest rates and his- for 2000. The expected slowdown is more pro-
toricallv low inflation profiles across developing nounced for the East Asia Crisis Five economies,
regions, room for an easing of monetary policy in where growth in 2001 is projected at 3.7 percent, a
a number of countries, particularly in East Asia, drop of more than 3 percentage points from actual
Latin America, and Central Europe, can assist in growth in 2000, and of almost 2 percentage points
supporting domestic demand. Although fiscal po- from the fall 2000 forecasts. Prospects are little
sitions are generally more fragile, room for an eas- changed for 2002-03, with growth for developing
ier fiscal policy stance may be available in a num- East Asia projected to continue at ahout 6 percent
ber of countries to buoy consumption and output. each year.
And exploiting possible shifts in the dollar-euro A return to stronger growth in the wake of
exchange rate to reorient the focus of exports to- plummeting exports and manufacturing output in
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the region during 2001 vill require stimulating estimated at 3.8 percent. Continued weakness in
domestic demand. The initial conditions for such non-oil commodity prices, high oil prices, and a
stimulus are generally favorable, but prospects for sharp fall in bond financing in the fourth quarter
policy action are mixed across the countries of the affected growvth performance across most of the
region. International reserves are high, short-term region-oil importers as well as some oil exporters
debt has dropped substantially, current accounts with significant dependence on agricultural ex-
are still positive (although diminishing), inflation ports. A $40 billion financial package extended to
has been subdued despite the sharp upswing in Argentina by international financial institutions
regional growth and increase in energy costs dur- and other donors was successful in staving off the
ing 1999-2000, and exchange rates have remained worst of a financial crisis in that country. But nec-
competitive. An easing of monetary policy may be essary fiscal tightening, the depreciation of the euro,
feasible in countries such as Korea. and confidence effects yielded stagnant growth in

However, stabilization policies in the region Argentina and dampened growth in income per
face some challenges and constraints. Fiscal posi- capita in its smaller Mercosur partners.
tions in East Asia have deteriorated sharply since Mexico's GDP, in contrast, grew faster than
the onset of the crisis in 1997. Moreover, the seri- expected, at 6.9 percent, thanks to a combination
ous downturn in sales of high-technology goods of strong U.S. import demand, high oil prices, and
puts the far-from-complete recovery of many dis- increased public expenditure-financed by the high
tressed firms and banks in East Asia under pres- oil revenues-in the runup to presidential elections.
sure. A loosening of monetary policy may have In the middle of the growth spectrum, Brazilian
less impact than in the past because of persistent output advanced by more than 4 percent, as it did
weaknesses in the banking sector. Bank credit to- for most oil exporters. Growth in Peru was af-
ward businesses continues to be rationed, and al- fected by political developments and by sluggish
though nonperforming loans have declined, they performance of metals and minerals prices in the
remain stubbornly high. Banking authorities are last quarter of the year (which also affected Chile).
considering more proactive policies. For example, Growth prospects in the region for 2001 will
the Bank of Korea has initiated a program in continue to differ markedly across countries. Ex-
which it provides banks loans-at much reduced ports are likely to be strongly affected by slowing
rates-earmarked for small- and medium-size en- U.S. demand,' and key industrial commodity
terprises; this program was extended at the begin- prices are expected to soften. Mexico is seen as
ning of 2001 to second-tier conglomerates. Al- likely to be the country most affected by the slow-
though such policies may ease an incipient credit down in the United States: Mexican production is
crunch in the short run, they could lead to worsen- intricately interwoven with U.S. manufacturing
ing bank balance sheets in the longer run, should through NAFTA, in the automotive sector among
these loans sour. others. The slowdown in the United States may be

Unfortunately, many countries in the region accompanied by a fall in the dollar-euro exchange
have also been gripped by a wave of political weak- rate; this would be a potentially welcome develop-
ness. This has had the greatest impact in Indonesia ment for countries that trade heavily with Europe,
and the Philippines, which have seen a substantial such as Argentina and Brazil, because their curren-
weakening of their currencies,1 0 but it has also af- cies would become more competitive. 2 And easing
fected Malaysia (which is suffering from steady of international interest rates should reduce the cost
capital flight), Taiwan (China), and Thailand. The of new borrowing and of interest on foreign debt,
political and economic changes induced by the fi- while offering some leeway for more substantive re-
nancial crisis of 1997-98 are likely to have benefi- ductions in domestic rates, given positive develop-
cial impacts in the long run, but may inhibit policy- ments on the inflation front. The GDP growth fore-
making in the short term as governments confront cast for 2001 for the region as a whole has been
their first postcrisis challenge. reduced by 0.4 percentage point, to 3.7 percent,

and the dispersion of projected country growth out-
Latin America and the Caribbean turns should begin to narrow by the end of the year.
Economic recovery in Latin America and the With an upturn in industrial-country activity
Caribbean was uneven in 2000, with GDP growth anticipated during the second half of 2001 and
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2002, recovery in Latin America is likely to follow The slowdown in the industrial countries and con-
in a phased process. Export performance should tinued softening of commodity prices will adversely
improve, although some time will be required to affect the region, with stronger impacts on the
rebalance inventories and production in line with smaller, more open economies of Bangladesh,
more moderate prospective growth in the U.S. Nepal, and Sri Lanka.
market. The stimulus derived from rising exports,
together with the earlier easing of interest rates, Middle East and North Africa
should support a moderate revival of domestic de- Increased oil output and terms-of-trade gains from
mand. And a rekindling of trade within Mercosur high oil prices led GDP in the Middle East and
is also likely as average growth rates of participat- North Africa to advance by 3.2 percent in 2000, up
ing countries converge around 4 percent by 2002. from 2.2 percent during 1999. Growth in the oil-
Finally, as global growth regains more substantive dominant economies accounted for most of the gain.
momentum, a turnaround in the terms of trade for Results among the diversified exporters of the region
the region's smaller commodity exporters, particu- were mixed. Higher prices for energy imports and
larly in Central America and the Caribbean, can lower prices for selected nonfuel commodities ex-
be expected. As these developments unfold, GDP ports (such as phosphates and semiprocessed materi-
for the region is likely to rise toward a 4.4 percent als) yielded a decline in the group's terms of trade,
annual pace over 2002-03. compounded in several countries by continued rela-

tively high real exchange rates, which dampened
South Asia export performance. Moreover, severe droughts in
GDP advanced by 5.8 percent in South Asia dur- Morocco and the Syrian Arab Republic decreased
ing 2000, up marginally from 5.7 percent in 1999. income and consumption, particularly in rural areas.
In India recent statistics show continued growth in Among positive developments, record tourism rev-
manufacturing, services, construction, finance, in- enues, stronger flows of vorker remittances, and pri-
surance, and real estate at rates of more than 6 per- vatization revenues provided a boost for this group
cent through 2000. But South Asia remains the of countries. But continued contributions from these
most energy-import-intensive of developing regions factors depend on maintenance of a favorable exter-
and has been hit hard by the escalation of world oil nal environment. That in turn depends especially on
prices. This increase, coupled with deterioration in economic conditions in the European Union, which
key regional commodity prices,' 3 has placed heavy now show signs of a moderate slowdown.
pressure on the region's current account deficit, GDP growth is expected to rise to 3.9 percent
which reached $14 billion, or 2.2 percent of GDP, in 2001, as weather conditions improve and oil
in 2000-the worst performance since 1989. The exporters use their recent windfall gains to imple-
current account imbalance is expected to rise to- ment new investment programs, targeted both to
ward 2.4 percent over the next two years. In India production and to upstream activities. Despite the
a slowdown in high-technology services exports moderate fall in oil prices anticipated for 200 1, the
appears imminent due to the global downturn in region's oil exporters are well positioned to make
information technology, including the software in- the adjustment, given the long-held perception
dustry. However, the country's foreign exchange re- that the recent oil price rise would be temporary.
serves stand at comfortable levels, equivalent to six Trade and current account surpluses will decline,
months of import coverage. but the commitment to encourage investment and

Average annual growth for the region in further fiscal reform, particularly in the Gulf Co-
2002-03 is anticipated to be 5.5 percent. Among operation Council countries, should continue. The
the positive factors is the government of India's an- slowing of growth in the industrial countries will
nounced aim to liberalize the country's trade regime dim the prospects for the diversified exporters. Al-
and to reduce other barriers in its export-import though Morocco will see some improvement as it
policies. But a factor restraining more robust recovers from its second consecutive year of
growth in India is the persistence of large budget drought, sluggish growth in its export markets will
deficits, which currently stand at some 10 percent serve to dampen trade, and tourist arrivals will be
of GDP when capital expenditures are included. affected by slower growth in Western Europe. The
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region's GDP growth should ease to a range of cult to avoid a severe contraction this year. But the
3.5 to 3.6 percent per year by 2003, as a further forecast anticipates a rebound in 2002, driven by
leveling off of oil prices induces a downscaling of increased competitiveness and restored confidence
growth in the oil-dominant economies toward 3 with new policies in place.
percent, while output gains stabilize in the major Over the 2002-03 period, aggregate growth in
economies of the Maghreb and the Mashreq at an- the region is projected to stabilize near 4 percent.
nual rates between 4 and 5 percent. For those countries seeking accession to the Euro-

pean Union, deepening reforms and continued sig-
Europe and Central Asia nificant levels of FDI should provide a strong im-
Growth in the transition and developing countries petus to growth. However, pressures on fiscal and
of Europe and Central Asia is expected to fall to 2.3 external balances are expected to remain high over
percent in 2001 from a robust 5.6 percent advance the medium term (but diminish over the long term)
during 2000. This outlook incorporates a moderate to finance the adjustment costs associated with the
slowdown in external demand, effects of policy accession process. In the CIS the outlook is clouded,
tightening to avoid overheating in some countries with substantial risks to the forecast on both the
(such as Poland), and a sharp contraction of GDP in up- and the downside, mainly due to uncertain
Turkey following the recent crisis. Hydrocarbon prospects for world oil prices and the greater
exporters-mainly Russia and some of the Cauca- prominence of political factors in the region.
sus and Central Asian countries-have benefited Progress in implementing reforms is anticipated in
markedly from high oil prices, which have boosted some CIS countries, but the breadth and depth of
budget revenue and allowed for increased invest- these reforms are uncertain, raising some doubt as
ment and fiscal outlays. This should largely sustain to the sustainability of higher growth in the absence
domestic demand through 2001, despite the antici- of high hydrocarbon prices.
pated softening of oil prices.

The two crises that hit Turkey in November Sub-Sabaran Africa
2000 and February 2001 were primarily domestic Commodity price movements have had momen-
banking crises. Currency and portfolio maturity tous, but mixed, impacts on Sub-Saharan African
mismatches made the domestic banks increasingly countries over the past two years. Tropical bever-
vulnerable in the course of last year. The rising real age prices are down 50 percent or more from their
exchange rate and declining domestic interest rates peaks in 1997-98, to their lowest levels in a gener-
were the main incentives that led to these mis- ation. Meanwhile oil prices have surged, leading
matches. Toward the end of 2000 the exchange rate to the biggest divergence between oil and non-oil
and the banking sector came under attack as doubts commodities prices in two decades. The least di-
about the sustainability of policies increased. One versified exporters, which are heavily dependent
alarming indicator was the rapid increase in on one or two non-oil commodities, have been the
Turkey's current account from less than 1 percent worst affected by the changes in terms of trade. At
of GDP in 1999 to more than 5 percent of GDP in the same time, countries that export significant
2000. Roughly half of this deterioration is attrib- amounts of oil-Angola, Cameroon, the Republic
uted to the impact of higher oil prices and increased of Congo, Gabon, and Nigeria-offset this impact
import demand for reconstruction after the 1999 for the region as a whole.
earthquake, with the balance attributed to the over- Economic activity in the region appears to
valuation of the lira and a cyclical rebound in do- have been stronger than expected during 2000,
mestic demand. Box 2.6 in chapter 2 elaborates on mainly because of developments in South Africa,
additional factors that contributed to the crises. where upward data revisions together with strong

The lack of confidence led to a sharp rise in in- performance in the second half of the year boosted
terest rates, both in November 2000 and in Febru- growth to 3.1 percent. The region as a whole is
ary of this year. A 30 percent depreciation of the now estimated to have grown by 2.7 percent in
lira in February completely eroded the liquidity of 2000, and output should accelerate over the next
the banking sector and created pressing fiscal few years, to 3 percent in 2001 and 3.4 to 3.6 per-
strains. The resulting credit squeeze makes it diffi- cent in 2002-03. Despite the expected easing of oil
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prices, growth in the oil exporters will continue to transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe. and
outpace that in the region as a whole because of 4.3 percent for the Commonwealth of Independent States.

strong investment demand. Strong foreign inves- .9. Although the U.S. market accounts for onlv 20 per-
strong investment demand. Strong foreign invest- cent of the exports of many East Asian economies, a sharp

ment floxvs should be sustained in the medium decline in U.S. demand would have multiplier effects on in-

term, especially in the offshore sectors and in traregional trade, which is concentrated in intermediate

Nigeria, where meaningful reforms are expected goods and components.
to continue improving incentives in the energy sec- 10. The weakness in the Philippines was partly re-
tor. NTon-oil exporters should also see a pickup in versed with the transfer of power to Presidenit Gloria Maca-toe. on-ol exortes shuld lso ee apickp in pagal-Atroyn.
growth as the terms of trade improve or at least 11. The United States absorbs sorme 20 percent of ex-
stabilize, with modest gains in non-oil export com- ports from the region, and 75 percent of Mexican shipments.

modity prices and a softening of oil prices. 12. A weakening of Latin American currencies against
the euro would tend to increase inflationary pressures to a
degree-a risk for the larger countries of the region that
have recently undergone financial difficulties.

Notes 13. Tea prices fell 5 percent, lute 11 percent, and rice
1. An inventory cycle of anticipatory accumulation was 21 percent over the year to December 2000.

a positive factor underlying gross domestic product (GDP)
in late 1999 and early 2000, contriburing 0.4 to 0.9 percent-
age point to growth. As the cycle turns to a reduction in
stock levels, GDP growth will be negativelv affected-likely
in the same order of magnitude as on the upside. References

2. In a comprehensive econometric analysis, Mc- Adams, E Gerard. 1988. "Explaining Recent Metals Price
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ment in durables output. They identify the start of the struc- ters 4: 69-75.
tural decline in volatility in the early 1980s. De Grauwe, Paul. 1996. International Money. Oxford, Eng-

3. This was constituted by industrial country import land: Oxford University Press.
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export volume growth of over 17 percent. In nominal U.S. Frankfurt.
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4. Ethiopia, for example, received 65 percent of its ex- Paper 7899. National Bureau of Economic Research,
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lion. However, with coffee prices having fallen by over half Erankel, Jeffrey A. 1997. Oni Exchange Rates. Cambridge.
since then, Ethiopia's coffee export revenue in 2000 is esti- Mass.: NMIT Press.
mated to be only $245 million. Gilbert, Christopher. 1989. "The Impact of Exchange Rate

5. Although the windfalls may eventuallv be spent, this Changes and Developing Country Debt on Commod-
does not necessarily imply inappropriate policies. First, ity Prices." Economic Journal 99: 773-84.
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8. Adjustment to the recent financial crises in Turkev land: Oxford University Press.
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Trends in Private

Capital Flows

S INCE THE FINANCIAL CRISES TRIGGERED IN foreign capital to consumption and investment
1997, developing countries' use of external fell sharply: developing countries' aggregate
private capital in relation to their economic ac- current account was in a significant surplus of

tivity has declined. This reflects a reduced demand $60 billion in 2000. At least a part of the
for external capital in some countries and a con- decade's increase in capital inflows may reflect
strained supply for other countries on account of transactions tied to capital outflows, perhaps to
uncertain market conditions. The outcome of these avoid taxes. However, increased outflows also
trends in flows is a generally improved external in- reflect increased economic integration with the
debtedness position. rest of the world.

Following their collapse during the financial * The worldwide boom in cross-border capital
crises of 1997-99, private capital flows to develop- flows has been directed toward industrial econ-
ing countries resumed growth in 2000 in the wake omies, especially the United States, reflecting
of strong economic recovery beginning in 1999. But optimism about technological trends. The share
since, over the past three years, these capital flows of developing countries in these flows declined
failed to keep pace with global output and trade, sharply after the crises. The increased concen-
they are a significantly smaller share of developing- tration of flows within a relative few developing
country gross domestic product (GDP) and exports countries reemphasizes the importance of a hos-
today than they were in 1996 and 1997. As a con- pitable investment climate to attract and sustain
sequence, developing countries' indebtedness ratios foreign direct investment (FDI) flows, which, al-
(debt/gross national product and debt/exports) though resilient during the crises, have since ta-
have also declined. In particular, the level of volatile pered off. FDI flows to developing countries are
short-term debt fell sharply in 1998 and 1999 and likely to rise again as the rate of diffusion of
remained relatively flat in 2000. recent technological innovations picks up, in-

Trends in capital flows to-and from-devel- creasing the expected rate of return on invest-
oping countries reflect three forces: increased, al- ments in developing countries.
though still imperfect, financial integration of the * Capital market flows were bolstered over the
global economy, recent structural changes that last year by improvements in domestic credit-
draw investors to sophisticated business environ- worthiness. But reduced market liquidity since
ments, and the continued importance of psycho- the crises and continued investor aversion to
logical factors in determining international flows. risk suggest that the memory of the crises re-
As reported in this chapter: mains. For those countries with marginal ac-

cess to, but significant dependence on, interna-
The rise in capital inflows to developing coun- tional capital markets, the risk of being unable
tries through much of the 1990s received much to roll over their borrowings is potentially sig-
attention. However, capital outflows also in- nificant. At the same time, demand for external
creased during the decade. Thus, despite the capital remains limited in the East Asian crisis
substantial rise in inflows, the contribution of countries, where underutilized industrial capac-
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ity and the slow pace of corporate restructuring because of a weak investment climate or where tax
keep investment low. Thus, despite the strong incentives induce "round tripping" of capital (box
rise in capital inflows this year, capital inflow 2.1). However, outflows also represent integration
to GDP ratios are likely to remain off their with the global economy. Companies in developing
peaks in the next few years. And a severe economies, especially the more advanced ones, have
downturn in the global economy could lead to been investing beyond their own national borders.
a very sharp reduction in capital market flows. Feldstein (2000) notes also that gross flows in and

out of the country represent hedging of risks.
This chapter begins with an overview of the

principal trends in aggregate resource flows to de- Long-term resource flows rise
veloping countries. The rest of the chapter dis- Both long-term resource inflows (flows with a ma-
cusses private capital flowvs, first the trends in FDI turity of more than 1 year) and short-term flows in-
and then capital market flows and their projec- creased in 2000 but remain significantly below the
tions. The discussion of official international flows levels achieved before the East Asian crises (table
is deferred to chapter 4. 2.1). FDI declined modestly (by 4 percent) in

2000-the first decline in a decade-reflecting a
slowdown in merger and acquisition (M&A) activ-
ity and the completion of some large-scale privatiza-

Trends in external finance to tion projects (table 2.2).2 Capital market flows rose
developing countries in 2000, after falling in 1998 and 1999, but re-E xternal resources to developing countries in- mained about half their 1996 level. Nonconces-
E creased from around $246 billion in 1999 to sional flows from official sources declined signifi-
$299 billion in 2000 (table 2.1). However, develop- cantly, as the need for large crisis assistance
ing countries' aggregate current account achieved a packages abated and repayments on previous pack-
surplus of $60.3 billion, and their international re- ages continued. Concessional official flows rose
serves increased by only $53 billion, twice as much slightly, continuing the rise that started in 1998 after
as in 1999. Hence, in 2000, as throughout the the sustained fall from 1992 to 1997 (see chapter 4).
1990s, much of the capital inflow was reflected in
either recorded outflows or "errors and omissions" Private flows fail to match recovery
in the balance of payments statistics. Errors and Although private flows to developing countries
omissions, in turn, reflect the inability of interna- rose this past year, this increase has not matched
tional financial statistics to identify a significant por- the recovery in the growth of output and trade. By
tion of capital transactions.1 2000 both output and trade exceeded their levels

Capital outflows from developing countries before the crises, yet private capital flows remained
have different causes and implications. They are a about 15 percent below the peak 1997 level.3 Thus
source of concern where they represent capital flight the ratio of private capital flows to GDP has fallen

Table 2.1 Trends in external finance
(billions of dollars)

199! 992 19% 199 1991 1994 !0f)P '

Sources of funds' 143.1 194.0 354 4 3 jS 2f37 24b&' 299.3
Net long-term resource fin 123.0 1 1 i. 311.2 142.6 334.Q 2.;4. 5 295.9!
Net short-term flows 20 1 38 2 43.2 16.2 -jl.2 -1£.1 3.5

Uses of funds 14131 194.0 354.4 3i'.7 283 - 246.2 299 3
Current account deficit t6 S 95 1) 114.5 101 3 46.1 -26 A -tO 1
Change in reserves 4".1 Ihi) 99 a 29.1 49.,' 26.2 53r,
Capital outflows and E&C 16.l 93.1 liS 3 228 3 195.A 246.9 1166i

a. Estimated.
1. Inflows 4f debt are net of amortizaLion pavi-eLits, and FIDI is net of disinvestenat. For this easo-, these flosvs ace sometirmes referrcd to as
"net" resource flowss
c. Errors and omissions.
Souirce: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Country Tal)les and sources cited therein, vatious years; World Bank Global Economic
M%lodcl; OECD DAC's Geographic Distribution if Flowts; and NWorld Bank staff estimates for 2000-
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Box 2.1 Capital outflows: causes and implications
Ca pi *.uttl, I . t Irn de eli ping -bulitrl%increased 19%; 9 W~i .i liti Ia). Bur the prublem niam be more %% ide-

GtfiriL OIh 1 Jt 4
i ni maini outnirie' re mroi cJ Ieg.al re- spread. -1 he growilh ii oftthorc cenreris 'itrh Special ca 

stricti ni; 'n c I l l lraimen inis. Incrhac.ed Oppilrlinitit's rreatics tosrers rhe nivefrrictiE ot cipiral n) toind tromn hise In-

for capitaI I'utl, d ,' All n1a re,itkRnt!, ti dicrsitv- risk. thus termediarie%. 'The mflon. are tvpicall recordcd but the our-
imprci I thcir a b tIi[; to v. irht[.mnd cc. rinilic 3nd tiHian- tlow, aie not, and tlhu the I irncr appear in the errmirs and
cial sh,li k. l rh ip, p rirtc imp(rt ini. p art ,if the outIo'tl. oniu,inn lihne.
of capu ai r Iil 1. ,:1, 'ping C itintrlj% rc prescnt% ni c;trmcn[ t oncrolk on capita I outflows ha%e t' pir lly had little
in lov cr-d ri, UI1I*idIsriI k ,inpinjcn bancd in the mnore %UCCCSi Itor 3 re iox .'ec Fe Edwards It"'9, .spetirilv r,,r the
advar,,c d n-, N 1e nd .rl l lizii e,itintrIc- it Ejtu A'.ia-tO Latin ArneriC3n experienC). SliuIlarlT V.. Collier, Hoettler.
the bet iir .,, h ,th thi. e't d r and the recipient ciiunirtt and Pamilli 0199"i rellinr arev capital outflows tromn
(see, i,ir e\.rple. 1, min Viflo. African countries iln relantion to rheir domestic Leahlh' de-

lie-.p't: rimE. Kntlit'.. cunsidei,ahle iolncern remains spite cfforts co rcin thcm In. Lounganii andl Nlauro (flurth-
about rime 'rn -nit p 1 c *f capir iii tirfl' it'... In O nie Ciiniing), report that controls In eftect at the height of cari.

counti IL Li, h i 'L.ntl, rcITainl dlItgaI. and man1y rVb- ral ourtlo'.'s fifron rthe Russiin Fkderati'ion in late 19M8 ma,

servetr 'ci t licl i t1imLdcirablr 3Ii 'r a reccnt di.cus'.ion, hite had, at be,r. 3 lmitled Impact Howreter, some ana-
see Li 'l nt.an ird NI Altjii torth,oniringi. I Licumvnenti)Ln (it lysrt regard Ma.tl.sLia's temporarv restrictions on capital
the roreiining Ie:a I barr ern tr. I .tpital inUttlow' reduces taX Outflow; (implemented in September 1998 and replaced
revenLi., ,indl -n1e s;h TJI'.Ltntiin% nria%. ',upp%lrt criminal x'.ith graduiated cut le ie in F-ebrbarua 1999) .i ha'ini
activitc,. .\I0lr . r. crin i%hLn c ipitil outtlow'. art pri- helpedl limit the impact of4 the iLrlancial cri'i' in that coun-
vatel, hit II, ' l.the rma ha.c tlver'.- impacts on the trv Edison and Rt:inhar I '9cfl'
domes[t : , 'il nn V dr.ainmn torewitn exchingt re'.enres. In thc final analsin'., sound economic poliCels are
reduciiia hL| iV-''r'ir r a'.ail jljie fhli di.niLee;tmc in'. ,t'iuem,r, Iik.Ih . rto he the hesr rmntmd' tke ria large c ipiral outflimws.
and si.i *' ira dL%I0ptnie(i ,,t the tinrancial sctor. for the traliri'ton c, unrrie'. ,i Central and Easrern

I' -P, th, [hu r 'h t nll'portanti ininplcti'i-,ri ot the largii Europe, rh- evidenice is clar' a' retorms .et in 3nd gruL'%rh
capital . util., I'; rt ned i ctnt1 irI ihat nt capital inflows proispects impro.ccl, capiral outflow.s rurned Into itIfli ns
are, as 1 retil. nilkr thain thy seeni. It donmestli rsidernts Isee I LuLngani and Nlaurii firrh;.ming, tigurt i h'onme
can takt -1i't- ,'it f rlhe oiuntr' t , a' oid tax liabiliries, intermediate mea,ures snma help. a'. in China, where reii-
and th' n hi llt It ha k into in' etnimemrs thli are tax-exnmpr, dents can legalls uliC tOreign currcnr; deposit'. to di trsifv
both 11i , tl,i intl lart.oc il il bt observed. [his ris.k without having to transfer the mmcnc abroad. lAIn-
may bc o'nun'ii in.n r;.o ot the LOctiltrie rhar report rhe maret, h,btter ac,counting of rlee tlI,w, Is e,,enrtil for
largest LrI.iIl 01-tIl N 1: tilt- Ru'.'ian Federation ilLoInIgatli linprotling our understanding of themn and fir forrmulating
and IN'. IAn' n. nil' 'nune. icil atI .. '..,r i ant (- hiiia i ij,ular bttier policies.

substantially in developing countries as a group in 1991 to more thaii oiie-third in 1997. Their

(figure 2.1). Capital market flows fell at the onset share of privatc capital market flows also inicrceascd,

of the crisis, whereas FDJ initially was resilienit. but at a much slower pacc. Sinice theni, howevcr,

However, the recent declitne in FDI implies that the developing countries' share in total global capital

ratio of FDI to GDP has also falleii for developing flows has fallen sharply, evein though the pcriod has

countries as a group. been one of huovanit cross-border capital flows

generally. Developinig counitries suffered becausc of

Developing-country shares of private capital the crises, of course, but also becausc capital (espe-
flows decline cialIv FDI) was attracted to industrial counitrics by
Developing countries account for 85 percent of the the high return opportunities available there.

world's population but only a little over 20 percent

of world output and about 30 percent of world

trade, in curreiit dollars (table 2.3). These shares

have moved only modestly in recent years. Unitil Foreign direct investment
1997, developing countries' share in global private F Dl flows to developing countries remained re

capital flows was rising, primarily because of a rise silient through the financial criscs (see WVorld

in their share of FDI flows from less than a quarter Bank, Global Deiclboap;ent 1inance 2000), al-
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Table 2.2 Net long-term resource flows to developing countries, 1991-2000
{bdiliosts of dollars)

Total II.f' i .S '-'I 4 22 .- 2tl 2 4II 2 4 314 9 2u4.5 2,95.
Cit, .1 11 I if Oi i l." 41. 351 31 3 i 2 S 34.r 4i.t S.,;

Pi.1 rrI 1 qq I [rn.b I 2' 21.1 2 9 2j 'S 2St)3 4 L1.2 52

C.1 SU ,, 1., rs! ILIL)2 S' .4-41 1 4 12 IX 2 ]103 A; 1R, -9.

L', 1I5 r.31 ' 4 C) '.5 bt.0 9 - 0) 4b -0 6 11.I
!i I.,j,,1 1 iI it 2 ' 4 q 31! ' 3l.- 4j.2 ill*ll -24 e. L

I ..1 , .. [,;11. 11 I 36 th 3S 2 W1.5 r!2.i 4Q.I 4i'q 25 4 30 I

arl 1-- 11.l.> w n~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3 6a I.- .4 2. -3.i) -L.r 6 

1-..i.'i1' ..... t 14.1 i 3l 1 6 xi 1 49.2 l1,.2 S.. 314 i 4 9

F ,, .l. r n.ri. ,, r l . l 3t - 47i , I h '. i!1' * 13l 5 I_.r 1-6 . lS6.4 1 8.i I

Note: Inflows of debt are net of amortization payments, and FDI is net of disinvestment. For this reason, these flows are sometimes referred
to as mnet" resource flows.
a. Estimated.
b. Based on OECD DAC's Geographic Distriblution of F/oows, as in chapter 4.
Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Cozuntrv Tables and sources cited therein, various years: OECD DAC's Geograpblc
Distribzution of Flows; and World Bank staff estimates for 20()0.

though they had, even in those years, begun to countries to attract FDI and also, as chapter 3 dis-
level off after their rapid growth during the early cusses, to realize its benefits.
to mid-1990s. Some of the factors that had main- MI&A have accounted for a substantial share
tained high levels of FDI, such as M&A in East of FDI in recent years. Although a large share of
Asia and large-scale privatization in Latin Amer- these flows is going to the industrial countries, es-
ica, have since largely played themselves out. pecially the United States, they have an important
Moreover, the international environment for FDI role to play in developing countries, especially the
has become increasingly competitive, with a grow- more advanced, middle-income countries. Privati-
ing share of world FDI flows going to industrial zation of state-owned assets has brought signifi-
economies, especially the United States. Although cant benefits across the developing world, includ-
the long-term prospects for growth in the supply ing recently in the financial sector. The immediate
of FDI to developing countries continue to look benefit of cross-border M&A in East Asia follow-
good, a sound investment climate is essential for ing the crisis was to provide funds to help solvent

firms wvith short-term liquidity problems avoid
bankruptcy or forced sales of assets. However,

Figure 2.1 Private capital flows in relation to GDP and trade there is still insufficient evidence that cross-border
M&A transactions have had a significant impact

Percent in restructuring the crisis countries' economies.
10 Crises N* Mexico Thailand Russian Brazil For example, those sectors where M&A have been

Federation
particularly active (such as the nontradable sector,

82 . . . . which accounts for about half of recent transac-
tions) have not yet shown signs of recovery in pro-
duction (Mody and Negishi 2001). In the long run

4 _ / * / \ M&A can lead to new capital inflows (by the ac-
quirers themselves and by their suppliers) and im-
proved access to technology and organizational

Private capital flows/GDPe techniques.

0
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 A surge in global FDI flows-but declining

sh7ares for devpeloping countries
Souirce: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Countryl Tables and sources World fDI flowshv contied
cited therein, various years; World Bank Global Economic MIocdel; and World FDI flows have continued to grow rapidly
World Bank staff estimates for 2000. and even accelerated somewhat in the second half

of the 1990s (left-hand panel of figure 2.2). These
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Table 2.3 Developing-country shares
(perceizt except where stated otherwise)
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Note: Private capital tlows are defined as the sum of gross capital market commitments plus FDI.
a. Estimated.
Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Cotuntry Tables and sources cited therein, various years; Capital DATA Bondware and
Loanware; World Bank Statistical Information Management and Analysis System; and World Bank staff estimates for 2000.

flows reached $1.1 trillion in 2000, up 14 percent increased that country's share of global FDI from 18
from the previous year. M&A have grown particu- percent in 1995 to an estimated 26 percent in 2000.
larly rapidly (right-hand panel of figure 2.2), reach- These trends reflect, in part, the high rates of
ing $720 billion in 1999. return potentially available in industrial-country

Industrial countries account for much of this markets as a result of rapid technological ad-
upsurge in activity: their share in world FDI flows vances, especially in information technology in-
has risen from a low of 65 percent in 1994 to an es- dustries. Moreover, the benefits of adding to exist-
timated 84 percent in 2000. The share of developing ing information networks have helped boost the
countries in global FDI flows has fallen correspond- attractiveness of acquisitions in foreign markets
ingly. Rapid economic growth in the United States by technologically advanced companies. Feldstein

Figure 2.2 Foreign direct investment and cross-border mergers and acquisitions

Foreign direct Investment Cross-border mergers and acquisitions
Billions of U.S. dollars

1200
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800 - Global
- Developing

600 countries
Top 10

400 recipients
Least

200 developed
countries'

O ----- , ---- 1-'- - r 0 K ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I I . T

1991 1992 1993 1994 19951996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Note: The top 10 recipients of FDI based on the volume of accumulated FDI fLows over the period 1991-2000
are (in descending order) China, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Malaysia, Poland, Chile, the Republic of Korea,
Thailand, and the Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela. The top 10 target countries of M&A activity, based
on the accumulated values of sales over the period, are Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, the Republic of Korea,
Chile, the Philippines, Poland, South Africa, the Rep6blica Bolivariana de Venezuela, and China.
a. A group of 47 countries as classified by the United Nations.
Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Country Tables and sources cited therein, various years; UNCTAD
WVorld Investment Report 2000; and World Bank staff estimates for 2000.
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Thus declines in new foreign investment commit-
Figure 2.3 FDI as ratio to GDP ments in major recipient countries have begun to

Percent be reflected in a slowdown in FDI flows.
5.0 The recent slowdown is likely to be followed
4.5 X-Developing countries by another period of growth in FDI, albeit perhaps
4.0 - _ Top 10 recipients not so rapid as during the 1990s. The rate of diffu-
3.5 esst develope countries sion of recent technological nnovations to devel-
3.0tehooia
2.5 oping countries should pick up, particularly as the
2.0 Internet and other improvements in telecommuni-
1.5 s cations exert their effect. These forces will increase
1.0 the expected rate of return on investments in de-
0.5 veloping countries relative to that in industrial
0.0 I l l l l l l l l

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 countries. Furthermore, globalzation and more
widespread economic integration will encourage

Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance: Countr0 Tables and sources deeper sectoral reform, thereby creating more op-
cited therein, various years; World Bank, World Development Indicators, various
years; and World Bank staff estimates for 2000. portunities for FDI, both in new (greenfield) in-

s vestment projects and through privatization of ex-
isting state assets. Of course, the timing of such a
resurgence of FDI is difficult to predict. But in the

(2000) suggests that these recent trends may re- long run, FDI will continue to play a significant
flect a one-time reallocation of capital in response role in the growth of developing economies, not
to the significant rise of knowledge as a produc- only because of its sheer volume and relative sta-
tion input. However, over time, some developing bility but also because of the various associated
countries stand to gain as the technologies become spillover effects in technology and skills.5

more mature and the advantages of low-cost loca- Low-income countries. The low-income coun-
tions reassert themselves. tries as a group failed to participate fullv in the

Developing-country trends. FDI flows to de- surge in FDI over the 1990s. FDI flows to these
veloping countries rose dramatically during most countries rose from $3 billion in 1991 to $12 bil-
of the 1990s, from $35 billion in 1991 to $185 bil- lion in 2000 but remained less than 2 percent of
lion in 1999, before falling back to $178 billion in their GDP. The share of the low-income countries
2000. The share of FDI in developing countries' in all FDI flows to developing countries fell to 7
GDP jumped from less than 1 percent to about 2.5 percent, or less than three-quarters the 1991 share
percent over this period (figure 2.3). The largest (table 2.4). Within low-income countries, the 47
gains went to the top 10 developing-country recip- least developed countries, as classified by the United
ients of FDI, which accounted for 74 percent of Nations, received an estimated $4.5 billion in FDI
total FDI flows to the developing world in 2000. in 2000. Much of the inflows to this group went to
FDI inflows in these countries were equivalent to five countries that attract FDI for natural resource-
about 3.8 percent of their GDP. based industries such as petroleum and minerals.

As already noted, the slowdown in FDI flows Bangladesh has been an important exception, at-
to developing countries reflects both the increased tracting flows into both the infrastructure and
attractiveness of investment in industrial econo- manufacturing sectors (box 2.2).
mies and the playing out of factors that had kept Sub-Saharan Africa has had particular diffi-
FDI buoyant. For example, cross-border asset culty in attracting FDI, reflecting insufficient mar-
sales from East Asia have declined from their level ket size, poor infrastructure, political uncertainty,
during and immediately after the crisis. Also, as corruption, and restrictive policy regimes toward
noted in appendix 4, although privatization activi- foreign investment (Bhinda and others 1999).
ties in developing countries remain vibrant, large- However, several African countries have improved
scale privatization projects in Latin America-a the environment for FDI recently by easing restric-
driving force of FDI in the region over the past few tions on FDI inflows, entering into international
years-appear to have peaked. This is particularly agreements (providing for investment guarantees
evident in the infrastructure and financial sectors. and dispute settlement mechanisms), and conclud-
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Table 2.4 FDI flows to middle- and low-income countries and least developed countries
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ing bilateral investment treaties to protcct foreign The in vest7zwent climate anid FDI
investors interests (United Nations Conference on The major challenge for developing-country gov-
Trade and Development 1999, 2000a). These re- ernments in attractitig FDI is to establish a favor-
form,s have lcd to some diversification of FDI in- able clinate for investment. Developing countries
flovs tovssard activities outside the resource-based achieved significanit improvements itn the regula-
sectors that have traditionally dominatcd FDI to tions governinig FDI during the I 990s. Licensing re-
the region. Countries that are not major exporters quiremeents were removed, sectors previously closed
of oil or minerals received abLout half of FDI in- to forcign investmenit werc opened, restrictions lim-
flows to Sub-Saharan Africa in 1 995-2000, con- iting the share of owivership by foreign investors
pared with only 24 percenit in 1991-94 (figure 2.4). were eased, rules governing trade and foreign ex-
For examiiple, Lesotho, Nlozainbique, Tanzania, change transactions involving foreigners were liber-
anzd Uganda, which receive the bulk of their FDI in alized, la\ss on the protection of intellectual prop-
agriculture, light malnufacturing, and utilities, saw crtt were strengthencd, the regulatory frameework
sharp increases in FDI inflovs (tablc ) 5; see also for doinestic financial markets was improvcd, and
Econiomiiist Intelligence U/nit 2000). tax systems wvere made m(ore neutral as betweeni

Box 2.2 Foreign direct investment in Bangladesh
n the e ri, I ""' k li ild.Jl h refit' ed .c eral rcstric- inltils Itront I 9 '3-9 9 . Major isakes in local cclLilar phone
tions cm t[ii - 'i v in str, ir'. Ir 41lludi pr[ior appro. al rte- complanit-s are no-)w held bv loreignr hrms, incJuding Nor-

quiremer,r. l, '-it 'r, e' C t9ili, p.mrt,ikpcitiln. anJ lini- *aa;'S Tcrlnor and Tclecom Nlalavsia International. Never-
its on rep.ir IarI * n it pr. ir,. F 'rcigun dntu m1 .n.-,rnw theess, the cnerg; secTor reimains i major recipient of FIJI
(FDI) infl. wili'r-J tr n m I 14 nmillim'n inl tItif t.. $S o flows. Although the tiireign capital has been welcome, the
million in I bi ri ie _c I ot gr,is iill ncr rhis period challcnge ahead lies in hrimessing it foir long-rcrm develop-
than in an-.. KrhLI I' 7nic 'inc titlitr% E-. n '. I Ml tHmv iw meni purposes. In particular, regulator\ reginmes rhat ensure
were equli il.iii [,i.i;1k iu-I p .. rent it thr l cc,Lilcrs' grois prrdui.trve efficiency and rea%onlahle costs to consumers
domestic pi-r -I.1, ; ! . I lit rIe it-, FDI Dal; i:. in1pa- will hE- required. Al'Ot appropriate exchange rate manage-
nied by s- ni: it t ie liii a priniin tocus rlin the nar..rdl ga merit and improi einents in rhe pertrorniance of stAre enter-
sector to Ill uni.t el[ ,n-a amidr.d tc M. taniitac.rimig anLtd prise' in rhe enerp isrcor v. ill be Important in supporting
services i0iidi1 .Ic -'p, rii' 'u,tlJdc the iourtitr, e\pirat the balance ot parmenk% . prarin repatriation mncreases
processir i.i, ric, d L J lit .l iii Xii It r, i r r ril 3 ,'er the liuxt dLcid, iMXorld Bank 1999i.
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vestment, and 13 had more open investment cli-
Figure 2.4 FDI in Africa mates than the OECD countries (European Round

Millions of U.S. dollars Table of Industrialists 2000). These changes have

7000 _______________________________________________________ had an appreciable role in increasing FDI flows to
=- developinig countries. For example, all the Latin

6000 - Oil/mineral American countries in the sample received the high-

5000 Non-oil/mineral est rating for the quality of the investment environ-

ment, and FDI inflows to these countries increased
4000 at annual rates of 50 percent between the first sur-

3000 vey and the third. In general, improvements in
countries' investment climate were associated with

2000
rapid growth of FDI inflows (left-hand panel of fig-

1000 ure 2.5). Similarly, reduced corruption and im-

0 I l l l proved governance were positively correlated with

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 FDI growth (right-hand panel of figure 2.5).
In many countries, however, more remains to

Note: Excludes South Africa. be done. Corruption unnecessary regulatory re-
Source: WAtrld Bank, Global Dei'elopmient Finance;: C,nntrr Tables and sources
cited therein, various years: and World Bank staff estimates for 20001. quirements, complicated or nontransparent admin-

istrative procedures, and insufficient protection of

physical and intellectual property rights still im-

domestic and foreign investors (European Round pose substantial costs on foreign and domestic in-

Table of Industrialists 2000; United Nations Con- vestors (Hoekman and Saggi 1999). Corruption

ference on Trade and Development 19991. tends to have a greater impact on foreign direct
Developing countries also implemented im- investors, given their closer interactions with local

provements in the broader investment climate. A officials as well as with domestic suppliers and

series of three surveys of 28 developing countries clients, than on banks and portfolio investors. A re-
(selected to provide adequate representation of all cent study found that corruption (as measured by

regions that receive major FDI flowvs) found that all the extent of irregular, additional payments in con-
achieved some improvement in the overall invest- nection with businiess transactions) in 53 countries
ment climate from 1992 to 1999. horeover, in the that host FDI signiificantly reduced FDI inflows; a
first survey (covering 1987-92), 10 of the countries one-standard-deviation increase in the corruption

were viewed as having relatively high impediments index xvas associated with a 33 percent fall in EDI
to private investment, and only one provided more (Wei 2000b). Another study examined the impact
freedom to private investment than the Organisa- of transparency, including corruption as well as

tion for Economic Co-operation and Development other influences on investment such as bureaucratic
(OECD) countries. By the third survey (1997-99), quality and laxv and order.' For 52 industrial and
however, no country had high impediments to in- developing countries over the period 199 1-95, the

study found that a one-point increase in an index

Table 2.5 FDI flows in selected fast-growing African countries, 1991-94 of the level of transparency (the level of the index
andt1995-99 for the 52 countries ranged from 8.5 to 38) was

associated with an average 40 percent increase in

Ii ! '- ~- FDI inflows. This represents a substantial rise in

ilinf Rt. of ,-DP -. FDI for such a small change in relative transparency
,,,S. Jo,ai, lprcnr' '.' * .!. 1 .;. (Drabek and Payne 2000).

Mergers and acquisitions

, 1 R 1-1 -. - Cross-border M&A activity is conveytionally de-
i,". _ 9- 19 - -4 4 1 _ fined as transactions in which a foreign purchaser

Note: Data are annuial averages, acquires more than a 10 percent stake in an exist-
Source; World Bank, Global Deielopnmenzt Finance: Country Tables anld sources c:trd ing domestic enterprise. As alreadv noted, such
therein, various years; WVorld Development Indicators, various year,; and World Bank staff
estimates for 2000. transactions were the principal source of the up-
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Figure 2.5 Investment climate and FDI flows in host countries
Investment climate Governance

FDI growth rate (percent) FDI growth rate (percent)
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Note: Investment climate index is on a scale of 1-6. Governance indicators are based on six areas (voice and accountability,
political stability, government effectiveness, regulatory framework, rule of law, and control of corruption) on a scale of -2.5 to 2.5.
FDI growth rates are annual growth rates between period averages of 1981-86 and 1997-99.
Source: World Bank staff estimates based on European Round Table of Industrialists 2000 (first panel). World Bank staff estimates
based on Kaufmann, Kraay, and Zoido-Lobaton 1999a and 1999b (second panel).

surge in FDI over the past few years, reaching dustries. Developing countries accounted for only 9
$720 billion in 1999, up 35 percent from 1998. percent of total cross-border M&A in 1999. How-
Global M&A flows largely reflected transactions ever, despite this small share, M&A transactions
between firms within industrial countries. The are taking on an increasingly important quantita-
United States was the primary destination of such tive and economic role in developing countries.
flows (figure 2.6), with the largest transactions in Developing-country trends. M&A activity in
the telecommunications, finance, and insurance in- developing countries has increased substantially in

recent years. The number of cross-border M&A
transactions rose by 50 percent from 1995 to

Figure 2.6 FDI in the United States by 1999.7 M&A transactions account for a large
type of entry share of the dollar value of FDI flows to develop-

Billions of U.S. dollars ing countries over the past few years. Differences
in definitions between data on FDI and data on
cross-border M&A imply care is required when

250 *Greenfield FDI - comparing the two on a global basis (box 2.3).

200 U.S. firms acquired _ However, if we assume that these differences in
lFinancng of ex s tin af*. iate definitions are not significant for developing coun-

150 * tries, the share of M&A in their FDI rose from

100 - * 18 percent in 1995 to 36 percent in 1999. Cross-

50 _ border M&A in developing countries reached $75
billion in 1998 but fell to $67 billion in 1999

0 (right-hand panel of figure 2.7).

- 19 Virtually all of these transactions have been
19911992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 concentrated in the middle-income countries,

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of largely reflecting privatization transactions in
Economic Analysis Survey of Czrrent Business, Latin America and postcrisis asset sales in East
various issues. . ..Asia. Latin America has been the largest recipient

of cross-border FDI in the form of M&A, largely
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Box 2.3 Foreign direct investment and mergers and
acquisitionis: definitional issues

Forel-n -r dii,,t r- iitm,nvr i F)lI .Ln rake tl wi fi-hrms: tic banrisi; %uch rransactions do not appear as FDI in the
gre-rntCldl ini1s[nlicnii i.L build ntiS capaci,tt or the ic- balance of payments sJTaLstics. Second, the aggregate value

quisiti-in .t i-scr o. c'.Lsil0 ,loc3 hirms. In principle, ihe ot cross-border Ml&A transactons represents payments

balanc, ol p.3 mn-mr n tati,ti char rcrord [Dl l)lu-cLide for the a,ssets purchased by fureign investors. On the other

both fnrn-,m. Ihh.,ucLh [hrw dim [n, dlittereintiace berween hand. FDI as detLned in the balance of pavmenrs is on a

them. H.r'L raL-nd in Fr1l chr':'ugh cros,-h.birder mergers net basis: equint, reiniesced earnings, and inrTafirm debts

and acq,Ii1t-.ir'; \l1.cAi arc tip piLIll construcicld hv aS- aLre inflovss, but debit' on rhe capital account due to distn-
sembliuiLt rcrp rt. it indLi idLual trrnsactio-rnn. Hoti.e%er, vestment are subtracted. Third, transact-on values of

three dlitcrii,c. hcrv.c.r tt- r '..erit-If dat dala on IM&A cross-border M& A are recorded at the rime of announce-
transati'' .ii, 3nd1 tc hii ,I .t paIL Vtiiitsr t3ristcs m3ake nienr or completion of the deal. even when the paymenrs
it difftiL,ll r- . r,;il1ire prut .ic mimpart-on. i,t drta trom are made over more than a single sear (United Nations
the tw. - Lir,c Fir;t. rhL dur.i on :ruass-bordcr NI&A Conterence on Trade and Developmenr 2000b). In the bal-
transad,iun iiIiluti purcih 1;,N th.it airL tinanccd *.vth do- aice ot payments accounts, only flows :ccurring within a
mestic i i,.-uia it. r u..ampl.. hN hornrii, ing trorm domes- gi%en vear are recorded fcjr that year.

through privatization of infrastructure and natural greenfield FDI has been largely focused on manu-

resource enterprises. M&A activity in East Asia facturing. About half of M&A activity in East Asia

increased by 34 percent in 1998 and a further 45 has been in such nontradable industries as whole-

percent in 1999, owing to the easing of govern- sale and retail trade, real estate, and the financial

ment barriers to such transactions and the fall in industry. By breaking into these often-monopolistic

the foreign currency value of assets wvith the cur- activities, foreign investment can have a significant

rencv depreciations induced by the crisis.8 economic impact through the transfer of modern

l;zcreased competition in nontradable sectors. operational practices and through greater competi-

This new generation of M&A-based FDI is break- tion in the domestic economy. Evidence from the

ing new ground by entering into sectors that pro- Latin American privatizations of infrastructure as-

duce nontradable goods and services, whereas sets suggests strongly that the productivity benefits

Figure 2.7 Aggregate FDI and M&A: regional trends
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are significant-and that the poor gain better access some sales were reported at prices as high as 80
to services (Klein 2000). percent of book value. These differing prices indi-

However, the extent of competition will de- cate the widely differing quality of assets sold.
pend upon the effectiveness of domestic competi-
tion policy. Evidence from the financial sector sug-
gests that foreign banks have indeed had beneficial
effects through greater competition, but a greater Capital market flows
foreign presence is not necessariLy associated with (Thross capital market commitments to develop-
more financial sector stability (box 2.4). G ing countries rose to $236 billion worldwide

Was there a "fire sale" after the Asian crisis? in 2000, a 27 percent increase over 1999 (table
The recent wave of M&A transactions in East Asia 2.6).9 Nevertheless, these commitments have not
has raised the concern of "fire sales" of domestic as- caught up with the recovery in production and
sets. Some argue that assets have been sold to for- trade since the financial crisis but instead remain
eigners at prices below their long-term value be- at three-fourths of their 1997 level. The level of
cause sellers lack liquidity and markets are thin. This capital market financing to most countries re-
is not an easy proposition to evaluate. Even though flected supply constraints owing to investors' re-
asset prices did drop precipitously after the crisis, it duced appetite for risk and to increases in short-
is not clear whether they were below their long-term term interest rates. In addition, demand for capital
values. Krugman (1998) suggests that these sales can financing from the East Asian crisis countries was
be interpreted in two very different ways. Precrisis limited by continued low investment rates, reflect-
asset values may have been inflated by implicit guar- ing excess capacity and the slow pace of corporate
antees that ultimately failed, so that the crisis merely restructuring.
restored asset values to their appropriate level. In Within the developing world, capital market fi-
that case the assets were soLd at equilibrium long- nancing has become even more highly concentrated
term prices. The alternative explanation is that ex- over the past few years. Middle-income countries
cessive depreciation of the local currency, perhaps accounted for 97 percent of all capital market fi-
the result of contagion in international markets, nancing to developing countries, up from 95 per-
forced domestic firms to liquidate to pay off short- cent in 1997. The bulk of capital market financing
term foreign currency debt. Foreign firms that were to low-income countries is in the form of syndi-
not as liquidity-constrained purchased these domes- cated bank lending (typically for short-term, trade-
tic firms or projects, which, once the exchange rate related financing), and this has declined since 1997.
returns to its equilibrium leveL, witl generate a Moreover, financing to just three middle-income
stream of profits above the liquidation value. Under countries (Brazil, China, and Turkey) increased by
these assumptions, wealth was transferred from the $43 billion in 2000, or just $7 billion less than the
domestic economy to foreigners, because assets were total rise in capital market flows to developing
sold below their long-term value. countries as a group. Korea and South Africa re-

It is difficult to obtain sufficient price informa- ceived an additional $11 billion. Thus capital mar-
tion on these postcrisis M&A transactions to eval- ket financing to the rest of the developing world fell
uate the discounts involved. However, the evidence by $4 billion.
suggests that the surge in M&A activity in East This section first provides a brief overview of
Asia reflected more the easing of restrictions on debt and the rapidly growing portfolio equity fi-
foreign ownership than a rash of distress sales. For nancing. It then highlights some important domes-
example, the Republic of Korea, the country that tic and external determinants of capital flows into
recovered the fastest from the crisis, gained the developing countries and concludes with forecasts
most from the stepped-up M&A activity. Also, of capital flows.
M&A activity continued in the region even after
currencies started appreciating again. The evidence Debt flows
on sales of distressed assets is mixed. Although Gross flows to developing countries from bond
some Thai assets sold for about 25 percent of their markets increased modestly (about 10 percent) in
book value, a range of Korean assets sold for 2000, and bank lending commitments rose by al-
around 50 percent of book value, and in Malaysia most one-third. Several developing countries faced
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Box 2.4 Mergers anid acquisitions in the finiancial sector
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owned dornmriF I ink, fliu JI ii it hank b_in'; i%r(c[4 unider 0 r --- r- _

foreign conirr .1 IL ,i IJd P2 -r,Li it IIte -iid c'l -.I ii9 p Easeren Europe Latin Anernia Easi Asia

sharply froi,', j. rt,cor MLj 1'-4 I ii-11N. i ll AIil tor- 'NkC IflLrc.itioalJ Nlrcur,eiri 1und ith iih,

eigners hav. Ip. h Ilt.l I ' 11 'AI I III t Ik i l J I i l dI%rCe . __;. I

There the sn ;i ',.I .t ,Id[ ' IL r . r: t 4 L. nrriti in rca;ed tn
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on hoth eff! i... 1 A' . , trihun Ill dci cIping-os. ,niri. hence their percenttge cif nonrperforyninig loani is h,ih. .m

banking sys,,r-tt[i'., I. i 11' ll'I. .im tI il iLn '11kink I.in rhit t3ahl bcIt,': r,'%ejI.i

force dome-.lit I-;iii.k r.I. 1 i. In, l-frk. ttiwiLit R4cenrt Forrcign banilks can help improve ]the host cot'ntr ' ti

studies indi iit ri, i t. .r-, ,lt J ha'Ink, iti d4;.Iliig .J. n.anLial stability through ifLrc.blstd 3ccei[ to l (bal finan-

countries t( --I jI . i...t. iiii mi *rt L Itik lkltid'. rI ill lkC11r cil markers. However, earter coinpetitionr tromr .t rign
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mestic banki- I .. r.'4.I l'.i1 Im . ir -LII iPInc4 C'jtnriLts ttnd rnoting trabhilri is mixed jInternational \lone,arv i Uiiid
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Table 2.6 Capital market commitments to developing countries by type of flow

I.-I | s |,4 1'.1 I-%4I 1' i; j t;clch I 9 s 2 i )n

Total ' S I Il - I i C I '11, 4 i S I5w I'7 S ' 3r.I4

Bonc . 1- I ill 1 4 - 9 114 1 i _

Bank I ,,., 1 i4 2 S 1 12i 5 1 -4 I 11 S " 4 1|4.4
Equii . I , , 4 ' 21 I 31 4

of I., I. '. I 2 n 21 4.4 1 1 3 2 2

Sharu',
C(

Total -- ri, 942- 411. -*1 _4 x4 - Ir Dt-

Bond '4 ' ''I "-In w4l b 'h 1 1 - - 4 qi

Bank 1.'4 1 '''.. 9t l 0 4 Y"l wA 
0 r.,' hi 2) 1 S '9 4 94-

Equi I-1, LO Cl %14 1i w.- n hl 5 i-.4 eS~1,

a. Includes China.
Souirce: Capital DATA Bondware and Loanware, and NW7orld Bank staff estimates.

high lending rates and continued to experience dif- level were down from about 900 basis points at
ficulties in accessing international capital markets the beginning of 2000 but remained 200 basis
despite the substantial recovery of global output points above levels seen in 1997 and the first half
and trade since the financial crises. of 1998. Borrowing costs, as measured by the yield

Investors' concern over conditions in develop- (the spread plus the benchmark U.S. Treasury rate)
ing-country markets was reflected in the continued implied by EMBI+, remained higher during the last
high level of secondary market spreads on emerg- two years than before the crisis (figure 2.8).1r)
ing market eurobonds over comparable U.S. Trea- The average borrowing cost paid by develop-
sury securities. Although spreads continued to de- ing countries in the primary markets for new bonds
cline from the high point reached in September and syndicated loans rose as well, and remained
1998, at the onset of the Russian crisis, average higher than during the financial crises (probably re-
spreads (as indicated by J.P. Morgan's Emerging flecting a flight to quality during the crises). The
Market Bond Index+, or EMBI+) stood at 707 average spread paid by developing countries over
basis points in mid-January 2001. Spreads at this the relevant risk-free rate for launching eurobond

Figure 2.8 Developing-country yields and U.S. interest rates
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Souirce: Bloomberg and JRP Mvorgan.
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Figure 2.9 Primary market cost of borrowing

Developing countries' cost of borrowing in primary debt Average maturity in credit markets
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Sonnrce: Capital DATA Bondw.are and Loanware, and World Bank staff estimates.

issues rose almost 70 basis points from 1998 levels, in 1998 to S34.8 billion in 2000. Equity flows in
to 450 basis points in 2000.'1 Average interest rates 2000 accounted for 15 percent of all capital mar-
on bank loans also rose in 2000 compared with ket flows to developing countries, compared with
1998 levels (left-hand panel of figure 2.9). Bank 5 percent in 1998.
lending rates are traditionally lower than bond Several factors have contributed to this growth.
rates, reflecting the shorter maturity of bank loans Technological innovations in the information and
and the closer relationships between banks and telecommunications industries caused a runup in
borrowers (and hence lower default risk) than be- technology stocks in industrial countries. This led
tween banks and bondholders. some investors to buy technology stocks in devel-

This rise in primary spreads has been accompa- oping countries in the expectation of similar gains
nied by a fall in average lending maturities. The av- as they adopt these new technologies. Prices of
erage maturity on bonds issued by developing coun- technology stocks in emerging markets rose sharply
tries was roughly stable during the crisis; however, in 1999 and early 2000, but a steep decline ensued
it then shortened by more than two years (about 25 as technology stocks in the industrial countries
percent of the 1998 level) in 1999 and stayed at dropped later in the year.
about the same level in 2000 (right-hand panel of In addition, it has become easier for industrial-
figure 2.9). Average maturities on syndicated bank country investors to participate in developing coun-
lending have changed little since the crisis. All in all, tries' equity placements. More emerging market
the rise in spreads and the shortening of debt ma- companies are able to issue American Depository
turities since the crisis indicate that concerns over Receipts (or their equivalent); these instruments
credit risk in developing economies remain high. allow foreigners to buy stakes in these firms with

greater procedural simplicity and security than if
Portfolio equity flows they invested directly in developing-country mar-
From a longer-term perspective, perhaps the most kets (see International Monetary Fund 2000b for a
important developments in capital flows to devel- detailed discussion). At the same time, more emnerg-
oping countries are taking place in the equity mar- ing market companies are listing their shares on
kets. In contrast to trends in debt flows, equity stock exchanges in the major industrial countries.
placements in developing countries have increased More rapid communications have reduced trans-
sharply over the past two years, from $8.6 billion action costs and increased market liquidity. And
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Figure 2.10 Performance of equity markets
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Sozerce: International Finance Corporation and World Bank staff estimates.

efforts to meet higher standards of corporate gover- this has not necessarily been the case. In three of
nance may provide for easier monitoring of man- the recent crises-in Mexico, East Asia, and the
agers, leading to reduced agency costs. Russian Federation-mutual funds (which repre-

The prospects for equity flows to developing sent some of the most significant investments in
countries are promising, but important challenges emerging markets) withdrew large sums of money,
lie ahead. Like total capital market financing, port- contributing to the loss of liquidity.12
folio equity flows are highly concentrated in a
few countries. In 2000 just four countries-Brazil, Determinants of capital market flows
China, Mexico, and Turkey-accounted for about Both domestic factors and international market
85 percent of all equity flows to developing coun- sentiment determine capital inflows. Domestic fac-
tries. Flows to these countries-especially Brazil, tors, as proxied by sovereign credit ratings, have
China, and Turkey-have supported their stronger- either stabilized or improved. As noted above,
than-average stock market performance over the however, international investors' reduced appetite
past two years, although in the latter part of 2000 for risk has constrained the recovery of capital
even these countries were hurt by the general fall market flows to many countries since the financial
in markets (figure 2.10). In Turkey, concerns over crises of the late 1990s. On balance, there is evi-
domestic conditions such as an increasing current dence that some countries in Latin America con-
account deficit, slow privatization, and stubborn tinue to face credit ceilings in international capital
inflation also contributed to the decline in stock markets, although in East Asia supply and demand
prices. for new funds (gross inflows) are about in balance

The volatility of equity flows remains an (box 2.5). In East Asia, despite the region's current
issue. Equity flows, by definition, do not mature account surpluses, new inflows of capital will be
and are not subject to redemption. Thus "roll- needed to repay existing debt obligations.
over" risk is much less for equity than for either This section examines first the domestic and
bonds or loans. Equity holders can withdraw their then the external determinants of capital market
funds in a crisis, but typically only by incurring flows in the second half of the 1990s, with a view
large losses on their holdings. This has led some to to developing (in the next section) forecasts of cap-
suggest that equity holders will have longer time ital market flows to developing countries over the
horizons than debt holders. However, in practice next few years.
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Box 2.5 Are developing countries credit rationed?

C redit niarl%t i-TI II. Lir ithrluLigil qu aJlnts rationuillg let. For Korea the prohibiliy ot rani ining i' oink ,lightl,

rather ih i- thrti.lh chlincu% in incerer ratre I i-nders hlther.

may not be Itll h2 t * I!Lr'>cilttir c\fpt 'ure to) .inie hbor- Althojugh rhesc result; retlect mane tactors, the difteinig

rowers evei 'a I ' rin h hii nrrcrest ratte, hecauhse of the risk beh3vior of retrSvef in the too 'ronp t of urintricN pro' ides

of default. in tlkr. ' inrecs n inktrcr ratc, hi increa!ring particular inisight int11L the esidenLe tiji ratioinmg. Both the

the financial I`,r,b1 I .rdn n I1 m'. tn, 1 ii hc timselkes ratio ot re%crves to shirT-lermn debt and thc rario r,t reserts S

raise the risk -: .Jfault rcLin r ironirng I, particAllark im- to iiports haste risei troiglv in klorea sinle 1'49-. I his re-

portant in .11il1ilL El '. o.-liiing tiIntriCi bccause tif the flers increased suppl1 thecause ot greater :reditwurthintssi

difficulties th.1t f1 i clc idL rls faCce in coIllecting on .i- and reduced demand tblecause oT tht I '98 reccssionl for ltr-

faulted debi. .nh.r bV1 .io'e -It sO. reign inimnii,iit or be- eign c tpital. Roth if these influences tended to relUct th1-

cause it is h.iLI n rit. r,c JLiliiih igalinlst Fry ile borrow;ers probihtblivr that capital wvas rarti'ned. The rnti. ol reserVe,

in many coki,rrit,- ThIN r.ationinti ni.4m be I ],'-,iterm phe- to short-rerm debr in Thailind ak s1 r' .se, althougIh That

nomenon in ,|!L Li-ltri,u. hut in others it ma- result countrn's reser%es-t-lnmport, ratio appear; tr 1ir stagn.atcd

from sharp Ji iict.i r1-,t deim iilLJ t r ir siPPI% *ot credir ind e:-n lig,htly t oIrsTned after rising sharpik 3[ fir,t.

that give risc [t. a iCrJit runch.' The beha%ior oft These ratios in nh; Larin Anmerian

Althoucl. Lrdit r.titoling 1i nIvi dOub ci tmmron, it i countries IS quite- different. In gercral, the 1`2ti0'l are mILch

difficult to .LI,trmini t hcrthLr an% g een borriv, er is iub- rlwer. Fuirther. the ciillapNi: in the reser'es -to-imports ratiu

ject to a qu Ini: L" hii%trainti r toLild birrow more bv of- in MIe\icu in the 1993-"44 period coincided with a ,tee p

fering to pa .i 1ighu-r -[turet i a.lt. .An c'ili)rniielric; dp- rise ir1 the probabl.ty of rationilig. I he rell.%t also indmc.i t:

proach to dL[c. nilinir-i rti- l[ir. 'hahdIi\ 4,t rudir rarioning that credit to \le-ic'a I- still being rafinned In initernmatioinl

involves est!imiiiig tuppl. ilnd demnind fuillncions ft r capi- capital markets. In Brazil the ratiot oi rrecrt,s to short rerm

tal market tdi-' 'In a.,rt in ilfiii rid. nnium nd s n- debti is strongl c.rrelated wvith the suppIi ':.cpitall .nd

dicated loan H';*. Tiff 'rtimiollln i LiNcd it deternine im erselv ) with rhe probalitlxt rit rationing. -1-his is parnic-

the probabililt th it L irmi ,1 I, rtir,cd-than suippis is lesS ularl; evident in tht rs-e in the prohih,iti -it rtioninmg

than demald 'such i,ppb and dcmaind fllitii.ns- were dtirinu l099 and "i0(h.

estimated f. r :i,putil ti. I nt, Bra.'1,. the keplbii, ot The h.-has or ol rest-nes, although an Important mdi -

Korea, Me:.I, '. and 1hidi.inti *. er tile permod 1 992-20Oi). Lator I'Of bhrh rhe supply o, aind the denidread tfr capital,

For th. ts* *-,i I.it A'ncri Iln L 'Lltrrivs. thL rn' del only relk, part c't the stor%. For exiimple. thu slightil in-

found that the pr. oh.flidi. iht.-r 1apmt.l ,as; rnitioned "ias ALt creased probibilin of rationing ar the ser-. end ft thc C,tm-

or about 11ii iPi: ct-1 dUrii,tl' dc. 1')4 lnd I LY' riscs. mation ptriod for Korea mirrorN a rie In demiand tfol cJpi-

The model ,11.. stih.w'ts iU it buil ci intrme %etcr still Nuh- tal. Thin is due in Lirge inti sure ro .m recos er% in etlnofni,

ject to ratir!ii.i-: dmiriih i-ilO- ind T1h II si ith the probabil- acrti'su, retle1 ted in an upturn In hoth output groWth1 Aid

ity for Mexic'. ir' ti.n..d Nil Ii., "Ii perrnm. stock pnces to' ard the miiddle or ?iI.00i. Din the -ither

AlthouAh rlc i,ppil -i c ipirai tof lt orca and Ihailand hand, tlhc tfairl flat o-Lurput gruuvth and nro,k prlLe nlinLe-

was clearly -Li 'nWLt inn.d ltunric the i 99--s' 1si: Asian nlints in Thailand during mijd-"i lil tranldar, into ilar capi-

crisis, the pi .b. ' hN r th -it rt,dii v. a; ratiollnd Iti, isnuch ial inflio dertarid. so-, rhatr the [hai eono.'iN dts nmit ap-

lower in boeh, c, ,intriL I,. I"'" And aL,rli i'(). hideEl. pear crcdit rationcd.

for Thailard tlic InI. .di n:crtic.ire m pro'hallilmt ..t i-) per

cent, suggest l'i-! ck .ihai-' iiaige k I-i 3cired the mnar- S itic. Modt ind Tl, ionr. iUriticlring.

Domnestic factors. A variety of domestic fac- sharply almost across the board, and although

tors influence capital flows into a country. A sum- thev have been improving recently, the rating

mary measure of these influences is the country's agencies have remained cautious in approving up-

sovereign rating, which reflects the country's abil- grades. Additionally, and although ratings should,

ity to repay its debt and takes into account the in principle, encompass counitry liquidity, a widely

country's growth prospects, its debt burden, the watched measure is the level of a country's foreign

soundness of its economic policies, political uncer- exchange reserves, to guard against sudden loss of

tainties, and several other factors. Following the favor by international investors. Once again, im-

recent series of emerging market crises, ratings fell provements are evident, especially in East Asia.
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loss of liquidity and hence render a country vul-

Figure 2.11 Average credit ratings in nerable to a sudden loss in confidence.
developing countries Despite the decline in the average maturity of

s&P sovereign ratings new loans noted above, the share of short-term
A debt (loans with a remaining maturity of one year

or less) in developing countries' total debt fell from
A- East Asia and Pacific 52 percent in 1997 to 46 percent in 2000 (table

BBB+ 2.7).A This in part reflects the sharp withdrawal
8.8± of short-term loans to East Asian banks during

BBB the crisis.t" The continuing decline in the share of

888- -_________________________________ short-term debt may have resulted from borrowers'
E,' .i.i attempts to reduce their short-term exposure, after

BB, - the crisis demonstrated the dangers of a sudden
- - .E loss of confidence.

88 Lat,, i-,-,,- -ca - As discussed in Global Devielopment Finance
and the Caribbean

BB- 2000 (World Bank 2000), it has been suggested
B+ that a country's reserves should at least be equal to

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 its short-term debt, to ensure that the country can
meet liquidity challenges. By this measure East Asia

S .urce: Standard and Poor'5, has developed a strong safeguard; in Latin America
as well, the level of reserves is sufficient to repay all
debt payments due over the course of a year.

Emerging markets are also vulnerable to other
After the precipitous downgrading during the domestic developments, including appreciation of

crisis, credit ratings in East Asia and, to a lesser ex- the currency, deterioration in the current account,
tent, in Latin America, have remained lower than and banking sector fragilities. Developments last
before the crises (figure 2.11). Sovereign ratings in year in Argentina and Turkey highlight these vul-
Latin America continued to worsen after the Brazil- nerabilities (box 2.6). In both cases, however, the
ian crisis of early 1999 until Mexico's credit was up- problems were viewed as localized to those econo-
graded in early 2000, and Brazil's more recently.13 mies, thus causing only temporary concerns for

A particularly important source of vulnerabil- emerging market issuers in general.
ity has been the extent of short-term debt (see External factors. The strong global recovery
Global Development Finance 2000). Even when a from the financial crisis has had an important,
country's debt position is sustainable over the long positive impact on capital market flows to devel-
term, high short-term debt may cause a temporary oping countries. Rapid growth in the United

Table 2.7 Indicators of external vulnerability of developing countries and selected developing regions
(percent)

Region ..-. I. a ' I4% 1I.I 2cc""

All det
Sho rr.,,. I J r .bIl l .. i4 3 ; 2 ft 4 453 4n 

Rest' . ;i 138 4 1 164 2 ISI

East A
Sho i * , i *1.1 4 3 4 45.2 4 1 44 3

Rest' r I , ,, .1r i i 12.'.' I2
r a 22 i5 i

Latiun A1
Shot r .1 I 1. i M ' 4 4 -4 4 -e 1
Rest i1 .,1 n, . i i Ith 4 [Ie 4 l,14 In1114 4

a. Short-term debt and total debt are as of September 2000.
Source: Bank for International Settlements; WsVorld Bank, Global Develorpmenuit Finanzce: Countr)' Tables and sources cited therein, various
rears; IMF, International Financial Statistics: and World Bank staff estimates.
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Box 2.6 Limited contagion from Argentina and Turkey
T1i. prc id t id, Lr%v ir'. c-tt' 'r %itm!rnLntrs can Jiharp Ivi rnon program, increasing current account deficits. slow

ITbiir J.:i * In* -L.tntri, 3ttt - rt riternatiinai capi- progress in prnvatization, and srtabborn Inflation.
tal :-, nii ki:n- '4 rF rc it-rn tl r aibiir% .,t rii ,bloail linn- In the rtahc of large capital outflows, rising donitestic in-
cial ,. rl..in Ir. lt, 2111 111 id ciii1, 2 11) 1,niii .ii up- ertesr rates, dwindling 3C-CeCS [oCcapital markets. and the
hea. '1 .\. Arlirntlna Ind Lin rkcx .niri once .itimin a possibilirt ot credit downgrades, both countries sought
contL .r rl.Iit i1 iw ii-i 'an fl cii 's ma.' %prcad to other cmcrgcnc. iunding trom rhe International. NloneEart Fknd
cOuritriL ,t-IF i anid rjook inrernal measure, tr . reduce rheir external

I'' \l tnr iri I. *, po I "rt. rs In rdlIuLing th tiscal ulnerabilinr' and restore in%esmrr confidence. An [M1F
defi, it rhl I ,r i id 2iLiir. Ii, \tern li dbhr burdcn. ques supplemental r-sere tacildty I V.$- biliinn %kas arranged
tiOr. hI 'I[ l LI Li khllilr .t rhi. tI\t Lxcharne rate for Tuarket 1canh e-rh Deember. andL hinding fiar Argenrina
reg in. :Q L. pir. .1. icd *1.- *. 4-' rhi and huih itincrplov- iS4O billion) %%as announced later that month. While full-
mein[ .nir'i p ' lr.ilt a itl [ i t ' tinmi, t pIlicic bI.yt ri crLs,es were avcrtc at that rie, Turkey faced a %Cc-

cau4Ld Ia ri,i,i n.1lp irkct, In 1 iirkt-s. ond cwriis in Februar% 20l1 3ndthe r3Lv Iini2pgexrhane
conLcrni-,- % I r 1li%Ld ti-rl hal lirpritioliln ot the cur- rate regime had to le abandonied. In mid-Mairch, the INIF
ren. LiI1u. I LI. lr,. pee LIh Iii0c n. r-sed stabtifIa,- a...1......c.r. .s.J..b.h.a qreed o) rthe trame%t%rk for a new program ot assistance.

Indicators of external vulnerability in Argentina and Turkey

P-.! .. ,I -v l_l. ... 11.1...1qrti/:lR. 1a' 'j''

!u h 1., ..r.,| I . d;t r-i .yrwria .i. ....

,1, . 1 4 14 I | -i 4 44

* , ,, ,-,, I I ,1 4. .I ..
* , -. III ii ~ ~I ... -il - j ' IT ir [,n- 1`;irk ir1 i?rLrtn iii ii)3I SeTIricrienr4. INIT Iii-itiiirn.t Fziui,,lai Si-i inC..rd iri%tiFLIIC Ti,

Boil, AiTin liJ ii TL'rko .L arc ni:l.r h irrl.A rs in inter- In hbith Argentina and Turkev, mirker perceptions Of
nat, -i il ripi ilrm rk, it. FL . : li.nlrricsaCt -,unted ttr veakncss in cuntrv fundiimentalk x ere at the source of
ab(.,,' 2, . t itm ti- ii it m kLt-lar L L hli aIncin' fit dc- the ensts. [)uring the first Turkish crisis in lnre 2000, rhe
v-eli p rin- t ;L i)t 'ilvI III i anj Ii [LItI1C Lit iiUt currmig otf of 3 mid-size hank from borrowing In the dii-
sta -, iC- J, . 1, p -ti JI1-i. [lii, r.ie;dJ ciaiHLrnt inlCstit market c.aused it to liquidarte its ,euritie- portfolio
abo ili Fll' it i [l,,. n' ,Liit i t C.. iiiOMit dltfIltlC an hence ,triggred a squeeze in Interbank liquidit; that
on00 L JJ`1 1'it I [-i.' [1 J gi'teriL trieignrl asunexpettic in its se%ecrits;there N% as some danger,

11-. lii *hi:-ec n t c r liniitcd. In rthretore. that the cnriis would spread. Psi.F-led paLkages
part III'- II ttI rh tLi H-rtr. LIt ri-i crl .e>. r i.rst-generar-Vin" and, in the case ot Turkes., measarcs toi ecas tht liquidirt
cris. -I"' i- V- Fi1 i -, Liiia r. 1 tti in 'nm tulidaimiials are rL,- crwith. streamlining of banking regulations. and the go' -
derril. , I.. ,.,I .. i;*i iir c i [ithtLi eittitritL is trhen rare. Lrnment's liabiltty mananement had a calmaing effect on
"SC-.- 'I-J 't hi . i iii (CI- AIt iiiCtli , .ii sp etait i steak-' in.arkers. Followving the second trisi,, a depre,iarion (t
nes Iulr 1ii1 -c .-i ,i!i 'i liiJ.iaiTi11iTi.111 .iC IIc 1 ,i. inr ci(o%e r.i IC, pcrctitr againlt the dioilar l'rou4ht a.hint 
of I,-i I`in. r- iL ''L'. 17-. tiLW-in rp mc, ire rnore degree ot reiie%%ed ftability.
clo.I i>...l .irLi ,r, ah nEi. -1I n c. if l it l l iairr IL;

States, ecoiioi)ilc recovcry in most emerginig mar- are reflected in a number of market indicators.
kets, anld the high rate of growtlh in trade have in- Mlarket liquidity has remained low in both debt
creased both the deniacid for ncw capital flows and foreign exchange markcts since the East Asian
anId thei- supply, as countries are perceived as and Russian crises (Borio 2000). Turnovcr is sig-
morc creditwortlhy. nificantly lower, especially, hut not only, in emerg-

('on.tinued aversion to risk and high volatilitv ing market securities, and bid-ask spreads are
due to the strong intfluetice of psychological factors higher. The coontinued aversion to risk suggests that
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Box 2.7 Implicationls of sovereign debt defaults

E u.idor. Ehl RLussian Federation. and Llkraine recenrly duced a speedy echange (!see Lip'vorth and Nystedr
E do,tdiued .'n their o,tst3andling bonds, in the ir,t sos - 200i). In rhe e%ent, the marker price of the bonds rose
.riclgn baudl ddatilTS sinLe the mid- I 931i1s. DefauLlts oc-- even furthcr atter the exchange,. thus providing a hand-
Iaimed b-th trin brad birnds ibunds issued in exchange tor sonie gmnn for man; investors.
r,rcIt rcurtd .lnikmcrcil baik dcbt i and on eurobonds. Although these bond exchanges ippear to haxe hal-
lPakitai did riott dctiult. but existing honds w%ere restruc- anced the interesrs of debtors and creditors, thes may not
(L[rd %i d ih a ne's repa\ Iient schedule rhat implied some offer a long-term solution to the problenm of debt restruc-
dcbr I nc,. Thes. dertalis mlt bc part of the reasein turing. The ability to provide sweeteners rested on whar
r. hs dcbi it, dcvetloping coutLIiries ha:e tailed to re- mrna ha-c been ani excesivie decline in prices precedinig the
ziscr. a nd the% reprcecnt important precedcnts that s%ill exchange. Mlore important, a newv development 'ince then
h.nc ripple ettec I ,n bind issuarnce bK; cmcrging market,,. has strengthened the hands ot creditors. One creditor .sas
Necrhrilees, the predicied dire :onsequencei tf irre- able to su.e the government of Peru and receivc full pay-

.i ibl c d[inacto mrarker aes and a contagioLis rise in mctr on a coLipon due. Thc likelihood of sticc,full; stuing
[hc sprcadl on other enlcrcing mark:Et bonds hiv-e not a ,overeign had uintil thcn been seen as sniall because the
colme E, pass. ahility to 3rtach sovereign is%et, is limirted. Hossex er, the

The dbhr reiruluctrinigs %sere impleniented through creditor nas able ro intercept certain external p3ament;
L.,nd x\hanL'cs. Bondho_lders redeemed e-xi-ting bonds for that Peru wvas making and la- a claim on those payments
nes b nvd, prroinmisurug a 3rnillcr aggregate stream of rep3v - isee Lundenbaum and DLuran 2000i. The implicanions for
mnt:r, in present % inlc terms. In each c ise a -;seetener" tuture sovereign debt resructruring are potenta-ilv serious.
'A.Ls iscd Ito induct riic cwhinge Bcfore the re'trucruring, Holdout Investor' ithose .% ho d) not agree to the tcrms }t
th, hugh pre-babilitsi it defatll ha1d sinriantlv..nr loIvered a bond exchangei nowv niay, be able ta credibl threaten to
ther market price Ot the honds. The debtor gosernment, by stake a claim to payments intrenideJ tar rhose v.ho have
titterinI thc neus honds at hIlohcr-rhan-marketi price. in- agreed to ihe bond exchange.

the memory of the financial crisis has not faded. At flected in the EMBI. The Mexican crisis is some-
the same time, the high volatility in U.S. stock mar- times attributed to the rapid rise in U.S. interest
kets and the high rate of default in the U.S. corpo- rates in 1994 (panel A of figure 2.12).
rate sector have contributed to concerns. However, in 1997-99 rising U.S. interest rates

The rest of this section discuses three factors were associated with a fall in the spreads on
that have traditionally had a bearing on capital emerging market debt. This largely reflected the
flows to emerging markets: movements in interest countercyclical monetary policy pursued by the
rates, risk sentiment (as indicated by the price of U.S. Federal Reserve, which had lowered interest
debt to corporate borrowers), and volatility in rates to sustain economic activity during the finan-
stock market prices. In addition, recent changes in cial crisis, just as emerging market spreads were
the laws and institutions that govern debt restruc- rising. The relationship between U.S. interest rates
turing may have had an important influence on and primary spreads (spreads charged on newly is-
emerging markets' access to international capital sued bonds) followed a similar pattern (Eichen-
market flows (box 2.7). green and Mody 1998). The more traditional rela-

A rise in interest rates has, in the past, typically tionship was restored over the past year, when an
reduced the flow of capital to developing countries. increase in policy interest rates, coupled with ris-
Higher interest rates raise the cost of debt service, ing demand for funds and heightened risk percep-
reducing developing countries' demand for credit tions, boosted short-term market rates and con-
and lowering their creditworthiness, while increas- tributed to a rise in spreads.
ing the attractiveness of alternative investments. In- Increased concern over risk may have con-
deed, for the first half of the 1990s, a rise in U.S. tributed to constraints on capital market flows to
interest rates was associated with higher secondary developing countries. One indicator of market sen-
market yields on emerging market debt, as re- timent is the return that investors demand on U.S.
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Figure 2.12 Developing countries and the external environment

Panel A: Developing-country spreads and U.S. interest rates
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Panel B: Developing-country, U.S. high-yield, and swap spreads
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Panel C: Volatility on stock markets and developing-country spreads
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corporate debt."' Panel B of figure 2.12 shows the in yields between helow-investment-grade corpo-
patterns over time of swap spreads, which mea- rate ("junk") bonds and Treasury securities. I3oth
sure the difference in yields between superior- spreads rose sharply at the time of the Russiani de-
quality corporate and U.S. Treasury securities, and fault, as investors retreated from high-risk assets.
high-yield spreads, which measure the difference Swap spreads fell in 1999 as the global recovery
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gathered steam and financial market conditions Forecasts of capital market inflows to
eased, but they again increased significantly over emerging markets
the past year and are near their highest levels in Capital market flows are projected to rise moder-
the 1990s.' 7 The same is true of spreads on junk ately over the next few years, according to results
bonds. of an econometric model that takes into account

Since junk bonds are close substitutes for the determinants of capital market flows discussed
emerging market assets, both are affected by above, among others. The forecasts are based on
changes in investors' sensitivity to risk. For many both global and domestic determinants of flows.
years, junk bonds have traded at lower spreads Global factors include U.S. industrial production,
than emerging market bonds with the same ratings, U.S. interest rates, the U.S. swap and high-yield
perhaps because of the greater possibilities for di- spreads (as proxies for a measure of risk aversion),
versification in the junk bond market. Moreover, as and the EMBI. Factors local to the recipient coun-
Caballero (2000) has noted, emerging market li- try include the level of domestic credit, movements
quidity has tended to dry up just when it was most in output and prices, movements in short-term in-
needed-in times of crisis, when bond spreads fluc- terest rates and stock prices, the country's credit
tuate wildly and market-making becomes impossi- rating, and foreign exchange reserves as a percent-
ble. However, emerging market spreads are now age both of imports and of short-term debt.
slightly lower than spreads in the junk bond mar- The forecast model uses the vector autoregres-
ket. This may reflect temporary factors, particu- sive technique, which allows for lagged interac-
larly the fact that certain important countries in the tions between capital inflows and the domestic fac-
EMBI-Mexico, the Russian Federation, and the tors that influence them. These embedded lags
Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela-have bene- permit the joint forecasting of capital flows and the
fited from the recent oil price rise. domestic factors. Global factors are forecast inde-

The volatility of U.S. stock market prices has pendently, and their evolution influences the fore-
had an important impact on stock markets in de- cast of capital flows into a country, but the capital
veloping countries, and hence on portfolio equity flows of an individual country do not influence the
flows. Periods of volatility in the U.S. stock market forecast of the global factors. With respect to the
have been exactly matched by high volatility in global factors, the projections make the following
emerging stock markets (panel C of figure 2.12). assumptions, among others. It is assumed that the
Estimates of correlations in levels differ depending EMBI will decline gradually to around 600 by the
on the time period under consideration. In some end of 2003; that the U.S. high-yield spread will re-
periods of high volatility the correlations in weekly main at about 800 basis points until then; that U.S.
returns have been high. Even when the correlations industrial production will grow at an annual rate
have been low, the evidence suggests that emerging of 3 to 4 percent over the forecast period, after a
stock markets respond to U.S. stock markets with a slowdown in early 2001; that the U.S. short-term
small lag. Thus, in effect, market movements match interest rate will moderate at around 4 percent;
relatively closely. and that the spread between U.S. long-term and

These trends are not surprising. Technology short-term interest rates will narrow to less than
stocks now play a dominant role in most emerging 300 basis points by the end of 2003.
markets, and movements in technology stock Following the significant increase in flows in
prices in developing countries have been closely re- 2000, capital flows are expected to increase at the
lated to movements of technology stock prices in more modest rate of 7 percent per year through
the United States. Thus investors who seek to 2003 (table 2.8). This trend reflects several under-
place their money in emerging markets today are lying factors, including the momentum of flows,
not likely to get the diversification benefits they changes in global conditions, and changes in eco-
may have achieved in earlier years. For this reason, nomic performance in emerging markets. Global
equity flows have been guided less by diversifica- factors driving this forecast include the expected
tion motives and have been narrowly concentrated slowdown of the U.S. economy, combined with de-
in a few countries that appear to offer high returns clines in U.S. interest rates and the moderation in
(see the discussion above on trends in equity flows). the EMBI since its recovery in late 2000. Momen-
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Table 2.8 Actual and projected capital market flows to principal developing countries
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tum also plays an important role in the forecasts reserves. Such couLitries are also typicallx forecast
for 2001. The sharp fall in capital flows in 1998, to experienice stahle or moderately rising coinsumiier
which continued into 1999, led capital flox,vs to prices-a strong forecast upsurge in the consumiler
fall considerably belowv the trend for growvth in price index is associated with declininig capital in-
production and trade. Although all three forms of flow forecasts. The level of domestic credit and do-
capital market flows are expected to increase over mestic industrial production show niixed signals,
the next three years, the projected rise in equity although rhe majoritv of couLitries wvith increasing
flows is particularly sharp. Since equity flows in inflow forecasts also have iicr-easilg domilestic ci-edit
the past have generally been extremely low and and industrial production forecasts. The economic
probably below the equilibriumil level, the forecast intuition seems clear: higher inflows result in an ac-
surge in this category of flows may represent a de- cumulationf of reserves and a rise in stock prices, a
gree of catch-up to a level from wvhich growth wvill restoration of market conifidence, and an upxvard
then be more moderate. revisioni of the credit rating, wxhich induces further

For Asia, gross floxvs are expected to decline capital inflows into the country.
slightly in 2001 becautse of the region's continuLed The reported projections are relatively robUst
current account surpluses (or onlx modest deficits), to changes in assuimptionis about specific glolbal
high level of reserves, and expected increase in do- 1inancial variables. For examilple, if U.S. interest
mestic credit. But xvith sustained economic recov- rates were to rise temporarily, xxith other global
ery, demand for interinationial capital is projected factors unchanged from the base sceniario, capital
to increase significanitly in 2002 and 2003. Flowvs flows xvould drop imnmediatelx and then recover
to Latin America are projected to rise strongly in after six to eight monithis to resume their originial
2001 but remaini flat over the next txvo years. The trend. The initial decline in capital infloxvs, fol-
projectionis for developing Europe and Central Asia loxving a rise in interest rates, causes the dome stic
are volatile and difficult to interpret, given the re- currency to depreciate, makinig the export sector
cent history of volatility in the region. In Africa the more competitive and leading to an impr-ovemiienit
growth of capital flows is fueled principall- by the in credit ratings. These factors then generate a re-
rise in GDP groxwth and improved prospects for sumed inflow of foreigin capital, wxhich Ieads to an
South Africa. accumulation of reserves, which attracts further

Underlying these regional projections are inflowvs.
highly differentiated country performanices. On the By conitrast, shocks to global real factors have
domestic side, increases in capital flows forecast b1- a greater in]paLt on capital floxvs. If groxwth in U. S.
the model are almost alwavs associated with fore- industrial production is asstimed to he zero 13 to
casts of increasing credit ratings and stock prices, 4 percentage points per vear less than Hi the base
and stable or declining ratios of short-term debt to case), projected floxws to emergingi markets drop
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substantially and continue to decline xvithout any countries differs somewhat from that used by the World
sign of recoverv. For Asia, flows decline by about Bank. The major differences are that the U.N. definition

10 percent compared with the basecase,Texcludes South Africa but includes several of the higher-
10 percent compared wTith the base case. Thne im- income economies of the Caribbean and the Middle East.
pact of a slowdown in U.S. industrial production 8. The reforms involved reducing taxes on mergers and
is significant because the United States and indus- acquisitions transactions, easing sectoral restrictions on for-
trial countries in general are an important destina- eign investment, and removing limits on the share of a com-
tion for developing countries' exports. pany that foreigners may hold.

In this regard the recent boost in U.S. produc- 9. The discussion of trends in capital market flows in
tI thi regplar the rcntps section is based on commitments made by investors. For

tivity may explain a significant part of the recovery bond and equity flows, these commitments typically trans-

in capital inflows to emerging markets over the late almost immediately into disbursements; however, for
past 12 months-and any slowdown in that pro- bank lending, commitments are often disbursed over more
ductivity growth may portend more difficult mar- than a year.

10. An index of sovereign eurobond spreads from 34
ket access foe emerging market borrowers.ket acess or emrgingmarke borrwers.emerging market economies using a different weighning

This discussion highlights two important facts scheme (where the weights are constructed from the face
about maintaining access to international capital value of eurobonds outstanding as of the end of 1998) also
markets. Domestic policies are critical: lowv infla- indicates that borrowing costs for these economies have re-

tion, adequate reserves, and an economic policy mained higher in the last two years than in the period before

framework that maintains the confidence of in- the Russian crisis.
I11. Care has to be takeni in interpreting these simple

vestors are essential for continued access. At the averages, however, since they do not account for countrv

same time, changes in financial and real develop- factors, the type of borrower (sovereign or private), or debt

ments in the global economy have a powerful im- maturitv.

pact. A recession in the industrial countries would 12. However, see Barth and Zhang (1999) for the con-
likely lead to a sharp decline in developing coun- trary view that there is no evidence that mutual funds made

significant withdrawals from Asia during the crisis.
tries' access, even for countries with sound policies. 13. NMoody's raised Mexico's rating to investment

Thus measures aimed at managing the potential grade in February 2000, but this action did not prompt up-

volatility of capital flows are essential if developing grades by other rating agencies.

countries are to reap their benefits (see chapter 3). 14. This table shows short-tcrm debt by remaining ma-
turity (the Bank for International Settlements definition).
This is different from the "original maturity" concept used
by the World Bank. See Global Development Finance 2000

Notes (World Bank 2000) for further clarification of these defini-
]. The inability to identify capital account transactions tions. The share of short-term debt in total debt of develop-

at the country level is reflected in a sizable capital account ing countries as defined by the World Bank also declined,
balance at the global level, which in principle should bc from 20 percent in 1997 to 16 percent in 2000.
zero. This global capital accouint discrepancy mirrors a sim- 15. The share of claims with maturities between one
ilar discrepancy in the global current account, with aggre- and two years on developing countries reported by Bank for
gate import values exceeding exports (Initernationial Mone- International Settlements banks rose from 4.7 percent to 7.8
tarv Fund 2000a; Nlarquez and WVorkman 2000). percent during the same period. This is consistent with the

2. Alrhough foreign investment receipts on account of decline in the average maturity of new bonds and syndi-
privatization declined, the aggregate value of commmitments cated loans noted above.
is likely to incrcase in the year 2000 (see appendix 4). 16. High spreads on corporate borrowings are often

3. Here we define private capital flows as the sum of used as a general measure of risk sentiment and as a reflec-
gross capital market flows and foreign direct investment tion of "flight into quality." However, trends during the
(FDI) (as in table 2.3). past year did not always reflect a generalized increase in risk

4. For a discussion of capital conitrols, see WVorld Bank, perception but also reflected idiosyncratic increases in risk
Global Development Finance 2000, chapter 5. (most important, an increase in default rates in the technol-

5. See chaptcr 3 and previous editions of Global 1)e- ogy and media sectors).
u'elopinent Finance on the various benefits of FDI. 17. Part of the increase in spreads is due to the decline

6. Transparency was measured by a composite index in long-term Treasury rates following the retirement of U.S.
based on rankings for the level of corruption, law' and order, government debt.
bureaucratic quality, contract viability, and the risk of gov-
ernment expropriation of private assets, all takeni from the
International Conotry Risk Gutide publishcd by the Political
Risk Services Group. References

7. These data arc from the United Nations Conference The word processed describes informally reproduced works
on Trade and Development, w hose dcfinition of devcloping that may not be commonly available through libraries.
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International Capital Flows

and Economic Growth

A FTER A CE.LEBRATED BOOM IN CAPITAL investments and as portfolio flows have risen,
flows to developing countries between domestic investment and foreign inflows have

IA11990 and 1997, a series of international become less tightly linked. However, the asso-
financial crises increased doubts about the bene- ciation remains relatively high where the con-
fits of such flows. Underlining this new skepticism ditions are favorable for domestic investment
were studies that implied only a weak relationship (high education levels, political stability, and
between capital flow liberalization and long-run well-developed financial systems).
growth. The concerns tempered the enthusiasm for * The relationship between productivity growth
capital inflows and have led to a reassessment of and private capital flows appears to have
the policy approaches to attracting and managing strengthened over time. The productivity bene-
them. fits of capital flows-through the transfer of

This chapter presents a broad assessment of technology and management techniques and
the relationship between capital inflows and the the stimulation of financial sector develop-
performance of developing economies. Specifi- ment-are significant in countries where a de-
cally, it examines the association between interna- veloped physical infrastructure, a strong busi-
tional capital flows and domestic investment and ness environment, and open trade regimes have
productivity growth, and the costs that arise from facilitated the absorption of those flows, but
capital flow volatility. Highlighted throughout is not otherwise.
the diversity of developing countries' experiences, * Capital flow volatility significantly dampens
reflecting the heterogeneity of capital flows and economic growth. Indeed, the crisis-ridden later
differences in countries' absorptive capacity. The years of the 19 90s were associated with enor-
main conclusions are the following: mous shocks to output and consumption in

some countries. Even so, many countries appear
* Over the past three decades, private capital increasingly able to manage volatility-and in

flows into developing countries have been as- the aftermath of the crises, growth rates have re-
sociated with about an equal increase in do- bounded quickly in many affected countries. Ad-
mestic investment, although this relationship justment was promoted by greater exchange rate
has weakened over time as the extent of finan- flexibility, more diversified production struc-
cial integration across borders has increased. tures, and better risk-management techniques.
The relationship is strongest where, as in Africa,
countries are least integrated with interna- Taken altogether, the evidence suggests that
tional financial markets and where, therefore, capital flows reinforce a positive growth dynamic.
flows in the form of foreign direct investment They tend to go more to countries with strong in-
(FDI) add to domestic saving and serve to vestment climates, and their long-run benefits are
identify and finance new investment opportu- most pronounced in such environments. As many
nities. Elsewhere, as mergers and acquisitions of the countries with strong investment climates
(M&A) have increased relative to greenfield are middle- rather than low-income economies,
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international capital flows in recent decades may investirment. FLrthei; wxhereas certain types of
have contributed to a widening of income differen- long term -1 such as l'DI and liak lending,
tials between the developing countries, just as they are cIcl-aly associated with increases in ixvest
did a century ago (Tavlor 1996; O'Rourke and inrit, the relationshiip betweeni portfolio flows
Williamson 1999). and investment, although t p.. il, positive, has

For policynmakers, the analvsis in this chapter been less robtist. -Ihc evidence also suggests
shows that both the celebration of capital flow s in that the rclationship betxven private capital
the early 1990s and the subsequent skepticism flovs and investment is strong in thosc rcgioIs.
were both excessive. The reality is more compli- such as Africa, wherc foreign investment is able
cated and therefore requires a more nuanced policy to supplemilent domestic saxing and to idcntify
response. At issue is not xvhether international cap- and realize investment opportullities.
ital flows have long-term value or whether interna- * The relationship betweten private capitil flows

tional financial integration offers real benefits. In and doimestic ixvestimient xCeakcied in the
the inevitable process of integration with interna- I 9 9 0s, a periodl in which couLitrics liberalized
tional markets, capital flows can deliver enormous their capital accounts. The cvidence is conlsis-

benefits. However, that transition also implies tent with two possibilities. Fither, as Coulitries
costs, some of which are important and others less becomc more integrated into international
so. The challenge for policvmakers is to prepare markets, domestic saving anid invcstimienit deci
their economies to best absorb the potential ben'e- SiOTIS ar less correlated, and hecincc the rela-
fits of capital inflowvs while reducing the risks of tionship between capital flows and imxestment
sudden capital outflows. This implies a multiplicity xveakeis. The evidence is also conisistcit xith
of measures that not only foster absorption of in- the increasinIg impor-tinice of portfolio flows
ternational capital flows but also generatc long- as a part of total capital fh xx 1.nd of 2f&A

term domestic benefits. as a part of F[Dl both of xxhich haxe less iof

a relationshilp with dilimestic insvestilmelit thall
other flows.
A varietv of domilestic factors, sucIh aS the lcxel

Capital inflows and domestic of humian capital, political stabilin, anid the
investment deptlh of domrestic financial imarki-ects dcefine aS ummers (2000) maintains that -enornious social countrx 's ability to t-anislate forcigi capital
Sbenefits" are made possible by the efficiency into domilcstic ioxctrilmeot.
gains from the reallocation of capital from industrial
to developing countries. The reallocation canl im- Capital iniflowvs anid investment: differenices
prove living standards by mobilizing global savings across tvpes of flows anzd regionis
to finance investments in countries where the mar- As a matter of thcors, the impact of foreigio capital
ginal productivity of investmenit is relatively high. inflows on domiestic investImIeInt is ambiguous

Private capital flows have been associated (Fcldstcin I 1994). Inhound capital imay raise domics-
with a rise in domestic investment in marx devel- tiC investmelt, but it may also iilerease imports and
opinig countries, although whether such floxvs have hence can damiipenl domestic pr-oductioni and invcst-
an independent role in raising investment, or sim incnt. Moreover, cxven if access to foreign capital
ply finance investment that would have occurred ali le one firm to incrcase mivestinetr, that firiml's
in any event, is frequently unclear The relation- expansion may iiducc aniother to reduce ioxext-

ship between capital flows and investment is com- nient. From a more gentral perspective, under
plex, and depends on the extent of integration of standing the impact of foreign capital On dolimcstic
domestic economies into global capital markets, investment reqluir-es considerinig the possibility that
oni the nature of the capital flows, and on the do- capital outfloxvs mnav be indLucd. In a Worlrd of ptl

mestic investment climate: fect capital mobility, an inicreasc in infloxvs max
haxve ino impact oii the evcl of doi iestic ins est

* Long-term capital flows are strongly and posi- mnert, since funds would nisoe only to finanice in-
tivelv related to domestic investment; short- vestment demiland xvithout actually increasing that
term flows have little or no relationship xvith demand.
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However, Feldstein (1994) notes that, despite sources are described in the annex to this chapter.
the large volume of global financial transactions, a The essential conclusions remain unchanged: con-
country's saving tends to be largely invested within trolling for other determinants, private capital
its borders. The close association between foreign flows (long-term plus short-term) are seen to have
inflows and domestic investment suggests a lack of close to a one-to-one relationship with domestic in-
deep integration in the financing of invesments. In vestment (figure 3.1). Since some part of the inflow
other words, when almost all domestic saving is is offset by outflows or the accumulation of re-
invested domestically, international capital inflows serves, however, the implication is not necessarily
will not be significantly offset by international out- that all private capital entering an economy is in-
flows, and aggregate domestic investment will re- vested in the domestic economy, but rather that
flect close to the full amount of the inflow. But as capital inflows are associated with a broader stimu-
global financial integration increases, the link be- lation of demand.
tween foreign flows and domestic investment will Regional variations. The relationship between
weaken. capital flows and investment has also varied across

However, along another dimension, the rela- regions. In particular, private capital flows are seen
tionship between foreign capital and investment to have been strongly associated with higher do-
may also depend on several structural factors, mestic investment in Sub-Saharan Africa. Indeed,
such as the depth of financial markets or the level the relationship in this region has been even
of human capital. This suggests that even a coun- stronger than in East Asia and Pacific or in Latin
try with a high level of integration may better em- America and the Caribbean (figure 3.2).1
ploy a dollar of foreign capital than a less closely This regional variation reflects differences in
integrated country, if structural deficiencies are both the composition of capital flows and the ex-
more pronounced in the second country than in tent to which countries are integrated with the
the first. world economy. Latin America and East Asia have

Thye aggregate relationship between foreign received a larger share of portfolio flows in their
capital and domlestic investmenit. A number of stud- total capital flows than Sub-Saharan Africa (table
ies have analyzed the impact of foreign capital on 3.1), and as noted, the association between port-
domestic investment. Feldstein (1994) found that a
dollar of capital inflows or outflows tends to be as-
sociated, respectively, with a one-dollar rise or fall
in domestic investment. Borensztein, De Gregorio, Figure 3.1 Computed incremental relationships between
and Lec (1998) find, in fact, that a dollar of FDI private capital flows and investment, savings, and the current
may be linked to an increase in domestic investment account, 1972-98
of more than a dollar, although their findings are Percentage of GOP

sensitive to the choice of variables used to explain 1.5

investment. In a recent study, Bosworth and Collins 1.0

(1999) carefully analyze the relationship between *-5
various types of private capital flows and both in- 0.5 m
vestment and saving, focusing on the variation over 0.0 -

time within countries rather than the variation -0.5

across countries. They find that capital flows have a
strong impact on domestic investment. This is espe- -1.0Investme
cially so for FDI and bank lending; in contrast, -1.5 E Savings

portfolio flows have a positive but statistically in- 20 Currentaccount

significant impact on domestic investment. Capital Long-term Short-term Foreign Bank Portfolio

Investmenzt anid different types of capital in- flows capital capital direct lending flows

flowvs. For the purpose of this report, the Bosworth
and Collins study was replicated using a data set Note: The bars in this chart are computed coefficients representing the change

associated with an increase in capital inflow equal to 1 percent of GDP.
with broader country coverage and a longer time Source: World Bank, Global Development Finiance: Gountry Tables and sources

period (1l972-98 instead of 1979-95). The techni- cited therein, various vears (see annex 3.1 for details).

cal details of the estimation procedure and the data
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Nations Confereince on rrade and Development

Figure 3.2 Computed incremental 2000 and chapter 2). Although NI&A mav have a
relationships between private capital flows positive impact on productivity, FDII of the green-
and investment, consumption, and the field varietv implies an immediate increase in pro-
current account, by region, 1972-98current account, by region, 1972-98ductive capacitv, whereas NM&A do not. As a conse-
Percentage of GDP quence, the association hetweenl FDI and domestic
2.0 - investment became noticeablv weaker in the I 9 90s.

1.5 Invemen
D1 Consumption

1.0 U nCuretaon Absorptive capacity: policy and institutions
0.5 -__ The positive relationship between private capital

0.0 L __- _ flows and investmetit, which holds to varying de-
-0.5 grees across various rcgions and over time, also

_ ~~~~~~~~~~depenids crucially Oin a country's alhsorptive capac-
-1.0 _ itv. The capacity to absorb capital ,tl. . is a imulti-
-1.5 faceted phenomenon. It encomiipasses not just the

-2.0 EasiAsia Latin America Sub-Sanaran macroeconomic policy framework but also politi-
and Pacific and the Caribbean Africa cal stability, the health of the financial systemll, the

educational attainmenit of the work force, the
N,itc: The lar, in thi, chart arc computed coefficients quality of physical infrastructure, of
representing the change associated with an increase inq tie efficicy
capital inflow eqolal to I percent f GDP. governiment services, and the degree of corruptio)t.
Soiircc: WX;orlid Bank, Clot il Develinpotent Fin.zncc: Different types of capital flows are affected differ-
f(Country vi.'1bs and s,ouLrces cited therein, various earst
,.c annei.x 3. 1 for details). entlv by these various aspects of a countrv's ah-

sorptive capacity.
For instance, in a crctss-coultrv analysis

Borensztein, De Gregorlio. and Lee (1998) find that
folio flows and domestic investment is relatively FDI is positively associated with investment, but
weak. East Asia and Latin America are more inte- only in a setting with sufficiently high levels of
grated into the global economy than other regions human capital. An extensislil of their analvsis was
and thus enjoy expanded opportunities for holding done for this report across a diffcrcit samiiple of
foreign assets while also relying more on foreign countries and over a longer period. It xvas again
exchange reserves and foreign assets to cope with found that FIl) is positively associated with invest-
the volatility of capital flows. Finally, in contrast ment, and that this effect increases wvith the stock
to East Asia, capital flows into Latin America are of human capital.' The left-hand panel of figure
associated with increased consumption, reflecting 3.4 plots averagc investmlilnt ratios againist average
Latin America's generally low propensity to save. school enrollment ratios and avcrage F[D floxvs

for the cxtcnded sample. Domestic investmecnit is
Capital flows and investmient in the 1990s higher when FDI is greaLter aild vwhenl domestic edu-
The relationship between capital flows and invest- cational levels are higher: the s*ynergy betweil FDI
ment weakened in the 1990s (figure 3.3). This trend and schooling is seeni to operate in this represeilta-
may, in part, result from the growing importance tion when humatl capital reachcs mcdium to high
of offsetting transactions on the capital account, levels.
reflecting increased integration of some countries The absorptivc capacity of a country also de-
and capital flight from some others (see chapter 2). pends Oti the political climate. Short-term capital
Countries have typically also begun to divert a flows are nmore highlv correlated with donlestic
larger share of their capital inflows to reserve accu- investment under stable political regimes (nliddle
mulation in order to safeguard against sudden capi- panel of figure 3.4). Thus short-terull flows, wvhich
tal outflows. The consequence of these changes has can have a destabilizing impact (as discussed in
been that a smaller fraction of capital inflows is Global Deve'lipnzent Finance 2000(), tend to per-
being channeled into domestic investment. More- form their rolc of trade and bridging finanice better
over, during the 1990s cross-border M&A activity in more stable situatioins. Portfolio flows and banlk
accounted for an increasing fraction of FDI (United lending are likewise more strongly associated vvith
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Table 3.1 Composition of net resource flows to developing countries by region, 1972-98
(percent of tota)

J.tipmn .,1 t.sprn, I M, i , , 1 si ;\ ''I

Sources of nzet fl,
Net lonig-term re . i "4 ' -

Pris.ate flows 'ii .,, -, : - a
FDI '0 . -. . I . ,

Bank loans ') V 1,, 4

Portfolio flI I'P I,,

Other flows 4 .

Official flows 44 . . ,, , 4

Net short-term fl. 11 , I,, I 

Uses of net fotu.l
Net external fin; , . I 4 -E , v4

Cuirrent accou.' I 3 ' 34 4 "'- , ' ' --

Chanige in rest. I - I 1

Capital outfloiws ... I I E -

Note: [he calculations are based on a sample of up to 118 countries (dependinig on data availabilirv) that were used in the regression
analyses.
a. Errors and omnissions.
Solurce: WVorld Bank, Global I)ei'clopmnent Finance: Country Tables anid sources cited thereini, various vears; and 1N4F, International Finiancial
Statistics (see aninex 3.1 for details).

domestic investment in countries where financial sociated with low incomes, capital flows may well
markets are deeper (right-hand panel of figure 3.4). have contributed to a divergence in economic per-

An1 assessmient. In assessing the development formance across developing countries in recent
impact, three considerations need to be borne in decades. This outcome has at least one precedent:
mind. First, low-income countries, which are typi- O'Rourke and Williamson (1999) note that, in the
cally weakly integrated into financial markets and late 19th and early 20th centuries, an era of mas-
rely primarily on FDI as the source of capital in-
flows, appear to achieve more domestic investment
for every dollar received through this channel, as
indicted,for e xerydollample,ei byd theo h fhin ang o s Figure 3.3 Computed incremental relationships between
indicated, for example, by the finding for Sub- private capital flows and investment, and between FDI and
Saharan Africa. However, as chapter 2 showed, the investment, over time
poorest countries receive verv limited FDI, and

, ~~~Percentage of GDP
much of what they do receive as a group is concen-
trated in a few countries with mineral and oil re-
sources. Put another way, although the additional 2.0

dollar of inflows may translate into an additional
dollar of new investment in these countries, there 1.5

are few additional dollars arriving in the first place.
A select group of countries (the "top 10") cap- 1.0 

tured the lion's share of private capital flows dur-
ing the 1990s; these inflows rose in relation to their 0.5 -

gross domestic product (GDP), as did their eco-
nomic growth rates. In contrast, the share of capi- 0.0

tal flows to low-income countries fell from already Capital flows Capital flows Foreign direct Foreign direct
1970-1989 1990-1998 investment investment

modest levels, along with their growth rates (figure 1970-1989 1990-1998

3.5). The discussion in this section-and in the
te i. Tha e . Note: The bars in this chart are comiiputed ciefficients representing the change

next-recognizes the importance of the domestic associated writh an increase in capital inflow equal to I percent of GDP.

investment climate in determining both the extent Souirce: World Bank, clobal Devlopmnent Finiance: Countlry Tables and siurces
of inflowsandtheirproductivitv. However,totcited therein, varitmns years (see annex 3.1 for details).of inflowvs and their productivity. How'ever, to the

extent that poor investment climates are also as-
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Figure 3.4 The relationships between various types of capital flows and investment as a function of school
enrollment, political stability, and financial depth

A: FDI is more strongly associated with B: Shodt-term capital flows are more C Portfolio flows are more strongly
investment when there are higher strongly associated with investment associated with investment when

levels of human capital under politically stable regimes markets are more liquid and developed

InvestmentVGDP InvestmenVGDP Investment'GDP
(percent) (percent) ( percent)

30 30 30

25 25 -25

f g u m AL tI 5 \ a ~~~~~~~~t i l m I- 
20 20 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~204

Medium M mMedium Medium
Low Low Low

Foreign direct investment School enrollment Shot-term Degree of Portfolio flows Financial depth
capital political stability

Siource: World Bank, (;loi7a1 Dcieiopmcnt Fiiaiice: CouIitry Tales aind siources cited thereii, varioiis scars; WVorld [lank, WVGrld Dcueb/mn/iwiiie
lndicators, various years: and PRS Initernational Coinitrr Risk Guide isee aiiniex 3.1 i

sive international capital flows, capital "chased" Easterly and Levine (2000) find that when changes
high-growth opportunities in the United States and in capital stock induced hy productivity changes
other resource-rich locations. Asia, Africa, and even are attributed causally to total factor productivity,
some European nations such as Ireland, Portugal, their productivity accounts for about 90 percent of
and Spain received only modest inflows. the cross-countrv variation in growth rates. Blom-

Second, as financial integration has progressed strom, Lipsey, and Zejan (1996) and Bils and
over time, the relationship between capital flows Klenow ({1998) also emphasize the role of total fac-
and investment has also declined. In particular, the tor productivity rather than capital accumulation
association between FDI and domestic investment as the ultimate driving force behind growth. They
is seen to have been reduced in those countries suggest that if private capital flows are to plav a
where M&A have been on the rise, as they have significant role in promoting growth, it must be
been in East Asia and Latin America. However, through its impact on productivity.
M&A may generate significant long-term produc-
tivity benefits, as discussed below.

Finally, a crucial point is that an increase in
domestic investment-whether financed by capital Private capital flows and productivity
inflows or not-does not necessarily translate into F oreign capital flows may be associated with in-
faster growth. In the past, considerable emphasis F creased efficiency of production, and thus with
was placed on capital accumulation as a means of higher growth rates. Increases in productivity
boosting growth (Lewis 1954; World Bank 1993). through the transmission of ideas across national
But although investment is seen to be robustly as- borders offer an apparently costless way for devel-
sociated with faster growth (Levine and Renelt oping countries to catch up, generating, according
1992), a large body of evidence based on growth to one scholar, an "advantage of backwardness"
accounting techniques indicates that, as a primary (Gerschenkron 1952). In practice, however, this
cause, investmenr can only account for a small part mechanism has operated only weakl¾>. Abramowitz
of the cross-country variation in growth perfor- (1986), for example, highlighted the importance of
mance. Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997) and "social capability" for the ability to exploit the po-
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Figure 3.5 Private capital flows and growth: low-income, middle-income, and top 10 emerging
markets, 1970-98

Shares in total flows to developing countries
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Notes: Private capital flows" refers to private long-term (and short-term) resource flows. The group of top 10 emerging markets
consists of Argentina, Bra7

1
d, Chile, China. India, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, and Thailand. This group of

countries ts based on WVorld Detvelopment Indicators 1999 (World Bank 1999).
Sooirce: World Bank, Global Devc1opmnint Fhttnance: Conintry' Tables and sources cited therein, various vears (see annex 3.1 for details).

tential created by the international gap in ideas. An improvement in productivity may accrue
Thus, paradoxically, although the potential for principally to the enterprise receiving foreign capi-
productivity growth has grown in the past decade, tal, or it may spill over more broadly to other do-
the standards of domestic capability required for mestic firms and even to the society as a whole.
absorption have grown as well. For example, FDI can facilitate the transfer of
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technologies and skills to the firm receiving it, as macroeconomic management, openness to trade,
its workers become trained in the best techniques the amount and quality of infrastructure, and the
available from abroad. But those workers may amount of human capital. Although extensive com-
then move to other domestic firms, transferring mentary on these indicators is not necessary, it is
their skills to their new employers. In addition, worth noting that a stronger orientation toward
portfolio flows and bank lending can increase fi- engaging in international trade has been found to
naincial sector development, and this can increase facilitate the absorption of FDI (see Balasubra-
the efficiency of capital allocation. manyam, Salisu, and Sapsford 1991; World Bank,

The evidence strongly suggests that certain do- Global Econiomic Prospects 1997). In terms of
mestic conditions are critical if a country is to these indicators, three of the countries (Morocco,
ClnjoV the spreading of the productivity benefits Uruguay, and the Republica Bolivariana de Vene-
from capital flows. Countries where the work force zuela) have relatively low absorptive capacity, and
is wvell educated and trained, where infrastructure the other two (Malaysia and Taiwani, China) have
services are efficient, and where the business cli- high absorptive capacity.
mate is positivc arc more likely to experience an in- Low absorptive capacity anld productivity.
crease in , productivity with capital inflows. Haddad and Harrison (1993) find that foreign-
Theoretical considerations, cross-country regres- owned firms in Morocco (from 1985 to 1989)
sions, and countrv case studies all support these achieved a higher level of productivity than their do-
coniclusionis. Box 3. l presents some evidence based mestic counterparts. Domestic firms did not exhibit
on cross-counitry regressions, and the rest of this faster-than-average productivity growth even in sec-
sectioin focuses on more detailed country evidence, tors with a larger foreign presence. This could re-
first on FDI and then on capital market flows. flect the fact that some foreign firms invest in highly

protected sectors, so that the incentives for domestic
Foreign direct investment and productivity: competitors to improve productivity are weak.
evidence from selected countries In an influential study of Venezuelan manufac-
FDI has considerable potential to transfer ideas turing firms during 1976-89, Aitken and Harrison
fromii industrial to developing countries (Romer (1 999) also find that foreign equity participation is
1993) and hence to increase productivity in the associated with superior plant performance. How-
latter. However, FDI does not alwavs play this role ever, this positive effect appears robust only for
effectively. The evidence suggests that those coun- plants with fewer than 50 employees. Importantly,
trics wvith the grcatest absorptive capacity are productivity in domestically owned plants was
likely to beniefit the most from the presence of for- found to decline as domestic firms contr-act in the
eign capital Caves 1999). In such settings, not face of foreign competition. These findings are
only greenfield investment but also M&A by for- echoed in a study of the Czech Republic (Djankov
eigners, which are not associated with new invest- and Hoekman 2000), which finds that productiv-
ments, cani increase productivity, for both the firm ity growth is higher in firms with foreign partner-
in question and society as a whole.3 By contrast, ship. However, the study also finds a significant
where absorptive capacity is low, the benefits of negative spillover effect of foreign investment onl
FDI are muted or nonexistent. Although such an domestically owned firms. Using survey data on
econ omy may experience some benefit if foreign training and investment, they argue that many do-
firms arc more productive than domestic firms, mestically owned firms have relatively weak capac-
spillover effects to other firms do not occur. In- ity to absorb the know-how spillovers from foreign
deed, in the short term, the productivity of domes- firms. Hence they find their market share declining
ticallv owxved firms may actually decline. after the entry of foreign firms, and the reduced

The rest of this section focuses on the experi- scale of production results in lower profitability.4

ence in five economies: Malaysia, Morocco, Tai- Finally, using plant-level survey data, Kokko,
wan (China), Uruguay, and the Republica Boli- Tansini, and Zejan (1996) examined the intra-
variana de Venezuela. Table 3.2 shows, for these industry spillovers from FDI in the Uruguayan manu-
cconomics, a set of widely used indicators that facturing sector in 1988. Their analysis shows no
proxy for absorptive capacity (see WXorld Bank, signs of spillovers in statistical tests covering the
Global Economzic Prospects 1997). These include entire sample of 159 locally owned manufacturing
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Box 3.1 Capital flows and growth: what do
cross-country regressions tell us?
T here has been cw,,tidarbhlc dcbate in the .d.lfliiLt h- i,DP %%a, &;sok ated with an ilirceaie in grosith rites Of LISE

erature as to whe i[k r irp,I , pron itc cCt'f.oirlic iiindcr oi. p erce,ntge nc point i sc A so \acziarg 1 '4IS for a
growth. The average r th tIte.i ra iniotii. dce'.cloping o'un- Nirrlar estinmre'. Since rlte relarionship herween invesntent
tries remained stable it 1 r,lt 1(. ci IoJ It. 'II during th, and grovrh appearr to ha te sak,:nc-d iv. rcitime I iee the
capital flows boom ot the 1' .I, i Ea.r rir., hii06ii ailthough previous seianI, this ina, indiLare that c3paitl flows
the more advanced tridcl%. -lcnLk L ititries th.ii r I' t h tLCid nmorC [rrongIv a,-ctitt '. ith produriitiv\ sgint' durilnl [he
the bulk of private LipirIIt it- ( did achki c tatcrgri qsth. 191kis than in rhe rwi. 'previou; decades.
Rodrik (1998), echoiti wi c.arlicr 4[ud\ h\ (,rilh .ind eelnd, capital rl%N S> nia not he as,ociaredl ith
Milesi-Ferretti (1995. rinvdsin In I r. -,-I*nttr iilI n,ore ripid ,:rmthi %therr ahsirtapn- .ipacirv ., p.A.r.
that capital account IIlhe, Ii t in h n,*t a ic atored with l u..aN I0 wiie~ that not all de3cloping foulcritti Cx\hibir
growth. Carkovic and I L. in i illll rcich a simil.r a high mirginal preiductisirn ot O apita31. 1A1ak ot supporr-
conclusion on the eff. r 1t t,1r,,!.n cIireLt In;-tni1:It 4F in) iniz I-trarrtrcrujrt, sk&il^, Lind poi hie 'Aill 1i'\scr the prondu-
on growth. rtie pi'rennal tit the recipieIIT ec inuis and henc, Iinir tihe

Two principal re.a , i an K -tcred iti tre tIIal1,i impct o1 cp rtcissl . In a. rca-nt paper. aniiing a rid
to find a strong associ ti, on i\ era 2tc. Be reven capital hiennath in I 2i lIV I find Ti1at tile margii.l produ,tivitv tirt iti

flows and growth. First. hi,h *1 iil itls ot ci pital tl u\ trastrUicriiral c.ipiral ii I' 'w in lots -iiiconlr countries and in-
may negate their bent ici l ipnpu. t t r. ',5-coulncr' rttltrv- til.lv rist e s\s irli mel't len CIS K`tot evxperienciTlg ihe pre-
sions that control for the inip.ut, 'it \ larai iti tiiid a protri,t Jlcred declinC RI.catlis thie imost ad arniced ecolloinies havie
relationship between L pitJl .*I 5 ..nd gL, ri' th it re II Ln r',s alhundailt c.ipital. ih nl.argirial producis i ln 'If fV pilta l
domestic product (GlWi pkr capita an rli,vrc.t in pri -iat i4 rel.,ril lims i This perspecri%c helps us interprer the
capital flows by I r- i citru_c p-.'nit '.t (,1D)1' is 's. ted studie-, thar do tiid . p.'itive in rpacr tft ca1pita 1 iilces1s
with an increase in th1 p1r crp.t ei v, tli rite ,t I .2 i tO Blonisriorn. IF ipwN. .ild Zcl.n I [1944 finid that higher-
0.5 percentage point. I lie rc lh.iilit ' t th is tiiding tial u- Ic iMit ciLinricis dI g .ill ilnorC trciin capitalil s.

rally depends on whethr-r 'the-i tt i tilt dan Lirc as [ d Boiieiisztein, DE (.rLgr'riii. ilnd Ie t I 1tiqs find that FDT is
with growth have bet ii it lied t)!. Fhil c'n01 imsioil ti* he negali\i assiciared ithh em,n-%rh Ohen cdluiictiional levels
drawn is not that prix it, pal ri ' ho- an indepen- ar1 InfA. 1-Ii,\ ever. if the a-er.1 e e adult In a counrrv ha,
dent causal effect on ri.' tfh. RathlEr, pris .pri Capi :ip I dl, more tllan .nc tear ot sc,jnldjar; ed.a[ut-n. FD)! JII haIve .
are typically associated * ith i tIler tc.iiirEs i-t the tr-l' 'ins p.IrriLirklti l Inpi, rr n ih-enlanig ctfrct. F dwards
that promote growth-aiid. In iriir, 'L ich eLro%srll0. 111 it KiLIIii finds thAtr mea1urer it a iiiLantri-s apiral lcc tint
more flows. The data t 1: st r 'i c at ch Ian '1 kiaicron h.js ikbralizatritr, arc negligibhi i.'r even neciei1 I ijlaitd tI

become stronger over th. dJ 1ide' sIt ti giirv 1. Th1 , parrial I grt \ th ITI ILow-1IiLom1 tLiltries hut thatlic the relaitii 'hip
correlation between c pir I I tiw is id zr . rh 'is a -il i uill iii rn, po 'sitiv a i n i inic It5 rel. ilk rt.i Se. Fi ,-engrcn i 20t Ii

the 1970s, 0.13 in tht n1 tiL . I rid r i.v -b ll *t,iisti.3ii) tt5'iew e eta studlel ims'iflit' -it ' .-likh InLludC iriatrl
significant) in the 199' l, I 'rilt r i .dsr. iii the I t ia countrics tIh hi tind that vapital i nltii'ts ha\c a grrater im-
1-percentage-point inc I i Il tht r.itu iii jpit a1 flo,is ri picr oll ort.\th, rhL hielcr cicr lc.el cit nc-irrL.

The relationship between private capital flows and growth

I97fis 1900s 1990s
PercapIia GDPgrc -, . -n .I. 7, ' c . ' i.; n

4 * _11- 
-4- - M_ or-__

e *---- ----

-1 2 ------- _---_ _ _

-10 - I-. -W. 1 : : K 1_

Gai.' . ,,.- - .. C-i . ,L ce., -'' -i F' .1 2FF' is'

Note: Partial scatters tr':r t nrl, IIirL 1i.r TOi,I r.: ii ([i[ inuoll -thiIirn;. Lri tll 111 II[ sh u.. inil,ls1i: Ii tI. iIIt, .ne3d A,l'3iljs.
Souirce: 'Wlorld Bank, Gi. La r.. !i.i, .'*:.cs'- f.m/, mind ,i .rLtct ittd thtri,* .tri , it3ar I"t annes 1 i detallii
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Table 3.2 Indicators of absorptive capacity in selected developing countries, 1980-98

RepnAb t.i 14 I. r ,, Tin, an
L1ru,ua, B ienci.I M,Ine ! I tu na

NMlacroie)fnlin in ic imnagement

Inflation percent per rear. ' ii 2 ':

Opelinicns (trade a, a perceit.age of (,i) 4 4 4U.n 4 I 14 4.
I nfrastrnIctLre

Wairi ti ni nrc fior a relephonc iainline rycars! 4 ' '' -4"
Sharc if all riad, pared percetit i I S -

I rillmial capital
Shareo f lahior force rr ith eci indarr edlcari in
percertit) n J 14 1 4 '
ha r of pi ptilartion rith acces to sanitation percent) 4i Flln i N' - 1

n.a. Not availaBle.
M,tre: D)ata arc period average,.
5. mrce: World Bank, GlINt, Deivelopmenrt Pittance: Cozntrr' Tables and sources cited therein, varion vrears: and VYorld Ba ink, \W(,rld
Devellbrniett Indicators, aarius vcars (see anncx 3.1 for details).

plants. However, spillovers appear to be positive dom, show that FDI is associated with higher pro-
and statistically significant in the subsample of ductivitv also when it flows between industrial
plants with moderate technology gaps between economies. They estimate that each I percent rise
themselves and their foreign counterparts, but not in the FDI stock raises technological progress hy anl
in the group of locally owned plants facing large estimated 0.27 percenlt in Germanx and 0.26 per-
technology gaps. The authors argue that selective cent in the U.K. manufacturing sector. They also es-
support to local firms to improve their capacity to timate that around 30 percent of the growthi in
identify and emplov modern technologies is a nec- U.K. manufacturing productivity since 1 98.5 can be
essarv ingredient in any policy package to maxi- attributed to the impact of inward direct invest-
mize the technological spillovers from FDI. ment. For smaller Europeani economiiies such as Ire-

High absorptive capacity ci;id productivity, land and Belgium, studies have shown that high
When absorptive capacity is high, EDI does have the FDI and the associated spillover effects have playcd
expected positive relationship with productivity (for an important role in ecoinoimic development (see
the East Asian and, flLll, the NIalavsian experi- Cassiers, De Ville, and Solar 1996). Since a rela-
ence, see the summary of studies in World Bank tively large proportion of FDI flowing into indus-
1993 and World Bank, Global Development 1i- trial countries consists of M&A rather than invest-

inaniice 1997). For Taiwan, China, Chuang and lin ment in greenfield sites, these studies support the
(1999) find that FDI has been associated with hypothesis that much of the benefit of foreign in-
higher productivity in foreign-owned firms and with vestment comes from spillover effects rather than
positive spillovers to domestically owned firms. A 1 from capital accumulationi effects.
percent increase in FDI in an industrial sector is as-
sociated with an increase in the productivity of do- Financial spillovers: capital mnarket
mestic firms in that sector of 1.40 to 1.88 percent. integration and growth

Schive and Majumder (1990) describe the extensive In similar fashion, international bank lending and
productivity benefits achieved through foreign in- portfolio flows are more productive in a more de-
vestment in the Taiwanese sewing machine industrvy veloped financial environment. Interniationial capital
Examining the growth performance of the Chinese market flows and the financial environment canl re-
coastal provinces, Mody and Wang (1997) find that inforce each other over the long run. Greatcr finan-
the benefits of FDI are amplified under conditions cial sector development is expected to be associated
of good infrastructure and superior human capital. with faster economic growvth, and larger interina-
Thev find, moreover, that FDI and the supporting tional capital flows are associated with himprove-
physical and humanl infrastructure grow in tandem. ments in financial sector depth and liquiditc. How-
creating a self-reinforcing growth process. ever, an inflow of foreign capital does not in itself

Barrell and Pain (1997), using disaggegated guarantee improvements in the financial sector. The
sectoral data for Germany and the United King- short-term consequences may well be unfavorable,
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given the volatility of capital flows, which can have ment of the financial sector helps rcduce economic
negative implications for output and employment. volatility hy improving the information-processing

The role of financial initermediaries. By spe- capacity of the domestic economy and by acting di-
cializing in the production of financial services, rectly to smooth consumption.
banks economize on the costs of acquiring infor- International it X canzd doml2estic financial de-
mation (Diamond 1984), increase liquidity and fa- velopmnent. A positive relationship typically exists
cilitate investment in long-term projects, and di- between international capital market flows and the
versify risks by pooling the funds of depositors. development of the financial sector. However, in
Stock markets can also contribute to the efficient some poorer countries no such relationship can be
allocation of capital by improving information, in- found. Figure 3.6 plots, for three groups of devel-
creasing liquidity, allowing savers to better diver- oping countries, the ratio of domestic credit to
sify risks by adjusting their portfolios, and enabling GDP against averagc private capital inflows. A pos-
firm owners to exercise greater control over man- itive relationship between these measures is found
agers (Diamond and Verrecchia 1982). in the top 10 emerging market countries, as well as

It follows that developing countries with thin, (less robustly) in the middle-income countries as a
illiquid financial markets are likely to lack the abil- whole; however, no such relationship can be found
ity to allocate existing capital efficiently. Improving in the low-iincome group.
the ability of financial systems in developing coun- Foreign capital often brings wvith it new finan-
tries to provide the full range of financial services, cial techniques and practices that can find applica-
supported by the establishment of sound legal and tion in the domestic financial markets of emerging
regulatory frameworks, will boost growth (World market economies. For example, foreign capital
Bank 2001). Studies at the level of the firm may facilitate the introduction of new financial in-
(Demirgiuc-Kunt and Maksimovic 1998), at the struments, allowing individuals to better diversify
level of the industry (Rajan and Zingales 1998), risks, as well as better accounting and disclosure
and across countries (Haber 1991; King and Levine practices. Although reforms that removed ceilings
1993; Beck, Levine, and Loayza 2000) have typi- on interest rates and abolished directed credit re-
cally found that financial sector development is sig- quirements were the principal reason for rapid fi-
nificantly associated with faster growth.5 Denizer, nancial sector development in many developing
lyigun, and Owen (2000) also find that develop- countries, it is also likely that foreign capital, and

Figure 3.6 Foreign capital and financial sector development across various groups of countries,
1970-98

Low-income countries Middle-income countries Top 10 emerging markets
Correlation coefficient = 0.01 Correlation coefficient = 0.22 Correlation coefficient = 0.56

Domestic credit/GDP (percent) Domestic credrt/GDP (percent) Domestic cred t/GDP (percent)
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Capital fows/GDP (percent) Cap tal flows/GDP (percent) Capital flows/GDP (percent)

Snitrce: World Bank, Global D)eelopen,rt Fionancc: (Ctntrv Tables and sourtcs .itcd thcrcill, xl rioLls xcrai (,cc .aiancx 3.1 fIor detail,.
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consequently foreign ownership, have contributed found betweeni portfolio floxvs and increased in-
significantly. vestmcnt, portfolu i flows arc associated with in-

Often deregulation in the financial sector has creased financial sector developmcnt. Figure 3.7
involved a relaxation of controls on foreign owner- shoxvs the positive relationship hetwveen the size of
ship. In conjunction with a liberalization of capital portfolio flovs and two different measures of fi-
controls, this has led to a xvave of foreign capital nanicial sector developmnent: stock market capital-
inflows and a massive transfer of ownership in the izationi and stock market turnover. Portfolio flows,
financial sectors in many emerging market econ- particularly bond flows, are typically subject to
omies. For instance, in Central Europe betrveen rating by interniational credit rating agencies. These
1994 and 1999, the share of bank assets controlled agencies make periodic assessments of sovereign
by foreign banks increased from 10 percent to more and corporatc credit, and this greatcr scrutiny may
than 50 percent (see box 2.4 in chapter 2). Foreign contribute to greater vigilance in external policy.
involvement in the Latin American banking sector To the extent that such flows are concentrated in a
also increased dramatically in the I 990s, contribut- limited numbiher of emerging markets, thcir henefits
ing to greater efficiencv of domestic banks. Typi- also accrue to those ecotnomiles.
cally, foreign-owned banks are more efficient than
their domestically owned counterparts. For instance,
Clarke and others (2000) find that foreign-owned
banks in Argentina typically have better-quality The volatility of capital flows
loan portfolios, higher net worth, and a higher ratio 5,JJhen financial markets are well integrated
of income to costs than domestic banks. These er- W and functioninlg smoothly, access to foreign
ter practices can place pressure on domestic finan- capital floxvs should reduce the volatility of
cial intermediaries to raise their own efficiency. Thus grovth, not increase it. During ani econiomiiic down-
Claessens, Demirgii;-Kunt, and Huzinga ' 2' 111,1 Ifinid turn or -,11mu i, an cxternal shock, access to fi-
that foreign entry significantly reduces the overhead nancial capital should cuIshion the fall in consump-

and profitability of domestic banks (see the discus- tion and reduce the damagc to and depreciationi of
sion of foreign investment in the banking sector in the country's infrastructure. In practice, howcvcr,
chapter 2). the opposite has happened: private capital flows

Portfolio flows an7d financial sector develop- have been procyclical, plentiful in good times and
umzent. Although a strong association has not been scarcc in had times (see, for examplc, NWorld Bank

Figure 3.7 Portfolio flows and financial sector development, 1990-98

Correlation coefficient = 0.55 Correlation coefficient = 0.24

Average stock market capitalization/GDP (percent) Stock traded, average turnover ratio (percent)
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000). Such volatility can impose significant costs, This section considers the costs of financial
not only in the form of periodic crises but also, the volatility, the sources from which it arises, and the
evidence suggests, through a reduction in long-run techniques and prospects for managing it. Whereas
growth. This outcome reflects, in part, the imper- the costs arising from volatility are real, other costs
fect integration of developing economies into attributed to international capital flows have less
world financial markets and informational asym- of a basis. For example, no evidence exists of envi-
metries-hence the sometimes herdlike behavior of ronmental degradation from an investor "race to
foreign investors (Calvo and Mendoza 1999). the bottom" (box 3.2).
However, the procvclical nature of capital flows
also reflects volatility induced by a country's own Volatility and growtl)
actions-and inactions-through uncertain gov- Economic theory offers strong reasons to think that
ernment policies and, especially, the underdevel- volatility may be negatively associated with both
oped state of its own financial markets. investment and growth. For instance, Bernanke

Thus, although opening up domestic financial (1983) and Pindyck (1991) point to irreversibilities
markets to international competition has attracted in investment, which in a climate of greater uncer-
more capital to developing countries and has bol- tainty can lead to lower investment. Similarly, Scott
stered growth in some, the larger volume of capital and Uhlig (1999) argue that, where external in-
market transactions has also contributed to a more vestors are fickle, the uncertainty about their be-
volatile climate. Where capital flows are large, any havior is transmitted to domestic financial markets,
sudden effort by investors to withdraw from a coun- and the incentives for entrepreneurial risk taking
try can precipitate or deepen a crisis. As the abun- are reduced. Thus, as Easterly, Islam, and Stiglitz
dant literature on the Asian crisis has also shown, (1999) note, short-run investment and entrepre-
rapid reforms to liberalize the financial sector and to neurial decisions come to determine long-run out-
remove barriers to the entry of foreign capital often comes. Volatility is relevant for overall economic
proceeded without the development of the institu- growth but perhaps even more relevant for the poor
tions or practices that characterize a mature finan- in developing countries, who suffer disproportion-
cial market. Particularly noticeable in their absence ately in economic downturns (see World Bank,
have been effective accounting practices, appropri- World Development Report 2000).
ate supervisory rules, and strong oversight of the The empirical evidence suggests that these the-
banking system. Without these foundations, capital oretical relationships between capital flow volatil-
flows have often powered overinvestment and ity and economic growth are important. In partic-
speculative booms. Eichengreeni (1999) has de- ular, countries with growth rates that are lower
scribed the mingling of foreign capital flows in a than implied by their fundamentals (for example,
fragile financial sector as an "explosive mix." by their investment rates and human capital) also

This need not be so. Kaminsky and Schmukler tend to have relatively high capital flow volatility,
(1999) find that, although the exposure of domes- as measured by the standard deviation of flows
tic financial markets to foreign capital tends to in- (figure 3.8).
crease instability in the first year, foreign inflows Of course, this association need not imply that
are ultimately (starting from about the third year) capital flow volatility acts as an independent force.
associated with greater, not less, stability. The evi- Volatility in different forms has been shown to be
dence also suggests that volatility can be managed. inimical to growth, and capital flow' volatility is
Chile drew some important lessons from the se- often associated with those other sources of volatil-
vere financial crisis it suffered in the early 1980s, ity. Ramey and Ramey (1995) find that long-run
and that country's subsequent experience with growth is lowered by more volatile GDP growth
strengthening the domestic financial sector while rates (which, in turn, are positively correlated with
gradually liberalizing capital flows serves as an ex- capital floxv volatility, as documented by Easterly,
ample of how to achieve the benefits from both. Islam, and Stiglitz 1999). From a policy perspec-
Finally, some have also proposed that flexibility of tive, then, it is important to identify the sources of
exchange rates has helped recently in containing volatility in the domestic economy that may be as-
the length of crises (Cline 2000), although this evi- sociated with or may even amplify volatility that is
dence remains controversial. externally induced by private capital flows.
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Box 3.2 Has there beeii ani environmental race to the bottom?
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Figure 3.8 Correlations and partial correlations between per capita average growth rates
and private capital flows volatility, 1970-98

Before controlling for fundamentals After controlling for fundamentals

Per capita growth rate (percent) Per cap ta growth rate, unexplained part (percent)
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N\,t,e: I he pa rial correl tioli between rhc grhox th rate and capital flos s t olatiltry is the torrelation hCts rCC the residUal growth
rate aTnd residial % t olatilt in t capital flhows after contrt I g -)r variotis funidanrcitair (I C see 11an X .. t fror detat k).1 his residual
variatton in the grortsh rate aind capital fjtt,s itili is tcrmed `tUexplainCed pirt.
5,trerc: Wrld 14Rark, G,hfL. DOV1t e'htpeW1 1-Ma/ncet7: C,tntte Tab/e ad a t ti -rces cited rlreellrli, ar r,a ears see anncx. I otr detail,s.

Sources of volatility at least in terms of magnitude-to economic fun-
Various external and internal factors may con- damentals." Volatility may reflect, for example,
tribute to the volatility of capital flows.7 Easterly, the composition of capital flows. Sarno and Taylor
Islam, and Stiglitz (1999) have found that, among (1999) have shown that flows mediated through
domestic factors, thc financial sector is the most im- capital markets are significantlv more volatile than
portant source of instability. Although a healthy fi- FDI.' This fact is underlined by the resilience of
nancial sector hclps to smooth consumiiptioni and FDI during the recent crises, when capital market
production rather than accentuate their fluctua- flows largely dricd up yet FDI remained buoyant
tions, an excessively large or rapidly growing finan- (see World Bank, Global Development Finianice
cial sector can makce matters worse. Capital flow 1999). Portfolio flows and short-term debt have
volatility works through financial sector instability; been particularly volatile, and large increases in
that is, it contributes to amplifying the volatility of both of these types of flows have thus implied that
domestic consumption and production when the the volatility of capital flows is likcly to remain
domestic financial scctor is weak. Caballero (2000), high, cspecially in those regions and countries
in a study of Argentina, Chile, and Mexico, reaches wherc such flows are concentrated.
the same conclusion. Bertola and Drazen (1994) The experietice of the 1990s has also raised
suggest that volatility of capital flows reflects fluc- concerns that the incidence of financial crises is in-
tuations arising from the variability in domestic creasing, driven by the boom in capital flows (see
ecoilonic conditions and, importantly, that this Kaminskv and Reinhart 1999; Bordo and E.chen-
volatility is enhanced by policy measures (for exam- greeii 2000)." In terms of lost output and the im-
ple, through capital controls imposed when capital plicationis for poverty and unemploymenit, the
is fleeing, which further discourage externlal capital, Asian crisis represents one of the most acute peri-
and through procyclical government expenditure). ods of financial instability in this century (see

But externally initiated volatilitv is a matter World Bank, Global Economic Prospects 1998/99
of serious policy concern. As noted by Caballero for a discussion of the costs of this crisis).
(2000, p. 35), "Large swings in capital flows and In summary, it is difficult to determine to what
sovereign spreads . . . seem to bear little rclationi- extent the surge in capital flows in the early 1990s
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Figure 3.9 Precrisis and postcrisis growth rates and capital flows, 1970-98

In precrisis years, higher capital flows During crisis years, higher capital flows are
are associated with higher g owth associated with deeper downturns
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contributed to the recenit crises and to what extent of capital flowvs by decade across various regions.
thev reflect more fundamental economic iTismlan- The evidence is mixed. AlthoLigh volatility increased
ageme-nt on thc part of the recipient couLntries. sharply in the I 990s in Last Asia with the finanicial
\Volatilitv in gro\vth rates is related to domestic Jc- crisis, and in Europe and Central Asia with the
tions, such as procyclical fiscal policies and sudden, transition to capitalism, the otlher regions have
arbitrarv changes in cconomilic policies. Neverthe- seen little change in volatilitv since the I 980s.
less, a historical pattern of hoom and bust during iMoreover, ev idence tbasedl on crloss-cotuntry
periods of large capital flowvs is well established growth regressions seems to suggest that countries
\World Banik, Global Dcuclopmcnt Finance 20001. in general are managing volatility better thani they
For instance, the borrowvinig booms in latin Amer- used to (figure 3.1 1). On average, a Linit of volatil-
ica in I 82L, 1880, and 1890 all ended in financial itv was less harmiful to long-run growth ili the
crisis (see Miarichal 1989; Ferns 1960). The recent I 990s than in the past. Thus, takeen in coinjtlictioin
crises in Latin Amierica and East Asia were classic with the unclear trends in long-term volatility, the
examples of this hoom-bust cycle (INekinnon and overall negative effect of capital flow volatility on
'ill I 997!. Larger capital flows in the vears preced- long-terrm growth u as lower in the I 9 9 0s than in

ing a crisis have been associated xvith hoth higher the 1 9 80s or 1 9-0s
groxvth rates in the precrisis years and a sharper fall At first blush, this coniclusioni that the conse-
in groxvth xvhen the crisis arrives (figure 3.9). quences of volatility have been no more serious

latelv than thev vvere in the past seems somewhat
Managing volatility surprising in light of the recent crises. However,
Thc experience xvith crises in the 19 9 0s revealed first, as pointed our above, only a fexv countries
that the cost of capital floxv v olatility can be enor- had an enormous increase in capital inflowvs that
moos. ioxve -er, dramatic as these crises were, the could subsequently put themil at risk of reversal.
volatility of capital flomvs does not appear to have Second. as (line (1000) notes. folloxting the
increascd -I..r i.r .ill for developing countries as crises in East Asia and the Russian Federation,

a group. Figure 3. 1 0 shoxvs the median volatility countries have in general been quick to rebound to-
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ward precrisis growth trends. Caballero (2000),
white highlighting the importance of vigilance Figure 3.10 Capital flows volatility by decade and by region
against volatility induced bv imperfections in the
operation of international capital markets, also Standard deviation of capital flows (percent of GDP)

5
notes the quick recovery from recent crises. This
contrasts with the pattern observed in the 1980s, - * 1970s

where the initial impact of crises may have been 4 1980s
, 1990s

smaller but the effects were longer lasting. Cline ar- - _ i_ _ _ _

gues that this change is an outcome of greater ex-
change rate flexibility and capital mobility. In the 2

1980s, when exchange rates were relatively fixed
and capital controls generally tight, adjustment to
a crisis required rationing of foreign exchange. In
the 1990s, in contrast, currencies were allowed to o * J

depreciate rapidly. Although the immediate effect East Asia Europe Latin Middle South Sub- All
and and America East and Asia Saharan countriesmay have been to worsen the ensuing recession, the Pacific Central and the North Africa

subsequent recovery was also faster. Asia Caribbean Africa

Third, in the 1 990s more countries took steps Source: World Bank, Global DevIelopmzeiir Finanicc: CointrY Tables and sources

to ward off crises. For example, by the time the cited thereii, various ycars see annex 3.1

crises of the late 1 990s struck, Chile had strength-
ened its defenses through a tax on capital inflows
that lengthened the average maturity of its debt.
Chile also undertook extensive reforms of its finan- Global Developmizenzt Finance 2000; Kletzer and
cial markets. Argentina put in place contingent Mody 2000). However, neither of these ap-
credit lines and likewvise strengthened its financial proaches is perfect, and countries wvill need to
sector, and both China and its Hong Kong province adopt those measures that hest meet their specific
had built substantial reserves to manage immediate requirements. The same is true for so-called early
liquidity needs. The large rescue packages put to-
gether by the international financial community
also stemmed a systemic slide in the I 990s. Finally, Figure 3.11 Volatility of capital flows and
greater economic diversification, particularly in the the changing relationship with growth
more sophisticated developing econoniies, may also Percent

have helped limit their downturns by enabling them s
to shift production between sectors as international 4 1970s

4 -_ 197__

demand conditions changed. 1 t980s

Continued efforts to safeguard against exter- 3 - 1990s
nally generated volatility must he a priority for 2 - _

policymakers. The best safeguards are those aimed 1 -

at the long run, such as stronger financial systems,
that reduce economic vulnerability. Howvever, o
short-term safeguards may also be needed to insu- -1 
late countries from speculative attack (Feldstein -2 , -

1998; Caballero 2000). This could involve increas- Averagevolatility Margina effect Contributionof
ing liquiditv through a prudent arnount of re- of capital flows from voiat lity volatility to

ing liquidity through a prudent amount of re- orthe decade growth

serves-one that provides a short-term buffer but
X . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Note: The sample owf ciutriems for- this fig.,, re is soiW............... il.,

does not impose large fiscal costs-or contingent thal that for figure 3. 0. Henice the avcrage volatlities

credit lines. It might also involve Chilean-style are differcnt, thoigh their time patter!: is rhe saie.
Soz,rc.: )X,orld 1Rank, Global.1 D uezC/olm7iclit h1.71aice:

taxes to limit the volatility of short-term capital Ciiiitrc Wo1s r nd B ource, G ited therioi. ia- nce:rl

flows, although the effectiveness of this instrument (see annex 3.1

remains a matter of dispute (see WX/orld Bank,
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to reap the benefits of private capital flows, and rate regime continues to be keenly debated. Whereas
such measures will also contribute to growth. A proponents of a universal solution can be heard on
recent World Bank Policy Research Report (World all sides-fully floating, fixed, and intermediate
Bank 2001) reaches four conclusions: regimes-others argue that a one-size-fits-all pre-

scription is misleading (Frankel 1999). This remains
* Governments are not good at providing finan- an area of significant intellectual ferment.

cial services-even when a crisis hits. Reduc-
ing, even eliminating, state ownership should
be a high priority, but privatization should be
designed carefully to limit systemic risks. Even Annex 3.1
in a crisis, reliance should be placed, as far as his annex provides the technical details and
possible, on using the market to identify xvin- T data sources underlying some of the figures in
ners and losers. this chapter that are based on various panel and

* Well-functioning markets need legal and regula- cross-country regressions.
tory underpinning. Regulatory and supervisory In figures 3.1 to 3.3 the heights of the bars,
arrangements should help ensure constructive which correspond to the incremental relationship
incentives for financial market participants. of capital flows with investment, saving, and the

* Diversity is good for stability. Banks, securi- current account, are obtained as a two-stage panel
ties markets, and a range of other types of in- regression based on Bosworth and Collins (1 999).
termediarv and ancillary firms are all needed By removing the country means from the data, this
for balanced financial development. approach focuses on the wvithin-country variation

* Open markets can spur development. Mlost and permits a relatively simple specification in
developing countries are too small to be able which investment (and saving) shares are regressed
to afford to do without the benefits of access against capital flows (relative to GDP), the lagged
to global finance, including services from for- growth rate, the change in the terms of trade, and
eign financial firms. the lagged inflation rate. The marginal relation-

ship of capital flows xvith the current account is
What should be done beyond strengthening calculated as the sum of the coefficients on capital

domestic financial markets? On that there is an ac- flows in the investment and saving equations.
tive debate. Although the case has sometimes been The instrumental variables estimator used by
made for Chilean-style taxes on short-term capital Bosxvorth and Collins to allow for consistent esti-
inflows, their practicality in other settings remains mation in the presence of two-way relationships
controversial (see World Bank, Global Development between foreign capital and investment (and sav-
Finanzce 2000). Financial sector stability and pru- ing) is also adopted here. The instrumenit for capi-
dence, induced through measures such as those de- tal flows is based on the aggregate flow of capital
scribed above, can also provide important elements to developing countries, which for any given coun-
of capital controls. try should be largely exogenous. Specifically, the

In parallel, governments may choose to take flow of capital (as a fraction of GDP) is regressed
precautions to deal with potential capital flow on itself lagged one period, the sum of flows to all
volatility by holding substantial foreign reserves developing countries (as a fraction of total devel-
or arranging access to contingent credit lines in oping-country GDP), the lagged growth rate, and
case of a sudden withdrawal of flows from inter- the change in the terms of trade, after removing
national capital markets. These can provide safe- countrv-specific means."' An instrument was con-
guards against crises where the long-term stability structed for each type of flow in similar fashion.
of the financial sector is not yet in place. But the For instance, an instrument for FDI was obtained
possible costs and, again, the practical implemen- by regressing FDI on itself lagged one period, the
tation of these measures remain subject to debate total of foreign investment to developing countries
(World Bank, Global l)evelopment Finzanzce 2000). as a fraction of total developing-country GDP, as

Finally, flexible exchange rates, as suggested well as lagged growth and a shock to the terms of
above, can help dampen the volatility of capital trade. As above, the country-specific fixed effects
flows. However, the choice of the right exchange were removed from the data. Good instruments
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for the various types of capitaLl flows could typi- of long-term flows, foreign investnwnt and hank
cally be found, except for short-term debt flows, lending are more robustl1 associated withi invest-
(Actual values for short-term debt were, therefore, ment than are portfolio floxvs. The impact of port-
tised instead of fitted values.) folio flosss on saving is positive and statistically

This approach essentially maintains the struc- significant, but FDI and bank lending are not asso-
ture in Bosworth and Collins (I1999). However, in ciated with saving.

a departure from their study, the anal)sis here is The same approach was takien in estimatinig
based on three-year averages of the variables as the incremental relationship between capital floxvs
opposed to annual series. Thus the time-series and investment and saxing across various regions.
variation in the sample is restricted to only nine However, lack of data necessitated restricting the
periods. Although an annual series does provide analysis to oniv three regions: East Asia and Pacific,
additionial sample information, the short-term Latin America and the Caribbean, and Sub-Saharan
cyclical variation in the dependent variable and its Africa. As above, the coefficients wvere estlim.ated
determinianits introduces more noise into the ull- using two-stage least squares, and the marginal im-
derlying long-term relationships. The use of three- pact of capital floxxs on the current aCCOUnlt was cal
year averages represents a compromise between the culared as the sum of the coefficients o(n capital
need to focus on long-term relationships and the flowvs in the investment and saving (alternativelx
need to maximiie the time-series x,vithin-countrv) consumptioni) equations (see figure 3.2). The regres
variation in the data. sion results, not reported here, seem to suppol-t the

Table 3A. I reports the estimated coefficients conclusion that capital floxxs have a larger impact
on various types of capital flows; these coefficients on investment in regions vwhere markets are less in-
underlic figire 3. 1, where fitted values of capital tegrated. Nlorcover, the significaLitly stronger- rcl.a-
flows were used instead of actual values. It is clear tionships observed in Sub-Saharan Africa are coni-
from the table that capital flows are significantly sistent withi the relatively larger componient of -1)1
associated with investment, although the relation- in foreign capital ,,11.' to that region.
ship witlh saving is small and statistically insignifi- The change over time in the relationship be-
cant. Decomposing capital flows into their various tween capital flows and investment xvas explored
components suggests that long-term capital typi- within the same type of framework. In figuie i 3.3
callv has a stronger influence on insestment thani the height of the bars illustrates the marginal rela-
do short-term debt flows, and xvithlii the category tionship of capital flows generally, and of FD)1,

Table 3A.1 Marginal impact of various types of capital flows on investment and saving
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Table 3A.2 Effect of capital flows and their volatility on growth per capita, by decade
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denotes significance at the 10 percenr level, and ** at the 5 percent lexel.
Source: Wakorld Baink, Global Dezvelopment Finance: Co'iintre Tables and sturces cited thereini, various Years (see data sources for details).

with investment for two time periods: 1970-89 two to four of table 3A.2 report the results from
and 1990-98. The evidence suggests a decline in the cross-country regressions using decadal aver-
the relationship of private capital with domestic age growth rates as the dependent variable and the
investment, which is consistent with the increasing same set of controls.
financial market integration of developing coun- The results suggest, first, that capital flow
tries. Unfortunately, given the extensive country volatility has an important influence on the growth
coverage, the data set is necessarily unbalanced, rate and, further, that the relationship between cap-
and therefore strict comparisons across time peri- ital flows and growth rates has strengthened over
ods need to be made with caution. Nevertheless, time. To show these underlying trends, the figures
the result is fairly robust and seems to hold in a in the text illustrate the partial correlations be-
smaller, but halanced, sample consisting of 60 tween per capita growth rates and capital flows
countries. (figure in box 3.1), as well as the partial correla-

Whereas figures 3.1 to 3.3 were based on a se- tions between per capita growth rates and the stan-
ries of panel regressions that used instrumental dard deviation of capital flows (figure 3.8). The
variables to deal with the potential endogeneiry of partial correlations are estimated by first regressing
capital flows, the procedures underlying figure 3.8 each variable against a common set of factors. In
and the figure in box 3.1 are much simpler. Figure the figures, the residuals from these regressions are
3.8 focuses on the relationship between capital referred to as the "unexplained part," as in Barro
flow volatility and the 30-year average real per (1997). Thus the unexplained part of the per capita
capita GDP growth rate. The figure in box 3.1 ex- growth rate in figure 3.8 is the variation that can-
amines the changing relationships between capital not be attributed to initial GDP, initial schooling,
flows and the 10-year average growth rate over population growth rates, investment, policy, open-
time. The first column of table 3A.2 reports the ness, and, finally, capital flows. The unexplained
results from a regression of the 30-year average part of capital flow volatility is that variation
growth rate on a set of control variables. The con- which cannot be attributed to the same set of vari-
trols used consist of initial GDP, initial levels of ables. A comparison of the correlation in these
human capital (as measured by the school enroll- residuals-that is, the "unexplained variation" in
ment ratio), investment ratios, the volatility of the data-provides a clearer indication of the asso-
capital flows, and a measure of policy. The World ciation between any two variables. Thus, for in-
Bank's Country Policy and Institutional Assess- stance, the correlation between per capita growth
ment index was used as the measure of policy, rates of GDP and the standard deviation of capital
openness was measured by the ratio of total trade flows, after controlling for fundamentals, is seen to
to GDP, and the standard deviation of capital he stronger than the raw correlation between these
flows was used as a measure of volatility. Columns variables (see figure 3.8).
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Table 3A.3 Data sources
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Making International Aid
and Debt Relief More Effective

S EVERAL MUTUALLY REINFORCING TRENDS ARE * Concessional aid flows increased during 2000,
leading to the promise of more aid-and more maintaining their upward movement since
effective aid-to developing countries. The de- 1998. However, concessional aid in 2000 was

cline in aid flows that began in the early 1990s ap- still much less than in the early 1990s, and
pears to have ended, and the pace of debt relief has some temporary factors are responsible for
been stepped up. Both recipients and donors have much of the recent rise. Sustaining increased
increased their commitment to the more effective aid flows will require greater commitment and
deployment of aid. Of special importance is the effort from all donors, following the example
emphasis on greater "ownership" of the develop- set recently by some donors.
ment agenda by recipient countries themselves. * Aid was more effectively deployed toward
Continuation of these initiatives is crucial if aid is poverty reduction during the 1990s than be-
to makes its proper contribution to achieving the fore. Better policies in many poor countries
International Development Goals formulated by improved their capacity to absorb aid, and a
the global development community.' larger share of aid went to countries with supe-

This chapter documents the favorable recent rior policies. This is an important develop-
trends in aid but also points to the importance of ment, not only for the large numbers of poor
vigilance in sustaining and consolidating these people who have received real benefits from it,
gains. Indeed, the trends identified in this chapter but also because this trend promises to help re-
are yet the early manifestations of a deeper change verse "aid fatigue" and thus generate political
taking place in the aid relationship. Both aid recip- support for the higher levels of funding needed.
ients and donors now agree on new roles. Coun- * Greater effectiveness of aid will also follow
tries are to have greater ownership of, but also from recent first steps toward donor specializa-
greater accountability for, their development pro- tion and the increasing commitment to provide
grams; donors are to provide predictable medium- assistance through budgetary or programmatic
term assistance appropriate to each country's support based on agreed-on policy and institu-
chosen development strategy, but conditioned on tional frameworks. The shift to programmatic
results. The shift is epitomized by the adoption of approaches reflects recognition of the long-
Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) to guide standing difficulties in coordinating a host of
concessional assistance in low-income countries. separate projects, each with differing donor re-
The Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Ini- porting requirements. Strong ownership and
tiative, launched in 1996 and enhanced in 1999, sound financial management by recipient gov-
embodies these leading-edge approaches to achiev- ernments will be critical to the success of the
ing debt relief. new instruments of development assistance.

The four sections of the chapter highlight * The enhanced HIPC Initiative has quickened
these developments, centered around the following the pace of and increased the resources avail-
main themes: able for debt relief, although the extent to
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xvhich the initiative wvill increase total assis- shifts increasingly to providing a cushion against
tance is unclcar. The binding constraint for shocks and facilitating more effective private
the HIPCs is less a conventional debt over- flows.
hang (in which a massive stock of debt limits In real terms, concessional flows worldwide
private investment through the expectation of increased by nearly 50 percent between 1970 and
higlher future taxes and by creating uncertain- 1980, and by 32 percent in the ensuing decade.
ties about repayment) than an endemic weak- They then plunged 25 percent in the I 990s, as the
niess of policy and institutions. Hence the tie end of the Cold War led to reduced support, fiscal
between debt relief and policy reform is key to compression in donor countrics reduced aid bud-
the initiative's eventual SuLCCess. gets, and increasing doubts were raised about the

effectiveness of aid. In 1999 the avcrage donor
country provided aid equal to about 0.24 percent of
its gross national product (GNP). compared with

Trends in aid flows 0.35 percent in 1989-92. If the 0.35 percent ratioF or the poorcst countries, official resource had been maintained, aid flows in 1999 would have
F transfers are a significant source of revenues, been $20 billion higher than the $55 billion actually
accounting for about 8 percent of these countries' realized.
combinted gross domestic produLct (GDP) in the Hoxvever, concessional flows have risen mod-
1 990s (figure 4. 1 ). The large transfers these coun- estly since 1997. The analysis in this chapter shows
tries receive-almost entirely in the form of grants that this increase reflects some temporary factors,
and conccssional loans-sustain government spend- notably the rise in Japanese aid in response to the
ing and domestic investment. But as their incomes financial crisis in East Asia. Looking ahead, fiscal
rise, countries grow less reliant on official resource stringency in some donor countries and continued
transfers, anLd private inflows increase. And with skepticism about the value of aid are likely to
higher incomiies the terms of official loans become dampen aid flows. However, recent commitments
less concessional, and the role of official flows by some other donors could bolster thesc flows-a

Figure 4.1 Level and composition of international resource flows by income group, 1990-99
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Table 4.1 Official flows to developing countries by type and source, 1990-2000
(billons of dollars)
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b. Excluding techniical coperation granits.
Soitrce: OECD DAC, World Bank Debt(or Rcporting Svstein, and World Bank staff cstimates.

trend that ongoing improvements in aid effective- estly to $41.6 billion, although aid levels remained
ness should reinforce. These larger aid flows are lower than in 1995.3
vital to deal with continuing challenges in meeting Aid flows to developing countries can be mea-
the International Development Goals. sured in two wavs: as outflows from donor coun-

tries or as inflows to recipient countries. The aid
Trends in official development finance from donors reflects bilateral disbursements of
and aid flows concessional financing to developing countries (in-
Excluding technical cooperation grants of $17.1 bil- cluding technical cooperation grants), plus their
lion, total official development finance-conces- provision of concessional financing to multilateral
sional and nonconcessional resources-to develop- institutions such as the International Development
ing countries was $38.6 billion in 2000, another Association (IDA, an affiliate of the World Bank
significant declinc aftcr the steep drop in 1999 (table Group). Aid flows received by developing countries
4.1). The decline was due to nonconcessional flows include concessional disbursements from bilateral
that fell back again in 2000, reflecting the ability of and multilateral agencies but conventionally ex-
some countries to prepay on rescue packages as they clude technical cooperation grants (see World Bank,
emerged from the global financial crisis. Brazil paid Global Development Finanice 2000). The two mea-
back $3.2 billion of the $4.5 billion emergency sures also differ because the concessional funding
funding made available in 1998 through the Bank of received from donor sources by multilateral institu-
International Settlements. Thailand prepaid on its tions does not match those institutions' disburse-
loans from the Asian Development Bank. All major ments to developing countries in any given year.
multilateral institutions recorded a decline in dis- The aid effort of donors. Preliminary data
bursements, including a sharp drop in lending from from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
the Inter-American Development Bank to Argentina and Development (OECD) show that official de-
and Colombia and a cessation in lending from the velopment assistance from donors rose 9 percent
Asian Development Bank to the Republic of Korea, in 1999, to $55 billion (table 4.2). This represents
as that country returned to market-based financing 0.24 percent of the combined GNP of the principal
from commercial sources. donors: the 22 country members of the OECD's

In contrast, concessional aid flows (also referred Development Assistance Committee (DAC). This
to as official development assistance and official increase continues the upward trend that began in
aid, and consisting of grants and loans with a grant 1998, when aid flows rose $3.2 billion, and sug-
component of at least 25 percent) increased mod- gests an end to the decline in aid that lasted from
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Table 4.2 Official development assistance from Development Assistance Committee countries, 1990-99
(bilhlons ot iiollarsJ
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1 992 to 1997. During that period official develop- comes from the United Kingdom (United Kingdomii
ment assistance fell from 0.33 percent of donors' 2000). The U.K. government expects to increase
combined GNP to a record low of 0.22 percent. its aid from 0.26 percent of its GNP in 1997 to

Japan registered the most significant increase 0.33 percent in 2003-04, which would represent a
in aid among major donors in 1999, thanks to its 45 percent increase in real terms over that period.
special assistance program for countries affected Prospects of aid are also bright among the non-G-7
by the East Asian financial crisis. At $15.3 billion countries, many of wlhich remain strongly cOmmlit-
that year, Japanese aid was $4.7 billion higher ted to maintaining or increasing aid relative to
than in 1998. The other major factor influencing GNP. There are also welconme signs that aid froni
the global rise in aid flows from donors, particu- non-DAC donors is picking up. Korea's aid flows
larly those from the United States, was the interna- are now on the order of $0.3 billion per year,
tional effort to assist refugees from Kosovo. Turkey provides S0. l billion, and the more ad-

The sharp increase from Japan masked the vanced East European countries like the Czech
slide in official development assistance relative to Republic and Poland together nov account for
GNP from four other Group of Seven (G-7) coun- around 550 million per annum. Aid from Arab
tries: Canada. France, Italy, and the United King- donors, which in 1990 amounted to $5.5 billion
dom. Aid from Germany and the United States re- (or almost 10 percent of all aid flows! has now sta-
mained at ahout their levels of 1998. Aid flows bilized at around $0.3 billion.
continue to remain restricted because of domestic Aid receipts (nret of tecbnical cooperation). In
fiscal concerns in some major donor countries. 2000, aid flows to developing countries increased
The United States, in contrast, has a large fiscal to an estimated $41.6 billion (excludinig techniical
surplus, but some argue that aid skepticism, di- cooperation granlts of $17.1 billion). This was $3.2
rected particularly at the official channels for aid billion more than in 1998 but nearly $7 billion less
delivery, limits that country's abiLity to rebuild its than in 1994 (see table 4. 1). Among developing re-
traditional aid program (Lancaster 2000). gions, East Asia and Pacific. and Europe and Cen-

However, some positive long-term signs of an tral Asia, both saw a marked increase in aid in
increase in aid are in evidence. Among the G-7 1 999-2000. Together these two regions accounted
countries, the firmest commitment to increased aid for nearly 45 percent of flows; meanwhile the
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Table 4.3 Aid flows by developing region, 1990-2000
(percenit)
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Source: OECD DAC, World Bank Data Svstem, and World Bank staff estimates.

shares of Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia de- support the peace process was more than offset by
clined (table 4.3). the fall in aid to middle-income countries in the re-

East Asia's incr-ease was driven by the surge in gion, notably Algeria and Egypt. The decline in aid
aid from Japan noted above. The main beneficiary to South Asia reflects cuts in aid to Pakistan. Flows
was Indonesia, a country that had essentially "grad- to Bangladesh and India held steady.
uated" from concessional finance, where the net in-
flow of aid doubled between 1997 and 1998 and The need for more aid
doubled again in 1999-2000, to an annual average A recent analysis shows that to achieve annual
of $1.9 billion. Thailand and Vietnam each saw net economic growth of 7 percent-the rate of growth
inflows of aid rise by $0.3 billion in 1999-2000, to needed to reach the International Development
$0.8 billion and $1.2 billion each year. Goal of reducing poverty by half by 2015-Africa

In Europe and Central Asia, two quite differ- will need to productively invest an amount equiva-
ent forces fueled the sharp increase in aid levels. lent to 30 percent of its GDP each year. Given the
Emergency assistance initiatives in the Balkans, region's low savings rates and limited immediate
particularly the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia prospects of attracting private capital, this would
(province of Kosovo) and its neighboring coun- imply about a 20 percent increase in Africa's aid
tries, totaled $1.2 billion a year in 1999-2000, an budget, assuming the additional resources were fully
increase of 200 percent over 1998. Support for re- invested (World Bank and partner institutions
construction in Bosnia and Herzegovina contin- 2000). Extrapolating beyond Africa, a return by
ued: net inflows there were up $0.3 billion to donors to their early-1990s average aid ratio of
reach an annual average of $1 billion in 1999-2000. 0.33 percent of GNP would provide an extra $20
At the same time, the higher-income Eastern Euro- billion that could defray the additional costs of
pean countries are seeing greater aid flows in sup- meeting the International Development Goals.
port of their efforts to join the European Union. However, aid has sometimes been held back
Net aid inflows to the Czech Republic, Hungary, because of the concern that the additional resources
Poland, and the Slovak Republic totaled $1.6 bil- would not be used productively. The next two sec-
lion in 1999 and almost $2 billion in 2000. Aid to tions of the chapter document the progress that has
these countries, together with the $1 billion in aid been achieved-and is ongoing-in making more
to the Russian Federation each year, accounted for effective use of aid. These positive trends are begin-
one-third of aid flows to Europe and Central Asia ning to lay the foundation for larger aid flows.
in 1999-2000.

The story in Sub-Saharan Africa is mixed. Civil
conflict and delays in implementing reforms caused
a sharp drop in net aid flows to Cdte d'Ivoire, Allocation of aid across countries
Guinea, Kenya, Niger, and Togo. But some reform- he effectiveness of aid is measured along sev-
ing countries-Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia-saw T eral dimensions, but the principal yardstick is
net aid flows rise, although modestly. In the Middle the progress achieved in the alleviation of poverty.
East and North Africa, continued growth in aid to Has the available aid worked harder recently than
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in the past at lifting peoplc out of povertt The

evidence suggests that it has. Aid recipients have Figure 4.2 Trends in aid/GNP
made increased commitments to the effective use of
aid. Donors have allocated more aid xvhere the re- Aid,GNP(percent)

sults are likely to be superior. Important challenges 14

still lie ahead as more donors establish and opera- 12 A Median

tionalize their benchmarks for aid Ill. l i El, espe- * - Fird quartile

cially thosc for determining the level and form of o Mean

engagement in poor counitries with weak absorp- 8

tive capacities. But the progress to-date in the more 6

effective recent use of aid is already good news not
only for the poor xvho bcnefit but also from the
long-term perspective of reversing aid fatigue and 2

skepticism (WS'orld Bank 1998; Lancaster 2000)o. 
The currcit concern with effectiveness arises 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990-94 1995-98

in the context of the decliiie in aid in the I 990s, but
effectiveness first arose as a prominent issue in the fl\ WL R1Wlp relid rlatire to G(NR The cha,rt shows the

late I 980s after a substantial runup in aid (figure cl CorCOnti tunan Liid .litws (reiltixc to (,NI' hr
LI dcdlewad. a, rell I s thS 2Sti. Sitlt tied1allall), aT]d -5ith

4.2). Over time, the bottom 50 percent of counitries pcrcentilen

receivinig aid received a relativelI steady level of norc,: OE( L) DAt

aid, but a strikinig risc occurred among the top
quarter of recipient countries, xvhich received in-
creasingly greater, indeed unprecedented, amounts
of aid. In the carly 1990s aid inflowxs reached 13 ployed in some poor countries and in others with
percent of GDJP or more for this top 25 percent of demonstrable improvements in policy an d gover-
recipients. Without the ability to absorb these rc- nance measures. The rest of this section focuses
source transfers, however, grownth failed to materi- first on the empirical links betwecn aid flows and
alize-further increasing the dependence on aid poverty reduction and then on the prospects for
(Lancaster 19999). This lack of groxvth andl absence making aid more effective.
of progress on pox erty raised serious concerns
about the effectiveness of aid floxs. Hour aid works

Some important shifts haxe occurred in recenit Aid has in fact becn more effectixe than is xvidelv
years, creating a brighter prognosis. First, the do- credited or perceived isee, for example, Herfkens
mestic economic environment in recipient countrics 1999). Aid can have a direct impact oii poverty, for
has g ulcraill improved, increasing their absorptive example xvhen it is targeted to programs for chil-
capacity. Second, aid allocation mechanisms now dren, nutrition, and emergency relief. However,
give greater xveight to that absorptiv e capacity, im- ni oney is fungible. Since aid may be directed to pro'-
proving the cffcctiveness of aid dollars in reducing ects that the country xvould have financed in any
poverty, event, its real impact may' sometimes he to permit

But more is possible. IDA lending, for exam- the country to pursue other activities, xvhich mnay
pLe, demonstrates that by staying focused on the have no impact on poverty. Hence much of the re-
poorer countries-and especially the better per- cenit analysis of the effectiveness of aid in reducing
formers among thtemi-aid flows can be morc effec- poverty has focused on howv aid affects broad eco-
tive in achieving poverty reduction than is possible nomiic aggregates and govemnment policy. That em-
bv the current allocation of bilateral official floNvs pirical analysis highlights three importanlt themes:
(Dollar 2i1ii. Also, thus far improvements in aid
allocation have been achieved principally through * Aid works-and it xvorks principally througl
a sharp decline in aid to countries xvith xveak eco- increasing domestic investment, not through
nomic policy performance, not through a rise in increasinig productivity, on xvxhich aid has little
aid to countries xvith good performance. Looking or no impact. Instability in aid floxvs, how-
ahead, higher levels of aid can be effectivelx de- ever, dampens domestic investment.
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* Evidence from cross-country regressions indi- hanced factor productivity. In light of the findings
cates that aid does not "buy" policy reform. in chapter 3, this is not altogether surprising. There
Evidence from country case studies points to a it was noted that foreign capital spurs productivity
more complex relationship between aid and groxvth principally in sophisticated environments,
reform: aid can play a supportive role in coun- for example in countries with superior human cap-
tries where the domestic environment is con- ital and developed financial structures. The poorest
ducive to reform. However, within the emerg- countries are also the weakest in these respects.
ing new aid relationship-with its emphasis However, there is some evidence that productivity
on greater country ownership and account- is enhanced in situations where aid helps increase
ability-the clear implication is that aid is not the efficiency with which governments and their
intended to huy reform; rather, aid flows are agencies work. Project-level analysis suggests that
to be related to up-front actions and progress rates of return are higher where the domestic policy
on development outcomes. environment is favorable (Isham and Kaufmann

* The need for donors to be more selective in 1999) and where the institutional environment is
their aid allocations is now widely accepted strengthened through greater civil liberties (Isham,
(see Collier and Dollar 2000). Questions re- Kaufmann, and Pritchett 1995).
main, however, with respect to refining the Third, again echoing the private capital flow
performance benchmarks that should guide findings, instability in aid flows dampens growth.
the allocation of aid, and some especially diffi- Lensink and Morrissey (1999) find that volatility
cult questions arise concerning the scale and of aid receipts may affect fiscal behavior and lower
type of engagement in countries with average both public and private investment. A recent study
or below-average policy environments. Donors finds, moreover, that aid flows not only are quite
will need to distinguish among countries with volatile but, more important, tend to be procycli-
average policy environments by assessing the cal: more aid is associated with economic upturns
credibilitv of their development strategies. In and less with downturns (box 4.1). Thus, inducing
low-income countries, this assessment will stahilitv in aid is important to achieve the best re-
focus on the country's PRSP. sults from aid dollars. Programmatic assistance,

discussed below, can help in this regard.
Aid increases donmestic investmnent. The em- Fourth, the receivinig country's capacity to

pirical studies are generally consistent in finding absorb aid mav also become strained hecause aid
that more aid is associated with more domestic in- levels eventually reach a point of diminishing re-
vestment. In fact, the relationship between aid and turns-in fact, in extreme cases, aid could even
domestic investment bears some significant simi- become counterproductive. Elhadawi (1999) con-
larities wvith the relationship between private capi- cludes that diminishing returns are a serious prob-
tal inflows and domestic investment (as discussed lem for the highest aid recipients, as do Dalgaard
in chapter 3). and Hansen (2000) and l ancaster (1999). Collier

First, averaged over periods of three to five (1999) and Collier and Dollar (1999) find statisti-
years, increases in aid, like increases in private cal evidence of diminishing returns but conclude
capital inflows, have almost a one-to-one associa- that, in strong policy environments, they set in
tion with increases in domestic investment. The only at very high aid levels.
finding in this respect is quite similar across three Finally, aid has typically failed to facilitate inter-
different studies using different methodologies and national flows of private capital. It is not surprising
control variahles: Lensink and Morrissey (1999). that high levels of aid are not frequently associated
Hansen and Tarp (forthcoming), and Collier and with improved access to foreign capital, because aid
Dollar (2001). However, Collier and Dollar fur- is often provided to extremely poor countries with
ther note, as discussed beloxv, that the relationship weak institutional environments, which are unattrac-
hetween aid and investment is not uniform but de- tive to foreign investors.
pends on the policy environment. Izcreased aid levels seldom7z stim7ulate improve-

Second, macroeconomic studies find, after mizenzts in policies and inzstituttions. A strong policy
controlling for the aid-investment relationship, no and institutional environment is highly conducive
direct link between aid and growth through en- to stepped-up growth rates (see, for example,
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Box 4.1 Aid and poverty reduction: what do
econometric studies tell us?
In an influential study, Burnside and Dlcila r 2 i0iiiI, fOtund nal %hoLks and the interaction of such vulnerabilitv wvith

that aid does not act independently to inc rtI.lse gro%% th, aid. The% rind both these additional v ariables to he s1atiri-
but that aid can foster growth in a sound policy environ- Lallk significant. Nlorco; er. the; reporr that aid has an in-
ment (defined as one with low budget deticits 3nd inrlainon dependent ettecl on grow-Th but that the aid-polk) interac-
and an open trade regime). Finding in addition t hat aid non rhat Burnside and Dollar find is no longer significant.
does not influence improvements in policy pcrformance. Similair, Hansen and Tarp tfonrhcomingl use a recently
these authors reached a strong policy conclusion: more aid dciteloped econometric technique that coLnrrols at rhe same
should be channeled to countries with good policies. Subse- tniie for both unobkeredeJ countr' -spcific charactenstics
quently, Collier and Dollar (1999 and 2001) prox,iud the ardid endogrnein ithr possibility rhar growrh performance
quality of the domestic environment using the \\ orld Bnkls iuutirlente; i.d as wcll as ice %ersai. Once ag3in, they find
Country Policy and Institutional Assessment index, which chit aid Is po%s,ci.ck related ro growth bhu that the aid-
covers a wider range of policy and institutional indicators. pol;. inmcraLrion is niut signticant. Han%en and Tarp also
They again found that policy and aid crni lrce each tithcr. caution thar thcir results ire ;ensir'%e to the specific econo-

The Burnside-Dollar study has been subject to two nietric O-.nrotli for endogenein.
different econometric criticisms. First, Dalgaard and Fi.llk, Iensiuk and Nlirrisse i 19914) add the insra-
Hansen (2000) argue that the results are t.,ri,ticalk tra. - biliv otA aid as in expl.pnat,'r% variable arid hnd it to l'
ile. Using the same data as Burnside and tollar. the! ;igniticant. as 1 the Iuc. I ot aid. This tinding is ot impor-
find that the inclusion or exclusion of a few selected ob- r ince ;iilte Pillavg a3nd Robe (20,itI find that 3iid tlo%%, art
servations can render the interaction term (which mea- hi, hlk %oltrile-m,re %..litilc tlharn oitput:, 31though Its,
sures the mutually reinforcing effect of policy and aid) ' ' d nitile Th irn prlvare apital Nliw,. linporrandl . P illagc and
insignificant. Robe Is': tfind that aid. like private capirtl fI. Jis, d3%isp;

Second, the econometric results vary depending upon .. marked prr.-cclicalitc, pirtltularly iii Atrica. These find-
whether variables that explain LI .iitrr LzriiA th rates are infl a pp1v tro botrh multilateral and biltEcral tinv,,. It is not
included or not. Burnside and Dollar (2If-lni d,nimon,trat 1 inmmedi.irel cle.ar o h; aid tlow%% s s.hould nece;anilv he pro-
the robustness of their results to the inJlui,n 1t ,orinC ad- 'cIii.il. hut mnct poiblo: c:planatioin has to do wvih thc
ditional explanatory variables. But others reach different tru,curc Aif dlhurenrenc.: heca3ue ret picnts olten must
conclusions. For example, Guillaumont and Ch3La r o-ntribute mrjuhing funds, aid flows cnay dc,reise during
(1999) include measures of country vulnerability to exter- .1 < clih11 do'.A irtlirn and incrcan dUring reio% cr,

Hansen and Tarp forthcoming). In principle, aid instances (in Ghliana anid Ulganda, for exaimple) aid
could work to foster growth and reduce poverty by has supported the policv reform process. I lowever,
influencing domestic policies and institutions for they argue that the impetus to policy reform in
the better. More aid could allow the government both cases came from doimiestic prcssures and that
the breathing space to undertake difficult reform aid, which rose in a supportisre maniner after the
measures with short-term costs but long-term pay- reforms were unider way, had been very low before
offs. A generaliv consistent finding, however, is the reforms were initiated. The authors also cite
that economic policies and governance structures other examples (suIch as Zambia) wvhcre aid in-
rarely respond to increases in aid inflovs. Indeed, creased while policy deteriorated. EI\x'amining gov
more aid can encourage aid dependence or even ernance mCasures, knack ( 2000) finds higher lcv-
predatory behavior, with perverse effects on policy els of aid to bc associated with lower- bureaucratic
and governance. quality and higher Icvels of corruptioll, again sug-

Using cross-country regressions, Burnside alnd gestinlg that aid does not necessarily help toward
Dollar (2(000)) find no evidence that aid has svs- improvements in these dimenCI1siOnIS.
tematically affected macroeconomic and trade In the past, ther-cfore, increased aid has gceicr
policies, either for good or for ill. Country case ally not been effcCtive in stimulating reforimi, atid
studies provide more nuanced insights. Devarajan, maniy have concluded that couitiiucd efforts to usc
Dollar, and Holmgren (1999) showv that in some aid for this purpose are likely to be no more sue
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cessful. They argue that conditionality (donor- on a country's policy and institutional performance
specified requirements that a country undertake and on measures of its poverty. By their estimates,
reforms as a condition for receiving aid) is typi- aid works harder to raise growth in countries with
cally not a viable approach to making aid effective sound policy and institutional environments (box
(see, for example, Collier and others 1997; Killick, 4.1). This perspective implies increased aid espe-
Gunatilaka, and Marr 1998). Instead, it is increas- cially to countries that have both large numbers of
ingly accepted that the effectiveness of aid requires poor people and policy regimes with the potential
a national commitment to the reform process: to use aid effectively. For example, Uganda, a coun-
"government-initiated measures, with donors in- try with good policies and a high poverty rate,
fluencing the course of events through their intel- should be receiving much more aid than it currently
lectual contributions and practical help" (Killick, does. The Collier and Dollar allocation bench-
Gunatilaka, and Marr 1998, p. 177). marks also lead to greater aid where the policy en-

These findings have led to a new emphasis on vironment is somewhat weaker but poverty is se-
ownership of the reform process by the recipient vere. Aid works less efficiently in weaker policy
country's government. An early study showed that environments, but deeper poverty implies that sig-
the performance of development projects (as rated nificant volumes of aid can eventually lift a larger
by the World Bank's Operations Evaluation De- number of poor people out of their poverty.
partment) improved when the client country dis- An allocation of aid based on a global target
played a greater commitment to and hence own- of poverty reduction is likely to initially favor a
ership of the policies that underpin the project. limited number of countries and will differ from
Ownership of aid programs is '"vital for credibility aid allocations that seek to support simultaneous
of policies, safeguarding against policy reversals, poverty reductions in several countries. Aid alloca-
and ensuring sustainability of benefits" (Johnson tion benchmarks, therefore, may need to take ac-
and Wasty 1993, p. iii). count of growth trends and the likelihood that in

Benichmarks for the allocation of aid. Since some countries, absent an early effort, poverty
the new aid relationship emphasizes the diversity may cumulate and render the subsequent task
of recipient countries and ownership of measures more difficult. This approach is likely to favor
to promote growth and reduce poverty, bench- Africa in particular and would be consistent with
marks for aid allocation become relevant. Three current widespread donor practice, including that
factors have been suggested as bases for such of IDA.
benchmarks: In such situations of deep poverty and weak

policy, stepped-up aid will be effective where
* Although some empirical controversies persist donors are better able to target their resources at

(box 4.1), government performnance is increas- the poor or toward pro-poor interventions. (Re-
ingly accepted by researchers and, especially, cent evidence suggests that aid is less fungible than
by policymakers as an important guide to aid was previously believed to be the case; see Beynon
allocation (World Bank, World Development 2001.) Also, the recently introduced poverty re-
Report 2000/2001; Beynon 2001). Govern- duction strategies can improve the effectiveness of
ment performance is generally agreed to in- aid (see World Bank 2000c). Their objective is to
clude economic policies, other antipoverty create country ownership-and hence raise the
programs, and the quality of governance and credibility-of policy change. At the September
institutional capacity (Isenman 2001). 1999 annual meetings of the World Bank Group

* The extent of a country's poverty is a second and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), min-
important consideration. isters endorsed the proposal that country-owned

* Higher levels of aid can also be desirable poverty reduction strategies should form the basis
where they cushion or offset for specific struc- for all World Bank and IMF concessional lending.
tural weaknesses, such as vulnerability to eco- They also agreed, as discussed below, that such
nomic shocks. strategies should guide the use of resources freed

by debt relief under the enhanced HIPC Initiative.
Collier and Dollar (1999 and 2001) have pro- The PRSPs are expected to diagnose obstacles to

posed benchmarks for the allocation of aid that rely and specify targets for poverty reduction, and to
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design the macroeconomic, structural, and social
policies required to achieve these targets. They are Figure 4.3 Policy performance index in
also expected to estimate the external support developing countries, 1991 and 1999
needed and describe arrangements for consulting Index (1-5)

with civil society.
5 _Finally, some have emphasized compensation

for structural weaknesses in the domestic economy * 1991 1

as a basis for aid allocation (Dalgaard and Hansen 4 1999-

2000; GuiLlaumont and Chauvet 1999). In this
view, aid can compensate for many deficiencies inl
poor economies, especially their vulnerability to
econiomic shocks. By maintaining fiscal stability
in counLtries subject to. say, weather-related and 2
terms-of trade shocks, aid can help prevent the
(sometimes irreversible) deterioration of infrastruc- 1 -

ture and humani capital. How broadly this com- IDA only Low-income Lower- Upper-
pet.satin role appliesisaempiricalattecountries countries middle middle-

pensariog role applies Is an empirical matter that excl IDA income income

needs further evaluation, along wvith research intO countries countries

effective mechanisms to deliver such assistance S,itr c: WXbrld BK.

during economic downturns. Collier and Dollar
(2001) caution, moreover, that the compensatory

function of aid is likely to be a limited one: aid, for
example, cannot compensate for corruption and developing countries were, on1 average, more open
other endemic ills in the governance structure. to the global economy and had lower inflation.,

Thus policy performance, the depth of pov- smaller fiscal deficits, a lighter debt burden, and
erty, and country vulnerability are the guides to better health and education indicators than in the
the allocation of aid. Different donors are likely to late 1980s (WXorld Bank, World Development Re-
rely on these considerations to varying degrees. port 2000/2001). NMoreover, policy performance
Simple rules of allocation are likely to be better has improved as measured by the World Bank's
than no rules at all, since the absence of rules index of Country Policy and Institutionlal Assess-
could serve to perpetuate predominantly strategic ment (a summary index of 20 aspects of macro-
considerations, as in the past. economic policv and institutional managemenit;

figure 4.3). Importantly, this is so for the poorest
Trends in the allocation of aid countries as well as for middle-income countries.
In light of these arguments and findings, what are For those low-income countries eligible to borrow
the prospects for more effective use of aid? Three only on concessionial terms from IDA ("IDA only"
conclusions emerge. First, there has been a general countries), the policy performance index has im-
improvement in the policy environment ot coun- proved by roughly half a point, from about 2.75
tries, which makes effective aid use more likelt. to 3.25, which on a scale of I through 5 is a signif-
Second, the allocation of aid has shifted to give icant increase.
greater weight to countries with better policies. Policy reform creates superior conditions for
Newv aid based on this reallocation should do more aid effectiveness-an extra dollar of aid speeds the
to reduce poverty than aid in the past. However, reduction of poverty when policy is sound. Higher
there is still room for improvement, particularly in levels of aid are therefore justified.
providing more aid to some high-perfornming coun- Aid allocation. As alreadxv noted, aid can allevi-
tries. Third, although strategic considerations in ate poverty directly, or it can help stimulate growth
the allocation of aid have diminished, past donor in superior policy environments and achieve poverty
objectives linger on and new ones have emerged. reduction in that way. In the early 1 990s the poor-

Policy improvemzents. Many developing coun- est third of countries received substantial aid flows
tries achieved improvements in the policy environ- (relative to their GNPs), reflecting possibly the oh-

nient during the 199 0s. By the end of that decade, jective of directly reducing poverty but presumahly
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Figure 4.4 Poor performers experience a decline in aid

Between 1992 and 1994, on average poor performers In 1998, poor performers received less aid
received more aid than better pertormers. than better performers.
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also reflecting strategic donor objectives (figure cance of the change appear robust to these method-
4.4). In this lowest-income group, countries with ological considerations.
poor policies actually received much more aid rela- Several challenges lie ahead. The improve-
tive to their GNP than did countries with good ment in aid allocation in the 1990s was achieved
policies. The potential for better aid allocation was by reducing aid where policies were weak. Many
evident. better-performing countries experienced only lim-

Over the course of the 1990s, efforts to make ited increases in aid. In Ghana and Uganda, two
aid more effective focused on selectivity in its allo- successful reformers, aid tapered off after the ini-
cation, that is, on increasing the share going to tial rise. However, as policy performance improves
countries with good policies. By the late 1990s and is sustained, more aid is likely to be needed
lower income was still associated with more aid, but and to be productive.
aid in poor policy environments had fallen sharply. At the same time, a concern exists that in the

Although the potential for further improve- drive to channel aid to countries with good policy
ment exists, the allocation of aid at the end of the performance, those with severe poverty but weak
1990s was distinctly superior to that of the early policy performance will not receive adequate at-
1990s in terms of the goal of poverty reduction tention. In such countries a range of possibilities
(Dollar 2000). Because of its better allocation at exists. More resources can be devoted to strength-
the end of the 1990s, the same $1 million of aid ening the policy dialogue (see Devarajan, Dollar,
would lift more than two and a half times the and Holmgren 1999). Also, carefully targeted an-
number of people out of poverty than it did at the tipoverty programs may be appropriate. As noted,
start of the decade. The quantification of these such efforts are likely to be most fruitful within
gains depends significantly on several assumptions the context of the emerging poverty reduction
used in the analysis, including the definition of strategies, which require country and donor com-
poverty and the response of poverty to growth mitment to a holistic poverty reduction approach
(Beynon 2001). However, the direction and signifi- (see also Collier and Dollar 2001 for a discussion).
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Finally, analysts caution that although bench- As the previous section documented, better
marks for aid allocation are important, overly mech- policy performance in recipient countries is impor-
anistic rules could be counterproductive (Beynon tant, as is greater ownership by recipient countries
2001). Reallocation based on performance and of their own development agendas. But while recip-
poverty levels is likely to be beneficial, but other con- ients are doing their part, donors can also do more
cerns also need to be taken into account. For example, to ensure the effectiveness of aid. The inefficiency
reflecting the research described above, aid assess- that arises from lack of donor coordination is a fa-
ments based on country vulnerability to shocks may miliar and long-standing problem. It in part re-
also be called for. Moreover, aid reallocation is likely flects, but also exacerbates, the ill effects of aid al-
to generate greater benefits if the transition from one location based on strategic interests. Yet although
basis of allocation to another is relatively stable. the problem is well recognized, solutions have not

Strategic donor interests. The trend toward al- been forthcoming. Past attempts to improve coor-
location of aid based on policy performance re- dination have occurred in the context of individual
flects not only the growing evidence that aid is in- projects, not aid programs more broadly, and the
effective in poor policy environments, but also the focus was on harmonizing requirements such as
reduced influence of strategic considerations in aid those for reporting and procurement. These efforts
allocations after the Cold War. But donors con- made little headwvay. Indeed, the proliferation of
tinue to allocate substantial amounts of aid on the donor agencies, ever more thinly spread over many
basis of strategic interests, which include favoring countries and many activities, continued.
old colonies and countries wvith similar geopoliti- Two important developments offer the pros-
cal interests (Alesina and Dollar 1998). pect of greater coordination and hence greater ef-

In the meantime, new areas of emphasis have fectiveness in the use of scarce public resources.
emerged. Lancaster (2000) notes that direct hu- They are increased donor specialization and a shift
manitarian relief and peacekeeping objectives in- to programmatic approaches to the delivery of aid.
creasingly guide U.S. aid. Short (2000) argues that
the European Union's aid to other European recip- Donor specialization
ients is disproportionate to their size and needs. The challenge of coordinating donors' efforts has
As highlighted above, Japanese aid has been geo- increased over time. The number of major donors
graphically selective, with a focus on countries in has grown, and the number of bilateral and multi-
East Asia. At the same time, commercial interests lateral agencies and nongovernmental organiza-
continue to exercise some influence on the alloca- tions in the aid business has grown even faster
tion of aid by country and by sector. Like any po- (box 4.2). In the 1960s five donors-France, Ger-
litical decision, donors' decisions about aid alloca- many, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
tion are influenced by domestic groups with the States-accounted for about 90 percent of donor
ability to provide the goods and services required assistance. In the 1990s these same five donors ac-
to support particular projects. In short, donor in- counted for less than 70 percent of aid, and they
terests continue to exert a significant influence on delivered that aid through a greater number of
aid allocation. agencies. The problem is most acute in the smaller,

poorer countries. For example, Mozambique, Tan-
zania, and Zimbabwe each have to deal with more

Coordinating donors: greater than 35 donor agencies in just three sectors: agri-
specialization and programmatic aid culture, health, and education. Each donor today

lends to many more countries, and the proceeds of
There is much too little coordination of effort, aid are spread over a larger number of activities
much too much suspicion between partici- (figure 4.5).
pants and in many cases a simple absence of a Some attribute the poor coordination of aid
framework to coordinate and bring together projects to recipients' lack of capacity, whereas
under government guidance an agreed set of others cite the different objectives that drive donor
objectives and effective and accountable pro- programs. Cassen and associates (1986), for ex-
grams. (Wolfensohn 1999, p. 21) ample, say, "The role of the recipient is crucial.
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Box 4.2 The role of nongovernmental organizations
in development assistance
Non-.-.\rnmeiitl.dI Irganizi atiorm i N(J( );i havc become ble or lolt cosr-effecti%e. and evaluation may be left to [he

imrp'ir.ilt r in dctelopmreni oter thr pair NGOs themselves. Even when undertaklen by ourside oh-
decadc. gr i ng in both nuLm1hbrs and intluence. Official servers. mechanical review procedures may nor capture the
statisti,> put d!r ct go' ernnicnt %lupport lor NG0i in essential value of a prolect. Nevertheless, over the past
the co'.ittr', thai:t re mecmber, ot the OECD Development decade. increased pressure on aid budgers and growing de-
Assistaice * -nluite r at .4 billion In 190'8. BLu their mands for transparency and effectiveness have led to closer
total e\pciiditurc max hate been. a mrnLch as $151. billion, scrutinm of NGOs. In the mid-1990s a series of large-scale
or 28 ptrLcnr t it.al Itticial develtipmLnc as3sintance, ac- government studies were carried out in Scandinajia. Aus-
cording [oI an O EC [)Di elopienilt Centrc Stuid; cited by rralia. the LUnited Kingdom, iind the Llnited States to evalu-
Deveklpirncnt lit[t lllie !21i il0i. The term ,-agiover;mi,ienta/l ate NGOs;' coLinribution to pomerry alleviation. develop-
organhza.r, kr' cvr a w-ide atri-iS ut atzLncie%. NGOs tan- ment sustainabiliry, and rcliet efforts. The conclusions were
greatI i-1 ^!7c. rangint tt, in i te%t peopic pnro iding local- mixed. A ma jorim of proect.s %iere found to has-e achieved
ized stcr'. ccs tr1 iiluti[lnarniial lirgmnizations it.ah w%orldwide thcir immediate objecrives. hut judged against broader cri-
budget. lrct r tha.n h-c -e f mans bilatrral donor agencies. reria iuch as sustainahbihr or etrecting fundameiltal social
NGOs ibs iart Lonsiderabls in tcrns ot their ti,vities. or economic change, sc-cess wkas less apparent (Smillie

Tlll Jdicrs!rt in s21. and 'rruLcLire mnakc rhe (it erall IQ991. However, an as,seisment should allots for the tact
impacr '1 \ d(-,(-O JttLLlt to a1et . FI heIr Accunrahility to that NGO.. are often given tlhe most ditficult and challeng-
differctr pri. a[r id publh stakth, ldcr, as tvcl as 'aria- ing assignmtnts. A rce i-w ot NGO s.' involt eiierie on
tions at rl *1 -Llnmric, ii r1cproiting ind valu.itiin pracilces W\orld Ba3nk protects attributes man; unsatisactotrv our-
compi1e 1c .1- L-.Ti1r tLurrhLr. Ntin% NCA I pr.-lwct are comcs to unreilistic prolect dcsign or .teak-ness in partner

so sma1 l rh at a thor.rtlKh c;.ieurnalI re'. ic% is eithcr ri,i I ea,s I apacities i Gibbs, Funi. and KLis;N 19991.

Unless the recipient has a firm grasp of the aid tries assisted and activities supported. Herfkens
process, coordination will not take place or at best (1999), commenting on the Dutch aid program,
reflect only the donor priorities." In contrast, Kan- notes the difficulties facing a donor operating in
bur, Sandler, and Morrison (1999) place the re- some 80 countries. She concludes that a narrower
sponsibility for ineffective aid on the multiplicity focus on 20 to 30 countries would lead to greater
of aid agencies, each pursuing its own priorities. effectiveness. The U.K.'s Wbite Paper on Interna-
The poorest countries with the weakest adminis- tional Development also notes the importance of
trative capacity are the most disadvantaged in cop- donors and multilateral agencies acting according
ing with multiple donor requirements. to their comparative advantage (United Kingdom

Despite growing awareness of these problems 2000). Recent commitments by major donors
and substantial efforts to improve coordination, could have the effect of increasing specialization
for example through the Strategic Partnership with and hence reducing the burden of coordination.
Africa (formerly known as the Special Program of
Assistance for Africa), progress has been limited. Programmatic assistance
Analysis by the World Bank's Operations Evalua- A more radical proposal is the "common pool"
tion Department shows that only in the transport approach to assistance (Kanbur, Sandler, and Mor-
sector has there been both a (modest) decline in rison 1999). A single development strategy for
the number of active donors and an increase in the each country would guide all donors, each of
amount of aid. Elsewhere the problem persists and whom would receive the same monitoring report.
may have actually grown worse, especially in the In the pure form of this proposal, assistance to dis-
social sectors. crete projects would end. Instead donors would

Part of the answer to poor coordination lies in provide assistance into a common pool that would
donors scaling back the span of their activities. supplement the recipient's budgetary resources.
Donors need to specialize in terms of both coun- This proposal presumes that, over time, donors
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Figure 4.5 The increasing coordination challenge
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would acquire faith in the recipient's ability to de- have taken steps to orient their aid policies in this
ploy aid in ways that foster growth and reduce direction (see Herfkens 1999 on the Dutch policy,
poverty. The approach would greatly reduce the and United Kingdom 2000). The U.K. government
administrative burden on recipient countries, elim- has made a long-term commitment to Rwanda to
inate donor-driven inconsistencies in development provide £30 million in "flexible assistance" for
policies, and improve country ownership of the three years and "to remain engaged at least at the
development agenda. 4 same financial level" for 10 years. Rwanda's com-

The World Bank's Comprehensive Develop- mitments, in turn, include continued efforts to-
ment Framework (CDF) emphasizes further the ward national reconciliation, good governance,
critical importance of a holistic approach to devel- macroeconomic stability, and actions toward
opment (Wolfensohn 1999). The CDF highlights poverty reduction. This bilateral agreement has
the importance of the links between various facets prompted other donors to relax their conditionality
of development and the need to ensure that each in disbursing aid to Rwanda (Foster and Naschold
facet receives the appropriate attention. The CDF 2000).
also outlines waays of building coalitions that can One important intermediate step in moving
implement aspects of the more comprehensive vi- away from project lending and toward common
sion. As with the common pool approach, country pool (or programmatic) assistance is the sectorwide
ownership is central to the success of the CDF. approach. Here financing is provided to an invest-
Countries' PRSPs would operationalize the CDF ment program for a selected sector in its entirety,
principles. based on an evaluation of that sector's policy

Although they are still in their early stages, the framework and institutional strengths. Although
prognosis for these approaches is favorable. The progress has thus far been limited, an important
move to country ownership through the adoption learning process is ongoing.
of country policy frameworks (such as Ghana's Sectorwide programs are prominent mainly in
Vision 2020), the shift in many countries toward the highly aid-dependent countries of Sub-Saharan
medium-term strategies for managing public ex- Africa (Foster 2000). According to the Secretariat
penditure, civil service reform, and greater trans- of the Strategic Partnership with Africa initiative,
parency in government budgeting and accounting at the end of 2000, 17 countries had a total of 30
together establish the prerequisites for a common such operations in six sectors: agriculture, educa-
pool approach. At the same time, some donors tion, health, transport, water, and energy.
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developed. If they are to succeed, these programs
Figure 4.6 Trends in disbursements for will require agreement between the recipient gov-
sectorwide programs ernment and donors, a predictable and transparent

Millions of U.S. dollars budget environment, and manageable institutional
600 relationships within the sector (Foster 2000). An

evaluation of sectorwide approaches by the World
500 Bank's Operations Evaluation Department also un-

derlines the difficulties faced, especially in complex
400 settings (World Bank 1999). Phased or incremental

300 - approaches are likely to be more successful.
200 * _Second, strengthening government account-

200 -_ _ _ ability for funds is critical. In financing individual

tO0 ~ - - projects, donors have often imposed stringent con-
ditions for financial management to ensure that

° r ~ ~ ~ _ the funds were used for the intended purposes.
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Sectorwide approaches reduce the administrative

projected burden of these separate financial requirements by
Source: Secretariat of the Strategic Partnership with relying on standardized government procedures to
Africa 2000. 

ensure financial accountability. But if policies and
institutions that govern budgeting, expenditure
management, and accounting for funds are weak,
the effectiveness of donor assistance could actually

Sectorwide programs in Africa have grown decline as individual financial requirements are
rapidly since 1997, with annual disbursements likely phased out.
to exceed $500 million (compared with aggregate On balance, allocating donor resources to im-
IDA lending of around $3 billion) in 2001, and fur- proving the government's own financial manage-
ther growth is forecast on the basis of projects in ment practices is likely to do more to improve the
preparation (figure 4.6). The eventual objective is effectiveness of aid than having donors support
for the bulk of the funds to go either toward bud- multiple financial management systems. The im-
get support (and thus be deployed under national provements in government financial management
budgetary procedures) or to a common basket that this approach can generate may greatly im-
(with harmonized procedures, which may differ prove the effective use of domestic resources as well.
from the recipient country's own procedures). Al- Third, although the reforms and the greater
though budgetary and common resources have in- policy coherence achieved through sectorwide pro-
creased somewhat, donors have thus far continued grams could ultimately induce an increase in aid,
to lend principally to individual projects within the the initial result may be a decline in aid as the
umbrella of the sectorwide programs. funding of individual projects is deemphasized

In light of these trends, the main achievement (Kanbur, Sandler, and Morrison 1999). Support
of the growing sectorwide programs has been to for aid from special interest groups and businesses
generate a learning process for program design. in donor countries may erode if they are unable to
A recent review of sectorwide programs gives push specific projects. Formulating effective devel-
relatively high scores to the planning of program opment strategies and ensuring adequate finan-
activities, achievement of consistency in sectoral cial management and accounting for government
expenditures, and design of institutional arrange- projects-critical both to gaining donor support
ments (Secretariat of the Strategic Partnership with and to the ultimate success of this approach-will
Africa 2000). Actual implementation of the coor- take considerable time in some countries. Donors
dination, and monitoring and evaluation, received who do not agree with elements of a country's strat-
lower or mixed scores. egy, or who are unwilling to lose the financial ac-

Thus, despite some notable successes, sector- countability provided under current projects, may
wide programs face three important challenges. be unwilling to provide general budgetarv support
First, coordination mechanisms need to be further and will be unable to fund individual projects.
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Donors' commitment to finding new productive in countries that receive aid, thereby facilitating the
uses for their assistance will therefore be critical. transition to programmatic assistance.

In short, programmatic assistance offers a
productive mechanism for channeling aid, but Progress with the HIPC Initiative
continued attention is required to ensure success- The HIPC Initiative mainly differs from traditional
ful implementation. Nloreover, it is important also debt relief mechanisms in that it includes, for the
that ensuring the effectiveness of project-based aid first time, relief from debt owed to multilateral in-
remains a prioritv. Small, intensive projects with stitutions. The HIPC Initiative was proposed by
rigorous monitoring can foster reform in a poor- the NW'orld Bank and the INIF in September 1996
quality environment. This both solves the problem and was subsequently endorsed by some 180 gov-
of how to stay engaged when policies are bad, and ernments as a comprehensive approach to debt re-
reaffirms the traditional argument for aid projects, lief. The countries identified as HIPCs had already
namely, that they build capacity. Without donor been receiving substantial debt relief through tradi-
engagement in project implementation, the danger tional channels such as forgiveness of conicessionial
arises of losing touch with the realities of the sec- loans, Paris Club dcht relief operations for direct
tor or activity in question. and guaranteed export credits, and commilercial

bank debt buybacks financed by IDA and other
donors.

Forty-one countries owing some SI Th billionl
Enhanced debt relief: in extcrnial public debt are eligible to be considered
the challenges ahead under the initiative. Debt owed to multilateral in-
T he enhanced HIPC Initiative has expedited stitutions accounted for about 40 percenit of these
T debt relief for some of the xvorld's poorest countries' total debt obligations in t99, just be-

countries. In 2000 more countries received the fore the original initiative was implemented. Al-
promise of-and actual resources for-debt relief though this debt represents a small slice of the
than in any previous year since the start of the pro- more than $2 trillion owed by all developinig coun-
gram in 1996. This relief will have a significant tries, it represents a severe burden for the counitrics
impact on the countries receiving it. The lasting in question. The debt of the average HIPC is imlore
impact, however, will not arise solelv from the than four times its annual export earninlgs and wvell
mere reduction of debt. Just as the impact of a dol- in excess of its GNP. And of the 600 million peo-
lar of new aid depends on howv well it is used, so, ple living in these counitrics, half live on less than
too, the impact of debt relief on poverty depends $1 a day.
critically on how the resources freed by debt relief In 1999 the HIPC program was enhaniced to
are used. The agenda that lies ahead is one that provide h ri.... I' l, deeper, and faster" debt relief
fosters long-run growth, furthers the integration of (box 4.3). Not onIl is the projected relief greater
these countries into the global economy, and helps under the enhanced initiative, but the link betwecn
establish the basis for long-term links to interna- debt relief and sustainable poverty reduction pro-
tional financial markets. grams in recipient counltries is stronger.

The HIl'C Initiative has sought, in the first In the three vears from Septemcber 1996 to
instance, to achievc debt lexels that can bc serviccd September 1999, seven couLntries-Bolivia, Burkilla
without compromising key development goals. Faso, CGte d'Ivoire, Guyana, Nlali, Nlozambique,
However, it has also helped pioneer significanit in- and Uganda-were approved to receive a total of
novations in the donor-recipient aid relationships. $3.6 billion in debt relief under the original HIPC'
Through its strong link betxveen debt relief and the Initiative. Four of these began to receive cash floxw
PRSP process, the initiative has drawn on the lessoIn benefits during the same period. Little more than
that country owxnership is essential in sustaining a year latcr, by the Cnd of 2000, I m10ore COUn1-
policy reforms necessary for growth and poverty tries had been addcd to the list: Beniii, Cameroon,
alleviation. Also, the emphasis on tracking the use The Gambia, Guinca, Guinea-Bissau, HonduL-as,
of the savings realized from HIPC debt relief has Madagascar, Malawi, Nicaragua, Niger. Rwaanda,
helped more generally in raising the profile of issues Sao Tom6 and Principe, Senegal. Tanzania, anid
of public resource management and accountability Zambia. In 1999 prices, total committed debt relief
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Box 4.3 Enllanicemients to the HIPC Initiative
U idti il! -ii]ijI Heat%h It indebred Poor (ountries provide a greater cushjon against unanticipated economic

HIt11HN I nitiat. r , 0I: IL itries stere cl ltLble tor relief if a shocks to export earnings This ;sadS intended to significanily
1.1 II[ ,IM itn1bl I jial1 1, shi mv -d that their debt would lower debt serx ice pa nieiits, thiereby Increasing the proba-
10i1 1'15 i IC sIiLitiLd thrt huld lt eIL 1I ec table i ftor rli hlitv of a permanenr exit ftmm ilmusI3tanable debt and free-
!-r r.c:i bI ttil't- c, ein alticr ull application ot traditional ing tip rcsOUrCes tc iupport poverty redLiction ettorts.
JLi1k1 icict lnk haiisnm. Thckc thrchruIldst %etc tied prmict- Also, unlike Ltnder the original mniriarie. most countries
p ilk E., L\xptci[,dLI , \r irt . irninrg% and. In snTie Lase%, to that ha%e reacihed their decision points are new receiving cash
1 Al r. 1inc. A three-%cjr r.t Iorni price;s, w%as rcquired flow .issistance through interim debt relief. Whereas under
t 'r L- it to r:h ch 1 ,Jl, dc ii pointr." ar which itne the origrnal iniriarive the period betneen the decision and
rl 'nilt tl iitw of cb dbi tcli l,ef pac1kage oulild bC Ldeter- completion poinrs xas f Lxed, the timing of debt relief under
ni'iid Ilp to drlICe nitr reair% otfprol-en pilicy implenien- the enhanced ininatlve deptnds on countries developing and
tinm i, ,rc re tltiirLrd nt bring colutris; to their -c.niple- implemenirmg a Poverty Reduction Srraregy Paper maintain-
i. ii p1in[ t. ht dIIbII rc-liet s ouWld l1 pros ided. nmg macroeconomic st3abilit, and undertaking key reforms.

Tlic htr t[h \\oild Bink id thlie Internarional These new arrangements srrengthei countries' ownership of
NI i iit.irt iFtIld adupted rtilt t.-n ithai,d HIPC Iniriative In retornm while making it possible to accelerate the completion
rl'c [ill , I to L elcrrte debt relict w hile linkin, it point. For the countriei reviewed in 2000. ir is estinuted that
n 're limIriii aind iransparenlsle I. pOvertry reduction. The this approach %kill reduce the time between the decision and
Erectel debt r1 rrIollvi1Jbina debt rrt-liet wre lossered tO completion points to betneen one and nro Jears.

Debt sustainability targets under the original and the enhanced HIPC Initiative
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then stood at $20.3 billion in net present value public, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
terms, or $33.6 billion in nominal terms. (Because the Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Liberia, Myan-
some of the debt forgiven is due not now but in the mar, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, and Togo-are
future, the net present value is used as a summary at various stages in the process. Excluding Liberia,
estimate of discounted future obligations.) Under Somalia, and Sudan, which are not vet even at the
the enhanced initiative, interim debt relief begins starting point and have not been included in the
immediately at the decision point for most coun- current costing, HIPC relief is expected to total
tries, and the relief provided is no longer depenident $28.6 billion (at 1999 prices) in net present value.
on projections (see box 4.3 for an explanation of
the process). The impact of the HIPC Initiative

Of the remaining countries eligible under the In assessing the potential benefits of the HIPC Ini-
initiative, Ghana and the Lao People's Democratic tiative, it is important to note that the HIPCs con-

Republic indicated in late 1999 that they did not in- tinued to receive large net transfers of resources
tend to request debt relief, although their eligibility during the t990s. In other words, even after debt
would continue if they were to reconsider. Twelve service was paid, these countries received net in-
more countries-Burundi, the Central African Re- flows of international resources amounting to
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about 10 percent of their combined GDPs. Almost ments (Krugman 1988). Although debt relief may
all these inflows came from official sources, often reduce some of these uncertainties, as it did in Latin
in the form of grants. This feature conditions how America during the 1980s where reliance on private
debt relief will affect these economies. Five conclu- capital inflows was significant, the effect for the
sions can be drawn from the analysis that follows: HIPCs is likely to be small, because more funda-

mental constraints, independent of the debt levels,
* Debt relief could help improve the investment inhibit private inflows. The real constraint on pri-

climate for the HIPCs by reducing excessive vate investment in HIPCs arises from basic weak-
debt, although this effect will likely be mod- nesses in their domestic investment climate.
est. The HIPC program could, however, make The literature offers cautious support for an
a substantial contribution to faster economic inverse relationship between the level of debt and
growth by encouraging fundamental improve- macroeconomic performance (Claessens and oth-
ments in the policy and investment climate. ers 1997), although little research on this question

* Debt service has been a major budgetary allo- has been directed explicitlv at the HIPCs. Two re-
cation and the relief achieved through HIPC cent studies (Elbadawi, Ndulu, and Ndung'u 1997;
will be significant in relation to health and ed- 1yoha 2000) focus on Sub-Saharan Africa, thus in-
ucation expenditures. The impact of the relief cluding many of the HIPCs in their analysis. Both
will depend upon whether it is additional to studies find that the accumulation of debt over
the net flows already being received. time has deterred investment, although their re-

• There is some evidence of defensive lending by sults do not appear robust: the parameter estimates
donors, that is, of new loans being extended are unstable and the quantitative impacts small.
to ensure the repayment of old loans. Debt re- Moreover, there is some evidence that investors
lief would reduce the preoccupation with the have already taken into account the possible bene-
modalities of debt servicing and allow rela- ficial effects of debt relief, so that further increases
tions with donors to be refocused on a long- in investment rates are unlikely to be large.
term policy dialogue. Collier, Hoeffler, and Pattillo (1999) take a

* The initiative faces importanit risks. Achieving different approach, studying the potential impact
adequate growth is crucial to attaining debt of debt relief on repatriation of flight capital. The
sustainability. But at least in some countries, HIPCs have experienced very large capital out-
the grow'th rates now projected would exceed flows (see also box 2.1) over a prolonged period,
past performance by a considerable margin. presumably the result of inappropriate policies
This may not be realistic, and it raises the risk and institutions. Reliable data on capital flight are
that, if new borrowing occurs and growth does hard to come by, and so the exercise is somewhat
not materialize, a sustainable level of debt may speculative, and the authors do not discuss the
not be achieved. time frame in which the response might occur.

* For these reasons, the link-through the Nevertheless, the conclusions suggest that debt
PRSPs-between debt reduction and policy forgiveness would lower investment risk and could
enhancement to meet both poverty and lead to repatriation of capital now held abroad.
growth objectives is central to the long-term The amount would vary across countries, depend-
sustainabilitv of debt relief under the initia- ing on risk perceptions and the extent of indebt-
tive. Such a link, although critical, is not with- edness. For a highly indebted country such as
out its own challenges. Mozambique, HIPC debt relief might, over time,

attract back 50 percent or more of the stock of
The initiative may improve incentives for pri- flight capital, representing an infusion equal to

vate investimient. The HIPC Initiative is partly aimed about two-thirds of one year's gross investment.
at reducing the uncertainty now facing potential The initiative increases the budt?getary re-
private investors in the HIPCs. An "overhang" of sozurces available to debtor couniztries. Proponents
excessive debt can deter private investment as in- argue that debt relief provides direct budget sup-
vestors anticipate that higher taxes will eventually port to recipients and frees resources for increased
be needed to pay it off, or because it creates uncer- spending in the social sectors (Sachs and others
tainty about future inflation or exchange rate move- 1999; International Financial Institution Advisory
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some donors place restrictions on the use of re-
Figure 4.7 Ratios of debt service to sources freed up by debt relief. Thus recipient gov-
exports and fiscal revenues, 22 HIPCs ernments' budget savings may be less than the full

(percent) reduction in debt servicing.
25 _______________________________________ The initiative may imiprove the policy dialogue

U Debt service/ with multilateral instituitionzs. Multilateral creditors

20 Deb servicets may lend to prevent arrears and to conceal the dete-
fiscal reve riorating quality of their loan portfolios (Killick

s 5- * 1995; Birdsall, Claessens, and Diwan 2000). How-
ever, the evidence suggests that new lending to HIPCs

10 I* - . is not motivated primarily by defensive considera-
tions. If it were, then lenders would cover only the

s - - _ : - . - -- debt service payments due, and the large net transfers
* * - 4 4 actually observed would not occur. But to the extent

0 . _!, -- that defensive lending is present, it does undermine
1998 1999 2000 2001-05 the policv dialogue with the HIPCs (Morrison 2000;

No,te: Ratios for 1 998 and 1999 are debt service paid to Birdsall, Claessens, and Diwan 2000; World Bank,
exports or revenuie; ratios for 2000 onward are debt World Development Report 2000/2001).
service duc after HIPC assistance to exports or revenue.
Data refer to the 22 HlPCs that reached decision points During the 1990s, high levels of debt and debt
by the end of December. service were indeed correlated with new resources
Souarce: Country authorities, World Bank, and IMF
estimnates. received, and lending was less strongly correlated

with the quality of policy (figure 4.8). However,
the world's highly indebted countries are also

Comnmission 2000). With debt relief, debt service among the world's poorest, and therefore would
due for the 22 countries that had reached decision be expected to receive large amounts of aid. When
points by the end of December 2000 will decline to one controls for the severity of poverty among the
$2.1 billion a year (in current dollars) in 2000-05, HIPCs, it appears that no more than a few percent
or 25 percent less than the average in 1998-99. of the aid they receive reflects the association pri-
Debt service as a share of their fiscal revenue is marily with high indebtedness and hence could be
projected to decline to about 10 percent in 200 1-05, attributed to defensive lending.
or by an average of 14 percentage points from
1998 (figure 4.7). The budgetary impacts are sig-
nificant compared with past spending on health Figure 4.8 Cross-country correlations between various debt
and education. indicators for HIPCs (1990-98 average)

But as already noted, HIPCs have for years
been receiving large net transfers, on the order of
about 10 percent of GNP. Whether debt relief pro- 0 .8 3 Debtanddisbursements

vides resources that actually increase government
spending, relative to what it would have been with- 0 9 Debt service and disbursements

out the HIPC Initiative, depends on two factors.
It depends on whether debtor governments would -0.21 Arrears and disbursements

have serviced their debts without the program, and
whether the debt relief represents additional funds 3

that donors would not otherwise have provided.
There is some danger that the relief provided

under the program may not represent additional 0o30 disbursements

resources from donors. Debt forgiveness now ac-
counts for 20 percent of bilateral grants to HIPCs. 0.40 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 .00

Given donors' limited aid budgets, funds that go Souirce: World Bank staff calculations based on World Bank cGlobal Developnient

toward forgiveness of future debt service due may iinduce Couinrr Tables. various years.

be obtained by cutting other forms of aid. Also,
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However, Birdsall, Claessens, and Divwan considerationls reinforce the iniportance of deepeni-
(2000) argue that reducing the debt oxved by HIPC's ing reforms to achieve sustainiable growth.
to the multilaterals should enable the latter to in-
crease the attention they pay to recipients' policy Tyinig debt relief to poverty reduction anid
performance in deciding future lending. The result growth) enbancement
may be both a strengthening of policy content in The HIPC Initiative's integral linlk to policy reforim
the dialogue , With the HIPCs and a reallocatioll of and poverty reductionr strategies offers the best
funds to countr-ies with better policy performance. hope for sustainiable debt relief. Better policies

Thyc irisks to the initiative. Wthethier the Hl'C should help attract prn ate inovestmient and make
Initiative leads to sustainable levels of debt will de- these economies less vulnierable to exterinal shocks.
pend on whether the policies the HIPCs adopt sup- The increased emphasis in PRSPs oni policy on
port adequate growth in exports and government ership by counitries receivinIg debt relief puts the
revenue. For the 12 countries that reached deci- HIPC Initiative at the leadinlg edge of nxew ap-
sion points before December 200)0, debt relief is proaches to aid deliverv anid effectivenless. This
based on forecasted groxvth in export volumes of 7 emphasis is cr-ucial to the success of the initiative.
percent per vear over the next decade; to put this Countries seek-inig assistance tinder the initia-
in perspective, these countries' exports increased tive are required to have a poverty reduction strat-
bv 4.3 percent per y'ear in the I 990s. In 8 of the 12 egy in place at the decision point, and to have
countries, export grow th is forecast to exceed its made demonstrable progress in its implemietation
performance in the 19 9 0s by 2 percentage points by the completion point.' The PRSPs, prepared
per year or more. There are significant risks, espe- by country authorities wvith broad participation
cially in light of the HIPCs' dependence on pri- by civil society, are a vehicle for developing such
mary commodities, which makes them vulnerable strategies. Thev translate the priniciples in the
to exogenous terms-of-trade shocks or unfavor World Bank's CEDF into practical plans for action.
able weather conditions. For example, the U.S. They are intenided to strengtheni counitry owvner-
Genieral Accounting Office (2000) examined xvhat ship of poverty redLction1 strategies; to broadent
would happen if Tanzania's exports increased by 2 the representationi of civil society-particularly the
percenitage points per year less than assumed in the poor-in the design of such strategies; to improve
debt sustainabilitv analysis (DSA) and the loss of coordinationi amonig development partners and re-
export revenue was offset by nevN7 loans. LUnder duce overlapping conditionality; anid to focus the
those assumptions, at the end of the forecast pe- analytical, advisors, andt finanicial resouL-ces of the
riod Tanzania's stock of debt xvould be double the international communlity on achieving results.
level projected in the debt sustainabilitv analysis. The association betxxeeii PRSPs and HIPC
and its ratio of debt to exports would rise to 358 debt relief has considerablv raised the profile of
percent. Thus a combination of nexv borroxving the PRSP initiative and encouraged its rapid adop-
and lower than expected growth could aggravate tion. Bv the end of 2000, three countries had comii-
the debt repayment capacity. pieted PRSPs, anid 23 more had prepared interimil

Recent developments in commoditv markets versions. Some couintries not eligible for HIPC debt
provide a second example of mraroeconormic vul- relief, such as Taiikistan, and others nor interested
nerabilitv. Prices of key non-oil commodity exports in pursuing it, such as GChana, have also prepared
have fallen, in some cases to the lowest levels in a PRSPs (World Bank 2000c J.
generation, xvhile oil prices have surged. The result The HIPC Initiative combilied xvith the PRSP
has been a sharp deteriorationi in most HIPCs' process emhodies some features of the coinmoni
terms of trade. The impact of these price changes pool approach discussed above. Both combine
on the HIPCs' incomes over the period 1999-2001 budgetary support wvith certificationi of good pol-
is projected at about $2 billion, or 2 percenit of icy. If this approa.h succeds, it xvill create enor-
their GDP annually. mous dixidends for the entire recipient and donor

Some HIPCs have a historx of repeated aceu- commnunity by setting a imlodel that others canl cielm

mulation of unsustainable debt because of both late. Hoxvever, thel iJ, ii, , are not trivial. LUsing
bad luck and weak policies (Easterly 2000). These the promise of aid to achieve policy reform has
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never been easy. In the HIPCs the challenge is even on a policy framework, aid to these countries
greater given that, for many countries, the starting could be stepped up. This could then lead up to
point is a relatively weak policy environment. more fully fledged programmatic assistance.

Killick (2000), while noting the benefits of Second, as many have recently argued, more
PRSPs, also highlights the risks. Success depends on aid could be used to finance certain types of inter-
genuine ownership by the countries receiving aid, national public goods that are important for
but if donors impose excessive conditionality, that poverty reduction, such as vaccines for infectious
ownership may be eroded. And although the em- diseases. Given the importance of this topic, the
phasis on poverty reduction is appropriate, a dis- next chapter is devoted to the principles and ap-
proportionate focus on social programs could di- proaches that could be used to that end.
vert attention from improving the business climate
for investors. Moreover, the preparation of PRSPs Notes
may prove too demanding and complex (Killick 1. These goals, reflecting wide consensus in the de-
2000; United Nations Conference on Trade and velopment community, were set out by the Development As-
Development 2000; U.S. General Accounting Of- sistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-
fice 2000). The steps in the PRSP preparation in- operation and Development (OECD). They include reducing
clude collecting data (possibly including a house- by half the proportion of the world's population living in ex-

treme povertv by 2015 as well as other social and environ-
hold survey); identifying various stakeholders and mental goals (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
arranging for their effective participation; determin- Development 1996). These and other goals were also en-

ing the nature and causes of poverty and preparing dorsed by and recommended to the Millennium Summit for

and costing strategies to deal with them; and con- implementation (see Annan 2000).
sulting with donors and civil society. In general, the 2. The poorest countries are identified here as those el-

cause of pvertvare cmptexand wde-raging, igible for borrowing only oin concessional terms from thecauses of poverty are complex and wvide-ranging, World Bank, through its affiliate the International Develop-

and therefore the impacts of various poverty reduc- ment Association.

tion strategies are uncertain. These are serious con- 3. The terms aid, concessional resources, and -"... 1
cerns-but they also point the way forward. deielopmient assistance are synonymous for purposes of the

discussion in this chapter.
4. Programmatic lending is a tod for achieving donor

coordination, but individual donors can adopt this ap-
More aid and more effective aid proach unilaterally, without waiting for othcrs to also par-

A s noted at the outset, the recent upturn in aid ticipatc in this form of assistance.
.5. To avoid delaying debt relief, countries can submit

LI. disbursements reflects temporary factors, an interim Poverty Redictrion Strategy Paper at the dcision

Hence the prognosis for increased aid remains point
uncertain unless an increasing number of donors
make renewed commitments to raise aid flows.
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Effective Use of Development Finance

for International Public Goods

S ONIE OF THE MOST PRESSING DEVELOPMENT occupation of today's leading nations with domes-
goals can only be pursued across national bor- tic policy objectives, now that the end of the Cold
ders. Examples include controlling disease, War has reduced geopolitical concerns, means that

limiting climate change, containing financial insta- some other course must be pursued.
bility, and safeguarding global peace. Action to pro- With demand for international public goods
vide such inzternzaitional puiblic goods-and prevent strong and rising, and supply not following auto-
the corresponding "'bads"-can convey shared ben- maticallv, international financial institutions and
efits beyond national boundaries. The results can other official donors have been called on to step up
be huge developmental gains. By contrast, inaction their role (Kaul, Grunberg, and Stern 1999; Kan-
can allow the global spread of disease, financial cri- bur, Sandler, with Morrison 1999; International
sis, and environmental damage. International pub- Financial Institutions Advisory Commission 2000;
lic goods are thus key to a world vision of shared Sachs 2000a, 2000b; Summers 2000). The tradi-
opportunity and global stability, tional system of official development assistance,

The demand for international public goods has however, is largely built around assistance to coun-
grown apace with globalization. But the supply tries individually. The financing of international
remains restricted because governments, busi- public goods has therefore tended to occur on an
nesses, and households, acting in isolation, typi- ad hoc basis, often in response to highly visible
cally do not take into consideration the benefits emergencies, such as the search for remedies for ac-
their actions bestow or the costs they impose on quired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and
others. Further complicating matters, people in dif- the reform of the international financial architec-
ferent countries may value thesc shared benefits ture. A more structured system for financing and
and costs differently. This makes it hard to put in governance of these goods is needed.
place coordinating mechanisms, based on market This chapter undertakes an inventory-the
prices or otherwise, to pay for those benefits or re- first comprehensive one of its kind-of interna-
coup those costs. As a consequence, public goods tional resource transfers for international public
are undersupplied, sometimes severely, goods. It finds that, for all developing countries,

A supranational governiment backed by the transfcrs of the order of $5 billion a year finance
power to tax could remedy this mismatch of de- programs that generate multicountry benefits in
mand and supply. But because no such enitity ex- the areas of health, environment, knowledge cre-
ists, the commitment of public and private re- ation and dissemination, and safeguarding peace.
sources to internationial public goods requires the In addition, official finance also funds national ca-
coordination of efforts across national borders. pacity and infrastructure in the amount of about
This process can be slow and hard to enforce. An- $11 billion a year-such funding facilitates the ab-
other possibility is for one or a few leading na- sorption of international public goods. Over the
tions, motivated by their own self-interest but also past three decades, with active support from pri-
by broader global objectives, to provide these pub- vate charitable foundations, donors have chan-
lic goods for all (Kindleberger 1986). But the pre- neled more resources to the provision of in-
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ternational public goods, even recently in the face The chapter concludes by discussing the impli-
of declining aid budgets. But those resources must cations of these new challeniges for the official fi-
work not only to achieve their immediate objectives- nancial community, which, through a pragmatic
they must also leverage other resources to meet and flexible approach to coalition building, will
growing requirements in the pursuit of a sustain- need to adapt to a world of manv actors and deci-
able and inclusive globalization. sion points. The growing demand for international

The efficient provision of international public public goods provides, in principle, the opportu-
goods requires adherence to all the principles of aid nity to make a case for additional aid resources,
effectiveness discussed in chapter 4 and, in particu- but channeled, possibly, in new ways. Interna-
lar, requires the design and implementation of high tional financial institutions will sometimes be in
quality projects and programs. But there are addi- the role of convenors, bringing stakeholders to-
tional challenges. This chapter discusses the poten- gether to decide on appropriate action; at other
tial for and the limits of a three-pronged approach: times they will defer to those with greater exper-

tise and legitimacy.
* Intcgrating coztntry-balsed finance wvitb globcal

an2d regional programns. The significant poten-
tial contribution of international public goods
to the fight against poverty will onlv be Integrating country-based finance and
achieved when their supply is coordinated global and regional programs
with national development efforts. The pro- he provision of international public goods
vision of international public goods is not T calls for policies and finance at various juris-
enough; also needed is the supportive infra- dictional levels ranging from the local to the
structure that enables poor countries to ab- global. Here an important distinction is that bc-
sorb and use those goods effectively. tween core and complementary activities. Core ac-

* Leveraging public resources with additional tivities aim to produce international public goods.
private money. The large resource require- These activities include global and regional pro-
ments can only be met by leveraging scarce of- grams undertaken with a transnational interest in
ficial and philanthropic funds with additional mind, as well as activities that are focused in one
private resources. In particular, official funds country but whose benefits spill over to others. fx-
should be used strategically to mobilize or amples of multicountry programs are international
,,pull in" private finance for activities that offer agricultural research, efforts to create incentives to
the eventual prospect of a commercially run achieve breakthroughs in mcdical technologyx and
business: examples are developing and distrib- negotiations to develop rules and standards such as
uting new drugs and vaccines, bridging the gap the bank solvency proposals advanced in carlv
in information technology between rich and 2001 by the Basle Committee of Financial Regula-
poor (the "digital divide"), and increasing agri- tors. An example of country-focused activities is an
cultural productivity in developing countries. effective epidemiological policy to combat a dis-

* Improving framneiworks for responsible action. ease in one country that also reduces neighboring
But leverage in the narrow sense of mobilizing countries' exposure to that disease.
resources and attracting private sector fund- Complementary activities, in turn, prepare
ing is not enough. Most international public countries to contsumle the international public
goods-including those aimed at preserving goods that core activities make available-while
the global environment and maintaining inter- at the same time creating valuable nationial public
national financial stability-depend for their goods. Traditional country-based financial flows
provision on the actions of a multitude of to support domestic policy and institutional re-
individuals, businesses, and governments. A form and investment in infrastructure are primar-
more sustainable and cost-effective approach ily motivated by the benefits expected withiin the
involves aligning the incentives of countries country. But these flowvs and the natiolial public
and their citizens with the global public inter- goods thev help create mav also enhance the couni-
est through the appropriate use of standards, try's ability to absorb the benefits of international
treaties, and regulatory mechanisms. public goods. For example, international agricul-
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tural research goods cannot be effectively used in oping countries: eradicating contagious diseases,
the absence of adequate domestic agricultural ser- creating and disseminating knowledge, protect-
vices and incentives. Thus core and complemen- ing the environment, safeguarding peace, and
tary activities interact in the production and con- maintaining financial stability (box 5.1). While
sumption of international public goods. For best many of these endeavors require substantial in-
results, they must go hand in hand. vestments, some, such as preventing financial cri-

This section provides an inventory of interna- ses, depend largely on establishing the right incen-
tional resource transfers for pro-poor core and tives and coordination of actions.
complementary activities. The exact demarcation International resource transfers for core activi-
of activities that fall into these categories is not ties amount to about $5 billion a year (table 5.1).
easy to establish and, indeed, the extent to which a Sources with a global or regional mandate-private
good has "public" characteristics remains fuzzy.' charitable foundations and official donors channel-
This chapter focuses on public goods most likely ing resources through trust funds-provide $3 bil-
to yield high payoffs in poverty reduction in devel- lion, typically as grants. In addition, as documented

Box 5.1 International public goods for poverty reduction
I nterniurimnli publIC g'u-t' Lid iuld i Idd a high pavotf in ErLmironrnient. Man tropical developing couniries

trnis -,t p, criv reduicuon i\orld Bank 200'Ja3. W'here with a lsrge number of poor are more vulnerable tLo pro-
irnplcmcrittd tct,i,l elk thuLr rtaih caan extend bevond iected climate change than are countries in the temperate
nfl,i; niionl.il hl'rderv to lower the incidcrice of disease zones. Global warming--which requires global contin-

Ike p_or pr br,oaden iheir range of economic oppor- ment efforts-is likely Lo adversely affect food production
[Unt[ic thriLiugh ksi'tr a-c> to ad'.ranics in kno%' ledge, in the tropics and m3y inicrease the range of tropical con-
nid rcdu.e [their ulIncrabilir, to en' ironment.il damage, tagious diseases. Action at the global level needs to com-
iolcnc rilrlict. and tinancial intabilitv. In each case, plement national policies and programs. Local efforts are

h ceir ctiun it thc glhbal Iricl musr he coupird wirth needed, especially Ln low-lying dcieloping counrries, such
iim erltJrnc-r'. national ptilicie, and programi. as Bangladesh, which are hkely to be attected dispropor-

H .rlt'. Intecric.us diseises se' erelv disrupt econornic tionnaelN bv a possible rise in sea levels 3nd lack the re-
lid a.d xIceLrbaic rpu crtv in man. de.vel,ping countries. soairces and trinasrructire to cope with the resulting tloods.
The%e di-.easei kill man11 .dults in thcir mnre producntive Peace. Violent contlict triggers insrahilin and srocial
it its. and rihe dhi5 lle 'con i,t taililies reduc:es inmestment in dislocation, hampering growth and undoing progress
,hild E.%cl Xpmtlrr I wcn vhen disca,c d es n( r kL11 or in the reduction oi poverty. As the exerience of Africa
tl-t arcn [tokill, it then redute% ec'inomic acti'.irx' well be- demOnstrates, civil var and domestic unrest can easily

i t^ ,itci.il. Nlaria fore mple. continues to i- ,spre3d. destabilizing whole regions. Thus, successful etforts
1. .%% It h pc"ttri hrugh lost iorkdarilps aemoing emplomees at maintaining peace, through emergency assistance and

p"il'-ed 1 I[h thc lvevc l31rla31s ISan x.lplereconstruction activities, can in time be expected to vield
INtL ed h '.r .hitha t dimst~ M%a lrian -de oprvris an eample development ci.n idends as, well. However. fungible aid must

ihr n-lihdl nt; rLati', elialch deip,ern can not be allowed to increase recipient guvernments bud-
plciuc it d mnie'ic nil H~health d~ i'. er'. iNtergetarv leeway to srep up offensive military expendinire.

h ,'- l' .rt'e. Nludern imtiarmation and commun,ca- FFiran.-tal stjbility. Boom-and-bust economic cycles
rl ni[Ch!l,l,gshlive wcnk1 enhancedl rhe po tenrmlS tor- Idri'iistecn'.'~ge; avegicatl enancd te ptenialtor prevent countries troM coosoOlidaEiiig progress in po'.ert%

,'½ -pinI_ 't-ie ti ta'N - 3p ILt. Ithu glohil knowledge reduction, becaure it i the ptiorest who are most vulner-
t.)-J. I. [he-c lt.Lhmuic'w an hlcip bring pe-ple iut of i5- able to these swings (W-orld Bank 20iOllal. The global bene-

lt' ad inilpro 'e i.ie> to ,er'.ices and resource,s. em- fits of the inrernanonal financial 3rchirecrure needs to he
p icrir-n [tllrii ind c'. andlint thcir ci'no'i tk oppcrtuni- complemented by strengthening d'inestic tinancial systems
[tit E. I 'dcr-n cl;-b[c' h noloa' has im proved plant .rieties isee discussion larer in this chaprer and also the concluding

-id the -ln-tiL p. 'ntial 'it Ii hc%roLk. allowing nILre flexi- section ot chapter 3. Creation of such international public
lk ar p ni*ii lgrticiiit aInd bim,ring prt .ductit'irv. This goods as rule, and standards to safeguard financial stabil-

mt 1;i.CIac 'lrte thc reducti n ot rural Pv"erry WXrorld Hank irv does not cost much moneN. It is intensLie in negoia -
ii .ll, kIni'.da. II' it'. c;;r. ' .a Jpubhic g" id only so ricns, not capital. Such policies may thLit ha'.e an even

1 *n 1 ![ lcci~ ihlcto all. Acce>s is. in thi hr,r place. higher financial paynft in rerms itof poverry redusction thIn
i wicrioin 4t educaution but can al%o be pomotred by rele- investment-intensi'e public goods such as those related to
'1minun1icati`o1iis cinn it' alrnd literniet pplicanrmns. knowledge. health, and the environment.
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Table 5.1 Sources of funding for core and complementary activities related to international public goods
annual averages, 1994-98, billions of U.S. dl,Ilars)

Glub-al anJ rc-egr.al hn- a ** . h. i lr. ,r F
Purpose of fun. F.andanrans ra,shinds ,T,,,t.l N .I,,,..r.i Tol

Core activttit I - : [
Comiiplement ' . ,

Total i I - j Ifl

Negligible or not applicable.
Source; The Founidation CenIter 1997, 2001) and 'World Bank staff estimates using data from the OECD DAC, anmong others. See anilex S.1
for more details.

below, country-based concessional aid flows (grants of public goods funding in official development as-
and loans with a grant component of more than 25 sistance has been on the rise, the continuing need
percent) finance transfers in the amount of $2 bil- to meet complementary expenditures will require
lion for those national public goods that also have an expanding aid envelope.
cross-border implications.

A further $1 1 billion a year is spent on com- The funding of global programs
plementarv activities that fund domestic mecha- Private charitable foundations and official donors
nisms and infrastructure that allow countries to are the main sources of international resource trans-
absorb the benefits of international public goods. fers for global and regional programs. Other no-
Thus, for example, funding is needed to build do- table sources are allocations of net income bv multi-
mestic public health infrastructure so that coun- lateral development banks and program spending
tries can benefit from international public goods by U.N. agencies. Whereas some private founda-
such as drugs and vaccines to control infectious tions have a long historv in providing international
diseases. Environmental education, training, and ad- public goods, donor countries have recently stepped
ministrative capacity at the local level are needed up support of trust funds to channel resources to-
to complement international agreements to reduce ward these same objectives. The roles of founda-
pollution. These complementary activities are tions and trust funds canl be summarized as follows:
funded in part by concessional funds ($8 billion)
and in part by nonconcessional lending from mul- * Foundations-sometimes referred to as ven-
tilateral financial institutions ($3 billion). ture capitalists for society's risky endeavors

The level of funding achieved for international (Letts, Ryan, and Grossman I 997)-deal best
public goods and supporting activities ($16 billion) with tasks that have the greatest global reach
is significant in comparison with aid flows: aid and the most uncertain payoffs in a distant fu-
flows net of technical grants are just over $40 bil- ture. They are thus most actively involved in
lion (around $55 billion when technical grants are generating and diffusing knowledge. Their ac-
included), as reported in chapter 4.' No attempt is tivities, once they have borne fruit, are then
made here to calculate global requirements for in- taken over by the official community for wide-
ternational public goods, because such estimates spread deployment.
are still surrounded by considerable uncertaintv.y * Official truist fuindls are a mechanism donors
Although global funding (for example, from foun- use to go beyond their traditional country-
dations) may increase in coming years, it will surelv based activities. They add to the venture capi-
remain small in relation to the need. The deploy- tal activity of the foundations. But they also
ment of these resources must therefore be judged act as the financing vehicles for global agree-
not only by whether they achieve their immediate ments, most importantly on the environment.
objectives-they must also meet the higher stan- Although global in intent, the financing is
dard of leveraging additional funds to meet the often directed to discrete, shorter-term country
much larger requirements in the pursuit of sustain- projects, such as improving energy efficiency.
able globalization.

The likely course of country-based assistance In addition, multilateral agencies have the ability,
is of equally serious concern. Although the share albeit currently limited, to engage directly in mul-
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ticountry programs. Although this ability has not risky projects (box 5.2). Like business investors,
been exercised to any significant extent in the past venture philanthropies seek maximum returns, but
(and hence is not reflected in table 5.1), a shift to they measure those returns in terms of social im-
greater flexibility in this regard mav generate fur- pact rather than profits. Their advantage arises
ther resources for regional initiatives. from their mandate and demonstrated willingness

Fouindations and private philanthropy. Moti- to invest early in unproven technologies with po-
vated by the search for solutions to global prob- tentially widespread benefits.
lems, international grantmaking by foundations A tacit division of labor between foundations
has been on the upswing (Carson 1997). Annual and the public sector has therefore emerged. Foun-
foundation giving for international programs that dations stress research and development. Their suc-
generate cross-border benefits or support comple- cessful ideas are then embraced by governments
mentary activities is now at least $1 billion, having and handed over to public agencies for their wide-
grown at roughly 8 percent a year in the 1990s spread implementation (Letts, Ryan, and Gross-
(The Foundation Center 2001).4 A decade ago, in- man 1997). This is illustrated by the early develop-
ternational grants of private foundations, at about ment of "green revolution" technologies, pioneered
$400 million, amounted to less than 1 percent of by the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations and later
official development assistance. Today they are supported by official and private funding. Building
about 2 percent of official development assistance on the foundations' xvork in agriculture from the
and about 20 percent of international resource 1940s to the 1960s in Mexico and elsewhere, the
transfers on public goods (table 5.1). With continu- system of agricultural research centers known as
ing prospects for growth, foundations are likely to the Consultative Group for International Agricul-
increase their share and influence as providers of tural Research (CGIAR) was established in 1973.
international public goods. 5 In recent years, foundations have been playing a

Foundations are critical players in the gener- similarly catalytic role in developing vaccines
ation and diffusion of knowledge, but they also against infectious diseases. The International AIDS
contribute to peacemaking, public health, the envi- Vaccine Initiative-a global, nonprofit organiza-
ronment, agriculture, and other priorities. Uncon- tion created by the Rockefeller Foundation in
strained by national boundaries, they see them- 1996-is working to speed the development and
selves as catalysts for change, helping to kickstart distribution of preventive AIDS vaccines.

Box 5.2 Foundations and the provision of
initernational public goods
U ntil rhe end or World \\ar 11. pri ate toundarions pledged substantial resources ro eradicating polio, im-

U were the murnr independent source ot tundis tor munizing children. and purting compurers in schools.
medical -e.arch. The Rocketeller Foundation. established It has committed 5-5(1 nilllion to rhe Global Alliance for
in 1913, sponsorcd schools ot medicine and public healrh Vaccines and Immunization. Ir has also granted $25 mil-
worldwidc. cMablishing the concept of institurional sup- lion to the lnrernanonal AIDS \ accine Iniriarive and set up
port for xesearch :nd medical education iCueto 1994). TO a SFS million M\lalaria V'accine Initiative.
fight yell.%% fcver. tor ex.irmple. [he foundation sent scien- Pritate corporations also make charitable contribu-
tists lriou Lhour Atrica .rid Ltirn America to conduct tions directly rather than through foundations. The Merck
research a.Jd ic.r neic% appr,lache. and after rhrer years its Corporation, for example, don3ted supplies of its drug
New York I. ibor3r.-ries decelopcd the first %ellov fcver L%erniectin to the River Blindness control program in
vaccine. Africa. The Novarris Foundation is plaving a key role in

Tradai[ n ii t uridl rdatn cndlv; merits from che Old the Global Alliance tor Leprosv Ehmniiatinn. Other
Econom. xr: r t... hric cinipleire,n red hrf,'e ot European foundations arc leadtrs inl cooperative endeavors
the New F.- run',. BLisic' mai and phdlanthr.pisr Ted denced ro environlmenrtal upgrading, the promotion of
Turner d. reid h! , lr n r,; sdpporr I i.N. ertt rrt in scitncc and techrioIlg n the prtseratnon otf '%ordd cul-
global issucv. I h Bi ll anrid %ihlndi (,atc' Foundation his tLiral heritage sutr.
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The infusion of money to certain \> Econ- Health Organization's pivotal global activities as
omV` foundations (box 5.2) and the growth in the well as those of other U.N. agencies. Among mul-
number of private grantmakers in the United States, tilateral institutions, the World Bank manages the
Europe. and Japan have recently raised the profile largest trust fund portfolio, with $1.3 billion in
of foundations and private philanthropy in the fi- cash contributions in 2000, about $700 million of
nancinig of global public goods The Foundation which is targeted to global and regional programs
Center 1997, '001). U.S. tax laws have long fa- (see tables 5A.1 and 5A.2 in the annex).6 Other in-
vored charitable giving by allowing such contri- ternational organizations administer donor contri-
butions to be deducted from taxable income. The butions worth another $200 million for global and
1986 reform of the federal tax code greatly in- regional activities (table 5A.1).
creased the incentive of wealthy individuals to con- Environmental programs dominate spending
tribute to charity in lieu of paying an effective from the trust funds administered by the World
wxealth tax of 60 percent or more (Schervish 2000). Bank; smaller amounts go to programs in public
A significanlt share of this growing source of funds health, knowledge creation, financial stability, and
is expected to go to international programs, just other areas (table 5A.2). The Global Environment
as international corporate philanthropy increased Facility, the largest of these funds, is guided by in-
wvhen American, European, and Japanese corpora- ternational treaties and conventions. Its portfolio
tions moved abroad (Smith 1994). is concentrated on efforts to reduce ozone deple-

Traditionally, Europe has lagged behind the tion, minimize climate change, preserve biodiver-
United States in business philanthropy. One reason sity, and prevent the degradation of international
is thar the European welfare state is more estab- waters (box 5.3).
(ished, addressing needs that are sometimes taken The World Bank's Development Grant Facility
up by private initiative in the United States. For (DGF) is an additional important resource for
this reason also, tax incentives in Europe are less global programs, combining donor funds with a
favorable toward giving than in the United States. contribution from the Bank's administrative bud-
Moreover, traditionally, corporate giving has not get. The DGF facilitates about $1.1 billion a year
been regarded in Europe as enhancing a company's for international public goods.' When this figure is
reputation and thus its competitiveness. This may added to the $900 million from single-donor and
be changing, however. The European Commission multipartner trust funds, the annual total chan-
now encourages businesses to form social partner- neled through official trust funds comes to about
ships, and the U.K. government is implementing $2 billion, as indicated in table 5. 1.
tax reforms to encourage donations. Annual ex- Established in 1997 to put all global programs
penditures of the 143 foundations and corporate receiving World Bank grant funding under a single
funders that are members of the European Founda- management umbrella, the DGF promotes 50 part-
tion Centre increased 43 percent. to E4.8 billion, nerships that address transnational development
betwveeni 1998 and 1999 (European Foundation challenges not adequately supported through
Centre 2000). International giving by Japanese country lending operations (World Bank 2000b).
foundations and corporate donors is similarly on The DGF makes its biggest contribution to the
the rise (Yamamoto 1997). CGIAR, providing $50 million of that organiza-

Tirust fiends. Official trust funds are a signifi- tion's budget of about $350 million in 2000. Other
canit instrument for global and regional programs, projects funded by the DGF include the Global
contributing about $2 billion a year-the equiva- Water Partnership, the River Blindness Control
lent of about 4 percent of official development as- program in Africa, the International AIDS Vaccine
sistance-to these activities. Operating primarily Initiative, the Roll Back Malaria program, the
through grants, these funds are a critical and Consultative Group to Assist the Poorest (a micro-
growing source of support for a broad range of credit program), and the Global Corporate Gover-
programs with a transnational reach. But a special nance Forum.
focus has been environmental preservation.

Intcrnational agencies administer numerous Official finance for regional public goods
single-donior and multipartner trust funds. For ex- Many environmental, natural resource manage-
ample, trust funds support many of the World ment, riparian, and health issues are regional in na-
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Box 5.3 The Global Environment Facility:
objectives and new challenges
S ct Lip as a pilot program in 19,1 with a commitment and social needs such as reduced air poUution and localS trn.rm dnor% of $1 billion. the Global Environment job creation. Local benefits are the unmediare driving force
Facility- iGEFI hav since had two replenishments: the first, behind GEF projects.
in 1904. d3ded £ hillion, and the second, in 1998. added Promotng m2arket outcomies. Mlany GEF projects are
a turthcr S2.6 billion. Bur w%ilh the financial implications premised on marker-oriented outcomes in cooperation
. ut en% ironmental preseriacton so large, the GEF's role re- with both private and governmental parmers. In collabora-
ma3ns 13rgelx ctal tic. tion with the International Finance Corporation (an affil-

F:z.1,1rci'r1 1'.i cemeiuta71 cosr. The GEF is a source of iane of the World Bank Group), rhe GEF provides funding
incremental tinancing and risk taking, and thus GEF in the form of subordinated debt, which is used to leverage
rcNourLc% ivpicall. mobilize substantial additional funds. outside funds to support renewable energy enterprises on
Although the facldic) pa3; most or all of the costs for smaH commercial terms.
technical assistance prctlects, its resources often leverage Shifting from project to progrannmatic tundinig. The
tour .r f%e tmrn .iv much in local iniesrmenr and extemal GEFs focus on specific projects has not always yielded rhe
contributions. GEF funding Ls pros ided in the form of desired results, either because of institutional shortcomings
guarantees and concessional loans a' wvell as grants. or because projects have not always been embedded in a

Puzrsu:u1g gsI'baI-locall lirzkages. Although the environ- broader national strategy for environmental protection.
inent.il hcnetits the GEF pursues are global in scope. Building institutional capacit) and strengthening national
GEF tunding iii ak s supports sustainable development ar strategies for preservation are likely to receive more atten-
the 1cal kc.clI hby 3ddressing econcmic, environmental, non in the furure (Global Enviromment Facility 2000).

ture and difficult to address through uncoordi- experience of international agencies with regional
nated efforts in individual countries that invite free projects to date deserves to be studied for lessons
riding. Regional approaches can spawn efficiency on development diplomacy, the nature of coopera-
gains in fields as diverse as transport, electric tive solutions found, and the design of financing
power, telecommunications, law enforcement, and modalities (see box 5.4).
the regulation of financial markets. The regional Two recurring problems in the financing of re-
and subregional harmonization of policy can help gional projects are obtaining sufficient grant fund-
small countries overcome their size disadvantage, ing for shared project components and technical as-
which often deters investment. Regional institu- sistance, and determining the appropriate lending
tions and initiatives have a role to play in recasting arrangement. Multilateral financial institutions can-
the international financial agenda and supplying not easily use their basic financial instrument, a
services for preventing and managing financial government-guaranteed loan, because it is difficult
crises (Ocampo forthcoming). to work out which countries should pay which pro-

Yet regional public goods have so far had only portion of the costs of borrowing. In the World
limited success in attracting international assistance Bank's very limited portfolio of regional loans going
(Cook and Sachs 1999). One reason is the difficulty back to the 1960s, three modalities have been used,
in securing neighboring countries' cooperation. An- each with its own advantages and disadvantages:
other is that most international assistance agencies loans to multinational entities such as subregional
are organized according to country relationships. development banks and special-purpose companies
They lack the instruments, tradition, and incentives created for the project; individual coordinated loans
for regional cooperation. Finally, some financial in- to participating sovereign borrowers (arguably the
stitutions are constrained by the requirement to ob- most successful arrangement); and single-country
tain sovereign guarantees for their loans. loans with a regional objective, sometimes secured

Clearly, the potential merits of more active by special guarantee arrangements such as a sover-
and open regionalism warrant action to overcome eign guarantee by a nonborrowing project benefi-
these difficulties. Limited though it may be, the ciary (Ferroni and Hassberger 2000).
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Box 5.4 The Inter-American Development Bank and
regional public goods
Jhe Inter-American D1 cI 'pmuni BKink uMI)Bi ha, loIng and Caribbean region iii decisionniaking fortin% where
T been active in both grari IinLded rc4iomnal initiatve.s intcrnraional apricultural rescarch is being planned and

such as regional technical cuoperiiri'n and. to a les'er es- financed.
tent, regional lending. Tx' b .\jmrpleN iii its sutcessf1l in- [he SIIiPAC Sistema de lniercone,ki6n El&crrica Para
volvement are Fontagro aind S Il'Ak. Anierical Centralt project seeks to foster the creation oif an

Fontagro is a regioral Lb bn'irtium designed to pro- integrated regional marlket for electricirs in Central Arner-
mote agricultural research -, relkx ance to Latin America hca. It -ppoirr' the etrahlikhmenr of legil, in'nrutional. and
and the Caribbean. It is ti.iirLcd principally t an en technical mechanirsms, sctting rhe srage fcJr privately oper-
dowment fund provided h: itr rcy''nil mimbilber coun- ated poWer gcnerariun 3nd undertaking nicce,saty invest-
tries and institutions. Thb lDii suppo,rts the consorriums ryienrs to upgrade rhe infrastruciture totr thc distriburion ot
secretariat and facilitates CountrIeln intribLitiols to power itransmrniion line. iubstations, 3nd a regional
Fontagro through IDB Icbjn%. Foniint ro seceks EtL chanincl a center fur the coordtn.tion of trrniacri,nsi. The project
continuous flow of resotr,s tbro regib inal etribultural re- consists o a technical cooperarion compnnenrt and an in-
search, accelerate applied rcn ir,h at the nat iLonal lce'el by vestment program. lts financng, including an IDB loan
supplying technologies o0 a publiL eoi,d natikre and cros'- or SI 1 niillion approved in 1U-, ts exitnded to to re-
country relevance, and pritrne. r. narnb.ial, regional, and gional protect entities, the Council for the Electrificarion ot
global cooperation in resc-iri.h Fontignri is. akl intcnded C-entral America and the oLwIer Of the intcrconncLted grid,
to strengthen the ;piecntatibbn bit the Lin Anrierican Fmpresa Propietaria de Ia Red, S.A.

Couintrv-based official assistance torc, wlhereas that for administration, trainin,g aLid
Country-focused official assistance supports devel- educationi, and1 othier aspects is categorized as
opment spending in poor countries that gener- complemrentary. Expenditures (such as helping
ates both local and cross-border benefits and refugees, landmine clcaranicc, andcl demobilization)
enhances the countries' capacities to absorh in- are "core" cxpenditures that convey cross-border
ternational public goods. This assistance may be benefits by preventing the cruption of conflicts or
concessional (grants and concessional loans) or the relapse of hostilities. Civilian cxpenditures that
nonconcessional. improve judicial and legal systems, accouontabilitv,

Coneessional assistance. Core and comple- and enforcement of huLiman rights, also tame the
mentarv concessional expenditure on international risks of civil wvars and thus play a comipiclcintary
public goods has grown steadilv as a share of offi- role in safeguardinig peace and security (box s51.

cial development assistance (figure 5. 1). This assis- In the second half of the 1 990s. coreces-
tance supports a wide range of expenditures, cer- sional spendiig was about S2 billion a ycar. As a
tain designated categories of xvhich have been fractioni of total official developimieint assistance it
identified as contributing to the provision of pub- rose from about 1.5 percent in the I 970s to 4 pcr-
lic goods (see annex 5. 1 for methodological anno- cent in the late 199))s (figure 5. 1). In 1999 coI-e
tations and data sources). To illustrate, expendi- spending was nearly 8 percenit of official develop-
tures on contagious disease control fall into the ment assistance, reflecting mainly increased expen-
core category, since they convey some cross-border diture for peacekeepinig operations (figures 5.1 and
benefits. Complementary expenditures benefiting figure 5.2a). Funding for health, the environment,
health include spending to purchase drugs and and peacekeeping has groxvn significantlyt xvhile
vaccines, train personnel, and upgrade basic health that for knoxvledge generation and dissemination
infrastructure, including sanitation and safe xvater has stagnated.
supply. Similarly, in the area of the environment, A far morc significant part of official dc evlop-
financing for forestry, biodiversiry protection, re- ment assistance-estim.ated at ab out $8 billion a
search, development of alternative energy sources, year in the late I 9 9 0s-is chiaiincled to coiiiple-
and other categories is considered core expendi- mentary expenditure. This componicit rose trom
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about 7 percent of all official development assis-
tance in the I 970s to more than 15 percent in the Figure 5.1 A growing share of development assistance
late 1 990s. These expcnditures have heen quite allocated to international public goods
resilient in the face of declining aid flows since PercentageoftotalODA Billions of U S. dollars

the mid-1990s. They are particularly important in 16 50

the health domain, where the control of infectious 14 45

diseases requires significant supporting infrastruc- 12 40
ture. Sonle highlights (figures 5.2 and 5.3): -3

* (Lore and complementary aid allocated to 8 25

health has grown the fastest. Much of that 6 -*

growth has come in the form of complemen- 410

tary expenditures to improve w,ater, sanitation, 2

and waste management. Spending on family - 0
planning and reproductive health has also 1970s 1980s 1990 94 1995-98 1999

increased.
* Spenlding on environmental programs- K Core expenditure percentage of ODA

prominent in the use of official trust funds- Complementary expenditure percentage of ODA

has also grown rapidly through country-based U Totsal ao expenditure. bililons of U S doilars 2

aid, boosted mainly by stronger support for
biodiversity preservation and for upgrading sr,mircc: \Vorlrd iani.raff -riac-

environmental administration.
* Spending for reconstruCtion and postconflict

peacebuilding grcw in the late 1990s (hox * Spendinig on knowledge generationi and diffu-
5.5). It peaked in 1999, displacing part of sion, on the other hand, has bccn sltiggish,
concessional assistance allocated to health with complementary spending on cducational
(figure 5.2a). facilities and training severely curtailed.

Box 5.5 Safeguarding peace: the role of developmen-t
and relief assistanice
W|5,t, h.1i i> the r.l- I, .duad in mairnraining peaLC` And ;h,.b turesy. As recorded Lii flit. ial de% A ,pm:nr ntsistance stib-

W lic dlit rc,Ilcrelnt Lc'nir irce lor \^pcnditur:% on tics itiigurei 5._ anid i.3l, in the latce I'Hins, .. r expendl-
PI iJlC.ltaOii nire- t'lw pacae increraseJ tci an citimnted i,s) milhlon per

'\. litrL '..tl hi r.ii.igvc, aid h.i rolc tio pla yt ;rcar on average. almost ir mice as mucih aN In the earl-
the . d r.i.1- it ft ilct a11.l 1I p 'pnIcicr i\ W rIld KiSnk 199 LIs. and this figure edged uip cven turrhcr ui 19ii 9; coin-
2000t. I .L t 'din,. is chat ihL ha.i,cs oif a rlIpNt inrto plenientary spenidingi u aniu'LIlCdtod $it S pcr eVtv.'n a'. er-
confli. ric th lli, hc i ininedi ,archl; aldtr chc end on c ostil- taeIuet e estininmcN are liwxer thin .ctCltJ e%timated U.N
ities. A[ 'liclh [1ilt. lid cin rin.iicc tilt d-illOibili,atUnl Of . \perlditLire o-n pec.aekcpin. Flor example. in ftca31 2lTh.1tI

formre r mi ,n 'ba It, t' it r,m n" .11 r- minc, rthe Lu,tacnhble rhc cut (Jt Ithe I i oningul lm .N. peacekeeping opcrauonl

return .1111s rtiear,,Liri ii '4 rcttiig.c .1ind iniernalk! d,- %kf.rldd idt *.%s asstimated at berievcl $2.b hbilli ion and 
placedl Ir.. 'in a11d the re'rru! '-,t goL_.L.rnlbc Instita- billion. Th. diferencr hrincen the aid InJ I EN. %taiti,rls

tions i'. ippi'it tht. ru,le It In' .rild build a lusr andi opeil largely retlect, a difference in i.,,unring mclhondolog; Aid
societ. IUntitd NV[irun Dfl r ;. *pnner Pr' grainme (001.)) tlfj s tr iatrcuarding peice are nicasured on an tnct.'menr-

\\ I-L L-*flicr,tr erupt. J inor... rclic,t igenrlcc. and tal coist b3sis. This mt ol.ee an .lise%smrnt of the xctra Cost
other i'd [pir[nnr' 'nur. ne udlidLr Li N. IcadLirhip to nects..irv nu convert orTg'.nlI expenditures on ditcnre pro-
respon,d r, L. o, l,rt liini.ina n.m3an dij i%thillj nro1n vzramn.s int.' interti3ito'il opeirar1uun, for p7.1mLkeeping.
needs "ci.. lr ritci rlmnr .l,..u toor. suiairncial p.r3 through deplovrnerrt ot iniliti arnd ci%i ihn persi nnel .ac-
of the r J01 tL cc '. icl' t"L itcernariiti al ci-nn im runir' to cording rt) I IN.. .aurhorizatrin,. Qu11i l;is cos.t C,r and
peacehf .r lu ,Lv .Ir . rd i-. i .ir | ''I. ni - .i.ti'. tie e rc cc ,m N '. e rgitj r dernse sek ud i is i i. .im rc.d .i tIonipnrneiif
both It.nfl ituir,al pubhi. bl'ih - '..1ore e pendic.irer and of 3id. 13 c, 'irast, the L N. budget (in peacekevpclng o.per-
neces-. r. id *ir....ti.. rtarLi.c.turt 1i.o1iplcnierntri csxpetidi- ctin, rrconid% n.ral ongoing plus inl.renien[31r cot.i1.
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Figure 5.2a Rising support for the environment, health, and Figure 5.2b Stronger complementary expenditure on
peacekeeping: core plus complementary expenditures health and knowledge

Percentage of total ODA Complementary/core expenditure

25 - r- 14

UHealth 12 I9
20 X Ens rn 9

m Knowledge 10 _ _ 

15 - 0 Peace and security 8

10 6

4

2-

0 
1970s igEOs 1990-94 1995-98 1999 Health Knowledge Peace and Environment Overall

secu rity

Surci : W,r ildt BaJi1k staff -niniats. Slmirc: %X50rid Bank staff estimates.

Core spendinig on agricultural and livestock cessional lending from multilateral organizations
research has also been stagnant. has largely been for complementary expenditures.

Of the $3 billion a year, the International Bank
Concessional official assistance for public for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD, part

goods (both core and complementary) accounts for of the World Bank Group) contributes about half.
a larger share of total assistance in low-income Loans for environmental protection and health, the
countries than in middle-income countries (figure largest categories, draw about equal amounts.
5.3a). Health is the largest spending category in Third, a substantial share of multilateral lend-
low-income countries, mainly driven by infectious ing, including from the IBRD, is for structural ad-
disease control and improvements in water, sanita- justment.' Since such nonconcessional flows tend
tion, and waste management. Development assis- to run countercyclically to private capital flows
tance for peace and security increased over time in (see World Bank, Global Development Finance
low-income countries, almost matching in 1999 the 2000), they may indirectly support the financing
amount of aid allocated to health figure 5.3b). of international public goods. By stabilizing a

MNtltilatecral nonconcessional lendin7g. Multilat- country's external financial position, they prevent
eral financial institutions provide three financing continued financial distress and limit the possibil-
functions in support of low- and middle-income itv of contagion. They may also help to cushion
countries' contributions to international public national spending when economic downturns put
goods. First, thev channel resources from their net national budgets under pressure (see World Bank
income to trust funds that makc grants available for 2000e for the Thai experience).
international public goods, as already discussed.
Second, they lend to countries for projects in the
areas of environmental protection, health, and Leveraging official and philanthropic
knoxvledge generation and diffLsion. Such leniding resources
has been around $3 billion a vear (S percent of new f rivate foundation and official resources are
lending hb such organizations), and although some scarce, and the claims on their use are many.
potential for further lending may exist, trost coun- Leveraging these resources can expand the enve-
tries are lilkely- to borrow only a limited amount on lope of funds available for the provision of interna-
noncoticessionial terms for such activities. Noncon- tional public goods. The goal of such leveraging is
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Figure 5.3a Support for international public goods is strong in low-income countries
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Figure 5.3b Core plus complementary expenditures by purpose and income group
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to attract commercially oriented resources. Butthis although attractive from a fiscal and efficiency
can prove a challenge because the financial risks in- viewpoint, creates important new challenges in
volved in the provision of such goods can be large. building and sustaining complex public-private

Recently some approaches have been suggested partnerships, backed by enabling regulations. It is
to "pull in" additional private resources. These are likely that the push and pull approaches will con-
designed to reduce the risks to entrepreneurs by cre- tinue to coexist-with the former typically used for
ating publicly funded demonstration projects, en- the earliest and riskiest parts of the development
suring a minimum eventual market size, or, more process, and the latter taking over as commercial-
generally, creating an enabling environment for the ization possibilities improve.
expanded supply and use of the goods in question.
Such a "pull" approach is distinguished from the The possibilities of leverage
more traditional "push" approach, in which the The possibilities for leveraging and for commer-
public sector takes upon itself the financing and cial stakeholder participation more generally de-
management responsibilities. The "pull" approach, pend on the nature of the public good (table 5.2).
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Table 5.2 Production technologies of public goods and their institutional implications
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It is useful in this context to consider three types Best-shot goods: from putsh to pull
of international public goods. Best-shot goods, The "push" approach has traditionally been used
which depend on focused technical expertise and for best-shot public goods that require a high de-
benefit from economies of scale, are organized for gree of technical expertise and where high fixed
production and delivery in a "mission-oriented" costs of productioni are associated with significant
manner. Traditionally, such goods have been sup- technical and market risks. Knowledge and knowl-
plied through the "push" model, with the public edge infrastructure are best-shot public goods, of
sector sponsoring and assuming the full financial wvhich the Internet is an example. The Internet was
risk of the enterprise. However, recent proposals created by the U.S. Department of Defense and its
suggest that best-shot goods can benefit from Advanced Research Projects Agency. Its usc ex-
"pull" measures. ploded through private initiative once the network

"Pull" measures operate by recognizing that and its protocols wvere established. And its useful-
the public sector continues to bear some of the re- ness for developing countries can be greatly en-
sponsibility for financing public goods even as it hanced through a further push on portals and nav-
seeks to harness the flexibility and entrepreneur- igation standards for low-income communities
ship of the private sector. This is achieved by shift- (box 5.6). Such a push can not only fund early
ing some of the risk of product development to the fixed costs but also generate demonstration effects
private sector. "Pull" measures, however, are not that subsequently pull in nexv private initiatives.
conventional subsidies. Rather, they are in the na- "Pull" mechanisms through contingent con-
ture of contingent contracts. Payment is due only tracts can be both effective and efficient because
if services are delivered. they pay for the output of research (the public good

In contrast, summation and weakest-link itself), not for the inputs (Kremer 2000). Prizes of
goods, which depend on the actions and contribu- various kinds have long been used to lower the
tions of widely dispersed individuals, are not suit- costs of inventions while eliciting those inventions
able for either the "push" or the "pull" approach, most responsive to the needs of final consumers.
except in limited operations. Instead such goods For example, the Harrison chronometer to measure
require a wide-reaching set of global partnerships. longitude and the means to control cholera were the
Official agencies play essentially a catalytic role, results of prize competitions (Cooper 2000a). When
and the pragmatic mobilization of global coali- guided by "pull" incentives, researchers and inven-
tions through informal partnerships, standards. tors are likely to be more focused in designing their
and treaties becomes more prominent. The discus- projects. The history of malaria demonstrates how
sion of summation and weakest-link goods is de- efforts to develop a vaccine were thwarted for a
ferred to the next section. long time because of unrealistic expectations and a
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Box, 5.6 Th-e Development Gateway
i k!]. ., n ICtLdrc r; .ior * , tfLr LttLtr' an ipp prTIrttilr) to re- The Deselopmenr GatewaY, an Internet portal to local

TJr i11 JI LIOIpmcii LI.AIIIngt. I *.il-tI '-Viihal toLn- and global knowledge on development issues, promotes
-"LI IT-, I'L I'te.IiiItifl U 1t-1m'i L'i lotl toii!munltics and nerworkLng and transactions amrong communities of prac-
;' ...'r 'rIt hi irLrtichcn-i'iL their ti LF'i;v to network and rice in development. A multipartner initiative proposed
.K 11J II Li M- I rilint I rhc Ir ahilir. it J3'c-s ,er,t,c and hr the World Bank; with collaboration fronm public and pri-

'VI,' t r,,'n bLiL I tr .n nw I....r.. h1 . 'nimunit;. It r-nables the vare organizations and civil society worldwcide, the Gate-
'''11'C c tk [l r Tr el IC' c lic th.eiLnri niorc III IrivCelr thrtitigh_-4-LI 11.11L r.[ noo. Ilving prJl:t[LCLI in ,,, gl"Ming Wa. operates under an open, decentralized architecrure

ci uilu,.ntlls '.hit"U 'n'. n.*.e lw-inc prictiti in a gr'ning iAr,th shared standards. It will contribute to ettecLve devel-

'tin ilk ' .Li\t ii pine ,'tintrie'. AEnd it ertatls expand%
a''fr' illL .pp .rr,lnCiIe .i *r tLl c pO ' Lri. Jir. nutnl; rpand - pnient hr facilitating acces to. best practice and nentork-

'mliii iLk,p'rt 1rjI C tjidr iicl pr cnt,ri ,niigri tk e- ing arri-riig nongoveritnentral organizations, local com-
"Ilta iurlLidi' nIl,: . t '!I LnLIn in i Ir,rirlnuent it hn- munirins 3nd leaders, governmnti officials, donors, and

i.cillccL iii, 'nil flrirti and .ra mr-arcn,. . A Ac k r.ik f-,r the hub,netzpeople. Innovative trilinologie, for sharing data
JiL 1. "pintI 'I 'irif Llliiit I rda.l\, n :'." ptraTi0In \irh thc pr'- on development ICTiVIty will enhance ihe coordination
-. i[L '.'.L .. 'I, ' 'Vt r .iCa tv.- rrlh tichnol' p,_re' c.\i ering of aid and thc harmonizari,n f policies and practices
-hl. i hatr'iL[ jilti rhc a1lblit, i--. harc knio%ltdIZc. aniong donors.

lack of focus under a more diffuse incentive struc- To reap these dividends, a combination of
ture (Desowitz 1991). push and pull is required. Government-sponsored

But more than a prize is needed. Stronger plant and livestock breeding programs would be a
country capacities to absorb and pay for the public powerful "push" mechanism to redress incentives.
good, credible technical standards, and public sec- Traditional mechanisms to encourage private sec-
tor commitments to regulatory stability are all es- tor efforts operate through financial and tax incen-
sential for a powerful "pull" effect. tives for R&D, credit schemes for farmers to pay

for proprietary technology, and insurance to re-
Combining push and pull duce the risks of adopting new technology. Their
in agricultural research success, however, has been limited. For the "pull"
The carly work of thc CGIAR epitomizes the approach to be cffective, increased cfforts are also
"push" approach. But today's biotechnology revo- needed to improve rural infrastructure, technology
lution implies adopting a "pull" strategy-both dissemination services, and safety (by raising the
for the CGIAR (box 5.7) and for agricultural re- ability of developing countries to implement ge-
search by developing countries themselves. And netic technologies and standards to assess food al-
the greater reliance on "pull" incentives in turn re- lergens and other health risks).
quires stronger technical standards and partner- Public-private partnerships between industrial
ships among the various stakeholders. and developing countries could complement these

Private industry has dominated agribiotechnol- incentives for R&D (Serageldin and Persley 2000).
ogy research, accounting for approximately 80 per- Developing countries could contribute adapted
cent of all research and development (R&D) in that germ plasm, and the private sector the proprietary
field (Persley 1999). Because of the high cost of this gene to enhance the product. In such a new role,
R&D, private sector efforts have been targeted on the CGIAR and other international research insti-
genetically improved plants much more suited to tutions could help build trust to make equitable
large-scale commercial farming than to smallholder partnerships effective.
farming in developing countries. Plants and diseases
common to tropical areas have received the least at- Conmbining push and pull for vaccines
tention. Yet biotechnology applications in agricul- Controlling the spread of infectious diseases such as
ture could bring far-reaching development divi- AIDS would be greatly facilitated by the availability
dends (Serageldin and Persley 2000). of a vaccine, a best-shot good whose production re-
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Box 5.7 Biotechnology and the CGIAR
T he surge in pri. ur. .igr1cul,rtirl rte irclh and develop- * They could cxc.hange or purchase exclusive or non-

ment and the proni'sm oia hithnoli,p.p-sc %orme exCluilve rights. Such an exchange sould likely imply
strategic challenges t. r thi t- orn.ulra.r1 c Crodp for Incerns- the need for centers to protect the technology rhev
tional Agricultural Rc'carch (_IAR i. tA ,IAR cenrerb could de%elop in order to have something ro trade. A pur-
continue to rely on prr-bioi1.ch- pr,cedureh LIC3 tc, dir delop chase of rights, on the other hand, might exceed rhe
green revolutiontechn,l .*ie I hIc *.%uld tilhen limnt them- centers' budgets.
selves to the productIon -.1 technA, ,e, on the hiasis ot en * Another posiibilitv is to wvork around the territcrial
abling resources in rhl pLINk di:rn31ii public Pecrc banks and nature of patents by limiting research to countries
unpatented researc 1 ir'%. (ii'cn thie dramatic increase vshere paentrs on living materials are not granted-
in the patenting of hbitechnoil.-gx. ho%%cver, such an ipproach and inideed, most countxies hosting centers do not.
would severely condirjin rctrarch Thc ccntcrs might tlhere- But commercialization of the resulting technolog) in
fore consider partner4,-ip ith "..'incrS ol c'.Ic'lli% e rights ton counrries wvhere exclusike righrN exist for underlying
the needed enablin, tcLhn' 1Iz. Th,IL' h.ivc 51Srl opoons: rtchnc.logicS could rsult Ein law.isuits.

They could rel; .i\ ril-L c,oc-'d% ill -cf patentholders to There are, in short, no easN solurions, but rhe imper-
make availab.c erhablime tchmncloo h.r c.\Clusive ie ative ot generating technology for poor farmers unable to
in markets of linkL intrcrt[ i'- the p.4tenrholder isuch as pay for proprietary resources meatis that all possibilities
poor farmers in p-''r .'-ufl-trilesl. Prm ate patentholders must be explored.
have extended %uLh il dull irl rceni ;ears. bur there
is no guarantee irb ih [k i Ill ntxinti1 to di si. i.,>,;. AJprcd trIr.-.m Pin,Lrrp XndLrcr. lwO

quires a substantial amount of high-cost research of vaccine sales would he matched by a one-dollar tax
\vith an uncertain outcome. Because the incidenice of credit.") Setting up an HIV vaccine purchase fund, fi-
human immunodeficiencv virus (HIV)/AIDS is high- nanced by donors and developing countries, would
est in manv developinig countries Xvith a low ability also signal a commitmenit to pay for a vaccine and
to pay, the incentives to invest in R&D are weak, stimulate private sector research. A "replenishing
since the developer might not be able to directly re- fund" has been proposed using International Devel-
coup the costs." L[oNw purchasing power and lowv opment Association resources and other multilateral
childhood immunization rates create the presump- concessional funids (Ainsworth and others 1999g.'
tion that the market for an AIDS vaccine in develop- Providing contingent loans and guarantees to devel-
ing countries would not be large enough to warrant oping countries to purchase a future vaccine that
the investment. Even though the cost of all four would meet donors' standards is another option to
basic childhood vaccines is under St per child, cov- stimulate private sector R&D. Traditional counitry-
erage remains low in the poorest countries. And an based programs, by creating a greater likelihood of
AIDS vaccine is likely to be much more expensive. vaccine use, can also pull the development of vaccines.

As with agricultural research, the solution to Kremer (2000) has proposed donor commit-
the problem of vaccine and drug development is ments of about S250( million a year, with a further
likely to require both "push" and "pull" measures. $90( million in copayments from governments pur-
Recent "push" mechaniisms for vaccines have oper- chasing the vaccines. Based on present technical pa-
ated through netxvorks of governmental and non- rameters, these commitments could be used to in-
governmental organizations, wvith representation crease an average life span by a year for about $10 a
from the private sector. The MNedicines for lalaria year, much less than the $10(0 that the World Bank
Venture (box 5.8), the Internationial AIDS Vaccine conisiders justified on economic and social grounds.
Initiative, and similar netwvorks draw funds from Thus, $340 million could add 34 million person-
private foundations and official trust funds to fi- years of life-a major payoff. The copayments,
nanice vaccine and drug development. graduated bv country income per capita, wvould cre-

Several "pull" approaches are under considera- ate a market test: governm11ents would buy the vac-
tion. Under a U.S. government proposal, every dollar cinies only if they wvere expected to be effective.
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Box 5.8 The Medicines for Malaria Venture
II MieJinci- t .r Niarltia \cntirc i NIV\l\' i a public- oi' disco%ering ifli dsc eloping .intimalanal drugs. Its goal;

lpr I'it v lrtic r.rhip c disc,:. ,tc-r and des c-l p ne%i anti- art To register oine nev. antnialarial druig eern fie )ear;, ro
na -rl ri.-I rI4 .i 1 and asi'r in Their comnrcrL. lt1!3ti in. The enrure cominrrrcialzarion rf rhese products at affordable

print <lil 1lr-ts lar ducr, at liw-incionie pCIPuIatI_onf in priccs, and to become partialN selt-sustaining throiugh rok -
i itin.i IC' i: .1cr rlt dic.1 1 c-dFinic. air, inco,me in rhe l(ong term. lfa% ing ct,imared that ir %%ill

\N i \ I LT' as a. 1-toL-pr,tit hliincsnk, clbinhing .s- need LIp to S3) minllion a scar to achie;e ItS objecCties 1N!NI
Ci.t% |'it Irl1ial" phrnriicalr re%elrch and JLiVel)P- ssill srck to rcililn patenT protection for its discoveries and
i.1i,. R1 I K[)' c impa i, ind .1 .1; co c ciapitJl tunlid. It has %Vill[ license prolect for comnmtmrcialualnon to pin ate firmi.
hc:unL ti. tinillc .md rninaie j portohIlL, I.4 R&D projects For fturther intormation ice wwk.malariamedicines.org.

Some major uncertainties surround global However, standards can sometimes be used to ex-
"pull" initiatives, however Is the international clude rather than to include, as has been high-
community willing to lock in large amounts of cap- lighted in recent discussions on labor and environ-
ital for a long period, if it means reducing the avail- mental standards in international trade (see World
ability of resources for other development priori- Bankl 2000a). Treaties can set rules of the game in
ties? Will the promise of funds be credible enough a way that is more binding than standards, but
to bring about the necessary effort in research? with a few important exceptions (such as fisheries
Will the processes for evaluating qualification for treaties and the Montreal Protocol for Ozone Re-
receipt of such funds be simple enough to minimize duction) they have been difficult to accomplish.
disputes? These uncertainties reveal why country- Regulatory oversight of global activities has been
specific development assistance and policy dialogue successful in some areas (such as air traffic con-
should continue. Indeed, such country programs- trol) but more contentious in others (such as inter-
by building the infrastructure needed to deliver national antitrust and competition policy).
vaccines and provide supportinig medical and sani- Given the complexity of these issues and their
tation services-mav exert the strongest ipull" on varying relevance to different international public
vaccine development. goods, the rest of this section focuses on two ex-

amples: international financial crises and global
warming. The objective is to illustrate the process,
the possibilities, and the challenge of achieving

Incentives for responsible action coordinated action. However, these examples areW hen global outcomes result from the unco- also chosen because of their global importance. Al-
W ordinated actions of many individuals, in- though international financial crises and disastrous

stitutions, and governments, the unintended con- consequences from global warming are low-proba-
sequences can sometimes be financially serious. bility events, their costs, if thev transpired, could
But additional financial resources do not always be catastrophically high. Those costs would also be
help achieve the needed coordination. Coordi- disproportionately borne by the poor. Therefore
nated action requires incentives, not just for the the global community has a strong interest in miti-
sake of efficiency, but also for inclusiveness. Main- gating these risks. And despite the controversies
tenance of the international trade regime is only that have arisen, the progress realized thus far
the most evident example. demonstrates that coordination of incentives can

The policy goal is to achieve "rules of the be achieved in an evolutionary way.
game" that promote efficiency, transparency, and
equity in access." To that end, the global commu-
nity uses a variety of devices, including standards, Preventing and mianaging financial crises
treaties, and supporting regulations. Standards are An international financial crisis can erupt unpre-
important because they define the boundaries of dictably, triggered by the actions of a few individu-
permissible action and help create transparcncy. als, a banking or other financial institution, or a
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fiscally imprudent government. Such a crisis, start- rowing, and greater transparency in financial re-
ing from a single weak link, can spread worldwide porting. The key to achieving these goals is accept-
through various mechanisms of contagion (Dorn- ing aiid adherinig to interniationial standards onl fi-
busch, Park, and Claessens 200. Since the M,Iexi- nancial practices. Such stanidards define criteria for
can financial crisis of 1994-95, the official finan- minimally acceptable practice for all countries, hut
cial community has pledged over $280 billion in thev permit countries to meet those criteria in dif-
rescue packages across several distinct episodes ferent wavs (Eichengrcen 2000a). They are a wvav
to prevent financial distress in the country where of reconciling widespread participation in global
the crisis arose and to reduce the probabilitv of a financial markets with the diversity of national
global financial crisis (table 5.3).1 economic systems and structures. Spearheaded by

These rescue efforts have limited the spread of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), but also
crises, but they raise two major concerns. First, the involving the World Bank, the Financial Stability
availability of large financial packages can create Forum in Basle, the United Nations, and a large
moral hazard: both lenders and borrowers may act group of nongovernmental organizations and pri-
imprudently, expecting that they will be bailed out vate actors, efforts focus on establishing a variety
if things go wrong. Second, crises may grow in size of financial standards (Goldstein 2000). The IMF
and number to the point where the resources of reports on its wvebsite on countries' adherence to
the official communitv prove insufficient to limit the data dissemination standard. The INMF's Re-
extensive damage. As Checki and Stern (2000) ports oni the Obserrvanee onz Standards and Codles
note, "The growth in the scale and complexitv of are summary assessments of a country's progress in
capital flows could easily outpace the scale of fea- implementing standards and codes across a ranige
sible future support packages." of areas, including data dissemination; trans-

After the financial crises of the second half of parency of fiscal, monetary, and financial policies;
the 19 90s, a consensus emerged on measures to financial sector standards; and mark-et and insti-
prevent future crises, but these measures are tak- tutional infrastr-uctLre. And to assist governments.
ing time to implement. Controversv continues over supervisory author-ities, and central baniks in as-
how best to manage a crisis once it has occurred- sessing their financial sector's strcngths and -ulner-
and specifically over how to share the costs among abilities (and its contribution to growth anid devel-
the various creditors and debtors. opment), the IMEff and the World Banlk prepare

Crisis prevention. The principles of crisis pre- Financial Sector Assessment Programs.
vention laid out in three reports of the Group of Standards are seldo<m uncontroversial. A key
Twentv-Twvo (199 8a, 1998b, 1998c) are relativelv problem wyith setting standards is that it assumlles
uncontroversial: more effective domestic regula- knoxvledge and consensus on a variety of unre-
tion of financial institutions, less short-term bor- solved matters. Economists disagree among them-

Table 5.3 Sources of funding for recent financial rescue packages
'billions of dollars)

Source

world multtlateral Bilateral
Crisis country Period IMF Bank institurions source? Total

Mexico February 1995 1., v 4 -

Thailand August 199W I. Il! 

Indonesia September 199W-Mtarch 1999 i '.' 4.5 26.1 48.1
Korea, Rep. of November 199- '1 "1 10.0 4.0 23.3 58.3
Russian Federation June 1998-June 1999 1 l .. 10.0 23.5
Brazil December 1998 1i 1 4 i 4.5 14.5 41.6
Turkey December 2000 1. 4 .. .. .. 10.4

Argeninia December 2000 11.7 2 4 2.4 21.0 37.5
Total 1i. I Zr 2 16.6 135.4 284.3

Negligible or not applicable.
a. Includes financing from private sector market participants.
Souirces: -\IMF and NVSorld Bank data.
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selves about the design of an efficienit bankruptcy turitv, and their size have all been the subject of re-
law, whether fixed or flexible cxchange rates are cent debate (Goldstein 2000). The trend, within the
superior, and much else. Even the ncw guidelines limits of perimissible practices, has been to allow for
for capital ad:lequacy, wbich have kev regulatory the possibility of penalty rates for rescue loan pack-
implications, invite controversy (box 5.9). ages, and to shorten the maturitv of these loans

Crisis management. Crisis management re- while ensuring that the package is large enough to
quires both resources to prevernt a panic and trans- commantd credibility and prevent contagion.
parent mechanisms to allow equitable sharing of the Privatc sector burden sharinig of losses in-
burdeen of losses. The leading industrial countries curred is more controversial, because to date it
have been important in crisis management, particu- has been somewhat ad hoc. The official creditors in
larly when their own finiancial institutions have beci the Paris Club have required private lenders (in-
involved: for example, the United States took the cluding bondholders) to offer "comparable treat-
lead in dealing with the collapse of the hedge fund inict" in recent debt restructurings for Fcuador,
Iong Term Capital Management in 1998. The IMF Pakistan, the Russian Federation, and Ukraine (see
has played a central role in providing new resources. box 2.7 anid International Mlonetary Fund 2000).
The pricing of the IMF's rescue packages, their ma- But progress has been "halting" (Fichengreen

Box 5.9 The newv capital adequacy guidelines
Tl- ,l. 2i iirL 11 in.l 'n.il ln cio upiral ide- nrk-tcciisedJ and prrvcehs-orienred" -ti.cial super%ision and
!T,li i.. ..Ct...t k 'it. ir, iiicnl tdLd i l hirmoniic iitern.i- grvcacr market diciphrne hr improving public disclosure, c -

tiona I:iik Ltifl. I i,r', ILh.iK(,i lind t ',tLr .iubihlp in pteciallx ot binkls risk expnsures ilcDi:nt)uigh 210001.
the inrt rn ill t il tlii lK ill . Jlt m I:1k 1i ir lnrcrnaii mnal Since the maorirx ;if fintncLal institiutioji lack sophis-
Settl. i,t 'ri I P- 1i Ih li, r\ A".0'd s!L:ncd Ii lull 18s M ticated risk rnaliagcnenr system', the nrca capiral tr3nic-
and r' i rlmL I, d 'rLd i1 n1i: 1f in li nntrI>, setsIIs %i\rk proposes to. uise credit raringi to :ssess the risk faced
a millill-i r ir-ti in.rk l;li'. c: ii.ml.,t s pertent Of by these lending insltutions. The ratings differ by the
the h,,,l. I i L: -' t i-,t' N\isk' r icroights itt et 'r credlirvorthiness of rhe crunrrs in vhich the hoirrosver
clair,i ' t olr i L' Pi. .i m,1r il- pcrEnr tar l ,e- resides and are further alibrnated depending on %w hethcr
cured i- ni..L !L, I. 'in rc,idcnitiil proper .. and .lilI per- the clains ire on sot etcigns. banks. or corpnrationl.
cent ri 'ht rin 0 Iltn prlc .r e ecr it. hirirri nri cr5 In Tht greater differcnrinarin of riLk in the lender', porrtfoli
non-, 1 r m , 'r n i t' .i r I -n ti1' n. .m,c t .'- 'per.iton andl Detel- miark.3 an ads ance os\er the old ss -trem.
oprinrit 1 II Lii - illrink irn: irc..,treJ in, ri eh.in rho,e Ho\tes er, frnm the vievspoint of hrjrro\sers in de%eli
in 01l t ) t. , tIr!,,. iliJ .nu-t,rin dJ.hr 1, riskicr than orine counrric-. the use of exrrtnal ratings raises iome
shorr rri iii 1. hl probleml. Ratings dci not C\e-t for man dele loping ecoin-

`1r1 i- 11 IwU* idell. xnd'leklgdo isrlli'ir-tcrni debL tries. At ot Noe nmher 2000, for e\ample, cinl 54 de' el-
playV Li i I t r! M i rl;r lIlen ifn l 'ra1 c ol riil larr oping counrries s,ere rated bv Strndard &: Poor". The Baslk
199(1k PlIn. 4 1.'ldr,5 In ! IIIL .id ro rccm'nizc rlue riskl; indcr- Committee is looking in1to the pos%ihilltt' ot using ratings

lying* J, -i nr ipt.a11 s k ,lisils ont _I thur lirnilta- hb e%porr credit ageu.cies as \t11i. But even these rating, are
tion,. i ir, r rin'ic ,r 11- LI' I'l[ tLI 't hils c t a , nL tontide . not as dahalr tor all countries, e-peciall tfor iuh;mr.ercign
tion [lit Li ..... I i [t t. rit h,1 I t-il d ii,ciiinhns hcr.\eCn anid privatre sector borroster;.
bant, m rin .u lit ni:ih cr:st ' ni 're Siirc 'phul,ticadc Existng raring pr'cc-sies are alOSubjectiCve and arc
loan .Irruii:Iii[ _i arid .,tt tilt 1.l3iiLi liter *.f tinani al knots n to ha\ e unriderestimated the risks ot cruse in recent
instirt, ',*. oi rii, id'.int niudc I hinkin miti nigating sears. Nloreoser. it ratings are dosngraded during a crisis,
theii ' .k thr' -'Ic' Lt! !' .1[1 es tO1il SttLrrizatiit,n i hitirutc rheir use for capiral requireinents may onh, exacerhare the
of Iri! n , i l r i-nI -r' 5kCc 2 iil. procrelical nature o7 capital tloxt tro sdeveloping countries

A LW'r- 't Li n'J . trlilc r,r'n en'. Si irs greater relance i Vorld Bantk. G" 'bat Dev''elopinLnt Finjnce 27000: Ferenc:
on iii.ri;'M in ini'LOit iii prwnics bs tophi,tic.tred and Laurin 2'Ct): Churi, Fern, and Nlainoni 2001 i. It iS

finai tial i.iIUi 'i01. I[lxk ki, cI. c iL Di ,ilnizic 1 altio nor Jcar \shether the nexs c3pital charges will be
closM r ullk Nr,l , ,-ipir-Iclrl JriL and imJ udcrlr inr I imks. higher nir lost er rh.in in the earlier stindardized trame-
whil, Er-. dinr' _11 .iarc inictnri c. ri.r irtilo rLtinn arid ri'k ti ivrk. Hence the implications for the availabiliyr of credit
man.,: nciii. Il, Iw .r K -miplrIntmtied bK "dinMIMIC, to deselcping ct.unirrie' art ancettaLn.
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2000b), although in the recent cases of Argentina Despite the provision for trading, however,
and Turkey, private sector involvement was explic- Nordhaus and Boyer (1998) conclude that the ap-
itly embedded in the program strategy. (An ongo- proach is inefficient because the benchmark emis-
ing review of this fast evolving area can be ob- sion reductions set for different countries are arhi-
tained from reports on the IMF's website.) When trary and will not lead to a globally optimal mix of
the crisis is essentially due to investor panic, it can reductions. Moreover, ahout two-thirds of the
be contained by standstills or the freezing of re- costs would fall on the United States, wvhich be-
payments (Eichengreen 2000b). But when the crisis cause of the macroeconomic implications is un-
arises from a country's inability to pay, restruc- likely to support the protocol. Others criticize the
turing bonded deht is best achieved by prior pro- Kvoto Protocol for being difficult to noniror
visions to allow flexibility (possible under the col- (Cooper 2000b) and for its weak treaty structure
lective action clauses typical in bonds issued under (Barrett 2000; box 5.10). However, despite its
U.K. law). International markets are unlikely to weaknesses, new ideas and practices are emerging
adopt these and other financial innovations with- from experience with the negotiation of the Kyoto
out some regulatory requirements, which are diffi- Protocol, which could lead to a more acceptable
cult to impose because the authority to do so and workable system, including refinements in the
worldwide does not reside in any one entity. Clean Development Mechanism and some form of

international carbon tax.
Avoiding the disasters of global warning The promiiise of Clean/ Development Mecbea-
Recent estimates suggest that, for the world as a ;lism7Z. The immediate prospects of international
whole, the costs of a 2.5-degree centigrade green- trade in pollution rights under the Clean Develop-
house warming may be modest, at about I to 2 ment Mechanism currenitly are not bright. But the
percent of current world output. The costs to some idea's eventual promise makes this an important
developing countries could be much higher, how- experiment. Under the mechanism, industrial couII-
ever; for example, the expected cost to India is tries that have committed to reducing their green-
in the range of 5 percent of its gross domestic house gas emissions could purchase rights to emit
product And there is a small but real probability greenhouse gases from activities in developinig
that global warming may lead to global catastro- countries that hold emission riglhts. Emission rights
phe (Nordhaus 1998). trading is intended to ensure that emission reduc-

Prudence requires steps to protect the globe, tions occur where they are cheapest to implement.
but it also requires that those steps be politically The Kvoto Protocol is unclear about exactly
feasible and economically efficiert. Currently the how such reductions *vould be measured and certi-
main approach to reducing global warming, em- fied. This is a crucial impediment. But if the mech-
bodied in the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, establishes anism can be made to work, the resulting resource
quantitative limits by country on emission of the transfers to developing countries could be $5 bil-
greenhouse gases responsible for warming: signa- lion to $10 billion a year (Black and others 2000).
tories to the protocol are required to reduce their The major beneficiaries would be the Russian
greenhouse gas emissions at least 5 percent by Federation, China, and India, but other countries
2008-12. Although many elements of the protocol would also benefit. 4 For Colombia, sales of pollu-
are subject to criticism, it is a step-a necessarv tion permits could raise revenue cqual to those
step-toward a global governance system for man- from exports of bananas or cut flowers (Black and
aging the risks from global warming. others 2000). Collateral benefits in the form of

A special feature of the Kvoto Protocol is its higher rural wages, higher employment, greater
Clean Development Mechanism, which provides technology transfers, and reduced air and water
for the possibility of international trade in emission pollution could add to the development impact
rights. Such trade would contribute to efficiency (Austin and Faeth 2000; Black and others 2000).
in the reduction of emissions; it could also transfer The Prototype Carbon Fund, a private-public
significant resources from industrial to developing partnership sponsored by the World Bank, aims to
countries. If trading rights function effectively, the facilitate emission rights transactions between pri-
marginal cost of eliminating a ton of carbon emis- vate investors and host countries. Through moni-
sions could fall from $200 to $23 (Cooper 2000b). toring of emission reduction, verification, and cer-
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Box 5.1 0 The incenitive structures of the Monitreal
aind Kyoto Protocols
Wyl ill firic.n1lI tiig ri i ironmlenitl tneirie. are rare iEar- efforts in the search tof substirure-s for C FCs. And it intro-

W Ic[n 'III 1i. l. Ilk iitcn L,:icCes, t thc \IonrrcalI PI- duced 3 svsren of side pamvnents tc developing countrie'
t. *e . l hli,h lddtr%:,Ls the prtjbl.ni dA clieplti,n ot the at- designed to cover rhe incremental cost of theLr compliance.
or. 0.il L * Ir .r.c !H a1t ixcpci -in thar protci rhe rulc. The Ki'ro Protocol aiddre%se a niiuch nmore complex
Irt iC qtLidtl in ;r irk 1t111'ri1t.T ti xh relat-.t failure cit challenge. it stiptilates national ernission targets ihat, it
the K ,i. r.. I rt it I I runied ar limirtite Josbal Limait clrinige. adhered trO, promise whar some comnsider uncertain rewvards

It. *rc t r.itrithe rh i lire lai r undJhr the I .' Mon in rhe di.sranr uture. The pervasiveness oi rhe sourcrei of
tril Pr.it.-ol j1.1' . IIC i s1t.,-sful for a inumbner -it rcaso,ns. greenhou-se gas enmission-S also implie, changing rhe behav-
Alrhiul4h rl,ie tecliriik il l-rk berxsccil hiltirotluorocarbon ior ot hLundreds 'A millions, if not billions, of people. The

Ix i I *ntn lt irn JrJ iht dL7-qtruLJzi i ,II o-on e was ambigui- suucces ot rhe M-lont-real Proiocol. i coiontrast, requiircd

[h.' iliClli traCt 11.r1d .1rt advkiien unilateral ahare- changing onlk the behavior ot a relative few CFC produc-
ilr lit r iuLi it iht 1S-0 i.nhI banning ( IF - in rnonc-ssential trs and poternil producers.
a,n . > -1 pr dJLICt. ] hi triceL_, red rcseaich aid develipient The successful international trading of pollution rightLs
ill irec it.-1 .r a intci I-t ; lisiitutes. which ulrinrarelt under the Kvoto Protocol will depend1 on widespread
I I tI I rlrk c.L q; Ot NOul1 IiI LIt I tlir prid!.uiers Lin panicipation in the agreemelit, which is highly uncerrain.

rl,i' I uLInrit CI. Nloreover, rhe xnccnri'e to trade depejids oni everN poten-
Elir \1. A Ir il l Iinpiscd unit-uiin obligations tial trading country belieVing that other countries will

ip .lii itil iroirlt. .1nrd c!.+hblishcd peInialtics on the ulnpi-rr comply and nor pollute more rhan their permur holdings
III pr- ill. x iltAflint '.. I k > tr,ni nirit,ignilarorits. Once allowx Howv-eer, there is nothing iir the Kvotic Protocol's
CIi.L Ih prir[!n c itad wiltl [IxL prito,ol. xlic trade sancrioti present form ro enforce compliance. The Kyoto signarories
oct-.l111kr crdiic. l h l rioroI:, alsi ittileashtLd fiurthcr are on,l1 nn% rtackling rhese problems of rreaxy design.

tification, the fund could help build trust between and letting prices adjust to balance rhe market may
the parties from an early stage. Such trust is neces- still be preferable to using only prices to fine-tuore
sary for the sound development of the market. The the path of emission reductioni. Morcover, because
fund also expects to attract additional public and of their simall c1urrent share in grCCnhoI)use gas emis-
private resources and promote the transfer of envi- sions, developitig co untries might suffer a dispro-
ronmentally safe technologies. portioniate burden from a uniform carbon tax to

Carbotn taxatioi. Rather than quantitativc mitigate global emilissions, and they x would be de-
limits on carbon emissions, an alternative favored prived of the financial inflows that worldwide
by many economists is to agree on a common trade in emission permits could generate.
carbon tax (Cooper 2000b; Nordhaus 1998). Al-
though perhaps infeasible at this point, a carbon
tax is likely to play a role in limiting global warm- Looking ahead: the new challengcs
ing as global understanding and consensus on these for international organizations
matters evolve. Under such a tax, the price of fossil he provision of resources by interinational fi-
fuels would increase in proportion to their carbon T nancial institutions, although cleariv neces-
content. The tax would create incentives to reduce sary, maxv well be less important than their role in
the use of fossil fue]s, thus helping bring green- convening relevant stakeholders and changing the
house gas emissions down to a more sustainable incentives for political decisionis. lnternationial pol
path. The tax would also be easier to monitor than icvinakers face three key questions. Should more
the quantitative limits envisioned under the Kyoto official funditig be allocated to international public
Protocol (Cooper 2000b). Nevertheless, because goods? If so, lbox shouldl this be done? And wliat
the demand for fossil fuels may change in an uncer- institutional mechanisms are needed to ensure that
tain manner, setting quantitative emission limits resources for these goods arc spenit vvisely?
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More resources for intternational public goods? exist in the United States for devoting more re-
The undersupply of public goods underpins the sources to global problems. But these resources are
call for greater provision. But the need for well- being channeled in new ways, reflecting the objec-
designed programs, with emphasis on efficient im- tives of either directly dealing with the poor or me-
plementation, is as relevant for international pub- diating aid through the private sector. The U.S. tax
lic goods as it is for country-hased finance (see credit for development of an AIDS vaccine is an
chapter 4). In the near term, the resources from example of funds made available but not trans-
private and corporate philanthropy will likely ferred through traditional channels. Tax incentives
groxv. But if total official resources remain rela- for charitable giving similarly enlarge the resource
tively unchanged (as suggested by recent trends re- envelope. These and other shifts inmply that, in the
ported in chapter 4), then increases in expenditure aid business, it will not be "business as usual."
on international public goods can only come at the
expense of other priorities. Several avenues exist Financing instruments
for meeting the increased resource requirements: Although trust funds have proved effective in fi-

nancing a broad range of international public
* International financial instirutions can help goods, they compete with traditional concessional

create the consensus to reverse recent trends in lending. Both come out of the same pool of re-
aid budgets and achieve substantial increases. sources. So the continued growth of trust funds

* They can foster improved incentives for man- risks compromising the country infrastructure es-
aging global public goods. sential for effective use and absorption of internia-

* At the same time, new channels for financing tional public goods.
devclopment assistance must be sought. Trust funds also raise other challenges. In ef-

fect, they earmark resources to designated uses.
Larger aid budgets could provide a significant Some economists consider such earmarking unde-

boost in priority areas such as vaccines and drugs sirable because it limits flexibility in the use of
for diseases that disproportionately affect the poor. these resources. But others view it as a pragmatic
NMore funds, however, also imply improved mecha- way to accomplish high-priority tasks. The World
nisms for aid coordination (chapter 4). The inter- Bank's DGF has developed transparent and flexi-
national public goods agenda opens up new and ble methods to finance a broad range of activities.
heretofore little explored dimensions of aid coor- The Global Environment Facility (GEF), too, has
dination that relate to the issues of timing, bal- evolved in its ability to finance new activities in re-
ance, arid synergy hetsveen core and complemen- sponse to new demanids.
tarv activities. The growth of trust funds also creates new re-

Improved incentive structures, as discussed in sponsibilities for monitoring expenditures and im-
this chapter, could help rein in financial resource pacts. But no central source vet exists for tracking
requirements. Schelling (1997) argues that the trust fund expenditure or sorting out the overlap
benefits of investments in containing global warm- in different reporting systems. Evaluating the use
ing will mainly accrue to future generations, who of trust funds is thus important to determine
will also be richer, on average, than those making whether more official resources should be diverted
the investments. Therefore it may be best to leave from country expenditures. The evaluation of pro-
some of the tasks related to this and other global grams that generate benefits for many countries is
public goods provision to a time when their fi- not inherently different from the evaluation of
nancing is more affordable. On the other hand, ac- country-based activities. The successful provision
tion may be badly needed today to prevent irre- of international public goods ahides by the same
versible damage. For this reason, this chapter has principles of aid effectiveness as does country-
made a case for establishing mechanisms and ap- focused external assistance.
proaches for aligning the incentives of different ac- Nonconcessional multilateral lending appears
tors with the global interest. more suitable than grants for financing comple-

The problem of added resources may ulti- mentary expenditures, since the latter give rise to
matelv be solved in unconventional xvays. Lan- substantial domestic benefits. But borrowers may
caster (2000) argues that political support does be unwilling to borrow for such purposes. Can
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multilateral lenders do more? The World Bank's subsidiarity: to allow the most knowledgeable or-
Operations Evaluation Department, in a recent re- ganization in any given initiative to take the lead.
view of the Bank's forestry policy and projects, They must partner wvith others to establish priori-
called for a reexamination of the pricing of loans ties, set standards, and use demonstration projects
from multilateral agencies for activities that have to create knowledge for action. The discussion of
global spillovers (World Bank 2000f). such coalition-based governance and the meaning

Differential pricing-that is, lower interest of subsidiarity in this context is still at an early
charges for some investment loans-could be ap- stage. It will need to evolve in the context of an
plied to the financing of activities that convey in- appropriate yet still to be identified framework for
ternational benefits, but it needs to be judged on achieving effective policymaking in a decentralized
efficiency considerations, since it does not expand stakeholder setting. It is by operating in a distrib-
the envelope of resources. Currently, differential uted, network-based system of governance that in-
pricing exists in a rough and ready form. Coun- ternational organizations will influence political
tries obtain resources either as grants through decisionmaking to advance the global interest.
trust funds and bilateral programs or as conces- Thus, in conclusion, international organiza-
sional loans or as loans at near-market rates. Dif- tions are critical to the three-pronged approach to
ferential pricing would permit a more nuanced international public goods advocated in this chapter.
subsidy to different international public goods in They are important as conduits for grant funding
different settings. But it could also enormously in- and (in the case of the international financial institu-
crease the administrative burden of determining tions) as sources of finance for complementary in-
how alternative prices should apply under differ- vestments undertaken by their clients. They provide
ing conditions. The same effect could be achieved valuable support for the creation of the frameworks
by combining, in varying measure, grant funds and incentives needed to leverage public resources
(for example through the GEF and trust funds) with private funds. And they play an indispensable
and coincessionial and nonconcessional lending. catalytic role in convening stakeholders and provid-

ing platforms for international joint action.
Institutional arranigemenits
The international community requires an insti-
tutional and organizational framework for trans- Annex 5.1
national problem solving on an ongoing basis. In-
ternational organizations, traditionally active in A primer on international public goods
this area, have an enhanced role to play. In the past Pure public goods generate shared benefits-and
such organizations have been central to the provi- public "bads" create shared costs. One person's
sion of public goods, through their resources, their consumption of a public good does not reduce the
knowledge transfers, and their global negotiations amount available to others (that is, public goods
and rulemaking (Kapur 2000). They also generate are nonrival). And it is impossible, or prohibitively
information, lower the cost of transactions, en- costly, to exclude those unwilling to pay for a pub-
courage members to think about a common future, lic good from enjoying its benefits (that is, public
create linkages across issues, and create and diffuse goods are nonexcludable). Actual goods fall along
ideas, norms, and expectations (Ruggie 1992; Mar- a continuum between pure public goods and pure
tin and Simmons 1998). And they negotiate and private goods, to the extent that their benefits are
manage rules for conditionality, sanctions, and even neither wholly nonrival nor wholly nonexclud-
the use of direct force (as in the case of the North able. Private goods are rival and excludable but
Atlantic Treaty Organization). In a sense, interna- can generate spillover benefits (externalities), too.
tional organizations are themselves international Because the "publicness" of public goods favors
public goods. free-riding behavior, they tend to be undersup-

But to be effective, and reflecting the role of plied, whereas-in the absence of rules-common
different types of resource flows described above, pool goods (goods that are rival but nonexclud-
institutional priorities and methods of operation able) tend to be overused. Adequate provision of
will also need to evolve. International organiza- pure public goods and sustainable use of common
tions must be willing to observe the principle of property are a matter of collective choice.
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Spatial reach. Public goods and the public as- partners contribute more or less proportionatelv to
pects (externalities) of private goods differ accord- produce summation goods, such as reduced green-
ing to the spatial reach of the benefits conveyed. house gas emissions to control climate change.
Some such goods are local public goods (or create
local externalities), wvhereas others are national or Data on trust funds
transnational. The term international public good Table 5A.1 reports the contributions of donors to
applies to the last of these. Such goods can further St fund s the contributy of inornat
be classified into global and regiontal public goods,
according to the reach of their benefits. In addi- tional organ2zations, dncluding the u orld Bankt
tion, some international public goods are goals in Table a A.2 breaks down contributions to World

themselves, xvhereas others are means. Examples Bank-administered trust funds by the types of pro-
of goals include xvorld peace, poverty reduction, grams for which the funds are used.

financial stability, and prevention of global warm-
ing. The institutions, policies, and processes of in- Official aid

ternational cooperation are the means needed to The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
reaLch these goals, as are other intermediate prod- Development's Creditor Reporting System (CRS) is

ucts such as data, knowledge, harmonization of the source of the data used in this chapter to estimate
standards, and consensus on good practice. All the share of aid (concessional resources), other than
these means have the character of international through trust funds, allocated to financing the provi-
public goods in their own right: they are transna- sion of international public goods. The CRS is the
tionallv relevant and both nonrival and nonex- main source of statistics on the sectoral and geo-
cludahle in appropriate settings. graphical distribution of aid. The CRS data on aid

Productioni of pa blic goods. International pub- commitments list official development assistance proj-
lic goods can also he differentiated by the manner ects according to a five-digit classification scheme.

in which they are produced. Some are referred to as Expenditure on goods that predominantly
best-shot goods, since they depend critically on the convey cross-border benefits is categorized as core
largest individual contribution toward their cre- expenditure on international public goods. Aid al-

ation. Examples are some kinds of information located to activities that have a predominantly na-
technologv and of medical and biotechnological re- tional reach, yet are critical for the delivery of in-
search."' Industrial countries have comparative ad- ternational public goods or for the absorption of
vantage in the technology needed to produce best- their benefits, is categorized as complementary ex-
shot goods. Production of other public goods is penditure. Nevertheless, the five-digit CRS classifi-
determined by the smallest contribution; for exam- cation is often not sufficiently detailed to allow an
ple, the control of infectious diseases requires erad- accurate expenditure breakdown. Therefore, judg-
ication even in the smallest countries. These are ments must be made in distinguishing between

l.i' weakest-link goods. Developing countries those activities that contribute to the provision of
are typically producers of "weakest-link" public international public goods and those with mostly
goods such as disease control, biodiversitv preser- national benefits. Some of these judgments are
vation, and financial stability. Finally, efforts by all highlighted below, and the five-digit CRS cate-

Table 5A.1 Donor contributions to trust funds administered by selected international organizations

%Ii nt ..i ftIJ.'T3Il
xIo.i 'c.C nI I'.z.ui'r I en b.,h pT.attIr.

Organization ,-F-r; ter _ _ _ _ _ pct.:nil,

lI.nu i t Natri iii, 1)cxzlipinvant iiro 1 .... .. , .4

Wiirld I Icalth Organizarion I 1 l-ow 4: '

UNICEF j '-Iii 4
A,ian D)ecvlopment Bank a I

Inrir-Anicrinan Devliopnient Ban, I . . 'ii

Wiorld bar]k | _ _- _ 

a. Estimacrd.
Stir-c: .\gcncv data.
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Table 5A.2 Contributions to World Bank-administered trust funds
(millions of dollars)

Program | '19Q- I'' ja.41 2i'ii

Global and regional programs
Principal environmental programs

Global Environment Facility' 2'4 r2 1. I Z''4n E _1
Montreal Protocol and Ozone Trust F ....... - ^,- 4 S'i 4
Brazilian Rain Forest program S.1 r ' !'.S
Prototype Carbon Fund II.I I ' ii i. *
Persistent Organic Pollutants prograi. i i i t 1 1 -

Principal knowledge programs
Consultative Group on International .,,ur , I i , )-i '4 ;i. 2 4 i1.

InfoDev 2; 221 1
World Bank Institute programs M 4 li 4

Principal health programs
African Program for Onchocerciasis .r l.1 I,'' 1 1 ' 1..3 -l 4
Tropical Disease Research program -1 *i 11.1 l i

Principal finance programs
Consultativc Group to Assist the Pou r 6 1: Ii i . I ,
ASEM-EU Asian Financial Crisis Re! r , i lt t l 1 ! 1 '

Other global and regional programs (all .I A- . , 24" 1

Total 54.c i4 i1 2 'Ii

Other
Country-specific trust funds 'tits "'4'1 I i.l iJi

Total, alL programs I -tI I I.i2.W l.r1

a. Including cofinancing.
Note: Figures exclude contributions to the HIPC trust fund.
Source: World Bank data.

gories that compose each expenditure group are * Environmental protectioni. Local environmen-
summarized in table 5A.3. These categories fall tal projects create national public goods, but
under the following broader headings: because they often relate to issues of global

concern, they can contribute to international
* Health. Provision of health care generally is a public goods as well. Examples include protec-

national public good, although certain expendi- tion of biodiversity or rainforests and reduction
tures, such as those for vaccines used in the of some forms of pollution (especially of green-
eradication of communicable diseases, con- house gas emissions). Development of alterna-
tribute toward international public goods. At tive sources of energy also contributes toward
the same time, securing an adequate level of vac- lower atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra-
cine delivery involves domestic efforts to im- tions. Improving environmental administration
prove immunization capacity, by upgrading capacity, training, and education plays a sup-
basic health care infrastructure and training per- porting role in improving environmental safety.
sonnel. Investments to improve sanitation and * Knowledge. Many developing countries, espe-
safe water supply also contribute to infectious cially in the middle-income group, have the ca-
disease control, since the burden of diarrheal pacity to contribute to the creation of global
diseases (such as cholera and dysentery) is high- knowledge-for example, in agriculture and
est in areas with poor sanitation, inadequate hy- livestock research and in fisheries, but also in
giene, and unsafe drinking water. Similarly, ex- technological applications. Aid flows to sup-
penditures on family planning and reproductive port national programs in these areas are cate-
health reduce the risk of spread of HIV/AIDS. In gorized as core expenditures on international
any case, much of the most important expendi- public goods. Complementary expenditures
ture for infectious disease control is on R&D in are those directed toward the provision of
industrial countries (such as on vaccine develop- higher education and advanced technical train-
ment for malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS) and ing, the improvement of education adminis-
is therefore not captured in the CRS data. tration and management, and the free flow of
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Table 5A.3 Allocation of DAC development assistance to international public goods by five-digit CRS category

Health Krioledge
Ciorc aid expenditure Core aid cxpenditLure
* Infectrius disease coiitrol K 122 Ii) * Educational research 11 181
* Medical research (12182 * Agricultire and livestock research 3 3183, 31 184
* C(ontrol of sexualth transnmirted diseases, including HIV/AIDS * Fisheries research (31382;

1 13040) * Technoligical research and development (32181L
Complementarr aid expenditure * Research and scieutifc insittiis 1638!, 16382)
* Health policv and administrative management 12110. 13X)10)
* Medical education and training, health education, anid health Complementary aid expenditure

personnel development (12181, 12281, 12282, 13081) * Education policv and administrative management 1(1 i)
* Nledical services (12191) * Educational facilities and training i1 121)'
* Basic health care and health infrastructure ( 12220, 122301 * Higher education il 1420)
* Water and sanitation, including ssaste management and * Advanced techn.ical training 11430.

disposal .14081, 14020. 14030, 14050) * Free floss of informationi i includes radio, telexision, anid prinit
* Basic nutrition (12240) media; 15065, 12030)
* Family planning and reproductive health (13020, 13030) Peace and securits

Environment Core aid expenditure
Core aid expenditure * Postconflict peacehuilding and settlement and reconstruction

F orestry includes forestry development. forestry services, and relief .15061, 16340,16330
forestry research; 31220. 31282,31291. * Landmine clearance and demnobilizationi .13064, 150(66

* Biosphere protection and bi0diversitv ,41020, 41030i * Emine clearance a d bn011)
* Environmenral research (41082) * Emergency assistance V010i
* Solar energy, binmass, xvind energy and ocean poxver, and Complementary aid expenditure

geothermal energy (23070, 23066, 2306 068) * Government and civil society (strengthening civil society
Complemenrarn aid expenditure 1505()
* Environment education and training t41081) * Hunman rights ( 15063.
* Environimenial policy and administratnie maiiagement (41010) * Legal and judicial des-elopnieint and government
* Energ! research and education (23081, 23082) adminiistratioii (15030, 1 8040)

Sourice: World Bink statf, based on OECD DAC classification.

information-all of which facilitate the dis- without payment of comlpensation. Some fortoal deiitiotims

semination of advances in global knoxwledge at related to puLblic goods are presented in anneicx 5. 1.
the local level. 2. For comparison, the annual spenidinig authorit oif thc

U.S. Ens ironmental Protectioi Agencs is abouLt S I) L bliho.
Peace. Expenditures on preventing a relapse 3 Sachs 201)0ar, for example, estimates that saccine

into conflict or alleviating its effects (such as development for malaria, Lubercuiosis, and AIDS alone

helping refugees) are considered core expendi- could usefully absorb Sl0 billion a year, although other an-

tures on international public goods in the sense thors have advanced lower figures. Estimates by Krcmer
that they coney cross-border benefits in the (2000) suggest that the present value of worthwhile expen1-

diture (compounded over a 10-year pertod for the develop-
form of greater security. Postconflict recon- ment, purchase, and delivery of vaccines for these three dis-

struction and mine clearing contribute to im- eases would be around S18 billion. At a 3 percent discount

proving the sustainability of peace, because the rate, this amounts to an average annual expenditure ot

risks of a relapse into conflict are higher imme- $3 billion. Actual needs may lie somewhere in betwveen the
Sachs and Kremer estimates.

diately after the end of hostilities. On the other SahanKrerstme.,,at t e oh tts n t 4. This Is a small fraction of the total resources of
hand, improving governance, accountability, foundations. Fueled by the boom in investment markets, the

and human rights and strengthening legal and assets of all active U.S. foundations rose to $385 billion in

judicial systems contribute to reduce the risks 1998. Giving by the nearly 47,000 grantmaking founda-
of the government failures that are often at tions in the United States amounted to $22.8 billion in
ofthe gorigi mentofivi wailures.Expe res iftn ath 1999, largelv for domestic programs (The Foundation Cen-

ter 2000. Foundation spending on domestic programs has
areas have a complementary role in safeguard- been groxwing faster than international spending. Overall

ing peace. U.S. charitable giving has been growing at 8.5 percent annu-
ally over the past few decades (Schervish 2000).

5. Foundations' growth prospects are closely tied to the

Notes performance of the stock market, hut their interest in respond-ing to the challenges of globalization-a major factori uLder
1. The terminology used in the description and analysis pinning the growxth in international grantmaking-is not.

of public goods is complex. Throughout this chapter, the 6. Contributions to the trust fund for the Heavils
key focus is on externalities: costs and benefits that the ac- Indebted Poor Countries Initiative are excluded from this
tions of one individual or group impose or bestow on others discussion.
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7. The cost of the 50 programs funded through the De- -. 2000. "Fostering Investment in Global Public
velopment Grant Facility stands currently at an annual $1.3 Goods in Health: The Case of Communicable Dis-
billion; however, $200 million of this overlaps with pro- eases." In World Bank, New Paths to Social Develop-
grams that also draw resources from single-donor and mul- mient: Community and Global Networks in Action.
tipartner trust funds. Washington, D.C.
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Appendix 1
Debt Burden Indicators and
Country Classifications

Country classifications for 2001 the present value of debt service to GNP and 132G LOBAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CLASSI- percent for the present value of debt service to ex-
fies indebtedness based on two ratios: the ports), the country is classified as moderately in-
ratio of the present value of total debt ser- debted. If both ratios are less than three-fifths of

vice to gross national product (GNP) and the ratio the critical value, the country is classified as less in-
of the present value of total debt service to ex- debted. Countries are further classified as low-
ports. These ratios cast a country's indebtedness in income if 1999 GNP per capita was $755 or less
terms of two important aspects of its potential ca- and as middle-income if 1999 GNP per capita was
pacity to service the debt: exports (because they $756 or more but less than $9,265. Combining
provide foreign exchange to service debt) and these criteria leads to the identification of severely
GNP (because it is the broadest measure of income indebted low-income countries (SILICs), severely
generation in an economy). For the 137 countries indebted middle-income countries (SIMICs), mod-
that report to the World Bank's Debtor Reporting erately indebted low-income countries (MILICs),
System (DRS) the debt data are drawn from this moderately indebted middle-income countries
source. GNP and export data are from World (MIMICs), less indebted low-income countries
Bank files, as shown in the Country Tables volume (LILICs), and less indebted middle-income coun-
of Global Development Finance. Export figures tries (LIMICs; table Al.1).
are earnings from goods and services, including The use of critical values to define the bound-
worker remittances. Data on official grants are aries between indebtedness categories implies that
not included, although they may be a stable source changes in country classifications should be inter-
of foreign exchange in some countries. preted with caution. If a country has an indicator

The two indebtedness ratios in Global Devel- that is close to the critical value, a small change in
oprnent Finantce 2001 are calculated as follows: the indicator may trigger a change in indebtedness

classification even if economic fundamentals have
* The ratio of the present value of total debt ser- not changed significantly.

vice in 1999 to average GNP in 1997, 1998, Moreover, these indicators do not represent an
and 1999. exhaustive set of useful indicators of external debt.

* The ratio of the present value of total debt ser- They may not, for example, adequately capture the
vice in 1999 to average exports (including debt servicing capacity of countries in which gov-
worker remittances) in 1997, 1998, and 1999. ernment budget constraints are key to debt service

difficulties. Countries (such as the franc zone coun-
If either ratio exceeds a critical value-80 percent tries in Africa) that allow the use or free conver-
for debt service to GNP ratio and 220 percent for sion of a foreign currency can face government
the debt service to exports ratio-the country is budget difficulties that are related to servicing ex-
classified as severely indebted. If the critical value ternal public debt, but that are not necessarily re-
is not exceeded but either ratio is three-fifths or flected in balance of payments data. In other coun-
more of the critical value (that is, 48 percent for tries, the servicing of domestic public debt may be
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Table A1.1 Income and indebtedness classification criteria
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a source of fiscal strain that is not reflected in hal- is discounted to compute its present value. For
ance of payments data. Moreover, rising external variable-rate loanis, for which the futurc debt ser-
debt may not necessarily imply payment difficul- vice payment cannot be precisely determined, debt
ties, especiallv if there is a commensurate increase service is calculated using the rate at the end of
in the country's debt servicing capacity. Thus, these 1 999 for the base specified for the loan.
indicators should be used in the broader context of
a country-spccific analysis of debt sustainabilitv.

In the context of the Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) Initiative, countries are classified Classification of low-income
based on the ratio of the present value of public countries
and publicly guaranteed debt to exports of goods Thirty-three countries are classificd as SILICs, I 9 as
and services, excluding worker remittances. For MILICs, and 10 as LILICs (table A 1.2). The debt in-
the 22 counltries for vhich a joint debt sustainabil- dicators for Benin, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Pak-
ity analxsis has been undertaken, the indicators are istan have xvorsened, and they joined the severely
calculated on this basis and shown in italics in ta- indebted grotip of low-incomne countries; the ratios
bles Al.4 and A 1.5. for Burkina Easo, Mlozambique, and Vietnam im-

T'hc discounit rates uscd to calculate present proved, and they are now classified in the moder
vaIlC u re interest rates charged by the Organisation atelv indebted group of low-income countries Debt
for Fconomic Co-operation and Devclopment indicators for Armenia 'worsened, and it moved from
(OECD) countries for officially supported export less indebted to moderately indebted. By contrast
credits. They represent, on average, the most favor- those for India improved, and it is now classified in
able terms for fixed-rate nonconcessional debt that the less indebted group of low-inicome countries.
countries are able to contract in international loan
markets. The rates are specified for 19 currencies.
including G- currencies-British pounds, Cana-
dian dollars, French francs, German marks, Italian Classification of
lire, Japanese yen, and U.S. dollars. International middle-income countries
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) In the middle-income group, 1 0 countries are classi-
currency-pool loans, International Development fied as SIMICs, 24 as MIINICs, and 41 as LIMICs.
Association (IDA) credits, and International Mone- Ecuador and Estonia moved into the group of mod-
tary Fund (INIF) loans are discounted at the special erately indebted countries: the former as a conse-
drawing rights (SDR) lending rate. For debt de- quence of improved debt indicarors. Those for Esto-
nominated in other currencies, discount rates are nia declined, and it moved from the less indebted to
the average of interest rates on1 export credits the moderately indebted. Equatorial Guinea and the
charged bv other OECD countries. former Yugoslav Republic of MNacedonia joined the

In present value calculations, debt service on less indebted group bccause of improvements in the
fixed-rate loans is determined and each payment present value of debt to exports ratio.
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Table A1.2 Classification of DRS economies
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Notes: Tables Al.2 and Al.3 classify all World Bank member econories and all nther economies vith pnpnlations of more than 30,000.
Enonomies are dlided among inmm groups accnrding in 1997 GNP per capita, calculated using the World Bank Atlas method.

Income groups are low-income, $755 or less; lower-middle-income, $756-$2,995; upper-middle-income, S2,996-$,2 6 5. and high-income, $9,266 nr more.
Lizbekistan is not assigned an indebtness classification due to incomplete information.
a. Countries whose indebtedness classification has vorsened.
b. Countries vhose indebtedness classification has irpro,ed.
c. Countries svhose incomne classification has changed.
Source; WXorld Bank DRS.
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Table A1.3 Classification of non-DRS economies
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Table A1.4 Major economic indicators, 1999
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Table A1.4 Major economic indicators, 1999 (continued)
(millions of U.S. dollars)

Country FDT 9 '._ TDS _ \i. _
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Samoa | '2 I'1 ._ 12- _ _ _

(Table contrinmes on next page)
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Table A1.4 Major economic indicators, 1999 (continued)
irnillins,oJf U.S. dollars)

Cout. EDT iI Tt I \Gi N-

Sdio ' ! ! 4r' 4 S 4

Si/tt. . .r ! i% 4 . 2V i- I _U 1,-
Sea'. 4 -|Ja -
SerNI. I 14 4. -1 _,

Sitcr: t ' 2>4' .I 1 ASt
Slov ,. . I I. I .4 II 4, I in4 I 4 1

Si,: I.. I1t - II-, I - -

5, .. ' 24.1 \ _4 I.- 4.'3 '&' I 44. i4. ;,2

S rI ,, Ii' .' 4. 3 ',83iI_h 42|. 
Sit [. .I . 14 .

4

~t. L .I I 14 A - ,I

Sd..'' I1 14' 1 4' 1 4 r 14 _ 

Ssva I.. Ir j2 31 I Ž , I 1 ri!5 I '4

Vii, .1 | '' I. 22 !A 2| 1. 1 *t I; I

Tajil''.,. 4 n 45 1 !42 I

Tan. ,-:S !J. 414 _ 2 * I

ITha . '-'r*.
11

-1 11 Ir,, '' . 4 1'._

Tog, : .,,.tt.. 1 12. 4tH ! 2il I

fion: ' o 4 4, '

Trio' I I .. I ' 2 4n2 ,, .4 P-I I .. 4'C , I 4

TLitn , I_: ''c.4 ru,,41

Turl 4 Ir - " .N i 441

Turb ... .. . ... '.- 4(i 1.s@ 

Uga ..'.2 '4' !I4 .4
Ukr,,, 1 4,1l 1, I - s.^l II ,1 ! 

LJru' -,44'. _ _ luSt 4 4 24' '

UIzbI,4 44i' .C i h 4 -

Van' -a r i :

Venit . I 

B[ . . V.'i ! -2 . ;,n 1 41 '4.12 4I.' '44

Vlet . 1 ,.2"'' t , .4k'1 I: 14.4r. -_;

'tugll) 4 ,. I I I ,
Si .I, 1 ,, ....... ;,1.44.4 1 I4 ~ '' ,._

Zant 77 r 4 4 4 'Jj,t I 4

Zinil ,1 4 inr. 4 t--4 n-4 1 2 .!' 4

- Nor available.
Notes: For definition of indicators, see Sources and Definirioias sectiot. Numbers itn italics are from debt sustainabilits analv,cs ulnderta kenii i
the context of the HIPC Initiative. Present value estimates for these countries are for public and publicl guaraniteed debt onit, anid export fig-
iires exclude worker remittanices.
Source: WVorld Bank DRS and staff estimates.
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Table A1.5 Key indebtedness ratios, 1999
(percenzt)

Country alT I.D ,I \ t.n tl)l 4I.P I: u\.r r.%s S NT

Albania 1i 'iz4 1 '

Algeria 5 r I i 3

Angola 42i ! -' 3 1-'4 24

Argentina 4! 4 - 32 4

Armenia 1H4 I 4 - 1 j I'

Azerbaijan ' ' 2 .
Bangladesh ir'14 - -'' 24 

Barbados 4; 4- 2r !
Belarus Ii 14 5 4 1

Belize 4r 5, i3 ;'' 12

Benin7 . 2; l o; 42 j4 

Bhtutan 1. 4A ;

Bosnia and Jci . - _ - - - j

Botswvana 14 A 2 .

Brazil 1' 4 I u2 :I'. * 24

Bulgaria ii .I4 P ,

Burkina FRso 4 - ' .,. 2,, :

BurULidi 1 421 n11 I 33 Ir I

Cambodia -.
Camieroun '.5 2 -:i-

Cape Vcrde I I 0 I ' ,
Central Africar I di, . N ; . NIl - I 1 4

Chad 3, i'" -z 4' . 4

Chile Ins 1 j4 1

Chinia 1 - r I4
Columbia 2, ': 1 l 41 I

Cimoros 44" 114 1-

Congo, )em. F 2 r r - 241 I

Congo, Rep. ol 2 
4

i 14,,

Costa Rica ,' i1
CCte d'lv ii-e 2i Ii , , I I !

Croatia 4' I A4 4 1
Czech Republi( '- .- 4 42 H 4

Djibouti 2 .

Dominica _; .4 4i 4

Dominican ReF ''I i: , 31 . 4

Ecuador 3' i14 - |

Egypt Arab Rti .i ih I 3.

El Salvador 01 " 34 I | 4

Equatorial Gui'' ;4 1 iS 4.- 

Eritrea 4a1 ' .' i j I

E7smonia -! * , | I1 4

Ethiopia 4 4 |4 I

Fiji i i I *

Gabon 141 | 144 '4 I
Gaibia, The -i1 114 S4 |

Georgia 1 14' 4- 12

Ghania | i, |

Grenada Ars | " : .

Guatemala I 1, -n II

Guinea | S 4 : i |I

Guinea-Bissau 2 Id i I| 4-r :A |' 

Guy-ana I- - I,,, I , 1

Haiti | 4 | I ' || - I 1_

Honduras | / ' ! ' j|
Hunigar- | ' , n ' I I I 4

India ISi ' I14 ' I |-

Indonesia 24 | 24' |' ''. ii'

Iran, Islamic R, i ., 4

Jamaica - [ _ , ' r -_ _ __ 

(Table conztinuiies tin next page)
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Table A1.5 Key indebtedness ratios, 1999 (continued)
(percent)

Countrs EDTtiG | rP IC." EDT.'GNP rI ., TrSiXGS Ii.

Jordan It4 I lIt' Ir .- 12
Kaazkhstan 511 ' I 2ii I 1 4

Kenya 211 1I 61 44 25

Korea., Republic oif __ -. ; I 2h 4

Kvrgx z Repuhlic I4 1 11 i H '!

Lao PDR i3S 2. 1Ž5S
Larsva _44 44 4'5 4
Lebanon 1i4 Ii' ; 3 :S

Lesotho I I.) 5t' 4'' 4

Liheria - _ _ _ _ I
Lithuania - _ io :4 b,
\tacedonia, FYR of I 46 '4 43 IM

Ala,dagascar ;4 121 %1 2il
MIalawi 4-; -i ,4 1 ;
Malaysia 4" , 5 8
Maldives *al I ; I 4U 4 4

Ma): 4Th 'I0 12t: IG 4
Maurit.ana , 4 6 '-4 212 1. ' 2!
MlaLiritjus : 44 61 - It'
MNexico I IL , I1_ 411 4-1 

Nioldosa 102 " 55 i4 19
.Mongolia 155 .-i

Morocco I 5 141 V ;
Mozambique J ;' 2 23
M1 aninar 3 3 2! 42 ' S i
Nepal 2. ". 59
Nicaragua nr* 22 I 1 

Niger 52 4
Nigeria 1 Q4 91 C. I
Oiman 2 I 4" V ,.

Pakistan 1 3!2 . .2i 4'' 2,' !

Panama n I r

Pap ua Ness GLluinea 11 19 h ,

ParagUa: | 2. 5

PerLI : il 4. 54 32 0

Philippitnes ' 1I iii n ,. 14

Poland 12 . II 4 j 19 -

RorinaniLa 44 2;-. - H
Russ,ian Fccleratim inI 14 !49 i 1:
RUUlcfidZ(, 1.01 _ti. 
Samoa 144 I .Di .

.Si: T:,mc and ct Porr :2.2 i 4. ! ;; 4 - i iI

.Senegal 24'' I*Y. * c
Sevchelles 41 .
Sierra leone I.M2" I I - 14 25
SloNak Republic - '-- 4: 41 14 4
Soiliiion Islands _. 44 49

S,oralia--
Smiuth Africa .-r- I I i 4
Sri Lanka I i4 o4
St. Kint: and Nesis 44 -2 12

St. lUcia 4v 42 ' ; S
St. V'inicent and the , 122 . 4 M4 4" 

SLldan 2,2 254 IIi I I- !

SNrjziland 1 ' 1 4 ! 2 !
SYrian Arab Republ . '4 . 14r 14: - 4

Tajikistan 12 i 4 . ; I
T

7
,iana ;4" 1. _ ; -

Ibhaila.nd 1:1 l: I -- I .-i
r(lg:) 1~~~~-, ,s .,. I". ~ T'hi'ago

Tlnga 1 34 I
Trinidad anid lhbag _ | 42 4 14
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Table A1.5 Key indebtedness ratios, 1999 (continued)

(percent)

Country EDT'sC 'I \'.s FDl.GNP I\ GNI ToSv\;-S IN.1 %.

Tunisia | _i| r_r It

Turkey vt' Ir 52 4 4 II
Turkme,;,. ... 14 141 ,4 .
Uganda 44 4 -. '' - . i
Ukraine -- . i2 . 4
Urugua I hr2 I, Ii ;: 1.
Uzbekisr,. II: I 1"
Vanuate . 14 14' I
VenezuI,* -.. J. 14 I " 4'. 1
Vietnan. l2 Ir4 I I
Yemen, I...u1I. . 4. I "l' -,L. 4

Yugosla . i k,i-: '
(Serb,; I .I,,: . I _ _ _ _ -

Zambia rid , 44 !

Zimbai - I4 ' i I ._

- Not available.
Notes: For definition of indicators, see Sources and Definitions section. In the estimated ratios, the numerator refers to the 1999 data and the
denominator is an average of 1997 to 1999 data. Numbers in italics are from debt sustainability analyses undertaken in the context of the
HIPC Initiative. Present value estimates for these countries are for public and publicly guaranteed debt only, and export figures exclude wvorker
remittances.
Source: World Bank DRS and staff estimates.
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Table A1.6 Classification of economies by income and region, January 2001

Sub-Saharan Africa Asia Europe and Central Asia Middle East and North Africa

East and Eastem
Income Southern East Asia Europe and Rest of Middle North
group Subgroup Africa 'West Africa and Pacific South Asia Central Asia Europe Er . 'ne.r_

Loi- Angola Benin Cambodia Afghanistan Armenia Yemen H I.,l

,ormc Burundi Burkina Faso Indonesia BangLadesh Azerbaijan t'j,. ,
Comoros Cameroon Korea, Dem. Bhutan Kyrgyz
Congo, Dem. Central Rep. India Republic

Rep. African Lao PDR Nepal kI. Id. ld
Eritrea Republic Mongolia Pakistan T5 ,.k.. ir,
Ethiopia Chad Mvanmar Turkmenistan
Kenya Congo, Rep. Solomon Ukraine
Lesotho Cote d'lvoire Islands Uzbekistan
Madagascar Gambia, The Vietnam
Malawi Ghana
Mozambique Guinea
Rwanda Guinea-Bissau
Somalia Liberia
Sudan Mali
Tanzania Mauritania
Uganda Niger
Zambia Nigeria
Zimbabwe Sao Torne and

Principe
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo

M iddlr'- Lower Namibia Cape Verde China Maldives Albania Turkey Iran, Islamic Algeria B.1:
roli-ot'e Swaziland Equatorial Fiji Sri Lanka Belarus Rep. Djibouti B. I s

Guinea Kiribati Bosnia and Iraq Egypt. Arab .1 ..
Marshall Herzegovina Jordan Rep. Costa Rica

Islands Bulgaria Syrian Arab Morocco Cuba
NMicronesia, Georgia Republic Tunisia Dominica

Fed. Sts. Kazakhstan West Bank Dominican
Papua New Latvia and Gaza Republic

Guinea Lithuania Ecuador
Philippines Macedonia, II '.i'. ad. ,
Samoa FYRa Guatemala
Thailand Romania , ,, ,,;
Tonga ..... ,,.
Vanuatu Federation J.1arnaica

Yugoslavia, iljr, i"
Fed. Rep.b Peru
(Serbia/ St. Vincent
Montenegro) and the

Grenadines
Li,n 110 li.

Upper Botswana Gabon American Croatia Jsle of Man Bahrain Libya Wr.. il
Mauritius Samoa Czech Lebanon Malta 1. ;, 1
Mayorte Korea, Rep. Rrt.,Llc Oman -rc.o!5

Seychelles Malaysia Estonia Saudi Arabia h,d.
South Africa Palau Hungary H.,

Poland I ,,d1
sl-- xk , oa r. RkrJhl '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~D.rT ir,,

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ahl. ,., ds

St. Lucia
T-r .l 3,0d

Tobago

Suebtott,. 1-_ , .- ;
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Table A1.6 Classification of economies by income and region, January 2001 (continued)

'iul' %ah.ifain Ari, I.A, I u'0g, ind ixenETJI A~la Sil.Fi'.. i,h XI,,_. 

La., mnd i a.rrr,
Income s.,rkrnn I r a., EurFp.. a-id RL,L .-t N1 .ll. rNi-.;
group 4.A-a %%, 'n ti l .t.i 'ii , ..nrol tri Fu- pc I .. A'.,, Azncnca

Higb- A-' aI r..1 .\irri (ITIada
incon 1, > b,, . baird h1 ret

.1, . .7 I,... li lnri 1r,aLs

Jrr..crk
i.-.lar rd

, N .i, rr, b.r. r,
For roil 

; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~11 ;.' 3r- a.1J 1.-!;j. ]mt

'li

'I- SI .,u .,,l I ri,,Ir Ia .I l Ar
. fib . I1 n h Iar.aI i ,rIbilinnin. Th
V .1"I ; r Brrrnu.da

facr.olaliiiJ .... .'' ikiIsri.

I,..I,, I icChL in'. t.in Arl

a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.n I ir.n. .

Total: 2'' .. . ' 1 4 -. -

For operational and analytical purposes, the World Bank's main criterion for classifying economies is GNP per capita. Every econiomy is classified as loa-income,
middle-income (subdivided into lover-middle and upper-middle), or high-income. Other analytical groups, based on geographic regions and levels of external debt,
are also used.

Low-income and middle-income economies are sometimes referred to as developing economies. The use of the term is convenilent; it is not intended to imply that all
economies in the group are experiencing similar development or that other economies have reached a preferred or final stage of dcvcloipment. Classificationi by income
does not necessarily reflect development status.

This table classifies all World Bank member economies with populations of more than 30,000. Economies are divided among income grOups according t(i 1999 GNP
per capita, calculated using the 'iorLd Bank Atlas method. The groups are: low-income, $755 or less: lower-middle-income, $756-2,995; tipper-middlc-income,
$2,996-9,265; and high-income, $9,266 or more.

Note: Income classifications are determined each vear in Julv and mav not reflect subsequent data revisionis.
a. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
b. Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Montenegro).
c. The French overseas departments French Guina, Guadeloupe, Martinique. and Reunion are included in France.
d. On 1 July 1997 China resumed its exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong.
e. On 20 December 1999 China resumed its exercise of sovereignty over Macao.

Sozurce: World Bank data.
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Table A1.7 Classification of economies by income group and indebtedness, January 2001

Income gro-p Subgroup Secrely indebted Moderately indebted Less indebted Not classified by indebtedness

Low'- AfghanisEan Mali Armenia Azerbaijan Uzbekistan
inco/ne Angola Mauritania Bangladesh Bhutan

Benin Myanmar Burkina Faso Eritrea
Burundi N.,I ii., *i Cambodia India
Cameroon Niger Chad Korea, Dem. Rep.
Central African Nigeria Gambia, The Lesotho

Republic Pakistan Georgia Nepal
Comoros Rwanda Ghana Solomon
Congo, Dem. Sao Tome Haiti Islands

Rep. and Principe Kenya T,,k. r,.,
Congo, Rep. Sierra Leone Mold(ova Ukraine
C6te d'lvoire Somala Mongolia
Ethiopia ,, 51 -- Mozambique
Guinea Tanzania Senegal
Guinea-Bissau Uganda Togo
Indonesia Zambia Turkmenistan
Kyrgyz Republic Vietnam
Lao PDR Yemen, Rep.
Liberia Zimbabwe
Madagascar
Malawi

Middle- Lw icer Bolivia Algeria Albania Kiribati Marshall Islands
income Bosnia and Belize Belarus Latvia Micronesia, Fed. Sts.

Herzegovina Colombia Cape Verde Lithuania West Bank and Gaza
Bulgaria Ecuador China Macedonia,
Cuba Honduras Costa Rica FYRA
Guyana Janmaica Djibouti Maldives
Iraq Morocco Dominican Namibia
Jordan Papua New Guinea Republic Paraguay
Peru Philippines Egypt, Arab Romania
Syrian Arab Russian Federation Rep. Sri Lanka

Republic Samoa El Salvador Suriname
St. Vincent and Equatorial Swaziland

the Grenadines Guinea Tonga
Thailand Fiji Vanuatu
Tunisia Guatemala Yugoslavia,
Turkev Iran, Islamic Fed. Rep.b

Rep. (Serbia/
Kazakhstan Montenegro)

Upper Argentina Chile Anrigua and Slovak Republic American Samoa
Brazil Estonia Barbuda South Africa Isle of Man
Gabon Hungary Bahrain St. Kitts and Mayotte

ILebanon Barbados Nevis Palau
Malavsia Botswana St. Lucia Puerto Rico
Mauritius Croatia Trinidad and
Panama Czech RcFIl; F 1; 1i

Uruguay Dominica
Venezuela, R.B. de Grenada

Korea, Rep.
Libya
Malta
Mexico
Oman
Poland
Saudi Arabia
Seychelles
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Table A1.7 Classification of economies by income group and indebtedness, January 2001 (continued)

... ,cicre. ..... .. JO hI.I .1 ¢ intnJ N|I ..d..,ji31,' .r.,i h.iC- indetfed N.. .ri 1 .J

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~., I .,, , .*:r.,h. I,;

I_ ii; I .i .,.. 72, ,. 1;

r. ;r. 'r

.I -F,, N. .I h I -,

In*li.,d ~ T.
41 4:. h.- h r.e

l2,996-9,265andhigh-income,9266ormore. ; ,rri.

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ had ! N 'h i--i.| ,

rh,i , Fr .*.,.-n ..A.. 

ji ;1. . ,. Fi.... Fr , ,, ,... ;l. 

ji , . r c l-

iir,,.;,. r.i.I,,,

52,996-9 Th5- and high-income, $9,266 or more. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ il;6d i.r,l

Standard World Bank definitions of severe and moderate indebtedness are used to classify economies in this table. Severely indebted means either: present value of
debt setvice to GNP exceeds 80 percent or present value of debt service to exports exceeds 220 percent. Moderately indebted mneans either of the two key ratios
exceeds 60 percent of, but does not reach, the critical levels. For economies that do not report derailed debt stanistics to the World Bank DRS, present-value calcula-
tion is not possible. Instead, the followving metbodology is used to classify the non-DRS economies. Severely indebted means three of foot key ratios (averaged over
1995-97; are aboive critical levels: debt to GNP (50 percent): debt to exports 1275 percent); debt service to exports (30 percent); and interest to exports )20 percent).
Moderately indebted means three of the four key ratios exceed 60 percent of, but do not reach, the critical levels. All other classified low- and middle-income
economies are listed as leaa indebted.

Note: Income classifications are determined each year in July and may not reflect subsequent data revisions.
a. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
b. Federal Republic of Yugoslavia I Serbia/Montenegro).
c. The French overseas departments French Guinea, Guadeloupe, Martinique, and Reunion are included in France.
d. On 20 December 1999 China resumed its exercise of sovereignty over Macau.
e. On 1 July 199 7 China resumed its exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong.

Souirce: World Bank data.
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Commercial Debt Restructuring

Developments in 2000 ing eligible bonds would be paid in full and in cashT HE PERIOD UNDER REVI\W SAW MAJOR on completion of the exchange offer; investors were
developments in debt reduction through offered a new seven-year eurobond, denominated
the Brady swap and buyback operations. In in either euros at an interest rate of 10 percent or

2000, 15 debt restructuring agreements totaling U.S. dollars at an interest rate of 11 percent. The
$54.9 billion were completed between debtor coun- new bonds have semiannual amortization pay-
tries and commercial bank creditors, reducing out- ments with a six-month grace period. By the end of
standing debt by $18.2 billion (table A2.1). Among the tender period, on March 15, 2000, more than
low-income countries, Ukraine concluded an agree- 90 percent of holders of eligible bonds agreed to
ment with commercial bank creditors to restructure participate in the exchange offer-well above the
$2.7 billion, including $280 million in securitized gas minimum 85 percent acceptance level required.
debt to the Russian gas monopoly Gazprom. Among
middle-income countries, Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Buyback and swaps in
Jordan, Mexico, and Poland retired $20.6 billion of middle-income countries
collateralized Brady bonds through debt buybacks The trend of voluntary swap or buyback by Latin
and discounted swaps for unsecured bonds. Also, the sovereign governments was continued in 2000,
Russian Federation concluded an agreement to re- and such transactions more than doubled in vol-
structure $32 billion of Soviet-era debt due to the ume from 1999. These voluntary deals demon-
London Club of private sector creditors. strate the renewed confidence of foreign investors

in these countries' prospects (with the exception of
Debt restructuring in low-income countries Ecuador, which was forced to reschedule its de-
Ukraine. On February 14, 2000, Ukraine offered a faulted Brady debts). This was particularly signifi-
swap of $2.7 billion in short-term debt obligations cant considering the limited access to capital mar-
into longer-term bonds. Bonds eligible to be ex- kets for emerging market sovereign governments in
changed included a 500 million eurobond due the wake of the Brazilian currency crisis in 1999. A
in March 2000, $258 million zero coupon paper significant new development in 2000 was the swap
due in September 2000, a 1.5 billion deutsche mark of Brady bonds denominated in European cur-
eurobond due in February 2001, a $75 million rencies by Mexico, which has the highest amount
eurobond due in October 2000, and $280 million of nondollar Brady debt outstanding. (Argentina
of Gazprom bonds due in 2000 and 2001 (an addi- and Venezuela also have significant amounts.) The
tional offer would be made for $735 million of weakness of European currencies and the illiquid-
Gazprom bonds due in 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, ity of nondollar Brady market provided Mexico
and 2006).1 Under the restructuring terms pro- with the opportunity to buy back securities de-
posed by the Ukrainian government, no debt for- nominated in nondollar currencies, reducing debt-
giveness or reduction in principal was required servicing costs and replacing collateralized bonds
from bondholders, and all accrued interest on exist- with bullet bonds. Argentina and Venezuela are
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Table A2.1 Debt and debt service reduction operations, 1989-2000
tI/Iidlots of U.S.d ollars,

t..'p ;rai;.@ n I, ^. l"... alh.,Ut Face value I ulu- *
Type of opecarion .- 'd Closing datc rd- of debt reductionb re.ri,-rur.d. JIb

lii'iiCI i n jiitriea

Bushack,s funded bh the i. ... 1,'.1 4.5 4.3 0.2
deht reduction facilitv

Dcl)t and delbt service ill I a -Ž Ii 12,6 7.6 5.0
redLuCtIon algrCeemeits

Other , ,l r I I 0.9 0.4
Lil,. i,,. Feb. 2000 2.7 0.0 2.7

.. ,... *.. i I 4.0 0.9 3.1

AMiddlc-iznncI i-nl iitriis

BoLebacks funided b- the Cumulative 2000 0.3 0.3 0.0
Icltr RcdLictii n F a,ilit

Debt and debt ser ice Cu1,.l,1 .- 197.9 37.8 160.1

reductiton agrcmcnts

Atouiiated debt and ' u il I 24.0 5. 5 18.4
debt sereice reduction : .. tI,, Feb., June 2000 4.7 1.4 3.3
miarket wsaups rI NMtar., July, Aug. 2000( 6.3 (i.4 5.9

l . d, ,,. ., AuLg. 2000 6.0 2.4 3.6
1-j r *Fhl SC0end half of 2000 I . 0.04 0.2

i i, ,,. I I Sep., Oct., Nov. 20)00 2.5 1.5 1.0
I'. h1i.d Oct. 200(0 0.9 (.9 0.0

1 j .Iv1x r ,rr..r ^Feb. 2000 31.8 11.6 20.2
t.,T..''itI I Iiii '. II 237.. 52.6

Iotal . onIl it . 4 41 5 56.5 184.1
,r. r .. r, * ,,,,, 42. 18.2 36.9

Tll1 i,ii 295.5 - 4.7 221.O

N,ltc: Tiutak Iii.is niot acid tIp heanuse iof r,oo1liid1g.
a. IncI tKide past-duc intecrst.
h. IncI ides hUi backi, dic 5C1 iiits, doi ri p.cs meiit on past dLIee iiturest, and folierg eiess.
S,,u,rci: Wiorld BaTik.

also considering buybacks or s-xvaps of nondollar operation generated savings of about $ 1.5 billion
Brady bonds in the near future. resultiiig from the differential between the par val-

Argentina. Between February and June 2000, ues and the market values of securities ($1.0 billion)
Argentina undertook two swTap operations to retire and from the pro rata release of the collateral of the
$4.7 billion of Brady bonds. In the first exchange, in Brady bonds ($0.5 billion).
February, Argentina swapped $1.4 billion of Bradv Brazil. There were three buvback operations
bonds for $3.5 billion of Argentina Bonte bonds during 2000 to retire $6.3 billion of Brady bonds.
maturing in 2003 and 2005 (both domestic fixed- In MIarch, Brazil used the proceeds from a $600
rate hook-entry government bonds). This operation nmillion 30-vear global bond to buy back $705 mil-
was a local open-market exchange 2 involving pri- lion of its Brady bonds: $202 million of eligible in-
marilv local bonds, and only one tvpe of Brady terest (El) bonds, $195 million of discount bonds,
bond (FRB) was exchanged. In June, Argentina suc- $190 million of par bonds, $85 million of front-
cessfully swapped $3.3 billion of Brady bonds for loaded interest reduction bonds (IFLIRBs), and $33
$2.4 billion of nexv 15-year global bonds. Bonds cli- million of debt conversion bonds (D(Bs).3 In July,
gible for the swap were par and discount bonds ma- Brazil completed a new $ 1.0 billion seven-year
turing in 2023, and floating rate past-due-interest global bond offering involving a $612 million cash
bonds (FRBs) maturing in 2005. The new issue car- sale and a $388 million exchange for $400 million
ries a coupon of 1 3.3 percent, paid quarterly. The of Brady bonds. The nexv issue was priced to yield
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12.4 percent or 610 basis points above the U.S. tired $235 million of its outstanding Brady bonds
Treasury rate. Bonds eligible for the swap were through open-market purchases. Jordan bought back
5200 million of El bonds, $111 million of new $115 million of Brady par bonds at an average
money bonds (NMBs), $82 million of FLIRBs, and price of about 70 cents per dollar of face value, and
$41 million of Exit bonds.4 In August, Brazil com- $20 million of Brady discount bonds at an average
pleted the largest-ever emerging market bond price of 80 cents per dollar of face value. Principal
swap with the issue of a $5.2 billion 40-year and interest collateral totaling 30 cents per dollar
global bond with a coupon of 11 percent. The new of face value was released by these buyback opera-
issue was priced at 80.2 percent of face value to tions. These repurchase operations were financed
yield 13.7 percent, or 788 basis points above the by the proceeds from privatization without issuing
U.S. Treasury rate. This swap operation retired other new bonds.
$5.2 billion of Brady bonds, consisting of $638 Mexico. In 2000 Mexico undertook five buy-
million of par bonds, $326 million of discount back operations to retire $2.5 billion of Brady
bonds, $926 million of C bonds, $1.6 billion of bonds. In March, Mexico implemented two buy-
DCBs, $933 million of FLIRBs, $344 million of back operations to retire $1.0 billion of Brady
new new money bonds (NNMBs), S368 million of bonds. In the first buyback, Mexico issued $500
Els, and $85 million of Exit bonds. 5 Total savings million of 15-year global bonds and used the pro-
of $533 million resulted from the differential be- ceeds to buy back S534 million of discount bonds.
tween the Brady bonds' par and market values At the end of March, a further $500 million of
($242 million) and from the release of the collat- Brady discount bonds was repurchased with the
eral of the Brady bonds ($311 million). Net pres- proceeds of the reopening of an eight-year global
ent value savings were estimated at $186 million. bond. These operations yielded a saving of $440

Eciuador. In August 2000 Ecuador completed million from the pro rata release of the collateral
its debt exchange operation, swapping about $5.9 of the Brady bonds.' Between September and No-
billion (principal only) in defaulted Brady bonds vember 2000, there were three additional buyback
and eurobonds for $3.95 billion in new 12- and operations to retire $1.5 billion of Brady debts. In
30-year global bonds. The swap involved $ 1.6 bil- September, taking advantage of a strong peso and
lion of par bonds, $1.4 billion of discount bonds, a weak Swiss franc (Sfr), the government repur-
$2.2 billion of past-due interest bonds (PDIs), $181 chased $150 million (Sfr275 million) of Swiss
million of interest equalization bonds (IEs), $322 franc-denominated 30-year Brady bonds. Mexico
million of 11.25 percent fixed-rate eurobonds, and offered a 22 percent discount for the bond (paying
$143 million of floating-rate eurobonds. The new Sfr78 per Sfr10 of principal), plus any accrued
12-year issue was priced to yield 12 percent, and and unpaid interest. In October, the Mexican gov-
the new 30-year issue carried a multicoupon with ernment completed a buyback of $1.0 billion in
the initial coupon rate of 4 percent. 6 All investors Brady par bonds denominated in European cur-
were offered the 30-year bonds, which can be ex- rencies: Dutch guilders, French francs, Italian lire,
changed for the 12-year bonds if investors agree to and German marks. This buyback operation was
a additional 35 percent discount. To facilitate the the first one managed by Mexico in the form of an
deal, the government offered to pay bondholders auction. The government received tenders of $1.4
$140 million of past-due principal and interest in billion, which was slightly oversubscribed. In No-
defaulted debts. This debt-exchange operation re- vember, Mexico retired $385 million of its out-
sulted in a 40 percent reduction in principal for the standing Brady bonds by exercising the embedded
bondholders, and more than 85 percent of the call options. This operation retired $300 million
bondholders accepted the deal. In September, fol- of Japanese yen-denominated par bonds, $75 Inil-
lowing the successful completion of its debt re- lion of German mark-denominated discount
structuring deal, Ecuador pledged to repurchase at honds, and $10 million of French franc discount
least 3 percent of the 30-year bonds, starting in bonds by redeeming the entire amount outstand-
2013, and at least I0 percent of the 12-year bonds, ing of each bond at par.
beginning in 2006. Polanfd. In October 2000 Poland undertook a

Jordan. In the second half of 2000, according buyback operation to retire $943 million of Brady
to the Jordanian Ministry of Finance, Jordan re- bonds, about 20 percent of the total outstanding.
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This operation redeemed $138 million of 15-year percenit for the first six months; 2.5 percenit for the
new money bonds and $805 million of discount second six months; and 5 perccnt for year twvo and
bonds. This buyback transaction was financed hy seven months, yielding 7.5 perceint a year. As a result
the receipt of hard currency earnings from the pri- of this agreement! Russia realized a reduction of
vatization of the telecommunications companv ahout 36.5 percent in outstandinig debt and more
TPSA to a consortium led hv France Telecom. The than 50 percent relief in presenlt value term-ls.
Polish government announced that S2.4 billion of
the $4.3 billion raised by TPSA privatization has
been allocated in a special hard currency account Notes
with the Central Bank for servicing of external debt. l. Ukrairic has sccunrti7cd gas debts to the Russian gas

monopoly Gazprom.

Other restructuring in middle-income countries 2. Mlost of thc bonds cligible were local bonds, inclod-

The Ruissianl Federation. On Februarv 2000 Russia ing Pre I, Pre2, Pre3, Pre4, Pro I Pro, TVA bonds (US$).

completed a provisional deal with the London Club TVA bonds (Argentine pesosi. TA Pagares (US$), TVA Pa-gares (Argentinie pcsos), and Curobonds in1 Argenitine pesos
of commercial banks for the restructuring of $31.8 due in 2002, spread floater, in US$ due in 2002, and Brads

billion of its Soviet-era debt that has been in default floating rate bonds 1FRBs).
since the devaluation of the ruble in August 1998. 3. El: eligible interest bond, F'tIRB: front loaded initer-

Under the rescheduling scheme, the London Cluh's est reduction bond, DCB: debt coin ersioTI bond.
4. El: eligible interest bond, NNIB: nesw nmones hond,creditors agreed to write off $11.6 billion of the prin- PLRE front-loaded interest reduction bond

cipal, and a seven-year grace period for principal re- 5. C bond: capitalization hond, DCB: debt conversion

payments, and swap the rest of its defaulted debts- bond, FLIRB: front-loaded interest reduction bond. NNNŽE:
principal notes (PRINs) and interest arrears notes new newr money bond, El: cligible interest bond.

(JANs)-for new 30-year Russian Federation eu- 6. Initial coupon rate of 4 percent until August 2)()1,
reset annually at 5 perceist. 6 percent, 7 piercent, 8 percenti.

robonds. PRINs were to be exchanged at a discount 9 perent thereafte perent.
of 37.5 percent and IANs at a discount of 33 percent. 7 BuYback transactions free utp the cash in LJ.S. Trea-

The interest rate on a new eurobond was set at 2.25 surn zero-coupoii honds tUsed as collateral on the Bradvs.
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000

C~~~~~~~~T\: . 'c ,, ,,:1 *t.dti. p.ir..l'.'.... iim.'.i...'uh ' } 'ntr'''v*Iek.'.;, Lrr.________________
l ~~ ~~~~~~~Ne~ Shortl .rain tj,.l.; *

Country and Iinrgib lnp -trm zedi. ,,,.
date of agreement ' rl ad II , r. i, i,,n, .... r, montc fltaltrnc | .lm1 ''Cn

Albania
Juls 1995 I,l' '[ tIt.1 ' 1., 7 V

Algeria
Februarv 1992 ,, n,c, | , ;.
June 1995 1l-r4h I V ,

Argentina
January 1983 I l,r1u.r 0. 1 1 .31'' I * , I.

August 1983 i0l. 4 .-

August 1985 1 lar'uwt. l0Q2 45 ' :j' 3,[ii Il

August 1987 4cc nrc. 24 ' 1* i 3 '' -*,
April 1993 ,'S I etcer' 'ir Isee [
September 1997 ''..iliii. debtr ' ir'f r rc.

Mar./Sept. 1998 [rhi .' u b' I ire i`-r,-

March 1999 ;, .1',niar, dcbi .4ig i,,d .J. i
'.,a. h,.1 -1 I-. c,1-.- 

Feb./June 2000 '..J IuJr.i .d11-r --r . e -c

Bolivia
December 1980 I -iu.i t N ' I I.1

April 1981 i art1' 'l24 411 ': 

July 1988 uu.hL'cl Ivranl;,,r.nt ' e- trY.'
July 1992 'i<'g-c'i'r mc ' i'
Mav 1993 Pcbt bbtil, see nisi

Bosnia and Hezergo, In n

December 1997 1, o r.chcd.Iii,he 'i: 't I--

Brazil
February 1983 1 lin-ar' I *. I 4 |1 a i lr _ .

January 1984 1 l min-,. 14 12 - ' r ilil 1.1"., '

July 1986 1 1lioi 14r 1-'6 12 ' .4,-il' -; 4
November 1988 1 antic li4 .e4 "1 4 -.2i,ii 14.''

July 1992 hlr.t:r-': ir,cat, :,d 1'141.1 iic -ltei

April 1994 i['IS wgtrcrir: n.ti c t'

June 1997 N ." , r [ . .t'i *- ir ee 'i' 'tsr 
Apr/Oct. 1999 .tr daikbr .1 :.p see I cSte Ilf j

Mar./July/Aug. 20C j I;I]f-ih L; "ll1S 

Bulgaria
July 1994 |i i'.t-t,r -e tint' rLI, I

ChileI
July 1983 1 lcrani P', S 24 ! 1 i 1.";4 1 -tri ! ', 4, 

January 1984 -h. 'ri r. rnt debr,. I, .2'4 j | i.4

June 1984 ' U * it

November 1984 : I|ilt' | i..

November 1985 1 IlaiLrn 1: i | I lii I 1 -j.' I'' .

June 1987 1 lanuir 18 4i | -- '' I _- ''

August 1988 | . r.lldr'. nii I tatter 'cc r -:re.n 
December 1990 I Jir-uirt 1901 4 | 4,I | r' |-12' J

Colombia
December 1985 i '|

June 1989 1.n411 j:
April 1991 I - ,

(Table couttinties out rtext page)
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

Amount restructured Other assistance Repayment terms
Consolidation period (millsons of U.S. dollars) (millions of US. dolls) (consolidation portion only)

~~~~~~~~~~wihl I k, J-,hJl n-, t l ..r11uCs-;., nd .. Length |lonM t..rtr* *.z nll,-sIt, , 1., .' Hl. u-

da' , . , ,, it dais rd zl' ht.-i,i .. .t...i...i.-m rtn-,, ric.,an| .

Costa Rica
September 1983 1 1In.uas' Ili '4 706 202 202 8/0 4/0 2/i
Mklay 1985 I Jou-arN 185 '4 470 75 10/0 3/0 1¼
Nlav 1990 DCsR igreesntett iwc se oe% 1.4 -

Cote d'lvoire
NLarch 1985 I ecermhrr 1; 'i 485 104 8/0 3/0 1.
November 1986 ! januuf I'S6 48 851 9/0 3/0 11
April l988" ,-, n.
M-lay 1997 [tDSR agreemrrn' see r..t-

Cuba
December 1983 1 seprtnihrr 1 -" '2 130 490 5/6 2/0 2¼/
December 1984 I 1bru-i l1s

4 1 103 490 7/0 2/6 1 .-4
July 1985 1 13nruuj I si 1 90 490 10/0 6/0 1¼

Dominican Republic
December 1983 I iDteerrnber I1 4 I 1 500 5/0 1/0 2'4
February 1986 I linsr.u, I4i ht' 787 13/0 3/0 1,
August 1994 liDPR a6teemertt f-c nlote4I

Ecuador
Octoher 1983 I N.',rmh' I.s . 14 2,770 433 700 7/0 1/0 2`,¼
December 1985 I lminar, 14i n 4,219 2-11 700 12/0 3/0 I'
November 1987* 

5
st n0rt.

February 1995 -DSR igresmcr ie,t, ri,eti
April 1997 \.slunrr dehr ..- ip lee no..*rs.i
August 2000 L'ebt r-h.,duling, s-r notcs'

Ethiopia
january 1996 Debt h' ILh..k .rc t I

Gabon
December 1987 I Scptleohcs 1986 It 27 10/0 4/6 1 X
December 1991 I lbruir. J484 It 75 13/0 3/0 7.
Nlav 1994 4t lul. i s- i 187 10/0 2/6

Gambia, The
February 1988 Balance as of 1S bec,rmhr 1I 96 19 8/0 3/6 i/s

Guinea
April 1988 Sb,sr-rtrrm debt onr. 28 3/0 0/6 i
December 1998 Debt hu. b., k ice nrot, i

Guyana
August 1982 11 l.lm 1082 ! 14 2'i
June 1983 I Jul-, 1S - 12 2i
July 1984 1 \uSb,t tHi 1 11 2¼/
Julb 1985 1 A-uu.s l4's I 15 2¼
julv 1988 8
November 1992 Debt busbL. I .ec ones
December 1999 [ttbr hu%s ha., k,ec noe;l

Honduras
june 1987'I 1 \pril 18-~ )-Is 8/0 6/0 1I.
August 1989 Se s Tot.c, Il!
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fl~~~~A;. ,,r. a.-. ,;c :-.,..] t'rhcr t,'.L.,as.Ks, I... , . .
t-|r lldJlltmp~~~~A,-krdl.iheF. s 1. ,ll. ..... iltifgl....... , ;...R...........1.1.'

Cour.,.., I [cnsth I .ne.m .r.F. M ed,, -- -1 1 i

date -- r;c... ,, l _ _ _ i~ II*IL rn..'l tfl ltfl... :, .,'. - ,*-

Indc*rv.l |i It _1h.i.r ..
Jul.. I' r A

Iran i.laihtm R,p '
M.,; . IJ Pjh1r-. r 3-1t \Iir,:h 14|-t I...... |
De. . ,,1- 1e --4 R.,Ia;ccj,..I !'cerr jCiW4 Ii,, 1

Jamntca
Apr.1 I -"I I !r-- 4 ',, --

Jult- I. I Juh 14l1 V' ' - i1

jui. I 4 h Ial. 4Ž1. ! 1.,
Serrfl:,r I APIO '4'; 2 ,. ,.

Jiul, I . 1 linn, .4 .- -, I.4
Jui.*. --.,. IJs3n,ur I-s.' 5 4 .,; .J 14 1.

Jord I;
Se. l.-, I '"- ' I ]e iir 94'' F' . ii :
N( ,-,[., 11r'Lar, 9^ *,. ,,-.
Dc ...... ,1- - ; ni'- -c
Ye,; F"'' ri b- hu,l,ck 4e, fl- ju

Kor:.,. HRpubh. I

Jjaru ., I - [.....chI rr ;chtdultre .r...... rc,t:.c

LibN r.
Dc .1 ,-. I-' i uld, l.SI 2-I I '''4

Iu -. - "CCe r i1,

Mad ia-.r
Ni, ,;i. r I I \rtcl!, r.n! I . ; I .-.

OCr F-., P "4 tFrr, e c .1-A -- dcba .|
Ju ,,i ': - c fl- s '1 ., ,,,,-

M !'''" I kpril 1'11' *- 4 I I .iI

Ma ,...
M., .- I ept.n1tr H1S' '4 1 . ,,
01.' .1; r X I33Bdi c- .rs -'I2 GaFc,,'t J 2 .,..*, 4 .

Maur.t.n- i
Al.. NMI-- Et, bu'.Iti,k -cc n..tro

Mex .;c.
Ai.- r 1" 21 krr.1 I"142 > .,,i' , 4' 

ApI1 I'- 1 t I'''' -:

M .,. 1-, I- 1 latin; I's 4i ,''', 14 ii ''

At.. , . .: l binur, 1
4
sr ' i' . 14-l>1 

M Il!'- 44.1- -44 2. ,
A,.... * ! - - I ae,iujr; I'

3
VŽ 4 -.. -,,,,

M 1,; 1 I -- 'Debr t cF.I tie 1-I,-,

M.,ri. I-.-. F,,EIR grcrclienll I- nc flti 41 I I 1
MA.. ', I'-. \:lI.rr, hy er n-t.r r

A 'lun \iIurir, drbt 4.. i ti , it

Mor~ ~~~~~' ... 'm,., -

Sei rh,I.I i' lanuilr. I'%S41 - 41 - '' 4'

Ju,; !- ''1 '1.1li,,. 3v 1 I
1

,,,r.lvr 14'a h 1 4 'I-,

(Table continues ont niext page)
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

u..,.l.,I,iar.lnr prsn.! 1!1 t22 i. h..i 1 l.,:, i 'SJ! le ,; Ii.:1 rx. l 1i--% I

Ne. shar _itr "I

-n-rv and L.neih I-nsL ierm .. jed ,,.....,. 1.l, r,.
date f agrccmi I dinrtJar .Un,nth: M.. ,., j.. I_. ! . .ion.., m ,i l-an. *.. i' , ., I,, 

Mozambiquc

Max 1987 l-nr. . .0 deh' : - ' ,

Decemllbcr I 'I [h:hl h3hji- c rxnr,

Nicaragua

December I' I' ! ' * ' ¼
D,eiembcr I I 8.r r. I- I'' ' /

Malrch 198- te air' I ! ' 2' ii 34
February I" 4 1 l u l. 1 " 1 I 4 H * 1h

Deccuibcr I -. i ric hnuha, n.,I iSI

Niger
M,aIrch 198,s , I 2lake-rI:% 2'' ., _ 2
April 1%86 L I N,h.r I ,. 2
Nlarch 1991 f'c il . ha. b i, I I''

Nigeria

Noverniber I ' I NXpri l'8n 21 4.14 ,, , 1h
Ilirch 148X "I .rr-rLrlI .1:ht .ni. . -I .,,.

Junu r.xrr l9''l 'rIDR iw-is-mt-e. [ii' re' 4 ' !
Panama

Seprember 1 9 I I' -ii,
(Mcrohyr 19 I jir.- I'M 24 . nil ! l'-A
N\lcxr 199 , 39..r 3 -e.llt r.r I.-Clr I r'' 

Seprembcr N\ l .Iiri,31rN Ul.; -p .cc ri

Peru

Januiaxrx 19' I Der.- Ir, 2 --4 .: - I 1¼.

nulx 19X3 - MIrTh I I 4 - hi-i '' --I .;' 2A

NovemivbCr I - fli.rgrri-ir e: rc-I

Plhilippines
ulainuar 1'-0 !- ''--I--a b .. .C 2'4 I. *' I'

I)Cceribher I I 1, I ar. i'- -2 -, I'. I - ' .i

.xInuarr 14'i l I'1rI ...ri' r,-sr n .lfljI' .!ri

Decurber I Dl)IsR Irr -i.tiir I Qi -1 r -

`,cprrcir cr I ..'Iu jr n J Lf I Jd ? us) I IL I' I I- .

t)(stober 19 -- I \,. r.r. i-s 1 f r .. i .c I n. Irc,

Poland

April 198)2 2.2sI, fsi%I''II- '' 4''
Novmbr IYS 2 _ ifluit. bs l -nl..* -- , ,- , ,4'' 14
Novnmber I I l3nu 3. I 's' I] ' i I' 4 1 I
N(.N ciubtr i ln,, ir I4 '| :4 '.| 4,1
IllNr 19S4 1 hioina 9,S4 4'. ! 4 -I I'; :, 13
xeptrmbcr t1 t ru.i 1-2,I -'4,' ' I 14
JslI' 19X8 I'11.f Iiuz l''> ' . .- il e ' "1
June 19X I M.a 1 Iv 2'',,

Ictober l9 4 DLhK ijrc,:rmr.rr I n. nrc.; l lr 13

()ctobcr 20 Dr-r h 3ck.. iw.,. ' ,e;i

Romania

December I II Irr-aac. I-K 1 I . . *0 1¼
June 1983 I J.arr.ua.i 1 12 .1 - n 1¼
.eptrenber 'I Itnuar; I4h 24 j .-' 4 I. 1¼
SCptember - I lir-uir- 1i. I 24 I ',-| 4 I'¼¢
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

.A ll .l(r u drul, tOili-r .j,lI%lc R kmt-ru 1, M,
C riotid.non rrt'Prl'ld l..,..l I z J ,Il.' lin,o Offt a .tir. I ' llJ.irl.ll r l ;1.1 I

NL,' sh,m .. rn, 'a.i,
Country and I enn4 h long rerm cTd.d , ", , .. . ' ,
date of agreement ScarI Jadt ,nenrhi' r .lrlulR.luo IN..s rnL, m3rieIlarinc, -u/. .I' 1. .n W

Russian Federation
December 1991 SeCe rt.'[i

July 1993 Nee n.r,
November 1995 F"JI,nee -, t 1 Nc,Gtril,-r 1r('i 'I'' 1 , 

November 1998 Debr re-lrliurbln$ Re nrrn'

February 2000 Dcbv nrrudrurlng '.'Ce le'l

Sao Tome and Principe
August 1994 DL,rt b.aick -e nl

Senegal
February 1984 1 N1I I'81I ½ ",- .., ',

Niay 1985 II j,' 1 Is 24 ,1 ' ;4 2
January 1989 , ....

December 1996 Dr hta. baIk 'C l.Ce''

Sierra Leone
January 1984 Arrnri rpr,n.p-li ,h
August 1995 Deht 'uibl k iee tn.oie

South Africa
September 1985 2| sS UjIt L'i - I

March 1986 2Auduir La> '! I. l l I .;r,.l

March 1987 I lult 1 -: 36 4 Il i,: hillel- . ri.hl

October 1989 I hid. I V41 4 - 51

September 1993 
5

e nures. ilii, l

Sudan
November 1981 I er.t IrS 5 ":.. . I ;1
NMarch 1982 Im,ln ' I lrrit.t-il, 1 I ii -

April 1983 1' 'U 0I -r_

October 1985 See rot:, lIl l- ;,

Togo
March 1980 nee Ii I,', r" ,-. I

October 1983 
5

c ll''lt '4 ,. .

May 1988 S"e 1,[ 4. *L 4 4.1

December 1997 D Fl bh, hi. k .- Ole.'

Trinidad and Tobago
December1989 I "sp(imhtr 1'" 4t I-, 4

Turkey
March 1982 *- r " Il 'i;

Uganda
February 1993 DL hi I,,, b L rit.

Ukraine
September 1998 [bi reitalJc,J-lrle lie ('ter ii

July 1999 Ekhr r,-iracrur,r,g ' r-llesI

February 2000 Dehr r,rar.l.c 'ci rite;

Uruguay
July 1983 I ineair', I, ' 14 ; 2411 rI 211

July 1986 I 1aneists 14 oIl I J ' l ;i lll

March 1988 1 ianuirl Jli 24 'i2 II;

February 1991 DLL'R 3pelYenr'i -ct i.2 4 599
September 1999 Vl,hlJnt.r. debhl t. 3p 'toe n.- lesi

(Table continues on nexrt page)
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Table A2.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with commercial banks, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

ar. ur.i ... r.-c luls I OtbChher a',r.tan.c R0mel. *-rrst lttrrr
tr bdillrr;.n pwrrn , .rri ., ..1 t .it. . n rrrll.rna of i . siLs. , .nr.ollid of". . j; 'tn

NC. shn term r *Ituff*ir

Country and Lj gith liorg erni r Tcdrt ,,., - , ,.ri,..,
date of agreement Mart.t.t, Id rnIe r, ii ...-r.. H ,JaI,rr . money NmaenIrn.Jr - wr.:.rr' .n ,, rrr,jin

Venezuela, Republica
Bolivariana dc

Februarv 1986 1 -I i'.: 21 -2 : i' G li1

November 1987 s4e it', I 411 I 1
September 1988 s e tle. 2,,. Ii''
December 1991) litsR -tr rent, i r..tr I i: . ..... t-

December 1988 rr COWs
September 1997 - ;Iulr. diel t .r .rc ri Ti'

Vietnam
December 1997 D[ii igrin-m cr, 'eC n-lusI

Yugoslavia, Fed. Rep.
(Serbia/Montenegro) i

October 1983 Isniarn 1l 2 I On' Iitl 8Ff0 . ; 
Mav 1984 I lan.tar; 1414 24 1,. . _ 4''
r)ecemher 1985 I 4. o. '4% 4.o4 I' 4 ' !
September 1988 I lanuirt l"'5 '4 _ I ill 1s'. .

Zaire
April 1980 See notes 4 I1iii .11

january 1983 1 January 1983 1 58 iii,, 'I''

Junie 1984 I,January 1984 6- 64 ,

May 1985 1 May 1985 2 61 I 

MNay 1986 I Am' 1 65 ii'

MNa, 1987 t N io 2 61 11'.1
IJ:ie 1989 e , 61

Zambia
December 1984 I I r -uti !'S -4
September 1994 [lI; u .hbel - u. i- *,,I

Agreement in principle.
Note: Defeorment = Short-term rollover if current maturities. MYRA = Multiyear rescheduling agreement. Neu, money = Loans arranged for budgetary or balance of
payments support in conjunction with debt rescheduling, usuallv in proportion to each creditor bank's exposure; sometimes referred to as concerted lending. Resched-
i/ig - Consolidation if deht into new long-term obligations; may include arrears as well as future maturities; interest and short-term debt included onvl if indicated
in cotintry notes. For DDSR agrecmenrs, figures include face value of buybacks and of all debt exchanges. Short-term credit mamntenance = Understanding by banks to
maintain the size of existing trade or other short-term credit facilities, arranged in conjunction with debt rescheduling. Interest (niargin) = percentage points above
LIBOR. DDSR = Officially supported debt and debt service reductinn agreement (Brady initiative).
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Country notes July 1988: Commercial bank debt retired through a buyback
(US$272 million) and a local currency bond exchange

Albania (US$72 million). An ongoing program. Applies only to
Julv 1995 Restructuring of US$501 million due to commercial previously deferred loans.

banks. US$371 million bought back foe US$96.5 mil- July 1992: DDSR term sheet. Cash buyback at 84 percent discount;
lion funded by grants from IDA debt reduction facility collateralzed interest-free 30-year bullet-maturity par
and other donor countries, and US$130 million con- bonds: short-term discount bonds (84 percent) convert-
verted into long-term bonds. ible on maturity into local currency assets at a 1:1 .5

ratio, exchangeable into investments for special projects.

Algeria Past-due interest canceled under all options. Value re-
Feb. 1992: 1991-93 Financing Facility, designed to refinance matu- covery clause based on price of tin.

cities falling due from October 1991 through M4arch May 1993: Buyback of US$170 million commercial bank debt,
1993. Tranche A covers debts with a maturity of two funded by grants from IDA debt reduction facility
years or more and is repayable in eight years, including and other donor countries.
three years' grace bearing interest at LIBOR + IA per- Bosnia and Herzegovina
cent. Tranche B covers debts with a maturitv of more
than 360 days and less than two vears, and'is repayable Dec. 1997 Agreement to restructure S 1,300 million of principal
in five years, including three year s,s' grace. and past-due interest owed to commercial banks under

the aegis of the London Club. Past-due interest of $700

Argentina million was written off. Eligible principal of $600 mil-
Jan. 1983: Bridge loan. lion was exchanged for $400 million of uncollateralized
Aug. 1983: New money, initially US$1.5 billion. discount bonds. The tenor of 37.5 percent of the nesv
Aug. 1985: Agreed in principle in December 1984. bonds is 20 years' maturity, including sesen years' grace
Aug. 1987: Agreement extended the maturity and lowered the and stepped-up interest rates rising from 2.0 percent in

spreads on the 1983 and 1985 agreements. Also in- years one to four to LIBOR + 'A. in years 11-20. Servic-
cludes a noncollateralized debt exchange with interest ing on 62.5 percent of the new bonds is linked to eco-
reduction (US$15 million). nomic performance. The country is not required to

April 1993: DDSR agreement: Outstanding stock of US$19.3 billion make principal or interest payments for the first 10
exchanged either for 30-year bonds yielding a market years. After that, the country is required to make debt
interest rate (LIBOR + 'X. percent) at a 35 percent dis- service payments if per capita income exceeds $2,800

count or for 30-year par front-loaded interest rate re- for two consecutive vears. Per capita income in 1997
duction bonds. First year interest rate 4 percent, rising was estimated at $1,079.
to 6 percent in vear seven and remaining there until
maturity. Both bonds collateralized for principal and Brazil
contain rolling 12-month guarantees. Agreement also July 1986: Includes deferment of 1 986 maturities.
included US$9.3 billion of past-due interest: US$0.7 bil- Nov. 1988: Includes a broad package of creditor options.
lion was paid in cash at closing, US$400 million were Julv 1992: Interest arrears: December 31, 1990. Cash payment
written off, and the remainder was exchanged for bonds during 1992: US$863 million. When term sheet con-
(t7-year maturity; 7 years' grace), repayable in rising cludes for long-term debt, the balance svas converted
installments and yielding LIBOR + 'Xi percent. into 10-year bonds (three years' grace), bearing market

Sept. 1997: Argentina swapped $2.4 billion of Brady bonds for interest rates.
$1.8 billion of uncollaterealized 30-year bonds at an Apr. 1994: DDSR agreement: Four components of debt totaling
interest rate of 305 basis points above the U.S. Treasury US$48 billion were restructured: (a) debt to foreign
rate. The offering allowed for direct exchange and cash banks under the 1988 multiyear deposit facility agree-
sales of Brady bonds. ment (US$32.5 billion), (b) debt to Brazilian banks

Mar./Sept. In March, Argentina bought back $760 million of under the MDFA, (c) debt resulting from the 1988 new
1998: Brady bonds, consisting of $645 million of par bonds money facilities (US$8.1 billion), and (d) interest arrears

and $115 million of discount bonds. In September, accruing from 1991-94 (US$6.0 billion). The first cate-

Argentina bought back $700 million of Brady bonds at gory of debt was restructured following a six-choice
nominal value. menu: (1) discount bonds, 35 percent discount, 30-vear

Mar. 1999: Argentina swapped $129 million of Brady bonds, $84.1 bullet maturity yielding LIBOR + '% percent with prin-
million of discount bonds, and $45 million of par bonds cipal collateral and a 12-month rolling interest guaran-
for $106 million of Argentine Bonte bonds maturing in tee (US$11.2 billion); (2) par bonds with a reduced

2027 and exchangeable later for 30-year global bonds fixed-rate interest (yielding 4 percent in the first year
Argentina also bought back $539 million of Brady and gradually risig to 6 percent in year seven), 30-year
bonds $104 million of discount bonds and $435 mil- bullet maturity, also with principal collateral and a
biond$0ml of disbondsthroughoent bonds, purchan 12-month rolling interest guarantee. (US$ 10.5 billion);lion of par bonds through open market purchase. 3 rn-odditrs euttnbns(S17bl

Feb./June In February, Argentina swapped $1.4 billion of Brady l3) front-loaded interest reduction a onds (US$ of.7 4 il-
2000 bonds for $3.5 billion of Argentine Bonte bonds matur- lion), yeath Interest rising ya fixed rate of 4 percent

) . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~in vear one to 6 percent in vears five and six and then
ing in 2003 and 2005 in a local bond exchange. In June,
Argentina swapped $3.3 billions of Brady bonds for reverting to LIBOR + ':X^ percent from year seven to
$2 4 billion of new 15-year global bonds. The new issue maturity, IS years maturity including nine years grace,
carr$ed a coupon of 13.3 percentg 12-month rolling interest guarantee; (4) C-bonds, par

reduced interest rate honds with capitalization of inter-

Bolivia est (US$7.1 billion), with repayment terms of 20 years'
Dec. 1980: Includes short-term debt.
April 1981: Includes debt deferred in August 1980. (Notes continue on next page)
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maturity including 10 ycars' grace. interest beginning at Congo, Republic of
4 percent and the applicable rates :n the first six vears Oct. 1986: Agreeniient in principic, niever conncLided. It v as to
being capitalized, no collateral; (5 ' conversion boinds restrticttire 1986-88 maturities. repayable in ninie
(US$ 1.9 billion) combined svith nesv money hbonds in a years, including three years' grace, bearing interest at
I:)S ratio, interest is LIBOR + . percent, terms are 18 LIBOR + 2.K perceiit. ApproximatelY US$201) million
years' maturity including 10 years' grace for the conver- of dcbt svould have beeii restructured. In additioni there
sion bonds and I S rears including seven years' gracc for was a nes money prtvisioin if US$60 million.
the ness money bonds, no collateral; (6) interest reduc
rion loan svith capitalization, maturity of 20 years in- Costa Rica
cluiding 10 years' grace, interest rising from 4 percent in Sept. 1983: Inicludes principal arrcars.
year one ti) 5 percent in t ear six to LIBOR + v, percent MIay 1985: Includes deferment of revolving credit yUS$2 milliiinl).
from year sev en toi maturity. May 1990: DDSR agreement: cash buyback at 84 percenit discount

June 1997: Brazil completed a $3.0 billion 30-year bond offering (US$992 million), debt-for-bond exchange (US$579
involving $0.8 billion cash sale and $2.3 billion ex- million), and swrite-off of US$29 millioti of past-dcue
change for $2.7 billion of Brady bonds. The new issue interest.
carrice an interest rate of 395 basis points above the
U.S. Treasury rate. Cote d'ltoire

Apr/Oct. In April. Brazil completed a $3.0 billion, five-year Nov. 1985: MIYRA.
1999: glohal bond offering involving $2.0 billion cash sale and Apr. 1988: Agreement designed to replace the MYRA. Iniclides

Sl.0 billion exchange for $1.5 billion of Brady bonds. new money en refinance :nt,eest. Interest on the nev
consisting of $1,046 million of eligible interest bonds money portion svas LIBOR + S percent. Agreement
hEIs) and $406 million of interest due and unpaid bonds svas not put into effect because interest arrears were not

(IDUs). In October, Brazil issued $2 billion 10-year cleared, and current intcrest payments wvere suspenided
global bonds in exchange for $2.7 billion of Brady in April 1988.
bonds. The nesw issue carries a coupon of 14.5 percent lM4ay 1997: DDSR agreement restructuring $6.5 billion of principal
or 850 basis points over the U.S. Treasury rates. and past-due interest. For eligible principal of $2,271.5

Msare/July/ Buyback of $705 million of Brady bonds using the million, creditirs agreed to exchange US$ 159 million
Aug. 2000: proceeds from $600 million 30-year global bonds in for discount bonds (50 percent discount) subject to

March. In July, Brazil issued a new S1.0 billion seven- stepped-up interest rising from 2.5 percent in years iine
year global bond involving $612 million cash sales and and two to LIBOR + ". percent in Nears 11-3;1 cx-
$388 million exchange for $400 million of Brady change $1,431 million for front-loaded interest reduc-
bonds. In August, Brazil completed the largest-ever tion bonds (FLIRBs) with a maturity of 20 rears, in-
emerging market bond ssvap with the issue of $5.16 bil- luding 10 years grace, and stepped-up interest rising
lion 40-year global binds svith a coupon of 11 percent. from 2.0 percent in Nears tine to sevcen to LIBOR + .
This ssvap operation retired S5.22 billion of Brady

bonds. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~percenit in years I14-20; anid buy back $68 1.5 mitlliiin at
bonds. 24 cenits per dollar Principal is coillateral:zed Nvith 30-

g ear t1.S. Treasury zero-coupotn boinds for the discounit

July 1994: DDSR agreement: Creditors agreed tn restructuring of bonds, ho t nurt fur the FIRBs. A six-miotnb rolling in-
1US$8.3 hibi i in public cxternal debt, itlcudinig abour ter-t guarantee is required for the FLIRBs, but not fit
US$2.1 billioin in past-due interest. The menu for the the discount hinds. For past-due interest of $4.1 9(0.3
originlal debt includes: (a) buyback at 0.25 cents per

intIti in svas exchanged for bt,nds wvith a
1(i-ye-it in itti-

U.S. dollar (US$.S bilhln); (bl discount bind 50 percent rt(lf a year gce period) reayb ti a grad;:-
discount oin face value (311 years' bullet maturity, mar- rit (half a year of grace period) repayable on a grad
ket ralte, US$3.7 bilhlon): the discount bonds are collat- ated amorticatin schedule and $3,293mllion svas
eralized for prinicipal; and Ic) FLIR3s. 18 y ears' matu- written off.
ritNr eight years' grace interest beginniing at 2 percent,
rising to 3 percent in the seventh year, and thercaftcr Doitinican Republic
IIBOR + , percent (US$ 1.7 billion). The FLIRBs hare Dec. 1983: Includes short-ternm debt.
one vear's interest rollng interest giarantee. Past-due Feb. 1986,: MNYRA. Includes arrears as of December 31, 1984.
interest Includes cash payinent of about 3 percent. a Aug. 1994: D)SR agreement covering principal and past-due in
buv-back (US$.2 billion), srite-off of USS0.2 billion, terest (US$ 1.2 hillion ). 'I he agreement has a meniu coni-
and past-due interest par bonds (US$1.6 billion) having sisting of ( i buybacks US$.4 billiin); (2) discouniit cx-
a 17 vears' maturity, including seven years' grace and change bonds US$.5 billion) 35 percent discount, tithe

repaid in 30 rears, bullet matuirity. interest rate l IBORyield LIBOR -'" percent.
+ '-i. percent; (3) past-due interest honds (tUS$171 nil-

Chile lion hearing interest at LIBOR +. percent, si ith threc
Jan. 1984: Short-term debt consolidatcd. y-ears grace and 15 years' maturit. The accord also
Nov. 1984: Short-term debt rolled over to June 30, 1985. included a wvrite-off of US$112 million of past-dlue
Nov. 1985: Short-term trade credit rolled over to 19901. interest, and US$52 million paid in cash at closiing.
Aug. 1988: Interest spread reduced to t percent. Also cash buy-

hacks (US$439 million). Ecuador
Dec. 1990: Ness moner bonds not tied to existing banks' exposure. Dec. 1985: NMYRA.

The rescheduling includes previously rescheduled debt. Nor. 1987: Replaces the MYRA.
Feb. 1995: DDSR agreement, restructurinig US$7.8 billioni if prin-

Coloutibia cipal and past-due interest. For principal, creditors
Dec. 1985: Nesv money svithout restructuring. agreed to exchange USS2.6 billion for discount bonds
June 1989: Nesv money svithout restructuring. (45 percent discount) yielding LIBOR + 7/ . percent and
April 1991: Nesv money without restructuring. US$1.9 billion for par reduced-interest rate bonds. Both
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bonds have a 30-year bullet maturity and are collateral- Indonesia
ized for principal and have a 12-month rolling interest June 1998: Agreement on a framework for restructuring $80.2 bil-
guarantee. The interest rate on the par bonds is 3 per- lion of the Indonesian private debt. The interbank loans
cent for the first year, rising to 5 percent in year 11. are extended into new government-guaranteed loans
US$75 billion on past-due interest is to be settled in with maturities of one to four years, at interest rates of
cash at closing, US$2.3 billion was exchanged for bonds 2.75, 3, 3.25, and 3.5 percent over LIBOR. The corpo-
wvith a 20-year maturity (no grace period) repayable on rate debts are to be rescheduled over eight years, includ-

a graduated amortization schedule, US$191 million was ing a three-year grace period for repayment of principal.
exchanged for interest equalization bonds, and US$582 Over an eight-year rescheduling period, the real interest
mtllion was written off. rate was set to be 5.5 percent, but it would decline to

Apr. 1997: In April, Ecuador issued $150 million in eurobonds to 5 percent for debtors who agree to repay in five years.
buy $214 million of Brady bonds. The principal amount Agreed to pay off trade financing arrears to maintain
is due at maturity in 2004 and carries an interest rate of trade financing from foreign creditor banks.

475 basis points above the U.S. Treasury rates. The $50
million saved from the release of collateral was applied May l ea g
toward clearance of debt service arrears with Paris Club June 1990: Agreement also ire ads on earlier agreement

creditors. lier agreements to ', percent.
Aug. 2000: Agreement to exchange about $5.9 billion in defaulted

Brady bonds and eurobonds for $3.95 billion in new Jordan
12- and 30-year global bonds. The new 12-year issue Dec. 1993: DDSR agreement restructuring US$736 million of prin-
was priced to yield 12 percent, and the new 30-year cipal and US$153 million of past-due interest (PDI).
issue carried a multicoupon with the initial coupon rate For restructured principal, a small amount was repur-
of 4 percent. This operation resulted in a 40 percent chased at 39 cents per U.S. dollar, US$243 million was
reduction in principal for the bondholders. exchanged for discount bonds (35 percent discount),

and US$493 million was exchanged for par fixed inter-
Ethiopia est bonds. Both bonds have a 30-year bullet maturity
Jan. 1996: Debt buyback at 8 cents per U.S. dollar of US$226.0 with principal collateral and a six-month rolling interest

million owed to commercial banks. Funding for the guarantee. The discount bonds yield LIBOR + /% per-
operation was provided by the IDA debt reduction cent interest; the yields on par bonds begin at 4 percent
facility. in the first year, rising to 6 percent in year seven. Re-

garding PDI, US$29 million was paid at closing,
Gabon US$91 million was exchanged for noncollateralized
May 1994: Rescheduled principal due through 1994 on debt con- bonds with a 12-year maturity including three years'

tracted prior to September 20, 1986 (debt covered by grace and yielding LIBOR + 1-/ percent, and US$33 mil-
the 1991 agreement, which had not been implemented). lion was written off. Upfront costs totaled US$147
Terms: 10-year maturity including two and a half years' million, all of which was provided from Jordan's own
grace. Interest: LIBOR + -/3 percent. Arrears of interest resources.
and arrears of post cut-off maturities as of July 1, 1994, 2000: Jordan bought back $115 million of Brady par bonds at
were to be repaid between 1994 and 1996. an average price of 70 cents per dollar of face value and

$200 million of Bradv discount bonds at an average
Guinea price of 80 cents per dollar of face value. All purchases
Dec. 1998: Buyback of US$130 million under the IDA debt reduc- freed up 30 cents of principal and interest collateral per

tion facility (DRF) at 13 cents per U.S. dollar, financed dollar of face value.
by the IDA DRF and other donor countries.

Korea, Republic of

Guiyana Jan. 1998: Agreement to restructure the short-term foreign debts
Aug. 1982: One-year deferment. owed to foreign commercial banks. Eligible short-term
June 1983: Extension of 1982 deferment. debt of $24 billion is converted into new government-
July 1984: Extension of previous deferment. guaranteed loans with maturities of between one and
July 1985: Extension of previous deferment, three years and floating interest rates set between 2.25
Nov. 1992: Buyback of US$69 million under the IDA DRF at 14 and 2.75 percentage points over LIBOR. Regarding the

cents per U.S. dollar government guarantee, the commission to be charged is
Dec. 1999: Buyback of US$55.9 million under the IDA debt set between 0.2 and 1.5 percentage points based on the

reduction faciko tv at 9 cents per U.S. dollar, financed credit rating given by Moody's Investors Service or by
reduction fDAcilit at 9 cents her U.is. dollar,nfinancd Standard & Poor's, and the Bank for International Set-
by the IDA DRF and the Swiss government. tlements' capital adequacy ratio. A reserve requirement

Honduras of 3 percent of the total guaranteed amount in U.S. dol-Honduras~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lr asst
June 1987: Two agreements, in 1983 and 1984, were not tars was set.

implemented; this agreement incorporated 1981-85 Liberia
maturities, but it was not signed. June 1983: Consolidation of oil facility debt.

Aug. 1989: Bilateral rescheduling of debt to two commercial banks.
The agreement includes interest arrears. The grace Madagascar
period varied from 7 to 10 years. Interest rates were June 1987: Modified the terms of the October 1984 agreement.
fixed, ranging from 4 to 6.5 percent.

(Notes continue on next page)
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Malawi Nicaragua
Oct. 1988: Rescheduled balances as of August 21, 1987. Dec. 1980: Covers government debt, all maturities, including

arrears.
Mauritaniia Dec. 1981: Covers nationalized bank debts, all maturities, including
Aug. 1996: Debt buyback of US$53.0 million, at a 90 percent arrears.

discount, owved to commercial banks. Funding for the Mar. 1982: Covers debts of nonfinancial enterprises, all maturities,
operation was provided by the IDA debt reduction including arrears.
facility. Feh. 1984: Deferment of service on rescheduled debt.

Dec. 1995: Buyhack of US$1.1 billion of outstanding commercial
Mexico bank debt at 8 cents per U.S. dollar.
Mae. 1985: NMYRA covering previously rescheduled debt.
Aug. 1985: MYRA covering debt not previously rescheduled. Niger
Oct. 1985: Deferment of first payment under the March 1985 Mar. 1991: Buyback of all commercial bank debt at 82 percent dis-

agreement. count CUSS 107 million). Resources provided by grants
Mar. 1987: NModification of terms of earlier agreements. from the debt reduction facility for IDA-only countries
Aug. 1987: Private sector debt restructured. (US$ 10 million), France (US$10 million), and Switzer-
Mar. 1988: Exchange of debt for 20-year zero-coupon collateralized land (US$3 million).

bonds (US$556 million).
Mar. 1990: DDSR agreement. In addition to new money of Nigeria

US$1 billion, the agreement provided for the exchange Nov. 1987: Includes short-term debt.
of US520.5 billion of debt for bonds at a 35 percent dis- Mar. 1989: Includes line of credit arrears.
count, an exchange of US$22.4 billion of debt at par for Jan. 1992: DDSR agreement providing for a cash-back at 60 per-
reduced interest rate bonds, and conversion bonds total- cent discount on US$3.3 billion, and debt exchanges on
ing US$5.3 billion. The last are not collateralized and US$2 billion for collateralized 30-year bullet maturity
have a tenor of 15 years maturity, including seven years' par bonds with reduced interest rates: 5.5 percent for
grace, and an interest rate of LIBOR + ¾, percent. The the first three vears, 6.25 percent thereafter. Creditor se-
total base also includes US$693 million not committed lections: 62 percent for the buvback; 38 percent for the
to any option. debt-reduction bond. A third option, new money com-

May/Sept. On1 Mfay 7, Mexico swapped $2.4 hillion in Brady bined with conversion bonds, pas not selected by par-
1996: bonds for a $1.8 billion 30-year uncollateralized bond ricipating creditor banks.

at an interest rate of 1 1.5 percent. On September 24,
Mexico bought back S1.2 billion of Brady bonds at a Panama
cOst of 81 cents per dollar This operation was funded May 1996: DDSR agreement: Creditors agreed t(o restructuring of
by a $1 .0 billion 20-year bond at an interest rate of 445 US$3.9 billion in public external debt, including US$2.0
basis points above U.S. Treasury rates. billion in past-due interest (PDI). The menu for the prin-

Aug./Oct. Buyback of $510 million of Brady bonds in exchange cipal includes: (a) discount bonds at a 45 percent dis-
1999: for $400 million of nesw 17-year global bonds at an in- count of face value (30 years' bullet maturity, market

terest rate of 445 basis points above the U.S. Treasury rate
rate inAugust.in Octoer, Mexco issud $425 illion, US$87.8 million); (hI par bonds with reduced in-

rate In August. In October, Mexico issued $425 million terest rates and a 30-vear bullet repayment (268.0 mil-
of 10-year global bonds in exchange for about $525 lion); and (c) front-loaded interest reduction bonds
million face value of Brady bonds, $275 million of par FLIRBsI for US$1,612.2 million with a tenor of 18
bonds, and $250 million of discount bonds. The new
offering carries a coupon of 10.2 percent or 385 basis yas' aturty includng arfive-yeareraced the

points over the U.S. Treasury- rate. ~discount and the par bonds are collateralized with re-poinrs ov er the U.S. Treasury rare.
Mar/Sept./ Two buyback operations to) retire $1.0 billion of Bradv spect to the principal by U.S. Treasury zero-coupon

Oct./Nov. bonds in March. Buyback of $150 million of Swiss bonds, and with respect to interest in the form of a
Oct~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~nn-ot rollin interes rat guarante inyac the firstlin t \

2000: franc-denominated 30-year Brady bonds at a 22 percent nine-month roling intehrest to gto three years The

discount plus anv accrued and unpaid interest in Sep-
tember Buyback of $1.0 billion of Brady bonds denomi- FLIRBs do not require guarantee for the capital, but in-
nated in European currencies (Dutch guilders, French clude a six-month rolling interest guarantee. PDI settle-

francs, Italian lire, and German marks) in October Buv- ment includes progress payments of US$30.0 million, a
back of $385 million of Brady bonds by exercising the payment at closing of US$100.0 million, a write-off of
embedded ca38mlloionsof inady Novem ber exercising the US$590.4 million arising from the recalculation of

penalty interest at a lower interest rate, and PDI par

Morocco bonds of USS1,247.6 million with 20 years' maturity,
Feb. 1986: Agreement in principle initiated August 1983. including seven years' grace, and an interest rate of
Sept. 1990: Phase one of this agreement restructures debt; phase LIBOR + '%i. percent. Neither principal nor interest is

tsvo is a DDSR arrangement that will take effect if guaranteed. Moreover, Panama may capitalize for the
Morocco has signed an EFF (extended fund facility) first six years, and the difference is positive between
agreement with the INMF bv December 31, 1991. IIBOR + '3, and 4.0 percent per year.

Sept. 1997: Panama completed $600 million offering of 30-year
Mozambique uncollateralized bonds for $713 million of Brady bonds.
May 1987: Outstanding balance consolidated, including interest The new issue carries an interest rate of 250 basis points

arrears. above the U.S. Treasury rate. Nominal savings of about
Dec. 1991: Buyback of US$124 million of outstanding commercial $132 million resulted from the differential between the

bank debt at a 90 percent discount, funded by grants Brady bonds' par and market values ($112 million) and
from the IDA debt reduction facility and from France, from the pro rata release of the collateral of the Brady
the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland. bonds (S20 million).
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Perui June 1989: Principal due Mfay 1989-December 1990 deferred
Nov. 1996: DDSR agreement: Creditors agreed to restructuring of until December 1991; and in October, the interest due

USS8.0 billion in public external debt, including US$3.8 in the fourth quarter of 1989, US$145 million, was de-
billion in past-due interest (PDIh. The menu for the prin- ferred until the second quarter of 1990.
cipal includes: (a) discount bonds at a 45 percent dis- Oct. 1994: DDSR agreement. Creditors restructured US$14.4 bil-
count of face value (30 years bullet maturity, market lion. Three categories of debt were affected: (a) long-
rate, US$947. ..... I., - (b) par bonds with reduced in- term debt covered by the 1988 restructuring agreement
terest rates and a 30-year bullet repayment (US$189 (US$8.9 1 -II .,-. (b) debt due under the Revolving

II.. (C) front-loaded interest reduction bonds Short-Term Arrangement (RSTA) (US$1.2 billion),
(FLIRBs) for US$1,779.0 million with a tenor of 20 (c) past-due interest not otherwise restructured (US$4.3
years' maturity including an eight-year grace period; billion). The first category was subject to a menu
anid (d( a buyback of US$1,266.0 million at 38 cents per approach: US$2.1 billion of long-term debt was repur-
U.S. dollar. The discount and the par bonds are collater- chased at 41 cents per U.S. dollar, and US$0.3 billion
alized with respect to the principal by U.S. Treasury of RSTA debt was repurchased at 38 cents per U.S. dol-
zero-coupon bonds, and with respect to interest in the lan For the remaining long-term debt, creditors chose
form of a six-month rotling interest rate guarantee se- between: (1) discount bonds-45 percent discount
cured by cash or permitted investments. The FLIRBs do (US$5.4 1,1,,. (2) par reduced fixed interest bonds
nut require a guarantee for the capital, but they include (US$0.9 billion), (3) conversion bonds combined with
a six-month rolling interest guarantee. PDI settlement new money bonds equal to 35 percent of the amount
includes progress payments of US$83.0 million, a pay- converted (US$0.4 billion). The discount bonds and par
ment at closing of US$225.0 million-a buvback of bonds have 30-year bullet maturities and feature collat-
UIS$1,217.0 million at 38 cents per U.S. dollar, and PDI eralization of principal only. Interest on the discount
par bonds of US$2,284.0 million with 20 years' matu- bonds is LIBOR + 3 percent. Interest on the par bonds
rity, including 10 y ears' grace, and an interest rate of is 2.75 percent for the first year, rising to 5 percent for
LIBOR + .percent. Neither principal nor interest is year 21. The conversion bonds have a 25-year maturity,
guaranteed. Morcover, Peru may capitalize for the first including a 20-year grace period. Their yield in year one
six years, anid the difference is positive betrveen LIBOR is 4.5 percent, rising to 7.5 percent in year II. The new
+ ½'. percent and 4 percent per year money bonds have a 15-year maturity, including a 10-

year grace period and yield LIBOR + 1 % percent. The
Philippties new money and conversion bonds are not collateralized.
Jan. 1990: D)DSR agreement provided for US$1,337 million of The RSTA debt not repurchased (US$0.9 billion) is

buybacks at a 50 percent discount. exchanged for 30-year bullet maturity fixed interest
Dec. 1992: DDSR agreement: Following implementation of a cash bonds, with similar (but slightly different) step-down)

huyback of US$1.3 billion on Mafy 14, 1992, banks se- step-up arrangements as the par bonds, starting at
lected debt exchanges from three options: ( I ) front- 2.75 percent in year one and gradually rising to 5 per-
loaded intcrest reduction par bonds; yielding LIBOR t cent in year 21.
'V,. percent from year seven to maturity (15 years for se- For PDI, US$8 billion was repurchased with related

ries A and 15Y years for series B, both including seven long-term and RSTA principal. A portion is to be settled
years' grace); (2) collateralized step-down/step-up inter- with cash payments at closing (US$63 million). A por-
est reduction bonds yielding 6.5 percent from year six tion was written off (US$0.8 billion), and the remainder
to maturity (25-year bullet maturity for series A and (US$2.7 billion), was converted into fixed-interest-rate
2

5
!1-Year for series B; and (3) new money combined bonds vielding 3.25 percent in year one, rising to 7 per-

with conversion bonds in a 1:4 ratio, with both bonds cent in year nine. iMaturity is 20 years, including seven
attaining 17''- (series A) or 17-year (series B) maturity, years of grace. Amortization is graduated.
including five years' grace and yielding LIBOR + Oct. 2000: Buyback of $943 million of Brady bonds, $138 million
percent. Interest payments on both interest reduction of 15-year new money bonds and $805 million of dis-
bonds covered by a rolling 14-month guarantee. count bonds. This buyback operation was financed by
Creditor choices (total US$4.4 billion, 96 percent total the receipt of hard currency earning from the privatiza-
eligible debt): huybacks, US$1.3 billion (27.5 percent): tion of telecommunications company TPSA to a consor-
option (a) US$0.8 billion (46.3 percent); option tium led by France Telecom.
(b) US$1.9 billion (41.1 percent); option (c) US$0.5
billion (11.7 percent). Romania

Sept. 1996: The Philippines issued $0.7 billion in eurobonds in Sept. 1986: Covers previously rescheduled debt only.
exchange for Brady bonds originally issued to replace
commercial hank debt in 1989. The eurobond svas Ruissian Federation
issued in the forim of a 20-year note at an interest rare Dec. 1991: Deferment of principal due in December 1991-March
of 8.75 percent. 1992 on pre-19

9
1 debt. The deferment was extended

Oct. 1999: The Philippines completed a S1,006 million, 25-year for each consecutive quarter until the end of 1993.
global bond offering involving $292 million cash sales July 1993: Reschedule the stock of former Soviet Union debt con-
and $714 million exchange for $858 million of Brady tracted prior to January 1, 1991 (US$24 billion), to be
bonds. The nesv issue carries a semiannual coupon of repaid with 15-year maturity including a five-year grace
9.5 percent to yield 318 basis points above the U.S. period. In the fourth quarter of 1993, US$500 million
Treasury rate. seas to be paid on interest accruing during 1993. At the

end of 1993, ,11, .,. unpaid interest (estimated at
P,,land $3 billion) swas to then be consolidated and repaid at a
July 1984: IncIldes some short-term trade credits. 10-year maturity, including five years' grace. The 1993
Sept. 1986: Covers debt rescheduled in 1982.
Julv 1988: MYRA. Also imprived the terms of earlier agreements. (Notes continue on next page)
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interest payments were tiot made: the agreeimienit was Stta,In
inot in:plemented, mainly because Russia refused to ac- Nos. I198I: lfhidid arrears of prinicipal and some short-term debt.
cept the banker<' requirenmceit that sovereign i uniuity NM a r. 19 82: Ciovers arrears of interest aci i modifies the I 9I8 I
be waived. Howsccr, aln undcrstanding was reached Oln agreemnent.
October 5, 1994, that the banks sV0tld drop their iTlSis- Apr. 1983: Modification of th 1I 981 agreemeiir.
tence in avai w er of so%creign inim tutit and that the Oct. 1 985: (o ers arrears of iiterest.
Viteshekonoimbank lor another pLbliC Clltitv ) would
guarantee the debts. Signinag and paymiient of the ibpi
US$s00 millio n swas cxpected by the end of I 994. Nlar. I 98(: Balance if db.ts to Frencil banks. ielCtidinig arrears of

Nov. 1995: Agreemenit in principle. Heads of terms svere signed for principal. Interest ratcs sarv hv currency.
a comprehensive rescheduling of debt of the former Oct. 1983: Covers all commercial hanik debt, including prey ously
USSR in the amiount of $25.5 billion of principal out- rescheduled debt.
standilig and S7.5 ihellon in accrued interest due. The Nay 1 9S8: Restructurinlg of the 19(13 agreeciTet.
eligible principal was to hc repaid ovcr 25 years, vvith Dec. 1997 Debt buyback at 12.5 ceits per dollar of $46.1 illioti
seven years of grace, beginning Dccemhtr I , 1995, in oiwed to conmimercial baniks. Funding for the operation
37 senmtiannual payments on a graduatcd schedule at seas provided by the IDA debt rediictiot faeilitv.
LIBOR + 'V/. percent per year. It svas further agreed that
an interest note for $6 billion swould be IssuLed swith a Turkey
20- ear maturity and seven years' grace front Decembiher Melar. I 182: linproied the termns of the August 1979 agrecelimnt.
15, 1995, that would he the same interest rate as listed
on the L-uxenmbourg Stock Exchange. The rentaining Ugand,t
$1.5 billion in interest arrears seas paid tiver I 995-96. Feb. 1993: BuLvback of US$ 153 millioin coimimnercial haiak debt,
By September 1996. the minimum subscribership hN funded by granits froin the IDA debt reductioi: facility
commercial banks of $20 billion ini outstanding princi- and other donor coiuntrics.
pal w%as reached, and this triggered the Russian agree-
ment to the rescheduling package. U11kaine

Nos. 1998: The outhine agreement to restructure $1 3. 5 bilholn if Sept. I 99X: As the part of the gin ernmenfts violunary debt curt er-
defaulted Treasury hills CGLOs anid OFZs). Unider the sion schente, Ukrainc offered to exchange $5911 msillitt
restructuring plan. I 0 perceiit of the defauilted hills is to (ipri icipa I plIs Interest) tif short-terttm domestic Trcasuorv
be redeemed in cash rubles, and 20 percents of the debt hills held by% nonresidents for dollar-denominiated eni-
is to be exchanged for three-year zero-coupon botid s. roib,nd sv ith a maturity of twio rears and a minimum
The remaining 7( percent of the debt is to) be restruc- vield (if 22 pcrcenat.
tured intio fouir-Year and five-year variable coupon July 1999: Agreement to restrulcture a 10-nionth $163 Inillioll eL-
bonds. rolsoind (includinig priticipal anid interest). Under this re-

Feb. 200t0: Agreement to restruct1rC $.3 1.8 bl hi Soviet-era debts structur-ilig scheme, iistead of nmaktilg the $16 3 nmilhon
oved to the London Club of coTmiiercial banks. The repayment dut in lune 1999. Ukraine repays 20 percenit
Lotidoin Club's creditors agreed ti sN-rite off S1 1.6 hil- of hond in cash and svvaps the reirmainig 80 purcenlt into
hon of the principal and a seven-year grace period for a dcutsche mark-denom:nnated eurotbond syith a nuaturits
principal repayments, and ssvapping the rest of its de- of three rcars anid a coupon yield of 16 percent.
faulted debts (principal notes and interest arrears niotes) Feb. 20100: Agreement to, restructure $2.7 billitin of the short-terin
for new t30-(sear eLurobonds. The interest rate oni a debt nbligatioisa. L nder the restructiuring terms, nio debt
new eurobtnid swas sct at 2.25 perccnt for the first six ftrgiveness or rcduction in principal swas rcquired from
moniths, 2.5 percent for the second six months, and 5 bondholders, and all accrued iterest oit existing eligible
percent for years rssot and seven- 1 telding 7.5 percent honds tvtuld be paid in full and in cash; and all accept-
a ysera ilig investors wrould be offcred a iesw seven-year euro-

bond, denominated in eithcr euros or U.S. dollars, at an
Sci Tome and Princtpe interest rate of I 0 percenit for euro-denominated bonids
Aug. 1994: Buvback under the IDA debt reduction facilits at U1 and 11 percent for dollar-denominated liotds.

cents per U.S. dollar. US$10.1 million of principal tras
extinguished (87 percent of eligiblc debt). Urtgusiay

July 1986: IYRA.
Senegal Nlar. 1988: Includes improved terms of the luly 1986 agreement.
Dec. 1996: Debt huyback at 8 cents per U.S. dollar of US$80.0 nil- Feb. 1991: DDSR agreement. The agreenmelt provided for cash

lion oiwed to comnuercial banks. Funding for the opera- buyback at a 44 percent discouiit (US$628 million), col-
tion wyas provided by the IDA debt reduction facility. lateralized debt reduction bonds (US$535 million), and

new money (US$89 million m cembined with debt con-
Sierra Leoute version notes (US$447 million). The repayment terms
Jan. 1984: Covers arrears as of December 31. 1983. are: 30-year bullet maturity and 6.-5 percent fixed in-
Aug. 1995 Buyback, at 13 cents on as-erage per U.S. dollar, of terest for the interest reduction bonds, 16-rear maturity

US$235 million due to commercial banks funided be iicluding seten years' grace weith [IBOR + -7 percent
grants froin IDA debt reduction facilitY and orher initerest for the conversion nores, anid 15-vear maturity
donor countries. including seven years grace swith LIBOR + I percent

interest for the nes money notes.
SoIitib Africa Sept. 1999: In Scptcmber 1999, Uruguay swvapped $96 million of
Sept. 1993: Covers arrears of interest. Brady bonds for $85 million of 30-vear global bonds.
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Ventezuiela, Reptiblica Boliuariana de 5.5 percent in years 21-30. One hundred percent of the
Fch. 1986: MYRA. Agreed in principle in Septeinber 1984. discount bornds and 50 percent of the par honds are
Nov. 1987: Reduced the spread and extended the maturities of the guaranteed by U.S. Treasury zero-coupon bonds, and

1986 agreement. the discount bonds have a six-monith rolling interest

Sept. 1988: Interest spread reduced on February 1986 agreement. guarantee. Regarding P1)1, US$ 15.0 million was paid at
Dec. 1988: Exchanige of debt for bonds outside the framework of closing, US$294.8 million was exchanged for noncollat-

the main negotiations. eralized bonds ssith an 18-year maturity includtng seven
Dec. 1990: DDSR agreement featurilng buybacks in the form of vears of grace and step-up interest rates, S21.8 million

91-day collateralized short-term notes (US$1,411 mil- svas repurchased at 44 cents per dollar, and US$154.6
lion), exchange for bonds at 30 percent discount millitn wvas wvritten off,
(US$1,810 milion), exchange at par for reduced fixed-
rate interest bonds (US$7,457 million), exchange for Yugoslavia, Federal Republic iif (Serbial/Montenegro)
bonds at par with temporary step-down interest rates Oct. 1983: Includes a one-year rollover of short-term bonds.
(US$3,027 million), and new money combined with Dec. 1985: MIYRA.
debt conversion bonds (USS6,022 million).

Sept. 1997: The Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela retired $4.4 Zaire
billion of Brady bonds in exchange for $4.0 billion of Apr. 1980: Covered stock of debt as of the end of 1979. including
uncollateralized 30-year bonds at an interest rate of 325 Cre searrears.
basis points abore the U.S. Treasurv rate. The operation Jan. 1983: Rescheduling principal doe under the April 1980
resulted in nominal savings of about S1.8 billion from rement
the differential hetsveen the Brady bonds' par and mar- areet

eth values($0.4 billion) and fromy theds par rata release o June 1984: Rescheduling principal due under the April 1980
ket values ($0.4 bilihon) and from the pro rata release ofarent
the colLateral of the Brady bonds ($1.4 billion), agreement.

the collterl o thBrdvbnds(14bllin).May 1985: Rescheduling principal due under the April 1980

Vietizna agreement.
Dec. 1997: DDSR agreement restructuring US$310.9 million of Mav 1986: Rescheduling principal due under the April 1980

principal and US$486.2 million of past-due interest agreement.
(PDI). For the restructured principal, $20.4 million re- May 1987: Rescheduling principal due under the April 1980

purchased at 44 cents per U.S. dollar, US$51.6 million agreement.
was exchanged for discount bonds (50 percent dis- June 1989: Finances monthly payments on outstanding claims,

count); and $238.9 million wvas exchanged for par fixed mainly interest on arrears.
interest bonds. Both bonds have a 30-year maturity, but
the discount bond is repayable in a bullet payment in Zamnbia
year 30, svhile the par bond has a step-up amortization Dec. 1984: Includes arrears as of February 28, 1983.
schedule beginning in year 15. Also, 50 percent of the Sept. 1994: Buyback under the IDA debt reduction facility at
face value due of the par bond Is due at maturity. The II cents per U.S. dollar US$200 million of principal
discount bond is subject to) an interest rate of LIBOR + was extinguished (75 percent of eligible debt), using
',. while the par bond is subject to step-up interest rates US$10.5 million of IDA resources and US$22.3 million

rising from 3.0) percent in years one and two to from other donors.
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Appendix 3
Official Debt Restructuring

Restructuring with official creditors work of debt-for-nature, debt-for-aid, or debt-for-T HIS APPENDIX REVIEWS OFFICIAL DEBT RE- equity swaps, or other local currency debt swaps.
structuring agreements concluded since the During 2000, in the context of the heightened
publication of Global Development Finance pace of implementation of the enhanced HIPC Ini-

2000. Rescheduling of intergovernmental loans tiative, Paris Club creditors took several actions.
and officially guaranteed private export credits For Mozambique they agreed to defer debt service
takes place under the aegis of the Paris Club. These payments (including short-term obligations) from
agreements are concluded between the debtor February 1, 2000, up to the date of the approval
country government and representatives of creditor by the board of the IMF and the World Bank of
countries with export credit facilities. The terms of the completion point under the enhanced HIPC
Paris Club rescheduling are recorded in an agreed- Initiative (or at the end of June 2001 if this date
upon minute. To make the debt relief effective, is earlier). The agreement envisaged repayment of
debtor countries must sign bilateral implementing the deferred amount over five years. Madagascar
agreements with each creditor. For a more detailed received a nonconcessional deferral of payments
description of how the Paris Club operates, see falling due between July 1 and the end of Novem-
World Debt Tables 1992-93, volume 1, p. 73. ber 2000. Existing Paris Club agreements on Naples

terms with Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali, and Senegal
were topped up to 90 percent debt reduction in net

Developments in 2000 present value (NPV) terms.
In the 12-month period from January 1, 2000, to Creditors amended the debt swap provisions
December 31, 2000, the Paris Club concluded mul- by raising the ceiling on the amount of guaranteed
tilateral rescheduling agreements with nine low- commercial credits that may be swapped to 20 per-
and middle-income countries covering a total of cent of the outstanding amount of eligible claims.
$31 billion (table A3.1 reports the concessional In exceptional circumstances, this limit may be set
reschedulings, while table A3.2 reports all resched- as high as 30 percent of the outstanding amount
ulings). All of these agreements, except the one of eligible claims or SDR (special drawing right)
with Ecuador, were concluded with low-income 40 million-whichever is higher. The provision was
countries. They included two flow rescheduling also extended to selected middle-income countries,
arrangements on Cologne terms (Mauritania and notably Algeria and Bulgaria.
Tanzania); six flow rescheduling agreements on
nonconcessional terms (Djibouti, Ecuador, Gabon,
Indonesia, Kenya, and Nigeria); and a comprehen- Low-income countries: the implementation of
sive stock-of-debt operation for Uganda, the first concessional arrangements
country to reach the completion point under the Since 1996, Paris Club creditors have implemented
enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) concessional rescheduling agreements for 27 coun-
Initiative. All agreements included debt swap tries, providing more than $16 billion in debt relief.
clauses allowing creditors to sell or exchange part The flow rescheduling concluded on Naples and
of their claims on a voluntary basis, in the frame- Lyon terms total $13 billion, including agreements
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Table A3.1 Paris Club agreements on Naples, Lyon, and Cologne terms, 1996-2000 1 ninth~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fa 1,t;

I.. I .,,i-..t,Jjn..s .~~~~~~~~~~ri-n,,h-..ti rij.

Country-v1d - - ll :j,l. ---- -tari JUL4 , ,' ICiLUtt

Benin >1 It Irk I 2,10 Jh)hr r,-hcr,jdult, 
BeniTI 2a,'4Il I'' Jo,P -ipt.i*n..r
Bolivia I I'*' l*"" I*L I*" ml' ['oh it"N Lu. h.I D,Ie

Bosnia and Herzegi 2Jl 200 2- i it dIti tiA. Hi'-~I4I

Burkina Paso 2'' int , trII I I In4 Lktrt ,t. I. -F. J.jlJilir r.

Burkina Faso 2
4

)ni. 'ooo I1 " lt P-t . L ,en,. I

Cameroon 4Itl& . l- 12 i1'tl~ u~I~

Central African ReT .1 I 24%pr I s $ ~ I I ils t l!,, Jne 21

Chad 14 JIt l~v ~ I 'I .l, 2 M Fo
C te d'lvoiire 24 %Pr I""I I -S I.4'C.1 I i F".I NJ,t 2i,

Conigo "Jul.. IOr 1 u I.IIlli.jle- usl~

Ethiopia 24 in. P ~ 4t. I.ltIlt Jir -i , I

Guinea 2n I s I 4c II. I .' IIit - [le l"-i-

CGuvana 25 w J 'our I I,l* 240-i [IM toLicvlltg L..hE E-1 J

Honduras I 1Apr I~' I i-. l I 4 1I 2- I,r 2'i'

Madagascar 2r 1tt I'-. I i .--- Ili i4Ntlw
Madagascar -%I_' Au .2'oo ... Npi--t

Msali I 2'' MIt. 1'"" th; l ~.lc itick r.0 J,-.hndi1l.

Mali 4C. ug II - ' i-pltiitr-
Miauritania I Nl, r 2'tCi'.i I 1'- i 4 l.iI" nsI 

NsJozambique j "-"J%1 I OlI , I I 1- I "4 I ~i' l I -t * te,che.J1il.rc 
N4iozamnbique 1 r.1.-j 2,,. ... I I'- .'*I ter-m 1 il 

Nicaragua 2 Ap oI-. I "21i4 II Ittl osI" . e h o-I'

Niger I-fai IIsI11 I2 Ltcc 10%1,,I Ju

Rwanda 2lJ 0.1l. ' II. 1"I54 iIJl .~

Sf oml iimad Primci " MII. 2I'II I ' ~'Npo
Senegal V o.l' i., r,4 . 'i-r T -Jls 
Senegal 24'X I .'' I ' I"2-' l'-i t'. a. I 
Sierra Leone 20 h,r I'-'. I II. 13he l0%i - In lu
Tanzania -I in, l" Ilu I 1I-.II'. 

Tanzania 4% p.r -11 I"' - 4 .11r.i

LUganida l 4 nP: -'' II1 I IlsU It,t,Licc..lr 
Uganda r1 'tr Ž01) II II 'I 5 Dr t hrI T,, k It , h 1J ,Ir 

Yernen, Rep.o,f 244t pi 0Ii 'iI 13rt u~c ' 
V,nien, Rep. it 2'.. I" I n I I.I I P. - oI

Zambiia - I rHO iI i nN-p __ _ _ r 212O

ii.a. Nor applicable.
a- In accordance withi the nioirrial Paris ClUb practice if basitng rescheduilinigs oni agreed termsi I if referenice sshen a smaoll number of crcditirs is ins used, th, resehedutl-
ing for Chad seas not based in ii1 1 -ii - I niniutes. C([had o,btained Naples termnS, buit nio date for a srick -of-debt o peratiosn xx as 5pecified inl the tertls or rufieterec.
b. 'Ihe goosdswill clauses in the Ytemren agreemnent pr,,vided fBr ihe c, tuitination of debt rescheduling if certatin co,nditionis ws'rc niet.
Sources: )XI rId Banik atid Paris ( lin I.

with Mauritania (SJ0O million) and Tanizania terms-Benin, Burkina Faso, aind Mali in 1996;
($7 14 million) concluded in 2000 (table A3.2). All Bolivia, Senegal, and Uganda in 1998; Guyana and
floxw rescheduling agreements conrained a goodwill Mozambique in 1999; and Uganda in 2000-cover-

clause in which creditors indicated their willingness ing nearly $4 billion (table A'3.2). The first applica-
to provide a stock-of-debt operation at the end of tion of the LyNon terms xvere agreed to by Paris Club
the consolidation period if, at that point, the coun- creditors in 1998. For Bolivia and Uganda, the
try continued to have an appropriate arrangement stock-of-debt treatments on Naples terms con-
with the Initernationial Mlonetaryr Fund (LMF) and cluded in 1995 were topped up to 80 percent, real-
had fully implemented the rescheduling agreement. izing additional debt relief of $709 million (Bolivia

Paris Club creditors have implemented nine $561 million and Uganda $148 million). In 1999,
stock-of-debt operations on Naples and Lyon there were two more stock-of-debt operations-
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Guyana and Mozambique. For Guyana, the stock- rears under the 1994 rescheduling agreement were
of-debt treatment on Naples terms concluded in deferred until the end of June 2001.
1996 was topped up to 80 percent, realizing addi- Although Kenya, as an IDA only country, is
tional debt relief of $240 million. For Mozambique, eligible for a concessional rescheduling agreement
the agreement provided debt relief of $1.86 billion. (that is, with a 67 percent NPV reduction), the
For Uganda, the first country to reach the comple- Kenyan authorities restricted their request to a
tion point under the enhanced HIPC Initiative, the nonconcessional treatment.
stock-of-debt operation in 2000 provided a 90 per- The agreement rescheduled $300 million of
cent NPV reduction in eligible debt. arrears at July 1, 2000, and debt service payments

falling due from July 1, 2000, to June 30, 2001, on
debt contracted prior to December 31, 1991. The
$300 million is broken down into $117 million on

Agreements with other countries official development assistance (ODA) loans, in-
cluding $6 million in arrears and $183 million of

Ecuador commercial debt, including $17 million in arrears.
In September 2000, Paris Club creditors concluded Repayment of the rescheduled amounts will be
a flow rescheduling covering 100 percent of arrears made as follows.
on April 30, 2000, and principal and interest ODA loans will be repaid in 20 equal semian-
falling due from May 1, 2000, to April 30, 2001. nual payments beginning June 30, 2011, and end-
The agreement covered a total of $887 million. The ing December 2020 at an interest rate as favorable
agreement included a goodwill clause in which the as those applying to the original loans. Guaranteed
creditors committed, in principle, to consider a fur- commercial credits will be repaid in 30 semiannual
ther rescheduling of Ecuador's debt falling due af- payments beginning June 30, 2004, and ending
ter 2001. December 31, 2018, at market interest rates. Pay-

ments are graduated and rise from an initial pay-

Gabon ment of 0.44 percent of the consolidated amount to
The agreement concluded with Gabon in Decem- payments equivalent to 12.75 percent of the con-
ber 2000 rescheduled $687 million in arrears of solidated amount by 2018.
principal and interest at September 30, 2000. The
amount rescheduled will be repaid over 12 years, Nigeria
including a three year grace period, at market in- The agreement concluded in December 2000 con-
tcrest rates. Gabon agreed to pay maturities on all solidated $23.4 billion, of whichi $21 billion repre-
external debt as they fall due. sents arrears as of July 31, 2000, and $2.4 billion

represents principal and interest falling due from
Indonesia August 1, 2000, to July 31, 2001.
The agreement concluded with Indonesia in April With regard to the arrears of principal and in-
2000 rescheduled $5.4 billion in principal pay- terest (including late interest) as of July 1, 2000, the
ments falling due from April 1, 2000, to March main features of the agreement are: repayment of
31, 2002, on loans contracted before July 1, 1997. $700 million on December 29, 2000; repayment

Entry into force of the agreement was linked to of $120 million on March 31, 2001; reprofiling of
the approval by the board of the IMF of the first $2.76 billion of arrears of principal and interest
review under the EFF (Extended Fund Facility) (including late interest) on loans contracted prior
arrangement, which took place in June 2000. to October 1, 1985, with payments beginning in

March 2001 and ending September 2009; and re-
Kenya profiling of $0.62 billion of arrears of principal and

In November 2000, the Paris Club concluded an interest (including late interest) on loans contracted

agreement with Kenya on nonconcessional terms after October 1, 1985, with payments beginning in
covering arrears at June 30, 2000, and maturities March 2001 and ending in September 2005.
falling due on not previously rescheduled debt With regard to the arrears of principal and in-
falling due from July 1, 2000, to June 30, 2001. Ar- terest (including late interest) as of July 31, 2000,
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not subject to the repayment terms above, and 100 the enhanced Toronto terms in September 1991 and
percent of principal and interest due from August 1, have been continued in the subsequent agreements
2000, to July 31, 2001, on loans contracted prior to on concessional terms (I.yon, Naples, and, in the fu-
October 1, 1985, these will be rescheduled. The re- ture, Cologne). They were also included in the spe-
payment will be as follows: ODA loans will be re- cial restructuring arrangements for the Arab Repub-
paid over 20 years with 10 years' grace in 20 equal lic of Egypt and Poland (see 'A 1. Debt Tables
semiannual installments beginning September 2011 1991-92, vol. 1, pp. 62-64). Participation in swap
and ending March 2021. The interest rate to be ap- arrangements is voluntary for creditor governments.
plied will be as concessional as that on the original All ODA debt is eligible for swaps. For non-
loan. Guaranteed commercial credits will be repaid ODA claims, swaps had been limited to 1 0 percent
in 15 years after three years' grace at market interest of debt covered by relevant Paris Club agreements
rates. The repayment schedule is graduated and rises or $10 million, whichever was the larger. Paris
from 0.44 percent of the rescheduled amount at the Club creditors have now raised the ceiling on the
time of the first payment, in September 2004, to amount of guaranteed commercial credits that
6.77 percent for the last payment, in March 2019. may be swapped to 20 percent of the outstanding

On an exceptional basis, interest accruing from amount of eligible claims. In exceptional circum-
August 1, 2000, to July 31, 2001, on the resched- stances, this limit may be set as high as 30 percent
uled amount (as described above) will be capitalized of the outstanding amount of eligible claims, or
on July 31, 2001, and repaid in 10 equal semian- SDR40 million (whichever is higher).
nual installments beginning March 2002 and end- Data compiled by the Paris Club secretariat
ing September 2006. from participating creditor countries indicate that

The agreement contained a swap clause under an estimated $4.2 billion of debt has been swapped
which, on a voluntary basis, creditors may swap all for local currency claims by the end of December
ODA loans and up to 10 percent of the amount 2000. Of this, $2.2 billion was in the form of debt-
outstanding on their guaranteed commercial claims for-equity swaps and $1.6 billion was in the form
as of December 31, 1990, or SDR20 million, which- of debt-for-nature and debt-for-aid swaps. Other
ever is higher. debt swap arrangements accounted for the remain-

The agreement has an entry-into-force clause ing $0.4 billion. Egypt's debt swaps (debt-equity
of April 2001 subject to payment to creditors of or other local currency exchanges) have accounted
all amounts due on March 31, 2001, and satisfac- for some 40 percent of the total value of all swaps
tory implementation of the standby arrangement. ($1.7 billion). Morocco and Peru have both swapped

approximately $0.5 billion. Among the HIPC coun-
Swap arrangements tries, Bolivia, Cote d'lvoire, and Tanzania have Uln-

Houston terms, adopted in September 1990, intro- dertaken swaps amounting to more than $ 100 mil-
duced the possibility of swapping debts covered by lion. France has the largest amount of exchanges
Paris Club minutes for debt-equity participation, ($1.4 billion), followed by Switzerland ($0.9 bil-
debt for development, or other local currency obli- lion), Spain ($0.4 billion), and Belgium and Ger-
gations. Swap provisions were incorporated into many ($0.3 billion each).
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000

Cu ri -c r l"recioucI :1 irbk on,r"Iijic:d Ni .Ey'i
Conl". .c.- J im cIJIotI ilr3' Lc.'Iih re,clsducdL d .*.acj inhuns of'ca r~'
Of ag;n.cH'date dii n 'g .11 Arrear debt u~.a C utIas -".0'- .ri

II.. .--. 3')~1 Sept 03 Au '%er' '' u

Algcrij

21 I.J 'C'Sept'3 II c 1 I'"'%34 I4 ii*

Angola
20 k1" 3IDc 46 Ii.I.1 % In 4-U

Arg~nrmin a
16 I - i lDec Si I Ia F I - 2.040I -

20 'J.. I' De. 93 I .13' I 4'"' .2o,iJ 4I 1

219 rr - I C'De-, 3 II i 4,1I''1,-n

211 '2 IOh- 5D, ,3 Ib.II '' 7

Beni',
22 kil~~~~3 N t y*) I or ,, .i, le

1 LItt.. I I Nb S9 111,~ I 2'1*, la
271.. I 31lNIar. v i Wu O,I''U t,u\c.

24 Kr1I Nlar.w 2,, 4 'I ~ oF,[d ( le.-I.

24 ' '''' M m S i N1r .a -r. rl. r,-, 1. LI' J n.I..~ 'hc

Boli' -a
ill..'- 3LDrhc x~ Ii' I ' 44
14 Ni. . 31 D[,C ti I 'oII '2r-"i

241. Ii I1 ., S I hr, I ''0ŽC.den

24 3c' I [DIa Si I a.. 4 '" 2Cl.,\Ir,

14 1. SI Det 55 U .. ¾ir. H' I'icIIr,
30'.' S NI Mo5 , r.~ '' SrI *.tlI Oi~

Bosn-3inrd

7J..I. "I 2Dec 82'2111I'2i'' nr

Bra II
23 ... I I Niar Si Ila 2. 1' "

21 .I II NtIrr 13 Ii'.' ' ' '' 4,1 IS 3 ~ i

29 JI.-'. 11 NIar U3 1IL. ". 'C% C 4A2 r H

26 F.-'. -'1I NIHr 43 II:, ' ' II.''' ''Silh' I 4 1I.,'

Buig i,'. -al I o

17 -.cc Ia Jn. NI 1 Spr v 4l 

14 t', 1IJan. ' I Ii '." '4 'ii 21 I'I'-

13 c.r IJa11 n. "I I Spr -4 I..ri '.'..

Bur~,-I, an.iC,'
15 Ic ' I Ian )I 'I, "IH. "'I P.1.'. INLcn

72, IlJan 'L, I i n i' NIt',..

201.'. ' I[an "I 2' r::"a v.c 4" - \[clno
24 ','' Ij Jn. N I %cIc, -n- en,1"'I5,,~

CambKAa
26. -I 11 DcL -0 rr' ~ .. ,I" 24- ,~

(Table continues on next page)
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

I...r cr,a.i ii. ~,.r.vi. . '.t. ~;vAmount
Co3nTrra Pr,i'mLmIn c'i &it' ~ on,oWttd kIa,-rc.-,r, tal 1.

Count, ni Ji, ciantt 'ri ,n,netLh re~cbcdkd -,*-r.'*IdjI-J nuihon C4~,, 
of agre n. daic .imn .n.i-wp Aricar. dtbi "I. ,u,', L.% dinLaj.,iIn-

CametFo
241l 31[Mc" I12pr'' 1
23J.r '2 3 icc: ~i I n '''I i I"t 14, I

24N1,r '4 ilDec.& r' '-'I' '" 1,59 IC.... 'l

161'.. 31 Dec i8.S 1 I'"r l,12') I1-.n

2451. I Si a' . '' 0l I

Central AlrI:r'.r
Republi

12 JncIIIJ.i SII. I' *. 4''
9Ju 1 ijn NS1I I In.P,1

22 N.Il;n'.Z Ilj,' 1 4 4;44

14EF-, I Iin. I lr0 i111 211\,,4 i '

1 JlI.h,n.5 unI 1 ' ' .. , 4\lr

125I. Jan. S I I'r %L ''2 In.. Mi-.

Chad
24 0., ' 31. lire S,4 '.I, I " 2 4 '-I Cci '

28 F.I. I . WII u e iI -'rirI.r 1 " 4 I.n

Chile
17J.'. I aSI1.1.H'' A 

2Ap ~~I Iai Si V'r' -2 .I 

Congo.
Dent.r u,

Repuhli, -.1

9Ju . 1 Ian. II' I24 4'snc4

2051'.~ i [Uri . I l. . II '' 

151W - 1iu [une S3 I ~gr . Ž1'4.! .~ 

18 81. ' 3i3 lure x A I pq I.6- 11 C 14 I

23 J. '101 lure iV I . vII .3 ..

Congo.
Rept,hl, *.1

183c1 .- ~~I lIan So I #uc: I' 5t .

135-,-" 1InSI" '2I"'.02i

30 J,.-.. 14 I a 5q, u.l -4 I '' .' 4" 

Costa Ri I, 
I1IJ:...n I Ju.1s. I. 2 . 1

22 4c 'Il ; 82Ii III['I 'm .4 44 II

26J... I Jul% . ' rir. .- IIn 4. , IS2

47 Mi . I Jul. Ii I(c '' 
1

'

274. M,. I4jul., Si A nI - ra'c T 41

18 ' -, I luli .83 I in I. I'' 4

20N -', I Jlvi 53 I,i- I''3'SLiI 4

22 1\1 I lIid, N. I '.1 r -4 * '''1.5.49 I I

24 A~> I i.l. 93 1I,i''" II 1,402 1 .
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

--- i jr.r,r., ~ ~ ~ rc,.u i, .1.L. .unoldjc U..HsI 1..~

Country and di LiIr- rorII1e
0

tL' .tdulrd ..,..Id i.Id nnflh.ona il -'a-"
of agreement itr. Jot. ,..*,% rrca:' dcbt p.'., I' drIlar, ..i .i* in

Croatia

21 Mar. 95 2lI'efA i ' 'tiJ..I -- 

Cuba
1 Mlar. 83 I Sepi K ir' ''42

19 July 84 I Sept s12 1 4t - '' 2t'-1'i

lS JulySS I SprI "2 J . 'UH'I.

16july 86 1%-r i.n-2ln

Djibout i
25 May 06 I'' ":4 rIt.nK'i .i

Dominican
Republic

2t M{ay 8 5 >41 ltite S4 I .. i l'44 I I

22 Nov. 91 10I Iune 'ti I *
1

g ' ' oI" 5: 14

Ecuador
28 July 83 I broS ''. -* 142-
24 Apr. 85 I Jan 13 4 5*'be jt-i

20 Jan. 88 I jar,. I4 IIo. \4 Iti 4 9 4I H
24 Oct. 89 I Ian. I I j. IA ,4I3I-4 

20 Jan. 92 I lin K I Ii" 4 2,*p,i4' ' 1 4' I

27 June 94 I jjIti 3. II.I. 4. 1'' ~ ~ 4 ~ I.,

15 Sept. 00 I Jin S, i U titKl' S N i4 ~ tt

Egypt, Arab R,r. ..I
22 May 87 41.iS ~ I~. t ,Io ,St~

Ef Salvador
17?Sept. 

9
(' ItclJ' * i i' 14i i- .-

Equatorial (ult,tI

22 Julv 85 I JlI. 't4 I Ii''-,I 4 t

2 Apr. 92" I Jul. r- I Ii'1I t'\ t i

15 Dec. 94 I Joi sI 'I jo 4

Ethiopia

24 jain.97 , It. D " ' ',4 t u ' j4 N I....

Gabon.
2l Jan. 87 1 0hA 

t
r or .'o C"I

21 Mar. 88 I Jalb Sir II,,'21

19 Sept. 89 I Jul.,i. 1ipr r, Ii lit 45 t i 1

24 Oct. 91
t

I lull Srn I 'r '1 I t'4i

15 Apr. 94 I lalt '. Ikyi -4 IStttln)14.

12 Dec. 95 I Jolt S.' Ii~.~ i o .iI I 

15 Dec. 00 I ul b I i'24 ttoSI'it

Gambia, Th,
19 Sept. SC I li- MI i-klit -*r t

Ghana
29 MIar. 9f13 lrrAS Ar,, a. I I lt 1i 9 ~ 4S

Guatemala
25 Mear. 93 I lor, qi li r' - Mti "1 It. 4 4 I1 I-n to4i

(Table continues on next page)
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)
.. n , J....j 'I. c,r.. J Con;ci,idauon ticWLdd'1 ier,r

I I..' ~~~~~~u,'.eIe~~~~~*,tur*tn. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h,it.. Ainouni 
Cut. ici ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~Preuub%% a't J1, hi innsoltdated t.I,t.r.

Country alnd date UtrLoti itI ,ralht reC-Cheduled '...e I'oIJakd mdbt,ion ol' it.' . a

of agreement d..tc .'ii near dclii 'r-- En S mILieu' ,inr ' n

Guineat
1S8Apr. 86 Ilittie ic Il.'14 I ' Ho 4 4 11

12 Apr.89 I fin Sr I. .ll13 j I tn

18 Nov. 92 I1r in ,r N,.r i . '23 

2 5Jan. 95 I.1 Ja ~r,II.K* ' J5r j-,,M

26,Feb. 97 I In 2nII' - ~Ii* 3'e

Guinea-Bissau
27 Ocr. 8- 'I 0-~ *Ai '.j 5
26 Oct. 89 IlOu k i,''I ,I 2 1*.l.. tO

23 Feb. 95 II,j 5t I ~ 'Sli 'Mt ~ Ie

Guyana
23 May89 .IiD ½ I" . it 4 ii' ~ 0 

12 Sept. 90 .1f1 D s I 1i.,I e'iŽ 'l-..

6 May 93 ID,Cc '' IIi' 'l

23 May96 lI.:: St 2 I.*- r.J,m 3 'n

25 June 
9 9

ILi. N -- K '. t.~I" 2
4

1t'l-nj 'flu

Haiti
3 aNla95 li).. ....II".,iCIL'

Honduras
14 Sept. 90' I 1 p ' l.li 2St.' i~' 14 -I 

26 Oct. 92 1I U0r,, 1 it 4 it Isc
29 Feb).96 I ..nL "t If.,12P.c, M i

13 Apr99 I r, 11 I pi4 11

Indonesiac'
28 Sept 98 I[lI' '''

4
.1 ' -v .

1 3 Apr. 00 I.1 4u' ~ I g " i.44u 14~

Jamaica
16 July84 ICU I3iI. 4 >v'''i

19fJUlV 85 I t .,I K I 2 lie,62 4'

5 Mvarn 8~ I ttc. n 14-4 4I

24 Oct. 88 1(ti Stle t'4' I"'I 4.:

26 Apr. 90 I Oct fIi'. 'E, ',. ' 4 

19 JrIx 9W' ,I i1a . ;III - II I'- l

25 jan. 93> I ts ii21 '- tl

Jordan
I9JoIxS9 [15"li " 'C 'j .a

28 Feb. 92 I i, ' - ii IA 4 i

28 June 94' I a.i .'Iii.1 4C H -~

23 Mav 97t lr V * P.ele 1 . -2 14-'

20\Mai 99 un I p' .I.i 2 uuuI. li

19Yjai. 94 I c r -. i .. iiS'-

15 Nov. 01 IItr 'it-,1 i' I 3frC 1'' 4r

Liberia
19 Dec.8 I3r So ii i i 35 -

16 Dec. 81I 110 lii I ~ l2S-I

22 Dec.683 I i.e. K F ' 4i

I -Dec. 84 Iff toNI .1 '4j

Macedonia, FYR
[7July 95 0- Lh 2ltt..c .5i 
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

C:inrrcr Pre%toi,ou v I -It cour.oIdazeJ %I ro''

Counir ;rd.ii. aoft %, tf, F.r'k,Ir rr.deduAWo . -I,i I. -nri,j' of -ii,
of agr ,..-,rj date dv.. lIu, rrear' deb t '. sa' L dolLar; "I~'.i 'i 

Mad.) a i, c
30 grI J4 rn.S I f''II' 1411

13.. Ia ri.S'.2 i, 2i.''

23 1i '.4 L JluItr.I I lu. 1 c. Ii' q 4 "

22 .1; IluIiSN3 liir' 4 i''1R IlI
23 'u ' IjLilrS 3 I kprc N lIa 12 "4'

28I'IrI jul 3 21 ', I'I 2~4 le '..,
10 1.1" '' I uJi N53 I lo ' jil'139 'II..

26 l,r I Iul. 0Y I 1 'I'' ,4 .crr. 'e
18 JulL I Ii91.I' L I

Malai"'
22 '' J2 an. .'2 I Ju.' I12S i

27'x I - lm S' 111 '[, .. 2' 2'i
22 '''' I Ion S2 I ir. Ic 1 4 I" ' 

Mali
27'',I Ja Li r. li;" I-lii A3 

20 'I. I Fa1r, .8 ' I1 H r..lIIl' en 
25 '' FrS crr. .i V'u p 4 '.",...

Maul 3ni3

2 7 '3 1 Dtc,. 94 i Ia .*,H '

16t '- 31 De. s 4 I r,12v 2- 4r,Oi

15 1--, ~~~~~31 Dtec84 lAIrr 14 I, j1

19 .. '" 31I Dc, " 4 I l.w, c Ž3ir82 I , r-
2 51."3la9 I D- 44 N Il"'21

28 i -I I DIc S-I IIh .h' 1..

16rr ' r 3ID[IeI '5 I221.0 "1,, 012 

Mar"

25.; 'I Nla,"3 I c'I . I - ' 

17ccr' II a1,'c ½! n 1.1 24 ,-

61.., lM ., J;-7Ir I.' 4''I I 

27 1-1 '2M x Fi iI br 4 14 'Ii I 

Mozj mIhIqLw

25I ', r 4 lEFnt. Ni I H c4 V 1>2 Hr

14 III- I Eel, 1,~~~~~F~h4 ljiI 1Hi'r.I"

23 '1.." En I Fib',4-1 4 24 ril44''1'''. III

21 'J.. ' I IA' 1 4 s-l* r IHl ri-1

9 J.. I IFeb vi iu." 4ll*Hl 1.46''1101

15, I.dl IFeb 84 jr,r;rjII ,1 ii, l

NicaracoL.
17' II I N-.rX 8 n 2 q 111 22 I'r.1

(Table continues rrr nzext page)
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

I rq.-I,fji...r. P,'- C:rnioIJd2 in iaildcin F ,lI,q
I.., mfmfI rn;rur.- Mhn-, Amount

C. \. JAui i ', W."iS.'4

1 4i 'I '4 1 Juk s '. 3I 'i' 4 i
p4. I iluln$1 L',N '2I Juli

p I ii ~~3 l.~. - I ii''' 1 1, 1 411

- 1 ~~~~~~Jul. S3IFr,5 I 1 4 I2, I-,.

4 4 ~~~~~~~~~I In F. I' r 4'' I'' -1i

I.: I tia. Si I I" ' V I'''' 5AhI " 4 I iii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,3 0 4 II 

P'ak-rjn
I-I I..' I I FuF'~~1.1 Sri I i; IIs ' IA) 1- -. ,, 1

.i'li ~ ~ ~ ep 4 iT4

~~'' "' , ~~~~~31 [),,t 54 I '4. ' V*I" ,I0 mj4 AIH

'. : 4 I a .' .; -4 -¾ '04 4 I1

I I. Ilin4n IIJ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~I?* I '' j1,52 "I 4 4 

-'L. 4 1Apr S4 I n " ',Jn' -

H'I Apr. H us UI'rI.S)-
- 'ifl. V I *t'* ~~I NpI. -14II 4 1 I'"6 1I 4 I I -

- n 1rV - lJar~.S') FiI j a n. 1S r 4

I in.3r .S4I inI-l14'4

1,1'S' 1~~~~~~ Fan. 'HIFr 4'-1,I' 1'.'401) 4

-, ~~~~~~~~~I Fan. 52 I4I. 22 ri- 24 i, 

- 'H ~~~~~~~I Fin ~2 inh Ž''' 

- ' I~~~~~~ ~~Ja n.4 I I, I'''' I4,36~

I Jar. I p :'"2 i .40u I 4 2 '

-IFr II I r,v. nn i40-CII 0 i

I a Fn. '-I1 .I*- ''4,04,0'i, 'i.HI

31Dn i4 u ' i '44
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with off icial creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

fo IT,F IIIII'.3, Amouni
C uniract Preuouty Li.: onwhIdaicd NiIhflI5, Cmj

Countr" and date cutolt 'u'ri Ir,*heduIcd ,.olJIj mlin I .. an.4I 1

of agreement JaL a JI31 ' W,in
1

* 4xr-a'. debt q. 1.c. 'it- US3 4,aIIa' I *1.,.d

S5o Tome and
Principe

16 May 00 1 Ape 94 H h '' I' lrou N 1, IL

Senegal
13 Oct. 81 IJul) 81 hInt. 4 -u

29 Nov. 82 I jut,,l I 11,1 IŽ -S4 4 1

21 Dec. 83 1jan. 8.3 11Ld.1 12 ''-2 4
18 Jan. 85 liar', 91 Ih- liv IN , ." 122 :

21 Nov. 86 [I.i an $1 l..I, trlit'5 

17 Nov. 87 I 3is. S. II.'.-1 Ii'A '

24 Jan. 89 I lari. X3 I .. 4 , ii143 \In Nlcra
12 Feb. 90 I Jan 83 I ss"iK ''Ii MIero MCCrL.

21 June 91 1Ij hr 93 Ili t 2.I 114 1Ir NIriu

3 Mar. 94 jI Jn S3 Iin '3 V '"'2 -I, rSl -o,

20 Apr. 95 1 Jan Si IAr 'I 1r,9 %voIIn KILr

17 June 98 I I ir. 83 I - lne ' ~ "1,V'g4 2 '.i NIr-
24 Oct. 00 I[ in S 3 1i1trrr,r 2rd,Ii'I 'in Nt

Sierra Leone
8 Nov. 80 IJulCY l4 I.. I. , 1' 4 II

8 Feb. 84 I Juls 33 I [,r 4 1, '25 i 3 '
19 Nov. 86 IJul% SI3 I!,,I" ', So w 41-1
20 Nov. 92 1 jul, s N I .. '21 I I t"4' It'

4
raL 11

20 Julv94 I July51 I \i '4 I - *, i'42 NIkrun1,

25 Ape. 96 1 ott S I In ,:4 , ii 9 N nuirn

Somalia
6 Mar.85 Itict 84io I'.
2 2

July 
8 7

10cr 3 I J.icC1 4 Ii" 13 '

Sudan
18 Mar.892 I Jul. 'SI I lu. I I' 4 '3 ~ ,I

4 Feb. 83 I l3nS 8JI1r. n 2*I"'5*I'
2 May 84 1jan844I. I, lit 4 12* 4''2IN

Tanzania
18 Sept. 86 3.1 June 'Sn I1 ''r 9s1r'' ,h' 4.4

13 Dec. 88 UL' June 96 I 3-- "* I.~.. IL 0...

16 Mar. 90 ;0 June Sb I I ii ".' I V I"' I4 N It-a, 1 ,
21 Jan. 92 3'' JL.re 9t' It "2I' ,,, 0 1j N 1,0

21 Jan. 97 3(1 itsnl 86 IL 4 V. , . I..ii I .....
14 Apr. 00 3u Iun,, Sr, ', tN.l.r r . I''14 i'NI.,

logo
20 Feb. 81 LJol'. "I I * 'I 14 *.232 I -- '

12 Apr. 83 IJll.S iIiifn ,"iltt .

6 June 84 Ijan s:. J. 4 I- '4 4 I''

24 June 85 la n. S I 1.K r

22 Mar.88 1 Jan. S1 1Ii.9 i 1 30 -5-1
20 June 89 I Jn i r, %Npr' I'" 6ln. NI. C..
9July 90 11 Jn s3 Ii.m24 L%I'Il , II c'su-1' NI iu

19 June 92d I Jan S I u.' 4 r 1'c I52 dII--NIt uL

23 Feb. 95 IIarn M IItt' - S. , ti 2Y 3ln Nlerou

Trinidad and
Tobago
25Jan. 89 I imcp'. 9% I .r - 1 4 , ii2it1-K 

27 Apr.90 1Setpt.8 i qI t- I' I. '"'1( S4

(Table continues on next page)
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Table A3.2 Multilateral debt relief agreements with official creditors, January 1980-December 2000 (continued)

I .r bJa.,' pera.ad Coaoladatiou isdudet Repasmeni terms'
I.' .urr.ni rnrrurna Shaae Amoum

Coastran Prevvm1 a; dbi caumahd aMadunr Gra
Count, i.,al J ,, cutoff sa.Is I .r.th resehskd . ansolaJAled (nai9m af e,In's ' IfJeS'
of agrecr; -,, dale .Jaln,naI Affear dde aI U.S. dolaw) mo.'i ,.aMns

Turke)
23 Jul . 10 lune Si, I ii. ^, ', * Y 3.000 a,':I 4!h

Ugand.a
18 N I I J*l& v 30 w!.1 4,6
1 De, I Jadv SI1 I Irk "11 19 ;ia 4ie
19Ju. *_ I Jul; SI ! .a I % y 1'0 170 14- faa

26 Ja-S I J %I Ir, baa- I Y V ') 89 Nlenl NMenu
17Jur.-.. I Jul% 81 Il.i I v I Ir 39 Nlenu NMenr,
20Fcl I Jl uli, S l Fi h ' aI.L V lti-i 110 Mienu Menu
24 Ar- 1 Jul% 8I I Apir a ,'cL r ' i, 148 kdlenu Men.
12Ser''"" I Jubp f I sri. . Ia.".' 150 Mrnu Menu

Vietnan.
14 Da.- I [in a) 791rr .*. ! 1 1)c a 1 I91 Nklcnu Mtnu

Yemen. R,p -'i
24Sera -- I Jan.m93 I '-rT I' 5' I."' 113 Nlenu N1en.

20 N I Jan. 93 N a. Ira,. 1,444 kesau Nien.

Yugosl.la 'a.
Fed. Rap
(Serbi.:
Momnian.gr.. i

22 M.. 4 2 Dec. 82 l .; s4 2 l*, 500 Ioo 4.i.,

24M;. 2DeL.S.i' li 812 a'4 3i10

13 M '- 2 De, 82.I' 1, 'I a. 2' 901 8; 41)
13 Jul 2 Dec. 52 1 pr' Ii y I'' 1_91 i.1I

Zambia
16 M. I Jan 3 3 l.'r. 51 I * 'I) 3'5 9n j!l

20 Jul 4 I lan 53 II ha 4 1: I y 1 253 i'n S '
4 Ma, I Ian ?3 l3 . 1; v I .9. 371 r' 5aS.l

12Jul a I jan. 53 !I Nil 4. 1 , v v . . 963 Nlen. Nienu
23 Jul ' I Ian 13 ! hi, 'K :ar v *laai 91 kle.,u NIen.

27 Fe, 1 I Ian. S3 5 I.. -66 NMena Nien.

16 Ap. I lan. . I I rr u i v Ir. 1,060 NMen. Nien.

Not applicable.
The rescheduling was concluded outside of formal Paris Club auspices.

"Menu" terms refer to the options agreed ti at the 1988 Toronto economic summit meeting.
Note: The figures in this table are commitment values (amounts of agreed debt relief). They correspond to the disbursement figures (minus debt forgiveness, when
applicable) for debt restructuring shown in the Global Development Finance country tables. All agreements shown in this table, except those indicated with an aster-
isk, were negotiated through the Paris Club.
a. Maturity is measured here from the end of the consolidation period to the date of the final amortization payment; the grace period is the time between the end of
the consolidation period and the date of the first amortization payment. The secretariat of the Paris Club measures grace and maturity from the midpoint of the con-
solidation period.
b. The agreement signed in March 1995 covered a 36-month period, but a new agreement was signed in December 1995 covering the stock of debt, starting 12
months after the beginning of the consolidation period of the previous agreement.
c. Agreement with a Paris Club-designated lower-middle-income country with heavy official debt. These agreements also allow for debt conversions, subject to the
limit for each creditor country (for non-ODA debt) of US$10 million or 10 percent of the debt outstanding as of the beginning of the consolidation period,
whichever is higher. Where two sets of figures for repayment terms (maturity and grace) are given, the first set represents ODA debt and the second non-ODA debt.
d. The agreement was canceled.
e. The agreement was implemented in 1991 because of the agreement's conditionality on an IMF program, that took place in 1991.
f. Agreement follows the deferral signed in January 1992 by the former Soviet republics.
Sources: World Bank DRS and IMF data.
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Appendix 4
Progress in Privatization in
Developing Countries

P RIVATIZATION IS THE TRANSFER OF PRO- Progress in privatization by region:
ductive assets from the state to private in- results for 1999P vestors. Privatization proceeds in developing Privatization in 1999 was more evenly distributed

regions garnered an estimated $44.1 billion in by regions and sectors than it was in the previous
1999 (a decline from 1998), after reaching peak year. In 1998, privatization activity declined con-
revenues of $66.6 billion in 1997 (figure A4.1). siderably in the East Asia and Pacific region
Privatization transactions slowed down consider- (2 percent of total revenues) and was mainly con-
ably in 1998 and 1999, in part reflecting the post- centrated in Latin America and the Caribbean
ponement of deals because of the collapse of ag- (77 percent of total revenues) and Eastern Europe
gregate demand and increased uncertainty induced and Central Asia (16 percent). In 1999, by con-
by the East Asian and Russian crises, and in part trast, the share of Latin America and the Carib-
(in 1999) reflecting the decline in the Brazilian bean fell to 54 percent, while the share of Europe
program after the jump in privatization revenues and Central Asia rose to 23 percent, and that of
in the previous year. East Asia and Pacific rose to 12 percent (figures

Initial estimates for 2000 suggest that privati- A4.2a and A4.2b). While divestitures in large-scale
zation commitments in developing countries have infrastructure (in particular telecommunications)
increased considerably compared to those for 1999. accounted for 80 percent of privatization revenues
However, actual flows may differ, as commitments in 1998, privatization in the oil and gas sector had
are paid over several years. Also, privatization the largest share in 1999 (40 percent), followed by
transactions include those of domestic and foreign infrastructure (27 percent) and financial services
investors as well as direct and portfolio invest- (21 percent).
ments. Therefore, an increase in privatization pro- Privatization occurs through such methods as
ceeds does not necessarily mean that foreign direct auctions, stock offers, stock distributions, negoti-
investment has increased. For example, while total ated sales, management-employee buyouts, and
privatization commitments in Brazil have increased voucher or coupon exchanges. Other methods in-
from $4.4 billion in 1999 to $10.1 billion in 2000, clude leasing; joint ventures; management con-
the foreign direct investment portion of the divesti- tracts; concessions; and build-own-operate (BOO),
tures has declined from $8.8 billion in 1999 to $7.1 build-operate-transfer (BOT), and build-own-
billion in 2000 (see chapter 2 for a discussion of operate-transfer (BOOT) arrangements. Sales meth-
trends in foreign direct investment). ods have varied across regions for various reasons,

Recent economic and sectoral reforms indicate including privatization strategy and market condi-
that privatization activity may expand in Eastern tions. In 1999, direct sales accounted for over 70
Europe (in particular for countries acceding to the percent of privatization revenues, and public of-
European Union [EU] and those acceding in a subse- fers contributed to most of the remaining sales.1

quent phase), the Middle East and North Africa (for Equity-linked privatization started rebounding
the countries entering into a free trade agreement in 1999 and 2000, after a considerable slowdown
with the European Union), and Sub-Saharan Africa. in 1998-with the East Asia and Pacific region (in
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Figure A4.1 Developing countries' privatization proceeds, 1990-99
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Souirce: World Bank Privatization Database.

particular China) accounting for the largest share tion of Thailand raised $377 million. The Philip-
in both years. pines earned $230 million from the private sale of

a 35 percent stake in the Philippine National Bank
East Asia and Pacific (PNB) to a domestic investor. Malaysia raised $130
After the financial crisis led to a collapse in privati- million from the initial public offer of Malaysia
zation activity in 1998 in East Asia and Pacific, Airport Holdings.
divestitures rebounded in 1999, with revenues Preliminary estimates for 2000 show that pri-
reaching an estimated $5.5 billion (table A4.1). 2 vatization proceeds increased significantly (sur-
Privatization proceeds in China increased to $2.9 passing the 1997 peak) in the region, mainly as a
billion in 1999, although revenues remained well result of Chinese divestitures in the oil and gas,
below the 1997 peak. Key divestitures in 1999 in- telecommunications, and power sectors. Divesti-
cluded the public offer of Shandong International tures in banking, power, and oil and gas will re-
Power Development, raising $522 million, and main strong in the coming years, as countries in the
the sale of Great Wall Technology for $144 million. region are preparing these sectors for privatization.
Indonesia's privatization program raised $850 mil-
lion, with sales in three state-owned enterprises: Latin America and the Caribbean
PT Telekom for $406 million (the largest privatiza- Privatization proceeds in Latin America and the
tion to date in Indonesia), Jakarta International Caribbean declined in 1999, raising an estimated
Container Terminal for $243 million, and PT Indo- $23.6 billion in 1999-compared to $37.7 billion
food Sukses Makmur Tbk for $201 million. Thai- in 1998-mainly as a result of declining privatiza-
land earned $1.3 billion from financial sector di- tion activity in Brazil (table A4.2). Argentina con-
vestiture. The private sale of Nakornthon Bank tributed to 75 percent of the regional total revenues,
and Radanasin Bank to foreign investors contri- with the private sale of Yacimientos Petroliferos Fis-
buted $317 million and $650 million respectively, cales (YPF) to Repsol of Spain for over $13 billion
and the public offer of Industrial Finance Corpora- and the initial public offering of Banco Hipotecario
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Figure A4.2a Privatization revenues by Figure A4.2b Privatization revenues by
region, 1998 region, 1999

Percentage of total revenues in developing countries Percentage of total revenues in developing countries
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Source: World Bank Privatization Database. Source: World Bank Privatization Database.

for $497 million. Bolivia entered a second privatiza- particular Sao Paulo). Chile earned $1.1 billion in
tion wave in 1998 and raised an estimated $151 1999, with the private sale to foreign investors of
million in 1999 by privatizing oil and gas, power, utility companies Emos S.A. and Essal S.A., for
and manufacturing companies. The country contin- $960 million and $94 million respectively. Mexico's
ued to spur much foreign investment interest, as privatization program witnessed many delays and
demonstrated by the $102 million private sale in raised an estimated $291 million from sales in the
1999 to foreign investors of Refinerias de YPFB (oil transport sector. Peru raised an estimated $286 mil-
and gas). Brazils privatization revenues declined lion from sales in the power, telecom, and mining
considerably in 1999, raising an estimated $4.4 bil- sectors. The private sale of power sector companies
lion compared to $32.4 billion in 1998 and $18.7 led privatization activity in the Caribbean and Cen-
billion in 1997.3 In 1999, Brazil earned most of its tral America in 1999, with the Dominican Repub-
revenues from the sale of power, oil and gas, and lic, Panama, El Salvador, and Guatemala earning
telecommunications companies and almost 90 per- $643 million, $302 million, $125 million, and $101
cent of the divestiture occurred at the state level (in million respectively.

Table A4.1 Privatization revenues in East Asia and Pacific, 1990-99
(millions of U.S. dollars)

China - 11 !.21 2,X4 - 2-.2e v49 4]9 4. 1, 611 2.c14 ' 5-;41

Indonesia 11 1 4 31 ' 1. -4s 2''31 t lii 141 122 850 i
Malaysia ' 5 l .Xx; 3 2145 -4, '.3i9 214 '04 - Ii') ,., I

Philippines - 244 4 ls 3 l 4 4 2J 22 31 -3-I) :
Thailand - - 2ii 4-l 242 - '91 4N 3S3 .:44 
Other I .) IS - 4 '2 - - - r
Total S34 i In t-1; i. 41 2C'f 1.. IO, 135 [UI9 I ,.t 9 44 1'",

- Not available/not reported.
Note: Data do not include South Korea.
Souirce: World Bank Privatization Database.
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Table A4.2 Privatization revenues in Latin America and the Caribbean, 1990-99
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Preliminary estimates for 2000 indicate that to approximately $3.9 billion. Key divestitures in-
privatization revenues rebounded in the region as a clude Bank Pekao and Bank Zachodni, for $1.1 bil-
result of renewed privatization efforts in Brazil, lion and $586 million respectively; PZU (insurance)
Colombia, and Mexico. The region has privatized for $711 million; and Polski Koncern Naftowy
a large share of the infrastructure and financial sec- (PKN) (oil and gas) for $513 million. Hungary has
tors, but some countries have still retained shares privatized a large share of its economy at an early
that will be privatized in the coming years. Further- stage relative to other countries in the region, rais-
more, future divestitures are likely to include oil ing over S12 billion from 1990 to 1998. In 1999,
and mining companies in Chile, Colombia, Mex- it raised an estimated $1.4 billion with sales in its
ico, and the Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela, power, telecommunications, and banking sectors.
and a greater number of water concessions. Significant sales include the public offers of Elmu

Rt (power) for $746 million, Matav (telecommu-
Eastern Europe and Central Asia nications) for $346 million, and OTP (banking) for
Eastern Europe and Central Asia raised an esti- $162 million. Builgaria raised an estimated $1.8 bil-
mated $10.3 billion in 1999, a rebound from the lion through the divestiture of its chemical, tele-
previous year (table A4.3). Since 1997, Poland's communications, and banking sectors-with most
privatization program has significantly accelerated, of the sales to foreign investors. Significant deals in-
leading the regional privatization activity in 1999. clude Yambol (chemicals) for $667 million and the
Sales in the banking and insurance, oil and gas, Bulgarian Telecommunication Company for $510
telecommunications, and power sectors amounted million. The Czech Republic's privatization pro-

Table A4.3 Privatization revenues, Eastern Europe and Central Asia, 1990-99
(7fl111 ons (,t-LT. S. do,llbrs;

Btilgaria - - - Ai 144 111 As *2 SnN l,S 

Czech
Republic ;- - _44 - A -,5 _

Hungar: 40N 4- I.r.'. I ' ; '4" 2.1 > 'i42 1.t4 1 4-1

P l.Iand ':2 ^ 241 ; .4 1 1 4'. 2, .4 Vil 1 I

RUsstan

Fedcratioin - S. "S I ' - i,'4,' 1 - 4.I -- 4,.I 4

Turk- 4 2 I0 45 i4 01 4,i llIr. 4 '

Other ; '. I I- V - 1' 444 ' r 41 , i4 i

Total | 2. 2., . '. i I .4 i 4

- Nc i aivadaIle/mot rcp.orrcd.
5' ure: WSlrid Bianik PrniVat7atton D)arabha,e.
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gram regained momentum, earning $1.2 billion more countries in the region have started reforms
in 1999 from the sale of a 70 percent stake in preparing their power, telecommunications, and
CSOB (banking) to foreign investors. The Ruissian transport sectors for privatization.
Federationz's privatization activity remained slow in
1999, partly as a result the 1998 Russian financial South Asia
crisis, raising an estimated $761 million from the Despite an increase in total proceeds in 1999 com-
private sale of oil and gas companies to private pared to recent years, progress in privatization
investors. has been modest in South Asia. Total revenues

Initial estimates for 2000 show that privatiza- amounted to $1.9 billion in 1999 (compared to
tion proceeds have more than doubled in the re- $174 million in 1998) (table A4.5). In India,
gion compared to those in 1999, with significant which accounted for virtually all revenues in the
sales in the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Poland, region, privatization picked up following the elec-
and Russia. A wave of banking privatization has tion of a new government, with sales in the bank-
occurred in, and will continue for, countries that ing, oil and gas, telecommunications, and power
have applied to the European Union for member- sectors. Key sales include the public offers of the
ship. Reform and liberalization of the telecommu- Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of
nications and power sectors also indicate that di- India (banking), Gas Authority of India (oil and
vestiture of these sectors will be significant in the gas), and VSNL-Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd.-
coming years. (telecommunications), which raised $1.5 billion,

$218 million, and $104 million respectively. Since
Middle East and North Africa 1995, Sri Lanka has divested an important share
Privatization activity regained momentum in the of its economy in various sectors-including plan-
Middle East and North Africa, raising an estimated tations, telecommunications, banking, and steel-
$2.1 billion in 1999 compared to $1.0 billion in and encouraged private participation in infrastruc-
1998 (table A4.4). Morocco raised an estimated ture (Colombo Port in 1999). While Pakistan
$1.2 billion with sales in the telecommunications privatized a large share of its economy in the first
sector (awarding a second GSM [global systems for half of the 1990s, divestitures have slowed in re-
mobile communication] license to Medi Telecom in cent years. Bangladesh did not meet its privatiza-
August 1999). The Arab Republic of Egypt earned tion target in 1999, a fact that underscores the
an estimated $857 million, most of which came slow progress in its privatization efforts.
from the sale of cement companies. Algeria's pri- Privatization revenues remained low in South
vatization activity started picking up with the ini- Asia in 2000 because of slow implementation in
tial public offers of Eriad, a cereal distributor, and most countries, except Sri Lanka.
Saidal, a pharmaceutical company, for $17 million
and $19 million respectively. Sub-Saharan Africa

Initial estimates for 2000 show that privatiza- Privatization proceeds reported in Sub-Saharan
tion revenues has continued to grow in the region, Africa declined to $694 million in 1999, with South
despite delays in Egyptian divestitures. Key sales Africa accounting for 34 percent of revenues, fol-
in 2000 include Morocco's private sale of Maroc lowed by Cape Verde (12 percent) and Senegal (10
Telecom to Vivendi for $2.1 billion. Furthermore, percent) (table A4.6). Low commodity prices may

Table A4.4 Privatization revenues, Middle East and North Africa, 1990-99
(millions of U.S. dollars)

H"', hQu"i I%-2 I'L1 I !.4).I 1, , 'N J... g liji

Egvpt, Arab Rep.o0 - - -ol f2 1 ' C3l . 41
Morocco - - - ; 2 h

Tunisia 2 .- i:
Other - - 4 1 ' 4',
Total 2 4 !- -4h i 4-N I.l i ,,I? `.tl4 1 '

- Not availablc/not reported.
Sotrce: World Bank Privarization Datahase.
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Table A4.5 Privatization revenues, South Asia, 1990-99
{mnllhonzs of U.S. dollars)

BRail I- - _ _ - 4 IQ ; - - 11 !
Ind, - 11 11141 5I l,ll 'ii 4" ,: : I,III
Pa,1 11 r. L4 I IOn Ii ;- 41 - II-
Sri I a V 2 Ulj ;' 42 h, - 3'. ' !

Otl _ _ 1 _ _q _ _ 1
Tot I I rt :,-tv I t1c 5" . 4 !4 4.'. I _

-Not available/not reported.
Source: World Bank Privatization Database.

have discouraged privatization transactions. How- ment have mainly focused on the primary sector
ever, total proceeds in 1999 mav be underestimated, (mining and oil), more recent sales have included
as data on revenues were not reported for several the telecommunications, financial, transport, and
transactions. Key sales in 1999 included the private utilities sectors. Divestiture of the telecommunica-
sale of a 20 percent stake in South African Airways tions and power sectors in Sub-Saharan Africa is
for $235 million to SairGroup of Switzerland, the likely to account for a large share of revenues in
private sale of a 34 percent stake of Senegal's Socie6t the coming years, as governments aim to improve
Nationale d'Electricit6 (SENELEC) for $66 million to economic efficiency and fund the necessary tech-
a foreign consortium,4 the private sale of Kenya's cel- nological requirements for these sectors.
lular license to Vivendi for $55 million, and the pri-
vate sale of a 51 percent stake of Cape Verde's Electra
(power) for $48 million to a foreign consortium.

Privatization activity may gain momentum in Sectoral Distribution
the near future, as many countries in the region The primary sector-which includes petroleum,
have started restructuring their economies and mining, agriculture, and forestry-accounted for
implementing sectoral and regulatory reforms to the largest share of privatization revenues in 1999,
encourage privatization and foreign investment. raising an estimated $18.1 billion (table A4.7).
Several countries have embarked on (or acceler- These revenues were generated almost entirely
ated) privatization programs, including Cameroon, by oil and gas sales in Argentina, Brazil, India,
Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagas- Poland, and Russia. Initial estimates for 2000
car, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, and show that sales in the oil and gas sector are signifi-
Zambia. While privatization and foreign invest- cant in Brazil, China, Russia, and Turkey.

Table A4.6 Privatization revenues, Sub-Saharan Africa, 1990-99
(millions of U.S. dollars)

I )Irh I J-) 1 1 9 I2 s 1- 1 c,94 1 .4i LIV, 19.4 1 49 , %9 1 .,-1 

C6ted'lvoire _ 2 Iii R V 4 13 _h. 4 _ 

Ghana Ii' ! iS 28 4- - ImYrp'S 2!

Kenya I 1 I 2 I L 1i I 1 '4 v 
Mozambique 3 5 9 r 2 2It 36 21 2 - -

Nigeria IG 35 114 i41 24 - - - -

South Africa - 1(lA- - - - - I 1 1.2s " 4 i 4

Tanzania - - 3 2 ! -- 1; I11
Uganda - - 1' 19 2 4- 3,1 '11 1 
Zambia - - - a 14 3, 1 41 L
Zimbabwe - - - -- Lu -

Other 3X 2 32 2 so 2 3s 4,'2
Total -4 1,121 2'1- ,4I rl1i 4,.1 '4i 2.;4, I.3 , 44

- Not avaLLable/not reported.
Source: World Bank Privatization Database.
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Table A4.7 Privatization by sector, 1990-99
(millions of U.S. dollars)
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Source: World Bank Privatization Database.

Infrastructure-related enterprises-which in- (especially in Croatia, the Czech Republic, and the
clude telecommunications, power, and transport former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), in Latin
companies-raised $11.7 billion in 1999, almost America (particularly in Brazil and Mexico), and
equally split between telecommunications and Sub-Saharan Africa (particularly in Cameroon,
power. Telecommunications sales generated $2.6 Cape Verde, Cote d'Ivoire, and Madagascar).
billion in East Asia, $2.3 billion in Eastern and Cen- The manufacturing sector-which includes
tral Europe, and $411 million in Latin America and steel, chemicals, construction, and other subsec-
the Caribbean. Power sector deals generated $3.9 tors-raised $3.1 billion in 1999, mainly through
billion in Latin America and the Caribbean, $968 divestitures in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the
million in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, $522 Middle East and North Africa, and Latin America.
million in East Asia and Pacific, $114 million in Initial estimates for 2000 show significant sales in
Sub-Saharan Africa, and $37 million in South Asia. Bolivia, Bulgaria, India, Indonesia, Lithuania, and
Transport sales generated $718 million, mainly from Nigeria.
sales in East Asia and Pacific and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Initial estimates for 2000 show substantial
telecommunications sales in China; Eastern and
Central Europe (Lithuania, Poland, the Slovak Re- Foreign participation in
public, and Turkey); Morocco; and Sub-Saharan privatization activity
Africa (Tanzania and Uganda). In 2000, significant Despite a slowdown in privatization activity in
power deals took place in Brazil, Bulgaria, Cape 1999, foreign participation as a share of total di-
Verde, China, Peru, Poland, South Africa, and vestitures increased compared to previous years.5

Thailand. Transport sales in 2000 raised important Foreign investors (portfolio and direct investors)
amounts in China, Lithuania, and Mexico. contributed 76 percent of total privatization pro-

The financial sector-which includes banks, ceeds in the developing world, generating an esti-
insurance, real estate, and other financial ser- mated $32.3 billion in foreign exchange in 1999
vices-raised an estimated $9 billion, mainly (table A4.8). In 1999, foreign direct investment
through divestitures of the banking sector in East- was the main source of foreign revenues raised
ern Europe (51 percent of total revenues), East Asia through privatization activity, accounting for 86
and Pacific (19 percent), and South Asia (18 per- percent of the total, while foreign portfolio invest-
cent). Initial estimates for 2000 show significant ment accounted for only 14 percent (table A4.9).
transactions in East Asia (in particular, in Indonesia The extent of foreign participation in privati-
and the Philippines), Eastern and Central Europe zation has varied across regions. In 1999, Latin
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America and the Caribbean, Eastern and Central The database provides the sale price of (amount
Europe, and East Asia and Pacific attracted the raised by) a privatization transaction and the year
largest shares of foreign investment as a result during which the transaction has taken place. The
of sales in the oil- and gas-related industries and appendix and data, therefore, give information on
the telecommunications and banking sectors. Ar- privatization transactions on an announcement
gentina was the main recipient of foreign invest- basis rather than on the basis of actual flows of
ment (through privatization activity), reaping 85 receipts, which means that privatization commit-
percent of Latin America and the Caribbean's ments (also referred as "revenues or proceeds" in
share and 50 percent of the developing world's the appendix) do not accurately reflect receipts in
foreign investment with the sale of YPF. China was a particular year, as transactions may be paid for
the main recipient of foreign investment in East over several years.
Asia and Pacific, followed by Thailand, Indonesia, The data contained in the World Bank's priva-
and Malaysia. Poland was the main recipient in tization transaction database are drawn from vari-
Europe and Central Asia, followed by the Czech ous sources, including reports from official priva-
Republic and Bulgaria. tization agencies and other internal World Bank

Group databases, and are supplemented with data
contained in publications such as Financial Times,
Privatization International, Institutional Investor,

Methodology and source of data for International Finanzcing Review Latin Finance,
the World Bank's Privatization Project Finance, Middle East Economic Digest,
Database and Euromoney. All data are in U.S. dollars as re-
Privatization revenues are aggregated from the ported or are converted from local currencies into
World Bank's privatization transactions database. U.S. dollars at the annual average exchange rate.

Table A4.8 Foreign exchange raised through privatization in developing regions, 1990-99
(millions of U.s. dollars)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 199i 1996 IY97 199S 1999

East I ,[ .n'.c ! 1102 I,i5b 4,1 56 4.013 2,1)26 l.440 3,-S L.052 4,982 i! <:4

Euroc inji *.nrrI, isb 1,892 3,069 2,932 1,5sb 4'-8 1 SS') 8, -4 1.190 6o IJ -.

Latir A*rrr.. s

art, J '-... ,. 5 '335& -,384 4,03 - 3,-65 S -.'5 R 22 if e ,448 12.48i 213 S 19ig,,

Middil i.
arJ N irh A.r, , 0 3 1q 183 24t, 16 I2'o 623 43 ~4' ! 

Sout; -Is 1 4 44 16 99' 35 52' 1.043 11 104 .4

Sub->ih.,r,n- 'Ir- 38 5 6on '66 453 2'i 2'4 1,%09 6ti4 41 5 4. 4

Alldr 6.994 9,390 8.791 11,619 1 2.3'S 9.31$ 11.21 28J,0 2N.ii 32,32'. I1

Source: World Bank Privatization Database and staff estimates.

Table A4.9 Foreign portfolio investment and foreign direct investment in privatization in developing
regions, 1990-99
(millions of U.S. dollars)

1991) 1991 19r9 IW1; 1994 1Qi' 19%4 39u' 19%h 1 999 T _

Forl:. j.r. , ,-, ; 6,888 5.51" 6.1039 6,429 6,414 6,3S') 5,n44 21,094 26,505 27,919

Pourl..I....;-,m.r' 1116 3,73 2.252 5,190 564 2,95n 5.hC >, 2.0t1 4,401

Totil o,994 9,39" S. '1i 11,619 1 2.371 9,3138 11,.-1 _,--11 28,5iS 3 2,i'ri 1 - !

Source: World Bank Privatization Database and staff estimates.
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Notes 1997 and 1998-which appear to be very high-may be
paid over a certain number of years

1. Sales through other privatization methods may be 4. However, the SENELEC contract between the gov-
unreported because of data availability. ernment of Senegal and the consortium was terminated in

2. Data for the East Asia and Pacific region do not in- 2000.
clude the Republic of Korea owing to a lack of historical data. 5. For direct sales, if a buyer's identity is unknown, it is

3. The data (which are computed on an announcement assumed that the buyer is domestic. For public offers, the
basis) show the number and value of deals and not the flow foreign exchange component is not estimated if the number
during those years. Brazil's privatization total proceeds for of shares purchased by foreign investors is unknown.
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Appendix 5
Regional Economic Developments
and Prospects

East Asia and Pacific

Europe and Central Asia

Latin America and the Caribbean

Middle East and North Africa

South Asia

Sub-Saharan Africa



East Asia and Pacific

GNP per capita, 1999: $1,010

Recent developments to 30 percent over the previous year.A fter continued rapid recovery On the other hand, for the oil im-
GDP g tin 2000, economic activity porters, the persistent rise in the price

GDP growth rates, 1991c-2001 slowed substantially toward of oil made a significant dent in the
Annual percentage change the end of the year-particularly in the trade balance. For example, the oil bill

8 .=, - DevelopingEastAsia high-tech dependent economies-in increased by as much as $14 billion

4 " _- > + <\>' parallel with the sharp drop in the (3.5 percent of GDP) for Korea,
2 /!EA-5 United States. Growth in 2001 is ex- closely matching the deterioration in

0 ' ' l l l V pected to slow for the region as a its current account balance in 2000.1
-2 whole, particularly in the first half of Higher interest rates in industrial

-6 the year, with pickup later in the countries, coupled with rising risk pre-
e as the information ,miums, increased the burden for coun-

! 4 ,\ + KOo yearru0° °° C t b tne aclcl technology tries with high foreign debt exposure.

Note EA-5 comprises Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Growth out. Finally, some countries were hit by
Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. depressed non-oil commodity prices-
Source: World Bank forecast (2000/2001) East Asia was a remarkable 7.5 percent,

fuily rebounding from the depths of for example rice in Thailand.
Domestic conditions similarlv had

the crisis-induced recession of 1998. different impacts. Inflation by and

Merchandise trade (in dollars), 2000 Growth in the five countries most af- large remained muted around the re-
fected bv the crisis-Indonesia, the Re-Percent year-over-year f b gion despite the sharp rise in the price

45 public of Korea, Malaysia the Philip-
40 ofnes, 'a Phil of oil. For the majority of countries, in-
35Impi n l flation drifted upward over the year,

30 morsmtce h regional g rawte, r at toex
3 m marched the growth but ended up at low levels. The two ex-
25 s -- .. K though performance varied consider- ceptions were Indonesia and the Philip-
15 Esports ably within this group. Korea, as in pines,
15'\is- & ms where perhaps monetary author-
10 1999, continued to be the economic ities were not sufficiently successful in
5 _ leader (with 8.8 percent growth in offsetting the effects of rising oil and

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ofsttL 2000 closets folfe bym Malaysnd
Jan Feb. Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept. Oct Nov Dec 2000), closely followed by Malaysia food prices. In Indonesia, prices also

Notes Data includes both Developing East Asia ard the he Phlip- rose because of the lifting of ceilings
Newly Industrialized Economies, pines, and Thailand only saw growth of on administered prices. The price level
Source: Datastream and World Bask sataf estimates. r XS ro umseetple.In rc ee

between 3.9 to 4.8 percent. To varying in China remained flat, and deflation

degrees, these three countries were beset in Hong Kong persisted throughout

by political disturbances and more the year. though at a diminishing rate.
Impact of the oil price rise in 2000 acute financial overhang from the crisis. Constant U.S. dollar exchange rates in

Percentage
Biillons of dollars of GOP China's growth registered 8 percent in China and Hong Kong minimized in-
16 With projected import volumes 4 2000, after seven years of declining flationary pressures from imports.

12 3 growth rates. The advanced newly in- Equity markets were particularly
With ipconstanoms dustrialized economies (NIEs)-Hong hardhit in2000,withmanyfacingthe

8 v t e 2 Kong (China), Singapore, Taiwan same fate-or worse-as the U.S. Nas-
(China)-also had a strong 2000, with daq index. All main equity indexes

4 " < 1 growth averaging 7.8 percent. were down, with the "better" per-

0 X 1 al b 1 [ l l o ExternaL conditions for growth formers losing some 20 percent, and

os Rs. ,s Rs, 6 oz .;- were mixed and affected the countries the poor performers losing 40 percent

99+O <i' ,c' ° c°$ of East Asia in varied ways. For all or more. The bright spot was China,
countries, robust world trade helped where initial public offerings (IPOs) in

axNte: ieasia and eclumnssareincntgbions of dollars, right hooming exports. Until the last quar- some key sectors-petrochemicals and
volumes depend on GDP growth and oil price. ter, exports (in dollar terms) were av- telecommunications-garnered inter-
Source International Energy Agency and World Bank
staffestimates eraging growth rates ranging from 20 national interest. Performance since
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the beginning of 2001 has improved, 1994-97 average of $21 billion. Re- Consumer price index, 2000
particularly since the initiation of the payments to banks exceeded new long- Percent year-on-year, three-month moving average

decline in U.S. interest rates. term borrowing by about $15 billion, 10 Indonesia
8

Stock markets in Asia saw im- the net outflow being slower than last 6 Phlpn -

proved performance early in 2001, but year's $27 billion. FDI has tended to be 2, - ._._r._.

these initial gains were dampened or more resilient than other private flows o Z TJ W a - =a.

reversed by mid-March as global equity but is down from the 1997 peak, to - Hn K Ohms

markets-particularly in the United $58 billion in 2000. The region main- -HongKong,eChina

States-plunged sharply. Despite the tained its roughly 33 percent share of +> f 10 ?-9* I
reversal, last year's "poor" performers FDI flowing to developing countries, as

Note: "Other" comprises the Republic of Korea, Malaysia,

were nonetheless up 8 percent on the aggregate FDI fell in 2000. Singapore, Taiwan (China), andThailand.

year (through March 21, 2001). The major shift from the mid- Source:DatastreamandWorldBankestimates.

1990s to 2000 has been between bond

External debt indicators and equity financing, with the former Exchange rates in 2000dropping from a 22 percent share to Local currency per US dollar, Jan. 1, 2000 = 100
140 Indonesia .-

Aggregate external debt in 2000 11 percent, and the latter jumping to a y y.
130 ?y

dropped to $661 billion after peaking 29 percent share from 16 percent. 1 3 0 pi _ __,
120 __

at $675 billion in 1999. Long-term The bulk of the FDI flows into the Philippines Th; _- ilnr

debt declined principally because of a region continue to be directed to China, 110 -Y/'o'-' ^iz: l .

fall in bilateral financing and the con- which received an estimated $41 billion 100 -a

tinued retrenchment of bank lending. in 2000, an amount similar to the in- 90
Jan. March May July Sept Nov

The level of short-term debt was flow in 1999, with commitments on the 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000

roughly constant, dropping $1 billion rise in anticipation of World Trade Or- Source. Datastream and World Bank.

to reach $112 billion-down consider- ganization (WTO) accession. FDI into
ably from its peak of $191 billion in Korea dropped marginally but main- East Asian equity markets since
1996. tained a historically high level of nearly January 1, 2000

Strongly rising exports in 2000 $9 billion. FDI flows into Malaysia are (Jan. 1, 2000 =100)

combined with lower debt levels led well below their historical levels, but 130

to a sharp fall in the debt-to-export they increased slightly from 1999. FDI daq Boller

ratio-which fell below 80 percent in is still flowing out of Indonesia, but t Aq Bet f ter

2000 compared with 95 percent in at a much reduced level ($0.5 billion
1999. in 2000 compared with 2.7 billion in 70- oor peo M

1999).2 Thai FDI fell by 35 percent, to 60 -

$4 bilo.50-Aggregate resource flows 40billion. 40 ... ..Though the macroeconomic situa- Jan March May July Sept. Nov. Jan March
2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2001 2001Long-term resource flows improved to tion in East Asia has steadied impres- Note Bete prme cmrs Hong Kong (China).

^ , ,, , , , , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Note: Better performers comprise Hong Kong (China),
$93 billion in 2000, on par with the sively following the crisis, reforms are Malaysia. and Singapore. Poor performers comprise

Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, the Philippines, Thailand,
1994 level and some 42 percent above perceived to have stalled, inhibiting and Taiwan (China)

last year. Private flows continue to greater FDI flows. The persistent level Source: Datastream and World Bank.

dominate financial flows to East Asia, of financially distressed businesses (i.e.,
with official flows stagnant, particu- large potential supply) and the mainte- Aggregate net resource flows, 1991-2000

larly now that the need for crisis nance of relatively "cheap" currencies Billions of US. dollars

financing has subsided. Equity flows- should be an incentive for a higher 140

mainly to China-proved to be buoy- level of FDI. 120

ant, increasing to $28.6 billion, com- 80 -

pared with $21.1 billion in 1999 (see 60 ,

discussion in chapter 2). Bond financ- 40 , - n -

ing-at $10.4 billion-finally showed Compared with other developing re- 20-;=-

significant activity after two years of gions, East Asia, with anticipated 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

virtual absence, though well below the growth of 5.5 percent, still faces good Source World Bank
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Composition of private flows, 1995-2000 prospects tor 200t. However, this pro- trated in thc clectronics and export
Billions of U.S dollars jccted growth rate is 0.9 percenitage sectors, Fortunatelyv, these same sectors
o Bonds U Loans 0 PCi ~ Portfolio squty fiows points lower than the expcctation in arc In a stronger situationi fin.anciallv

12s __FDI____Portfolio equ_ty_flow Global Fcononfic Prospects 2001, re than other sectors-for example, con-
100 flectinIg the propagation of the recent struction-and therefore are hetter po-
80 sharpening of the U.S. downturn (see sitionted to weather temporary market
60 _ - chapter 1). The adjustment is even slowdowns without adding to the n1on1-

40= _ = more pronouLnced for the ELA- coun- performing loans of banks.

O- _ _ tries-being more dependent on high- The economies are hetter posi-
-20 techrologo exports-where growth in tioned to absorb a slowdowni in the

Average, Average 20001isfrcs peen, .- gvn
1995-97 1998 99 2001 is forccast at 3.7 pcrcent, a drop first half of 2001, given the natnre of

Source. World Bank from the 5.5 percent forecast of last fall. the cycle, wvhich is expected to be short-
Growth in China.l is expected to coni- lived. External positions are strong.

Foreign direct investment, 1991-2000 tinue to be strong as it is Icss exposed to There is somc-albeit limitcd-scope
the electronics dowtnturni and wvill bene- for more accommodative monetary

Blillions of U.S. dollars

200 l___________________________________________ fit from strong FDI flow s related to policv, with less scope on the fiscal

All developing countries its \WTO accession. The prospects for front. Real interest rates are relativelv
150 / 2002 and 2003 are little changed from high as policv rates barely budged in

100 the previous forecast, with growth for 2000. With the price of energy ex-
Region developing East Asia to continue at pected to decline, internal and external

50 …----------------- around 6 percent per year. demand abating, and the U.S. Federal
Chnia

0 The downside risks for 2001 have Reserve reducing interest rates, monie-
.? s .-# tb4 .P C e , , p 1 t P clearly risen over the past fevw months tary policy has the scope to be accorm-

Source. World Bank as external conditions have deterio- modating. Nonetheless, policyrnakers
rated more rapidly than foreseen previ- are closely xwatching the value of the
ouslv. The latest data on industrial pro- ven, which has been drifting downward

Foreign direct investment by country, p 
2000 duction indicate a rapid slowdown in and could increase competitive pres-

activity in Asia-also horne out bv the sures for East Asian manufactures. As
China 1 .1 v

Rep of Korea sharp drop in export growth. Asia's re- well, the impact of monetary looseninlg
Thailand 1 liance on high-tech-laden exports is may be less effective thani in the past.
Malaysia p being affected by a precipitous decline Banks to date have been reluctaLn1t

Philippines a in demand for high-tech goods, partic- lenders to businesses, which have tradi-

Vletnam 3 ularly in the United States. And though tionally relied on banlk finanicinig for the
_s _ 25_3_ 45 the Ul.S. malrket represents only a 20 bulk of their funds. Bankis have been

5 5 Ou5 2 35 45
B3illions of US doilars percenit market share tor mainy East more supportive of conisumer lcndinig

Source World Bank. Asian econolies, a sharp decline in the in many countries, enabling growth in
U.S. market w ould have multiplier ef- demand for consumer durablcs, notably
fects On1 intraregional trade, which is automobiles.

Industrial production, 2000 concentrated in interniediate goods and Fiscal positions in East Asia have
Percent year-over-year three-month moving average componeits. deteriorated sharply since the onset of

25 EA-4 A temporary but serious down- the crisis in 1997. First, huge private

turn in sales could severelv affect the finanicial obligations have been taken
X vr x ~~~~China

15 . - - far from conmplete recoverv of many over by public entities. Second, public

Io C - > ' distressed firms and banks in East authorities iintroduced new "safety net"
5 Singapore and Taiwan (China) Asia. Credit is still being rationed and policies to mitigate the impacts of the

equitI markets haxe been slumpinig crisis on the poor and unemploIed.

9,e ,45 $ h0 d o0G since MIarch 2000, thus nexx invest- Howvever, expenditure on these latter
ment has largely bccn financed from policies fell below targeted levels as

Note EA-4 compr ses the Republic of Korea, Malays a, the retained earnings. Sectoral vulnerabil- rapid economic growth diminished the
Philippines. and Thailando
Source. Datastream and World Bank staff estimates. itv to the current doxvnturn is concen- need for them. The nexv safety net"
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policies should provide some auto- tural policies are a challenge in a re- Information technology exports to the
matic stabilizers in a downturn. In gion in which a number of countries United States and East Asia
light of the deterioration in fiscal bal- suffer from political weakness. FercentageofGDP

ances and rising concerns about public 345

debt, scope for fiscal stimulus is lim- 30

ited in most countries. Notes 25

The external position of all coun- 20 _1. The oil price impact depends on pro- 15
tries is significantly better than in jected import volumes. At constant 1998 im- 10

1997. International reserves are high, port volumes, the price rise has an impact of 5

short-term debt has dropped substan- 1.8 percent of GDP. 0, -

tially, current accounts are still positive 2. Negative net FDL in Indonesia is the X& Cf ° "9 .9'

result of repayments of intrafirm loans from 4'
(though diminishing), and exchange foreign subsidiaries to their parents abroad. It n9
rates have remained competitive. The is a symptom of foreign corporations reducing for

required macroeconomic and struc- their exposure in Indonesia. reflects 1998 data. Asia includes Japan.
Source: United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics
(COMTRADE) and World Bank staff calculations.

East Asia and Pacific forecast summary
(percent per year)

F,rimaut BJinI"t .ra-3.1 Government balances for the EA-5
Growth rates *jr 1990-2000 It I-a 200 2tut 2'C 2'r- countries, 1995-2003

Real GDP . 2 I n , _,,, Billons of dollars Percent
Consumpr.... ; I .r 5. -25 ., I 20- -2
GDP per .r ,r 59 - ; - 1.4 I 10 i illons of doars 1
Populatioi. I 2 t t I t 1 11 ,,

Median infli.r 5.9 
4
t -'II 2.1 2r 2

Gross dom. -10 -1
investmer.i l! 11.3 SI 2 3 - 32.S -20 -2

Budget bala;..c.1. S -. t -25; -. ' - ' 2 -4 -2' ' 4
Exportvol,;.' 1'' r hn I94 , h ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~30- -3Export vol '12.2 . - . Percentage of GOP

Current act 1i. t.S . 4 3.0 I 1 I -40- - 4

Memc) itert 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

GDP of E. A , Note: The EA-5 countries comprise Indonesia, the Republic
countries' 5.2 S': h -. O 2 of Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.

________________________ . . ._ ____________-__- Source: Unified Survey; IMF, International Financial
Statstcs; IMF, World Economic Outlook, Sept. 2000;

a. GDP deflator in local currency. J. P Morgan, OECD.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
c. Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and ThaiLand.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, February 2001.

Reserve import coverage, 1995-2000

Months
1 6 China
14 A

12 / 
6 > IeYt N -, t

4 _ EA-5

2

0 . . . . . . . . .. .

o' r39 oNr3 & C@ & o9 o' r3 o'
Note: NIEs (newly industralizing economies) include Hong
Kong (China), Singapore, and Taiwan (China). The East
Asia Five (EA-5) comprise Indonesia, the Republic of
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. Imports are
calculated as the monthly average over a quarter. Reserves
are end-of-period levels.
Source: International Monetary Fund, ntemnational
Financial Statistics.
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Europe and Central Asia

GNP per capita. 1999: $2,160 Recent developments the composition of its deposits and itsO utput in Europe and Central loan portfolio. While a full-blown cri-
{ Asia (ECA) posted a strong sis was temporarily averted by $7.5 bil-

GDP growth rates, 1971-2000 recovery of 5.6 percent in lion in supplemental funding from the

Annual percentage change 2000. Buoyant economic conditions IMF, the crawling peg exchange rate
1 5 were prevalent throughout the region, regime collapsed in February 2001,

10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~wr rvaettruhuttergo, and the Turkish lire returned to a float.
10 _ Eastern Europe despite widely varying economic struc-

5 ,'9
->&> * < tures and stages of transition. The lire depreciated by about 30 per-

-Al ' '' 'PCentral and Eastern European cent in nominal terms, which should
Europe andrl ndEatrnEuopa

Central Asia countries (CEE, including the Baltics markedly improve Turkey's competi-
Commonwealth of independent States. and Turkey) benefited from increased tiveness and contribute to a correction

'IS 4 > 111e exports to the European Union and ex- in the widening current account deficit.
Source. d . ' ' ' ' l perienced a growth rate of 4.6 percent, However, domestic demand and GDP

following a contraction of 0.3 percent are anticipated to post sharp contrac-
in 1999. tions this year before recovering in

The Commonwealth of Indepen- 2002, driven largely by export growth
Industrial production, 1997-2001 dent States (CIS) posted growth of 6.8 and a restoration of investor confi-
Three-month moving average, year-on-year percentage percent, up from 2.6 percent in 1999. dence tied to improved policy perfor-
change In the Russian Federation and some of mance. Confidence in Turkey had im-

20 Hungart..-- the Caucasus and Central Asia, higher proved early in 2000, prompted by the

15 , F. "- oil prices allowed for increased fiscal initiation in January of the three-year
10 %A -. y .. ' outlays and investment, especially IMF stabilization program, which was

5 r.M.CA- /zzeun Fepuulic through the pay-down of arrears and a centered on the crawling peg regime.

-s 8,.Rusan' , ', shift to cash payments. Domestic de- However, late in the year, because of
-10 Russiann 'g'Tutkey mand in Russia also continued to bene- both internal and external factors, con-
-15 ede ° o fit from ongoing import substitution fidence weakened when rapid deterio-

0 \$ @ t .° X°eg spurred by the 1998 devaluation, as the ration in the current account balance
N S~\ S11, f P spruble remains below the precrisis level and delays in the privatization pro-

Source Datastreim and Goskomstat (various issues of ralthough the 22 percent appreciation of gram, along with growing banking sec-
Russian Economic Trends). gram, h 2 ecn apeiaino

the real effective exchange rate since tor imbalances, induced some investors
the crisis has reduced this impetus. to cash their Turkish holdings.

Since Russia is the region's largest econ-
The Russian Federation: oil prices,
fiscal linkage, and growth, 1998-2000 omy, its recovery was also key to gener- External debt indicators
Year-on-year,three-month mongaverageating stronger external demand for

200 20 other economies in the region, espe- The ECA region's long-term external

150 A 15 cially those of the CIS, the Baltics, and debt declined marginally to $387 bil-
100 1s / ~ r0 Turkey. lion in 2000, down from $391 billion

so ; - s With improved macroeconomic in 1999. Public and publicly guaran-

x >.,1 dJgbU-+.l 11,,,, .,, 1 -°0 conditions and easing of political ten- teed debt fully accounted for the de-

-so , < - , . --i5 sions, investor confidence in the re- cline, as it contracted by close to $4
-100 ._._5 gion increased during 2000. Credit billion to $292.2 billion in 2000, while

11"_ '4?e 4? "e- V_ P°f 'elis ratings improved, with upgrades in- private nonguaranteed debt remained

-\ ,$83+4 v b%v 4Te68 3&a r' b>s< / @/ #0 stituted for Bulgaria, Hungary, and flat at $94.7 billion. Short-term debt
-- Oil price P ublic sector budget revenues Poland, for example. increased 4 percent in 2000 to $74.4

Government wage arrears
-Real industrial production (right axis) Late in 2000, Turkey's economy billion.

Note The values given are nominal The fourth quarter of experienced a banking sector crisis, in- Overall, debt indicators improved
2000 is estimaled.
Source Russian-European Center for Economic Policy. duced in large part by mismatches in significantly during 2000 relative to the
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sharp deterioration witnessed in 1998 posed of concessional financing ($8.3 Russian imports and partner exports,
and to the more moderate decline in billion, 86 percent). Of the $1.3 billion 1998-2000
1999. The improvement in 2000 for in nonconcessional financing, multi- Year-on-year percentage change

the region as a whole largely reflects a lateral lending accounted for close to 60 Other CIS exports
40 Central and Easternflattening of the debt stock and strong $2 billion, with net bilateral lending 4 European exports

export growth. The debt-to-export ra- falling to negative.
tin improved markedly, down to 114 The normalization of Russia's- re- -

percent in 2000 from 144 percent in lationship with commercial creditors -4|] - .uI.,.r -
1999. Similarly, the debt-service ratio (the February 2000 London Club -1 ' --

improved from 18 percent in 1999 to agreement) and Ukraine's restructuring -6, .

14.6 percent in 2000. of its external debt into a new seven- <Ct q q q q9 a, , °
year eurobond in February 2000, also A p & 4 4 & A 4 4
improved investors' confidence. Early Source: International Monetary Fund, InternationalAggregate resource flw n20 usa eoitr eund Financial Statistics, and World Bank 2000 estimates.flows in 2001 Russian negotiators returned

Estimates for 2000 suggest that net to the table with Paris Club creditors.
long-term capital flows to the ECA After holding out for debt forgiveness Aggregate net resource flows, 1994-2000
region increased marginally, from $52.5 on Soviet-era debt, Russia appears Billions of U.S dollars

billion in 1999 to $54.8 billion. This committed to reaching an agreement 70

represents a broad stabilization of with Germany, which holds the bulk
flows following the sharp 20 percent of Soviet-era debt and is key to finaliz- 40

contraction of 1999, influenced by the ing an agreement with the Paris Club. 'I0

Russian financial crisis. The moderate 20

net upturn in 2000 is due to both ex- 10-

ternal and internal factors. Higher in- 0
ternational interest rates early in the Prospects and risks 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

year tended to draw capital away from Growth in the ECA region is expected Source: World Bank

emerging markets, including those in to slow notably from 5.6 percent in
ECA, while improved export perfor- 2000 to 2.3 percent in 2001, reflecting Composition of private flows
mance within the region contributed a downshift in external demand, ef- 1994$10.9billion 2000$45.2billion

Loansto reducing demand for foreign fi- fects of stabilization and structural re- Portfolio Portfolio 2%

nance in many countries. form programs, the impact of policy equiy equity-]
The $2.3 billion increase in ag- tightening to avoid overheating (e.g.,

gregate capital flows reflects a $2 bil- Poland, until early 2001), and the fi- FL' l ' ) DI

lion rise in private flows over 1999 to nancial crisis in Turkey (the region's 3E 64%

$45.2 billion. Portfolio equity flows second-largest economy). For hydro-
and FDI each posted close to $2 billion carbon exporters, growth is not ex- Bonds 13%/_J Bonds 22%

in net inflow, largely offsetting a decline pected to slow substantially until Source: World Bank.

in bank lending, as lenders remained 2002, as some of the impacts of high
reluctant to increase their exposure to investment and government spending Foreign direct investment, 1994-2000
Russia. should largely sustain growth through Billions of US dollars

While private capital flows de- 2001. A number of other countries in 200

clined over the year, official flows in- the ECA region will have difficulty 160

creased slightly from $9.3 billion in containing fiscal and external imbal- Alldeveloping countries

1999 to $9.6 billion in 2000. The 3 ances, posing some downside risks to 120

percent increase for the year represents the forecast. Pressures on fiscal bal- 60

a significant easing from the 30 per- ances include large public sectors, 40

cent rise witnessed during 1999, a overextended social security systems, - - - Region

spike due to official rescue packages. significant off-budget expenditures, 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Most of the official flows were com- forthcoming general elections, and on- Source' Debtor Reporting System, World Bank Group
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Foreign direct investment by country, going adjustment costs related to the Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Mon-
2000 EU accession process.' While current tenegro) over 2000, should also trans-
Billions of U.S. dollars account deficits generally improved late into improved growth prospects

Poland over 2000, they remain high in many for the region. Growth for the CEE
countries. If counterbalancing sur- countries is forecast to average 4.8 per-

Recphubl i pluses in capital accounts-due often cent in 2003. Further to the east, the

Russian to privatization-linked FDI inflows- outlook is more clouded with signifi-
Federation - decline rapidly, it could undermine ex- cant risks to the forecast on both the

Hungary ternal stability. upside and downside, mainly because
Aggregate growth in the ECA re- of the uncertainty in global oil markets

Turkey FL _ gion is forecast to stabilize at close to and greater prominence of political fac-

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 4 percent in 2002 and 2003, in part tors. Growth in the CIS is projected
Source: World Bunk. because of the anticipated revival of to slow to 3.2 percent on average by

growth in Turkey. For countries seek- 2003.
ing accession to the EU (almost all of

Sources of long-term debt, 2000 the CEE) deepening reforms and FDI,
$390 billion in addition to expected steady external Note

Multilateral demand, should provide continued
9% 1. Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia,

strong impetus to growth. Greater geo- Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Roma-
political stability in the Balkans, fol- nia, the Slovak- Republic, Slovenia, and

PrtvatI 4 2^ | lowing political changes in the Federal Turkey are seeking EU membership.

63%/ 

Europe and Central Asia forecast summary
(perce)t per ycar)

Source. World Bank S I

Long-term external debt outstanding, , .4 i ,, . H H , I 5.6 l 4 4 1
1991-2000 " ..-. 5 . . . I ; * 

| g I; ,. ,. -2.' ,,,-, ,,., tS ' ~~~~~~~~~~4 1 4,
Billions of U.S dollars - 5 ,, ,' I!

450 I. ,,,, , . 2. t'- 4 -.8
400 Rg ,
350 Regonal total
250 /3 9 ' - '""- ''25.2 ., ,21 .0 4!t

200 Private,' . , .1,,. 0 1 - '' 90 !5

150

too.- Official <2: 2! . ,4 i" 4.

0 | I E. Ii . 2 3.9 4i 4 4
1991 t992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 19992000 ., -4 - 6 . 4 .4

Source: Debtor Reporting Systemn, World Bank Group- --- ,,_ ______

a. GDP deflator in local currency.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.

Debt indicators, 1995 and 2000 c. Central and Eastern Europe, including the Balics and Turkey.
Source: WXorld Bank Development Prospects Group, February 200 1.

Percent

140

120 Debt-to-export ratio

100-

80 

60
40-20 l -: ::,-;, l

1995 2000

Source: World Bank.
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Latin America
and the Caribbean

GNP per capita, 1999: $3,800

Recent developments Macroeconomic policies were ex-G rowth of real output in the re- pansionary in most countries, includ-
gion was 3.8 percent in 2000, ing Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and Re- GDP growth in selected Latin American
about 0.2 percentage points pdblica Bolivariana de Venezuela, but countries, 1997-2000

lower than the forecast in Globlal Eco- in Argentina and Colombia fiscal pol- Percent, year-over-year

no;mzic Prospects 2001 (GEP 2001). icy was tight and external borrowing 10
Mexico

Though this was a marked improve- rates remained high because of eco- 7 .--- -

ment over the stagnation in 1999, six nomic concerns and a rise in risk pre- 5 _ _ C

countries registered a decline in per miums associated with political ten- - - ,

capita income (compared with 14 sions. In Argentina, high external .. ,

countries in 1999). The range of GDP borrowing rates translated into tight 0 , ,, --

growth was large-from over 6 per- monetary policy, but policy eased enlina

cent in the Dominican Republic and slightly in Colombia. __5 - _ _
Mexico, around 5 percent in Chile and In Brazil, credit was eased, with 01 03 01 03 01 03 20103

1997 1997 1998 1998 1999 1999 2000 2000

Trinidad and Tobago, between 2 and interest rates declining from an aver- Source: Datastream and World Bank stati estimates.

4 percent in the Andean and some Cen- age of 26 percent in 1999 to about 17
tral American countries, and at less percent in 2000. Similarly, Chile loos-
than 2 percent (implying negative per ened monetary policy further, bringing
capita income growth) in Argentina, interest rates down to levels not seen Industrial production in selected Latin

Costa Rica, Haiti, Jamaica, Paraguay, since the 1980s, and public expendi- American countries, 1997-2001
and Uruguay. tures began growing toward the end of Three-monthmovingaverage,year-on-yearpercentage

The uneven growth in the region the year to address the stubbornly high A

illustrates differences in export struc- unemployment rate of over 10 percent. 10

ture, policy responses, and access to In Mexico, large export revenues com- 5 * l s r l : lIc g tc
private capital markets. Strong world ing from strong import demand in the 0 c,' \ .!X'PI\
trade growth (at 13 percent in volume United States and high oil prices gener- B5 Brazil \X.4 Argentin\_

terms) provided the impetus for 14 per- ated the resources for sharp increases -,

cent growth in the region's export vol- in public expenditures. The fiscal 1

umes. Brazil and Mexico, the two deficit narrowed only marginally from -15

largest exporters of manufactured 1.2 percent of GDP in 1999 to about ,? 4 44? K? # 4O
goods in the region, registered over 15 1.1 percent despite oil receipts making 5t S v \ 1-
percent growth in export volumes in up close to 30 percent of government Source: Datastream and World Bank staff estimates.

2000. In contrast, export volume revenues. Growth accelerated despite
growth ranged between 7 and 10 per- tight monetary policy (inflation target-
cent for primary commodity export- ing), resulting in an appreciation of the Export (US$) growth for selected Latin
ers-with Argentina and Republica currency and a widening of the trade American countries, 1997-2000

Bolivariana de Venezuela at the lower deficit. High oil prices provided Re- Three-month moving average, percent year-on-year

end, due in part to real exchange rate publica Bolivariana de Venezuela with 30 -,

appreciation since 1997. By the end of the resources to pursue expansionary Mexico '-A

the year, however, growth in export fiscal and monetary policies to achieve 20-

volumes began to slow throughout the a growth recovery after a disastrous 10 A - , .- -

region with weakening import demand 1999 when GDP fell by 7.2 percent, . - Orie

in the United States and generally and to postpone implementation of re- 0

slower world trade growth. Dollar ex- forms. High oil prices helped the _10 - / \ V Brazil

port values rose 25 percent for the re- Ecuadorian economy to dollarize AAr rgentina

gion as a whole-near 70 percent for smoothly and to grow moderately. -20

Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela Colombia, faced with a rising fis- Np fl(e tGP9 q> 0 o 0
but only 13-17 percent for countries cal deficit reaching nearly 6 percent of l ,0

4? 0
0 el lo se o0

exporting mostly non-oil commodities. GDP in 1999, pursued fiscal expendi- Source: Datastream.
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Real effective exchange rates, 1997-2000 ture cuts. The resulting tight fiscal pol- Debt indicators improved as both
(January 1997-100) icV and high (but declining) domestic aggregate dollar-based GNP and ex-
140 Mexico borroxving rates-due to high bad loan ports rose sharply. This is in marked
130 ratios of banks-has kept the recovery contrast with 1999, when debt indica-

120 Argentina moderate. In Peru, a political crisis tors worsened because of depreciating
110--

100 |r- that led to an interim government until currencies, veak growth, and falling
90 . new elections contributed to a worsen- commodity prices. The ratio of the re-
80 ing of the investment climate and gion's external debt to GNP fell to

70 esA- aborted the growth recovery. In Ar- about 39 percent, and total debt as a
°9 so ° bb' <egentina, tight fiscal policies and a dete- ratio to exports fell from 208 percent

-' \A x' wooo Q . rioration of fitnancial conditions, with in 1999 to 173 percent, the lowest
high spreads on interniational borrow- ratio for the decade. Debt service as a

Note The EA-5 countries are the five countries most
affected by the East Asan crisis: Indonesa, the Republic ing and high domestic interest rates, share of exports fell to 35.7 percent.
of Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines andThaland rapidly worsened the investment cli-
Source- J P Morgan

mate and brought the recovery to an
end. The situation improved substan- Aggregate resource flows
tially after the INIF-backed bailout Net long-term resource inflows to the
package xvorth nearly S40 billion and region have continued their downward

Merchandise trade growth in Latin the decline in U.S. interest rates. trend from a peak of $143 billion in
America and the Caribbean, 1997-2000 The trade balance of the region, 1998 to an estimated S102 billion in
Year-on-yearpercentage change three-month movng average which had turned positive in the first 2000. There xvas a slight inicrease in
Billons of US dollars half of the year, returned to negative portfolio equity flows. After twvo years
4 30 territory in the second half as imports of little equity placement out of the re-

Irnport grcowth Export growth
3~ \ \/o' 20 rose sharply in Brazil, Chile, Mexico, gion, Brazilian and Mexican corpora-
2 - >_ \ o' / t 10 and Repdblica Bolivariana de Vene- tions in the oil and gas and telecommu-

0- - l' ro J2 zuela. Overall, the current account nications sectors wvere able to raise
-t. rllFlll j||T||lllElS tiivtqbu- Irllp! deficit narrowed from $56 billion in about $6.5 billion as credit ratings for

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~-0 1999 to $48 billion in 2000, about 2.5 these countries improved in 2000.
-3 _ ; jl lil iw II , I, I ri .I, -20percent of GDP, due entirely to an in- Commercial banks continued to

-4 L -30 crease in the surplus of oil exporters. limit exposure in the region with a net
u, jZCN @sxb G>ib N9 " 4b° .° Region-v.ide reserves rose by $0.9 bil- inflow of about $5 billion, small in his-

lion, as reserves of oil exporters rose toric context. In contrast, after the
Note Import and export growtx is calculated as a tnree- $5.1 billion, offsetting reserve losses in MNIexican crisis the volume of syndicated
months moving average in current U 5 dollars Venez uela
Is excluded from this figure the oil-importing countries. loans rose sharply as part of the bailout
Source Datastream package-from $1.5 billion in 1991-94

to $14 billion in 1995-96. Commercial
External debt indicators banks are increasingly concentrating

Long-term external debt rose by a on fee-based activities and developing
meager $1 billion in 2000, compared countrv financial svstems (through

199L-2000 with an increase of $25 billion in owvnership of local institutions) rather
Billions of US dotlars 1999. An $8 billion fall in official bi- than in cross-border lending.
700 lateral debt was offset by increases of Bond financing declined to $1 t
600 RegionalItoul $7 billion and $2 billion in debt held billion from $19 billion in 1999 and
500 __ h v private creditors and multilateral has become much more concentrated
400 Private sources, respectively. Debt held by pri- in a few large countries.
300 v xate creditors rose, continuing the In contrast to the rising trend dur-
200 trend over the last decade of increasing ing the 1990s, FDI inflows fell in 2000

Ofticial reliance on private sources of financ to 576 billion, $14 billion less than in
o , , , ing. Private creditors that held less than 1999 but still the largest inflow among
1991 1994 1997 2000 60 percent of total debt in the region developing regions. This was not un-

Source- World Banr in 1991 now hold 75 percent. expected, as most of the large-scale
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privatization programs have already cially if they postpone implementation Sources of long-term debt, 2000

been completed in the region. The de- of policy reforms or spend the windfall S674 billion
Multilateral

cline was due almost entirely to lower in 2000-01. Central America should 14%

flows from privatization proceeds ($13 post growth rates of 4.0 to 4.5 percent Bilateral

billion in 2000 compared with $22 bil- on the basis of lower oil prices as well t 11%

lion in 1999), especially in Argentina. as recovery in coffee prices, world semi-
Brazil was able to attract $30.6 billion, conductor sales (37 percent of Costa F. j,l

about the same as in 1999. Rica's merchandise exports are semi-
conductors), and import demand in the
United States and Mexico-the region's

Prospects and risks principal export markets. Growth in Source: World Bank.

The region's GDP in 2001 is now ex- the Caribbean countries is expected to
pected to rise by 3.7 percent-a rate be in the range of 2 to 5 percent, re-
similar to last year's-a downward flecting better tourism prospects as Debt indicators, 1995 and 2000

adjustment relative to the GEP 2001 North America recovers, the extension Percent

forecast of 4.1 percent. However, some for a few more years of preferential 250 Debt-to-export ratio

countries, such as Argentina and Ec- access to Europe for sugar and (possi- 200- _

uador, which are in very early phases bly) bananas, but recognizing that the 150

of recovery, are expected to grow at a adjustment process is likely to take
faster pace than in the GEP 2001 fore- longer in Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, and
cast because the sharper than expected Suriname. 50 so- - r,

decline in global interest rates will tend This baseline forecast is predi- 0I
to lower local interest rates and stimu- cated on the assumption that countries 1995 2000

late investment. will maintain macroeconomic stability, Source: World Bank.

Expected growth in 2002 and that most large countries will intensify
2003 remains largely unchanged at 4.4 reform efforts, and that the external
percent per year, with greater conver- environment will improve during the Aggregate net resource flows, 1991-2000
gence in growth rates among the larger second half of this year. Billions of US. dollars

countries. Oil exporters (such as Ecua- These assumptions entail downside 140
120-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

dor and Republica Bolivariana de Vene- risks. The tendency for some countries 100

zuela), facing lower oil prices over the in the region to pursue procyclical 80

next two years, may find it difficult to macro policies makes them subject to 60_. ____ f

maintain growth rates comparable to "boom and bust" episodes. After a 40

their expected growth in 2001, espe- decade of negative growth (1980s) fol- 20

-20
1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2000

Latin America and the Caribbean forecast summary Source: World Bank.

(percesit per year)

Growth rains/ratios , Bonds, loans, and equity, 1991-2000
_~ ~ ~~~~ L _ _ _ _ _- Billions of U.S do//ear

Real GDP growth : - 4 4 4 60
Coimumprtion per capita , ; , . . -

G)P per capita In 't ,' - I 4 ' I 0i
PoipulationsVI .I I- 1 4 40 -~ ' 

Median inflation' ]a' ._ _ _ _ _ _
30

Gross domestic
investment/GDP' 4 - II. : 20-

Mledian budget balance - -.- A I' I - 10--
Exporr voilume5

- ' "' 0

I -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1Culrrentaccounr/GDP_ ->_ '~ -4 -_ - - _ -' ' -;' - -- - 10 _________________

a. GDP deflator in local currency. .. '''Dlel N Nl " a 90,I 
b. Goods and nonfactr services.
Source: World Bank Dcvelopment Prospects Group, February 001. Source. World Bank
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Foreign direct investment, 1993-2000 lowed bv a decade of intensive reforms it may be substantially larger. If inter-
Billions of U.S doilars (1990s), governments are eager to de- national capital markets turn out to be
200 All developing countrie liver prosperity and are inclined to unwilling to finance these increases,

160 delay reforms and overspend during short-term adjustment costs in the
upswings. Such procvclical behavior form of tighter monetary policies or

120 /' during expansions forces governments budgetary cuts mav be substantial.
80 / Region . to tighten during downturns. Continua- There are also upside risks, how-

40 _________________________ tion of this pattern into the future could ever. Lower interest rates and a weaker

Brazil - - … - generate downturns not foreseen in our dollar may have a larger-than-antici-
1 199 99 96 199 baseline. Adopting fiscal institutions pated impact. For example, the posi-

1993199 t 95 196 9971998 1999 2000 ... .
(structural deficit financing, stabiliza- tive impact on Argentina of lower bor-

Source: World Bank.
tion funds, fiscal responsibility laws) rowing costs may be larger than
may help to reduce procyclicality. assumed in the baseline as, after two

Foreign direct investment by country, Another downside risk is related years of falling or stagnating growth,
2000 to the expected further increases in rebounds are sometimes unexpectedly
Billions ofU.S. dollars current account deficits. Although for strong. Recent indications of Brazilian

Brazil i the region as a whole this increase is industrial activity also show that the

r | I X _ J likelv to be modest, about 0.6 percent- revival after the decline in interest
Argentina age points of GDP, for some countries rates could exceed our expectations.

Mexico S -

Chile

Peru _ 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Source- World Bank.
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Middle East
and North Africa

GNP per capita, 1999: $2,060

Recent developments 1999 and below the 1990s average ofH , ' igh oil prices brought wind- 4.2 percent. Severe drought in several
fall gains to oil exporters but countries reduced income and con-
caused significant stress in sumption, particularly in rural areas

other countries that depend upon a di- (Morocco, the Syrian Arab Republic), GDP growth rates, 1970-2000
versified basket of exports. GDP growth although Morocco recovered slightly Annual percentage change

in the oil-exporting countries rose to in late 2000 with some revival in in- A 5

3.4 percent in 2000, almost double the dustry and services.
1999 rate, as a result of the increases Morocco's current account deficit | l

Middle East and
in oil prices and production and the reached 3.1 percent of GDP in 2000, North Africa

impact of higher export revenues on despite an 8 percent growth in tourism 5

consumption and investment. Their receipts, partly as a result of the ap-
current account surpluses jumped to preciation of its exchange rate, rising o
10.3 percent of GDP, as only an esti- oil prices, and tariff reductions called 1970 1980 1990 2000

mated 10 to 15 percent of the oil wind- for in the EU agreements. Source: World Bank

fall was spent on increased imports. Most of the diversified exporters
Governments used their increased saw their current account deficits in-

oil revenues more prudently than in crease in 2000, to a large extent be-
previous episodes of high oil prices. cause of the higher costs of oil imports
Most oil exporters increased official re- and overvalued exchange rates. In the
serves in 2000. Several countries, for Arab Republic of Egypt, the rising cur-
example Kuwait and the United Arab rent account deficit led to pressure on Export volume growth rates, 1980-2000

Emirates, maintain provisions for sur- the exchange rate, exacerbated by the Annual percentage change

plus oil revenue to be paid to oil funds. government's announcement that the 20 Middle East and

In the high-absorption oil exporters fiscal deficit for 1998-99 rose to 4.2 10 A A North Africa

(the Islamic Republic of Iran, Algeria) percent, much higher than the previous
oil revenue above projections is di- projection of 1 percent. Initially, the o
rected to a newly created stabilization central bank tightened liquidity and /
fund, with further allocations in the Is- supported the pound through interven- - C

lamic Republic of Iran to job creation tion and restrictions on the use of for- -20

schemes, particularly in economically eign currency. Interest rates increased 1980 1990 2000

distressed provinces. The Islamic Re- to 17 percent by midyear. Policy Source: World Bank.

public of Iran and Algeria are also shifted late in the year, as the govern-
using their revenues to meet external ment increased liquidity through the
debt repayments worth several billion repayment of arrears and the central
dollars. Some countries (Saudi Arabia, bank let the exchange rate depreciate.
the Islamic Republic of Iran, and Alge-
ria) also chose to grant pay raises to the
public sector, although in Saudi Arabia External debt indicators Current account balances, 1990-2000

these have been offset by a reduction in Financing requirements in the region Percentage of GDP

subsidies such as health contributions. fell somewhat in 2000. High oil prices Diversified exporters 7 I

Upcoming budgets in the oil exporters in recent years contributed to this de- 5 / - \ /

are expected to further distribute some cline, with long-term debt falling to 0 ^--
of the windfall revenue. $154 billion in 1999 and $151 billion

In contrast, many of the diversi- in 2000. There was a decrease in pub- -5 V, \Middle East and

fied exporters faced significant eco- lic and publicly guaranteed debt of 3.5 -10 North Africa

nomic difficulties in 2000. These percent in 2000, but private debt _ Oil exporters

countries' GDP increased by 3.2 per- (publicly guaranteed and nonguaran- 1990 2000

cent, the same rate of growth as in teed) rose by about 4 percent. Source: World Bank.
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World crude oil stock changes and spot The rise in oil prices had a large, cial development assistance (ODA)
prices, 1998-2000 positive impact on debt indicators in rose moderately to $4.1 billion, domi-

US dollars per barrel Millions of barrels per day 2000. The debt-to-exports ratio fell nated by grants, which accounted for

24 ren 18 from 111 percent in 1999 to 94 per- 83 percentof the total. Net nonconces-
20 (left axns) 1.5 cent in 2000, olwn the large rise in sional lending was negative.
16 1 12folwn
12 0.9 the value of oil exports. The debt ser-

48 ffi 0 03 vice ratio was also favorably affected,
0 -] 0

-4- _1998 , 3., -_ falling from 13.7 percent to 10.9 per- Prospects and risks
-12 tI -0.6 cent in 2000. However, short-term In 2001, GDP growth in the oil-

-16 Stock hanges -12 debt as a share of total external debt exporting countries is expected to re-

remained constant at 24 percent. main unchanged at 3.4 percent. New
Source: International Energy Association and World Bank
Development Prospects Group. Lnvestment programs in energy and

upstream activities are likely to offset

Aggregate resource flows the expected decline in export volumes
Long-term debt outstanding, 1990-2000 Net long-term resource flows to the from a cut in OPEC quotas to provide

Billions of US. dollars region jumped from $2.5 billion in a floor for oil price movements. In-

200 1999 to $8.8 billion in 2000, revers- creased investment, combined with
Regional tota

160 ing the steady decline in flows in re- lower export prices and volumes, are

cent years. Private flows increased six- likely to generate significant falls in

~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ -t-i-i- - --fold to 57.8 billion. Rising incomes current account surpluses.
60 Official Private from oil improved the creditworthi- In the Islamic Republic of Iran, the

40… - - ness of the oil-exporting countries, and government is expected to continue ef-

0 bond financing grew to $1.3 billion in forts to pay down both domestic and
-+ e b8 p t, be 2000. The central government of external debt. Considerable debate is

111 'll e Ill "C Nb 1 Tunisia tapped the market with a $463 expected over the implementation of
Source: World Bank million issue in mid-2000 at a favor- reforms contained within the current

able spread. The worsening of the fis- medium-term plan, including the entry
cal and trade deficits in Lebanon in of foreign direct investment, privati-

Sources of long-term debt, 2000 2000 led the government to increase zation of state-owned enterprises, and
$151 billion its bond issues with total volume rising the establishment of private banks. The

23 percent to over $1.7 billion. How- agricultural sector should show rapid

/Private ever, Egypt postponed a $500 million growth after two years of drought,
bond issue as domestic financial condi- wvith a consequent rise in non-oil ex-

tions worsened in 2000. ports. The strong fiscal and external

Portfolio equity flows increased position may also allow further im-

Bilateral slightly to $0.9 billion, and remained provement of the exchange rate sys-

51% ~ well below their 1997 high, consistent tem. Algeria will likely remain heavily
Source: World Bank. with the stalling and downturn seen in reliant on export-led growth and the

stock market indexes in several diversi- hydrocarbons sector. Some steps are
fied exporters, especially in North Af- expected in the privatization of minor-

Debt indicators, 1999 and 2000 rica. Foreign direct investment jumped ity shares in state-owned enterprises
Percent from $1.5 billion in 1999 to $4.5 bil- and private investment in the telecom-

140 ____________________________ lion in 2000. Several large privatiza- munications sector.
120
100 tion deals in Morocco and Tunisia The diversified exporters are ex-

80- contributed to this improvement, as pected to recover from 1999-2000

60- i well as the progress made in the liber- droughts, raising GDP growth to an
40- alization of investment regimes in sev- average of 4.7 percent in 2001-03,

20- c I- l -- eral Gulf countries. above historical rates. However, ten-

o F -1 i 7l Official development finance sions on current accounts and fiscal
1999 2000 (grants and official loans) rose by 70 balances may increase. With the cur-

Source: World Bank percent to $2.9 billion in 2000. Offi- rent global slowdown, little increase is
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expected in exports, tourism revenues, telecommunications, electricity distri- Aggregate net resource flows, 1993-2000
and workers' remittances. Addition- bution, and other industries. The di- Billions of US. dollars

ally, Morocco and Tunisia will face the versified exporters face a challenge in 16

challenge of tariff reduction under the attracting more significant amounts 14

EU-Mediterranean agreements, which of foreign investment to nonextractive
will accelerate import volume growth sectors. 3

and place a degree of pressure on the The downside risks to the forecast 68Z

fiscal accounts. Similarly, in Egypt the center on political tensions in the Mid- 4

fiscal deficit may be aggravated by the dle East, oil price volatility, and the out- 2

effects of tariff reforms pending with look for industrial countries. The cur- 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 20 00

the entry into the World Trade Organi- rent unrest has already significantly Source: World Bank.

zation (WTO). affected tourism and investor confi-
Many of the diversified exporters dence in the Levant, but a more pro-

should be able to finance higher cur- longed period of unrest could have a Composition of private flows,
rent accounts and fiscal deficits through more widespread effect. It has been rel- 1999 and 2000

privatization proceeds and tapping pri- atively easy for OPEC to maintain ad- 1999 2000

vate capital markets, given these coun- herence to its set quotas in a time of 1

tries' low inflation, low external debt- rising oil prices and quotas, but com- 136I

to-GDP ratios, and improving credit pliance may become more difficult as
ratings. Till now most of FDI flowing oil prices fall. Finally, a deeper-than-
into these economies has gone to the expected slowdown in industrial coun-
hydrocarbon or mining sectors, or has tries, especially those in Europe, could PN,vateequty

been related to the privatization of reduce growth rates in the region, par- - r = ,, , , 3

state-owned enterprises in tourism, ticularly for the diversified exporters. -150-100 -50 C 50 100 150 D 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Source: World Bank.

Middle East and North Africa forecast summary
(percent per year) Private equity flows, 1993-2000

- S ...= ; 1 v it.,sI,n.- I,.,k, j, Billions of U.S. dollars

Growth rates/ratios 1990-1 IQ" 14' 4 I'ma 20( 2ioI 2l0 !. 8I1
~~~~~~~~~~6FDIA

Real GDP growth 3.1 ., .2 3.2 X 6 F-./
Consumption per cap,. 1 2 ,. ,, E i.2 ' I 4 

GDP per capita r 9 1.2 I'

Population 1'2 ' : 2.o il l! 1 2 \ v

Median inflationa - _ I 7 3 .4 4 - ' - Portfolio equity … - - - - -

Gross domestic 0
investmentlGDP 21.5 -I. 2' 4 2". Li 2 I

Budget balance -2.8 - ., . - -! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2000

Exportvolumeb 44 -11 . 6.1 2 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Current account/GDP -2.2 -2 i 5 4 I r I Source: World Bank.

Memo items

GDP of oil-dominant
economies 2.6 , I 3.4 4 4 - F d i n

GDP of diversified Foreign direct investment, 2000
exporters 3.9 3.2 4 - 4 4 4 Billions of U.S. dollars

- Not available. Egypt,
Note: All figures exclude Iraq. Arab Rep. of
a. GDP deflator in local currency.
b. Goods and nonfactor services. Saudi Arabia
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, February 2001.

Jordan3

Tunisia 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Source, World Bank.
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>-< - South Asia

GNP per capita, 1999: $440

Recent developments istan in September, to only one month
conomic expansion in South of import coverage, and was also hov-L Asia continued in 2000, achiev- ering around two months' coverage in

GDP growth rates in South Asia, ing a 5.8 percent growth rate Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
1990-2003 compared with 5.7 percent in 1999. Man- South Asia, with virtually no pres-

Annual percentage change ufacturing and services were the key ence on international bond markets,
10 drivers of growth in 2000. The ad- did not suffer directly from the high

SOL Xsia Projection
8 vance in output was slightly lower emerging market risk premiums in

6 \ _ than had been expected, as agricultural 2000. Gross external financial flows
-\ ,/ ,, - \ \ - production suffered from droughts in picked up modestly in 2000 but re-

some parts of the region. mained well below the levels of the
2 External factors had varying ef- mid-1990s. Gross flows are dominated

{ Excluding India 4 fects across the region. Strong external by bank lending, which accounts for
c>b°>+Nq4N#bNr,N<brtNN0,Xew000, ,Oy demand led to a surge in exports, regis- close to 80 percent of the total. Equity

tering growth of some 11.5 percent, placements recovered in 1999 and
Source. World Bank. nearly twice the rate of 1999. However, 2000, averaging about $900 million in

export growth lagged behind world each year.
trade growth of 13 percent, and growth Fiscal deficits remained high
rates observed in other emerging mar- across the region. In India the central

Export growth, 1999-2001 kets, as the commodity composition of government fiscal deficit in fiscal year
Percent year-on-year, three-month moving average exports from the South Asian region is 2000 is estimated to be 5.6 percent of
50 Nepal not geared to the high growth sectors, GDP and has remained fairly stable
40 ,- _ "l P' - particularly high-tech goods. For exam- throughout the 1990s. But state deficits

30 - - - ~- ' Banglad~esh I toar
30, ,XSK, pie, the main contributors to export are rising rapidly and reached 4.5 per-
20 India, -; growth in India were the jewelry and cent of GDP. If the deficits of publicly

0 - - - Pakistan textile sectors. owned corporations are added, the
- t -. -. .'~ Despite the relatively good perfor- consolidated public deficit in India was

-1 0 : 
-20 't Sri Lanka mance of the export sector, the region's around 11.2 percent of GDP. The fiscal

Jan July Jan July Jan. current account deficit doubled as a situation in Pakistan and the other

percentage of GDP (to 2.2 percent). In countries is similarly difficult. More-
Note Export growth is measured in U.S. dollars.
Source: Datastream large measure the rise in the current over, public deficits have reached a

account deficit can be attributed to a point where interest payments on debt,

higher oil import bill. For example, for around 33 percent of current govern-
India, the oil bill may have risen by as ment expenditures, are impinging on

Impact of oil price rise in 2000 much as $8 billion. The cost of the oil the provision of needed public services
price rise ranges from 0.5 to 2.2 per- and development expenditures.

Billions of U.S. dollars Percentage of GDP

8 2.4 cent of GDP across the region. Interna- Inflation-as measured by the con-
With projected tional reserves were generally stable, sumer price index-averaged 3.5 per-

6 Import 1 8 save for those of India, which saw a siz- cent for the region, with some upward

able increase. A new government pro- pressure in Pakistan toward the end
4 ,f '.,l. .. .:;- 1. -12 gram-the New Millennium Deposit of the year, but a tailing off of inflation

2 z 06 scheme for non-resident Indians- in India. The rise in oil prices in 2000
E2;;il r;, .... raised $5.5 billion, which helped fi- was counterbalanced by softer food

0, .-_. . | r. Er.'l | @ _ 00 nance the rising current account deficit. prices and declining non-oil interna-
Bangladesh Sr Lanka Pakistan India The reserve-import coverage ratio tional commodity prices. Monetary

Note: Columns are in billions of dollars. and lines are a t
percentage of GDP. Prolected import volumes depend tended to declie across the region as polcy was accommodatmg as pohc
on GDP growth and oil price. merchandise import growth was high. rates and inflation were largely un-
Source International Energy Agency and World Bank
staff estimates This ratio fell precipitously low in Pak- changed.
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External debt indicators FDI is estimated to have increased by International reserves, 1995-2000
The stock of total debt remained vir- 3 percent in 2000, reaching $3.2 bil- Billions of U.S dollars

tuallv constant in 2000 compared to lion. India received the bulk of FDI C Nepal 0 Pakistan U5riLanka-

1999. A drop in official debt of some flows into the region in 2000, some 3 X India -o-Bangladesh

$4.6 billion was more thanl compen- $2.6 billion. 2 30

sated for by a rise in long-term private
debt of $6.2 billion. Short-term debt 1 15

fell from $7.1 billion to $5.9 billion. Prospects and risks
The flat stock of debt, combined with Average growth for the region is ex- o + 1 1 1 1999

the rapid growth in exports of goods pected to fall modestly in 2001, to 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

and nonfactor services, led to a sub- 5.5 percent, and to remain at this leve] Source. International Monetary Fund, tntemationalto a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Financial Statistics

stantial drop in the total debt-to-export in 2002, with a small uptick in 2003.
ratio-down to 155 percent from 175 External demand is expected to soften,
percent in 1999. The decline represents but the region as a whole is not very Gross external financial capital flows,
a fairly long-term trend over the dependent on external demand- 1990-2000
1990s, but the sharp rise in exports in India's ratio of exports to GDP is BillionsofUS dollars

2000 is unlikely to be matched in around 12 percent. In particular, the 12 *B fina

2001. region's merchandise exports won't be 10

directly affected by the sharp slow- 8 _ E .. ........

down in global high-tech sales, though
Aggregate resource flows the latter may affect India's exports of'2
Net resource flows to South Asia in- software and' other computer support 0
creased to $16.2 billion in 2000 after services. 1990-93 1994-97 1998 1999 2000

having fallen to $7.2 billion in 1999. Fiscal deficits are expected to re- Note:The amounts for 1990-93 and 1994-97 are averages.

Official financial flows fell 20 percent main high-albeit on a slowvly declin- Source: Earo Mosey.

to $4 billion. But private flows in- ing trend-xvhich will continue to limit
creased almost sixfold in 2000, mostly growth below long-term potential. Consumer price index, 2000

accounted for by bank lending and, First, already-high debt servicing pre- Percent year-on-year, three-month moving average

to a lesser extent, higher equity flows. vents regional governments from ex- a

After a fall in 1999 of $0.7 billion, net panding key public services and invest- 5 - -

bank lending accelerated in 2000 to ment in infrastructure, both of which 4

$6.9 billion. Foreign direct investment are sorely needed to reduce poverty 3

in South Asia was less volatile in the and clear economic bottlenecks. And 2 XagldIndia

1990s relative to other capital flows. second, the deficit tends to raise inter- Bangladesh

0
o,~~~~ , sIIF, l Al

South Asia forecast summary e< '9& A' -
(percen t per year)

Source: Datastream and World Bank staff estimates.
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GDP per cal .
Population I * . i4 175

MNedian inflatr 4 4 150

Gross dlorest 125
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b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, Februarv 2001. Source: World Bank.
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Aggregate net resource flows, 1993-2000 est rates, thereby reducing private in- GDP. Export growth is expected to de-
Billions of US. dollars vestment opportunities. The govern- cline and import growth will remain
18 ments in the region are committed to robust. Further moves to liberalize the
16 improving the tax base and limiting import and foreign investment regimes

1 2 "' ,; ,""'';7'-, , expenditures. They also need to reduce are both likely to yield additional de-
10 ~','.::' ,*::'^' '*''-subsidies to agriculture and energy. mand for imports, even if alternative
6 Broadening the tax base has been diffi- trade barriers partially offset the im-
4 l Ctffkiri cult to achieve in the past. Limiting pacts of liberalization. The price of oil
1 19 1 1 1 1 1 2000 expenditures may similarly prove chal- is expected to decline, but only mod-
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 lenging as regional tensions add to estly in 2001, thus providing only little

Source. World Bank. pressure to increase military budgets. relief.
Moreover, natural disasters, such as the On balance, growth over the near
January 2001 earthquake in Gujarat, term is expected to be respectable, but
by necessity require public resources, the lack of more extensive and credible
even though additional external assis- reforms-particularly fiscal and trade

Net private resource flows, 1991-2000 tance helps pay for disaster relief. policies-and the public debt over-
Billions of US. dollars The current account deficit is ex- hang, are limiting growth to below
14 U Bank U Bond C Eqaity O FDI pected to remain above 2 percent of potential.
12

10

8

6

4

2

0

-2
1991-93 1994-97 1998-99 2000

Note: The figures for 1991-93, 1994-97, and 1998-99 are
averages.
Source: World Bank
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Recent developments Weather was a further impedimentG rowth in Sub-Saharan Africa to growth in the region, causing wide- GNP per capita, 1999: $490

(SSA) edged higher to 2.7 per- spread disruption to both domestic
cent in 2000 from 2.3 percent and export-oriented agricultural pro-

the year before, though it remained duction. Many countries were affected
well below the performance of the in Eastern and Southern Africa as well

Sael Th protacte Sub-Saharan African GDP growth,mid-1990s. After the 1995-97 boom, as in the eastern Sahel. The protracted 1981-2001
all too familiar problems of weak ex- drought in the Horn of Africa inten- Year-over-year percentage change

port prices, inclement weather and sified, resulting in severe food short- 6

civil strife crowded in to depress ages that were met with over a million
growth throughout the region. Even metric tons of emergency food aid. 3 A A
the stronger result in 2000 barely ex- Though the disruption was less wide-
ceeded the increase in population, and spread in Southern Africa, floods, ty- 0 |
per capita GDP was up only margin- phoons, and localized droughts caused ' V

ally (0.2 percent). major hardship, especially in Mozam-
The brightest spot in the picture bique and Madagascar. 1981 1986 1991 1996 2001

last year was the performance of oil Those countries in Eastern, Cen- Source: World Bank.

producers. Angola, Cameroon, the tral, and Southern Africa that experi-
Democratic Republic of Congo, Equa- enced political turmoil and civil
torial Guinea, Gabon, Nigeria, and Su- strife-Angola, Burundi, Cote d'Ivoire,
dan registered on average 3.6 percent the Democratic Republic of Congo, Er-
growth, up from 1.8 percent the year itrea, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, and Zim- Macro performance: oil exporters,
before, buoyed by strong terms-of- babwe-did the worst, and their GDP 1994-2003
trade gains and investment spending declined on average by 1.9 percent. Percent

in the energy sector. The current ac- The region's two largest eco- 10 GDP growth

count of the oil exporters improved nomies both registered better than av- /
from a deficit of 1.5 percent of GDP in erage performance. For South Africa, /Z
1999 to a surplus of 3.5 percent of revisions to first-half national accounts 0
GDP in 2000. data raised GDP substantially from the

Across the rest of the region, GDP initially reported level, especially in -5 ao balance

growth averaged just 2.4 percent, with the agricultural sector. Growth for the - \ (penrcrtage of GOP)

real income growth even lower as a year reached 3.1 percent-the best per- -10 8 ,§, IO"
result of terms-of-trade losses. With formance since 1996 and significantly
the biggest divergence between oil above the 2.2 percent projected in Source. World Bank

and non-oil prices in two decades, Global Economic Prospects 2000. In
commodity exporters in Sub-Saharan Nigeria, surging oil prices and im-
Africa, most of which are also oil im- proved relations with foreign oil pro-
porters, saw their terms of trade plum- ducers contributed to a buoyant per- M
met and the resulting income loss formance in the energy sector and a 9ac4roperformance: non-oilexporters,
depressed domestic absorption and fis- narrowing of the budget deficit. Else- Percent

cal balances. Deficits on the current where in the economy, however, the 10
accounts of the non-oil commodity situation is less optimistic. The pace of GDP growth

exporters increased only slightly from economic reform has been slow, and 5

2.1 percent of GDP in 1999 to 2.5 per- regional and ethnic tensions are con-
cent of GDP in 2000, despite the straining the government's ability to - --- --

terms-of-trade losses. This reflects the take decisive action. Still, in August a _5 ._\_

limited access of these countries to in- $1 billion standby loan from the IMF Current account balance

ternational capital markets and corn- signaled donor approval for the overall -10 (percentage of GDP)

pression of domestic demand that had policy direction. That was a prelude to ,N ? ,' we lb a,

taken place. an agreement by the Paris Club in De- Source: Wortd Bank.
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Countries experiencing civil strife, cember to reschedule Nigeria's external private flows were $2.1 billion lower.
1994-2003 debt, although on less generous terms As a result, Sub-Saharan Africa raised
Percent than had been hoped, and scheduled its share of global official flows, but

10 GDP growth debt service will be higher than actual the share of global private flows was
5 / / recent payments. down significantly from 4.8 percent

to 3.3 percent of the world total. As
0 in recent years, official development

-5 , ^>-- External debt indicators finance consisted almost entirely (95
Current account balanceA / Total external debt fell to $206 billion percent) of grants, while new loan dis-

-10 (percentageof GDP) in 2000, a reduction of $10.3 billion, bursements were predominantly multi-

l 0 l 'I e T # Tl or 4.7 percent. As a result, there was lateral and concessional.
Source: World Bank. a marked improvement in the region's Equity flows, which declined from

aggregate debt indicators: total debt $3.9 billion in 1999 to $0.8 billion

Commodity price indexes, 1996-2001 fell from 70.5 percent to 66.1 percent in 2000, were the cause of the nearly
January 19906 = I 00 of GNP and from 210.8 percent to 20 percent decline in private flows.
200 180.2 percent of exports. The ratio of Sharply lower portfolio inflows to
180 nergy debt service to exports fell from 13.9 South Africa-down $10.4 billion for
160Enry 1-
140 \ g g percent to 12.8 percent. the year 2000 compared to 1999-

20 t NonenrgY g Long-term debt rose slightly by were largely responsible. While that
100 A , / $0.4 billion, as a $1.2 billion increase could be viewed as an adjustment fol-

60 in private nonguaranteed debt was off- lowing a remarkable surge in 1999, it
40 .................,,,,,,,,,, set by a $0.7 billion decline in public also reflected negative investor sen-

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 and publicly guaranteed debt. The timent in the first half of the year. In
Source: World Bank. share of public and publicly guaran- the second half of the year, strong for-

teed debt in the total fell marginally eign inflows into South Africa more

Commodity price indexes, 1996-2001 from 95.6 percent to 94.9 percent. At than offset the growing current ac-
January 1996= 100 the same time, short-term debt fell by count deficit, allowing official reserves
180 Cocoa $10.3 billion because of sharply lower to accumulate.
160 arrears: principal and interest arrears Meanwhile, foreign direct invest-
120 a _____________________________ of $16.5 billion and $8.1 billion respec- ment also fell, from $7.9 billion to

100 ,. , tively were settled. $7.3 billion, well below the peak of
so __ '______________. By far the year's most important $8.3 billion in 1997. Investors con1-
60 
40 Robusta '--_ development was an agreement be- tinue to target a narrow range of sec-
20 ,,, ,,,, , tween Nigeria and its Paris Club credi- tors, with extractive industries domi-

tors to consolidate $23.4 billion in nating, though there has been interest
4vu 0 SZ,?44' ?¾ Pi4?.tt tet? debt service payments-$21 billion in telecommunications, tourism, and
Source. World Bank. representing arrears as of July 31, 2000, other sectors as well.

and $2.4 billion principal and interest

Net long-term resource flows to SSA, falling due from August 1, 2000, to
1991-2000 July 31, 2001. In exchange, Nigeria Prospects and risks
Billions of U.S. dollars Percentage of world total agreed to increase debt service pay- Despite the disappointing performance
30 20 ments in 2001 to $1 billion. in 1998-2000, there remains room for

Net long-term resource flows cautious optimism about medium-term
25 15

25 Aggregateprospects. Structural reforms including

20 - , _ 10 Aggregate resource flows exchange rate and trade liberalization,
<\ \/,- _ Net capital flows to Sub-Saharan privatization, internal market deregu-

I5 Share of world total Africa were down in 2000, declining lation, and fiscal reform are continu-
10, , , , , , 0 to an estimated $19.1 billion from ing to lay the groundwork for more

11~1 "'ll le 1121 <0 lv,e 1§b "lo le$21 billion in 1999. broad-based and sustainable growth.
Note:The figure for 2000 is an estimate. While official flows rose slightly The outlook for the region is for
Source: World Bank. by $0.2 billion from the year before, growth to continue accelerating over
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the medium term, reaching 3 percent sumes a return to more favorable Aggregate net resource flows, 1991-2000

in 2001, 3.4 percent in 2002, and 3.6 weather patterns and a continuation Billions of US. dollars

percent in 2003. of structural and institutional reforms 30

Oil exporters are expected to con- that will improve agricultural incomes 25

tinue to outpace the region, growing at and exports regardless of price devel- 20

3.4 percent in 2001 and 3.7 percent in opments. Nevertheless, continuing 15

2002-03, mainly because of strong en- weakness in export prices will hold 10

ergy investments, with major capacity growth below potential. Meanwhile,
expansion under way. Several large current account deficits of non-oil
infrastructure projects are also in the exporters are expected to improve 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2000

works, including the Chad-Cameroon moderately to 1.8 percent of GDP by Source: World Bank.
oil pipeline and the West African gas 2003.
pipeline, which will link Nigeria to Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
downstream markets in Benin, Togo, debt relief will have a significant irn-
and Ghana. The additional energy, pact on a number of countries, though Composition of capital flows,
combined with somewhat lower oil the cash flow implications vary across 1995 and 2000
prices, is expected to move current ac- countries. Average debt service in

1995: $24.8 billion 2000: $19.1 billion
count balances back into deficit over 2001-03 will be 30 percent below ac-
the medium run. tual debt service paid in 1999. 0Y Offcial

For non-oil exporters, moderate The main risks to the forecast /v . cailal

terms-of-trade gains with anticipated stem from internal factors, where carket ,

softening of oil prices will contribute weather conditions, civil strife, and 24 5 - FDI

to stronger growth of 2.9 percent in progress in reforms may turn out to be
2001, 3.4 percent in 2002, and 3.6 worse than anticipated in our baseline. Source: World Bank.

percent in 2003. This forecast also as-

Sub-Saharan Africa forecast summary Foreign direct investment, 2000
(percent per year)

$7.3 billion U.S. dollars

.dm Angola
Growthrat ..... 119902ai0 la"> 1000 211 2rI.. '11111 241 -,

Real GDr I 2, 2.1 t *4

Consump,...., r .. r ' 0.a. 6 - II , -I 04 11.2 14 l h ,, Other

GDP p- .. r -0.6 -_l4 -tl, 02 - SoIuI I i h4
Popula.. -L6 - ' o 2 5 i 4 4 Sou

Median l*r d 10.4 i x I 43 ; 17%
Gross dc.. .- I.,

Investn..- (-i1 16.2 I. 1'S I 1' 4
Median ... l-1;.-.1.... -3.' -eo -2.9 - i . .. Nigeria

Median -X..r I ~~~~~~~~~~-15%
Export v 1 .' 4.6 LI. 2.4 &2 ils
Current ...........,, Li -2.3 - - .,. -1.2 -2' -2 -1 Source: World Bank.

a. GDP deflator in local currency.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, February 2001.
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Appendix 6
Global Commodity
Price Prospects

P ETROLEUM PRICES ROSE TO A 16-YEAR HIGH The slow recovery in non-oil commodity prices
of $28.20 per barrel in 2000 from an aver- is not unprecedented. Figure A6.2 shows the de-
age of $13.10 per barrel in 1998. The low cline and subsequent recovery of non-oil commod-

level reached in 1998 partly reflected the reduced ity prices from the cyclical peaks in 1980 and 1988
demand following the Asian crisis in 1997, and the in comparison with the current cyclical decline,
subsequent price rise occurred following economic which began in May 1996. There is a striking simi-
recovery and tightening in OPEC production lev- larity in the behavior of non-oil commodity prices
els. In contrast, non-oil commodity prices never in all three periods. The downturn in the current
fully recovered from the declines that began in cycle, however, was longer and deeper than the pre-
1996 and 1997 (see figure A6.1). Agricultural vious declines, and the strength of the recovery has
prices continued to fall in 2000, as demand growth been midway between the 1980 and 1988 episodes.
was not adequate to offset large supply increases. The rapid recovery of prices following the
Beverage prices were especially weak, with cocoa 1980-82 decline was partly due to global GDP
and coffee prices each down 20 percent largely be- growth of more than 3 percent. During 1991-93,
cause of increased supplies. Metals prices made a global GDP grew less than 2 percent per year and
modest recovery following their 1999 lows. How- commodity prices were slow to recover. In the cur-
ever, the recovery stalled in 2000 as the U.S. econ- rent cycle, metals prices increased in response to
omy slowed and demand weakened. rapid GDP growth, but agricultural prices contin-

The divergence between oil and non-oil com- ued to fall because of excess supply.
modity prices has proved difficult for many de- Over the next three years, crude oil prices are
veloping countries that rely on non-oil commodi- expected to decline from an average of $28.20 per
ties for a significant part of their export earnings. barrel in 2000 to $20 per barrel by 2003 as non-
In Sub-Saharan Africa, non-oil primary commodi- OPEC supplies increase. The near-term outlook re-
ties account for about 46 percent of total export mains uncertain partly because of low inventories
earnings (excluding Nigeria), and the share of of crude oil and products in major consuming
non-oil commodities in the exports of individual countries. Non-oil commodity prices are expected
countries often exceeds 60 percent. In Ghana, for to remain unchanged in 2001 and then to rise
example, non-oil exports account for 74 percent about 10 percent through 2003. The remainder of
of total merchandise exports. The divergence be- this appendix looks at the outlook for oil and non-
tween oil and non-oil commodity prices is ex- oil commodity prices during the period 2001-03.
pected to narrow over the next several years, largely The appendix tables A6.2 and A6.4 present
because oil prices are expected to decline, while nominal price forecasts for individual commodities
non-oil commodity prices are expected to recover and indices, while tables A6.3 and A6.4 present
moderately from current depressed levels (see fig- real price forecasts for individual commodities and
ure A6.1). indexes to 2010.
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Figure A6.1 Commodity price indexes, 1995-2003
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Source: World Bank.

Figure A6.2 Non-oil commodity prices slow to recover
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Agriculture weak import demand, and the strength of the U.S.
dollar all contributed to the fall in prices.

Food Grain prices are expected to increase over the
Food prices declined 3.5 percent in 2000 because next three years following the steady declines since
of lower fats and oils and grains prices. This was the recent highs of 1995 and 1996. Global area
the fourth consecutive annual decline of food planted to grains has declined 5 percent since 1996
prices since the high in 1996, bringing the total de- in response to falling prices, and ending stocks
dline since 1996 to 32 percent. The largest decline have declined for the past two years. While these
was in grains-down 43 percent since 1996. How- declines normally would have led to higher prices,
ever, the declines were widespread, with fats and the strong U.S. dollar and weak import demand

oils prices down 35 percent and other food crop offset the fall in stocks, and grains prices continued
prices down 18 percent. Large supplies, relatively to fall. World ending stocks of grains are projected
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to fall to 16 percent of total use by the end of the in part to the strength of the U.S. dollar. Wheat
current crop year compared to a recent high of 20 prices are expected to increase from $114.10 per
percent at the end of the 1998-99 crop year. ton in 2000 to $145 per ton by 2003. This increase

Maize prices fell to the lowest level since 1987 would return prices to their 1990-2000 average
despite declining world stocks (see figure A6.3). and align prices with current market fundamentals.
The weakness was due mostly to the record crop in The fats and oils price index fell to the lowest
the United States, which accounts for nearly three- level since 1973 in nominal terms, and to the low-
quarters of world exports. Argentina, the second est level since at least 1948 in real terms. The de-
largest exporter, also had a large crop, which fur- cline was due to an unprecedented surge in fats
ther pressured prices. Current low prices are ex- and oils production-up nearly 5 percent per year
pected to lead to market adjustments during the during the past three years. In contrast, the trend
next several years. World production is expected to growth rate of production has been roughly 3.5
fall, demand to increase, stock levels to decline fur- percent over the past two decades. During the
ther, and prices to increase 30 percent by 2003 as 2000-01 season, production of the 17 most impor-
the market adjusts. tant fats and oils is expected to reach another

Rice prices have declined steadily since Thai- record high (see table A6.1).
land, the largest rice exporter, devalued its currency Prices of palm and soybean oil have fallen by
in mid-1997. Thai rice prices fell to $202 per ton in nearly half over the past two years in response to
2000, the lowest level since 1986. Rice prices are the record production. Similar price declines have
well below their historical relationship to wheat, a characterized, to varying degrees, the entire fats
close substitute. However, rice prices are not ex- and oils group.
pected to recover in 2001 because the largest im- Palm oil production has been increasing at an
porter, Indonesia, is expected to reduce imports in annual rate of more than 7 percent for the last 10
response to improved domestic production. Conse- years, and it appears that this rate will be sustained
quently, prices are expected to remain nearly un- for some time as the dominant producers, Malaysia
changed in 2001 and then gradually increase as de- and Indonesia, continue to replace old plantations
mand and supply adjust to low prices. and bring new land into production.

Wheat prices have been slow to respond to the Vegetable oil prices (such as palm oil and soy-
improved market balance of the past three years. bean oil) are not expected to increase significantly
Stocks have declined (see figure A6.4), world trade over the next several years. However, vegetable
has increased, and area planted has declined. meal prices, especially soybean meal, are expected
Nonetheless, prices have continued to decline, due to increase, which will lead to a modest increase in

Figure A6.3 Maize stocks vs. prices
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Figure A6.4 Wheat stocks vs. prices
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the overall index of fats and oils prices. The differ- prices increased 5 percent in 2000 to $212 per ton
ent outlooks for vegetable meal and oil prices is and are expected to increase to $240 per ton by
due to strong demand for meal for livestock and 2003. Most of the increase will come from soy-
poultry feed compared to weaker demand for veg- bean meal prices, which are expected to increase
etable oils, which are used primarily for human 19 percent from 2000 to 2003 while soybean oil
consumption. Supplies of vegetable meals are also prices are expected to increase only 6 percent.
more limited than supplies of vegetable oils. World sugar stocks rose to record levels in

Soybean demand has been growing very 1999 and prices fell to 14-year lows. Since then,
rapidly (4.8 percent per year) over the past five prices have recovered, but stocks remain high (fig-
years, and production has kept pace mainly be- ure A6.6). The recovery in sugar prices in 2000
cause yields have exceeded the long-run trend for was due partly to drought-reduced production in
four consecutive years. Consequently, stocks have Brazil, the largest exporter of raw sugar. Higher
remained high, which has kept prices low (see fig- sugar demand for ethanol production in Brazil also
ure A6.5) If yields were to return to, or fall below, cut production and aided the price recovery. Fur-
the long-run trend, soybean stocks would likely ther recovery will be difficult until stocks decline
fall and prices would rise. The recent ban on the significantly, and thus prices are expected to re-
use of bone meal and meat in cattle feed in the Eu- main near 2000 levels for several years.
ropean Union (because of the spread of bovine
spongiform encephalopathyl) is expected to add an Beverages
additional three million tons (9 percent of total de- Despite the sharp three-year decline in coffee
mand) per year to soybean meal demand. Soybean prices, production has continued to increase, aver-

aging nearly 109 million bags in the last three
Table A6.1 Fats and oils production seasons (see figure A6.7),v while consumption re-
(m7illionls ot tons!

mained at 102 million bags.

Sovbean Palm Rapesecd Total The annual surplus of six million bags per year

1996-199- 20.86 1 7.08 11.48 99.39 has gone into stocks. Vietnam has emerged as the
1"97-198 23.15 1'.10 12.20 102.113 dominant robusta exporter in the last few years
1998-1999 24.56 19.32 12.52 1(7.21 and is the third largest coffee exporter following
I9

9
9 (r0( 25.26 21.11 14.28 113.06 . R

2)010-i00)() 1 26.63 23.04 14.2- l IIt Brazil and Colombia. Responding to the need tO

contain supplies, the Association of Coffee Produc-
N i/t: Total refers to rie surIl of the 17 most important fats aild tills ing Countries (ACPC), with leadership from Brazil
(includinig soybean, palm, and rapeseed oils). i
Source: OCi World. has pressed the main exporters (both ACPC mem-
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Figure A6.5 Soybean stocks vs. prices
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Figure A6.6 Sugar stocks vs. prices
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bers and nonmembers) to finance domestic stock- and 2000-01 seasons (October to September) it
piling in an effort to raise prices. The outlook, reached a record high of nearly 3 million tons

however, does not support higher prices. Even if against an average of 2.8 million tons the previous

the retention plan were implemented (which is four seasons.
doubtful), the stocks would eventually find their Grindings (consumption) have stagnated while

way onto the market. Both arabica and robusta prices have collapsed to 30-year lows. Some cocoa-

prices are expected to remain under downward producing countries went even further than the

pressure in 2001 and possibly in 2002 before pro- ACPC and contemplated destroying part of the

duction is curtailed and stocks begin to fall. 1999-2000 crop. However, the action did not ma-

The situation in the cocoa market is similar to terialize. The cocoa market has also been hit by the

that in the coffee market in many respects. Cocoa recent EU decision to harmonize policies regarding
production has been increasing since the 1997-98 the use of non-cocoa butter in chocolate produc-

season (see figure A6.8), and in the 1999-2000 tion. Under the new policy, chocolate manufactur-
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Figure A6.7 Coffee price and production
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Figure A6.8 Cocoa price and production
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ers are allowed to use up to 5 percent of non-cocoa has been the case for other beverages, and demand
butter in chocolate. Although the impact of the pol- has remained strong because many of the major im-
icy on the cocoa market is still uncertain, it seems porters in the Middle East and the former Soviet
clear that the demand for cocoa beans is likely to Union have benefited from high oil export earnings.
decline. Cocoa prices are expected to be weak in Given the current surplus in both coffee and
2001 and 2002, as is the case with coffee prices. cocoa markets and the apparent peak in per capita

The tea market has thus far escaped the worst consumption in OECD countries, the long-term
of the price declines experienced by cocoa and cof- outlook for tropical beverages depends crucially
fee, with prices declining only 10 percent since on the demand in non-OECD countries, especially
1998. Tea supplies have not increased as rapidly as Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
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Agricultural raw materials Firestone/Bridgestone tire recall in August 2000
Cotton was one of the few agricultural commodi- was expected to increase the demand for rubber to
ties to recover in the past year, with prices increas- replace the recalled tires, but it had little visible
ing 11 percent in 2000. The latest International effect on prices. Slower economic growth in the
Cotton Advisory Committee projection is for glo- United States and possibly other OECD countries
bal production to fall short of consumption by would likely weaken the outlook for natural rub-
about 5 percent (900,000 tons) during the 2000-01 ber prices, since two-thirds of rubber demand in
season. Part of the shortfall will be supplied from OECD countries is for vehicles. Natural rubber
Chinese stocks, which are expected to fall to 2.3 prices are expected to fluctuate around 75 to 80
million tons by the end of the 2000-01 season, cents per kilogram for 2001 and 2002 and then ex-
down from 2.8 million tons at the beginning of the ceed 80 cents per kilogram in 2003, up from 69
season. China has historically been a major cotton cents per kilogram in 2000.
stockholder, but recent policy reforms are expected Asian timber prices were strongly influenced
to reduce cotton stockholding. At the same time, by the Asian crisis (figure A6.9). Prices fell sharply
reduced support to Chinese cotton producers is ex- in 1997 and 1998 and then recovered in 1999 in
pected to reduce global supplies. One of the major close concert with the Asian crisis. However, the
surprises of the season was the remarkable increase timber price recovery slowed in 2000 as demand in
in Brazilian cotton production, which is projected both Asia and Europe weakened due to high trans-
to reach 850 thousand tons in 2000-01 compared portation costs, weak currencies versus the U.S.
to 570 thousand tons in the previous season. Lower dollar, and reduced economic growth. European
crops are, however, expected in India and Pakistan. demand for Asian timber fell because high fuel
Small price increases are expected for cotton in prices made transportation costs prohibitive and
2001 and 2002, and prices are expected to return caused importers to shift to African timber. Asian
to their 1998 levels by 2003. timber imports remained relatively strong from

Natural rubber prices rose about 10 percent in China, but weakened from Japan.
2000 amid a number of developments. The disso- Abundant supplies of logs from Indonesia
lution of the International Natural Rubber Orga- continued because of both legal and illegal logging
nization (INRO) in October 1999 left the organi- and exports. Sawnwood prices in Asia weakened
zation with three years to dispose of its 132,000 relative to log prices because importers preferred
tons of buffer stocks (about 2 percent of annual domestic processing to imported products, while
production). However, most of the stocks remain sawnwood prices increased relative to log prices
in INRO warehouses and are yet to be sold. The for African timber. Asian log prices are expected to

Figure A6.9 Tropical timber prices
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remain weak in 2001 as the economic slowdown and the U.S. refining industry was strained to sup-
continues and then to begin to increase in 2002 ply sufficient products for both the summer (gaso-
and 2003. line and diesel) and winter (heating oil) markets.

Late in the year, higher OPEC production plus
weakening demand began tilting the market into

Energy surplus. In December-despite cold weather and
low stocks-prices fell $10 per barrel on expecta-

Petroleum tions that the market was beginning to rebalance,
Oil prices rose 56 percent in 2000, to average ending the year just above $23 per barrel. OPEC
$28.20 per barrel. This level is more than $10 moved quickly to prevent a further drop in prices
above average prices over the previous 14 years, by reducing production 5 percent or 1.5 million
but real prices are less than half of their 1980 peak. barrels per day effective February 1, 2001, and a
The market began to tighten in 1999 following a further 1 million barrels per day on April 1, 2001.
series of production cuts by OPEC producers and The organization signaled intentions to lower
the recovery of demand in Asia. Extremely low in- production further, if necessary, to keep prices
ventories (see figure A6.10), strong global demand, within its selected band. On the other hand, if
and an industry near capacity kept prices high in demand remains buoyant or if there is an unex-
2000. Given its success in raising prices, OPEC se- pected disruption to supply (for example, from
lected a new target range for its basket of crudes of Iraq) OPEC also appears prepared to increase out-
$22 to $28 per barrel. It also established a mecha- put, and they have sufficient spare capacity to do
nism whereby if prices move above this range for so. While adjustments to production will clearly
20 consecutive days (or below for 10 days) they affect the level of prices, it will do little to reduce
will automatically raise (or lower) production by the short-term volatility of prices. Adjustments
0.5 million barrels per day on a pro-rata basis. every few months are too infrequent to have much

During 2000, oil prices were often well above effect on the uncertainties and expectations that
OPEC's upper limit, which pressed the organiza- drive day-to-day movements in prices.
tion to raise production quotas four times (see fig- Oil prices are projected to decline to $20 per
ure A6.11) in order to bring prices under $28 per barrel by 2003 and to fall below this level over the
barrel. In doing so, most OPEC producers outside longer term. Higher oil prices are probably not
of Saudi Arabia reached, or were near, production sustainable for a lengthy period because of the im-
capacity. Tanker markets were also extremely tight pact on demand and especially on competing sup-

Figure A6.10 OECD oil stocks
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Figure A6.11 World oil supplies
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plies. The short-term price elasticity of oil demand In addition to higher production from non-
is very low. Thus, to the extent that high prices are OPEC countries, all OPEC countries have plans to
felt to be temporary, there will be limited structural increase capacity. When sanctions against Iraq are
change to demand. However if high prices con- lifted, it is likely that large foreign investment will
tinue, consumers will adjust to more fuel efficient rapidly expand production capacity.
vehicles and change commuting patterns.

The biggest impact of high prices is expected Other energy
to be on supply. Low prices in 1998-99 signifi- Other energy prices have also risen since 1999,
cantly reduced expenditures in the oil industry, and partly because of the lack of investment in new ca-
companies have been cautious about raising up- pacity-similar to oil. Natural gas prices have
stream investment, partly because of the uncer- risen significantly, particularly in North America
tainty of future price levels. In addition, there have and in countries where contracted natural gas
been large mergers in the oil industry, and compa- prices are linked to oil (for example, gas imported
nies have been reducing debt and repurchasing into Europe). European gas prices are more than
their own shares. However, upstream investments double 1999 average levels, while U.S. gas prices
are expected to rise significantly this year follow- increased five-fold this past winter due to strong
ing large profits in 2000, which will lead to higher demand and stagnant supplies, the latter due to
production in the coming years. underinvestment following low prices in 1998-99.

Development costs continue to fall as a result In addition, the electricity crisis in California has
of new technologies and better management prac- resulted in substantially higher prices and rolling
tices, and companies are moving into new fron- blackouts, which have contributed to the slow-
tiers, such as deepwater production in the United down in the local economy. International coal
States and West Africa. Production is expected to prices have also been rising again due to underin-
rise measurably from these areas over the next sev- vestment brought on by prolonged low prices.
eral years. In addition, costs of nonconventional Markets are expected to adjust, because higher
oil, such as oil sands in Canada, have fallen signif- prices will encourage new supplies, causing prices
icantly, and new developments are under way that to return to previous levels. However, the timing
were begun when prices were much lower. Over and path of price changes are difficult to predict.
time, large increases in production are expected Price volatility is likely to increase as more energy
from the Caspian area once transit and other legal sectors are deregulated and greater volumes are
and regulatory issues are resolved. traded in spot and futures markets.
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Fertilizers the industry has surplus capacity and prices are
Fertilizer markets have been buffeted by a number likely to weaken in the medium term.
of events during the past several years, including Phosphate fertilizer markets faced much less
changing import policies of China, the sharp fall in uncertainty than nitrogen fertilizer markets, but
agricultural commodity prices, large exports from prices still declined about 20 percent in the past
the Russian Federation and Ukraine, and the recent two years because of weak import demand by
large increases in natural gas prices in the United major importers, such as China and India, and
States and Europe which have increased the cost large capacity in major exporters, such as the
of nitrogen fertilizer production. The main result United States and the Russian Federation. In re-
was to drive nitrogen fertilizer (urea) prices sharply sponse to lower prices, U.S. producers have cut
lower and then higher, to moderately weaken phos- production and halted the price declines. However,
phate (TSP) prices, and to leave potash (MOP) prices the industry is facing excess capacity and probably
largely unchanged (see figure A6.12).2 price weakness for the next several years.

Nitrogen fertilizer prices fell sharply when the Potash fertilizer prices have been relatively
Chinese government banned imports in early 1997 unaffected by events that led to price declines in
in an effort to encourage domestic production. nitrogen and phosphate because of the strong con-
China had been the world's largest importer with centration of production in a few countries and
nearly 20 percent of world imports. The demand the relatively strong import demand. Canada is
for fertilizer was further weakened by the sharp the largest exporter of potash fertilizer, with a 40
fall in agricultural commodity prices in 1997 and percent market share, followed by Belarus, Ger-
1998. Further price weakness followed when the many, and the Russian Federation with a com-
Russian Federation and Ukraine, which together bined 40 percent market share. Canadian produc-
accounted for about 20 percent of world exports, tion fell 10 percent in 1999 in an effort to support
increased exports significantly. The downtrend in prices, while production in Belarus and the Rus-
prices was recently reversed as the natural gas sian Federation increased more than enough to
prices, which is a main component of nitrogen fer- offset this decline. Strong import demand by the
tilizer production, rose sharply in Europe and the three largest importers-Brazil, China and the
United States. This price increase made production United States-helped support prices. Prices are
unprofitable in some plants and caused plant clos- expected to remain steady at current levels for the
ings. Nitrogen fertilizer prices are expected to re- next several years while this export competition
main firm, at least until natural gas prices fall. But continues.

Figure A6.12 Fertilizer prices, 1995-2000
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Metals and minerals strong growth in other regions (notably the United
The World Bank's index of metals and minerals States), a number of supply problems, and volun-
prices rose 13 percent in 2000, with the primary tary production cutbacks that have helped to tighten
gains in aluminum, copper, and nickel. Strong markets. Nickel prices led the increases, up two-
global demand, production cuts, and falling inven- and-a-half times at their peak, because of strong de-
tories3 (see figures A6.13 and A6.14) contributed mand for steel, several supply problems, and very
to the increases. Most other metals prices were low stocks. Zinc prices were also pulled higher, but
fairly flat or declined (for example, lead and silver) to a much lesser degree, by the rise in steel produc-
because of ample production and inventories to tion. Copper and aluminum stocks declined in 2000
meet aggregate demand. as a result of supply cutbacks and robust demand.

Metals prices have generally been increasing The expected slowdown in the global econ-
since early 1999 as a result of the recovery in Asia, omy will likely weaken most metals markets in

Figure A6.13 LME stocks
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Figure A6.14 LME stocks
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2001, although modest price gains are possible in over time, although prices could be volatile over
copper and aluminum prices if stocks continue to the decade, particularly during the next upturn in
fall. While moderate demand growth is expected to demand. However higher prices will provide large
contribute to higher prices after 2001, increases in incentives to reactivate idle capacity and develop
capacity and declining costs from new technology new sources of supply.
will limit average price gains over the longer term. Nickel prices exceeded $10,000 per ton in
However, price movements are expected to remain 2000 because of strong gLobal demand, numerous
volatile and highly cyclical, and in the near term, supply problems, and very low inventories. Global
much will depend on the extent of the economic steel production rose 7 percent in 2000, resulting
slowdown and timing of the subsequent recovery. in strong demand for nickel. Delays bringing new

Aluminum prices increased 14 percent in 2000 capacity online in Australia and labor disputes in
as stocks fell sharply. Strong growth in demand Canada contributed to the tight market and the
and moderate increases in supply resulted in a large reduction in inventories. Steel demand weak-
steep drop in inventories on the London Metal Ex- ened in the latter part of the year, and expectations
change. As the year progressed, demand weakened of a large nickel deficit diminished, causing prices
in Asia and the United States (particularly in the to decline to $7,200 per ton by year-end. Prices are
auto sector). Partly offsetting the slowdown in de- expected to weaken further in 2001 because of
mand were production cuts in the Pacific North- weak demand and rising output. Over the forecast
west United States, where it became more prof- period, nickel prices are expected to slide even
itable for producers to resell contracted electricity lower because of increasing production from new
than use it to manufacture aluminum. The situa- projects. However, nickel prices will continue to be
tion is likely to continue until October 2001 when highly volatile, affected by levels of inventories, cy-
new power agreements in the region wvill prevent cles in stainless steel markets, scrap metal avail-
the resale of purchased power. It is a reminder, ability, and unexpected supply disruptions.
however, that the loss of low-cost power anywhere Other metals prices were generally unchanged
could have a large impact on aluminum producers. in 2000, with only zinc and iron ore prices increas-
Aluminum prices are expected to increase moder- ing because of the large growth in steel production.
ately in 2001 because of production curtailments The sharp slowdown in steel demand will likely
and the market remaining in deficit. The extent of prevent any significant increase in prices for these
the global downturn creates some uncertainty for metals in 2001. Rising stocks and relatively weak
demand, but an eventual recovery should lead to demand kept tin prices constant, and silver prices
moderately higher prices over the forecast period. fell 5 percent to below $5 per troy ounce on ample
New capacity is being developed that will limit supplies. Gold prices were flat year-on-year, mainly
much higher prices on a sustained basis, but prices because of the speculative run-up in late 1999 and
could be subject to considerable volatility. early 2000. Prices were generally well below $275

Copper prices rose 15 percent in 2000 as de- per troy ounce during the second half of the year.
mand exceeded supply and stocks fell. Voluntarv A series of central bank sales in 2000 (for example,
production cuts, beginning in 1999, and continued in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United
rationalization in the industry contributed to the Kingdom) depressed prices and is expected to
tighter balance and higher prices. The market is weigh heavily on prices this year and throughout
expected to remain in deficit in 2001, and moder- the forecast period.
ate price gains are expected. However, there is
great uncertainty about the prospects for demand Notes
and the extent of the global downturn. Over the 1. Bovine spongiform encephalopathy refers to the cat-
forecast period, prices are projected to rise moder- tle disease known as mad cow disease, which is believed to
ately as a result of strong growth in demand. New have begun in Britain in the 1970s. The disease affects cattle
capacitv is also expected to be developed over the and can be spread to humans. The disease is believed to be

period-as well as in the longer term-because of caused by feeding animal products to cattle.
period-as well as In the longer term-because of 2. MOP refers to muriate of potash and TSP refers tO

declining costs and technological advances. This triple super phosphate.
new capacity should prevent sustained high prices 3. London Metal Exchange stocks.
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Table A6.2 Commodity prices and price projections in current dollars

Actual Projections

Commodity Unit 1970 1980 1990 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2005 2010

Energy
Coal, U.S. $/mt n.a. 43.10 41.67 33.17 33.06 33.50 33.7.5 34.00 35.00 37.50
Crude oil, avg., spot $/bbl 1.21 36.87 22.88 18.07 28.23 25.00 21.00 20.00 18.00 19.00
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu n.a. 3.40 2.55 2.13 3.86 4.25 3.25 3.00 2.75 2.75
Natural gas, U.S. $/mmbtu 0.17 1.55 1.70 2.27 4.31 4.50 3.50 3.00 2.75 3.00

Non-energy commodities
Agriculture

Beverages
Cocoa c/kg 67.5 260.4 126.7 113.5 90.6 91.0 105.0 120.0 140.0 160.0
Coffee, other milds c/kg 114.7 346.6 197.2 229.1 192.0 149.9 176.4 209.4 253.5 265.0
Coffee, robusta c/kg 91.4 324.3 118.2 148.9 91.3 77.2 92.6 105.8 132.3 187.4
Tea, auctions (3) average c/kg 83.5 165.9 205.8 183.9 187.5 192.0 192.0 193.0 195.0 210.0

Food
Fats and oils
Coconut oil $/mt 397.2 673.8 336.5 737.1 450.0 370.0 450.0 520.0 600.0 650.0
Copra /mrt 224.8 452.7 230.7 461.5 304.8 350.0 400.0 435.0 460.0 483.0
Groundnut oil $/mt 378.6 858.8 963.7 787.7 713.7 740.0 775.0 800.0 820.0 850.0
Palm oil $/mt 260.1 583.7 289.8 436.0 310.0 270.0 320.0 360.0 400.0 450.0
Soybean meat S/mt 102.6 262.4 200.2 152.2 189.0 215.0 220.0 225.0 235.0 245.0
Soybean oil $/mt 286.3 597.6 447.3 427.3 338.2 335.0 340.0 360.0 410.0 460.0
Soybeans $/mt 116.9 296.2 246.8 201.7 211.83 225.0 230.0 240.0 255.0 270.0

Grains
Maize $/mt 58.4 125.3 109.3 90.2 88.5 108.0 112.0 116.0 125.0 130.0
Rice, Thai, 5% $/mt 126.3 410.7 270.9 248.4 202.4 200.0 215.0 230.0 260.0 300.0
Sorghum S/mt 51.8 128.9 103.9 84.4 88.0 106.0 110.0 114.0 120.0 125.0
Wheat, l.S., HRW $/mt 54.9 172.7 135.5 112.0 114.1 130.0 138.0 145.0 160.0 170.()

Other food
Bananas, U.S., new series $/mt 166.1 377.3 540.9 373.8 424.0 465.2 490.5 507.1 529.1 567.7
Beef, U.S. c/kg 130.4 276.0 256.3 184.3 193.5 199.0 202.8 205.2 209.4 225.()
Oranges S/mt 168.0 400.2 531.1 438.2 363.5 380.0 480.0 500.0 565.0 600.0
Shrimp, Mexican c/kg n.a. 1,152.0 1,069.0 1,461.0 1,513.0 1,520.0 1,530.0 1,540.0 1,550.0 1,590.0
Sugar, world c/kg 8.2 63.16 27.67 13.81 18.04 19.80 19.80 19.80 20.00 24.00

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs, Cameroon 5/cum 43.0 251.7 343.5 269.3 275.4 270.0 275.0 295.0 330.0 385.0
Logs, Malaysia $/cum 43.1 195.5 177.2 187.1 190.0 175.0 192.0 210.0 240.0 290.0
Sawnwood, Malaysia $/cum 175.0 396.0 533.0 600.8 596.5 580.0 590.0 630.0 720.0 900.0

Other raw materials
Cotton c/kg 67.6 206.2 181.9 117.1 130.2 136.7 141.1 145.5 158.7 180.8
Rubber, RSSL, Malaysia c/kg 40.7 142.5 86.5 62.9 69.1 75.0 79.4 80.5 88.2 99.2
Tobacco S/mt 1,076.0 2,276.0 3,392.0 3,041.0 2,984.0 3.000.0 3,100.0 3,150.0 3,250.0 3,300.0

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 54.0 222.2 171.4 177.8 154.2 165.n 175.0 182.0 195.0 205.0
Phosphate rock $/mt 11.0 46.71 40.50 44.0 43.75 43.0 44.0 44.0 44.0 46.0
Potassium chloride 8/mt 32.0 115.7 98.1 121.6 122.5 123.0 124.0 124.0 125.0 127.0
TSP S/mt 43.0 180.3 131.8 154.5 137.7 135.0 142.0 147.0 160.0 170.0
Urea, E. Europe, bagged $/mr 48.0 222.1 130.7 77.8 112.1 120.0 130.0 134.0 140.0 150.0

Metals and minerals
Aluminum 8/mt 556.0 1,456.0 1,639.0 1,361.0 1,549.0 1,600.0 1,650.0 1,700.0 1,800.0 1,900.0
Copper 8/mt 1,416.0 2,182.0 2,661.0 1,573.0 1,813.0 1,925.0 2,000.0 2,100.0 2,200.0 2,200.0
Gold $/toz 36.0 607.9 383.5 278.8 279.0 275.0 275.0 275.0 275.0) 300.0
Iron ore, Carajas c/dmtu 9.84 28.09 32.50 27.59 28.79 29.50 30.25 31.0 32.0 33.0
Lead c/kg 30.3 90.6 81.1 50.3 45.4 49.0 52.0 55.0 60.0 64.0
Nickel $/mt 2,846.0 6,519.0 8,864.0 6,011.0 8,638.0 7,200.0 6,800.0 6,600.0 6,000.11 6,800.0
Silver c/toz 177.0 2,064.0 482.0 525.0 499.9 500.0 510.0 515.0 525.0 550.0
Tin c/kg 367.3 1,677.0 608.5 540.4 543.6 560.0 570.0 575.0 590.0 610.0
Zinc c/kg 29.6 76.1 151.4 107.6 112.8 110.0 112.5 115.0 120.0 125.0

$/mt, dollars per metric ton; $/bbl, dollars per barrel; $/mmbtu, dollars per million British thermal units; c/kg, cents per kilogram; $/cum, dollars per cubic meter;
S/toz, dollars per troy ounce; c/dmtu, cents per dry metric ton unit.
n.a. Not available.
Note: Projections as of January 30, 2001.
Source: World Bank, Development Economics, Development Prospects Group.
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Table A6.3 Commodity prices and price projections in constant 1990 dollars

.Xctuial Pra1cctines

Commodity Unit 19,70 1980 1990 1'999 21)1)1 21101 21112 200)3 200; 20111

Energy
Coal, U.S. S/mnt nia. 59.56 41.6- I21 32.,C 31.4 3/P 312-4 29.T 2S. 85
Crude oil. avg., spot S/ibbi 4.82 5 1.21 2 2.55 17-in1 25sFo 2 .4- 1~1h IS. 12 4.62
Natural gas, Europe S/mimb:u ni.j. 472I 2.55 2.06, 31.4 3,0 ,3 1 2.C, 2.3,4 2.12
Natural gas, U.S. S/mmhbtu 11.68 215 11 2.9 42 4.2; 31 2F 234 23

Non-energy commodities
Agriculture

Beverages
Cocoa c/kg 268.9 3 61.6 1267- I )I9.9 91. 5 937 11167 1 19.2 123).1
Coffee, other miuds c/kg 4,56.8 48 1.4 197. 'F1. - I911.0 1411.8 1 610. 1.36.3 21 3.8, 2/3.9
Coffee, robusta c/kg 340 4511. 115.2 144.1 1)5. 75 .44 )4,[ 1 12.6, [44.2
Tea, auictions (3i average c/k-g 33) 7 2311_ 205.8 1-". Ih 16.4 18.3.1.3.1 [Th m 1.6 166.i 161I.6t

Food
Fats and oils
Coconut oil S/mnt 1,552.4 9 ;S.9 ;ab.>S ThiS .4474 347. 4 llIs) 4fo2. I O1/1 5,1.1I
Copra S/Mt 5 95. 8 625.5 230.- 4467- 1/0 128.n 364,4 3s,, 8 ~ 9"1.3i 3m - .6
Grouindnu Ltl Sn /tnt 1,506.2 I, 1927 9 63l.7 ¾2.4 Th-.0(45 1.1 I 1I1.3 6,9-.9 64.1
Palm oil SOi ,061 117 298 422.1) 3119' 35 2) [., 32)1.2 34,1.5 3,46.2
Stoybean ttteal S/lilt 4087- 364.5 2100.2 14-.3 15791 2111.9 21'l.4 2111.1 I 2(/.(11.0 [3.5
Sovbeans oil S/m t 1,14(1.8 830.0 4473) 41 3,.6 36. 314.6, 3/19.5 3211.2 349.11 339
Soybeans S/Mt 465 .8 411.4 2146.5 19)5.2- 21 11.6 211I.3, 2'/L.6 213 I.5 2 [70. 211sF

Grains
Maize S/Mt 2,327- 14.)0 [/19,3 53 51 [111.4 [112.') 113.2 1(1164 1/Ill,)
Rice. Thai, 5% S/it -503.2 5711.5 27/1.9 214o,1, 2111.2 [ 875 I9, 204.6 221.31 2 3)1.8
Sorghum S/m t 206.4 IP9. 0 [1)3j1 51 8 75 . 991.3 1/il.2 1.11.4 /'/2.1 96,.2
Wheat, U.S., HRWV S/mt 215.7 239.9 [ 35515 .5 Ill' 1131.4 1 22.1 /257i. 129./I 136(,2 I 30.8

Other food
Bananas S/Mt 661.7 524.0 540.9) 361).9 421.6, 436,.5 446,.9 45i1.11 451). 3 436,.5
Beef, U.S. c/kg 5 19.6 38 3.3 256.3 1 5.4 [92.4 186,.9 I 84.5 I 8~2.5 1P8.2 I-,.I
Oranges S/Mt 669.5 -555.58 331.1 424.2 3n,1.4 3 56(.5 4373. 4447- 40/1,0 461.6,
Shrtmp, Mexican c/kg n.a. 1,6010.0 1,1169.0 1,414.') 1,5o14.1) 1,42-/ [94/ l, 7').( ",(.0 [,[19,() 1,223.1
Sugar, world c/kg 32.8 8577 270- 13..4 179q [I 8s.0 is' 171 15.5

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs, Camieroon S/coInI 1 71.3 349.6 343.5 2607- 23'.8 2 53.5 251. 22.4 25/1.9 296(.2
Logs, M,alaysia 5/cum 171.8 2-1.6 177. 18 1.1 [s85.9 164.3 1 >9 [56.8' 2,14.3 22 3.1
Sawnwood, Mlalaysia S/tom 697.2 550.0 5313.0 51].6, 593)). 544.6 53,5 5.j 60.3) 6 [ 2.6 6,92.5i

Other raw materials
Cotton c/kg 269.4 286.4 15 1.9 [1 3.4 1 29.5 [ 28.3 125.6, [29.4 I 33,[1 1,39.1
Rubber, RSSi, Malaysia c/kg 162.2 1 9~.9 56.5 60.5 657. 71.4 -2.3 p1.6 F .)1 7 6.3
Tobacco S/Mt 4,287.0 3,161.0 3,392.11 2,944.' 2,967'1) 2,517)1( 2,824.11 251.1 761 25~3 9.1)

Fertilizers
DAP S/Mt 215.1 .308.6 ['~1. 4 I 2. 1 15 3.3 1 ~4,9 1 394 I6I' .9 [66.01 [57,7
Phosphate rock S/mt 43.8 64,9 40.5 42. 4 3.5 40A 4111 39. 1 7.5 35S.4
Potassiumi chloride S/Mt 1275 10.7 981 17 2. [. 131 [. 0. 77-

TSP S/mt 171.3 250.4 13 1.5 149.5 I136.91 12-16.~8 129.4 13107 1 36.2 1,30.s
Urea. E. Europe, bagged S/Mt 19 1.2 308.5 130.7 703 I111.5 I1 27 1 18.4 1 19.2 1 19.2 [[15.4

Metals aod minerals
Aluminum S/Mt 2,215.0 2,022.0 1,6,39.0 [.317-0 [.54,1.0 1,502.0 1,5113.0 I1,512-.0 1,5 32.0 [.462.0
Copper S/mt 5,640.0 3,031.0 2,661.0 1,522.0 [.803 .0 1,505.11 1,522.') I8. 1,573.') 1,693.t1
Cold S/toz 143.2 844.3 353 .5 269.8 2-74 2558.2 250.6 244.6 234.1 2 30.8
Iron ore c/dmtu 39.2 39.0 32.5 267- 25.6' 27 27.6, 276( 27. 2 5.4
Lead c/kg 120.7 125.5 81.1 457- 45.1 4cn./ 47.4 48,9 51.1 41).2
Nickel S/Mt 13,339.0 9,054.0 5.564.)) 5,519.)) 5,558.0 (,6761.11 ,19 5.t 5,571.0 o5.1 0 5.232,11
Silver c/'toz '05.2 2,866.1 482.0 508.1 4947.0 469.5 4647- 435.0 446.9 423.2
Tin c/kg 1,463.5 2,329.8 608.5 523.1 540.4 525.8 5)19,3 5 11.4 502.2 469.3
Zinc c/kg 117.9 1 057. 15 1.4 104.2 112.2 1 03.3 1 02.5 10(2.3 11I02.1 9b.2

$/mnt, dollars per metric ton; S/bbl, dollars per barrel: S/mimbtu, dollars per mnillion British thermal uniits) c/kg. cents per ki(logram; S/con:. dotllars per cubic mieter:
S/toz, dollars per troy ounce; c/dmtu, cents per dry metric ton unit.
n.a. Not available.
Note: Projections as of January 30. 200 1.
Source: World Bank, Development Economics. Development Prospects Group.
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Table A6.4 Weighted indexes of commodity prices and inflation

Actual Projectionsa

Index 1970 1980 1990 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2005 2010

Current dollars
Petroleum 5.3 161.2 100.0 79.0 123.4 109.3 91.8 87.4 78.7 83.0
Non-energy commoditiesb 43.8 125.5 100.0 88.0 86.9 86.6 91.3 96.4 105.0 115.1

Agriculture 45.8 138.1 100.0 92.8 87.7 86.8 92.5 98.8 109.5 122.6
Beverages 56.9 181.4 100.0 107.7 88.3 76.1 87.2 100.1 118.3 131.1
Food 46.7 139.3 100.0 87.6 84.5 88.6 93.2 97.1 103.4 111.7

Fats and oils 64.4 148.7 100.0 105.0 96.2 97.8 104.9 111.6 120.5 129.6
Grains 46.7 134.3 100.0 86.4 79.5 87.7 92.8 97.7 107.8 117.4
Other food 32.2 134.3 100.0 74.0 77.8 81.6 83.9 84.9 87.1 93.8

Raw materials 36.4 104.6 100.0 88.5 91.5 92.4 95.6 99.9 110.9 130.3
Timber 31.8 79.0 100.0 111.8 111.3 107.5 110.4 118.2 135.1 168.2
Other raw materials 39.6 122.0 100.0 72.7 78.0 82.1 85.6 87.4 94.3 104.4

Fertilizers 30.4 128.9 100.0 114.1 105.8 103.8 108.1 110.5 116.7 123.3
Metals and minerals 40.4 94.2 100.0 73.7 83.0 84.6 86.7 89.2 92.7 96.1

Constant 1990 dollars'
Petroleum 21.1 223.8 100.0 76.5 122.7 102.6 83.6 77.7 67.0 63.9
Non-energy commodities 174.7 174.3 100.0 85.2 86.4 81.3 83.2 85.7 89.3 88.6

Agriculture 182.4 191.8 100.0 89.8 87.2 81.5 84.3 87.8 93.2 94.3
Beverages 226.6 252.0 100.0 104.2 87.8 71.4 79.4 89.1 100.7 100.8
Food 186.0 193.4 100.0 84.8 84.0 83.2 84.9 86.4 88.0 85.9

Fats and oils 256.4 206.5 100.0 101.7 95.6 91.9 95.5 99.2 102.5 99.7
Grains 186.1 186.5 100.0 83.6 79.0 82.3 84.5 86.9 91.7 90.4
Other food 128.4 186.6 100.0 71.6 77.3 76.6 76.5 75.5 74.1 72.2

Raw materials 145.1 145.2 100.0 85.7 91.0 86.7 87.1 88.8 94.4 100.2
Timber 126.6 109.7 100.0 108.2 110.6 100.9 100.6 105.1 115.0 129.4
Other raw materials 157.7 169.4 100.0 70.3 77.6 77.1 77.9 77.7 80.3 80.3

Fertilizers 121.1 179.0 100.0 110.4 105.2 97.5 98.5 98.2 99.3 94.9
Metals and minerals 160.8 130.8 100.0 71.3 82.5 79.4 79.0 79.4 78.9 73.9

Inflation indexes, 19 90=1 00d
MWV index' 25.10 72.00 100.00 103.31 100.58 106.50 109.76 112.44 117.49 129.97
% change per year 11.11 3.34 0.36 -2.64 5.88 3.06 2.44 2.22 2.04

U.S. GDP deflator 33.59 65.93 100.00 121.11 123.58 125.46 128.48 131.43 137.01 151.27
% change per year 6.98 4.25 2.15 2.04 2.40 2.40 2.30 2.10 2.00

a. Commodity price projections as of January 30, 2001.
b. The World Bank primarv commodity price indexes are computed based on 1987-89 export values in U.S. dollars for low- and middle-income economies, rebased to

1990. Weights for the subgroup indexes expressed as ratios to the non-energy index are as follows in percent: agriculture 69.1, fertilizers 2.7, metals and minerals
28.2, beverages 16.9, food 29.4, raw materials 22.8, fats and oils 10.1, grains 6.9, other food 12.4, timber 9.3, and other raw matereals 13.6.

c. Computed from unrounded data and deflated by the MUV index.
d. Inflation indexes for 2001-10 are projections as of January 8, 2001. MUV for 2000 is an estimate. Growth rates for years 1980, 1990, 1999, 2005, and 2010 refer

to compound annual rate of change between adjacent endpoint years; all others are annual growth rates from the previous year.
e. Unit value index in U.S. dollar terms of manufactures exported from the G-5 countries (France, Germansy Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States)

weighted proportionally to the countries' exports to the developing countries.
Source: World Bank, Development Prospects Group. Historical U.S. GDP deflator: U.S. Department of Commerce. January 30, 2001.
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Methodology

T he World Bank is the sole repository for statistics on to net flows (disbursements less principal repayments); sim-
the external debt of developing countries on a loan- ilarly, changes in debt outstanding including undisbursed
by-loan basis. The Debtor Reporting System (DRS), debt differ from commitments less repayments. Discrep-

set up in 1951 to monitor these statistics, is maintained by ancies are particularly significant when exchange rates have
the staff of the Financial Data Team (FIN), part of the Devel- moved sharply during the year; cancellations and resched-
opment Data Group of Development Economics. ulings of other liabilities into long-term public debt also

contribute to the differences.

Public and publicly guaranteed debt
Methodology for aggregating data All data related to public and publicly guaranteed debt areU sing the DRS data, in combination with information from debtors except for lending by some multilateral agen-
U obtained from creditors through the debt data collec- cies, in which case data are taken from the creditors' records.
tion systems of other agencies such as the Bank for Inter- These creditors include the African Development Bank, the
national Settlements (BIS) and the Organisation for Economic Asian Development Bank, the Central Bank for Economic Inte-
Co-operation and Development (OECD), the staff of the gration, the IMF, the Inter-American Development Bank,
Financial Data Team estimate the total external indebted- and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
ness of developing countries. The data are also supple- opment (IBRD) and the International Development Associ-
mented by estimates made by country economists of the ation (IDA). (The IBRD and IDA are components of the
World Bank and desk officers of the International Monetary World Bank.)
Fund (IMF). Starting with the 1988-89 edition of World Debt Tables

(as this book was previously titled), all data pertaining to
Converting to a common currency World Bank loans from 1985 onward are recorded at their
Since debt data are normally reported to the World Bank current market value. Starting with the 1991-92 edition, all
in the currency of repayment, they have to be converted data pertaining to Asian Development Bank loans from
into a common currency (usually U.S. dollars) to pro- 1989 onward are recorded at their current market value.
duce summary tables. Stock figures (such as the amount Starting with the 1998 edition, all data pertaining to African
of debt outstanding) are converted using end-period Development Bank and African Development Fund loans
exchange rates, as published in the IMF's International from 1997 onward are recorded at their current market
Financial Statistics (line ae). Flow figures are converted at value as well.
annual average exchange rates (line rf). Projected debt ser-
vice is converted using end-period exchange rates. Debt Private nonguaranteed debt
repayable in multiple currencies, goods, or services and debt The DRS was expanded in 1970 to incorporate private
with a provision for maintenance of value of the currency nonguaranteed long-term debt. Reports, submitted annu-
of repayment are shown at book value. Because flow data ally, contain aggregate data for disbursed and outstanding
are converted at annual average exchange rates and stock debt, disbursements, principal repayments, interest pay-
data at year-end exchange rates, year-to-year changes in ments, principal and interest rescheduled for the reporting year,
debt outstanding and disbursed are sometimes not equal and projected payments of principal and interest. Data are
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usually presented in dollars and currency conversion Short-term debt
is not necessary. A few reporting countries choose The World Bank regards the individual reporting
to provide data on their private nonguaranteed debt country as the authoritative source of informa-
in the loan-by-loan format used for reporting pub- tion on its own external liabilities. But for short-
lic and publicly guaranteed debt. In those cases the term debt, defined as debt with an original
currency conversion and projection methodology maturity of one vear or less, accurate information
just described is used. is not widely availahle from debtors. By its nature,

Although the reporting countries fully recognize short-term debt is difficult to monitor; loan-by-
the importance of collecting data on private nonguar- loan registration is normally impractical, and
anteed debt when it constitutes a significant portion most reporting arrangements involve periodic
of total external debt, detailed data are available only returns to a country's central bank from its bank-
in countries that have registration requirements cov- ing sector. Since 1982 the quality of such report-
ering private debt, most commonly in connection ing has improved, but only a few developing
with exchange controls. Where formal registration countries have figures available for short-term
of foreign borrowing is not mandatory, compilers debt.
must relv on balance of payments data and finan- Where information from debtors is not avail-
cial surveys. able, data from creditors can indicate the magnitude

This edition includes data on private nonguar- of a country's short-term debt. The most important
anteed debt, either as reported or as estimated, for source is the BIS's semiannual series showing the
76 countries for which this type of debt is known to maturity distribution of commercial banks' claims
he significant. on developing countries. Those data are reported

For private nonguaranteed debt that is not residually. However, an estimate of short-term lia-
reported, the standard estimation approach starts bilities by original maturity can be calculated by
from a calculation of the stock of debt outstanding, deducting from claims due in one year those that had
using data available from creditors. Figures on guar- a maturity of between one and two years 12 months
anteed export credits, obtained from the OECD's earlier.
Creditor Reporting System (CRS), are supplemented There are several problems with this method.
bv loan-by-loan information on official lending to Valuation adjustments caused by exchange rate
private borrowers and by information on nonin- movements will affect the calculations, as will pre-
sured commercial bank lending to the private sec- payment and refinancing of long-term maturities
tor. falling due. NMoreover, not all countries' commer-

Disbursements and debt service payments for cial banks report in a way that allows the full matu-
private nonguaranteed debt are more difficult to ritv distribution to be determined, and the BIS data
estimate. Amortization is estimated by making an include liabilities only to banks within the report-
assumption regarding the proportion of debt repaid ing area. Nevertheless, combining these estimates
each year and then applying these ratios to gener- with data on officially guaranteed short-term sup-
ate a first approximation of annual principal repay- pliers' credits compiled by the OECD gives what may
ments. Disbursements are then estimated as a be thought of as a lower-bound estimate of a coun-
rcsidual between net flows (equal to the change in try's short-term debt. Even on this basis, however,
the stock of debt) and estimated amortization. the results need to be interpreted with caution.
Interest payments are estimated by applying an Where short-term debt has been rescheduled, the
assumed average interest rate to the stock of debt effect of lags in reporting and differences in the
outstanding. treatment of the rescheduled debt by debtors and

Data on the balance of payments flows pro- creditors may result in double counting if short-term
vide useful guidelines in the process of building a debt derived from creditor sources is added to long-
time series because private nonguaranteed debt term debt reported by the country to obtain total
can be treated as a residual between total net long- external liabilities.
term borrowing and net long-term borrowing Some of the short-term debt estimates pub-
recorded in the DRS for public and publicly guar- lished are drawn from debtor and creditor sources,
anteed debt. but most are from creditor sources. Only for a few
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countries can the data be regarded as authoritative, evident in the main body of the debt data-only
but they offer a guide to the size of a country's the resulting effect of these transactions is
short-term (and, hence, its total) external debt. The reflected.
quality of these data is likely to improve. Changes in creditor and debtor status that can

result from debt restructuring are also reflected.
Use of IMF credit For example, when insured commercial credits are
Data related to the operations of the IMF come rescheduled, the creditor classification shifts from
from the IMF Treasurer's Department and are con- private sources to official sources (bilateral). This
verted from special drawing rights (SDRs) into reflects the assumption of the assets by the official
dollars using end-of-period exchange rates for credit insurance agencies of the creditor countries.
stocks and average over the period exchange The debts to the original creditors are reduced by
rates for converting flows, as described earlier. the amounts rescheduled, and a new obligation to
IMF trust fund loans and operations under the the official creditor agencies is created. This shift also
structural adjustment and enhanced structural applies to private nonguaranteed debt that is reduced
adjustment facilities are presented together with by the amounts rescheduled, which in turn are
all of the Fund's special facilities (the buffer stock, included in the public and publicly guaranteed debt
compensatory financing, extended fund, and oil owed to official creditors. On the debtor side, when
facilities). a government accepts responsibility for the pay-

ment of rescheduled debt previously owed by pri-
Treatment of arrears vate enterprises, the DRS registers a change in
The DRS collects information on arrears in both debtor categories in the DRS. Similarly, when short-
principal and interest. Principal in arrears is included term debt is included in a restructuring agreement,
and identified in the amount of long-term debt the rescheduled amount is shifted from short-term
outstanding. Interest in arrears of long-term debt to long-term debt.
and the use of IMF credit is included and identi-
fied in the amount of short-term debt outstanding.
If and when interest in arrears is capitalized under
a debt reorganization agreement, the amount of Methodology for projecting data
interest capitalized will be added to the amount of y\n important feature of the WBXD and the RXD
long-term debt outstanding and the corresponding Isystem of the DRS is its ability to project future
deduction made from the amount of short-term debt disbursements of unutilized commitments and future
outstanding. debt service payments.

Treatment of debt restructurings Undisbursed debt
The DRS attempts to capture accurately the effects Projections of disbursements help underpin future
of the different kinds of restructurings on both debt capital requirements in the implementation of exter-
stocks and debt flows, consistent with the circum- nally financed projects. In addition, they help deter-
stances under which the restructuring takes place. mine the interest portion of projected debt service.
Whether a flow has taken place is sometimes diffi- Future interest payments are based on projected
cult to determine. debt outstanding that is itself determined by pro-

In compiling and presenting the debt data, a dis- jected disbursements and repayments. The under-
tinction is made between cash flows and imputed lying assumptions of these projections are that loan
flows. Based on this criterion, rescheduled service pay- commitments will be fully utilized and that the
ments and the shift in liabilities from one financial debtor country will repay all sums due. Future dis-
instrument to another as a result of rescheduling are bursements and debt service refer only to existing
considered to be imputed flows. debt and do not reflect any assumptions on future

The imputed flows are recorded separately in borrowing.
the Revised External Debt (RXD) system and the Disbursement projections use two methods:
new World Bank External Debt System (WBXD), * Specific scheduiles. Debtor countries are
but these debt restructuring transactions are not requested to submit a calendar of future disburse-
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ments, if available, at the time individual loans are Future debt service payments
first reported. Country authorities are in a better posi- Most projections of future debt service payments
tion to provide estimated disbursement schedules generated by the RXD and WBXD system are
when there is a solid public sector investment pro- based on the repayment terms of the loans. Prin-
gram in place. cipal repayments (amortization) are based on the
* Standard schedules. In the absence of specific amount of loan commitments, and the amortiza-
schedules, the RXD and WBXD system projects dis- tion profile of most loans follows a set pattern.
bursements by applying a set of profiles to the last Using the first and final payment dates and the
actual undisbursed balance of individual loans. The frequency of the payments, the system calculates the
profiles are derived under the assumption that specific stream of principal payments due. If future pay-
sources of funds have some common characteristics ments are irregular, the RXD and WBXD system
that cause them to disburse, in the aggregate, in some requires a schedule.
observable pattern. Accordingly, some thirty profiles Projected future interest payments are calcu-
have been derived that roughly correspond to credi- lated similarly. Interest is based on the amount of debt
tor type. Profiles exist for concessional and noncon- disbursed and outstanding at the beginning of the
cessional loans from official creditors. For bilateral period. Again, using the first and final interest pay-
lending, profiles have been developed for the Devel- ment dates and the frequency of payments, the sys-
opment Assistance Committee, the Organization of tem calculates the stream of interest payments due.
Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC), and other If interest payments are irregular, the RXD and
creditor groupings. For multilateral lending, specific WBXD system requires a schedule.
profiles are available for major international organi- The published figures for projected debt service
zations. An estimating equation for each profile is obligations are converted into U.S. dollars using the
derived by applying regression analysis techniques end-December 1999 exchange rates. Likewise the
to a body of data that contains actual disbursement projection routine for variable interest rate debt,
information for more than 100,000 loans. Although such as commercial bank debt based on the London
these standard profiles are reestimated from time to interbank offer rate (LIBOR), assumes that the rate
time, under the best scenario they can only approxi- prevailing at the end of December 1999 will be
mate the disbursement pattern of anv single loan. effective throughout.
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Sources and definitions

T his edition of Global Development Finance presents Net flows on debt are disbursements on long-term debt
reported or estimated data on the total external debt and IMF purchases minus principal repayments on long-
of all low- and middle-income countries. term debt and IMF repurchases up to 1984. Beginning in 1985

this line includes the change in stock of short-term debt
(including interest arrears for long-term debt). Thus if the

Format change in stock is positive, a disbursement is assumed to have
T he Country Tables volume of Global Development Finance taken place; if negative, a repayment is assumed to have
T has been expanded to include summary tables along with taken place.

the standard country tables for the 137 individual countries Total debt service (TDS) shows the debt service payments
that report to the World Bank's Debtor Reporting System on total long-term debt (public and publicly guaranteed and
(DRS). Summary tables present selected debt and resource flow private nonguaranteed), use of IMF credit, and interest on
statistics for the individual reporting countries and external short-term debt.
debt data for regional and income groups. Regional and SECTION 2 provides data series for aggregate net resource
income group totals in the summary tables include estimates flows and net transfers (long term).
for the 13 low- and middle-income countries that do not Net resource flows (long term) are the sum of net resource
report to the DRS. Because these estimates are not shown sep- flows on long-term debt (excluding IMF credit) plus net for-
arately in the tables, most group totals are larger than the sum eign direct investment, portfolio equity flows, and official
of the DRS figures shown. The format of the regional and grants (excluding technical cooperation). Grants for techni-
income group tables draws on the individual country table for- cal cooperation are shown as a memorandum item. Also
mat and includes graphic presentations. shown as memorandum items are official net resource flows

For the 137 individual countries that report to the World and private net resource flows. Official net resource flows are
Bank's DRS, tables are presented in a four-page layout con- the sum of net flows on long-term debt to official creditors
taining 10 sections. (excluding the IMF) plus official grants (excluding technical

SECTION 1 summarizes the external debt of the country. cooperation). Private net resource flows are the sum of net
Total external debt stocks (EDT) consist of public and pub- flows on debt to private creditors plus net foreign direct

licly guaranteed long-term debt, private nonguaranteed long-term investment and portfolio equity flows. Official net transfers
debt (whether reported or estimated by the staff of the World and private net transfers are shown as memorandum items
Bank), the use of IMF credit, and estimated short-term debt. Inter- as well.
est in arrears on long-term debt and the use of IMF credit are Net transfers (long term) are equal to net long-term
added to the short-term debt estimates and are shown as sepa- resource flows minus interest pavments on long-term loans
rate lines. Arrears of principal and of interest have been disag- and foreign direct investment profits.
gregated to show the arrears owed to official creditors and the SECTION 3 provides data series for major economic aggre-
arrears owed to private creditors. Export credits and principal gates. The gross national product (GNP) series uses yearly
in arrears on long-term debt are shown as memorandum items. average exchange rates in converting GNP from local currency

Total debt flows are consolidated data on disbursements, into U.S. dollars. The economic aggregates are prepared for
principal repayments, and interest payments for total long- the convenience of users; the usual caution should be exer-
term debt and transactions with the IME. cised in using them for economic analysis.
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SECTIoN 4 provides debt indicators: ratios of debt Sources
and debt service to some of the economic aggregates. The principal sources of information for the tables

SECTION 5 provides detailed information on T in these two volumes are reports to the World
stocks and flows of long-term debt and its various Bank through the DRS from member countries that
components. Data on bonds issued by private enti- have received either IBRD loans or IDA credits.
ties without public guarantee, compiled for major Additional information has been drawni from the files
borrowers, are included in private nonguaranteed of the World Bank and the IME
debt. IBRD loans and IDA credits are shown as Reporting countries submit detailed (loan-by-
memorandum items. loan) reports through the DRS on the annual status,

SECTION 6 provides information on the cur- transactions, and terms of the long-term external debt
rency composition of long-term debt. The six major of public agencies and that of private ones guaran-
currencies in which the external debt of low- and mid- teed by a public agency in the debtor country. This
dle-income countries is contracted are separately information forms the basis for the tables in these
identified, as is debt denominated in special draw- volumes.
ing rights and debt repayablc in multiplc currencies. Aggregate data on private dcbt without public

SECTION 7 provides information on restruc- guarantee are compiled and published as reliable
turings of long-term debt starting in 1985. It shows reported and estimated information becomes avail-
both the stock and flows rescheduled each year. In able. This edition includes data on private nonguar-
addition, the amount of debt forgiven (interest for- anteed debt, either as reported or as estimated, for
given is shown as a memorandum item) and the 76 countries.
amount of debt stock reduction (including debt The short-term debt data are as reported hy the
buyback) are also shown separately. (See the debtor countries or are estimates derived from
Methodology section for a detailed explanation of creditor sources. The principal creditor sources
restructuring data.) are the semiannual series of commercial banks'

SECTION 8 reconciles the stock and flow data claims on developing countries, published by the
on total external debt for each year, beginning with Bank for International Settlements (BIS), and data
1989. This section is designed to illustrate the on officially guaranteed suppliers' credits compiled
changes in stock that have taken place due to five by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
factors: the net flow on debt, the net change in Development (OECD). For some countries, esti-
interest arrears, the capitalization of interest, the mates were prepared by pooling creditor and debtor
reduction in debt resulting from debt forgiveness or information.
other debt reduction mechanisms, and the cross-cur- Interest in arrears on lonig-term debt and the
rencv valuation effects. The residual difference-the use of IMF credit are added to the short-term debt
change in stock not explained by any of the factors estimates and shown as separate lines in scction 1.
identified above-is also presented. The residual is Arrears of interest and of principal owed to offi-
calculated as the sum of identified accounts minus cial and to private creditors are identified
the change in stock. Where the residual is large it separately.
can, in some cases, serve as an illustration of the Export credits are showvn as a memorandum item
inconsistencies in the reported data. More often, in section 1. They include official export credits, and
however, it can be explained by specific borrowing suppliers' credits and bank credits officially guar-
phenomena in individual countries. These are anteed or insured by an export credit agency. Both
explained in the Country Notes section. long-term and short-term export credits are included.

SECTION 9 provides information on the aver- The source for this information is the Creditor
age terms of new commitments on public and Reporting System (CRS) of the OECD.
publicly guaranteed debt and information on the Data on long-term debt reported by member
level of commitments from official and private countries are checked against, and supplemented by,
sources. data from several other sources. Among these are the

SECTION 10 provides anticipated disbursements statements and reports of several regional development
and contractual obligations on long-term debt con- banks and government lending agencies, as well as the
tracted up to December 1999. reports received by the World Bank under the CRS from
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the members of the Development Assistance Committee Principal in arrears on long-term debt is defined
(DAC) of the OECD. as principal repayment due but not paid, on a cumu-

Every effort has been made to ensure the accu- lative basis.
racy and completeness of the debt statistics. Never- The memorandum item export credits includes
theless, quality and coverage vary among debtors and official export credits, suppliers' credits, the official
may also vary for the same debtor from year to non-ODA lending, and bank credits officially guar-
year. Coverage has been improved through the efforts anteed or insured by an export credit agency. Both
of the reporting agencies and the work of World Bank long-term and short-term credits are included here.
missions, which visit member countries to gather data Use of IMF credit denotes repurchase obligations
and to provide technical assistance on debt issues. to the IMF with respect to all uses of IMF resources

(excluding those resulting from drawings in the
reserve tranche) shown for the end of the year spec-

Definitions ified. Use of IMF credit comprises purchases out-For all regional, income, and individual country standing under the credit tranches, including enlarged
Ftables, data definitions are presented below or access resources and all special facilities (the buffer
footnoted where appropriate. Data definitions for stock, compensatory financing, extended fund, and
other summary tables are, likewise, consistent with oil facilities), trust fund loans, and operations under
those below. the structural adjustment and enhanced structural

adjustment facilities. Data are from the Treasurer's
Summary debt data Department of the IME.
TOTAL DEBT STOCKS are defined as the sum of pub- * IMF purchases are total drawings on the gen-
lic and publicly guaranteed long-term debt, private eral resources account of the IMF during the year
nonguaranteed long-term debt, the use of IMF specified, excluding drawings in the reserve
credit, and short-term debt. The relation between tranche.
total debt stock and its components is illustrated on * IMF repurchases are total repayments of out-
page xx. standing drawings from the general resources account

Long-term external debt is defined as debt that during the year specified, excluding repayments due
has an original or extended maturity of more than in the reserve tranche.
one year and that is owed to nonresidents and To maintain comparability between data on
repayable in foreign currency, goods, or services. transactions with the IMF and data on long-term
Long-term debt has three components: debt, use of IMF credit outstanding at year end
* Public debt, which is an external obligation of (stock) is converted to dollars at the SDR exchange
a public debtor, including the national government, rate in effect at the end of the year. Purchases and
a political subdivision (or an agency of either), and repurchases (flows) are converted at the average
autonomous public bodies SDR exchange rate for the year in which transactions
* Publicly guaranteed debt, which is an external take place.
obligation of a private debtor that is guaranteed for Net purchases will usually not reconcile changes
repayment by a public entity in the use of IMF credit from year to year. Valuation
* Private nonguaranteed external debt, which is effects from the use of different exchange rates fre-
an external obligation of a private debtor that is not quently explain much of the difference, but not all.
guaranteed for repayment by a public entity. Other factors are increases in quotas (which expand

In the tables, public and publicly guaranteed a country's reserve tranche and can thereby lower the
long-term debt are aggregated. use of IMF credit as defined here), approved pur-

Short-term external debt is defined as debt that chases of a country's currency by another member
has an original maturity of one year or less. Avail- country drawing on the general resources account,
able data permit no distinction between public and and various administrative uses of a country's cur-
private nonguaranteed short-term debt. rency by the IMF.

Interest in arrears on long-term debt is defined TOTAL DEBT FLOWS include disbursements, prin-
as interest payment due but not paid, on a cumula- cipal repayments, net flows and transfers on debt,
tive basis. and interest payments.
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Disbursements are drawings on loan commit- The memo item technical cooperation grants
ments during the year specified. includes free-standing technical cooperation grants,

Principal repayments are the amounts of prin- which are intended to finance the transfer of tech-
cipal (amortization) paid in foreign currency, goods, nical and managerial skills or of technology for the
or services in the year specified. purpose of building up general national capacity

Net flows on debts (or net lending or net dis- without reference to any specific investment projects;
bursements) are disbursements minus principal repay- and investment-related technical cooperation grants,
ments. which are provided to strengthen the capacity to exe-

Interest payments are the amounts of interest cute specific investment projects.
paid in foreign currency, goods, or services in the year Profit remittances on foreign direct investment
specified. are the sum of reinvested earnings on direct invest-

Net transfers on debt are net flows minus inter- ment and other direct investment income and are part
est payments (or disbursements minus total debt of net transfers.
service payments).

The concepts of net flows on debt, net transfers Major economic aggregates
on debt, and aggregate net flows and net transfers Five economic aggregates are provided for the report-
are illustrated on pages xxi and xxii. ing economies.

Total debt service paid (TDS) is debt service pay- Gross national product (GNP) is the measure
ments on total long-term debt (public and publicly of the total domestic and foreign output claimed by
guaranteed and private nonguaranteed), use of IMF residents of an economy, less the domestic output
credit, and interest on short-term debt. claimed by nonresidents. GNP does not include

deductions for depreciation. Data on GNP are from
Aggregate net resource flows and transfers the Macroeconomic Data Team of the Development
NET RESOURCE FLOWS (LONG-TERM) are the sum of net Economics Development Data Group of the World
resource flows on long-term debt (excluding IMF) Bank.
plus non-debt-creating flows. Exports of goods and services (XGS) are the total

NON-DEBT-CREATING FLOWS are net foreign value of goods and services exported as well as
direct investment, portfolio equity flows, and offi- income and worker remittances received.
cial grants (excluding technical cooperation). Net Imports of goods and services (MGS) are the
foreign direct investment and portfolio equity flows total value of goods and services imported and
are treated as private source flows. Grants for tech- income paid.
nical cooperation are shown as a memorandum International reserves (RES) are the sum of a
item. country's monetary authority's holdings of spe-

Foreign direct investment (FDI) is defined as cial drawing rights (SDRs), its reserve position in
investment that is made to acquire a lasting man- the IMF, its holdings of foreign exchange, and its
agement interest (usually 10 percent of voting stock) holdings of gold (valued at year-end London
in an enterprise operating in a country other than that prices).
of the investor (defined according to residency), the Current accozunt balance is the sum of the cred-
investor's purpose being an effective voice in the its less the debits arising from international trans-
management of the enterprise. It is the sum of equity actions in goods, services, income, and current
capital, reinvestment of earnings, other long-term cap- transfers. It represents the transactions that add to
ital, and short-term capital as shown in the balance or subtract from an economy's stock of foreign
of payments. financial items.

Portfolio equity flows are the sum of country Data on exports and imports (on a balance of
funds, depository receipts (American or global), and payments basis), international reserves, and cur-
direct purchases of shares by foreign investors. rent account balances are drawn mainly from the

Grants are defined as legally binding commit- files of the IMF, complemented by World Bank staff
ments that obligate a specific value of funds avail- estimates. Balance of payments data are presented
able for disbursement for which there is no repayment according to the fifth edition of the IMF's Balance
requirement. of Payments Manual, which made several adjust-
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ments to its presentation of trade statistics. Cover- Multilateral/EDT is multilateral debt to total
age of goods was expanded to include in imports external debt.
the value of goods received for processing and repair
(on a gross basis). Their subsequent re-export is Long-tern debt
recorded in exports (also on a gross basis). This Data on long-term debt include eight main elements:
approach will cause a country's imports and exports DEBT OUTSTANDING AND DISBURSED is the total
to increase without affecting the balance of goods. outstanding debt at year end.
In addition, all capital transfers, which were included DISBURSEMENTS are drawings on loan commit-
with current transfers in the fourth edition of the ments by the borrower during the year.
Balance of Payments Manual, are now shown in a PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS are amounts paid by the
separate capital (as opposed to financial) account, borrower during the year.
and so do not contribute to the current account bal- NET FLOWS received by the borrower during the
ance. year are disbursements minus principal repayments.

INTEREST PAYMENTS are amounts paid by the
Debt indicators borrower during the year.
The macroeconomic aggregates and debt data pro- NET TRANSFERs are net flows minus interest pay-
vided in the tables are used to generate ratios that ana- ments during the year; negative transfers show net
lysts use to assess the external situations of developing transfers made by the borrower to the creditor dur-
countries. Different analysts give different weights to ing the vear.
these indicators, but no single indicator or set of DEBT SERVICE (LTDS) is the sum of principal
indicators can substitute for a thorough analysis of repayments and interest payments actually made.
the overall situation of an economy. The advantage UNDISBURSED DEBT is total debt undrawn at year
of the indicators in Global Development Finance is end; data for private nonguaranteed debt are not
that they are calculated from standardized data series available.
that are compiled on a consistent basis by the World Data from individual reporters are aggregated
Bank and the IME. The ratios offer various mea- by tvpe of creditor. Official creditors includes mul-
sures of the cost of, or capacity for, servicing debt in tilateral and bilateral debt.
terms of the foreign exchange or output forgone. * Loans from nmuiltilateral organizations are loans
The following ratios are provided based on total and credits from the World Bank, regional develop-
external debt: ment banks, and other multilateral and intergovern-

EDT/XGS is total external debt to exports of mental agencies. Excluded are loans from funds
goods and services (including workers' remittances). administered by an international organization on

EDT/GNP is total external debt to gross national behalf of a single donor government; these are clas-
product. sified as loans from governments.

TDS/XGS, also called the debt service ratio, is * Bilateral loans are loans from governments and
total debt service to exports of goods and services their agencies (including central banks), loans from
(including workers' remittances). autonomous bodies, and direct loans from official

INT/XGS, also called the interest service ratio, export credit agencies.
is total interest payments to exports of goods and ser- Private creditors include bonds, commercial
vices (including workers' remittances), banks, and other private creditors. Commercial

INT/GNP is total interest payments to gross banks and other private creditors comprise bank
national product. and trade-related lending.

RES/ED T is international reserves to total exter- * Bonds include publicly issued or privately placed
nal debt. bonds.

RES/MGS is international reserves to imports * Commn1ercial banks are loans from private banks
of goods and services. and other private financial institutions.

Short-tern/EDT is short-term debt to total * Other private includes credits from manufac-
external debt. turers, exporters, and other suppliers of goods, and

Concessional/EDTis concessional debt to total bank credits covered by a guarantee of an export
external debt. credit agency.
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Four characteristics of a country's debt are given Debt forgiven is the amount of principal due or
as memorandum items for long-term debt out- in arrears that was written off or forgiven in any given
standing and disbursed (LDOD). year.

Concessional LDOD conveys information Interest forgiven is the amount of interest due
about the borrower's receipt of aid from official or in arrears that was written off or forgiven in any
lenders at concessional terms as defined by the given year.
DAC, that is, loans with an original grant element Debt stock reduction is the amount that has been
of 25 percent or more. Loans from major regional netted out of the stock of debt using debt conversion
development banks-African Development Bank, schemes such as buybacks and equity swaps or the
Asian Development Bank, and the Inter-American discounted value of long-term bonds that were issued
Development Bank-and from the World Bank are in exchange for outstanding debt.
classified as concessional according to each insti-
tution's classification and not according to the Debt stock-flow reconciliation
DAC definition, as was the practice in earlier Stock and flow data on total external debt are rec-
reports. onciled for each year, beginning with 1989. The

Variable interest rate LDOD is long-term debt data show the changes in stock that have taken
with interest rates that float with movements in a key place due to the net flow on debt, the net change in
market rate such as the London interbank offer rate interest arrears, the capitalization of interest, the
(LIBOR) or the U.S. prime rate. This item conveys reduction in debt resulting from debt forgiveness or
information about the borrower's exposure to other debt reduction mechanisms, and the cross-
changes in international interest rates. currencv valuation effects. The residual difference-

Puiblic sector LDOD and private sector LDOD the change in stock not explained by any of these
convey information about the distribution of long- factors-is also presented, calculated as the sum of
term debt for DRS countries by type of debtor (cen- identified accounts minus the change in stock.
tral government, state and local government, central
bank; private bank, private debt). Average terms of new commitments

The average terms of borrowing on public and pub-
Currency composition of long-term debt licly guaranteed debt are given for all new loans con-
The six major currencies in which the external debt tracted during the year and separately for loans from
of low- and middle-income countries is contracted official and private creditors. To obtain averages, the
are separately identified, as is debt denominated in interest rates, maturities, and grace periods in each cat-
special drawing rights and debt repayable in multi- egory have been weighted by the amounts of the loans.
ple currencies. The grant equivalent of a loan is its commitment (pre-

sent) value, less the discounted present value of its con-
Debt restructurings tractual debt service; conventionally, future service
Debt restructurings include restructurings in the con- payments are discounted at 10 percent. The grant ele-
text of the Paris Club, commercial banks, debt- ment of a loan is the grant equivalent expressed as a
equity swaps, buybacks, and bond exchanges. Debt percentage of the amount committed. It is used as a
restructuring data capture the noncash or inferred measure of the overall cost of borrowing. Loans with
flows associated with rescheduling and restruc- an original grant element of 25 percent or more are
turing. These are presented to complement the defined as concessional. The average grant element has
cash-basis transactions recorded in the main body been weighted by the amounts of the loans.
of the data. Commitments cover the total amount of loans

Debt stock rescbeduiled is the amount of debt for which contracts were signed in the year speci-
outstanding rescheduled in any given year. fied; data for private nonguaranteed debt are not

Principail rescbeduled is the amount of princi- available.
pal due or in arrears that was rescheduled in any given
year. Projections on existing pipeline

Initerest rescbediiled is the amount of interest due Projected debt service payments are estimates of
or in arrears that was rescheduled in any given year. payments due on existing debt outstanding, includ-
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ing undisbursed. They do not include service pay- bursed at the end of a given year (a stock) is converted
ments that may become due as a result of new loans at the rate in effect at the end of that year. Projected
contracted in subsequent years. Nor do they allow debt service, however, is converted to U.S. dollars at
for effects on service payments of changes in repay- rates in effect at end-December 1999. Debt repayable
ment patterns owing to prepayment of loans or to in multiple currencies, goods, or services and debt
rescheduling or refinancing, including repayment with a provision for maintenance of value of the cur-
of outstanding arrears, that occurred after the last rency of repayment are shown at book value.
year of reported data.

Projected disbursements are estimates of draw- Adjustments
ings of unutilized balances. The projections do Year-to-year changes in debt outstanding and
not take into account future borrowing by the disbursed are sometimes not equal to net flows;
debtor country. See Methodology section for a similarly, changes in debt outstanding, including
detailed explanation of how undisbursed balances undisbursed, differ from commitments less repay-
are projected. ments. The reasons for these differences are cancel-

lations, adjustments caused by the use of different
Exchange rates exchange rates, and the rescheduling of other lia-
Data received by the World Bank from its members bilities into long-term public debt.
are expressed in the currencies in which the debts are
repayable or in which the transactions took place. Symbols
For aggregation, the Bank converts these amounts The following symbols have been used throughout:
to U.S. dollars using the IMF par values or central * 0.0 indicates that a datum exists, but is negli-
rates, or the current market rates where appropri- gible, or is a true zero.
ate. Service payments, commitments, and disburse- * .. indicates that a datum is not available.
ments (flows) are converted to U.S. dollars at the * Dollars are current U.S. dollars unless otherwise
average rate for the year. Debt outstanding and dis- specified.
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Country groups

Regional groups

East Asia and the Pacific Romania (P) Venezuela, R.B. de IP) Cameroon (P)
Russian Federationb (E) Antigoia and Barbluda Cape Verde (E)

Cambodia (A) Slovak Republic (A) Cuba Central African Republic (A)
China (E) Taiikistan (A) Surinamne Chad (E)
Fiji (A) Turkey (A) Comoros (E)
Indonesia (P) Turkmenistan (E) Middle East and North Africa Congo. Dem. Rep. (A)
Korea, Rep. (A) Ukraine (A) Congo, Rep. (F)
Lao PDR (E) Uzbekistan (A) Algeria (A) Cote d'lvoire (E)
Malaysia (P) Yugoslavia, FR (Serbia and Djihouti (E) Equatorial Guinea (E)
Mongolia (E) Montenegro)' (E) Egypt, Arab Rep. (A) Eritrea (A)
Myanmar (A) Gibraltar Iran, Islamic Rep. (P) Ethiopia (A)
Papua New Guinea (A) Jordan (A) Gabon (E)
Philippines (A) Latin Anerica and the Caribbean Lebanon (E) Gambia, The (A)
Samoa (E) Morocco (A) Ghana (A)
Solomon Islands (E) Argentina (A) Oman (E) Guinea (E)
Thailand (P) Barbados (E) Syrian Arab Republic (E) Guinea-Bissau (E)
Tonga (E) Belize (A) Tunisia (A) Kenya (A)
Vanuatu (E) Bolivia (A) Yemen, Rep. (E) Lesotho (A)
Vietnam (E) Brazil (P) Bahrain Liberia (E)
Kiribati Chile (A) Iraq Madagascar (E)
Korea, Dem. Rep. Colombia (A) Libya Malawi (E)

Costa Rica (A) Malta Mali (A)
Euirope and Central Asia Dominica (A) Saudi Arabia Mauritania (A)

Dominican Republic (A) Mauritius (A)
Albania (A) Ecuador (E) Sou th Asia Mozambique (A)
Armenia (A) El Salvador (A) Niger (E)
Azerbaijan (A) Grenada (A) Bangladesh (P) Nigeria (E)
Belarus (A) Guatemala (A) Bhutan (A) Rwanda (E)
Bosnia and Hcrzegovinaa (P) Guyana (A) India (E) Sao Tome and Principe (A)
Bulgaria (P) Haiti (P) Maldives (A) Senegal (P)
Croatia (A) Honduras (A) Nepal (A) Seychelles (E)
Czech Republic (P) Jamaica (A) Pakistan (P) Sierra Leone (A)
Estonia (A) Mexico (A) Sri Lanka (A) Somalia (E)
Georgia (A) Nicaragua (A) Afgbhanistan South Africa (E)
Hungary (A) Panama (A) Sudan (E)
Kazakhstan (A) Paraguay (A) Si b-Sharcin Africa Swvaziland (E)
Kyrgyz Republic (A) Peru (A) Tanzania (A)
Latvia (A) St. Kitts and Nevis (A) Angola (A) Togo (E)
Lithuania (A) St. Lucia (E) Benin (A) Uganda (A)
Macedonia, FYR (A) St.Vincent and the Grenadines (A) Botswana (A) Zambia (A)
Moldova (A) Trinidad and Tobago (Pj Burkina Faso (A) Zimbabwe (A)
Poland (A) Uruguay (A) Burundi (A) Namnibia

Note: Countries printed in normal type are reporters to the Debtor Reporting System (DRS): those printed in italics de) not report to the DRS but are included in
aggregate tables. Letters in parenthesis indicate DRS reporters' starus: CA) as reported, (PC preliminary, and (E) estimated. The status as reported" indlcates that
the country svas fullv current in its reporting under the DRS and that World Bank staff are sansfied that the reported data give an adequate and fair representation
of the country's total public debt. "Preliminary" data are based on reported or collected information but, hecause Of incompleteness or other reasons, include an
element of staff estimation. "Estimated" data indicate that countries are not current in their reporting and that a significant element of staff estimation has been
necessary in producing the data tables.
a. For Bosnia and Herzegovina total debt before 1999, excluding IBRD and IMF obligations and short-term debt, is included under Yugoslavia, FR (Serbia and -MontenegroC.
h. Includes the debt of the former Soviet Union on the assumption that 100 perccnt of all outstanding external debt as of December 1991 has heconme a liability of
the Russian Federation.
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Income groups

Lou-income couintries Middle-income countries Mauritius
Mexico

Angola Rwanda Albania Morocco
Armenia Sao Tome and Principe Algeria Oman
Azerbaijan Senegal Argentina Panama
Bangladesh Sierra Leone Barbados Papua New Guinea
Benin Solomon Islands Belarus Paraguay
Bhutan Somalia Belize Peru
Burkina Faso Sudan Bolivia Philippines
Burundi Tajikistan Bosnia and Herzegovina Poland
Cambodia Tanzania Botswana Romania
Cameroon Togo Brazil Russian Federation
Central African Republic Turkmenistan Bulgaria Samoa
Chad Uganda Cape Verde Seychelles
Comoros Ukraine Chile Sluvak Republic
Congo, Dem. Rep. Uzbekistan China South Africa
Congo, Rep. Vietnam Colombia Sri Lanka
Cote d'lvoire Yciicni, Rep. Costa Rica Sr. Kitts and Nevis
Eritrea Zambia Croatia St. Lucia
Ethiopia Zimbabwe Czech Republic St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Gambia, The Afghanistan Djibouti Swaziland
Georgia Korea, Dem. Rep. Dominica Syrian Arab Republic
Ghana Dominican Republic Thailand
Guinea Ecuador Tonga
Guinea-Bissau Egypt, Arab Rep. Trinidad and Tobago
Haiti El Salvador Tunisia
India Equatorial Guinea Turkey
Indonesia Estonia Uruguay
Kenya Fiji Vanuatu
Kyrgyz Republic Gabon Venezuela, R.B. de
Lao PDR Grenada Yugoslavia, FR (Serbia and
Lesotho Guatemala Montenegro)
Liberia Guyana Antigua and Barbuda
Madagascar Honduras Babrain
Malawi Hungary Cuba
Mali Iran, Islamic Rep. Gibraltar
Mauritania Jamaica Iraq
Moldova Jordan Kiribati
Mongolia Kazakhstan Libya
Mozambique Korea, Rep. Malta
Myanmar Latvia Namibia
Nepal Lebanon Saudi Arabia
Nicaragua Lithuania Suriname
Niger Macedonia, FYR
Nigeria Malaysia
Pakistan Maldives

Note: Countries printed in normal type are reporters to the Debtor Reporting System (DRS); those printed in italics do not report to the DRS but are included in
aggregate tables. Low-income countries are those in which 1999 GNP per capita (calculated using the World Bank Atlas method) was no more than $755; middle-
income countries are those in which GNP per capita was between $756 and $9,265.
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ALL DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

(Ut/$ hillion,t

1970 1980 1990 1999 2000
US$ billion External debt

St N11 %RI DEBT DBTA 3,000

TOTAI DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 586.7 1,459.9 2,563.6 2,527.5
Long-term debt (LDODi 62.6 435.5 1,180.1 2,077.9 2,061.1 2,500
Public and publicly guaranteed 47.2 365.0 1,114.6 1,542.4 1,526.9
Private rtonguarantccd 15.4 70.5 65.5 535.5 534.2

tUse of imF credit 0.8 12.2 34.7 78.9 64.1 2,000
Short-term debt .. 138.9 245.1 406.8 402.3
of w\hich interest arrears on LDOD .. 2.2 52.7 40.1 32.0
Mlemo: 1,500

IBRD 4.4 22.2 95.6 119.0 120.4
IDA 1.8 11.9 45.1 86.7 87.0 1 ooo

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 13.4 102.7 136.8 270.3 271.6
Long-term debt 13.1 96.7 128.6 255.6 261.4

Public and publicN guaranteed 8.9 75.3 109.7 151.6 162.4
Private nonguarantccd 4.1 21.5 18.9 104.0 99.0 0

IMF purchases 0.3 6.0 8.2 14.7 10.1 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Memo: Official Private

IBRD 0.7 4.5 13.6 15.1 13.5
IDA 0.2 1.h 4.4 5.4 5.1

Principal repayments 6.8 41.7 93.6 266.7 243.0
Lone-termi debt 6.1 39.7 85.5 239.4 222.1 Aggregate net resource flows

Public and publicly guaranteecl 3.6 28.0 76.1 134.1 130.1 408$ 0,/Sn A
Private nonuLtaranteed 2.5 11.7 9.4 105.3 92.0

IMF replrchases 0.7 2.0 8.2 27.3 20.9 350
Nlemo:

IBRI) 0.2 1.1 8.5 10.1 101.2
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.9 1.0

Net flows on debt 16.0 111.3 59.8 -14.6 32.0 250
of tyhich short-term debt .. 41.8 16.7 -18.3 3.5

Interest payments (INTl .. 47.0 70.4 122.7 133.6 200 __

Long-term debt 2.4 31.6 54.6 100.3 108.2-

Net transfers on debt .. 62.4 -10.6 -137.3 -101.6 150
Total debt service (TDS .. 88.7 164.1 389.3 376.7

100 

VI;.REG.; %E NE r RESOIURE Fl.O%) S AND NET TRANSFERS LONG-TERM' I
NET RESOURCE FLOWS 10.8 74.5 99.3 264.9 294.8 _ __= _ _

Net ilow of'loing-term debt ex. IMF: 7.0 57.0 43.1 16.2 39.3 0
Foreigin direct insestmilent tnet) 1.9 4.4 24.3 185.4 178.0 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Portfolio cqllits floWS 0.1 0.0 3.7 34.5 47.9 * Private non-debt flows , Private debt flows Official flows
Graits (excludiig technical coop.) 2.0 13.1 28.2 28.8 29.6

NET TRAN'SFERS 3.2 20.2 27.1 124.6 136.3
Interest on lung-terim debt 2.4 31.6 54.6 100.3 108.2
Profit remiittances on FIDI 5.3 22.7 17.6 40.0 50.2 Debt indicators

Percent
\l -,jOR Ft ONOIlMC INDit %TORS 180.0

(iross national product (GNP) 745.8 3,2211.6 4,726.3 6,333.7 6,756.1 1600
Exports of goods & sersices IUS. .. 695.11 908.2 1,818.7 2,211.2
of shich wvorkers' remittance> .. 14.4 25.3 50.0 56.0 140.0
Inports of ooods & sers ices [MGS' .. 681.6 937.1 1,843.8 2,201.1
Intcrnational rescrses (RES) .. 213.4 224.8 735.3 788.2 120.0
Cuirrent a.CCount hbalance .. -6.1 -22.6 26.8 60.3 100.0

DEBT INDICATORS 80.0

EDT / XGSI 4) .. 84.4 160.7 141.0 114.3 60.0
EDT / CiNP i 9.8 18.2 30.9 40.5 37.4
TDS / XGS (C p .. 12.8 18.1 21.4 17.0 40.0
INT / XGS ' .. 6.8 7.8 6.7 6.0
INT / GNP ('4) 0.3 1.5 1.5 1.9 2.0 20.0
RES I NIGS (mronths) ,, 3.8 29 4.8 4.3 00
Short-tcrimi / EI)T t') 12.9 23.7 16.8 15.9 15.9 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000
Concessional / EDT (Dif 33.9 18.7 21.5 15.4 15.9 EDT/XGS EDT/GNP
Multilateral / ED)T (,i 1().1 8.3 14.2 13.5 13.7
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(US$ billion)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
I.ONT-TFRNI DEBT

DE:BT1 o(I-)T% %NDlN, l-[[DODP hbf2 435.5 I,I l. I 291111.9 I 1J 111.1
Public and publicly guaranteed 47.2 365.0 1,114.6 1,542.4 1,526.9
Official creditors 33.6 175.7 604.7 877.3 857.9

Multilateral 7.3 48.8 207.6 344.9 345.5 Bilateral
Bilateral 26.3 126.9 397.0 532.5 512.3 25%

Private creditors 13.6 189.3 509.9 665.1 669.1 Private
Bonds 1.8 13.0 107.4 365.0 403.1 58%

Private nonguaranteed 15.4 70.5 65.5 535.5 534.2
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.8 114.7 118.0

DISBURSEMENTS 13.1 96.7 128.6 255.6 261.4
Public and publicly guaranteed 8.9 75.3 109.7 151.6 162.4 _ te
Official creditors 5.0 27.3 53.0 61.8 56.1

Multilateral 1.2 9.4 27.6 38.5 34.0 I ileral
Bilateral 3.7 18.0 25.5 23.3 22.1 17%

Private creditors 4.0 47.9 56.7 89.8 106.3
Bonds 0.1 1.6 6.1 50.4 59.8

Private nonguaranteed 4.1 21.5 18.9 104.0 99.0
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.7 15.1 20.2

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 6.1 39.7 85.5 239.4 222.1 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 3.6 28.0 76.1 134.1 130.1 us$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 1.6 6.6 25.6 45.0 48.1 120

Multilatcral 0.4 1.7 12.6 19.7 23.6
Bilateral 1.2 4.9 13.0 25.3 24.5 100

Private creditors 2.1 21.4 50.5 89.1 82.1)
Bonds 0.1 0.5 5.7 26.7 35.1 80

Private nonguaranteed 2.5 11.7 9.4 105.3 92.0
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.4 14.5 60

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 7.0 57.0 43.1 16.2 39.3
Public and publicly guaranteed 5.3 47.3 33.6 17.5 32.3 40 -
Official creditors 3.4 20.7 27.5 16.8 8.0

Multilateral 0.8 7.7 15.0 18.9 10.4 20 _

Bilateral 2.6 13.1 12.4 .0 24 3 I2.L
Private creditors 1.9 26.6 6.2 0.7 24.3 0-

Bonds 0.0 1.1 0.5 23.7 24.7
Private nonguaranteed 1.7 9.7 9.5 -1.3 7.0 -20

Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.7 5.6 1992 1994 1995 1998 1997 1998 1999 2000
m Private * Official

CL'RRENCY CONIPOSITION OF LONG-TERAI DEBT PERCENT, -.

Deutsche mark 8.5 6.6 8.6 6.3 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 5.2 5.4 5.7 3.0
Japanese yen 2.3 6.9 10.5 12.6 .. Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 10.9 3.4 2.3 1.2
U.S. dollars 47.3 49.8 41.2 56.0 2000

Multiple currency 11.5 10.9 14.7 8.2 .. 999
All other currencies 13.2 8.5 9.8 7.0 1998 _

D)EBT STOCK-FLOW RECONCI LLATION 1997

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 103.9 -2.7 .. 1996 _

Net flows on debt 16.0 111.3 59.8 -14.6 32.0
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 15.6 3.6
Interest capitalized .. .. 5.8 7.419 19944
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -34.4 -7.2 1993 -

Cross-currencv valuation .. .. 47.5 -15.3
Residual .. .. 10.0 14.4 .. 0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0

\ 9is~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0$ bilsion
AVERACE TE RMS OF NE\\ CORlIMITNIENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interestl(%) 5.0 9.2 7.0 6.1
Maturity (years) 21.0 15.9 16.8 14.8 2000 ,P_W_P
Grant element (%) 32.1 7.7 19.3 20.7 19

Official creditors 1999
Interest (%) 3.6 5.5 5.5 4.0 .. 1998 -

Maturity (years) 28.3 24.1 22.2 19.4 1997

Grant element (91-) 45.2 29.5 31.3 36.3 1.
Private creditors 1996

Interest (%) 7.2 12.0 8.5 8.1 1995
Maturity (years) 9.8 9.8 11.1 10.6 1994
Grant element (% 12.0 -8.5 6.8 6.8 t99

Memo: 1993
Commitments 11.9 88.6 123.6 145.1

Otfficial creditors 7.2 40.4 6i3.3 68.5 .. -20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 300 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0

Private creditors 4.8 48.2 60.3 76.6
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(US$ billioo )
1970 1980 1990 1999 2600

USs billion External debt
SUiMMllARY DEBT DAT 800

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) 8. 89.5 274.0 674.7 660.9 700
Long-term debt (LDOD) 9.1 62.1 222.8 539.1 526.4
Public and publicly guarantced 6.9 51.1 195.7 361.9 356.8 600
Private nonguaranteed 2.2 11.1 27.0 177.3 169.6
Use of IMF credit 0.2 2.2 2.1 22.2 22.2
Short-term debt .. 25.2 49.2 113.4 112.3
of which interest arrears on LDOD 0.0 1.9 5.7 7.7
Memo: 400

IBRD 0.4 5.0 23.4 38.0 38.5
IDA 0.0 l.0 5.2 126 126 300

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT 200
Disbursements 2.1 14.8 35.5 56.3 65.5 - -

Long-tern debt 2.0 13.7 35.4 53.8 64.0 l(o
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.2 10.2 24.1 44.6 40.7
Private nonguaranteed 0.8 3.5 11.4 9.1 23.3 0

IMF purchases 0.1 1.1 0.1 2.5 1.5 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Memo: . Offic al Private

IBRD 0.1 1.0 2.7 4.9 3.3
IDA (.0 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.7

Principal repavments 0.8 5.2 24.5 79.2 60.8
Long-term debt 0.8 5.0 23.2 68.3 60.5 Aggregatenetresourceflows

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.4 3.1 18.6 43.5 32.3 1Sb40 Ageae e eouc lw
Privrate nonguaranteed 0.4 1.9 4.7 24.8 28.2

IMF repurchases 0.0 0.2 1.3 10.9 0.3
Memo: 120

IBRD 0.0 0.2 2.0 2.2 2.2
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 100

Net flows on debt 3.1 18.3 20.0 -36.3 1.6
of which short-term debt 6.8 9.0 -13.4 -3.1 0

Interest payments (INT) .. 7.4 15.3 32.5 35.0
Long-term debt 0 2 4.3 11.9 25.6 27.7 60
Net transfers on debt . 10.6 4.8 -68.8 -33.4
Total debt service (TDS) .. 12.6 39.8 111.7 95.7 40

AGGREGATE NET RESOU'RCE FLOt%S SND NEL TRANSFERS lLONG-TERN1i 20

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 2.2 11.2 27.7 65.3 92.9
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF" 1.2 8.7 12.2 -14.5 3.5 0 -
Foreign direct investment (net) 0.3 1.3 11.1 56.0 58.0 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Portfolio equity flows 0.0 0.0 2.3 21.1 28.6 EPrivate non-debtflows . Private debttlows Offcialflows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.7 1.2 2.1 2.7 2.8
NET TRANSFERS 1.6 1.9 10.7 26.1 48.7
Interest on long-term debt 0.2 4.3 11.9 25.6 27.7
Profit remittances on FDI 0.4 5.0 5.1 13.5 16.5 Debt indicators

Percent

NIAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS 120.0

Gross national product (GNP) 133.8 444.4 920.8 1,854.8 2,025.7
Exports of goods & services (XGS) .. .. 252.8 706.5 883.1 1000
of which workers' remittance) .. 0.3 1.1 1.7 1.6
Imports of goods & services (MGS? .. .. 261.3 637.7 845.0
International reserves (RES) .. 86.3 341.1 363.7 800
Current account balance -10.2 -5.6 78.9 59.8

60 0
DEBT INDICATORS

EDT / XGS t%l . .. 108.4 95.5 74.8 40 0
EDT / GNP(%) 8.3 20.2 29.8 36.4 32.6
TDS/XGS(%i 15.7 15.8 10.8
INT / XGS (%X .. .. 6.0 4.6 4.0 20.0
INT!GNP (c) 0.2 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7
RES / MGS (months) .. .. 4.0 6.4 5.2 0.0
Short-term / EDT (1%,) 16.6 28.1 18.0 16.8 17.0 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Concessional / EDT (%) 32.9 19.3 28.1 15.5 16.5 EDT/XGS EDT/GNP
Multilateral / EDT (cc) 4.5 8.7 14.2 11.4 11.8
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(US$ billioni)
1970 1980 199( 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
I N.-TI7RMI DEBT

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 9.1 62.1 222.8 539.1 526.4
Public and publicly guaranteed 6.9 51.1 195.7 361.9 356.8
Official creditors 4.7 26.9 117.6 204.2 201.8

Multilateral 0.5 7.8 38.8 76.8 78.1 6)lateral
Bilateral 4.2 19.1 78.8 127.4 123.8 24%

Private creditors 2.2 24.2 78.1 157.7 155.0
Bonds 0.1 1.9 14.4 62.6 67.2 Private

Private nonguaranteed 2.2 11.1 27.0 177.3 169.6 61%
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.6 48.7 52.2

DISBURSEMENTS 2.0 13.7 35A 53.8 64.0
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.2 10.2 24.1 44.6 40.7
Otficial creditors 0.7 3.7 11.7 22.6 18.4

Multilateral 0.1 1.6 5.0 8.1 6.5 ilateral
Bilateral 0.6 2.1 6.8 14.5 11.9 15%

Private creditors 0.5 6.5 12.3 22.1 22.3
Bonds 0.0 0.2 1.8 10.2 10.8

Private nonguaranteed 0.8 3.5 11.4 9.1 23.3
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.0 11.4

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.8 5.0 23.2 68.3 60.5 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.4 3.1 18.6 43.5 32.3 US$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors (l.1 0.9 5.5 11.0 9.9 50

Multilateral 0.(0 0.3 2.7 3.2 3.6
Bilateral 0.1 0.6 2.8 7.8 6.3 40

Private creditors 0.3 2.2 13.1 32.5 22.4
Bonds 0.0 (1.0 3.1 7.0 5.0 3

Private nonguaranteed 0.4 1.9 4.7 24.8 28.2 20
Bonds ().0 0.0 0.( 4.2 6.8

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 1.2 8.7 12.2 -14.5 3.5 10 __ 3 * *
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 7.2 5.5 1.2 8.4 0 N Il U 
Official creditors 0.6 2.8 6.2 11.6 8.5

Multilateral 0.1 1.3 2.3 4.9 2.9 -10
Bilateral 0.6 1.5 4.0 6.7 5.6

Private creditors 0.2 4.3 -0.7 -10.4 -(. 1 -20
Bonds 0.0 0).2 -1.3 3.3 5.8

Private nonguaranteed 0.4 1.5 6.7 -15.7 -4.9 -30
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.5 -2.2 4.6 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

:. Private a Official
('URR_FNCY CO11POSITIO(N OF LONG-TERM DEBT iPERCFNTi

Deutsche mark 7.7 5.0 3.7 1.9 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 3.5 3.2 2.3 1.3
Japanese yen 6.1 18.0 28.8 26.2 .. Government and public enterprises

Pound sterling 4.3 1.7 0.9 0.5
U.S. dollars 53.5 40.8 24.0 54.7 2000
Multiple currency 6.7 16.6 22.0 7.6 . 1999 k_*r Z
All othercurrencies 17.6 7.6 15.3 5.5 1998 -.

DEBT STOCK-FL.O%V RECONC1ll.ITlION 1997 g - . .. -,

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 32.8 -11.6 .. 1996 3
Net flows on debt 3.1 18.3 20.0 -36.3 1.6 1995
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 0.5 3.7
Interest capitalized .. .. 0.2 0.0 .. 1994 ,
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -1.1 -0.1 1993 ).

Cross-currency valuation .. .. 11.2 7.2
Residual .. .. 1.9 14.0 .. .o . 10.0 150 20.0 25.0 300 35.0

US$ btilion
%% ERAI,E IERMS OF NEWV C(O1N MITrMENTS

ALI CREDI'U'ORS Private sector
Interest (%) 5.0 9.7 6.7 4.6
Maturity (years) 23.0 16.2 19.2 14.3 2000

Grant element (') 35.4 6.6 22.7 28.6 1999

Official creditors 1999
Interest (%) 4.1 6.0 5.0 3.2 .. 1998

Maturity (years) 28.6 22.7 24.5 17.2 1997

Grant element (%) 45.7 29.1 37.5 38.3 1996

Private creditors 1996

Interest (%) 6.8 13.0 8.4 6.5 1995 r -

Maturity (years) 12.2 10.3 13.7 10.3 1994
Grant element (%) 15.8 -13.8 7.4 15.0 1993

Memo: 1993 r2FM

Commitments 1.7 15.6 26.8 46.4 I
Official creditors 1.1 8.2 13.6 27.1 -300 -200 -100 0.0 0.0 20.0 303.0US$ billion
Private creditors 0.6 7.5 13.2 19.3
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1170 1980 1990 1999 2(000
US$ bifli/o External debt

SUMMAR% DFBI D%L I k 500

TOTAL DEBT STFOCKS ( EDT) .. 57.2 219.8 486.1 483.3
Long-term debt iLD0D) 3.9 44.7 177.7 390.8 387.0 500
Puiblic and puIbliCly guaranteed 3.0 33.2 172.7 296.1 2921.3
Private nonguaranteedI 0.9 11.5 4.9 94.7 94.7
Use of IMF credit 0.1 2.1 1.3 23.9 21.9 400
Short-term debt .. 10.3 40.9 71.4 74.4
of which interest arrears on LDO3D .. 0.0 13.0 9.5 7.3
Memo: 300

IBRD 0.3 3.3 111.3 2-1.1 22.9
IDA 0.1 0.2- 0.2 2.4 2.7

200

TOTAL, FLOWS ON DEBT... ---
Disbursements 1.1 12.7 30.1 _52.8 51.3 100
Long-termi debt 1.10 11.4 29c.2- 50.0 46.9

PubliC anld publiCs guaranteed 0.5 8.1 27.5 25.7 31.9
Private nonguaranteed 11.5 3.3 (.8 24.3 15.0 0

IMF purchascs 0.1 1.2 0.7 2.8 4.4 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000

Memo: .Offtci Pr vate

IBRD 0. 08 . 2.6 3.
IDA .) (LI 0.1) 0.5 (0.4

Principal repayments 01.6 5.0 19.8 41.0 39.1
Long-term debt ((.5 4. 6 19.)) 35.1 34.0

PuIbliC and puIbliClyr gUaranteed 11.3 2 6 17.5 18.4 2(1.2 08$ billio Aggregate net resource flows
Pirivate nong,uaranteed (1.2 2.0 (.5 16.6 (3.8

(IMF repurchases 0.1 0.3 0.7 5.9 5.1
Nlemo: 60

IBRD) (1 (. LI. 1.3 1.4
IDA .) 0. 00 0.0 0.0 so

Net flows on debt 1.5 22.3 3.1 11.0 17.4
of svrhich short-terin debt .. 8.2 -7.1 -0.8 402

Interest payments (INTl . 3.9 12.3 19.9 22.5
Lorng-termn debt I. 2. 9.6 16.2 (7.9 30
Net transfers on debt .. 16.9 -9.2 -8.9 -5.1
Total debt service ( TDS) .. 8.8 32.1 60.9 61.5 20

%(ARE (_.ATEF NEI RESOI RCI!t 1.0U%%' 0N NI2I TRANSFFERS iLO\U-TERMII 10

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 0.6 7.1 12.5 52.5 54.
Net flowN of long-terrn debt fe\. (NME (.5 6.8 10.2 14 9 12.9 0a

Foreign direct invctrnent (net) it.1 .0 1.1 26.5i 28.8 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000

Portfolio equity Ilo\vs ((I 11.0 11.21 3.5 5. U Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows

Granits e xcluding technical coop:) 0.1 (1.3 (.0 7.5 7.6

NET TRAN'SFERS ((.4 4.5 2.7 34.0 33.8
Interest on long-termn debt I). I 2.6 9.6 I16.2 I17.9
Prol'it renuittances ott E'D) 11.1 0(1 0.2 2.3 3.2 Debt indicators

Percent

MAJOR ECONOMIC I\DIC FTORS 160 0

Gross national produiCt IGNPI .. I 678.6 (.059.2 (1(042.6 140 0
Exports of goods tr c G.. . . 338.1 42.

of which workers' remittance,. . . 6.2 6.2 120 0

Imports of goods & strs ice, I MIGS .. 355.0 390.5
InternatiOnal reserves RES) I .(((.8 12(0.3 100 
Current aCCOUnit balance .. (11 22.8

60 0
DEBT INDICATORS

60.0
EDT) XGS i) .. 143.8 114.4
EDT/GNP ) .. 13.1 45.9 46. 40 0
TDS/XGSIt I. . 8.0 14.6

( NT! GNP 0{i, ) 0.(.7 1.9 2.2
RES M NGS liontouts) 3.4.3 7 0.0

Short-tei-iii / EDT (I ~ )19.9 18.( 18.6 14.7 1 5.4 1993 1994 1999 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000
Concessional / EDT (I' 36.5 101.4 5.8 5.21 5.8
Multilateral I EDT I'll 12.7 7.6 7.6 6.8 7.4 EOT7XGS - - EOT,OGNP
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(,s$ billiotn)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
LONG-r[ER,Nl DEBT

1)1 B I )[I 'i I VNDI)fIN l [OI 3.9 44.' 1'7.7 390.8 387.0
Public and publicly guaranteed 3.0 33.2 172.7 296.1 292.3
Official creditors 2.6 16.3 64.3 145.3 143.2

Multilateral 0.6 4.4 16.6 33.2 35.7
Bilateral 2.0 11.9 47.7 112. 1 107.5 , . - Bilateral

Private creditors 0.4 16.9 108.4 150.8 149.1 \ 28%

Bonds 0.0 0.1 11.9 65.8 92.1
Private nonguaranteed 0.9 11.5 4.9 94.7 947 Prvte 3 --

Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.5 7.4 

DISBURSEMENTS 1.0 11.4 29.2 50.0 46.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.5 8.1 27.5 25.7 31.9
Official creditors 0.4 3.4 7.0 7.9 8.0

Multilateral 0.2 1.0 2.3 5.4 5.3 _ Multilateral
Bilateral 0.3 2.4 4.7 2.4 2.7 9%

Private creditors 0.1 4.7 20.5 17.8 23.9
Bonds 0.0 0.() 2.0 9.4 13.1

Private nonguaranteed 0.5 3.3 1.8 24.3 15.0
Bonds t1() 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.4

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.5 4.6 19.0 35.1 34.0 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.3 2.6 17.5 18.4 20.2 US$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.2 1.0 3.1 6.0 6.0 35

Multilateral 0.1 0.2 1.5 2.4 2.7
Bilateral 0.1 0.9 1.7 3.7 3.2 30

Private creditors 0.1 1.5 14.4 12.4 14.2
Bonds 0.( 0.0 0.1 5.1 5.3 25

Private nonguaranteed 0.2 2.0 1.5 16.6 13.8
Bonds (.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.2 20

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 0.5 6.8 10.2 14.9 12.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.2 5.5 9.9 7.2 11.7 15i
Official creditors 0.3 2.4 3.8 1.8 2.1

Multilateral 0. 1 0.9 0.8 3.1 2.5 10
Bilateral 0.2 1.5 3.0 -1.3 -0.5

Private creditors -0. 1 3.2 6.1 5.4 9.6 5
Bonds 0.0 0.1 1.9 4.3 7.7 5 * *

Private nonguaranteed 0.3 1.3 0.3 7.7 1.2
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.2 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

a Private * Official
CULRRENCY COMPOSITION OF LONG-TERM DEBT tPERC'ENTI I

Deutsche mark 16.() 11.0 25.1 17.6 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 2.7 9.3 5.0 2.1
Japanese yen 0.1 2.4 7.5 6.2 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 5.0 2.6 1.8 0.7
U.S. dollars 44.7 41.8 32.2 57.7 2000

Multiple ctirrency 15.2 21.5 10.6 7.6 1999
All other currencies 14.9 6.8 11.0 7.2 1998 _

DEBf STOCK-F IOWV RECONCI Il lTION 1997

Total change in debt stocks 21.1 4 I 1996
Net flows on debt 1.5 22.3 3.1 11.0 17.4 1995
Net change in interest arrears 5.2 1.8
Interest capitalized 2.2 5.8 1994 N _
Debt forgiveness or reduction -1.1 -1.4 1993
Cross-currency valuation 10.1 -11.3 i
Residual 1.5 -5.8 0.0 5.0 10.0 150 200 25.0 30.0

US$ billion
AVER %GE ITERIS OF NE%1 CONlll TIENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interest (c) 4.2 10.2 8.4 6.3
Mattirity (years) 19.2 12.5 11.1 17.3 2000 2
Grant clement it ) 37.3 2.1 8.5 19.6

Otmicial creditors 1999 E 
Interest (r7, ) 3.8 7.5 7.9 4.5 1998 .

Maturity (years) 20.1 16.7 13.6 17.8 1997 _
Grant element l%) 401) 19.6 12.0 34.6

Private creditors 1996 t _
Interest ('k) 6.3 11.2 8.6 7.4 1995 9 
Maturity (years) 13.4 10.9 10.0 17.1 1994
Grant element (67,) 18.2 -4.4 6.9 10.6 

Memo: 1993 = : 7
Commitments 0.7 7. 2 30.3 25.3

Official creditors 0.6 3.2 9.4 9.5 0.0 5.0 10 0 15.0 20.0Private 2re9.4or9 051 4S0$20 9 ]i5 l
Private creditors 0.1 4.0 20.9 15.8
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US'S hillio/I)
/970 19821 1990 1999 2000

US$ bl0lion External debt
St MIM ARI DEBT DAT% 900

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS IEDT) .. 257.3 475.4 813.4 809.1 80o
Long-term debt LDOD) 27.6 187.3 379.7 672.8 674.0
Public and publicly guaranteed 15.8 144.8 354.7 430.8 428.6 700
Private nonguaranteed 11.9 42.4 25.1 242.0 245.4

lUse of IMF credit 0.1 1.4 18.3 20.5 8.8 600
Short-term debt .. 68.6 77.4 120.1 126.3
of which intcrest arrears on LDOI) .. .1 25.6 2.6 2.7 500
Memo:

IBRD 2.1 7.7 34.8 36.1 37.5 400
IDA 0. 1 0.4 1.1 3.4 3.4

300

TOTAI FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 6.6 44.8 34.1 130.1 114.2 200 -
Long-tenr debt 6.4 44.4 29.3 122.3 11(0.7

Public and publicly guaranteed 3.7 31.4 24.6 53.7 55.9
Private nonguaranteed 2.8 13.0 4.7 68.6 54.8 0

IMF purchases 0.1 0.4 4.8 7.7 3.5 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Mlemo: Official Private
IBRD 0.4 1.6 6.1 5.5 5.6
IDA 0.0 0.1 (. 1 0.5 0.2

Principal repayments 3.7 21.7 22.8 111.7 111.7
Long-termi debt 3.4 21.2 19.1 103.0 97.5

PLublic and publicly guaranteed 1.7 14.2 16.9 4.8 50.3 U5$ bilblon Aggregate net resource flows1.7 14.2 43.8 ~~~~~~~160
Private nonguaranteed 1.8 7.11 2.2 59.2 47.2

IMF repurchases 0.3 0.5 3.7 8.7 14.3 140
NMemo:

IBRI) 0. 1 0.4 3.3 3.8 3.8
IDA 0.0 (.0 (1.0 0.0 0.(1

Net flows on debt 7.6 46.1 20.4 11.4 8.6 100
of which short-term debt .. 23.1 9.1 -7.11 6.1

Interest payments lINT) .. 24.6 22.8 50.6 55.5 80
Long-term debt 1.4 17.6 18.8 42.8 46.8

Net transfers on debt .. 21.5 -2.3 -39.3 -46.9 60
Total debt service (TDSI .. 46.3 45.6 162.3 167.3

40 _

A(,GltE(..RF. ATF: NFT RF%OL RCE FLO% S .N-i) : NE1 TRANSFE RS I..)N%-;- O T`ERM I
20

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 4.2 29.9 21.8 116.5 102.4 3
Net flow of long-term debt cx. IMF 3.0 23.2 10.1 19.3 13.3 0
Foireign direct investment (net I .1 6.1 8.2 90.4 76.2 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Portfolio equlty flows 0.0 0.11 1.1 3.9 9.9 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows : Official flows

Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.2 0.6 2.3 2.9 3.1

NET TRANSFERS 0.8 7.4 -3.3 55.9 33.2
Interest on long-term debt 1.4 17.6 18.8 42.8 46.8
Profit remittances on FDI 2.( 4.9 6.4 17.8 22.4 Debt indicators

Percent

'1 %JOR FT(OWNICI INDI( roRS 300.0

Gross national product (GNP) 161.6 747.7 1,067.1 1,947.7 2,102.9
Exports of goods & services (XGSI .. 128.0 186.8 390.2 468.7 250.0
if which wvorkcrs' rcmittancei .. 1.2 4.8 14.4 15.4

Imports of goods & services (MGS .. 160.5 194.9 455.4 532.0
Intcrnational reserves (RES i 5.5 57.4 58.8 152.4 153.3 2000
Cuirrent account balancc -30.2 -1.1 -55.2 -46.8

150 0
DEBT INDICATORS

EDT / XGS (.) 201.0 254.5 208.4 172.6 100.0
FDT / GNP (';U4) 20.3 34.4 44.6 41.8 38.5
TDS / XGS I' .. 36.2 24.4 41.6 35.7
INT/ XGS 1%) 19.2 12.2 13.( 11.8 500
[NT /GNP(01 0.9 3.3 2.1 2.6 2.6

RES / MGS (months? .. 4.3 3.6 4.0 3.5 00
Short-term / EDT (Ci-) 14.7 26.7 16.3 14.8 15.6 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1996 1999 2000

Concessional / EDT (%) 13.0 9.3 10.2 3.8 3.7 EDT/XGS EDT/GNP
MIltilateral / EDT (1%) 9.1 5.5 12.6 11.3 11.6
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(US$ billion )
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
1tl;l; lIERSt DEBT

i Ii B1 I' O LII NI)D\I. 1 I_l 2.th IY7.3 379.7 672.8 674.0 Bilateral
Public and publicly guaranteed 15.8 144.8 354.7 430.8 428.6 1%
Official creditors 8.1 45.0 146.1 176.2 170.4

Multilateral 2.9 14.1 60.0 91.6 93.9
Bilateral 5.2 30.9 86.1 84.7 76.5

Private creditors 7.6 99.9 208.5 254.6 25X8 2I
Bonds 1.2 9.6 76.0 215.5 222.8

Private nonguaranteed 11.9 42.4 25.1 242.0 245.4 Multilateral
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.2 53.7 52.6 14%

DISBURSEMENTS 6.4 44.4 29.3 122.3 110.7
Public and publicly guaranteed 3.7 31.4 24.6 53.7 55.9
Official creditors 1.3 6.8 13.8 16.6 15.0

Multilateral 0.6 3.0 9.0 14.8 12.5
Bilateral 0.8 3.9 4.8 1.8 2.5

Private creditors 2.4 24.6 10.8 37.1 40.8
Bonds 0.1 1.2 1.9 29.2 32.9

Private nonguaranteed 2.8 13.0 4.7 68.6 54.8
Bonds 0.0 0.0 (1.2 10.9 6.5

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 3.4 21.2 19.1 103.0 97.5 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.7 14.2 16.9 43.8 50.3 |US$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.5 .1 7.0 14.4 17.7 60

Multilateral 0.2 0.7 4.7 7.8 10.1
Bilateral 0.3 1.4 2.2 6.6 7.6 50

Private creditors 1.2 12.1 9.9 29.5 32.5
Bonds 0.1 0.4 2.0 13.4 22.1 40

Private nonguaranteed 1.8 7.0 2.2 59.2 47.2
Bonds 0.0 0.1) 0.0 7.7 6.4 30

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 3.0 23.2 10.1 19.3 13.3 20
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.0 17.2 7.7 9.9 5.6 10
Official creditors 0.8 4.7 6.8 2.3 -2.7 1 3 .1

Multilateral 0.4 2.3 4.2 7.0 2.4 0 - _ X
Bilateral 1).4 2.4 2.6 -4.7 -5.1 

Private creditors 1.2 12.5 (1.8 7.6 8.3 -10
Bonds ().l 0.8 -0. 1 15.8 10.9

Private nonguaranteed 1.0 6.0 2.5 9.5 7.6 -20
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.2 0.1 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

S. Private U Official
CL RRENCYCOMPONlTION OFLONG,-TERM DEBT iPERCENTi

Deutsche mark 7.8 5.5 5.8 4.6 . Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 2.3 1.8 3.6 1.0
Japanese yen 0.1 4.4 5.7 5.8 .. Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 4.6 1.4 1.4 0.8
U.S. dollars 63.0 63.1 55.0 67.0 2000
Multiple currency 16.9 9.4 17.4 7.9 .. 1999
All other currencies 3.5 3.3 2.5 5.3 1998 _

DEBT STOCK-FLO" RECONCILIATION 1997 _

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 22.4 17.1 .. 1996 _

Net flows on debt 7.6 46.1 20.4 11.4 8.6 1995
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 9.1 -1.1
Interest capitalized .. .. 1.5 0.1 1994 _

Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -18.7 -1.9 1993

Cross-currency valuation .. .. 11.5 -4.6 ..

Residual .. .. -2.3 12.7 .. 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0
US$ billion

AVERAGE TERAlS OF NEW COMMITIENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interest (%) 7.0 11.5 7.9 8.2
Maturity (years) 14.4 11.3 15.0 12.3 2000
Grant element (%) 16.7 -5.8 12.2 8.2 199

Ofricial creditors 1999
Interest (%) 6.0 7.8 7.0 5.6 .. 1998
Maturity (years) 23.4 17.1 18.0 19.6 1997 l _ _

Grant element (%) 27.4 14.7 18.7 24.5 19
Private creditors 1996

Interest (%) 7.7 13.0 9.1 9.7 .. 1995
Maturity (years) 8.9 9.0 11.1 8.2 1994 -10EM
Grant element(%j 10.1 -14.2 3.6 -1.0

Memo: 1993 _ t
Commitments 4.4 33.3 26.1 56.1

Official creditors 1.6 9.6 14.9 20.2 00 10.0 20.0 30.0 4. bil5ion
Private creditors 2.7 23.6 11.2 35.9
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MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

(US$ billiotn)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

USa billion External debt
SUMlNI4R DEBT D)A-TA 250

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS iEDT) .. 83.9 183.8 208.5 203.6
Long-term debt (LDOD) 4.2 61.9 137.6 155.0 151.6
Public and publicly guaranteed 4.1 61.3 136.1 151.1 146.8 200
Private nonguaranteed ().0 0.6 1.5 3.9 4.8
Use of IMF credit 0.1 0.9 1.8 2.9 2.5
Short-term debt 21.2 44.4 50.6 49.4 150
of which interest arrears on LDOD .. 0.4 2.9 2.5 2.5
Memo:

IBRD 0.1 2.4 8.3 8.4 7.7 100 -----
IDA 0.0 0.7 1.8 2.7 2.7 -

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 0.9 12.3 14.7 13.0 13.9 50
Long-term debt 0.8 12.0 14.6 12.5 13.9

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 11.7 14.5 11.7 11.6
Private nonguaranteed (.0 0.3 0.1 0.8 2.3 0

IMF purchases 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.0 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Memo: I Official Private

IBRD (1.0 0.4 1.2 1.0 0.5
IDA 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1

Principal repayments 0.4 5.1 15.7 16.0 13.6
Long-term debt 0.4 4.8 15.3 15.5 13.4

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.4 4.7 15.1 13.9 11.7 16US$ billion Aggregate net resource flows
Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.6 1.7

IMF repurchases 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.2 14

Memo:
IBRD 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.9 12
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ().0

10
Net flows on debt 1.0 8.7 0.8 -2.5 -0.9
of which short-term debt .. 1.4 1.8 0.4 -1.2 8
Interest payments (INT) .. 6.5 8.6 9.6 10.1 6
Long-term debt 0.1 3.9 5.2 7.2 7.2
Net transfers on debt .. 2.2 -7.8 -12.1 -11.0 4
Total debt service (TDS) .. 11.5 24.3 25.6 23.7

2_
AGGREGATE NET RESOLiRCE FL-OWl S %%ND NET TRANSFERS iLONG-rTERMI 2

0 . A

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 1.1 8.6 10.1 2.5 9.3
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF 0.5 7.2 -0.7 -3.0 0.5 -2
Foreign direct investment (net) 0.3 -3.3 2.5 1.5 4.5 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Portfolio equity flows 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.9 U Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.4 4.7 8.3 3.3 3.4
NET TRANSFERS -1.1 -5.3 3.6 -6.3 -0.2
Interest on long-term debt 0.1 3.9 5.2 7.2 7.2
Protit remittances on FDI 2.1 9.9 1.3 1.6 2.3 Debt indicators

Percent
MAJOR ECONOMIIC INDIC.ATORS 1600

Gross national product GNP) 39.3 380.6 402.6 597.1 651.8 1400

Exports of goods & services IXGS . 207.2 163.4 187.1 217.0
of which workers remittancer .. 5.1 10.5 10.4 12.5 1200
Imports of goods & services (MGS. .. 148.7 150.() 172.3 187.5
International reserves (RESt 4.6 77.5 40.6 69.1 74.3 100.0
Current account balance .. 47.0 1.8 17.5 44.5

80.0
DEBT INDlIC (i rORS

60 0
EDT/XGS() .. 4(0.5 112.5 111.5 93.8
EDT/GNP(%) 12.2 22.1 45.7 34.9 31.2 400

TDS /XGS (') .. 5.6 14.9 13.7 10.9
INT/XGS((7) 3.1 5.3 5.1 4.7 20 0

INT /GNP 1 rl ) 0.3 1.7 2.1 1.6 1.5
RES MGS (moiths) .. 6.3 3.3 4.8 4.8 0o0
Short-term / EDT 1i ) 11.5 25.2 24. 1 24.3 24.3 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Concessional /EDT ('4) 51.8 21.6 24.2 28.2 29.3
Multilateral / EDT (6k ) 3.7 6.7 8.6 11.4 11.1 EDTiXGS EDT/GNP
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MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

(US$ billion)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
LONG-TrERMI DEBT

l)FIBU 01t I>I XNDlI(, 1l )Olh 4.' l.lJ LO'.h 145.1' l5l.h Private
Public and publicly guaranteed 4.1 61.3 136.1 151.1 146.8
Official creditors 3.0 31.6 81.0 105.0 99.5

Multilateral 0.2 5.6 15.8 23.8 22.6 A
Bilateral 2.9 25.9 65.2 81.2 76.9

Private creditors 1.1 29.7 55.1 46.1 47.3
Bonds 0.0 0.7 2.2 5.6 6.7

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.6 1.5 3.9 4.8
Bonds 0.0 00 l.0 0.8 1.0

DISBURSEMENTS 0.8 12.0 14.6 12.5 13.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 11.7 14.5 11.7 11.6 Bilateral
Official creditors 0.4 5.8 6.4 4.0 3.9 MUltilatEt 51%

Multilateral 0.0 0.7 2.4 2.8 2.3 15%
Bilateral 0.4 5.1 4.0 1.2 1.6

Private creditors 0.4 5.9 8.1 7.7 7.7
Bonds 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 2.1

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.8 2.3
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.4 4.8 15.3 15.5 13.4 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.4 4.7 15.1 13.9 11.7 US$billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.2 0.9 5.0 6.0 5.8 6

Multilateral 0.0 0.2 1.3 2.2 2.4
Bilateral 0.2 0.7 3.7 3.8 3.4 5

Private creditors 0.2 3.8 10.1 7.9 5.9 4
Bonds 0.(1 0.0 (. I 0.0 (.8 3

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.2 1.6 1.7 2 I S
Bonds 0.0 0.(1 0.0 0.2 0.1 U |

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 0.5 7.2 -0.7 -3.0 0.5 J
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.5 7.0 -0.7 -2.2 -0.1 * * I
Official creditors 0.2 4.9 1.4 -1.9 -1.9 1 * *

Multilateral 0.0 (1.5 1.1 0.6 -0.1 -2
Bilateral 0.2 4.4 0.3 -2.6 -1.8 3

Private creditors 0.3 2.1 -2.1 -0.3 1.8
Bonds 0.(1 0.0 -0.1 0.2 1.3

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.8 0.7 -5
Bonds 0.0 0.(1 0.0 ().0 0.0 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

i Private * Official
(C1iRRE NCI (COlMtPOSITION OF LONG-TERM DEBT PERCENTi

Deutsche mark 7.7 6.5 6.6 4.4 . Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 18.4 9.3 11.1 8.9
Japanese yen . 5.7 6.3 13.8 .. Government and public enterprises

Pound sterling 4.4 1.3 1.4 0.9
U.S. dollars 32.8 46.3 38.2 37.1 2000
Multiple currency 3.1 4.7 7.5 3.6 . 1999
All other currencies 32.4 12.5 12.4 11.4 1998 i

DEBT STOCK-FLOWV RECONCILI %TlON 1997

Total change in debt stocks .. . -5.5 -1).2 . 1996
Net flows on debt 1.0 8.7 0.8 -2.5 -(1.9 1995
Net change in interest arrears .. . -1.5 0.1
Interest capitalized .. .. 0.2 0.1 .. 1994

Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -10.6 0.0 1993 ;

Cross-currency valuation .. .. 5.3 -2.5

Residual .. .. 2.0 -0.8 . -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

US$ billion
AVERAGE rERMIS OF NE\\ COM( MITMHENTS

ALL CREDIT(ORS Private sector

Interest (%) 4.7 6.4 7.4 4.0

Maturity (years) 18.6 18.2 13.5 15.6 2000
Grant element 1%) 33.3 24.1 15.7 33.0 19

Otlicial creditors 1999

Interest (%) 3.8 4.7 5.5 3.5 .. 1998

Maturity (years) 23.6 24.1 21.4 19.3 1997

Grant element (%) 43.2 38.8 32.2 41.3

Private creditors 1996

Interest (%) 6.3 8.6 8.8 4.8 * s1995
Maturity (years) 9.4 10.7 7.6 10.2 ..

Grant element (%) 14.7 5.7 3.4 20.8 1994 _

Memo: 1993

Commitments 1.1 11.5 15.3 6.9

Official creditors 0.7 6.4 6.6 4.1 -1.5 -10 -0b5 0.0 05 10 1.5 20 illion

Private creditors 0.4 5.1 8.8 2.8
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SOUTH ASIA

(t,'$ hi/li(n)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

US$ billion External debt
SLi%lU'l%R VDEBsT L V 180

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 38.1 129.9 164.6 164.5 160
Long-term debt (LDOD) 11.7 33.2 113.0 155.1 156.7
Public and publicly guaranteed 11.6 32.8 111.3 144.9 145.6 140
Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.4 1.7 10.3 11.2
Use of INIF credit 0.1 2.5 4.5 2.3 1.9 120
Short-term debt .. 2.5 12.4 7.1 5.9 I1- E;
of which interest arrears on LDOD .. (AI) 0.0 0.2 0.2 100
Memo:

IBRD 0.9 1.2 9.6 11.2 10.3 80
IDA 1.3 7.1 21.1 32.1 32.1 60

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 1.6 6.4 12.2 9.5 16.3
Long-term debt 1.6 4.7 10.3 8.9 16.1 20

Public and publicly guaranteed 1.5 4.4 10.1 8.4 14.7
Private nonguarantecd 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.4 0

IMF purchases 0.0 1.6 1.9 0.6 0.2 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Memo: . Offical Private

IBRD 0.1 0.2 1.6 1.1 0(.9
IDA 0.1 0.9 1.6 1.5 1.5

Principal repayments 0.8 1.6 5.3 9.2 8.2
Long-term debt 0.5 1.2 4.1 8.5 7.7 Aggregatenetresourceflows

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.5 1.1 3.8 7.0 7.3 US billion
Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.4 1.5 0.4

IMF repurchases 0.3 0.3 1.2 0.7 0.5 16
Memo:

IBRD 0.1 0.1 0.6 1.1 1.3 14
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5

12

Net flows on debt 1.2 5.8 8.4 0.5 6.8
of which short-term debt .. 1.0 1.5 0.2 -1.3 10
Interest payments (INT\ .. 1.2 6.2 5.4 5.6 8
Long-term debt 0.3 0.9 4.7 5.0 5.2 
Net transfers on debt .. 4.6 2.3 -4.8 1.1 6
Total debt service (TDS) .. 2.8 11.5 14.6 13.9

4
AGGREG.&TE NET RESOURCE FLOWS AND NET TRANSFERS (LONG-TERMI U

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 1.4 6.5 9.2 7.2 16.2
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF 1.0 3.5 6.2 0.4 8.4 0
Foreign direct investment (net) 0.1 0.2 0.5 3.1 3.2 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Portfolio equity flows 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.3 2.1 * Private non-debt flows - Private debt flows Otficial flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.3 2.8 2.4 2.4 2.5
NET TRANSFERS 1.1 5.6 4.4 1.8 10.3
Interest on long-term debt 0.3 0.9 4.7 5.0 5.2
Profit remittances on FDI 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.6 Debt indicators

Percent

MAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS 300.0

Gross national product (GNP) 84.2 236.3 401.9 579.8 621.3
Exports of goods & services (XGS) 4.1 23.5 39.7 94.4 105.5 250.0
of which workers' remittances .. 4.9 4.8 15.5 18.4
Imports of goods & services (MGS 5.8 29.6 52.7 104.5 116.3
International reserves (RES) .. 15.4 8.9 38.7 43.1 2000
Current account balance .. -4.9 -11.6 -7.7 -15.5

150.0
DEBT INDICA rORS

EDT / XGS (cl) 298.7 162.0 327.4 174.5 156.0 1000
EDT / GNP (%) 14.6 16.1 32.3 28.4 26.5
TDS /XGS (%) 26.2 11.8 28.9 15.5 13.1
INT/XGSiF%) 7.1 5.2 15.6 5.7 54 500
INT /GNP (97c 0.4 0.5 1.5 0.9 0.9
RES / MGS (months) .. 6.2 2.0 4.4 4.4 00
Short-term / EDT (%) 3.5 6.4 9.5 4.3 3.6 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Concessional / EDT (%) 75.5 74.3 56.3 55.1 54.7
Multilateral / EDT (%) 18.0 24.5 29.5 38.6 37.3 EDT/XGS EDTIGNP
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SOUTH ASIA

(US$ billiont)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
IONt;-TERM 1)l-B1T

1*111 OL1 IANDl33 l.2)(l[1 1.' 3. 113." 155.1 ISa.7 Private

Public and publicly guaranteed 11.6 32.8 111.3 144.9 145.6 28%
Ofticial creditors 10.9 30.4 86.9 118.1 113.5

Multilateral 2.2 9.3 38.3 63.5 61.4
Bilateral 8.7 21.1 48.6 54.6 52.2

Private creditors 0.7 2.4 24.4 26.8 32.0
Bonds 0.0 0.0 2.6 6.4 5.8 Bilateral

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.4 1.7 1(0.3 11.2 33%
Bonds 0.0 (1. 0.0 2.9 2.8

DISBURSEMENTS 1.6 4.7 10.3 8.9 16.1
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.5 4.4 10.1 8.4 14.7
Official creditors 1.4 3.4 7.0 7.(1 6.8

Multilateral 0.2 1.4 4.4 4.3 4.1
Bilateral 1.2 2.() 2.6 2.6 2.7 39i

Private creditors 0.1 1.0 3.1 1.5 7.9
Bonds 0.0 (1.0 0.4 0.0 () I

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.4
Bonds 0.0 (1.11 0.0 0.0 ().1

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.5 1.2 4.1 8.5 7.7 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.5 1.1 3.8 7.0 7.3 US$ bili,on on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.4 1.1( 2.4 4.4 5.2 8

Multilateral (). I 0.1 1.0 2.2 2.8
Bilateral 0.3 (.8 1.4 2.1 2.4 7

Private creditors 0.1 0.2 1.4 2.6 2.1 6

Bonds 0.0 0.0 (1 3 0.4 0.7 7
Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.4 1.5 0.4 4

Bonds 0.0 ().1 0.0 0.8 I.1
3

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 1.0 3.5 6.2 0.4 8.4 2Er E
Public and publiclv guaranteed 1.0 3.3 6.3 1.4 7.3 i J
Official creditors 1.0 2.4 4.6 2.6 1.5 

Multilateral 0.1 1.3 3.4 2.1 1.3 0
Bilateral 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.5 (1.3 -1

Private creditors 0.0 0.9 1.7 -1.2 5.8 _2
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.4 -(1.6

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -1.0 1.0 -3
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.(1 -0.8 -0.1 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

GP Private * Official
CLURRENCI CONIPOSI TION OF LONG-TERM DEBT IPFRC ENTai

Deutsche mark 9.3 8.3 5.9 4.1 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 1.4 2.3 1.7 1.4
Japanese yen 5.3 8.8 11.9 17.0 .. Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 21.7 17.6 4.8 2.7
U.S. dollars 41.1 41.8 51.6 49.6 2000 .

Multiple currency 9.2 7.3 13.6 17.5 .. 1999 9m 3

All other currencies 11.5 9.9 4.6 2.2 1998 o_ 

DEB'I STOCK-FLOW RECONCILL%TION 1997 ,

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 13.3 1.3 .. 1996 W..

Net flows on debt 1.2 5.8 8.4 0.5 6.8 995

Net change in interest arrears .. .. 0.0 -0.2 .
Interest capitalized .. 0 0.8 . 994

Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. 0.0 0.0 1993
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 1.7 2.5
Residual .. .. 3.1 -2.4 .. 0.0 20 4.0 6.0 t0 10.0

US$ biliton
AV`ERA(iE TERNIS OF NNEW C(NJIM[lIEN TS

ALL CREDITFORS Private sector

Interest (%) 2.5 4.7 4.6 2.7
Maturity (years) 32.6 32.6 24.7 27.5 2000
Grant element (%) 45.1 27.1 34.3 50.1) 19

Offlicial creditors 1999
Interest (%) 2.2 2.2 3.6 2.7 .. 1998

Maturity (years) 34.9 39.2 28.9 27.6 1997
Grant element (%) 48.7 34.5 40.9 50.3 1996

Private creditors 1996
Interest f%) 5.9 12.8 6.7 5.8 .. 1995
Maturity (years) 11.7 10.9 15.2 12.1 1994
Grant element (") 12.5 2.6 19.3 20.2 1993

Memo: 1993
Commitments 2.1 8.4 13.6 4.3

Otficial creditors 1.9 6.5 9.4 4.3 <~~~~~~~~~-1. -0.5 0.0 0.5 1 0 1.5 2.0 2.5OPficial creditors 0.9 6.5 9 4. 3 US$ bilion
Private creditors 0.2 2.0 4.2 0.() .
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

(US$ billion,)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

US$ billion External debt
SUNIIARI DEBT DATA 250

TOTAI DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 60.6 176.9 216.4 206.1
Long-term debt ILDOD) 6.1 46.4 149.4 165.0 165.4
Public and publicly guaranteed 5.8 41.8 144.1 157.7 156.9 200
Private nonguaranteed 0.3 4.6 5.3 7.3 8.5
Use of IMF credit 0.1 3.0 6.6 7.1 6.7
Short-term debt . 11.2 20.9 44.3 34.0 150
of which interest arrears on LDOD 1.7 9.3 19.7 11.6 --
Memo:

fBRD 0.6 2.5 9.2 4.2 3.5 100
IDA 0.2 2.6 15.8 33.5 33.6

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 1.3 11.7 10.4 8.6 10.4 50
Long-term debt 1.2 10.5 9.7 8.1 9.9

Public and publicly guaranteed 1.1 9.3 9.1 7.5 7.8
Private nonguaranteed 0.1 1.2 0.6 0.6 2.1 0

IMF purchases 0.0 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Memo: Official Private

IBRD 0.1 04 0.8 0.1 0.I
IDA 0.1 0.4 20 2.0 2.2

Principal repayments 0.5 3.2 5.6 9.5 9.7
Long-term debt 0.4 2.8 4.6 9.0 9.1 Aggregate net resource flows

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.3 2.2 4.2 7.4 8.3 30US$ billion
Pri Bate nonguaranteed 0.1 0.6 0.5 1.5 0.8

IMF repurchases 0.1 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.5
Memo: 25

IBRD 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.7 0.6
IDA 0.0 0.( 0.1 0.2 0.3

20
Net flows on debt 1.5 10.1 7.1 1.3 -1.5
of which short-term debt 1 .5 2.3 2 2 -2 2
Interest payments (INT) .. 3.5 5.3 4.7 4.9 15
Long-term debt 0.2 2.4 4.4 3.5 3.5
Net transfers on debt .. 6.6 1.7 -3.4 -6.4 10 _
Total debt service (TDS) .. 6.7 10.9 14.3 14.6

A(G;GRE(, TE NET RESOLIRCE FLO%%S.VND NET'TRANSFERS iLONG-TERNIP 5

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 1.3 11.4 18.0 21.0 19.1 S
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF: 0.9 7.7 5.1 -0.9 0.7 0 &
Forein direct investment (net) 0.1 0.1 0.9 7.9 7.3 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Portfolio eqUrity foxWs 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 0.8 U Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.4 3.6 12.0 10.0 10.0 2
NET TRANSFERS 0.4 6.1 11.9 13.0 10.5
Interest on long-term debt 0.2 2.4 4.4 3.5 3.5
Profit remittances on FDI 0.7 2.9 1.7 4.5 5.2 Debt indicators

Percent

MAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS 3000

Gross national product (GNP) 59.7 259 3 280.7 306.7 311.9
Exports of goods & services (XGS: 92.9 84.5 1(02.6 114.3 250.0

of s hich workers' remittance! 0.8 0.8 1.9 1.9
Imports of goods & services (MGS' 93.4 91.7 118.7 129.8
International reserves (RES) 3.1 22.9 15.4 3'2 33.6 2000

Current account balance 0.4 -18 -6.9 -4.6

1500
DEBT INDICA%TORS

EDT / XGS ISV 65.2 209.4 210.8 180.2 1000
EDT / GNP (Cc 11 6 23.4 63.0 70.5 66.1 -

TDS / XGS (4I ) 7.2 12.9 13.9 12.8 - -

INT/XGS (cl ) 3.8 6.3 4.6 4.3 50o
INT/ GNP (57) 0.3 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.6
RES / MGS (months) 3.0 2.0 3.3 3.1 0.0
Short-term / EDT (%j 10.9 18.5 11.8 20.5 16.5 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Concessional / EDT (%",) 46.2 26.9 33.1 39.3 41.2 EDT;XGS - ----- EDT/GNP
Multilateral / EDT (5c) 12,6 12.4 21.6 25.9 26.1
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

(lJS$ billioni)
1970 1980 1990 1999 2000

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
l.ONG;-TERM%I DEBT Private

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 6.1 46.4 149.4 165.0 165.4 22%o
Public and publicly guaranteed 5.8 41.8 144.1 157.7 156.9
Official creditors 4.2 25.6 108.7 128.5 129.4

Multilateral 0.9 7.5 38.2 56.0 53.9
Bilateral 3.3 18.0 70.5 72.5 75.5

Private creditors 1.6 16.2 35.4 29.1 27.5
Bonds (1.4 0.6 0.3 9.0 8.4

Private nonguaranteed 0.3 4.6 5.3 7.3 8.5
Bonds 0.0 (J.1) 0.0 1.2 2.0

DISBURSEMENTS 1.2 10.5 9.7 8.1 9.9 Mulilateral 6,' '.

Public and publicly guaranteed 1.1 9.3 9.1 7.5 7.8 33°.
Official creditors (1.7 4.2 7.2 3.8 4.1

Multilateral 0.2 1.7 4.5 3.1 3.3
Bilateral 0.5 2.6 2.6 (1.7 0.7

Private creditors 0.5 5.1 1.9 3.7 3.7
Bonds (1.() 0.1 0.0 1.4 0.8

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 1.2 0.6 0.6 2.1
Bonds (1.( 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.7

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.4 2.8 4.6 9.0 9.1 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.3 2.2 4.2 7.4 8.3 us$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.2 0.7 2.6 3.3 3.5 5

Multilateral 0.0 0.2 1.3 1.9 2.0
Bilateral 0.1 0.5 1.2 1.4 1.6 4

Private creditors (1.2 1.5 1.6 4.2 4.8
Bonds (.0 0.0 0.(1 0.8 1.2 3

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.6 0.5 1.5 0.8
Bonds 0.0 (1.(1 0.0 0.4 0.0 2

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 0.9 7.7 5.1 -0.9 0.7
Public and publiclv guaranteed 0.8 7.1 4.9 0.1 -0.5 1 U E
Official creditors 1.5 3.6 4.6 0.5 0.5

Mlultilateral (1. 1 1.5 3.2 1.2 1.4 
Bilateral 0.4 2.1 1.4 -(1.6 -0.8

Private creditors 0.3 3.6 0.3 -0.5 -1.1
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 (1.5 -0.5

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.6 0.2 -0.9 1.3 -2
Bonds 1.(1 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.7 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Prvate mOificial
CL RRENC Y CONIPOSI TI ON OF LONG-TERN I DEB'I' iPERCENTh

Deutsche mark 6.6 7.0 6.4 4.3 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 14.4 13.8 14.1 9.9
Japanese yen 0.1 5.4 4.0 6.7 Government and public enterprises

Pound sterling 22.5 5.7 5.4 3.9 ..
U.S. dollars 21.4 35.4 36.5 5(1.4 2000
Mtiltiple currency 11.2 8.8 111.4 7.6 ., 1999
All other currencies 23.4 22.1 20.5 14.4 1998

DEB r STOCK-FlOflW RE(()NCILI tIN . 1997 . - '>

Total change in debt stocks , , , , 19.8 -13.3 .. 1996 
Net tloAsondebt 1.5 10.1 7.1 1.3 -1.5I
Net change in interest arrears 2.2 -11.6 1.

Interest capitalized .. .. 1.7 (1.5 1994 t-... 
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -2.9 -4.8 1993 :.,, g
Cross-currency valuation .. 7.7 -6.7
Residual .. .. 3.9 -3.2 .. -1. 0 0 1.0 2 0 30 4.0 50 60 7.0

3US$ billion
AVER%f;E F ERNvISO 01 NI-1 COSltllNlrTME ST

ALL CREDITl'(ORS Private sector
Interest (9S) 3.7 7.0 4.3 3.6
Maturity (years) 23.9 17.3 25.3 19.8 2000
Grant element (%) 47.5 21.7 43.4 45.8 19

Official creditors 1999
Interest (%) 2.0 4.1 3.5 1.3 .. 1998
Maturity (years) 32.0 25.1 28.2 29.6 1997
Grant element (%) 67.4 42.7 51.1 71.4 1996 7

Private creditors 1996
Interest (%) 6.6 10.0 8.1 6.3 .. 1995 -0-K

Maturity (years) 10.2 9.4 11.7 7.9
Grant element (IŽ) 13.3 0.2 7.7 14.8 ..

Memo: 1993

Commitments 1.9 12.5 11.5 6.2
Official creditors 1.2 6.5 9.4 3.4 -1.5 -1.0 0 5 0.0 0 5 10 1 59P4i3vateS$ bil02on
Private creditors 0.7 6.0 2.0 2.8
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SEVERELY INDEBTED LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

(USS billion,

1970 1980) 1990 1998 1999
US$ billion External debt

SLNIMAR) DEBTDlJ % r 400

TOTAI DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 85.3 257.3 365.2 356.8 350

Long-term debt (LDODt 12.0 68.6 217.2 298.5 289.7
Public and publicIh guaranteed 11.4 61.3 202.8 237.8 237.0
Private nonguaranteed 0.6 7.2 14.3 60.7 52.8 300

Use of INIF credit 0.3 3.2 6.0 16.3 17.8
Short-term debt .. 13.5 34.2 50.4 49.3
of which interest arrcar s on LDOD 1.7 10.7 21.2 24.0
Memo: 200

IBRD 0.8 3.4 18.9 17.8 18.1 -

IDA 0.4 3.5 14.9 28.9 29.8 150

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT 100
Disbursements 2.4 14.9 20.0 23.6 16.4
Long-term dcht 2.3 13.7 19.6 17.1 13.9 50

Public and puLblicly guaranteed 2,1 11.9 14.2 13.2 11.4
Prix ate nonguLaranteed 0.3 1.8 5.4 3.9 2.5 0

IMF purchases 11,1 1.3 0.4 6.5 2.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Mlemo: : Off cial Private
IBRD (11 0.7 2.1 1.4 2.0
IDA 0.1 0.5 1.5 1.7 1.7

Principal repayments 0.7 4.6 11.1 16.6 17.8
Long-term debt 0.6 4.1 10.2 16. 1 17.2

Public and publtcly guaranteed 0.5 2.9 8.6 8.4 9.8 35US$bion Aggregate net resource flows
Private nongtlaranteed (.1 1.2 1.6 7.7 7.4

IMF repurchases 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.5 0.5 30
Nlemo:

IBRD (.0 0.1 1.1 1.5 1.5
IDA 0.( 0.0 0.1 ().2 02 25

Net flows on debt 2.8 13.1 14.3 -4.0 -3.2 20
of Av,htch short-term debt 2.7 5.2 -11.1 -1.9
Interest payments (INT) .. 4.8 9.1 10.8 9.5 15
Long-term debt 0.3 3. 5 7.6 8.7 7.7
Net transfers on debt .. 8.3 5.1 -14.8 -12.7 10
Total debt service (TDS) .. 9.4 20.2 27.4 27.3

5-

&GGRE; %TE NET RESOUL RCE FFlO%Es 3.ND !E r ITRANSFERS LIONG-TER1Ii, .

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 2.2 12.9 19.6 13.7 8.9
Net flow of long-term debt (cx. IMF 1.7 9.6 9.4 1.0 -3.3 -5
Foreign direct investmenti ct o I 0.0 2.0 4.8 3.6 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portfolio equity losVs 0.0 0.01 0.3 0.3 1.3 * Private non-debt flows .Private debt flows Official flows
Grants fexcluding technical coop.) 0.3 3.4 7.8 7.7 7.4
NET TRANSFERS 1.1 4.0 8.9 1.0 -3.7
Interest on long-term debt 0.3 3.5 7.6 8.7 7.7
Profit remittances on FDI 0.8 5.5 3.1 4.0 5.0 Debt indicators

Percent
MAJ.lOR Et ONONIIC INDIC VFORS 400.0

Gross national prodtLct (GNP) 57.2 261.9 289.0 292.8 332.0 3500
Exports of goods & ser\ ices i XGS, . 76.8 109.4 115)2
otf hich workers' remittance . 2.2 2.6 4.4 4.0 3000
Imports of goods & sers ices i MGS ' 88.2 128.5 127.2
International reserNes (RES) 2.1 22.5 17.( 38.0 43.4 250.0
CuLrrent account balance -2.7 -7.4 -9.5 -1.9

200.0
DEBT IlNDIC IO(IR!

150.0
EDT / XGS(§m 335.3 333.9 309.7
EDTT/GNP (IC) 23.5 32.6 89.0 124.7 107.5 1000 / _

TDS / XGS §3 ) 26.3 25.1 23.7
INT/XGS (). 11.9 9.9 8.3 500
INT /GNP '>) 0)5 1.8 3.2 3.7 2.9
RES /MGS (monthsf 2.3 3.6 4.1 00
Short-term/EDT (',) 8.6 15.9 13.3 13.8 13.8 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Concessional / EDT ( cI) 57.9 36.5 35.0 33.3 34.5 -EDTrXGS EDT/GNP
Multilateral / EDT RI 10.0 11.6 20.1 20.7 22.1
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SEVERELY INDEBTED LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

(US$ billion;)
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
ILONI;-TC R.I DEBTI

DEBI %JtiI ANIDINE,i dLD0Dit 12.11 (,S.6 21'.2 2'118.5 -s2XQ.7 Private
Public and publicly guaranteed 11.4 61.3 202.8 237.8 237.0
Oflicial creditors 9.5 41.7 154.1 197.3 198.5

Multilateral 1.3 9.9 51.8 75.6 78.7
Bilateral 8.2 31.8 102.2 121.7 119.8

Private creditors 1.8 19.6 48.7 40.6 38.5
Bonds 0.1 0.2 0.7 6.4 6.0

Private nonguaranteed 0.6 7.2 14.3 60.7 52.8
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.1 9.6 8.5 Bilateral

DISBURSEMENTS 2.3 13.7 19.6 17.1 13.9 42%
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.1 11.9 14.2 13.2 11.4 U
Official creditors 1.4 5.8 11.6 10.0 10.0

Multilateral 0.2 2.0 6.2 5.9 6.2 1 Multis'e. '_
Bilateral 1.2 3.8 5.4 4.1 3.8 2iHo

Private creditors 0.6 6.1 2.6 3.2 1.4
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Private nonguaranteed 0.3 1.8 5.4 3.9 2.5
Bonds 0.( 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.0

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 0.6 4.1 10.2 16.1 17.2 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.5 2.9 8.6 8.4 9.8 US$billin on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.3 1.1 4.2 5.6 5.3 10

Multilateral 0.1 0.3 1.9 2.8 3.0
Bilateral 0.2 0.9 2.3 2.8 2.3 -

Private creditors 0.3 1.7 4.3 2.8 4.5 6 flU
Bonds 0.0 0.( 0.1 0.0 0.3 4 E

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 1.2 1.6 7.7 7.4 1 *fl
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.2 2 fl

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 1.7 9.6 9.4 1.0 -3.3 0
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.6 9.0 5.7 4.8 1.6 -2
Official creditors 1.2 4.6 7.4 4.4 4.7

Multilateral 0.2 1.7 4.3 3.1 3.2 4'
Bilateral 1.0 2.9 3.1 1.3 1.5 -6

Private creditors 0.4 4.3 -1.7 0.4 -3.1 8
Bonds 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.3

Private nonguaranteed 0.2 0.6 3.8 -3.8 -4.9 -10
Bonds 0.0 0.0 (.1 -0. 1 -1.2 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

I Private U Official
CURRENCY COMtPOSITION OF LONG-TERI%I DEBT IPERCENT)

Deutsche mark 6.7 7.2 6.3 4.9 4.2 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 8.5 8.5 9.1 7.3 6.2
Japanese yen 4.2 10.6 12.5 14.4 17.0 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 11.1 3.1 3.6 2.8 2.7
U.S. dollars 37.8 40.6 33.6 43.7 46.2 1999 _ _
Multiple currency 9.6 8.3 14.7 9.4 9.5 1998
All other currencies 21.5 18.6 15.6 13.1 9.9 1997

DEBT STOCK-FLOWR ECONCILIATION 1996

Total change in debt stocks . .. 30.7 25.7 -9.7 1995
Net flows on debt 2.8 13.1 14.3 -4.0 -3.2 1994 __ _

Net change in interest arrears .. .. 2.5 2.4 2.8 1

Interest capitalized .. .. 1.6 0.5 1.4 1993
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -2.6 -0.5 -4.9 1992
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 11.5 5.1 -3.1 - - - -
Residual , ,, 3.3 22.2 -2.8 00 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0

US$ billion
AV-ER.AGE TERMIS OF NE\\ COU)MITR.ENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interest (%) 3.3 7.1 5.1 3.8 3.5
Maturity (years) 27.4 18.6 22.8 23.8 20.6 1999
Grant element (%) 52.6 22.6 35.6 44.0 43.2

Official creditors 1998
Interest (We) 2.1 4.1 4.5 3.6 3.2 1997
Maturity (years) 33.5 26.6 24.9 24.7 22.0 1996 _ _ ___

Grant element (%) 66.1 44.4 40.9 45.9 46.8
Private creditors 1995

Interest ('7X) 6.5 10.3 7.9 7.1 7.0 1994
Maturity (years) 10.1 9.9 12.6 6.5 6.8
Grantelement(%; 13.9 -1.2 10.5 9.9 9 199 3

Memo: 1992
Commitments 3.3 16.9 18.5 13.3 10.0 ' _ L _

Official creditors 2.5 9.1 15.3 12.6 9.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Private creditors 0.9 7.9 3.3 0.7 1.0 b
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SEVERELY INDEBTED MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES

(1s$ hil/iuo)

1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

US$ billion External debt
SUNL%t%R% Dl'BT D XTA% 600

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) 137.2 301.5 526.9 534.9
Long-term debt ILDOD) 13.9 107.4 238.1 430.9 427.6 5oo

Public and publicly guaranteed 7.1 83.5 229. 1 290.5 283.3
Private nonguaranteed 6.8 23.9 9.0 140.5 144.2

Use of lIvF credit 0.0 0.7 6.3 13.4 16.4 400
Short-term debt 29.1 57.1 82.6 91.0
of which interest arrears on LDOD 0.0 21 1 4.7 3.3
Memo: 300

IBRD 0.5 3.3 13.5 17.8 19.9
IDA 0.0 0.2 0.6 1.7 1.7 200

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT - -----
Disbursements 3.3 20.9 10.3 98.1 74.4 100 -
Long-term debt 3.2 20.6 9.8 93.1 67.8

Public and publicly guaranteed 1.7 15.4 8.9 39.5 32.1
Private nonguaranteed 1.6 5.1 0.9 53.6 35.8 0

IMF purchases 0.0 0.3 0.6 5.1 6.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Memo: F_r Official Private
IBRD 0.1 0.7 1.3 3.8 3.9
IDA 0.0 0.0 0. 1 0.2 0.2

Principal repayments 1.7 10.7 15.0 50.1 72.2
Long-term debt 1.6 10.6 13.3 49.0 69.0

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 6.8 12.2 19.3 26.5 US$obilion Aggregate net resource flaws
100

Private nonguaranteed 0.9 3.8 [.1 29.7 42.5
IMF repurchases 0.1 0.2 1.7 1.1 3.2 90

Memo:
IBRD 0.0 0.2 1.6 1.5 1.6 80
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70

Net flows on debt 3.6 19.8 -0.4 31.8 2.0 60 -

of which short-term debt 9.3 4.3 -16.3 -0.2

Interest payments (INT) 12.4 8.2 25.2 29.8 50
Long-term debt 0.7 9.2 6.3 20.6 25.0 40

Net transfers on debt . 7.3 -8.6 6.6 -27.8
Total debt service (TDS) 23.2 23.2 75.3 102.0 30

AGGREG.%TE NET RESOLl, 1 E FLOWS A)ND NE T TRANSFERS iLONG-TERMNi 20

10
NET RESOURCE FLOWS 2.1 16.2 2.0 90.6 65.5
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF, 1.6 10.0 -3.5 44.1 -1.1 0 -

Foreign direct investment (net) 0.3 2.7 3.1 42.7 60.9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portfolio equity flows 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.8 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows

Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.1 3.4 2.4 3.0 3.0

NET TRANSFERS 0.3 4.9 -7.0 63.7 33.1
Interest on long-term debt 0.7 9.2 6.3 20.6 25.0
Profit remittances on FDI 1.1 2.1 2.7 6.4 7.5 Debt indicators

Percent
%MAJOR ECONONII ICNDIC xTORS 4500

Gross national product (GNP) 89.4 404.7 689.3 1,205.5 1,156.4 400.0
Exports of goods & services (XGS) 58.1 77.9 132.8 126.4
of which workers remittance, 0.7 1.1 3.3 3.7 350.0
ltnports of goods & services (MGS. 79.8 84.5 195.2 175.2
International reserves (RES) 3.1 22.2 .. 85.2 76.7 3000
Current account balance -16.0 -1.1 -46.2 -28.7 250 0

DEBT INDIC,(TORS 200.0

EDT / XGS ('7.) 236.0 387.1 396.9 423.1 150.0
EDT/GNP (%) 17.8 33.9 43.7 43.7 46.3
TDS / XGS (17%) 39.8 29.8 56.7 80.7 100.0
INT / XGS 'i .. 21.4 10.5 19.0 23.6
INT/ GNP (% 0.8 3.1 1.2 2.1 2.6 50.0 
RES / MGS (months) 3.3 .. 5.2 53 0.0
Short-term /EDT I'7,) 12.8 21.2 18.9 15.7 17.0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Concessional / EDT t'41) 13.1 15.4 16.3 6.1 6.1
Multilateral / EDT (%) 5.5 4.3 7.6 8.2 9.0 EDT/XGS -~E DT/GNF
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SEVERELY INDEBTED MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES

(US$ billion)
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
I.IJN( lTERINI DEBT

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDoDi 13.9 1111.4 23'.1 4311.4 42.h
Public and publicly guaranteed 7.1 83.5 229.1 290.5 283.3
Official creditors 3.4 33.8 105.1 139.5 141.3

Multilateral 0.9 5.9 23.0 43.3 48.4 Bilateral
Bilateral 2.5 27.9 82.1 96.1 92.9 22%

Private creditors 3.7 49.7 124.0 151.0 142.1
Bonds 0.5 4.2 14.5 117.9 125.2

Private nonguaranteed 6.8 23.9 9.0 140.5 144.2 Private
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 28.8 29.1 67%

DISBURSEMENTS 3.2 20.6 9.8 93.1 67.8
Public and publiclv guaranteed 1.7 15.4 8.9 39.5 32.1 Itilateral
Official creditors 0.6 4.4 4.6 15.5 10.6 11%

Multilateral 0.2 1.2 2.4 12.7 9.4
Bilateral 0.4 3.2 2.2 2.8 1.1

Private creditors 1.1 11.0 4.3 24.0 21.5
Bonds 0.1 0.5 0.3 14.7 20.6

Private nonguaranteed 1.6 5.1 0.9 53.6 35.8
Bonds 0.0 0.( 0.0 7.5 2.7

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 1.6 10.6 13.3 49.0 69.0 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 6.8 12.2 19.3 265 US$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.2 1.2 4.8 7.0 85 40

Multilateral 0.1 0.3 2.3 2.8 4.3
Bilateral 0.2 0.9 2.5 4.2 4.3 35

Private creditors 0.5 5.6 7.4 12.3 18.0 30
Bonds 0.0 0.2 (1.9 7.2 9.3 25

Private nonguaranteed 0.9 3.8 1.1 29.7 42.5
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.1 3.5 20

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 1.6 10.0 -3.5 44.1 -1.1 15
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.9 8.6 -3.3 20.2 5.6 101
Official creditors 0.3 3.2 -0.2 8.5 2.0

Multilateral (.1 0.9 0.1 9.9 5.1 0.1 9.91 - - I 1
Bilateral 0.2 2.3 -0.4 -1.4 -3.1 0L

Private creditors 0.6 5.5 -3.1 11.6 3.5 5
Bonds 0.1 0.3 -0.7 7.5 11.3

Private nonguaranteed 0.7 1.4 -0.2 23.9 -6.7 -10
Bonds 0.0 0.( 0.0 3.4 -0.8 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

i Private * Official
Cl RRENCY' (CO!lPOSl11ON OF LONG-TERlIV DEB1i PERCENTi

Deutsche mark 9.7 6.3 7.9 6.0 5.2 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 1.5 2.5 4.3 1.7 1.3
Japanese yen 0.1 5.8 5.3 4.9 5.4 Government and public enterprises

Pound sterling 5.9 1.9 1.4 0.9 0.7
U.S. dollars 61.5 50.9 47.2 56.2 57.3 1999
Multiple currency 12.5 6.4 11.0 7.5 7.2 1998 .
All other currencies 7.0 4.4 3.7 5.7 7.9 1997

DEB'I STOCK-FLOI% RECONCILIAIHON 1996

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 8.9 62.7 8.0 1995 

Net flows on debt 3.6 19.8 -0.4 31.8 2.0 994 , 
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 8.6 1.2 -1.3 1994
Interest capitalized .. .. 0.9 0.5 0.1 1993

Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -6.6 -0.8 -1.8 1992
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 6.5 3.3 -4.2
Residual .. .. 0.9 17.1 10.4 o.o 5(0 10.0 15.0 20.0

US$ billion
A % ERA( E IF RMS O)F NE\\ C"O?llITMVENTh

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interest (%) 6.9 11.3 6.7 9.2 8.6
Maturity (years) 14.0 11.7 15.8 7.2 9.6 1999
Grant element (%) 17.0 -4.6 21.3 4.9 5.7

Ofticial creditors 1998 _

Interest (%) 6.0 7.3 5.6 8.8 5.7 1997
Maturity (years) 22.8 16.6 2(1.7 5.5 13.2 96
Grant element (%) 26.3 18.6 31.0 6.5 23.0

Private creditors 1995

Interest (%) 7.4 12.9 8.8 9.7 10.2 1994
Maturity (years) 9.7 9.8 6.7 9.7 7.5 1993.
Grant element (i12.4 -13.6 3.5 2.7 -4.6 19

Memo: 1992

Commitments 2.2 17.3 6. 2 53.0 35.6
Official creditors 0.7 5.0 4.1 31.3 13.3 -10.0 -50 0.0 50 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0
Private creditors 1.5 12.3 2.2 21.7 22.3
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MODERATELY INDEBTED LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

(US$ hillion,)

1970 1980 1990 1998 1999
US$ bilion External debt

SUI!MMARY DEBPT D.ATA 100

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 15.1 70.8 87.9 88.6 90
Long-term debt (LDOD) 1.4 12.3 61.9 77.7 78.1
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.3 11.9 60.8 75.2 75.6 ao
Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.6 2.5 70

Use of IMF credit 0.1 1.1 2.6 3.7 3.5 i
Short-term debt .. 1.7 6.2 6.4 7.0 60
of which interest arrears on LDOD .. 0.0 2.2 2.0 2.2
Memo: 50

IBRD 0.1 0.5 1.5 0.9 0.8 40
IDA 0.1 1.7 9.6 19.7 20.1

30
TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 0.2 3.4 4.2 6.1 5.1 20
Long-term debt 0.2 2.9 3.9 5.5 4.7

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.1 2.8 3.6 5.3 4.6 10
Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0

IMF purchases 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Memo: Official Private
IBRD 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1
IDA 0.0 0.3 1.3 1.7 1.6

Principal repayments 0.1 0.8 2.1 3.8 4.1
Long-term debt 0.1 0.6 1.5 3.2 3.5

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.1 0.5 1.5 2.7 3.4 US$ billion Aggregate net resource flows
Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1

IMF repurchases 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.6
Memo: 12

IBRD 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 10

Net flows on debt 0.1 2.9 3.1 1.8 1.5
of which short-term debt 0.3 1.0 -0.5 0.4
Interest payments (INT) 0.6 1.3 1.7 1.6
Long-term debt 0.0 0.4 0.9 1.4 1.3 6
Net transfers on debt .. 2.3 1.8 0.1 -0.1
Total debt service (TDS) .. 1.4 3.4 5.5 5.7 4

AGGREGATE NET RESOLURCE FLOWS AND NET TRANSFERS ILONG-TERNI) 2

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 0.7 5.3 8.6 11.3 9.7
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF 0.1 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.2 0
Foreign direct investment (net) 0.1 0.2 0.0 3.7 2.7 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portfolio equity flows 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.5 2.8 6.2 5.3 5.8
NET TRANSFERS 0.5 4.6 7.4 9.4 7.7
Interest on long-term debt 0.0 0.4 0.9 1.4 1.3
Profit remittances on FDI 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.7 Debt indicators

Percent

MLAJOR ECONOMUC INDICATORS 400.0

Gross national product (GNP) . .. 103.1 135.2 137.2 350.0
Exports of goods & services (XGS .. .. 20.0 39.5 43.7
of which workers' remittance .. 0.5 2.5 3.0 3.2 300.0
Imports of goods & services (MGS .. .. 26.9 51.0 53.0
Intemational reserves (RES) .. .. .. 10.7 12.3 250.0
Current account balance .. -2.9 -3.7 -5.9 -3.8

200 0
DEBT INDIC'ATORS

150 0
EDT/XGS % .. . 352.9 222.5 202.6
EDT/GNP .. .. 68.6 65.0 64.6 1000

TDS / XGS(%) .. 16.9 14.0 13.0
INT / XGS 1%) .. 6.5 4.4 3.7 50.0
INT /GNPt%) .. 1.3 1.3 1.2
RES / MGS (months) .. .. 2.5 2.8 0.0
Short-term/EDT (%) 4.9 11.1 8.8 7.3 7.9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Concessional/EDT (%) 41.7 49.7 68.3 55.7 58.3 EDTAXGS - ET/GNP
Multilateral / EDT (%7) 9.5 21.3 23.5 35.6 36.2
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MODERATELY INDEBTED LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

((,IS$ billionz)
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
LONG-TER-NI DEBT Private

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 1.4 12.3 61.9 77.7 78.1 12%
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.3 11.9 60.8 75.2 75.6
Official creditors 0.9 9.1 54.4 67.1 68.8

Multilateral 0.1 3.2 16.6 31.2 32.1
Bilateral 0.7 5.8 37.8 35.9 36.7

Private creditors 0.4 2.8 6.4 8.0 6.8
Bonds 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.6

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.5 1.2 2.6 2.5 Multilateral
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 41%

DISBURSEMENTS 0.2 2.9 3.9 5.5 4.7 Bilateral
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.1 2.8 3.6 5.3 4.6 47%
Official creditors 0.1 2.1 3.0 4.4 3.8

Multilateral 0.0 (1.8 2.0 2. 8 2.6
Bilateral 0.1 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.3

Private creditors 0.0 (1.7 (1.7 (1. (1.8
Bonds 0.0 0.1 tl.0 0.0 0.0

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTIS 0.1 0.6 1.5 3.2 3.5 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.1 0.5 1.5 2.7 34 4 S ilo nln-emdb
Official creditors 0.0 0.2 1.0 1.6 1.6 4sbrno on-emdb

Multilateral (.) 11) 0.4 (1.8 (1.7
Bilateral 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.9 a

Private creditors 0.0 0.3 0.4 1.1 1.8 a
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1

Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 0.1 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.2 II ili 
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.1 2.3 2.2 2.6 1.2 
Official creditors 0.1 1.9 2.0 2.9 2.2

Multilateral 0.0 0.7 1.5 2.0 1.8 0
Bilateral 0.1 1.2 0.4 0.9 0.4 -1

Private creditors 0( (1.4 11.2 -0.2 -1.0 -1
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.0 0.1 .0.3 0.0 -2
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

ol Private U Official
CtURRENCY' COMPOSITION OF' lIONG-TERMI DEBT iPERCENTo

Deutsche mark 10.5 5.2 1.9 2.2 2.0 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 4.9 8.8 4.4 3.3 3.0
Japanese yen (10 7.4 7.2 1(0.7 12.7 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 42.8 12.2 2.8 1.9 1.8
U.S. dollars 17.0 32.8 28.0 44.6 44.0 1999 
Multiple currency 7.2 10.8 7.8 1(1.5 11.0 1998
All other currencies 17.6 21.1 46.8 24.8 23.6 19

DEBTSTIOCK-FLO1% RECON(l[LIAiTION 1996 

Total change in debt stocks . .. 8.5 5.1 0.8 1995 
Net (lows on deht 0.1 2.9 3.1 1.8 1.5 19
Net change in interest arrears . .. 0.5 0.3 0.1 19 
Interest capitalized . .. 0.2 0.1 0.1 1993 

Debt forgiveness or reduction . .. -1.4 -0. 1 -0.5 1992 
Cross-currency valuation . .. 3.7 0.2 -0.8
Residual . .. 2.5 2.8 0.3 00 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 35

US$ bill ion
AVEPAGE TERMIS OF NE~%- COMMIUTMENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private vector
Interest (%1 2.01 3.5 2.9 2.4 1.5
Maturity (years) 28.0 27.3 29.9 29.7 28.9 1999
Grant element (%1 61.6 49.7 57.1 59.0 69.4

Otficial creditors 1998
interest (%) 1.6 2.9 2.3 2.0 1.3 1997
Maturity (years) 30.2 30.4 32.5 32.6 29.6 1996
Grant element (%1 67.1 55.8 63.4 65.0 71.8

Private creditors 1995
Interest (%) 6.0 6.5 7.3 5.9 3.5 1994
Maturity (years) 7.9 11.9 11.7 7.8 18.6 19
Grant element ( 12.3 19.3 12.5 13.5 36.8 19

Memo: 1992 0
Commitments 0.1 3.2 4.5 5.4 3.9

Official creditors 01 30 40 .8 .6 -0.3 -0.2 -0. 1 0.0 0.1 0.2 03

Private creditors 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.6 10.3
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MODERATELY INDEBTED MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES
(US billiont)

1970 1980 /990 1998 1999

US$ bllion External debt
SL'1CtM %RN DEBT I D %T -% 800

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 157.6 372.9 725.5 726.8 700

Long-term debt (LDOD) 14.2 110.0 308.4 581.1 596.1
Public and publicly guaranteed 10.7 93.5 286.1 405.9 415.2
Private nonguaranteed 3.5 16.4 22.3 175.2 181. (

Use of INIF credit 0.3 3.5 8.1 28.6 24.8
Short-term debt .. 44.1 56.4 115.8 105.9 500
of wkhich interest arrears on LDOD .. 0. 7.6 5.5 7.3
Nlemo: 400

IBRD 1.4 6.4 30(9 31.3 30.9
IDA 0.2 0.6 (.8 1.3 1.5 300

TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT 200
Disbursements 3.6 30.0 54.3 91.7 72.3
Long-term debt 3.4 28.5 52.0 83.4 69.8 100

Public and putblicIV guarantecd 2.4 20.9 44.9 48.1 44.1
Private nonguarantecd 1.1 7.5 7.2 35.3 25.7 0

IMF purchases 0.2 1.5 2.3 8.3 2.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Memo: Official Private

IBRD 0.2 1.3 4.3 4.3 3.6
IDA i(lt 0.( (.)1 0.3

Principal repayments 1.6 12.9 38.8 52.0 57.6
Long-term debt 1.4 12.3 36.7 49.6 52.0

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 8.9 34.2 31 .8 31.3 90USSbu,on Aggregate net resource flows
Private nonguaranteed 0.6 3.5 2.5 17.8 20.7

IMF repurchases 0.2 0.5 2.1 2.4 5.6 60

Nlemo:
IBRD 0.1 1) 3 2.7 4. 1 3.1 70
IDA 0.(0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.(

60

Net flow-s on debt 5.5 27.9 11.1 20.9 1.7
of w hich short-term debt 8.) -4.4 -18.7 -13.0 50

Interest payments (INTl .. 13.7 26.0 35.8 37.3
Long-termi debt 1.5 8.6 21.3 29.7 31.5 4

Net transfers on debt .. 14.1 -14.9 -14.8 -35.6 30
Total debt service (TDS) .. 26.6 64.8 87.8 94.9

20 A
At(.RFhG TE NE I RESOURCEF LO%% S \oD NET TR ANSFERS 'LONG-IERi:

10I

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 2.9 20.0 28.8 76.1 58.5
Net flowv of long-term debt (ex. IMF, 2.0 16.1 15.3 33.8 17.8 °
Foreign direct investment inet) .t5 2.6 8.4 33.9 3).9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portlolio equity ftloAs 0.( 0.0 1.2 5.4 6.1 * Prvate non-debt f ows Private debt flows Otficial flows

Grants (exclIding technical coop.) 0.4 1.3 3.8 3.0 3.7

NET TRANSFERS 1.0 8.0 2.4 33.9 13.8
Interest on long-term debt 0.5 8.6 21.3 29.7 3 1.5
Prioflit retnittances on FDI 1.4 3.4 5.1 12-5 13.1 Debt indicators

Percent
MAJOR ECON AIMK INDIC T(.)RS 160 0

Gross national product (GNP) 178-5 845.2 1.189.8 1.216.9 1.325.9 1400

Exportrs of goods & sers ices (XGS 151.1 255.3 508.3 523.7
of which svorkcrs rentittancc 4.2 9.0 14.2 11 I) 120 0

Imports of gtods & ser ices MNIGS 159.9 262.2 503 476.3
Intc-national reserses (RES) 5.4 60.3 74.6 180.9 184.0 100 0
Current account balance -912 -4.4 13.3 58.8

80 0
DEBT lNDlCV1OR;RS

60.0
EDT / XGS c,. 104 3 146.1 142.7 138.8
EDT /GNP(I) I(J.1 18.7 31.3 59.6 54.8 400

TDS /XGS (C i) 17.6 25.4 17.3 18.1
INT / XGS (1 . 9. 1 10.2 7.0 7.1 200

INT / GNP (Ii) (.3 1.6 2.2 2.9 2.8
RES / MGS (imonths) 4.5 3.4 4.3 4.6 00
Short-term /EDT 012 19.4 28.0 15.1 16(. 14.6 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Concessional / EDT (4) 27.0 9. 9 10.4 7.0 7.5 EDT/XGS -- EDT/GNP

Multilatcral / EDT I4) 11.5 6.7 14.3 8.7 9. (
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MODERATELY INDEBTED MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES

US$ b7illioln;

1971) 1980 1990 1998 1999
Composition of long-term debt, 1999

[- 1ING-TERMI DFRll
DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 14.2 110.0 308.4 581.1 596.1
Public and publiclv guaranteed 10.7 93.5 286.1 405.9 415.2
Official creditors 7.4 34.2 113.0 200)0.( 205.8

Multilateral 2.1 10.5 53.1 63.3 65.6 'Silateral
Bilateral 5.4 23.7 59.8 136.8 140.2 24%

Private creditors 3.2 59.3 173.2 205.9 209.3
Bonds 0.5 4.2 39.4 102.3 108.7

Private nonguaranteed 3.5 16.4 22.3 175.2 181.0 Private
Bonds (.) 1 0.0 (0.1 32.9 35.4 65%

DISBURSEMENTS 3.4 28.5 52.0 83.4 69.8
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.4 20.9 44.9 48.1 44.1 tie
Ofticial creditors 1.2 6.5 17.1 14.6 14.9 Multilateral

Multilateral 0.4 2.2 8.1 9.1 8.3 11%
Bilateial (1.8 4.3 9.1) 5.5 6.6

Private creditors 1.2 14.4 27.8 33.5 29.2
Bonds 0.11 0.5 3.2 21.9 15.2

Private nonguaranteed 1.1 7.5 7.2 35.3 25.7
Bonds (. 00 0.0 4.5 4.0

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENIEIS 1.4 12.3 36.7 49.6 52.0 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.8 8.9 34.2 31.8 31.3 US$ billion on long-term debt
Ofl'ticial creditors (0.4 1.8 7.9 12.7 11.4 35

Multilateral (0.2 0.5 4.1 6.6 5.6
Bilateral 0.2 1.3 3.7 6.2 5.8 30

Private creditors (1.4 7.1 26.3 19.0 19.9
Bonds 0.1 0.1 2.1 8.1 8.1 25

Private nonguaranteed 0.6 3.5 2.5 17.8 20.7 20
Bonds (1.0 0.0 (1.1) 1.3 1.4

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 2.0 16.1 15.3 33.8 17.8 15
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.6 12.0 10.7 16.4 12.8 ,0
Otficial creditors (1.8 4.8 9.2 1.9 3.5

Multilateral 0.2 1.7 4.0 2.6 2.7 5
Bilateral 0.6 3.0 5.2 -0.7 0.8 3 I . |

Private creditors 0.8 7.3 1.5 14.5 9.3 m o-
Bonds 0.0 (1.4 1.1 13.8 7.1

Private nonguaranteed 0.4 4.1 4.7 17.5 5.0 -5
Bonds 0.0 (10 0.0 3.2 2.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

.- Private * Ofticial
Cl RRFK.NCN (O%lP(lSl ION OF I.ONG-TERNI DlBT iPERCEENfi

Dcutsche tnark 7.8 7.0 13.2 14.8 11.5 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French iranc 8.1 9.4 5.9 3.0 2.9
Japanese yen 0.4 7.5 12.8 12.4 13.7 Governmenrtand publicenterprises
Pound sterling 5.9 1.7 1.3 0.8 0.7
LI.S. dollars 54(0 48.8 39.6 56.8 58.6 1999
Multiple currencv 15.2 16.0 16.6 7.5 7.0 1998
All other currencies 7.4 7.5 7.6 4.0 5.1) 1997

D[EBT sTOCK-FL.0% RECONCII Il'lIO\N 1996

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 29.7 72.8 1.3 1995
Net flovs on debt 5.5 27.9 11.1 2(0.9 1.7
Net change in intercst arrears .. .. 4.8 2.0 1.7
Interest capitali/ed .. .. 0.7 0.5 5.3 1993 5
Dcbt foriv eness or reduction .. .. -4.1 -0.1 -(1.2 1992 -
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 14.5 13.6 -6.5
Residual .. .. 2.4 28.3 -2.7 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 200 25.0 30.0 350

US$ billion
\\EKR %GL l FRNIM OF NE-\ COlMMIrTlENTS

ALL CREDIT(ORS Pr vale sector
Interest ('(4) 5.6 9.6 7.9 6.9 5.8
Maturity (years) 17.6 14.2 13.2 11.9 17.9 1999 ;s4r
Grant element ('.7) 25.8 4.7 12.6 13.8 24.5

Otficial creditors 1998 _
Intcrest ('k ) 4.6 6.8 6.8 5.4 3.8 1997
Maturity (years) 23.8 19.7 17.9 16.5 19.3 1996
Grant element 1%; 36.1 22.3 21.8 2 7.7 39.5

Private creditors 1995 E

lnterest (64) 6.9 11.4 8.7 7.5 7.4 1994 -
Maturity (years i 9.5 1(0.6 10.1 10.1 16.7 1993
Grant element (cl%; 12.6 -7.1 6.3 8.2 12.6

Mlemo: 1992 ,
Commitments 3.0 24.2 50.8 62.3 45.5

Official creditors 1.7 10.9 20.5 179 201 00 5.0 10.0 150 20.0 25.0
Private creditors 1.3 13.3 30.3 44.4 25.4
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OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

(US$ hillion}
1970 1980 1990) 1998 1999

US$ byllion External debt
SL'I-IIMAR DEBIT DAT.A 1000

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 191.5 457.4 861.8 856.4 900
Long-term debt (LDOD) 21.1 137.3 354.5 674.9 686.3
Public and publicly guaranteed 16.8 114.8 335.8 526.1 531.3 800
Private nonguaranteed 4.3 22.5 18.7 148.8 155.0 700
Use of IMF credit 0.1 3.8 11.7 31.9 16.5
Short-term debt .. 50.4 91.2 155.0 153.7 600

of which interest arrears on LDOD .. 0.4 11.2 3.1 3.3
Memo: 500

IBRD 1.5 8.6 30.7 48.1 49.3 400
IDA 1.1 5.9 19.2 32.6 33.5

300
TOTAL FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 3.9 33.6 48.0 109.8 102.1 200
Long-termdebt 3.9 31.2 43.3 101.0 99.3

Public and publicly guarantced 2.7 24.3 38.1 7(0.9 59.4 0
Private nonguaranteed 1.2 6.9 5.1 3(1.2 39.9 0

IMF purchases 0.0 2.5 4.7 8.7 2.8 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Memo: Otfica Private

IBRD 0.2 1.7 5.8 7.9 5.6
IDA (). 1 0.7 1.5 1.9 1.7

Principal repayments 2.7 12.7 26.7 73.1 115.0
Long-term debt 2.3 12.1 23.7 67.8 97.7

Public and publicly guaranteed 1.5 8.9 19.7 47.7 63.1 USS bdllon Aggregate net resource flows
160

Private nonguaranteed 0.8 3.2 4.1 20.1 34.5
IMF repurchases 0.3 0.6 3.0 5.3 17.4 140

Memo:
IBRD 0.1 0.4 2.9 3.4 3.7 120
IDA 0.0 0.0 (1 1 0.4 0.4

Net flows on debt 3.8 47.1 32.8 27.9 -18.6 100
of which short-term debt .. 21.4 12.0) -5.9 -4.8
Interest payments (INTl .. 15.5 25.8 45.6 44.4 80
Long-term debt 0.8 10.0 18.5 34.5 34.8
Net transfers on debt .. 31.5 8.6 -15.7 -60.8 60
Total debt service (TDS) .. 28.2 52.5 118.7 159.5

40_

AGG.REGATE NE r RESOU RCE FLO%%S AND NFT TRANSFERS LO-ONG-TERMil 2
20

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 3.0 20.2 39.4 142.4 122.2
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF, 1.6 19.0 19.5 33.2 1.7 0
Foreign direct investment (net) (.8 -1.0 10.7 91.8 87.3 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Portfolio equity flows (.0 0.0 1.2 9.0 24.2 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows

Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.6 2.2 8.0 8.3 9.0
NET TRANSFERS 0.2 -1.3 17.3 96.0 73.7
Interest on long-term debt 0.8 10.0 18.5 34.5 34.8
Profit remittances on FDI 2.0 11.4 3.7 11.8 13.7 Debt indicators

Percent
MI AJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS 120.0

Gross national product (GNP) 396.1 1,644.9 2,436.9 3,144.7 3.37(0.4
Exports of goods & services (XGSJ .382.7 477.1 939.2 1.009.6 100.0
of which workers' remittancer .. 6.8 1(. 1 25.9 28.3
Imports of goods & services (MGS .334.4 475.3 942.6 1.0113.2
International reserves (RES) .. .. 110.8 394.3 418.9 800
Current account balance .. 24.6 -6.0 2.2 2.4

60.0
DEBT INDICATORS

EDT! XGS(TI . 50.0 95.9 91.8 84.8 40.0

EDT/GNP(%1 6.0 11.6 18.8 27.4 25.4
TDS /XGS(%) .. 7.4 11.(0 12.6 15.8
INT I XGS Ck) .. 4.1 5.4 4.9 4.4 200
INT/GNP(%) 0.2 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.3
RES / MGS (months) .. 2.8 5.0 5.0 0 0
Short-term/ EDT (%) 10.9 26.3 19.9 18.0 17.9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Concessional / EDT (cc i 39.1 18.1 19.2 14.3 15.6
Multilateral /EDT (T) 12.2 10.1 13.8 13.3 14.0 EDTIXGS
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OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

(US$ billion)

1970 1980 1990 1998 1999
Composition of long-term debt, 1999

I t)%i(.-TERI\I 01(111
DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 21.1 137.3 354.5 674.9 686.3
Public and publicly guaranteed 16.8 114.8 335.8 526.1 531.3
Oftficial creditors 12.4 56.9 178.1 252.7 262.9 ilatera

Multilateral 2.9 19.3 63.0 114.8 120.1 21%
Bilateral 9.5 37.6 115.1 137.9 142.8

Private creditors 4.4 57.S 157.7 273.4 268.4
Bonds 0.5 3.8 52.5 118.6 124.4 Private

Private nonguaranteed 4.3 22.5 18.7 148.8 155.0 61%
Bonds 0.0) 0.0 (1.6 45.0 41.5

DISBURSEMENTS 3.9 31.2 43.3 101.0 99.3
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.7 24.3 38.1 70.9 59.4
Official creditors 1.7 8.5 16.8 24.2 22.5 1

M
tultilateral

Multilateral 0.4 3.2 8.8 15.9 12.0 18%
Bilateral 1.3 5.3 7.9 8.3 1().5

Private creditors 1.(0 15.8 21.4 46.7 37.0
Bonds (1.0 0.4 2.6 20.8 14.6

Private nonguaranteed 1.2 6.9 5.1 30.2 39.9
Bonds 0.(1 0.0 0.6 8.1 8.5

PRINClPAL REPAYMENTS 2.3 12.1 23.7 67.8 97.7 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.5 8.9 19.7 47.7 63.1 US$ bilion on long-term debt
Official creditors (1.7 2.2 7.7 15.4 18.1 45

Multilateral 0.1 (1.6 3.8 5.8 6.0
Bilateral 0.6 1.7 3.9 9.6 12.1 40

Private creditors 0.8 6.7 12.0 32.3 45.0 35
Bonds 0.0 0.1 2.5 8.9 8.9 30

Private nonguaranteed 0.8 3.2 4.1 20.1 34.5 25
Bonds 0.0 (.11 0.0 6.9 7.2

20
NET FLOWS ON DEBT 1.6 19.0 19.5 33.2 1.7 
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.2 15.4 18.4 23.2 -3.7 U
Official creditors 1.0 6.2 9.1 8.8 4.4 10 L *

Multilateral 0.3 2.6 5.0 10.1 6.0 5 1
Bilateral 0.8 3.7 4.1 -1.3 -1.6 0 S '._

Private creditors 0.2 9.1 9.3 14.4 -8.0
Bonds 0.0 0.3 0.1 11.9 5.7 -5

Private nonguaranteed 0.4 3.7 1.1 10.0 5.3 -10
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.3 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

E Private U Official
CUtRRENCY COhlCPOSITION OF LONG-TERMI DEBT iPERCENTI

Deutsche mark 9.5 6.5 7.8 5.6 4.7 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 2.6 2.6 4.6 3.5 2.8
Japanese yen 3.2 5.2 11.3 10.9 12.2 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 13.2 5.2 2.7 1.3 1.2
U.S. dollars 46.6 57.4 46.3 62.6 62.5 1999
Multiple currency 10.3 11.4 16.8 8.7 8.8 1998 _
All other currencies 13.5 5.8 5.8 4.4 4.6 1997

DEBT STOCK-FLO1% RECONCILIATION 1996

Total change in debt stocks .. . 27.0 54.5 -9.1 1995 K.
Net flows on debt 3.8 47.1 32.8 27.9 -18.6 1994

Net change in interest arrears .. .. -(.9 0.4 0.2
Interest capitalized .. .. 2.6 0.0 0.6 1993 .

Debt forgiveness or reduction .. . -20.9 -0.1 -0.1 1992 .

Cross-currency valuation .. .. 11.2 8.4 -2.9
Residual .. .. 2.( 16.4 9.8 0.0 50 10.0 15.0 200 25.0 30.0 35.0 400

US$ bili/on
X' ER AGF TERMIS OF NElS COMMIFTMENTS

ALL CREDITtORS Private sector
Interest (%) 5.2 9.6 7.3 6.3 5.6
Maturity (years) 21.7 16.3 16.9 13.0 13.3 1999
Grant element (%) 24.9 3.1 15.2 17.5 19.6

Official creditors 1998

Interest (%) 3.9 5.3 5.8 5.2 3.8 1997 ( w
Maturity (years) 327.6 26.6 224 24.1 20.3 1996 -
Grant element (%) 32.9 21.4 25.6 28.8 31.2

Private creditors 1995 .. 3 7

Interest (%) 7.8 12.6 8.5 6.8 7.1 1994 .

Maturity (years) 10.0 9.0 12.6 7.4 7.7
Grant element (1) 9.3 -9.9 7.1 11.9 10.3

Memo: 1992
Commitments 3.3 26.9 43.5 58.9 50.2

Official creditors 22 1. 195 97 2.5 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0Ohtcialcredito 2.2 12.4 19.5 19.7 2 2.0 US$ billion
Private creditors 1.1 14.5 24.0 39.2 27.6
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(U'$ hI/li/oJ

1970 ]980 /990 1998 1999
LS$ hbilon External debt

StUNMMARN DEBT DnlA 700

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) .. 125.2 419.0 579.5 572.3
Long-term debt (LDOD) 21.6 102.9 357.7 493.4 485.0 600
Public and publicly guaranteed 20.8 94.9 340.7 420.4 420.2
Pri Nate nonguaranteed 0.9 8.0 17.0 73.0 64.8 500
Use of IMF credit 0.3 5.3 11.3 23.7 24.9
Short-term debt .. 17.0 50.0 62.4 62.4 400
of which interest arrears on LDOD .. 1.7 12.9 23.3 26.3
Memo:

IBRD 1.4 4.8 28.1 28.5 28.9 300
IDA 1.6 10.5 38.6 68.8 70.6

200
TOTAI FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 3.5 21.8 33.1 46.2 31.6
Long-ternm debt 3.4 19.1 30.6 38.6 27.9 100

Public and publicly guaranteed 3.1 16.9 24.7 33.2 24.0
Pri,atc nonguaranteed 0.3 2.2 5.8 5.4 3.9 0

IMF purchascs 0.1 2.8 2.5 7.6 3.7 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Memo: Official Private

IBRD 0.2 0.9 3.4 2.4 3.1
IDA (1.1 1.5 3.6 4.4 4.3

Principal repayments 1.3 6.2 16.8 29.3 31.0
Long-term debt 1.0 5.5 14.6 27.7 29.0 Aggregate net resource flows

Public and publicly guaranteed 0.9 4.1 12.6 18.8 19.8 60US$ bilion
Private noneuaranteed 0.1 1.4 2.0 9.0 9.3

[MF repurchases 0.3 0.7 2.2 1.6 2.0
Mtemo: 50

IBRD 0.1 2 1.8 2.5 2.5
IDA 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.8

40

Net flows on debt 3.7 19.4 23.7 3.2 -1.3
of which short-terra debt .. 3.6 7.4 -13.7 -1.8
Interest payments (INT .. 6.0 15.4 18.9 16.2 30
Long-term debt 0.5 4.3 12.4 15.9 13.7
Net transfers on debt .. 13.3 8.3 -15.7 -17.5 20
Total debt service (TDS) .. 12.2 32.2 48.2 47.2

.CGREG.ATE NE r RESOURCE FL.O0iS %ND NEr TRANSFERS i LONC-TERMi t -

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 3.7 21.0 33.5 39.4 26.0
Net flow of long-term debt (ex. IMF 2.4 13.6 16.0 10.9 -1.2 ° b
Foreign direct investment (net) 0.3 0.2 2.2 13.4 9.8 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portfolio equity flo"s (.0 0.0 0.4 0.6 2.6 U Private non-debt flows .Private debt flows Official flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 1.) 7.1 14.9 14.5 14.7

NET TRANSFERS 2.3 10.9 17.7 18.9 6.6
Interest on long-term debt 0.5 4.3 12.4 15.9 13.7
Profit remittances on FDI 0.9 5.8 3.4 4.6 5.7 Debt indicators

Percent

'.I %JOR ECONOMIC INDICA.-TORS 3500

Gross national product (GNP) 254.4 906.7 1,316.0 940.8 1,0)06.1
Exports of goods & services (XGS .. .. 140.7 234.2 252.8 3000
of which workers' remittance .. 5.6 6.8 17.0 18.9
Imports of goods & scr\ ices (MGS .. .. 170.2 277.2 283.1 250 0
International reserves (RES) .. .. 26.2 82.2 91.8
Current account balance .. -8.1 -19.5 -23.0( -9.5 200.0

DEBT INDIC.-TORS 150.0

EDT / XGS 17, .. .. 297.8 247.5 226.4
EDT/GNP/' 6 ) 9.2 13.8 31.8 61.6 56.9 100.0
TDS / XGS (r I .. .. 22.9 20.6 18.7
INT / XGS iA) .. 11.0 8.1 6.4 50s0 __

INT/GNP(%r 0.2 0.7 1.2 2.0 1.6
RES / MGS (months) .. .. 1.9 3.6 3.9 0 0

Short-term / EDT (§'7) 6.5 13.6 11.9 10.8 10.9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Concessional / EDT 64.7 45.6 43.6 37.2 39.8 EDT/XGS - -EDT/GNP
Multilateral / EDT c 13.1 15.4 21.9 24.7 26.0
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(US$ billion)
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
Lt.NCGrERMI\ DEBT

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 21.6 102.9 357.7 493.4 485.0 Private
Public and publicly guaranteed 20.8 94.9 340.7 420.4 420.2 39%.
Oficial creditors 18.1 70.3 262.4 334.5 344.7

Multilateral 3.1 19.3 91.9 143.0 148.8
Bilateral 15.1 51.0 170.5 191.6 195.9

Private creditors 2.6 24.6 78.2 85.9 75.5
Bonds 0.3 0.8 3.6 15.7 15.1

Private nonguaranteed 0.9 8.0 17.0 73.0 64.8
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.1 13.5 11.6 Bilateral

DISBURSEMENTS 3.4 19.1 30.6 38.6 27.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 3.1 16.9 24.7 33.2 24.0
Official creditors 2.4 9.5 18.7 20.3 19.2

Multilateral 0.4 3.7 10.6 11.6 11.8 Mutilk.,
Bilateral 2.0 5.8 8.0 8.6 7.5 31'.

Private creditors 0.7 7.4 6.1 12.9 4.8
Bonds 0.0 0.1 0.4 5.7 0.3

Private nonguaranteed 0.3 2.2 5.8 5.4 3.9
Bonds (1.t1 0.0 (. I 0.8 0.0

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 1.0 5.5 14.6 27.7 29.0 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.9 4.1 12.6 18.8 19.8 US$ billion on long-term debt
Official creditors 0.6 1.9 6.7 11.1 10.1 15

Multilateral 0.1 0.4 3.0 5.0 5.2
Bilateral 0.5 1.6 3.7 6.2 4.9

Private creditors 0.3 2.1 5.9 7.6 9.6 10
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.8

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 1.4 2.0 9.0 9.3 5 J u j i
Bonds 0.0 0.11 0.0 0.8 2.0

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 2.4 13.6 16.0 10.9 -1.2 ° .
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.2 12.8 12.2 14.4 4.2
Official creditors 1.8 7.5 11.9 9.1 9.1 .5

Multilateral 0.3 3.3 7.6 6.7 6.6
Bilateral 1.6 4.2 4.3 2.4 2.5

Private creditors 0.4 5.3 0.2 5.3 -4.9
Bonds 0.0 0.1 0.0 5.3 -0.5

Private nonguaranteed 0.2 0.8 3.8 -3.5 -5.4 -15
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 -2.0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

uD Private U Official
CURRENCY COMPOSITION OF LONG-TERM DEBT PERC ENT I

Deutsche mark 8.0 7.2 5.4 4.7 4.2 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 5.5 7.0 6.5 5.1 4.4
Japanese yen 4.3 9.0 10.9 13.2 15.4 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 18.2 8.7 4.0 2.7 2.6
U.S. dollars 37.4 37.9 37.7 46.5 47.7 1999

Multiple currency 8.1 8.0 12.7 10.3 10.4 1998
All other currencies 18.1 16.4 18.5 12.7 10.7 1997 7

DEBTS] OCK-FLOW% RECONCILLATION 1996 -

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 47.8 36.6 -7.2 1995 _

Nettlows on debt 3.7 19.4 23.7 3.2 -1.3
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 3.0 2.6 3.0 1
Interest capitalized .. .. 1.7 0.5 2.0 1993 _
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -2.8 -0.6 -5.2 1992 :
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 14.4 4.1 -2.4
Residual .. .. 7.8 26.3 -4.3 00 5.0 10.0 15.0 200 

US$ billon
%%ERAGF 1ER3ISOF NF%% COMMITMENTS

ALL CREDITORS Private sector
Interest (%7) 3.0 6.3 4.8 4.1 3.3
Maturitv (years) 28.9 22.9 23.8 20.1 22 2 1999 Ž?~i
Grant elementt 1%) 47.7 24.2 35.8 39.5 47.0

Official creditors 1998
Interest (%) 2.1 3.5 4.0 3.3 2.7 1997
Maturity (years) 33.8 30.9 26.9 26.1 24.4 1996
Grant element (%) 56.9 39.3 42.4 49.4 52.4

Private creditors 1995
Interest (%) 6.4 10.8 7.3 5.8 7.1 1994
Maturity (years) 10.3 10.0 14.0 6.4 8.0 
Grant element(%) 12.9 -0.3 15.4 17.2 13.4 1993

Memo: 1992
Commitments 4.4 25.8 31.5 31.4 17.5

Official creditors 35 16.2 23.8 21.8 1.1 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 40 6.0 8.0 100Private creditors 0.9 9.6 7.7 9.6l0$/
Private creditors 0.9 9.6 7.7 9.6 2.4
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(u'sS Ilillio,llJ

/970 198( /99(1 1998 /999

US$ bllion External debt
.ltINIARN DFBI DD E I 2,500

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS i EDT) .. 461.4 1,040.9 1,987.8 1,991.3
Long-term debt (LDOD 41.0 332.6 822.4 1.569.8 1,592.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 26.5 270.1 773.9 1.115.1 1.122.2 2.000
Private nonguarantced 14.5 62.5 48.5 454.7 47(1.7
Use of IMF credit 0.4 7.0 23.4 70.1 54.0
Short-term debt .. 121.9 195.1 347.8 344.4 1,900
oi vbhich ntcrest ar rears on LD)OD .. (1.5 39.8 13.2 13.8
NIemo:

IBRD 3.0 17.4 67.5 87.4 90.( 1.000
II)A 0.3 1.4 6.5 15.4 16.(1

TolTALI FLOWS ON DEBT
Disbursements 9.9 80.9 103.8 283.1 238.7 500
Long-term debt 9.7 77.7 98.(1 261.5 227.7

Public and publicly guaraLinteed 5.8 58.4 85.0 143.8 127.6
Private nonguataineed 3.8 19.3 13.( 117.7 10().1 0

IMF pLirchases 0.3 3.2 5.8 21.6 11.0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Memo: Off c al Pr sate
IBRI) 0.5 3.6 10.2 15.1 12. 1)
IDA 0 10.1 11.8 1.2 1.1

Principal repayments 5.5 35.5 76.9 166.2 235.7
Long-term debt 5.0 34.2 70.9 157.9 210.4

Publicand pUblicl guaranteed 2.7 23.9 63.5 9I.1) 114.3 U53 billion Aggregate net resource flows
Private noniguaranteed 2.3 10.4 7.3 66.9 96.( 

IMP repurehases (1.4 1.3 6.0 8.3 25.3
Memo: 300

IBRI) 0.2 0.8 6.7 8.2 7.5
IDA 0.0 (.0 1(J 1).1 .1 250

Net flows on debt 12.3 91.9 36.1 79.3 -13.4
of wkhich short-term debt 38.2 9 2 -37.5 -16.5 200

Interest payments (INT) .. 41.0 55.0 1010.3 106.4
Lone-term debt 1.8 27.3 42.2 79.11 86.6 150

Net transfers on debt .. 49.1 *18.9 -21.0 -119.8
Total debt service (TDS) .. 76.5 131.9 266.5 342.1 100to

WGGREG %I'E NETRFlR OLt RCF FLO%%% ANDFNI IRANSFE`RStLON(,-TER%Ii s0 A
NET RESOURCE FLOWS 7.2 53.6 64.8 294.7 238.9
Net flow of long-term debt (cx. IMP, 4.6 43.4 27.2 103.6 17.3 0 -.

Foreign di-ect investmient 0iCtl 1.6 4.2 22.1 163.4 175.6 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Portfolio equLity flosVs 1.1) 0.0 2.3 14.9 31.8 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Ofticia flows
Grants (excluding technical coop.) 0.9 6.0 13.2 12.8 14.2
NET TRANSFERS 0.9 9.3 11.2 185.0 118.0
Interest on long-term debt 1.8 27.3 42.2 79.0 86.6
Profit remittances on FDI 4.4 16.9 11.5 30.6 34.3 Debt indicators

Percent
NI xJOR ECONOMII( INDICATORS 160.0

Gross national product (GNPi 503.3 2,311.8 3,424.8 5.063.8 5.328.1 1400

Exports of goods & services (XGS) .. 568.0 768.5 1.494.9 1.566.0
of which workers' remittance .. 8.8 18.5 33.7 31.1 1200
Imports of goods & services (MGS . 546.5 767.9 1.542.2 1,561.1
International reserves (RESI .. 176.7 198.5 626.9 643.5 1000
Ctirrent account balance 2. 2.0 -3.1 -23.2 36.3

80 0
DEBT INDIC %TORS

60 0
EDT / XGS ', .. 81.2 135.5 133.3 127.2
EDT / GNP (9/'k 9.8 2(). 0 30.4 39.3 37 4.0
TDS/XGS(i) , 13.5 17.2 17.8 21.9
INT/XGS 1%) 72 7.2 6.7 6.8 200
INT/GNP 04; 0.4 1.8 1.6 2.( 2.0
RES /MGS (nonths) . 3.9 3.1 4.9 5.1 00
Short-term / EDT(M 1 15.9 26.4 18.7 17.5 17.3 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Concessional / EDT 1i 19.3 11.4 12.6 8. 1 8.4
Multilateral / EDT (9'i 8.7 6.4 11.1 9.3 9.9 EDT/XGS EDT/GNP
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MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES

(US$ billion i
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999

DFU I (1 PI %'slDIN(. il II)' 41.11 332.iu 822.4 1.569.8 1,592.9
Public and publicly guaranteed 26.5 270.1 773.9 1,115.1 1.122.2
Official creditors 15.5 105.3 342.2 522.1 532.6 Blatea

Multilateral 4.3 29.4 115.7 185.3 196.1 21% 
Bilateral 11.2 75.9 226.5 336.8 336.5

Private creditors 11.0 164.8 431.7 593.0 589.5
Bonds 1.5 12.1 103.8 330.1 349.8

Private nonguaranteed 14.5 62.5 48.5 454.7 470.7 Private
Bonds 0.0 0.( 0.7 103.1 103.1 67%

DISBURSEMENTS 9.7 77.7 98.0 261.5 227.7
Public and publicly guaranteed 5.8 58.4 85.0 143.8 127.6 I luitilateral
Official creditors 2.6 17.9 34.4 48.5 42.6 12%

Multilateral 0.9 5.7 17.0 34.8 26.8
Bilateral 1.7 12.2 17.4 13.7 15.8

Private creditors 3.3 40.5 50.6 95.3 85.0
Bonds 0.1 1.5 5.7 51.8 50.1

Private nonguaranteed 3.8 19.3 13.0 117.7 100.1
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.6 19.8 15.1

PRINCIPAL REPAYMENTS 5.0 34.2 70.9 157.9 210.4 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 2.7 23.9 63.5 91.0 114.3 US$ bilion on long-term debt
Offici-al creditors, 1.0 4.6 18.9 31.1 34. 100

Multilateral 0.3 1.3 9.6 13.8 14.5
Bilateral 0.7 3.3 9.3 17.3 20.4

Private creditors 1.7 19.2 44.6 59.9 79.5 80

Bonds 0.1 0.5 5.3 23.9 25.9
Private nonguaranteed 2.3 10.4 7.3 66.9 96.0 60

Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.1 11.4

NET FLOWS ON DEBT 4.6 43.4 27.2 103.6 17.3 40

Public and publicly guaranteed 3.1 34.5 21.5 52.8 13.3
Official creditors 1.6 13.2 15.5 17.4 7.8 20

Multilateral 0.6 4.4 7.4 21.0 12.3 .
Bilateral 1.0 8.8 8.1 -3.6 -4.6 0 i U , .. 1 -

Private creditors 1.5 21.3 6.0 35.3 5.5
Bonds 0.0 1.0 0.4 27.9 24.3

Private nonguaranteed 1.5 8.9 5.7 50.8 4.1 -20
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.6 7.7 3.7 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

7 Private * Offcial
CURRENCY CONIPOSIT ION OF L ON(..-I ERI I DEBT PERCENT T

Deutsche mark 9.0 6.4 10.1 8.9 7.1 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 4.9 4.9 5.3 3.0 2.5
Japanese yen 0.7 6.1 10.3 10.4 11.5 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 5.2 1.7 1.5 0.8 0.7
U.S. dollars 55.1 53.7 42.8 58.3 59.0 1999 rt,$>-z7 4
Multiple currency 14.2 11.8 15.5 7.5 7.4 1998 
All other currencies 9.4 5.8 6.0 4.6 5.6 1997 

DERT ST41CK-Fli.)% REt *ONt:Il.U%1ltN 1996

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 56.0 200.2 4.5 1995

Net flows on debt 12.3 91.9 36.1 79.3 -13.4 1994
Net change in interest arrears .. .. 12.5 3.6 0.6
Interest capitalized .. .. 4.1 1.1 5.4 1993

Debt forgiveness or reduction . .. -31.6 -0.9 -2.0 1992 r- >f..--
Cross-currencv valuation .. .. 33.1 26.7 -12.9 1 1
Residual .. .. 2.3 66.1 18.7 oo 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

US$ bil/ion
A' ER \GF TERNIS OF NE%% CONMMIITNMFN'l S

ALL CREDITORS Private vector
Interest(%7c) 6.2 10.3 7.8 7.6 6.5
Maturity (years) 16.3 13.3 14.4 10.8 13.7 1999

Grantelementc(%) 22.8 1.6 13.7 11.3 17.1
Otlicial creditors 1998

Interest (%) 5.0 6.7 6.4 7.1 4.3 1997

Maturity (years) 23.1 19.7 19.4 13.1 17.9 1996

Grantelement (%) 34.0 23.2 24.6 16.8 31.7
Private creditors 1995

Interest (%) 7.4 12.2 8.7 7.9 8.1 1994

Maturity (years) 9.6 9.7 10.6 9.3 10.7
Grant element(%c 11.8 -10.3 5.5 7.7 6.6 1993

Memo: 1992

Commitments 7.5 62.8 92.1 161.3 127.6
Official creditors 3.7 24.2 395 64.4 53.4 -10.0 00 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0

Private creditors 3.8 38.6 52.6 96.9 74.2
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(U SS hiiliooj,
/970 1980 199() 1098 1999

US5 billion External debt
StUl.ARI DE EBF D.VTX 140

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) 36.9 95.1 113.9 104.9
Long-term debt ILDOD) 4.2 28.8 79.4 99.1 90.5 120
Public and publicly guarantecd 4.0 25.7 75.3 94.6 86.2
Private nonmwaranteed 0 2 3.1 4.1 -4.5 4.3 ioo
Use of IMF credit 0.1 2.0 4.5 5.2 5.0
Short-term debt 6.1 11.3 9.7 9.3 80
of vhich interest arrears on LDOD 1.6 3.3 3.2 2.8

Memo:
IBRD 0.2 1.7 4.9 1.6 1.2 60
IDA 0.2 2.0 12.7 28.3 28.6

40
TOTAL, FLOWS ON D)EBT
Disbursements 1.0 7.6 7.1 4.3 3.8
Long-term debt 1.0 6.8 6.4 3.5 3.3 20

Public and publiclI guaranteed 1.0 6.2 6.0 3.4 3.1
Private nongualranreed 0 1 0.6 (0.4 0.1 (.2 0

IMF purchases 0.0 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.5 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Memo: Ofticia Prvate

IBRD 0.0 (.3 0.3 0.l1 0.0
IDA (. 1 0 3 1.8 1.9 1.8

Principal repayments 0.3 2.1 3.4 3.2 3.5
Long-term debt (0.2 1.9 2.7 2.6 3.1 Aggregate net resource flows

Public and publicly guaranteed (0.2 1.5 2.3 2.2 2.6 USbilion
Prix ate nonguaranteed 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5

IME repurchases 0.0 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.5
NMemo: 12

IBRD t)() 0. 1 0.4 0.3 (1.3
IDA 0.0 (.0 0.0 (.2 0.2 10

Net flows on debt 1.1 6.1 5.2 (.0 0.4
of which short-term debt 0.6 1.6 -1.1 (. I
Interest payments (INT) 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.1
Long-term debt 0.1 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.7 6
Net transfers on debt 4.2 2.9 -2.1 -1.7
Total debt service (TDS) 4.0 5.8 5.3 5.6 4

AG6 REGAIWE Nur REsOUR(E FI.%%S AN'D NET' [11&ANIFERIt I )NL .1-TERMli 2

NET RESOURCE FLOWS 0.9 7.7 13.3 11.0 10.1
Net flo(w of long-term debt (cx. IMF l1.8 4.9 3.7 0.9 (0.2 0
Foreign direct investment (net) -0. 1 0.6 0.4 1 .9 2.0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

Portfolio equity flows 0.0 (1.1) 0.0 0.1) 0.0 * Private non-debt flows Private debt flows Official flows

Grants (excluding technical coop.) (1.2 2.2 9.2 8.2 7.X

NET TRANSFERS 0.5 5.6 11 0 8.9 7.9
Interest on long-term debt (1 1 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.7
Profit remittances on FDI 0.3 (07 0.5 0.4 0.5 Debt indicators

Percent
1t JUOR FCONOMIC INDIIC Al ORS 600 0

Gross national product (GNP) 18.3 70.2 89.8 100.() 99.8
Exports of yoods & services (XGS ' 19.5 21.7 27.6 27.9 500.0
o(f which workers' remittance 0 .4 (0.6 (1.4 0.4

Imports of goods & scrvices (MGS . 27.9 32.2 38.7 39.11
International reserves (RES) 1.5 2.7 3.3 7.9 7.8 400.0
Current account balance -7 2 -6.6 -4.9 -5.0

300.0
)EBI INDICATORS

EDT/ XGS '> I 189.3 438.9 413.4 375.5 2000
EDT/GNP Ci 1-5.6 52.6 105.9 114.0 1()5.1
TDS/XGS(".) 20.6 26.8 19.1 210. ,
INT/XGS ',. 9.7 10.9 7.6 7.4 tooo
INT / GNP i'i) (0.7 2.7 2.6 2.1 2.1
RES / MGS (months) 1.2 1.2 2.5 2.4 00
Short-term / EDTI (') 8.0 16.6 11.9 8.5 8.9 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Concessional / EDT i14) 51.6 32.5 46.4 62.h( 62.7 1992 EDT19 9 9
Multilateral / EDT (%1 I().11 14.5 28.5 37.7 40.3 EDT/XGS EDT,ONP
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( LiSi hill)ot )
1970 1980 1990 1998 1999

Composition of long-term debt, 1999
[.ONG-TE RM DEBT Private

DEBT OUTSTANDING (LDOD) 4.2 28.8 79.4 99.1 90.5 11%
Public and publiciv guaranteed 4.0 25.7 75.3 94.6 86.2
Official creditors 2.9 16.7 64.9 88.7 80.9

Multilateral 0.5 5.4 27.1 42.9 42.3
Bilateral 2.5 11.4 37.8 45.8 38.6

Private creditors 1.1 9.0 10.4 5.9 5.3
Bonds 0.2 (.0 (.0 2.4 2.4

Private nonguaranteed 0.2 3.1 4.1 4.5 4.3 Mltilateral
Bonds 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 E4i6%E-,- d

DISBURSEMENTS 1.0 6.8 6.4 3.5 3.3 ..
Public and publicly guaranteed 1.0 6.2 6.0 3.4 3.1
Official creditors (1.5 2.9 5.3 3.3 2.9

Multilateral 0.1 1.2 3.3 2.8 2.6
Bilateral 0.4 1.7 2.0 0.5 0.4

Private creditors 0.4 3.3 0).7 0.1 0.2
Bonds 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 (.0

Private nonguaranteed 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
Bonds (0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PRINCIPAI, REPAYMENTS 0.2 1.9 2.7 2.6 3.1 Composition of net flows
Public and publicly guaranteed 0.2 1.5 2.3 2.2 2.6 US$ bil6ion on long-term debt
Otficial creditors 0.1 (0.4 1.4 1.8 2.1 5

Multilateral 0.() 0.1 (1.9 1.2 1.1
Bilateral 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.() 4

Private creditors 0.1 1.1 (1.9 0.4 (0.4 4
Bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 3
Bonds 0.0 0.0 () 0.0 0.

2
NET FLOWS ON DEBT 0.8 4.9 3.7 0.9 0.2 2
Public and publiciv guaranteed 0.7 4.7 3.7 1.3 0.6
Official creditors (1.4 2.5 3.8 1.5 0.8 1

Multilateral 0.1 1.1 2.4 I.6 1.4
Bilateral 0.3 1.4 1.5 -0.1 -0.6 0

Private creditors 0.3 2.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -1
Bonds ().() 0.0 (1.() 0.0 ()()

Private nonguaranteed 0.0 0.2 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 -1
Bonds (1.0 0.0 (1.0 0.0 ().0 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
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11 KRRFtNCY CO POSITION OF LONG-ITR1I DEBTi PERCF\T

Deutsche mark 6.8 5.9 3.9 3.8 3.4 Net flows on long-term debt by borrower
French franc 19.3 17.8 17.4 12.3 11.6
Japanese yen 0.0 7.7 3.2 4.9 6.0 Government and public enterprises
Pound sterling 21.6 5.4 3.7 2.7 2.6
U.S. dollars 21.3 28.5 3(0.4 44.2 50.3 1999 1
Multiple currency 6.0 8.8 12 7 8.5 8.7 1998 -'.-

All other currencies 24.7 23.6 26.5 21.4 15.1 1997 5

DEPI-T STOC K-F LO%% RECONC ILIATlION 1996 --

Total change in debt stocks .. .. 11.1 4.2 -9.1 1995
Net flows on debt 1.1 6.1 5.2 0.0 0.4 1994 :
Net change in interest arrears .. .. (1.3 0.4 -0.4
Interest capitalized .. .. 1.3 0.5 0.5 1993 707 02075
Debt forgiveness or reduction .. .. -2.5 -(1.5 -4.8 1992
Cross-currency valuation .. .. 4.0 -1.6 -4.3
Residual .. .. 2.8 5.6 -0.4 0.0 1 0 2.0 30 4.0 5 0

US$ billion
A% ERAGE IlERMS OF NEL% (ONlNMITMEIf'S

ALL CREDIt'ORS Private sector
Interest (07,) 3.3 6.5 3.3 1.2 1.3
Maturity (years) 27.1 18.4 28.5 36.5 3(0.3 1999
Grant element i01) 53.2 25. 0 52.7 73.1 72.2

OtTicial creditors 1998
Interest (.c ) 1.8 3.7 2.7 1.1 1.2 1997
Maturitv (years) 34.6 26.8 30.6 37.8 30.8 1996
Grant element (02) 71.0 47.0 58.6 75.5 74.1

Private creditors 1995
Interest 1021 6.5 9.4 8.5 4.3 3.1 1994
Maturity (years) 10.3 9.6 12.0) 9.0 21.4 1993
Grant element (1%) 13.0 2.2 5.1 22.(1 41.9

Memo: 1992
Commitments 1.3 8.4 7.6 4.2 3.1

Official creditors 0.9 4.3 6.8 4.0 3.0 -04 -0 3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0 0.1 0 2 0U3 0 4

Private creditors 0.4 4.0 0.8 (1.2 0.2







Ilternational finalncial flows to developing countries are probably imore valuable than traditionally
thought -and the prospects for using them more effectively continue to improve. These resource

transfers from rich countries to poor ones create investmenit opportunities, and influence development,
by stimulating improvements in the policies and institutions of developing countries.They can thus
reinforce those countries' efforts to raise productivity anid increase efficiency in the econonxm

These are some of the conclusions reached by Globlal De velcMent Finianice 2001, Analysis and Suiminary
TaNl,es, a report that also highlights current international initiatives to leverage the extensive potelntial of
interniational financial flows.These include the global reform-l of the international finanacial archi-
tecture and the World Bank's Comprehensive Development Franmework at the countrv level, which
advocates a holistic approach to developnment.

Glob.al Development FinancC 2001, Analysis antd SIJ1/ininary Tables,

* Predicts a quick rebound in the global economy in 2001 despite the cyclical slowdown of 2000

* Finds that capital flows to developing countries grew smlartly in 2000 followning the steep declines
of the crisis-laden late itgos but still lagged behind output and trade since the crises

* Finds that aid flows and the pace of debt relief picked up in 2000 but would need constalnt
monitoring in order to preserve economiiic gains and make a case for greater aid

* Concludes that international finanicial institutions need to take a more flexible and pragimiatic
approach to coalition building to achieve the miaxiiiunmm dividends from international resource
transfers intended for public goods.

For more informationi on the analysis, please see vwwwv.worldbank .org/prospects.

Global DeiClopment FinanCC 2001, COntry)' TalNes, as in previous years. includes a comlprehetnsive set of

country tables \vith statistical data for 137 countries that report debt under the World Bank D)ebtor
Reporting Systenm as well as summllary data for regions and income groups. It contains data on total

external debt stocks and flows, ,: icv- and key debt ratios, and provides a detailed, couLntry-
by-country picture of debt. Global Deivelope1n"t Finalnc 20oo debt data are also available on ('I)-ROM,

with more than 200 historical timie series fromii 1970 to 2000 and country group estimates for 2001.

Further detail about the Coin itr)' Talecs can be found at wwwsv worldbank.org/data.

Globadl Lh'lopl,ulit Kinatice 2oo001 ia din inidispensable resource for governmieluits. economi usts investors., fi nnilCl consultants.

banikers, academics, and tbe ejntirce developimietnt comimnunitv.
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